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In the Superior Court of the State of California

in and for the County of Sacramento.

JOHN FRANCIS McKEW and IDA LILLIAN
McKEW,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

SACRAMENTO SUBURBAN FRUIT LANDS
COMPANY, a Corporation,

Defendant.

ORDER FOR REMOVAL.

On reading and filing the petition and bond of

defendant, Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands

Company, a corporation, for removal of the above-

entitled cause to the Northern Division of the

United States District Court, in and for the North-
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ern District of California, Second Division, and it

appearing to the Court that written notice of said

petition and bond for removal was duly given by

said defendant to plaintiff prior to filing said peti-

tion and bond, and this matter coming on for hear-

ing, said bond is hereby approved and accepted as

good and sufficient.

AND IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that said

cause be and the same is hereby removed to the

Northern Division of the United States District

Court, in and for the Northern District of Califor-

nia, Second Division.

Dated: This 20th day of August, 1927.

J. R. HUGHES,
Judge of the Superior Court.

[Endorsed]: ''Order for Removal." Filed Aug.

20, 1927. [1^]

In the Superior Court of the State of California

in and for the County of Sacramento.

JOHN FRANCIS McKEW and IDA LILLIAN
McKEW,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

SACRAMENTO SUBURBAN FRUIT LANDS
COMPANY, a Corporation,

Defendant.

*Page-number appearing at the foot of page of original certified

Transcript of Record.
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COMPLAINT.

Plaintiffs complaining allege:

I.

That the defendant is now, and was at all times

herein mentioned, a corporation duly organized and

existing under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of Minnesota.

II.

That on and for a long time prior to the 5th day

of July, 1923, plaintiffs were residing in Winnipeg,

Canada, were wholly unfamiliar with California

fruit lands, the characteristics, qualities, values and

prices thereof and by reason thereof were com-

pelled to rely and in the transactions hereinafter

set forth did rely solely and entirely upon the rep-

resentations of defendant.

III.

That defendant well knew of the said ignorance

of plaintiffs and knowing that plaintiffs would be

compelled to rely and did rely upon each of the

matters and things stated and represented by de-

fendant, falsely and fraudulently and with intent

to cheat and defraud plaintiffs stated and repre-

sented to plaintiffs that all of the Sacramento

County lands being sold by defendant were of the

fair and reasonable market value of $350.00 per acre

and upwards and that all of said lands and particu-

larly the lands subsequently purchased by plain-

tiffs were rich and fertile, were capable of pro-
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diicing all sorts of farm crops and products; that

all of the land thereof was entirely [2] free

from all conditions and things injurious or harmful

to the growth of fruit-trees; that said land was

perfectly adapted to the raising of fruits of all

kinds and was capable of producing large crops of

fruit of the finest quality.

IV.

That solely by reason of their reliance thereon

on or about said 5th day of July, 1923, plaintiffs

entered into a certain contract with defendant

whereby they agreed to purchase from defendant

that certain real property described as Lot 47 of

Rio Linda Subdivision No. 5 in the County of Sac-

ramento, State of California, for a price of $3,500

and paid thereon $2,400.00 by conveying to defend-

ant certain property in said City of Winnipeg.

V.

That by said contract it was agreed that plain-

tiffs might exchange said land for any other un-

improved 10-acre tract owned by defendant. That

plaintiffs did not come to California until the

month of September, 1923, and thereafter were

dissatisfied with the said Lot 47 and gave notice to

defendant that they desired to exchange the same

for other lands.

VI.

That thereupon defendant offered in compliance

with said contract to convey to plaintiffs the North

8 acres of Lot 44 of Rio Linda Subdivision No. 5,
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in the County of Sacramento, State of California,

and for the purpose of inducing plaintiffs to ac-

cept said land reaffirmed and restated to plaintiffs

all the representations hereinbefore referred to and

further stated and represented to plaintiffs that

said last described real property was of the fair

and reasonable market value of $3,200.00. That

plaintiffs did not have any opportunity to investi-

gate the truth of said representations, or either

thereof, but were compelled by defendant to con-

tract therefor without sufficient opportunity to ex-

amine said land or to ascertain the truth of any

of said representations. [3]

VII.

That plaintiffs relied solely upon said represen-

tations, and each thereof, and solely by reason of

their reliance thereon agreed to take and did re-

ceive a deed to said last-described real property and

paid defendant $800.00 on or about the 25th day

of October, 1923, and entered into the possession

of said land.

VIII.

That it was not then, there or at all true that

either of said tracts of land was worth in excess

of $150.00 and/or that any of said land was fertile

or would produce any crops in commercial quan-

tities and/or was at all adapted to the growing of

fruits or fruit-trees and/or that said land was ca-

pable of producing any fruits. That on the con-

trary, said land appeared on the surface to be good

farm land, but said surface soil was thin, poor and
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unfertile and the whole of each of said tracts was

luiderlaid immediately beneath said surface with

hard-pan or rock in excess of 6 feet in thickness

and was incapable of producing crops or trees of

any kind. That all of said facts were well known

to defendant at the time of making each of said

representations. That plaintiffs did not suspect

the falsity of said representations until the month

of February, 1927, and did not actually discover

the falsity thereof luitil the month of July, 1927.

IX.

That prior to the discovery thereof, plaintiffs

attemjjted to improve said lands and in so doing

plowed said land and set out trees at an expense

of $125.70 constructed a dwelling-house, tank-house,

chicken-house and farm buildings at an expense of

$2,590.18; installed electrical equipment at an ex-

pense of $442.73; jjurchased ranch equipment at

an expense of $356.40; and expended in labor in

planting and cultivating said trees and in improv-

ing said property $12,083.20. That had said prop-

erty been as represented, said improvements and

said labor would have improved said land more

than in proportion to the expense thereby incurred

and said land would have been worth in [4] ex-

cess of $20,000.00. That by reason of the premises

and of the falsity of said representations said land

is not now worth in excess of $1,000.00 and plain-

tiffs have thereby been damaged in the sum of

$19,000.00.
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WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray judgment for

$19,000.00, costs of suit and general relief.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,
Attorneys for Plaintiffs. [5]

State of California,

County of Sacramento,—ss.

John Francis McKew, being first duly sworn,

deposes and says that he is one of the plaintiffs in

the above-entitled action ; that he has read the fore-

going complaint and knows the contents thereof;

that the same is true of his own knowledge except

as to the matters which are therein stated on his

information or belief, and as to those matters,

which he believes it to be true.

JOHN FRANCIS McKEW.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day

of August, 1927.

[Seal] GEO. E. McCUTCHEN,
Notary Public in and for the County of Sacra-

mento, State of California.

[Endorsed]: ''Complaint." Filed Aug. 9, 1927.

[6]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT.

Now comes defendant, and demurring to the

complaint of the plaintiffs on file herein, for

grounds of demurrer alleges;
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I.

That said complaint does not state facts suffi-

cient to constitute a cause of action.

WHEREFORE, defendant prays hence to be

dismissed, with its costs of suit herein incurred, and

that plaintiffs take nothing by their said action.

BUTLER, VAN DYKE & DESMOND,
Attorneys for Defendant.

[Endorsed]: ^'Demurrer to Complaint."

Service hereof is hereby admitted and receipt of

copy acknowledged this 19th day of August, 1927.

RALPH H. LEWIS and

GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.

Filed Aug. 20, 1927. [7]

At a stated term of the Northern Division of the

United States District Court for the Northern

District of California, held at the courtroom

thereof, in the City of Sacramento, on Monday,

the 12th day of September, in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-

seven. Present: The Honorable A. F. ST.

SURE, District Judge.

[Title of Cause.]

MINUTES OF COURT—SEPTEMBER 12, 1927

—ORDER OVERRULING DEMURRER.

Demurrer to complaint came on to be heard in the

above-entitled case. By consent, IT IS OR-
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DERED that said demurrer be and the same is

hereby overruled, with leave to answer within 30

davs. [8]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ANSWER.

Now comes the defendant, and answering the

complaint of plaintiffs on file herein, admits, denies

and alleges as foUow^s, to wit

:

I.

Admits the allegations of Paragraph I of plain-

tiffs' complaint.

II.

Admits that on and for a long time prior to the 5th

day of July, 1923, plaintiffs were residing in Winni-

peg, Canada. Concerning the allegations in Para-

graph II of plaintiffs' complaint to the effect that

at said time plaintiffs were wholly unfamiliar with

California fruit lands, the characteristics, qualities,

values and prices thereof, defendant alleges that

it has not sufficient information or belief upon or

concerning the same to enable it to answer, and

therefore, for that reason and upon that ground, it

denies, both generally and specifically, each and all

of said allegations. [9]

III.

Admits that on or about the 5th day of July, 1923,

plaintiffs entered into a contract with defendant

whereby they agreed to purchase from defendant

the real property described in Paragraph IV of
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plaintiffs' complaint for a price of $3,500.00, and

paid thereon, as hereinafter alleged, the sum of

$2,400.00, by conveying to defendant certain prop-

erty in said City of Winnipeg. Defendant alleges

that attached hereto and marked Exhibit ^^A'' is

a true copy of said contract so entered into as

aforesaid, hereby referred to and by such reference

made a part hereof. In this connection defendant

alleges that the actual value of said Winnipeg

property which, pursuant to said contract, was con-

veyed to defendant by plaintiffs, did not exceed the

sum of $
, and that defendant paid to plain-

tiffs the sum of $2,200.00 in cash, allowing plain-

tiff's' a credit upon said contract price for the said

Sacramento lands of $2,400.00.

IV.

Admits the allegations of Paragraph V of plain-

tiffs' complaint.

V.

Admits that defendant offered to convey to plain-

tiffs the North 8 acres of liot 44 of Rio Linda Sub-

division No. 5.

VI.

Admits that plaintiffs received a deed for said lot

44 and paid defendant $800.00, $400.00 in cash and

$400.00 by giving a note therefor, on or about the

25th day of October, 1923, and entered into posses-

sion of said land.

VII.

Admits that said land was underlain with hard-

pan. [10]
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VIII.

Admits that plaintiffs set out trees on said land,

constructed a dwelling-house, tank-house, chicken-

houses and farm buildings, and installed electrical

equipment. Concerning the allegations in Para-

graph IV of plaintiffs' complaint to the effect that

plaintiffs plowed said land and set out trees

thereon at an expense of $125.70; constructed a

dwelling-house, tank-house, chicken-houses and farm

buildings at an expense of $2,590.18; installed

electrical equipment at an expense of $442.73; pur-

chased ranch equipment at an expense of $356.40;

and expended labor in planting and cultivating

said trees and improving said property in the sum

of $12,083.12; defendant alleges that it has not

sufficient information or belief upon or concerning

the same to enable it to answer, and therefore, upon

that ground and for that reason it denies, both

generally and specifically, each and all of said alle-

gations.

IX.

Defendant denies each and all of the allegations

of plaintiffs' complaint not hereinabove denied for

want of information or belief, or not hereinabove

expressly admitted.

As a further defense to plaintiffs' action herein,

defendant alleges:

That this action and cause of action is barred

under the provisions of Section 338 and of Subdivi-

sion 4 thereof of the Code of Civil Procedure of the

State of California.
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WHEREFORE, defendand prays that plaintiffs

take nothing by their action herein, and that defend-

ant have and recover of and from plaintiffs its costs

of suit herein incurred.

BUTLER, VAN DYKE & DESMOND,
Attorneys for Defendant. [11]

State of California,

County of Sacramento,—ss.

L. B. Schei, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That he is an officer, to wit, the Resident Secre-

tary of Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Com-

pany, a corporation, the defendant in the within-

entitled action ; that he makes this affidavit for and

on behalf of said corporation defendant; that he

has read the foregoing and annexed Answer and

knows the contents thereof, and that the same is

true of his own knowledge, except as to such mat-

ters as are therein stated upon information or belief,

and as to such matters he believes it to be true.

L. B. SCHEI,
Resident Secretary.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 13th day

of October, 1927.

[Seal] A. E. WEST,
Notary Public in and for the County of Sacramento,

State of California. [12]
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EXHIBIT ^^A."

No

CONTRACT FOR DEED.

SACRAMENTO SUBURBAN FRUIT LANDS
COMPANY.

THIS AGREEMENT, Made and entered into

this 5th day of July, 1923, between Sacramento

Suburban Fruit Lands Company, a corporation

duly incorporated under the laws of the State

of Minnesota, with principal offices at McKnight

Building, Minneapolis, Minn., hereinafter known

as vendor, and John Francis McKew and Ida

Lillian McKew, as joint tenants with the right

of survivorship, of the City of Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Canada, hereinafter known as vendee, WIT-
NESSETH:
That for and in consideration of the sum of

$3500.00, gold coin of the United States of America,

to be paid as hereinafter stipulated and agreed, and

the further consideration of the faithful perform-

ance of the covenants, agreements and conditions

hereinafter expressed, on the part of said vendee

to be kept and performed, said vendor agrees to sell

to said vendee that certain lot, piece or parcel of

land situate, lying and being in the County of Sac-

ramento, State of California, and described as fol-

lows, to-wit:

Lot forty-seven (47) in Rio Linda Subdi-

vision No. 5, as per the official map filed in the
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office of the Recorder of the County of Sacra-

mento, State of California.

located in Sections 23 and SI/2 22, of the Rancho del

Paso, containing Ten acres, more or less.

TOGETHER with the tenements, hereditaments

and appuii:enances thereunto belonging, or in any-

wise appertaining.

Reserving, however, rights of way for toad and

highway purposes as the same appear and are indi-

cated upon a plat of a survey of the subdivision in

w^hich the land above described is located, and if

said land is not a part of a surveyed subdivision, the

vendor hereby reserves a right of way consisting of

a strip of land sixty (60) feet wide on each and

every section line, or half section lines, to be used

for highway purposes, whether the same has been

legally laid out or not.

Subject, however, to all existing county or private

roads and to all rights of way and other easements,

if any, heretofore granted by said vendor or its

predecessors. Also subject to any and all ease-

ments, heretofore granted for railroad rights of

way, power lines, telephone and telegraph lines.

And said vendee covenants and agrees to pur-

chase of said vendor the above described lands and

to pay therefor said sum of $350.00, together with

interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum, pay-

able yearly, upon all deferred payments from Aug.

19, 1923, until paid, said payments to be made in

the manner following, that is to say

:

The sum of $2400.00, on or before the execution
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of this agreement, the receipt of which is hereby

acknowledged

;

$ interest to that date, on or before Aug.

15, 1924

;

$300.00, principal and interest to that date, on or

before Aug. 15, 1925

;

$200.00, principal and interest to that date, on or

before Aug. 15, 1926;

$200.00, principal and interest to that date, on or

before Aug. 15, 1927;

$200.00, principal and interest to that date, on or

before Aug. 15, 1928;

$200.00, principal and interest to that date, on or

before Aug. 15, 1929;

All of said sums, both principal and interest, to

be payable at the office of said vendor as per no-

tices to be given.

And it is further agreed that in the event of a

default in the payment of any installment of princi-

pal or interest above specified or the failure on the

part of said vendee to pay any of the taxes or

assessments hereinafter mentioned before the date

when the same shall become delinquent, or if said

vendee shall be in default in respect to any other

condition or covenant contained in this agreement,

then the whole amount of said unpaid principal

shall at the option of said vendor become due and

payable forthwith, or said vendor may at his option

cancel and annul this contract, by giving thirty (30)

days' notice by registered mail to the vendee or his

approved assignee, and the same shall thereupon,

at the option of said vendor, become null and void
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and of no further effect, and all moneys previously

paid by said vendee shall, at the option of said

vendor, become forfeited to said vendor and re-

tained as settled and liquidated damages and rent,

the parties hereto agreeing that it is impossible to

estimate the actual damages, and thereupon said

vendor shall be released from all obligations in law

and equity to convey said real property, and said

vendee shall forfeit all right thereto and shall im-

mediately deliver the possession of said property

and all thereof to said vendor, and herein it is

agreed that time is of the essence of this contract.

Such notice so given shall be deemed to have been

given on the date that it is mailed, the date of mail-

ing to count as the first day in calculating the thirty

(30) day period. Such notice shall be sufficient if

mailed as aforesaid notwithstanding the fact that

it may not be delivered to the party to whom it

may be addressed, or to anyone else for

Said notice need not be in any particular form or

language, nor need it specify the conditions and/or

terms, or any thereof, with respect to which default

may exist; nor need said notice name the date on

which the contract will be cancelled, but said notice

shall be dated and shall be mailed on the day of

its date. Such notice shall be valid even though

not dated and, if dated, even though mailed on a

day other than its date, but in any such case the

thirty (30) day period shall not expire until thirty

(30) days after the delivery of the notice at the

address to which it is transmitted.

Said vendee shall be entitled to the possession of
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said premises from and after the 5th day of July,

1923, subject, however, to the termination of the

lease of the present tenants, if any, and may so

continue unless forfeited by the non-payment of the

purchase money or any installment thereof, or in-

terest, or taxes and assessments, or other payments,

as herein stipulated, and in consideration of said

vendee having the possession and occupancy of said

property, said vendee hereby agrees that they will

pay, before delinquency, pro rata as of the date

hereof, all State, County, municipal, reclamation

and other taxes and assessments, both ordinary and

extraordinary, levied for the fiscal year beginning

July 1, 192
, and all taxes and assessments there-

after, in addition to the purchase money and other

payments as herein stipulated.

If said vendee shall fail to pay any taxes or as-

sessments, as herein specified, said vendor may pay

them at its option, and all moneys so paid shall be-

come a debt against said vendee, and said vendee

will on demand, repay said vendor in gold coin of

the United States, all moneys paid by said vendor

for any taxes or assessments of any kind, together

with interest thereon from the date of payment until

repaid at the rate of 10 per cent per annum, and

said payments shall be secured by this contract.

All buildings and improvements now on said

land, other than those belonging to present tenants,

if any, or that shall hereafter be placed thereon by

any party, shall become a part of the realty and

shall not be removed therefrom, but shall be and

remain the property of said vendor until this con-
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tract shall be fully performed and completed by

said vendee.

Said vendee shall promptly pay for all labor,

supplies or materials furnished at their instance

for the prosecution of work on or about the prop-

erty, or for the erection of improvements thereon,

and hereby agrees to hold said vendor harmless from

any claim, lien or claim of lien on account of labor,

supplies or materials furnished for the prosecu-

tion of any such work or the erection of any such

improvements. Said vendor shall have the right,

at all times, until the completion of the payment of

the entire purchase price of said property, to enter

upon said property or any part thereof, to post and

maintain notices to the effect that neither said ven-

dor nor the said property is to be held liable or sub-

ject to lien for any claims for labor, supplies or

materials furnished to or at the instance of said

vendee, and that parties furnishing such labor, sup-

plies or materials must do so upon the responsi-

bility of said vendee solely.

Said vendor, upon receiving payment in full of

the purchase money and interest thereon, and all

advances made by said vendor for taxes or other-

wise, with interest as agreed to be paid, and upon

the full and faithful performance by said vendee

of each and every of the said covenants and agree-

ments by them to be kept and performed, agrees

that it will deliver to said vendee a printed certifi-

cate of title (or at the option of said vendee an ab-

stract) of said property and will convey all of said

real iDroperty herein described, to said vendee by
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a good and sufficient grant deed and conveyance

upon the surrender and delivery to said vendor of

this indenture and agreement, and that said con-

veyance and the land thereby conveyed shall be

free from all liens and incumbrances, except such

liens and incumbrances as are herein mentioned, or

as may be caused by the act or negligence of said

vendee, and all taxes and assessments that may be-

come a lien as hereinabove stated.

It is provided as a covenant running with the

land and to be a part of any deed to said described

land, that if at any time said vendee, their as-

signs or successors in interest, or those holding or

claiming thereunder shall, with the knowledge or

consent of the owner of said premises, use or cause

to be used, or shall allow or authorize in any man-

ner, directly or indirectly, said premises or any

part thereof, or the street in front of or along said

premises, to be used for the purpose of vending in-

toxicating liquors, whether said vending shall be

directly or under some evasive guise, thereupon the

title hereby granted shall pass to and be vested in

the Board of Directors or Trustees or the succes-

sors of the Board of Directors or Trustees of the

School District, or by whatsoever [13] name the

District or Division for School purposes embrac-

ing the lands described herein may be known; and

they or their successors shall be entitled to the im-

mediate possession thereof. Provided, that any

bona fide mortgagee of said premises, in case the

foregoing covenant be broken, shall have the op-
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tion to at once claim and enforce the foregoing re-

version for himself and for his own use and bene-

fit; subject, however, to the foregoing covenant

running against any further violation thereof;

otherwise the foregoing covenant shall have the

same force and eifect as if said proviso were not

herein inserted; and if there be any such violation

the lands affected thereby shall be sold subject to

the same conditions and the funds paid into the

School Fund of such District or Division for the

benefit of the public schools of such District or

Division. In the dedication of the streets and

alleys in any town or tract, to public use, or any

road or lane used as a public highway, there is

hereby resei'\^ed from such use the right to vend

or otherwise dispose of intoxicating liquors, and

to that extent said streets and highways are, and

hereby and forever shall remain, the propeiiy of

said School District or Division; provided, how-

ever, that until said vendor shall have received full

payment of the purchase price of said lands herein

described, all forfeitures for any cause shall inure

to it or its successors or assigns, and the provisions

for forfeiture or passing the title to the said

School District shall not be in force until such

purchase price shall be paid in full. The provi-

sion for forfeiture to the School District or Divi-

sion as hereina))ove provided for are for the pur-

pose of providing in perpetuity some person, nat-

ural or artificial, who shall have the right to assert

and claim such forfeitures, and the School District
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or Division and the Board of Directors or Trus-

tees thereof is specified to the end that the Public

School Fund of the District or Division by what-

soever name it may be known, which embraces the

lands herein described, shall have the benefit of the

proceeds of such lands, either by renting the same

for some legitimate purpose or by selling the same

for money, the same conditions to be attached to

such sales.

Provided further, and this agreement is made

and accepted upon the further express conditions

subsequent, which are also to be inserted in and be-

come a part of any deed to said premises, which

may be executed by said vendor to said vendee, in

pursuance of this agreement, to wit : That no ceme-

tery, burial ground, crematory, or any other place,

or places for like or similar purposes, and no slaugh-

ter-house, tannery, dumping-ground for refuse, or

other matter deleterious to the health of the com-

munity, offensive to sight, or which will produce

an offensive odor, shall ever be built, erected, oc-

cupied, used or maintained on said premises, or

any part thereof, and in the event of a breach of

the foregoing conditions, or any part thereof, the

title to said premises shall immediately pass to and

become vested as hereinbefore provided for the

breach of covenants regarding the vending of in-

toxicating liquors; and this provision and the fore-

going covenants are subject to the same conditions

in the event of a breach thereof, as applied and

set forth in the preceding paragraph relative to the
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vending of intoxicating liquors, which said para-

graph is hereby referred to and by such reference

made a part and parcel of this paragraph, specifi-

cally applying the conditions thereof to the condi-

tions relating to this paragraph of this agreement.

Notice of the cancellation of this contract for

any breach thereof or notice of the exercise of any

other right reserved to said vendor herein, where

this contract requires notice, shall be given in writ-

ing and sent by Registered Letter and shall be ad-

dressed to said vendee, directed to the Post Office

named below or such other address as said vendee

may have filed with the vendor and deposited in

the United States Post OfRce, which shall consti-

tute a good and sufficient notice and service

thereof.

No assignment or transfer of this agreement or

of any interest of, in or to the same, or of said

premises, or of any portion less than the whole,

will be recognized by or be binding on said vendor

under any circumstances or in any event what-

ever, and no assignment of the whole thereof shall

be binding upon or recognized by said vendor un-

less such assignment shall first be approved in writ-

ing by said vendor, by its proper officers.

Subject to the reservations herein contained,

this contract shall bind and inure to the benefit of

the respective heirs, representatives, successors

and assigns of both parties.

The $2400.00 above acknowledged to have been

received represents transfer of property located in
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Winnipeg, Manitoba, which said property is more

particularly described as Lot 85, Blk. 20 as shown as

a Plan of survey of part of Lot 66 in the Parish

of St. James and registered in the Winnipeg Land

Titles office as No. 2305, said property being free

and clear of all encumbrance and valued at $4600.00,

less an amount of $2200.00 in cash paid by said

Vendor to said Vendee, the receipt of which is

hereby acknowledged by said Vendee.

It is understood and agreed that said Vendees

may, if they so elect, at any time prior to Oct. 1,

1923, exchange the above described California land

for any other unimproved ten-acre tract owned by

said Vendor in the Rancho del Paso, any difference

in price to be adjusted as of the date of exchange;

providing, however, that said Vendees shall not

select a lot, the list price of which on this date is

less than $350.00 an acre.

It is agreed and understood that taxes on the

Winnipeg property and on the California property

shall be adjusted as of August 15, 1923.

It is further understood that said Vendees shall

retain possession of the said Winnipeg property

without consideration to and including the 15th day

of August, 1923.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said vendor has

caused these presents to be executed and its corpo-

rate seal to be affixed by its President and Secre-

tary, he being thereunto duly authorized, and said

vendees have hereunto subscribed their names, the

day and year first hereinabove written.
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Executed in duplicate. The following alterations

are noted:

SACRAMENTO SUBURBAN FRUIT
LANDS COMPANY,

By ,

President,

J

Secretary,

Vendor.

Purchaser.

Postoffice Address:

City or town: Winnipeg.

Street number: 860 Home St.

County of Manitoba.

State of Canada. [14]

Service herein is hereby admitted and receipt of

copy acknowledged this 13 day of October, 1927.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

[Endorsed] : Filed Oct. 13, 1927. [15]

At a stated term of the Northern Division of the

United States District Court for the Northern

District of California, held at the courtroom

thereof, in the City of Sacramento, on Friday,

the 21st day of September, in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-
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eight. Present: The Honorable GEORGE M.

BOURQUIN, District Judge for the District

of Montana, designated to hold and holding this

court.

[Title of Cause.]

MINUTES OF COURT—SEPTEMBER 21, 1928

—TRIAL.

This cause came on regularly this day for trial.

Geo. E. McCutchen, Esq., Ralph Lewis, Esq., and

Otis D. Babcock, Esq., appearing as attorneys for

the plaintiffs, and Arthur C. Huston and J. W. S.

Butler, Esqrs., appearing as attorneys for the de-

fendant. Thereupon the following named persons,

viz.

:

W. P. Popplewell, Marvjoi Pennish,

J. T. Murray, David Smith,

J. C. Boyd, H. G. Krebs,

E. H. Johns, V. W. Steiner,

Frank J. Willis, J. G. Richards and

C. W. Leamon, H. A. Kidder

twelve good and lawful jurors, were, after being

duly examined under oath, sworn to try the issues

joined herein. Counsel for both sides made their

opening statements to the Court and jury. J. F.

McKew^, Mrs. I. L. McKew, A. I. Isenberger, Her-

bert C. Davis, Howard D. Kerr, Charles T. Tipper,

Harry J. Curtis, were sworn and testified on behalf

of the plaintiffs and the plaintiffs introduced in

evidence and filed exhibits marked Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 8 and 9 and the plaintiffs rested. The defendant
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read into evidence deposition of Walter Stock and

Walter R. Eggerston. H. F. Bremer, John Posehn,

Arthur Morley, O. W. Jarvis, M. J. Dilmer, H. M.

Edmunds, E. P. Verner, J. S. McNaughton, Lam-

bert Hagel, P. E. Unsworth, T. W. T^Yining, L. B.

Schei, and M. A. Crinkley were sworn and testified

on behalf of the defendant and the defendant in-

troduced in evidence and filed his exhibits marked

Nos. 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 and the defend-

ant rested. The plaintiffs called in rebuttal Carrie

Klaffenbach and John V. Krai and the plaintiffs

rested. Counsel for both sides made their argu-

ments to the Court and jury, at the conclusion of

which the jury was admonished by the Court, and

further trial of this case was continued to Satur-

day, September 22d, 1928, at 9:30 o'clock A. M.

[16]

At a stated term of the Northern Division of the

United States District Court for the Northern-

District of California, held at the courtroom

thereof, in the City of Sacramento, on Satur-

day, the 22d day of September, in the year

of our Lord one thousand nine hundred

and twenty-eight. Present: The Honorable

GEORGE M. BOURQUIN, District Judge.

[Title of Cause.]

MINUTES OF COURT—SEPTEMBER 22, 1928

—TRIAL (RESUMED).

The parties hereto and the jury impaneled herein
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being present as heretofore the trial was thereupon

resumed. After the instructions of the Court to

the jury, the jury at 10:10 o'clock A. M. re-

tired to deliberate upon their verdict. At 11:00

o'clock A. M. the juiy returned into court and upon

being asked if they had agreed upon their verdict,

answered in the affirmative, which verdict was or-

dered recorded as follows, to wit:

*^We, the jury in the above-entitled action,

find for the plaintiffs and against the defend-

ant and assess the plaintiffs' damages at

$1600.00 over and above all sums due or owing

by plaintiffs to defendant.

Dated : September 22, 1928.

J. C. BOYD,
Foreman, '

'

and the jury being asked if said verdict was their

verdict, each juror replied that it was. OR-
DERED that the jury be discharged from further

attendance in this court. FURTHER ORDERED
that the judgment be entered herein in accordance

with said verdict and for costs. [17]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

VERDICT.

We, the jury in the above-entitled action, find

for the plaintiffs and against the defendant and

assess the plaintiffs' damages at $16*00.00 over and
above all sums due or owing by plaintiffs to defend-

ant.
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Dated: September 22, 1928.

J. C. BOYD,
Foreman.

[Endorsed]: Filed at 11 o'clock and min.

A. M. Sep. 22, 1928. [18]

In the Northern Division of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia.

No. 424—LAW.

JOHN FRANCIS McKEW and IDA LILLIAN
McKEW,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

SACRAMENTO SUBURBAN FRUIT LANDS
COMPANY, a Corporation,

Defendant.

JUDGMENT.

This cause having come on regularly for trial on

the 21st day of September, 1928, being a day in the

April, 1928, Term of said Northern Division of said

court, before the Court and a jury of twelve men

duly impaneled and sworn to try the issues joined

herein, Geo. E. McCutchen, Esq., Ralph Lewis, Esq.,

and Otis D. Babcock, Esq., appearing as attornej^s

for the plaintiffs and Arthur C. Huston, Esq., and

J. W. S. Butler, Esq., appearing as attorneys for

the defendant ; and the trial having been proceeded

with on the 21st and 22d days of Sept., 1928, in said
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Term, and evidence, oral and documentary, upon

behalf of the respective parties having been intro-

duced and closed and the cause after arguments of

the instructions of the Court having been submit-

ted to the jury, the jury having subsequently ren-

dered the following verdict, which was ORDERED
recorded, to wit:

''We, the jury in the above-entitled action,

find for the plaintiffs and against the defendant

and assess the plaintiffs' damages at $1600.00

over and above all sums due or owing by plain-

tiffs to defendant.

Dated: September 22, 1928.

J. C. BOYD,
Foreman,"

and the Court having ORDERED that judgment

be entered in accordance with said verdict:

WHEREFORE, by virtue of the law and by rea-

son of the premises aforesaid,

IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the

plaintiffs, John Francis McKew and Ida Lillian

McKew, do have and recover of and from the de-

fendant, Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Com-

pany, a corporation, the sum of Sixteen Hundred

($1600.00) Dollars, and for costs taxed at $36.85.

Judgment entered this 22d day of September,

1928.

WALTER B. MALING,
Clerk.

By F. M. Lampert,

Deputy Clerk. [19]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

PETITION FOR APPEAL.

To the Honorable GEORGE M. BOURQUIN,
Judge of the District Court of the United

States, for the Northern District of California

;

Now comes the defendant, Sacramento Suburban

Fruit Lands Company, a corporation, by its attor-

neys, and respectfully shows

:

That the defendant, feeling aggrieved by the ver-

dict and judgment thereon in said cause rendered on

the 22d day of September, 1928, in favor of plain-

tiffs and against defendant, for the sum of One

Thousand Six Hundred ($1600.00) Dollars, dam-

ages, with costs amounting to Thirty-six and 85/100

($36.85) Dollars, hereby petitions the Court for an

order allowing the defendant to appeal to the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit, for the reasons set forth in the as-

signment of errors filed herewith, and that a cita-

tion be issued as provided by law, and that a tran-

script of the record upon which said judgment was

based be sent to the Honorable United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, and

that all further proceedings in this court be sus-

pended and stayed until the determination of the

appeal, and that an order be made fixing the amount

of surety which said defendant shall give upon this

appeal.
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Dated: November 1st, 1928.

ARTHUR C. HUSTON,
BUTLER, VAN DYKE & DESMOND,

Attorneys for Defendant. [20]

Service hereof is hereby admitted and receipt

of copy acknowledged this 1st day of November,

1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs.

[Endorsed] : Piled Nov. 1, 1928. [21]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ASSIGNMENT OP ERRORS.

Now comes Sacramento Suburban Pruit Lands

Company, a corporation, the defendant in the above-

entitled cause, and makes and files the following

assignment of errors, upon which it will rely in its

prosecution of the appeal from the verdict and the

judgment thereon, herein made and entered on the

22d day of September, 1928, in favor of the plain-

tiffs, and against this defendant

:

I.

The Court erred in overruling defendant's de-

murrer to the complaint filed in the above-entitled

cause.

II.

The Court erred in interrupting the cross-exami-

nation of Herbert C. Davis, witness for plaintiffs, as

follows

:
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^'Q. With reference to this land out in the

Antelope section that you bought, was that irri-

gated land? A. No, sir.

Q. Is there an ample supply of water for

irrigation in the Rio Linda Colony?

A. I think so, yes.

Q. When you bought this property in Ante-

lope, how old was the [22] orchard?

A. Some of it was twenty-five years old, and

from there on down.

Q. At that time did you make any investiga-

tion as to the production on that piece of land,

previous to the time that you purchased it?

A. No, I did not, because I was familiar with

the conditions there.

Q. Do you know what the production was ?

A. No, not before I owned it.

Q. You had no information on it?

A. No, sir.

Q. You say it belonged to the United Farms

Company ?

A. The United Orchards Company.

Q. That is owned by your mother-in-law,

isn't it? A. No, sir.

Q. Who?
A. I owned 50 per cent of the stock, and my

partner. Dr. Teschou, owns about 48 per cent,

and the balance is owned elsewhere.

Q. Is the doctor related to you?

A. My stepfather.

Q. After you were farming the orchard there,

did you go into the hog business on this ranch ?
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A. On another piece of land, yes.

Q. Did you succeed, or fail?

A. We did very well with hogs.

The COURT.—What is the materiality of

this?

Mr. HUSTON.—I am going into his ability

as a farmer.

The COURT.—Oh, no.

Mr. HUSTON.—We save an exception."

III.

The Court erred in sustaining objections to ques-

tions asked H. M. Edmunds, a witness for defend-

ant, as follows

:

'^Q. Are you familiar with the lands out

through the Rio Linda district pretty gener-

ally? A. Yes. [23]

Q. Do you know the McKew place ?

A. Yes, I know where it is.

Qi. Have you been on it ?

A. I have been by it.

Q. You have looked it over and you have

examined it. Are you acquainted with that

part of the property and with other lands in

that community ? A. Yes.

Q. Do you know the reasonable market value

of the McKew property as of the month of

June, 1923?

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—Objected to on the

ground that the proper foundation has not been

laid.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Exception.
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Mr. BUTLER.—Q. Are you familiar with

the market value of land throughout that sec-

tion of the district ?

A. Yes, to a certain extent.

Q. You know of sales that have been made

around through that district? A. Yes.

Q. And you know what the land is adapted

to? A. Yes.

Q. You own land there in the Rio Linda

district, yourself, do you not? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you know the reasonable value, the

reasonable market ^-alue, of the McKew prop-

erty, as of the month of June, 1923? Answer

that 'Yes' or 'No.' A. Yes.

Q. What was it at that time?

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—We make the same ob-

jection.

The COURT.—Q. You have not been dealing

in lands, have you?

A. No, sir. I am not a real estate man. I

am basing it on my own observation.

Q. Sales with this defendant? A. No, sir.

Q. Where? A. Throughout the country.

Q'. Where throughout the country ?

A. Throughout the state. [24]

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Exception."

IV.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as fol-

lows:

''The plaintiff must prove enough of its alle-

gations of false representations substantially
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as alleged, or they will fail to recover. They

need not prove all of them. They may prove

part, and still have proved enough to maintain

their cause of action. For instance, their main

reliance seems to be the allegation that they

were told that the land w^as of the value of $400

an acre, and that they were told and that it was

represented to them by the defendant and its

agents that the land was well adapted to the

successful raising of fruits commercially. If

they have proved them, or either of them, it is

enough to serve their case, so far as the re-

covery of damages, if any damages have been

proven. They must prove them substantially,

in so far as they have proved them. They do

not need to prove them literally, word for word.

For instance, they allege here that it was rep-

resented to them that this land will prove

adapted to the raising of fruit of all kinds, and

was capable of producing large crops of fruits,

of the finest quality. Now, if the proof is that

they were told that the land was proven to be

well adapted to the successful raising of the

deciduous fruits commercially, that is sufficient

proof of the allegation, as laid, to sustain the

plaintiffs' case. It does not need to be proven

in the exact words. If the words substantially

are contained within the allegation of the com-

plaint, that is sufficient.''

V.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as fol-

lows: [25]
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^^The plaintiff counts, as I said to you, upon

the fact, as they allege, the defendant made

false representations in selling them this land.

These representations were made by this com-

pany in this circular, that is, in so far as they

were made they were made by the company's

circular, which is in evidence, the book, and by

the statement of its witness, because that is all

that was brought to the plaintiffs' attention in

order to induce them to enter into the bargain.

The company issued this circular, this book

with the chicken on it, containing representa-

tions and statements, and the agent made cer-

tain representations in negotiating the bargain.

Whatever is in this book the company is respon-

sible for, because the company circulated it;

and whatever its agents said in the transaction

it is responsible for, likewise. If you send out

an agent to make a bargain for it, it is the same

as if you make the bargain, yourself. What-

ever he says and does you are responsible for.

The company is, in this case."

VI.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

sufficiency of proof of false representations, as fol-

lows:

^^What are the representations? The plain-

tiffs say that the agent, Eggertson, down in

Minnesota—remember that these negotiations

were in Winnipeg, Canada, a long way from

the land in suit—and that Eggertson came to

the house and he showed them this book, gave
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them the book, and represented to them that

the lands of the Rio Linda project were pro-

ducing fruit on a commercial basis, and were

well adapted to producing deciduous fruits on

a commercial basis, that is, in quantity, quality,

valuable commercially under reasonable condi-

tions of the market, and that the land was

worth $400 an acre. Both the plaintiff and his

wife [26] testified to that. Eggertson denies

that he made any such representations. But if

you take the book for it, Gentlemen of the

Jury, you will find that the book, under any

reasonable interpretation, does advise the

parties invited to contract with the company

that his land is well adapted and proven to be

adapted to the raising of fruit commercially

and successfully. So, Gentlemen of the Jury, it

is very well proven in the case that the repre-

sentations were made. More than that, the

witness Crinkley, the secretary of the company,

when he took the stand, testified that the land

was sold, that they were selling their land as

fruit land well adapted to the growth of fruit

in commercial quantity and quality. So there

is no reason to go to any other evidence, other

than that. The Court tells you as matter of law

that so far as the representation alleged, that

the land was adapted to the successful growing

of fruit commercially, is concerned, that rep-

resentation was made to the plaintiffs by the

defendant."
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VII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as fol-

lows:

'^Now, Gentlemen of the Jury, as matter of

law, if the land was represented to these plain-

tiffs as of the value of $400 an acre, in the

circumstances, that was not an expression of

opinion, but is a statement of fact, and if it is

false then the two would be sufficient to entitle

the plaintiffs, if the other conditions are satis-

fied, to recover in this action."

VIII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury with

reference to the testimony of the witnesses Crink-

ley. Twining and McNaughton. [27]

IX.

The Court erred in refusing to instruct the jury

on the subject of plaintiffs' inspection of the land,

as request in defendant's proposed instruction,

which reads as follows

:

^^DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 6.

You are instructed that plaintiffs cannot recover

in this action unless they were deceived by the

alleged representations, for if the means of knowl-

edge are at hand, equally available to all parties,

and the subject of purchase is alike open to their

inspection, if the purchaser does not avail himself

of these means and opportunities, he will not be

heard to say that he has been deceived, unless he

was induced by trick or misrepresentation of defend-

ant not to make such inspection."
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X.

The Court erred in refusing to instruct the jury

on the question of limitations, as requested in de-

fendant's proposed instructions reading as follows:

^'DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 3.

You are further instructed upon the matter of

plaintiffs' discovery of the alleged fraud that if

plaintiffs discovered that a material representation

concerning the land they bought was false, then

they were at once by that discovery presumed to

have knowledge of the truth or falsity of the re-

maining representations, and must bring their ac-

tion within three years of the discovery of the falsity

of any material representation concerning the land.

DEPENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 17.

You are instructed that in an action for relief

on the ground of fraud, such as this case, the plain-

tiff must show that [28] the fraud occurred

within three years of the commencement of his

action for relief, or if his action was commenced

more than three years after the frau.d occurred,

then he must show, in order to maintain his suit,

that he did not discover he had been defrauded

until a date within three years of the time he com-

menced his action.

With regard to this discovery of the facts con-

stituting the alleged fraud, you are instructed that

the plaintiffs will be presumed to have known what-

ever with reasonable diligence they might have as-

certained concerning the fraud of which they com-

plain.
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You are instructed that the evidence shows that

the alleged fraud was committed more than three

years prior to the filing of the action, and your

verdict nuist be in favor of the defendant, unless

the plaintiff has proven by a preponderance of the

evidence both that he did not discover the alleged

fraud within the period of three years before he

filed his action, and that he could not have discov-

ered it by the exercise of reasonable diligence, three

years before he commenced his suit. The plaintiffs

in this case were not permitted to remain inactive

after the transaction was completed, but it was their

duty to exercise reasonable diligence to ascertain the

truth of the facts alleged to have been represented

to them. They are not excused from the making

of such discovery even if the plaintiffs in such action

remain silent. A claim by the plaintiffs of igno-

rance at one time of the alleged fraud and of knowl-

edge at a time within three years of the commence-

ment of their action is not sufficient ; a party seeking

to avoid the bar of the statute of limitations in a

suit upon fraud must show by a preponderance of

the evidence not only that he was ignorant of the

fraud up to a date within three years of the com-

mencement of his action, but also that he had used

due diligence to detect the fraud after it occurred

and could not do so. If fraud occurred in this case

it [29] was complete when plaintiffs contracted

with defendant to buv land. Plaintiffs commenced

their action on the 9th day of August, 1927; their

contract with the defendant for the purpose of its

land w^as made in July, 1923. If you believe from a
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preponderance of the evidence that the defendant

committed a fraud upon plaintiffs in the making of

this contract then before you can find a verdict in

their favor, you must also believe from a prepon-

derance of the evidence that they neither knew of the

fraud nor could with reasonable diligence have dis-

covered the fraud before a date three years prior to

the commencement of their action, that is, before

the 9th day of August, 1924. If you believe from a

preponderance of the evidence that plaintiffs either

knew of the facts constituting the alleged fraud

before August 9th, 1924, or by reasonable diligence

and inquiry could have learned these facts before

that date, your verdict must be for the defendant."

XI.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

question of defendant's intent, and in refusing to

instruct the jury as requested in defendant's pro-

posed instructions which read:

^^DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 1.

YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that this is what is

commonly known as an action of deceit. The gist

of the action is fraud. Fraud necessary to support

the action exists where a person makes a false rep-

resentation of a material fact, susceptible of knowl-

edge knowing it to be false, with the intention to

deceive the person to whom it is made, and the latter

reljdng upon it, acting with reasonable prudence, is

deceived and induced to do or refrain from doing

something to his pecuniary loss or damage. In

order to support an action of this kind, it is neces-
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sary for the plaintiff to satisfy [30] the jury by

a preponderance of the evidence; (1) that the de-

fendant made a substantial, material representation

respecting the transaction; (2) that it was false;

(3) that when it made it it knew it was false;

(4) that it made it with the intention of inducing

the plaintiff to act upon it; (5) that the plaintiff

was misled thereby, and in reliance thereon, did

act upon it, and he thereupon suffered damage. If

you should find that the plaintiffs have failed to

prove any one or all of these essential elements,

your verdict should be for the defendant.

DEFENDANT'S INSTEUCTION No. 4.

The essence of a cause of action for deceit con-

sists in the fact that the false representations were

made with intent to deceive, such intent being a

necessary element to constitute actual fraud.

It must appear from a preponderance of the evi-

dence that the false representations, if any, were

made by defendant with a fraudulent intent, and for

the purpose of inducing the plaintiffs to act upon

them. '

'

XII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as fol-

lows :
,

;

^' There are two points that the Court will men-

tion. On the intent of the defendant, it was not

necessary that the defendant should have had any

intent to cheat the plaintiffs. If it intended to

make false representations to induce the plaintiffs

to rely upon them and to enter into the bargain,
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that is all the intent that is necessary to make out a

cause of action. Moreover, as to the knowledge

of the defendant, there was some evidence that

Schei, the secretary, believed these letters and such

like in the circular were true, and that they truth-

fully represented the fact. That does [31] not

serve to show that the defendant did not have

knowledge that the representations were false, if

they were false. Schei 's knowledge is not enough.

Who knows what the president knew? There is no

testimony that the president of the company did

not know that the representations were false, if

they were false; and no evidence that the board

of directors did not know that the representations

were false, if they were false. The mere fact that

Schei did not know was not enough to demonstrate

that the company believed those representations to

be true."

To all of which defendant duly excepted.

WHEREFORE, defendant prays that said judg-

ment be reversed, and held for naught, and that

defendant be restored to all which it has lost by

reason of said verdict and judgment.

BUTLER, VAN DYKE & DESMOND,
ARTHUR C. HUSTON,

Attorneys for Defendant. [32]

Service hereof is hereby admitted and receipt of

copy acknowledged this 1st day of November, 1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorney for Plaintiffs.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 1, 1928. [33]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

PROPOSED BILL OF EXCEPTIONS.

BE IT REMEMBERED: That on the 21st day

of September, 1928, the above-entitled cause came

regularly on for trial before Hon. George M. Bour-

quin, Judge of said District Court, and a jury im-

panelled and sworn to try said cause and the is-

sues presented by the complaint of the plaintiifs

and the answer of defendant, plaintiffs appearing

by their attorneys, George E. McCutchen and Ralph

H. Lewis, and the defendant by its attorneys,

J. W. S. Butler and Arthur C. Huston; and there-

upon the proceedings taken, the evidence given,

the objections made, the rulings thereon and the

exceptions thereto were as follows:

TESTIMONY OP J. P. McKEW, POR PLAIN-
TIPPS.

J. P. McKEW, one of the plaintiffs, as a witness

on his own behalf, testified:

In 1923 I lived in Winnipeg, Canada, where my
occupation was that of a steam-fitter. In May,

1923, I had some dealings with the defendant,

through Mr. Eggertson, its agent at Winnipeg,

Canada. I had a conversation with him at my
home in the presence of [34] my wife. Mr. Eg-

gertson went over the Rio Linda proposition with

us. He had a booklet which he showed us and

went through with us. The chief thing that he

seemed to point to in the booklet, as far as I re-
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member, were the pictures displayed in there, and

he said that Rio Linda was producing fruit on a

commercial basis.

They also had a poultry side of the proposition

which people were induced to go into first, as a

means of immediate income until their fruit or-

chards came into bearing. When those orchards

came into bearing, if we so desired, we could dispose

of the poultry and go solely into fruit.

He went through the book and told us in con-

junction with the book that it was rich and fertile

soil and was good and could raise on a commercial

basis any fruit that California would successfully

grow, with no exceptions.

That seems to be the book he had there. He
left it with us. A pamphlet accompanied the book.

I recognize it ; that is the one.

(The book and pamphlet were admitted in evi-

dence and marked Plaintiffs' Exhibits 1 and 2.)

WITNESS.—That was all the conversation had

at the first meeting. Mr. Eggertson called at my
place several times from then on until we signed

an application, which was supposed to go to Min-

neapolis to be signed and approved there. That

would be in about July, 1923.

(A document was here marked Plaintiffs' Ex-

hibit 3.)

In August, 1923, I conveyed my home in Winni-

peg to the defendant corporation in exchange for

this property. My property at Winnipeg was

valued at five thousand dollars, but they gave us
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forty-six hundred. There was no encumbrance on

my property. Twenty-two hundred dollars in cash

was given for the difference, [35] leaving a

balance of twenty-four hundred dollars, which went

to the purchase price of the land.

Subsequently we came to California. I do not

remember that any other instrument was executed

in connection with this transaction at Winnipeg.

When we came here we were induced to take out a

mortgage on the property here to the extent of

eighteen hundred dollars. I recognize this as an

instrument we sigTied in connection with the deal.

(The document was here marked Plaintiffs' Ex-

hibit 4.)

The property known as Lot Forty-four was subse-

quently conveyed to us. That is the property we

now have. It was turned over to us and we took

possession in September, 1923.

(A deed was offered in evidence and marked

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 5.)

WITNESS.—When we arrived in Sacramento

Mr. Braughler, the Company's man, took us out

around Rio Linda. On the first day we went to Lot

Forty-seven, which w^e were originally supposed to

take. I did not like the looks of it. There was too

much rolls and hollows running through it, and so

he took us over to some more land in Subdivision

Six, which did not appear to me to be any better

than the land which we had rejected. That day we

did not decide whether we wanted anything or not.

We w^ent back to town. Then, the next day we
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went out again to Rio Linda, and looking around

we came across Lot Forty-four, the lot we are now
on. Lot Forty-four had been dragged over and

it looked better to us. It did not have those bumps

and hollows and rolls, and so we decided that if we

could get a part of that we would be satisfied. Mr.

Braughler informed us at that time, so far as I

remember, that he thought that piece had been sold.

Subsequently we took Lot Number [36] Forty-

four, the north eight acres. He said it was valued

at four hundred dollars an acre. That is what we

gave for it.

We moved to California in September, 1923. In

the spring of 1924 we planted about forty-four or

forty-six trees, in twelve different varieties of

deciduous fruit. The trees grew well the first year.

The second year we lost a number. They are not

growing well at this time. We have forty-four

trees at present, and twenty-two of them are dead.

In October, 1923, I put down my well-pit. I

went down about twenty inches with a pick and

shovel, until I reached the so-called ^'hard-pan,"

which I did not know anything about at that time.

From there on to the bottom of the pit, which is

eighteen feet, I had to blast with dynamite all the

way down. The remainder of it was hard-pan

right down to the bottom.

I did not have any particular conversation with

any agents or representatives of the company con-

cerning the hard-pan. Mr. McNaughton spoke

about hard-pan at the time that he showed us how
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to lay out our orchard. He told us that hard-pan

was necessary in order to preserve the moisture

in the top soil, but he said that after we blasted we

could take the hard-pan out and distribute it about,

and it would help fertilize the trees.

Q. When did you tind that this land was not fruit

land out there, if you did find that out?

A. About late in February or the beginning of

March, 1927.

Q. What brought it to your attention?

A. My trees started to die off again. After the

sap began to rise I noticed they were more than

ever dead.

WITNESS.—On one occasion I discussed with

^Ir. McNaughton the proposition of the fruit-trees

dying. He told us that at that time that [37]

there was a general condition throughout the coun-

try, and that there had been thousands of trees lost

that year on account of what he called sour sap.

I spent about a hundred and twenty-six dollars

in planting of the trees.

Before then I had never been to California, and

knew nothing about California lands. I had never

been in the fruit-raising business.

Two reasons caused me to buy this land out here

—

the cold winters of Canada was one, and I felt that

after coming back from overseas my trade as

steam-fitter was a little too heavy for me and if I

could get into something more agreeable it would

be better for me. No other consideration entered

into it.
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I believed the representations the defendant made

to me and relied upon them.

Cross-examination.

WITNESS.—In March, 1924, I could not obtain

employment in my trade and I worked in the Sacra-

mento lumber-yards, piling lumber, for about a

month. I have followed the employment of steam-

fitter continuously since my arrival, when I could

find employment—since March, 1924. That was the

only occasion in which I had employment in another

line—I mean with the Lumber Company.

From September, 1923, until about March, 1924, I

devoted my time solely to my ranch. From that time

up to the present I had to go back in my own trade

to get work in order to carry on.

During the time when I devoted my attention

exclusively to my ranch, on the advice of the com-

pany's advisers, I built eight sections of chicken-

houses as the first means of income. That and other

things occupied my time. Besides, I worked about

[38] the orchard, planted trees in the spring,

built my house, put my well down, took care of

things generally on the ranch.

I had no acquaintance with any of the gentlemen

with whom I negotiated in Canada prior to the time

I took up this trade. They were absolute strangers

to me and I had no previous engagement or busi-

ness negotiations of any kind with this company or

any of its representatives prior to this trade.

Mr. Eggertson made the statement that there
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were orchards on this property producing in com-

mercial quantities. At the time he was going over

the book with us he pointed out several looked to

me, a layman, to be pretty good looking orchards,

and said that they expected the whole of Rio Linda

would be looking just the same as the trees he

showed us there, and they would be producing just

as those trees were. I would not say that he said

any particular area, but he conveyed the impression

that the whole of the Bio Linda district was of that

rich and fertile soil that would produce that kind

of fruit.

Q. The question I am asking you is what did he

say?

A. He did not quote any particular number of

acres.

WITNESS.—At the time I arrived I did not tind

any orchards in the Rio Linda colony producing on

a commercial basis. I cannot say that I ever found

any.

Q. Did I understand you to say that in the con-

versation nothing whatever was stated to you in

regard to the hard-pan being in these lands?

A. No, sir. I take that back. When he was

pointing out some parts of the book he did mention

hard-pan, but he did not say what it was, and of

course I did not ask any questions, not knowing

what hard-pan was. [39]

Q. Did you read anything in the pamphlet con-

cerning the hard-pan?

A. I might have at that time.
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Q. Do you recall whether or not there is a single

statement in this pamphlet upon the subject of hard-

pan?

A. Yes. I think it is mentioned in there.

Q. Did you read that at the time?

A. I evidently did.

Q. And after this agent told you what you have

related here ? A. Possibly.

Q. After you read it did you ask him anything

further in regard to hard-pan?

A. No. I did not.

WITNESS.—I did not ask anybody connected

with the company anything about hard-pan from

that time until I discussed it with Mr. McNaughton.

It was about two months after I arrived here be-

fore I put down my well. I misunderstood you. I

will take that back. When we first came, the well

was put down by Mr. Chapman immediately upon

our arrival. I was not there all the time when the

well was bored. I did not see any hard-pan coming

out of the well. Mr. Chapman did not inform me
that there was some. The first time I saw with

my own eyes there was hard-pan underlying this

tract was when I put the pit down, about October.

Then I went through this hard substance and I

came to the conclusion that that must be hard-pan.

That was October of 1923. As to the depth of the

hard-pan below the surface of the soil, I went down
at that time about twenty inches.

Q. How many different places have you gone
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down on your property to determine the depth of

the hard-pan below the surface?

A. I put in altogether about sixty-five trees.

More than that, including a few shade trees I have

around there. I did not blast [40] for them the

fii^t year. I blasted the second year.

Q. How far did you find the hard-pan at that

time?

A. My auger went down, I think, an average of

about eighteen inches, eighteen or twenty inches.

I do not remember that any of my trees died the

first year after they were planted. I think about

four died the second year. About eleven died the

third year. I have irrigated the trees. Some of

the trees that were irrigated have died. Some of

the trees have lived. The trees in the foreground

of this photograph handed me, which purports to

represent a portion of my place, were irrigated.

The trees were healthy on August 24, 1927. The

trees that died are not in the photograph at all.

(The photograph was offered in evidence and

marked Defendant's Exhibit 6.)

WITNESS.—The trees that vou see are chieflv

willows and surface-feeding Catalpas, and I think

there is one Oriental Plane. I think the one in the

foreground is a young seedling walnut. It is about

two years old and doing well at the present time.

I have paid in full for my land. When we ar-

rived w'e looked at Lot Forty-seven and did not

like the location and wanted to change. We went
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to a third lot, and we liked the third lot because it

was scraped. It looked better on the surface.

Q. Do you know how much they had cut down

—

to what depth, when they were scraping?

A. Mr. McNaughton told me that on the rear of

my place there had been a large hole, large enough

to bury my tank and house completely, and that was

filled in. At the time Mr. Braughler took us around

to show us some different places we did not seem

to be satisfied with that district. My wife asked

him, and I was present, to take us out to their other

place and let us see some of the other stuff. [41]

WITNESS.—I planted my orchard on the advice

of Mr. McNaughton. Various neighbors who had

the equipment attended to the cultivation. I had

no equipment. During all the years I have been

there I have planted sixty-five trees in all, includ-

ing replacements.

I engaged in the poultry business on my ar-

rival. The largest flock we had was about eight

hundred hens. I am not in the poultry business

now. I discontinued about two years ago, about

a year before I filed this suit. During the year

previous to the filing of this suit I gave my place

the best of care. I suppose my place is in good

shape now.

Q. Do you recall whether or not at the time you

were negotiating with these gentlemen you re-

ceived circular similar to that which I now hand

you, marked ^'Evidence"?
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A. I would not say it was that size. I believe

it was one of a kind of that description.

Q. Examine this.

A. Yes, I think we received this.

(The circular was received in evidence and

marked Defendant's Exhibit 7.)

TESTIMONY OP IDA LILLIAN McKEW, POIi

PLAINTIFFS.

IDA LILLIAN McKEW, one of the plaintiffs,

as a witness in her own behalf, testified:

I w^as present in Winnipeg at my home at the

time of the conversation betw^een Mr. Eggertson

and my husband, Mr. McKew. Mr. Eggertson

arrived at the house and brought us the book and

the pamphlet, and we discussed the proposition.

My father and mother were raised on fruit farms

in Ontario and we were interested, and so wc

talked about the fruit and asked what we could

grow out in California. He told us we could grow

in California anything [42] that we wanted to

grow, anything that California grows. We asked

him about the land, what kind of land it was. He
said it was good land, it w^as level, and rich and

fertile, and good soil, and could grow anything

we wanted to grow.

As to the value of the land, he said it was three

hundred fifty dollars an acre up, and was advanc-

ing in price all the time, and we would have to

hurry or else all the choice locations would be
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taken. He brought us a whole lot of photographs

and pictures of places that were supposed to be in

Rio Linda, and showed us the fruit the people

were growing, and pictures of all the fruit they

were producing. I do not recall everything that

was said. He came again a number of times to

the house, seven or eight times, I guess, and at

each time discussed Rio Linda lands. Nothing

else was discussed.

There was no mention of hard-pan that I recall,

only as it is pointed out in the book there. I asked

him what they meant by hard-pan. He said it

was just under the surface. I don't think he knew

himself what it was. He just referred to the

book as hard-pan and said it was nothing for us

to worry about.

Cross-examination.

I did not say I was raised on a fruit farm. My
mother and father were. They were present at

some of these negotiations. After Mr. Eggertson

came into the house and talked a few minutes we

asked mother and dad in to see some of the pic-

tures. Naturally we discussed the property with

them. They lived with us, and they came out here

with us. We discussed the contents of the pam-

phlet and fruit production with my mother and

father before we decided to buy, but mother said:

^'We don't know anything about California. I

would not like to advise you about California. We
know about [43] Ontario." They would not
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nndertake to advise us about California because

they did not know anything about California.

They had never been in California, and they had

no friends down here.

Q. Then what was said about your coming to

California and looking over the property and mak-

ing a selection?

A. We did not come to look at it first.

Q. But you had a right to make a change after

you got here. What was said between you and

your father and mother and your husband, or even

between you and the representatives of the com-

pany, about your not having been here in Califor-

nia, you could come and have a look over the

ground, and if you were not satisfied you could

pick out another piece. Was that said to you?

A. Yes. They said we could change our loca-

tion if we did not like the piece that we had picked

out.

Q. Was there any talk about your engaging in

the poultry business after you got here?

A. Yes. They said we would have to have poul-

try to start with because the trees would be so

long in coming into bearing we would need some

money to live on before we could get any from

fruit.

Q. And you understood you would have to en-

gage in the poultry business the first thing?

A. Yes, but we did not have to keep that up

after our trees came in if we didn't want to.
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TESTIMONY OF A. I. ISENBERGER, FOR
PLAINTIFFS.

A. I. ISENBERGER, a witness for plaintiffs,

testified

:

In 1923 I was living at Lind, Minnesota, where

I had dealings with the Sacramento Suburban

Fruit Lands Company in that year. Mr. Brown
came to see us as representing that corporation.

My wife was present at the conversation had witli

Mr. Brown and [44] Mr. Amblad, nobody else.

It was a general conversation about land. They

said you could raise any kind of fruit here

that could be raised anywhere in California, on

a commercial basis. We were talking about the

Rio Linda land, no particular tract or subdivision

was mentioned. They said it was good, rich, fer-

tile soil; that the value was from three hundred

and fifty to four hundred and fifty dollars per

acre. I think they had their book there, a book

similar to the one in evidence here as Plaintiffs'

Exhibit 1. It had a white chicken on it.

Subsequently I made a deal with them for some

of the land in Rio Linda. The deal was closed

about April, 1924. We came out here and went

upon the land and struck hard-pan when we were

planting the trees in some places. The top soil

averaged in depth from eight inches to two feet.

We planted about thirty-odd trees, and we cared

for them. The trees were planted under the ad-

vice of Mr. McNaughton, their horticultural ad-
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viser. They done first rate the first year. The

second year we lost a few. We paid four hun-

dred fifty dollars an acre for five acres of land.

There was no vegetation on the place until we

fertilized it and irrigated it. I think nine trees

died altogether. The remaining ones have not

done so well the last year. I have been caring for

them right along.

Cross-examination.

I am a plaintiff in an action similar to this in

which I am seeking to recover damages from this

company on the same grounds that Mr. McKew
is seeking damages. I think I have put up money,

or have agreed to put up money, to help pay the

expenses of this case. I have no agreement with

anyone whereby under any condition I may have

received any money that the plaintiff may recover

in this case. [45]

I was formerly engaged in the fruit business in

the east. I raised apple trees and plum trees, and

such as that. As a matter of fact, I carried on a

small fruit farm for many years at Paynesville,

Minnesota. I was engaged in that line for about

three years. I was farming at the time that

Eio Linda was first called to my attention.

I was not trading with the Land Company for

nearly a year before we made a deal. I received

some of their literature.

Q. I mean you were in touch with each other
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regarding this land case a period of practically a

year before you traded "?

A. It might have been.

Q. Is it not a fact that you commenced in De-

cember, 1922, or in January, 1923?

A. It was in 1923 when Mr. Brown first called

on us.

Q. As a matter of fact, did you not write a

letter to the company in January, 1923, asking for

a booklet? A. We might have.

Q. What was the date you finally traded with

them?

A. I think it was in April, 1924, when the deal

was closed.

Q. In these conversations, or in correspondence

back and forth, did not the company join with you

in your decision not to come to California until

you could raise more money?

A. No, sir, they did not.

Q. You say they did not? A. No, sir.

Q. Is it or is it not a fact that you either, by

correspondence, or in conversation, stated that it

was your judgment that you would not come here

until you raised more money?

A. It was my judgment, and I told them that

I did not think I could come, because I was sick.

Q. And nothing about money?

A. I don't think it was. [46]

Q. When you finally closed your trade with this

company, you did not pay cash for this property,

did you? A. I didn't owe them anything.
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Q. I say, you didn't pay cash for the Rio Linda

property? A. I traded for it.

Q. You made a three-cornered trade, didn't you?

A. There was no three-cornered trade about it.

Q. You traded your grocery store off for a piece

of property, didn't you?

A. That had nothing to do with this.

Q. I am asking you, didn't you?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. And you took that piece of property and

swapped it for the Rio Linda? A. Yes.

WITNESS.—I read in their booklet about the so-

called hard-pan. I don't remember whether I read

in the booklet any statement to the effect that all

of the land in Rio Linda colony would grow any

kind of fruit that could be produced in Califor-

nia except citrus fruits.

Q. Did anybody make any statement to you that

all of the land in the Rio Linda colony would pro-

duce any kind of fruit that could be produced in

California, except citrus fruits? A. Yes, sure.

Q. Did you read the contents of the pamphlet

as to the kind of fruit that could be produced on

this colony?

A. I read the book that had the hen on the cover

of it.

WITNESS.—I said that the land had to be fer-

tilized to make it grow, garden stuff and such as

that.

I had been here the second year before I dis-

covered that I had to fertilize it to make it grow
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garden stuff. I had been told that this was very

fertile land and had not been told before I came

[47] here that it was necessary to fertilize it. I

don't remember reading anything in the pamphlet

in regard to the necessity of fertilizing. In the

summer of 1924 the neighbors and Mr. McNaugh-

ton told me it was necessary to fertilize this land

to make it produce. Before that time I had at-

tempted to produce garden truck without fertili-

zation. I did not find out it would not grow with-

out fertilization. It would grow and produce a

little.

Q. When did you first find out from your own

experience that the land would not satisfactorily

produce vegetables and fruit, or vegetables and

berry crops without fertilization?

A. I think it was in 1925 they did not seem to do

well and I thought a little fertilizer would help

them. It naturally would.

Q. You have told us that that was mentioned to

you in 1924. I want to know what you found out

about the necessity of fertilization before it was

mentioned to you by your neighbors in 1924.

Mr. LEWIS.—We object to this as not cross-

examination.

Mr. HUSTON.—It goes to the question of dili-

gence.

The COURT.—I think it may, but I don't think

he said he was told that in 1924. He said he was

told that after he came here.
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Mr. HUSTON.—Q. Did I understand you to say

your neighbors told you in 192-1 it was necessary

to fertilize?

A. I don't think you did.

Q. When was it?

A. It might have been the latter part of 1924,

or in 1925. I don't know. Neighbors, visiting,

naturally talk about such things.

Q. From the time you arrived here, until the

time you tiled this action, did you ever make any

complaint to anyone connected with this company,

in connection with this trade for this land?

A. I talked to Mr. McNaughton.

Q. That is the conversation you have told us

about? [48]

A. He stopped there once in a while and we

talked about the fruit-trees.

Q. Did you ever, at any time, from the time of

your trade to the time that you brought the suit,

go to any member of the company, and make any

complaint about having been deceived in the trans-

action? A. I did not.

TESTIMONY OF HERBERT C. DAVIS, FOR
PLAINTIFFS.

HERBERT C. DAVIS, a witness for plaintiffs,

testified

:

I am agricultural specialist with the firm of

Techow & Davis, engineers and chemists. I had

technical training for three years at the Univer-
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sity of California in chemistry and agriculture. I

went into the army before completing my course,

and after I returned from the armv I was for

seven years manager of the United Orchards Com-

pany at Antelope, in charge of the ranches of the

company. Since that time I have been engaged

for three and a half years in the Techow & Davis

laboratories here. I have done testing at Ante-

lope, and grew trees there. I have made com-

parisons in the field as the result of my tests. I

have tested soils in my laboratories and we tested

some soils out in Rio Linda.

Q. How much experience have you had else-

where ?

A. In the course of our work here, my work has

been a great deal in conjunction with the examina-

tion of soils and ranches to determine their suita-

bility for various crops, etc.

WITNESS.—I have made an examination of the

McKew place and made some borings there. I

made this map which you have. The figures one

to twelve are the number of borings. The other

figures indicate the depth to hard-pan inches.

Those are the figures in parentheses. Some of the

figures are just below a dot. In other [49]

cases, in a circle. The dot is simply a sounding to

determine the depth, and the circle indicates a

boring was also made at the point. I prepared

this cross-section and the map correctly shows con-

ditions as they exist there.
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(The map was offered in evidence and marked

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8.)

WITNESS.—According to the map, we found

the depth of soil to be about twenty-five inches.

There is clay underlying the hard-pan in portions.

There is very little clay in the back and next to

the creek. That is due to the fact that the hard-

pan slopes off very suddenly there, and the clay

did not accumulate.

On the other part of the land, the clay aver-

ages about or six inches in thickness. It is a

common red clay, very tight; contains very little

coarse material and binds together solidly. It

takes up moisture quite slowly. When once wet,

it retains moisture for a long period of time.

I made an examination of the hard-pan. This

is a sample. That is a representation of the top

of the hard-pan exposed for about three feet in

the ditch running across the back of the place. I

was not able to determine there whether that was

a single layer or whether it was all like that. That

is the character that is exposed. I took this off

the McKew place.

(The sample of hard-pan was offered in evi-

dence and marked Plaintiffs' Exhibit 9.)

I examined the whole pit on the property. It

is cemented. However, in cementing it they left a

number of holes, and I was able to determine that

there was at least six feet of hard-pan in the

eighteen-foot pit. The balance is covered with

cement.
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I have made investigations around the neighbor-

hood that enable me to determine the depth of

hard-pan on the McKew property. [50] I ex-

amined the pits on the Soderman place and the

Emil Johnson place and found thirteen feet of

hard-pan exposed there in the pits, and from that

I am able to determine how deep it was on the

McKew place. It was at least thirteen feet on the

McKew place.

We tested the average surface soil and took some

samples of that and analysed them in our labora-

tories and prepared a memorandum showing the

result. We found the potash content to be .072

per cent, equivalent to 2,880 pounds per acre-foot.

The phosphoric acid content to be .015 per cent,

equivalent to 600 pounds per acre-foot. The lime

to be .197 per cent, equivalent to 7,880 pounds per

acre-foot. The nitrogen to be .230 per cent, equiva-

lent to 9,200 pounds per acre-foot. The humus to

be .38 per cent, equivalent to 15,200 pounds per

acre-foot.

As compared with ordinary fertile land, the

potash and phosphoric acid content are very small.

As a result of my examination I do not think

that land at all adapted to the growing of fruit in

commercial quantities. The first requirement for

successful production of fruit is depth of soil, a

minimum of at least five feet of soil being required

for the successful growth of the trees in order to

provide sufficient area for the roots to operate in.

A certain portion of the roots, about the upper
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thirty inches of soil, are the feeder roots, and the

balance of roots penetrate into the soil and suck

moisture, and form an anchorage for tlie tree.

Unless the soil is of sufficient depth to permit this

root growth, the supply of plant food is quickly

exhausted and the tendency of water to stand

around the roots through lack of drainage on ac-

count of the hard-pan underneath, drowns out the

trees. [51]

That soil could not be deepened by blasting. The

hard-pan is too thick. It would not be feasible to

try to blast through that a distance of fourteen or

fifteen or sixteen feet. Unless you broke clear

through the hard-pan, you would simply form a

pocket and it would have the effect of planting a

tree in a tub and filling it with water and drowning

the roots of the tree.

Q. Would it not be feasible to plant the trees

first and then blast between the trees several years

after planting?

A. I cannot see that anything would be gained

there. You would put the tree in a shallow place

and blast between, and unless the blast went through

and provided drainage I cannot see there would

be anything gained there.

Cross-examination.

In my opinion, the soil above hard-pan must be

a minimum of five feet in depth in order to be prop-

erly adaptable to commercial production of fruit.

I was taught that at school. After leaving school
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I bought a fruit ranch and engaged in farming.

On that property we had an average depth of about

four feet of soil. Some of it was as shallow as a

foot and a half. We owned, altogether, about a

hundred and fifty acres. In my opinion, the requi-

site depth of soil above hard-pan, in order to satis-

factorily produce crops of any variety, is about four

feet, none less.

Q. Suppose an orchard is planted on soil that is

of the depth of one foot above hard-pan, what will

happen to it the first year ?

A. That depends somewhat upon the character

of the soil, and whether there is clay. You might,

under certain conditions, get a very satisfactory

growth.

Q. Didn't you testify the other day it would die?

A. Not as setting down any rule, Mr. Huston,

no. [52]

Q. I will ask you to state what, in your opinion,

w^ill happen to the trees the first year after they are

planted, on soil of not over one foot in depth above

hard-pan ?

A. I said that would depend on the character of

the soil.

Q. Just tell us what would happen on this char-

acter of soil. You have examined it.

A. On one foot of soil, it is depending on the

season, too, to some extent, you might get a very

satisfactory growth; in other cases you might lose

the tree entirely.

Q'. Listen to the question. What, in your opinion.
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would happen to an orchard planted on one foot of

soil above hard-pan on the Rio Linda colony ?

A. I just stated what I think would happen.

Q. What^
A. I say in some cases the tree might make a very

satisfactory growth, and in other cases the tree

would probably die.

Q. Did you not testify the other day that in

soil of that depth the trees would begin to die the

first year?

A. As an illustration. You were trying

—

Q. I am asking you if you did not testify to that

the other day.

A. Not making it a definite rule, no. I said the

trees would die the first year on one foot of soil

—

and I say so again—under certain conditions.

Q. And you also say that with two feet in depth

the trees would die the second year? A. Yes.

Q. And the third year in three feet ? A. Yes.

Q. And so on down the line? A. Yes.

Q. Have you ever made any observation on which

you base that statement ? A. Yes. [53]

Q. Where?
A. Traveling right around the Rio Linda section

we find some trees dying the first year, and others

living three or four years. In my own experience,

I have seen trees thirty years old in thirty feet of

ground

—

Q. Now, just a minute. Please answer my ques-

tion. I am talking about soil one foot in depth.

I will ask you the question again, if you ever made
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any investigation which substantiated your state-

ment that trees planted on soil one foot in depth

will begin to die the first year?

A. I am not saying that is a positive rule; I say

under certain conditions they will die.

Q. Did you ever make any investigation of it, so

that you can express your unqualified statement to

that effect ?

A. Yes, I have made lots of observations.

Q. Where? A. All over the county.

Q. Where? A. All over Sacramento County.

Qi. Name one place.

A. The Rio Linda section we are talking about,

on ranches I have been on there.

Q. You found in many instances where plantings

the first year showed signs of dying?

A. Why, certainly.

Q. In how many instances?

A. I don't know that I ever counted them.

Q. On this land?

A. I don't know that I saw any trees one year

old on this land.

Q. Did you examine the trees that have been

planted on this land ? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you know whether the healthy trees there

are planted on shallow soil or on deep soil? [54]

A. I could not say.

Q'. You don't know? A. No.

Q. You could not take the map and tell the jury

whether the healthier trees are on shallow or on

deep soil?
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A. I think I could, because I know where the

trees are relative to the map.

Q. All right, take the map. Take the shallowest

soil there and tell me what kind of trees are growing

on the shallowest soil, and the condition of them.

A. There are none growing on the shallower soil.

The trees are planted on the west portion of the

tract, showing a depth there of twenty-seven and

twenty-nine inches. Where there are nine-inch

depths, and eighteen-inch depths, and eleven-inch

depths, there are no trees.

Q. There are no trees? A. No, sir.

Q. Did you ever make any investigation of the

condition of those trees?

A. I examined the trees, yes.

Q. What condition were the^ in?

A. I would say they were in very poor condition.

Q. Did you find any healthy trees on this prop-

erty?

A. Not what I could call a good, flourishing tree.

Q. No trees that will grow?

A. I would not say that.

Q. How old did the trees appear to you to be?

A. Trees that are stunted, it is very difficult to

tell their age.

Q. As an expert, could you tell at what period of

their growth they commenced being stunted?

A. I would say that they had not made satis-

factory growth after the second or third year. [55]

Q. What did you find there to indicate that they

had not made a satisfactory growth the second year ?
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A. I was simply taking the general condition of

the tree into consideration.

Q. How many times were you on this property?

A. Once.

Q. When? A. About the 9th of September.

Q. How long were you there ?

A. Two or three hours.

Q. You have been acting as an expert for the

plaintiffs in these cases over a period of time cover-

ing some eight or nine months, have you not ?

A. Yes.

Q. During this entire time that you have been

investigating these properties out there, have you

made any actual investigation for the purpose of

determining whether the roots of these trees pene-

trate hard-pan, or to what extent?

A. No, sir, I have not.

Q. No field investigation?

A. Not in the Rio Linda section, no.

Q. With reference to this land out in the Antelope

section that you bought, was that irrigated land?

A. No, sir.

Q. Is there an ample supply of water for irriga-

tion in the Rio Linda Colony? A. I think so.

Q. When you bought this property in Antelope,

how old was the orchard?

A. Some of it was twenty-five years old, and

from there on down.

Q. At that time did you make any investigation as

to the production on that piece of land, previous to

the time that you purchased it ?
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A. No, I did not, because I was familiar \Yith the

conditions there.

Q. Do you know what the production was?

A. No, not before I owned it. [56]

Q. You had no information on it ? A. No, sir.

Q. You say it belonged to the United Farms Com-

pany? A. The United Orchards Company.

Q|. That is owned by your mother-in-law, isn't it?

A. No, sir.

Q. Who?
A. I owned 50 per cent of the stock, and my

partner. Dr. Techow, owns about 48 per cent, and

the balance is owned elsewhere.

Q. Is the doctor related to you?

A. My stepfather.

Q. After you were farming the orchard there,

did you go into the hog business on this ranch?

A. On another piece of land, yes.

Q. Did you succeed, or fail?

A. We did very well wdth hogs.

The COURT.—What is the materiality of this?

Mr. HUSTON.—I am going into his ability as a

farmer.

The COURT.—Oh, no.

Mr. HUSTON.—We save an exception.

Q. You produced a sample here. Where did you

get it?

A. From the ditch that cuts across the back end

of the McKew place.

Q. That is a piece of hard-pan that has been ex-

posed to the surface in an open ditch ? A. Yes.
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Q. Have you brought a sample here where you

bored down into the ground and took it out ?

A. No, sir.

Q. When you testify there is a hard-pan strata

there of approximately thirteen feet in depth, do

you mean to be understood by the jury that it is

all of the same character as this sample?

A. Well, no, I have not seen the full depth of the

hard-pan, but my examination of the section

—

Q. I am asking you what you want the jury to

understand from your answer. [57]

Q. I want the jury to understand that it is an

impervious strata, approaching rock, this sample

being a sample of that portion of it that was exposed

in the ditch. It may soften some in depth. That

also would become hardened if exposed likewise.

Q. Are you in a position to tell this jury that

you know the thickness of the hard-pan strata sim-

ilar to the sample you have produced here ?

A. No, I am not.

Mr. HUSTON.—That is all.

Redirect Examination.

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—Qi You say that when you

got out of school you bought some land. Did you

put trees on that shallow land?

A. Yes, we did.

Q. How did they do?

A. They didn't do anything.

The COURT.—Q. Where is this Antelope that

you speak of?
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A. It lies northeast of the city of Sacramento,

practically adjoining the northeast corner of sub-

division 6 of the Rio Linda colony.

Mr. HUSTON.—Q. I will ask you whether or

not, at the time you sold this property, you sold it

as orchard property?

A. No, sir, I did not. I just practically gave it

away to get rid of it.

Q. You gave it away because it w^as mortgaged,

didn't you? A. I did not.

TESTIMONY OF HOWARD D. KERR, FOR
PLAINTIFFS.

HOWARD D. KERR, a witness for plaintiffs,

testified

:

I am a real estate broker in Sacramento, and

have been engaged as salesman and broker for

twenty years, in the City of [58] Sacramento,

and as such have been engaged in buying and selling

of country lands, and have specialized in country

lands.

I have investigated the place involved here, the

McKew place, known as the North eight acres of

Lot forty-four, Rio Linda Subdivision Number
Five. In my opinion the reasonable market value

of that property in the summer of 1923 was one

hundred dollars an acre.

Cross-examination.

Q. You have been acting as a special agent in

all of these cases covering a period of approxi-

mately a year, have you not? A. Yes.
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Q. In giving this valuation of one hundred dol-

lars an acre, what do you assume the uses to which

this property may be reasonably adapted are ?

A. To the raising of poultry, a family orchard,

and vegetables, and diversified farming.

Q. For the purpose of determining what would

be a fair market valuation of this land from the

standpoint of poultry production, did you make any

investigation or inform yourself as to the organiza-

tion out in Rio Linda of the co-operative organiza-

tion that handles poultry products?

A. No, I did not.

Q. Did you make any other investigation any

other place in California where lands are being used

exclusively for the production of poultry ?

A. Well, I don't think there is any other place

around Sacramento.

Q. I said any other place in California.

A. I have been to Petaluma, but I have never

made any investigation there. [59]

Q. Did you make any investigation for the pur-

pose of informing yourself as to v/hat, if any other,

facilities or advantages are offered in the Rio Linda

district to its settlers that you do not get with lands

generally ?

A. It has the rural mail delivery; it has electric

lights.

Q. I don't mean those things. I mean in the way
of expert advice and assistance furnished to the

settler, to enable him to get along. Did you investi-
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gate the extent of the service that is rendered by

this company to its settlers free?

A. No. I did not.

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES T. TIPPER, FOR
PLAINTIFFS.

CHARLES T. TIPPER, a witness for plaintiffs,

testified

:

In 1923 I was living in St. Boniface, Canada,

where I was a printer by occupation. During that

year I had business dealings with the defendant

through Mr. Stock, who lives in Winnipeg. They

were at Mr. Stock's office, and just myself and Mr.

Stock were present. We had a conversation con-

cerning the Rio Linda project. Mr. Stock told me
that here was a fine opportunity for me to go to

California. He said the land out here was suitable

for vegetables and growing fruits. That is par-

ticularly what I was to go into. He mentioned

several fruits—peaches, pears, plums and figs. He
didn't tell me anything about hard-pan on the land,

to my recollection.

As to the quality of the soil, whether rich or fer-

tile or poor, he said it was one of the best tracts of

land down here and would grow anything that would

grow in California. He was talking about Rio

Linda, and said the soil was rich.

I bought ten acres at three hundred seventy-five

dollars an acre, and moved on to the land in Sep-

tember, 1923. I planted a [60] family orchard

of twenty-six or twenty-eight, and also set out over
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three hundred fig trees. I did not make any bor-

ings to ascertain whether there was hard-pan under

the land. I did not know what hard-pan was. I

occasionally discovered hard-pan on the land, the

hard substance under the ground, in putting out a

few of my fig trees.

The depth of the soil where I was planting was

of an average of around two feet or tw^o feet six.

I went through easily. I could go through a little

deeper. As soon as it commenced to get hard I

spread it out.

Q. How^ deep would you say your surface soil was

there ?

A. I would say an average of two feet.

I dug a pit eighteen feet six inches deep. I

found hard-pan in the pit sixteen feet deep.

Cross-examination.

I am plaintiff in an action similar to this, and

have contributed to a fund out of which the ex-

penses of this action are paid. A number of us

have joined together to carry on the litigation. It

was impossible for any one to secure sufficient funds

to prosecute one particular case, and we are all

standing together.

TESTIMONY OF HARRY J. CURTIS, FOR
PLAINTIFFS.

HARRY J. CURTIS, a witness for plaintiffs,

testified

:

Before I came to California I lived at Winni-

peg, Manitoba. My occupation there was bank
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extra, and doing general clerical work. I know

nothing about California lands, or about fruit-

raising.

In 1923 I had some dealings with the Sacramento

Suburban [61] Fruit Lands Company through

their representatives. I dealt with Mr. Eggertson

in most cases. I asked him about the land and he

said all the land in the Rio Linda district was prac-

tically the same, that it was well adapted to all kinds

of deciduous fruits and would grow it commercially.

I bought some of the land and came to California

and planted trees on my land. The first year they

did pretty well ; the second year, fairly well, and the

third year they done well, and then eight of them

died when they were in blossom. I had advice from

Mr. McNaughton of the company when I planted

the trees, and I followed his advice and cared for

the trees.

Q. How deep was the soil on your place ?

A. I bored down and blasted those an average

of from twenty-four to thirty inches, where we

blasted these trees.

Cross-examination.

Mr. HUSTON.—Q. You finally located on a piece

of ground on the town site of Rio Linda, didn't you?

A. No, I didn't locate it, no, I didn't locate it.

Q. That is the piece of property you accepted?

A. I took it, I did not accept it.

Q. You accepted it? A. I had to accept it.
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Q. You are also plaintiff in an action of a similar

kind as this, are you not? A. Yes, sir.

Q. And you are also a member of the group which

joined together to finance this and other cases?

A. I am one of those. We have to help each

other.

Q. You are putting up some of the money?

A. We have to help each other against this kind

of people. [62]

Q. Just answer my question, you are putting up

some of the monev?

A. Yes, I am helping, and we need to help each

other from your lot.

Thereupon plaintiffs rested, and on behalf of de-

fendant, Mr. Butler read the deposition of Walter

Stock, agent of the Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Com.pany, taken on the 1st day of November,

1927, in the City of Minneapolis, as follows

:

DEPOSITION OF WALTER STOCK FOR
DEFENDANT.

My name is Walter Stock. I reside in Winnipeg.

I resided in Winnipeg in July, 1923, and thereafter

for some time. I am a real estate salesman.

I know the plaintiff, John Francis McKew. I

first met Mr. McKew about May or June, 1923. I

went down to his house, which he was offering us

for exchange on some California lands. By us I

mean the Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Com-
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pany. He was considering^ the making of an ap-

plication to purchase land from that Company.

We went to his house to arrive at a valuation for

the purposes of the exchange. We had a conversa-

tion with him at that time. There was very little

said about California. It was mostly upon the

value of his pi'operty. I cannot give the exact con-

versation we had, but as to the substance, it was

mostly that I thought the price on the house was too

high.

Mr. Eggertson was present. Mrs. McKew was in

the house but I don't think she heard very much

of the conversation. The talk was mostly with Mr.

McKew and Mr. Eggertson.

As to the California land, he said he would like

to go to California if we could arrange a deal. He
had been discussing an exchange of property there

for property in California with Mr. Eggertson.

[63]

I don't think there was anything said at that con-

versation as to the character or quality of the Cali-

fornia lands of the Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company.

The next time I saw him I think he came into the

office to see if there was a possibility of a deal being

completed. He had not made an application to

purchase at that time. Mr. McKew first got in

touch with Mr. Eggertson through some friends

of his named Symonds, who had been down to

Sacramento to look over the property. He told me

he had talked to the Symonds. Mrs. Symonds had
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returned to Canada to sell her property. Mr. Mc-

Kew lived at 860 Home Street, Winnipeg. The

Symonds lived almost across the street, 875 Home
Street. It was after McKew had talked to the

Symonds that he came to our office in Winnipeg to

talk over the question of puirchasing California

land.

I don't remember ever mentioning to him very

much about the California propert}^ Mr. Eggert-

son dealt with Mr. McKew.

Q. And I understand that you did not make any

statements to him concerning the quality or condi-

tion of the lands of the Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company at Rio Linda?

A. I don't think he ever asked me anything about

that.

Q. Did you give Mr. McKew any literature re-

garding those lands?

A. No, not that I remember.

I have been engaged in the real estate business

since 1913 in Winnipeg, and during that time I

have had occasion to familiarize myself with the

value of Winnipeg properties. The property that

Mr. McKew exchanged with the Sacramento Sub-

urban Fruit Lands Company was a two-story house,

rather old style, had one or two rather bad de-

fects we noticed after we came into possession; the

furnace pipe ran up through the dining-room. The

house was not in a particularly good state of decora-

tion, which [64] was noticeable after the fur-

niture was moved. The basement floor was not in
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good shape. The fair market vahie of that prop-

erty on or about the 5th day of July, 1923, was about

four thousand dollars.

In reading this deposition counsel came to the

following question:

'^Q. Did you handle the sale of that property

to the Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Com-

pany?"

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—If your Honor please, I

object to all that testimony with reference to the

subsequent sale, as immaterial, irrelevant and in-

competent. He is giving his opinion on the subject

matter of the resale. He has already stated what,

in his opinion, the market value was.

Mr. HUSTON.—Does the objection go to the

opinion, or does it go to what follows ?

Mr. LEWIS.—To what follows.

The COURT.—Merely to what he said about the

resale ; that is all it is, is it ?

Mr. BUTLER.—Yes, your Honor, and the time it

took to sell it. Of course, that might have some

bearing on the market value of the property.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

The remaining portion of the deposition reads

:

'^Q. Did you handle the sale of that property

for the Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Com-

pany? A. Yes.

Q. When was it sold?

A. Some twelve months after we took the prop-

erty over.
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Q. During that time what efforts did you make

to sell it?

A. We advertised it on frequent occasions;

showed it to various parties. [65]

Q. For what price did you offer it ?

A. Four thousand dollars.

Q. Was it up for sale at four thousand dollars

from the time you first undertook to sell it?

A. We tried at first to get the price we paid for

it, but we saw that was hopeless.

Q. How long was it up for sale at four thousand

dollars? A. Several months.

Q. What did you finally get for it?

A. Thirty-eight hundred dollars.

Mr. Butler then read the deposition of Walter

Eggertson, taken in Minneapolis on the 1st day

of November, 1927, as follows

:

DEPOSITION OF WALTER E. EGGERTSON,
FOR DEFENDANT.

My name is Walter R. Eggertson. I reside in

Winnipeg.

In 1923 I was engaged in the real estate business.

I know Mr. McKew. I first met Mr. McKew
about the month of June, 1923, at Winnipeg. Mrs.

Symonds, living across the street from Mr. Mc-
Kew, in Winnipeg, was at that time negotiating

for the purchase of property at Rio Linda. She

had been to California to inspect the property and

had returned. Mr. McKew and Mrs. Symonds had
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had several conversations regarding this propert}^

and Mr. McKew evidenced a great desire to go to

California and mentioned to Mrs. S3mionds that he

would like to have me call on him as soon as I

could and give him some information regarding the

property, which I did, that being the first occasion

I ever met the man. I saw him at his home, 860

Home Street. Mr. and Mrs. McKew were present

at the time I called at his home. There was no one

else present but myself.

We discussed California in a general way and our

property at Rio Linda in the same way, in a general

sense. Mr. McKew said [66'] he wanted to go to

California, because, for one reason, he would like

to get away from the cold weather in Manitoba.

Also, that he was a machinist but that the work

did not agree with him and he wanted to get out-

doors, being very interested in the raising of

poultry. He told me he wanted to go into the

poultry business there. I don't think at that time

there was any discussion about his going into the

fruit business. That is the substance of the first

conversation with him.

On that first occasion he asked me for some

literature, and I either brought or mailed him some

in the course of the next day or so. I gave him a

pamphlet brought out by the Sacramento Suburban

Fruit Lands Company. That booklet entitled on

the cover page ^'Poultry Farms—Orchard Homes,

Second Edition, Rio Linda, Sacramento Valley,

California," marked with the signature of Walter
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R. Eggertson, and further marked Defendant's Ex-

hibit ^^A'' in a cause pending in the Northern Divi-

sion of the United States District Court, in and for

the Northern District of California, entitled ^' Harry

Justice Curtis versus Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company," is a copy of a pamphlet given

by me to Mr. McKew.

Q. I show you a pamphlet bearing the word on

the cover '^Evidence'' and being marked with the

signature of Walter R. Eggertson and Otto Morck,

and further marked Defendant's Exhibit ^^B" in a

cause pending in the Northern Division of the

United States District Court, etc., entitled ^^ Harry

Justice Curtis versus Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company," and ask you if that is a copy of

another pamphlet that you gave Mr. McKew at

that time? A. It is.

WITNESS.—I called Mr. McKew's attention to

the list of purchasers at Rio Linda appearing in

this pamphlet entitled '^Evidence." At [67] that

time he did not say whether or not he intended to

write to any of those people, relying largely upon

Mrs. Symond's recommendation. He said he had

relied upon Mrs. Symonds' information.

I gave him the literature three or four days after

I first met him. I had just brought the literature

and left it for his perusal. I did not at that time go

into questions as to the lands at Rio Linda.

At that time I did not call his attention to anv

particular statements in the pamphlet. About a

week later he called at our office in Winnipeg, say-
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ing he had gone over the proposition very thor-

oughly by reading our booklets, and the proposition

appealed to him very strongly. The proposition I

mean was his going to California and raising

poultry at Rio Linda. We discussed costs of get-

ting started in the poultry business at Rio Linda.

I pointed out the statements made in our pamphlet

entitled ^^ Poultry Farms—Orchard Homes/' on

page 19. I mentioned the fact that in constructing

a poultry-house we figures the cost to run approxi-

mately on the basis of one dollar per bird. I based

that statement on the experience of others at Rio

Linda and figures received from our head office at

Minneapolis. The same statement as to costs is

contained in the booklet and is the same informa-

tion that we had been giving to all prospects. The

information we gave to Mr. McKew was no different

than given to anyone else.

He asked me about the cost of purchasing baby

chicks, and three months' old pullets. I told him

that baby chicks could be purchased from one hun-

dred to two hundred dollars a thousand, depending

on the price of eggs, and that three months' old

pullets ran from nine to twelve dollars a dozen.

Those figures are based upon the conditions existing

at Rio Linda during the two prior years. [68]

We discussed living conditions and a pump, and

I pointed out to him information in the booklet

concerning those matters. I further pointed out

that his capital was very limited; that he would

have to be content with a small temporary dwelling
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that he could use later for a garage or something of

that kind, which he could probably put up himself

for two to two hundred and fifty dollars, and I said

to build a modern house it would cost from four

hundred dollars per room up, and he was not in a

financial position to carry that out. He said he

expected to have between two thousand and twenty-

five hundred dollars as ready cash to take with him

to Rio Linda. We discussed the price of a well and

pumping equipment. I again referred him to page

19 of Exhibit ^'A,'' and showed him the average

cost of a well is from one hundred to one hundred

twenty-five dollars. The cost of temporary pump-

ing equipment, about two hundred fifty dollars,

while a permanent equipment would cost from four

hundred up, according to the volume of water re-

quired. I told him that these prices could be re-

duced, depending upon the amount of labor ex-

pended by himself.

We mentioned the growing of fruit at Rio Linda.

However, Mr. McKew 's interest was practically

entirely in the poultry business, and fruit raising

was only discussed on the basis of a family orchard.

We drew his attention to page 33 of Exhibit ''A,''

showing what had been grown, and what was being

grown at Rio Linda, and also pointed out to him

that we had at Rio Linda a service department con-

sisting of Mr. Lyding, as Poultry Adviser, and Mr.

McNaughton, as Horticultural Adviser. I sug-

gested to him that upon his arrival at Rio Linda

Mr. McNaughton could go over the property there
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and ascertain to what fruit this particular [69]

piece \Yas best adapted. I mentioned Mr. Lyding

as being of very valuable assistance to a beginner.

I told him Mr. Lyding 's services would be free,

and also that Mr. McNaughton's services would be

free and valuable at all times.

I told him about the co-operative buying associa-

tion, drawing his attention to page 18 of Exhibit

**A," showing the co-operative warehouse at Rio

Linda, and pointing out the co-operative system of

marketing eggs.

I told him that the purchase of lands from the

Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Company would

entitle him to membership in the Rio Linda Poultry

Producers Association upon the pajnnent of a

fifty-dollar fee. I pointed out the advantages of be-

ing a member of this association as compared with

poultry raisers outside the Rio Linda district, who

were not thus organized. It assured him of his

market and also the best price available for his

eggs; also, that in the purchase of his feed and all

the poultry supplies which were sold by the associa-

tion, gave him the advantage over the other pro-

ducers not thus organized, in that he secured the

supplies at wholesale cost.

The question of growing finiit commercially upon

the land at Rio Linda was not discussed with Mr.

McKew. He never told me that he intended to put

the land to use as a commercial orchard. As to the

condition and quality of the soil at Rio Linda, I

told him the top soil consisted of reddish clay loam,
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varying from one to three feet in depth, and that

under this loam is a strata of hard-pan as men-

tioned in Exhibit ^'A.'^ I called his attention to

the statement concerning hard-pan made in the

booklet, referring him to page 7 of the same exhibit.

I did not tell Mr. McKew at any time that all of

the Sacramento County lands being sold by the

Sacramento [70] Suburban Fruit Lands Com-

pany were of the fair and reasonable market value

of three hundred and tifty dollars per acre. Con-

cerning the price of the land I referred him to our

price list. I did discuss with him the question of

whether or not other lands in the vicinity of Rio

Linda could be purchased at a greater or less price

than three hundred fifty dollars per acre. The

question of market value was not discussed between

me and Mr. McKew at all.

I did not tell Mr. McKew that all of the lands

being sold by defendant, or that Lot Forty-four of

Rio Linda Subdivision Five, or Lot Forty-seven of

the same subdivision, were rich and fertile, or that

they were capable of producing all sorts of farm

crops and products, or that all of the land thereof

was entirely free from all conditions or things in-

jurious or harmful to the growth of fruit-trees, or

that these lands or any of them were perfectly

adapted to the raising of fruits of all kinds, or were

capable of producing large crops of fruit of the

finest quality.

Concerning the cost of electric power or electric

service at Rio Linda, I pointed out to him that the
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power cost in the Sacramento district was about

as cheap as any in the United States. I did not

tell them they were as cheap as Winnipeg, realizing

the cost at Winnipeg was the cheapest in the world.

TESTIMONY OF H. F. BREMER, FOR DE-
FENDANT.

H. F. BREMER, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I live in the Rio Linda district, on the second place

I have owned there. I first moved to Rio Linda in

1922, where I purchased a piece of land of eleven and

a fraction acres. It was bare then, and I planted

fruit-trees and improved this first tract. I after-

wards sold that property. The depth of soil on that

tract [71] varies from a foot to perhaps three

feet. It would average about two and a half feet.

That was the depth of soil where I planted an or-

chard of about fifty trees of different varieties for

family use.

I was engaged in the poultry business there and

did not plant an orchard for commercial purposes.

I am familiar with that property now. I sold it

in 1924. I live in the same neighborhood now, not

quite a mile east. I see the property that I for-

merly owned quite frequently. I pass it two or

three times a week. This is a picture of the prop-

erty I first owned, and the fruit-trees that I planted

on it.
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(The photograph was offered in evidence and

marked Defendant's Exhibit 10.)

The hard-pan was blasted after the trees were

planted beside the trees. The trees got along pretty

well and made a good growth of stalk and leafage.

I have noticed the crop that has been on them. It

was a pretty good crop.

I am friendly with the man who owns that piece

now, and I have seen it this year.

I have owned my present place going on three

years, and have planted about a dozen trees in a

family orchard. I did not blast for those trees.

The depth of soil there is about two and a half feet.

The trees have been doing very well. Some of them

I planted last spring, and some the previous spring.

Some of them are two years old. They do not show

any signs of dying. I have not taken any fruit off

of them, they are too young.

I am engaged in the poultry business at the pres-

ent time.

Cross-examination.

Prior to 1922 I was in the grain business and was

never engaged in fruit-raising. My only experi-

ence was that in the spring [72] of 1922 I

planted fifty trees in a family orchard, and in 1924

and '25 a dozen or so trees in another family or-

chard.
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN POSEHN, FOR DE-
FENDANT.

JOHN POSEHN, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I live in the Rio Linda district, where I have

property in Subdivision Number Six. I own ten

acres there, and bought the property in 1923. It

was then bare land and unimproved. My son, Rob-

ert, owns a place adjoining mine. He has five

acres. He moved in about the same time.

I am in the chicken business and have fifteen hun-

dred chickens. I have been in that business ever

since I moved there.

I have about forty fruit-trees which I planted

on my place, and about four hundred vines. I have

plums, peaches, pears and figs and cherries in a

family orchard. I blasted the soil when I planted

the trees. The depth of soil was from six inches

to twenty-four inches. The trees have done well

since they were planted, and I have all the fruit I

want. The cherries did not grow so well as the

others, but the others grew pretty well and I had a

good crop of all the other varieties, of good size and

good flavor. The vines are planted on unblasted

soil from six inches to two feet in depth, and grew

well on that ground. I irrigate two rows of vines,

but do not irrigate the rest. I have some Thomp-

son Seedless that I do not irrigate. I picked sixty

pounds from one, and forty-five pounds from the

next.
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That is a fair sample. They have all borne heavy

like that. Last year I got forty-one pounds of

Malaccas.

I have some Oriental trees around the place,

planted in 1924. They measure about twenty-two

inches at the ground, and are about twenty-three

feet high. Those are like the trees around [73]

this building. I have an acacia on the east side

of the house which I got from the Sacramento nur-

sery. They were four inches wide and six inches

high. Now they measure about twenty-five inches

aroiuid and twenty feet high. I did not blast for

the acacia, but did for the Oriental. This is a pic-

ture of my place, showing the vineyards and the

ornamental trees.

(The photograph was offered in evidence and

marked Defendant's Exhibit 11.)

I raise vegetables. I have had so much cucum-

bers I feed them to my cow. I have plenty of car-

rots too. I raise greens for my chickens. I have

alfalfa, and I have barley about six inches high, and

I have some Sudan Orass which does not grow now.

It is too cold at night. In the summer I had five

cuttings of Sudan Grass for the cow. The alfalfa

growls good. I irrigated both of them. I had about

seven cuttings of alfalfa, and got a good stand, good

and high.

My son, Robert, has some vines and fruit-trees.

The trees are on blasted gTou.nd. He did not blast

for his vines, w^hich bore well, as good as mine.

This is a picture of my son, Robert's, place. He
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has some of those Oriental trees that he X3lanted in

1924. There is one that measures twenty-five inches

around and twenty-five feet high. His fruit-trees

are good, planted in 1924. He got a good crop off

his fruit-trees, and a good crop off his grape-vines.

(The picture was offered in evidence and marked

Defendant's Exhibit 12.)

Cross-examination.

My son, Robert, has grape-vines which he planted

in 1925. They bore some in 1927. He did not buy

any grapes from Lambert [74] Hagel, nor did I.

In 1927 I bought plums from a Rio Linda man, I

forget his name. I do not patronize the vegetable

man that peddles fruit and vegetables out in the

district. He does not come to my place, but I have

seen him coming to other places out there.

TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR MORLEY, FOR
DEFENDANT.

ARTHUR MORLEY, a witness for defendant,

testified

:

I am engaged in the fruit-raising business. My
property is at Arcade, about a mile southeast of the

Rio Linda district. I am familiar with Rio Linda

properties and have been over them. I have about

eighteen acres in my place. The soil there is usu-

ally about the same as in Rio Linda. The depth of

soil varies from a foot to three feet. I have been

over the Rio Linda project and made a great num-

ber of borings around the Rio Linda district. The
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depth of soil on my property is about the same as

the depth of soil on the uplands in Rio Linda.

I have planted my place to plums, peaches, apri-

cots, cherries and pears. My principal crop is

plums. The land was blasted.

I think the trees are about ten years old. None

of them have died in recent years. About one hun-

dred died the first year. Water stood there all

winter, and they died out. That was about seven

years ago. That was a condition prevailing gener-

ally all over that year, which was the sour sap year.

The trees which were not affected by sour sap have

all grown well and are of good size, and healthy,

with good leafage and good color. They have borne

heavy crops, except the peaches, this year. The

peaches last year were good. The plums this year

were good. [75]

I am familiar with other places around the dis-

trict, and take care of some of them. I care for the

ranch of Mr. Walnitz, Mr. Gross, and the Bradley

orchards, besides my own. I take care of the pick-

ing of the crops, and that kind of work. One of

those places is forty acres, one is thirty, and Brad-

ley's is fifty acres. They are all planted.

The soil, generally speaking, is about the same

as the others, about two to three feet in depth. On
those places the soil was blasted before the trees

were planted. They have done well on those places

and have produced good crops of fruit. I have

known peaches to grow four or five tons to the acre.

This year I shipped over three hundred fifty crates
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of plums to the New York market, and received

over six hundred dollars gross.

I know the place belonging to Doctor Harris,

which is probably ten or twelve acres of fruit,

planted mostly to peaches. The soil is of the same

character and depth as the other places. The place

was blasted, very likely. I have noticed that the

crop off the trees there, generally speaking, has been

good. They have done well. There was a heavy

crop this year.

The soil on Doctor Harris' place is about the same

as the general run of shallow soil at Rio Linda.

There is no reason that I know of why trees there

would not produce fruit in profitable quantity and

quality if they were taken care of.

I have made a recent investigation and examina-

tion of the property in Rio Linda, and have been

over the entire tract. We were over about three

hundred dift'erent tracts of land, and our investiga-

tion lasted about a month. I am pretty thoroughly

familiar with them, and have seen orchards on the

uplands where they are cared for that are growing

and thriving. [76]

Cross-examination.

I take care of picking crops and pruning trees on

ninety acres of orchards, beside my own, and look

after the tilling of the soil. My place is about sev-

enteen acres. My occupation is partly looking after

these other places.

I have been on the McKew place and investigated
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the depth of soil. I think we found the hard-pan

to be eighteen inches in one place. That is medium.

There are two feet and two and a half feet of soil

on that place. I would consider that in relation

to other lands as being a shallow soil place. There

is decomposed granite in it, and there is good soil

there. Like all our soil, it bakes readily after the

sun gets on it after a rain. On the river bottoms it

would do the same. Only sandy land does not bake.

The soil on the McKew place would bake.

Irrigating it w^ould not necessarily be a problem.

By deep tillage and not letting the water run over

the surface it would be all right. Special care

should be used in planting. Handling a place like

that in fruit would not be especially burdensome,

no more burdensome than on deep soil.

Q. Then, in your opinion, shallow hard-pan land

with soil that bakes readily is adaptable to the grow-

ing of fruit commercially, is it, as much as any

other land?

A. It is good soil if it is treated right.

Redirect Examination.

Q. How would you prevent that baking of the

top soil?

A. By subsoiling, or we have a deep tillage culti-

vator and make the ditches to hold water right in

there and don't let the water run over the surface.

The water soaks in underneath.

Q. At the beginning of the season, following the
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rains, is it [77] necessary to cultivate in order

to mulch the top soil? A. Yes.

Q. The land will take up the water, will it?

A. Yes, it will.

Q. And it will soften the soil? A. Yes.

TESTIMONY OF O. W. JARVIS, FOR DE-

FENDANT.

O. W. JARVIS, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I am engaged as an adviser in the horticultural

business and have been in that business for twenty-

five years. I was educated in the Utah College of

Agriculture, and served as County Farm Adviser of

Sacramento County for a time. I am familiar with

the territory known as Rio Linda. I have known

it for ten years and have been over it a good many

times.

I have frequently had occasion to make examina-

tions of the soil in that district. Recently I went

over the district with Mr. Murray (Morley) and

made an extensive examination of conditions there.

Throughout the entire district, I find that the depth

of soil on the uplands varies. In some places the

hard-pan crops out right at the surface, usually it

will run from a foot and a half to tw^o or three feet

of soil. It is quite unifonn in its varying through-

out the entire district. I have seen fruit-trees

planted throughout the entire district on shallow

soil of a foot and a half to two feet and thereabouts.

It is customary to blast in planting fruit-trees in
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soil of that depth. Where properly blasted I have

found that the hard-pan has been broken in the

orchards in Rio Linda. We have an estimate of the

number and varieties of fruit-trees in the Rio Linda

district. Almonds, 18,720; olives, 9,370; peaches,

7,060; plums, 2,950; pears, 8,875; prunes, 6,040;

figs,, 10,230; grapes, 97,650; 'cots, 1,550; walnuts,

490; [78] cherries, 9,465; apples, 600; persim-

mons, 100. Other than family orchards, we esti-

mate 83,650 fruit-trees, 97,650 vines. In the family

orchards, about 325 of them, we estimate 25 trees to

the orchard, and 10 vines, making an additional

8,110 trees and 3,250 vines, making a grand total

of 91,750 trees and 100,900 vines.

Throughout the district we found the trees

neglected and poorly cared for, and not thriving as

they would be if more special attention had been

given to the orchards. The soil was only one fac-

tor. We found some of the best orchards on the

shallowest soil, and some of the most neglected or-

chards on the deepest soil.

Q. What in general is the character of the soil

in the Sacramento Valley on the east side of the

river where fruit is being raised, aside from what

is known as the Sacramento River District?

A. It is almost entirely underlaid with hard-pan,

varying in depth from a foot and a half up to less

than five feet.

That is true of the fruit growing districts of Car-

michael and Fair Oaks. You do not find hard-pan

all over in each district, but in nearly every tract
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you will find some place where the hard-pan crops

up near the surface.

I have made an investigation to determine

whether in a blasted hole root growth will penetrate

into the hard-pan. At various times I have made

excavations, digging out trees for one cause or an-

other, and especially during last season I made some

investigation on hard-pan land in the Rio Linda

sections. We dug down into the roots of some olive

trees on the Smith property, three of them, and

were careful not to disturb the roots any more than

necessary, and have some pictures of the roots

growing right down in the hard-pan. That is, we

removed the hard-pan and not the roots. [79]

Q. I will show you a series of pictures here, and

ask you if the picture marked Number 4 represents

the general location in the orchard where the exca-

vation was made, showing the excavation and others

being representations of the excavations alongside

the three trees you speak of? A. Yes.

Q. Do they show, and did you find that the root

growth would make a side-spread through the hard-

pan area and down into the hard-pan area where it

w^as blasted.

A. Down a little over forty inches. In these

excavations we followed the roots out as far as

four feet away from the trees. The roots were

still growing strong.

, Q. How deep was the soil above the broken hard-

pan where these pictures were taken?

A. One tree was about eighteen inches; one nine,
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about nine or ten inches, and the other was about

ten or twelve inches.

Q. Were those roots in a good healthy condition,

both as to the feeding area and other particulars ?

A. The roots were all in good healthy condition.

(The photographs were offered in evidence and

marked Defendant's Exhibit 13.)

Q. Are you familiar with the Oroville district

w^here they are raising fruit on hard-pan areas up

there? A. I have been over it many times.

(Continuing.) It is a fact that on the shallow

soil in the hard-pan area around Oroville there is

considerable fruit raising, where they grow a lot of

citrus fruits, and figs, almonds, oranges, peaches,

apricots and grapes. In the Palermo and Ther-

malita districts oranges are grown in considerable

quantity on hard-pan soil. Olives are raised ex-

tensively on hard-pan land around Oroville. Some

of the best oranges and olives shipped out of the

state come from that district. [80]

Q. How do the lands up there compare with the

Rio Linda lands as to depth of soil upon which this

fruit is being grown, and the quality of the fruit ?

A. In many instances it is very comparable

—

The COURT.—Let me see. Do you propose to

claim that the Rio Linda lands are suitable for

oranges ?

Mr. BUTLER.—We do not make such a claim.

The COURT.—Then the comparison with oranges

is not important.

Mr. BUTLER.—There is some claim that we
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represented that citrus fruits would grow there. It

has been so testified.

The COURT.—I believe it was said that there

was no exception made. You are not advancing

the theory that oranges will grow there, so what is

the difference whether they grow in Oroville, or not.

Objection sustained.

WITNESS.—I am familiar with the peach dis-

trict in Sutter County in that neighborhood. On
many occasions I have gone there and tested the

depth of soil and have done so recently. Near the

river it is of a deep nature. Hard-pan underlies

nearly everything a mile or two back from the river.

East or west from the river you get into an area

underlaid with hard-pan. Back from the river and

the hard-pan district there were hundreds of acres

of commercial orchards, shipping annually heavy

crops of peaches and other fruits. The depth of

soil where these peaches are being grown commer-

cially is about forty inches. I have bored a good

many orchards where you would hit hard-pan. Not

on all of them, but on most of them. A mile or two

back from the river you bump into hard-pan at

from two and a half to three and three and a half

feet in places.

Q. Would you say that in that neighborhood there

are peach orchards growing and producing abun-

dant crops commercially on lands that have two and

a half to three and a half feet below hard-pan?

Land [81] that has hard-jjan two feet, two and

a half or three feet below the surface?
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A. Not so many with two feet, but a good many

of them with two and a half, three and three and a

half.

Q. There are a good many over two and a half

feet, are there? A. Yes.

Q. Do peaches, on soil in that neighborhood, with

hard-pan two and a half, three or three and a half

feet down, produce commercial crops in good quan-

tity? A. Yes.

Q. And of good quality? A. Yes.

Q. And that soil in that neighborhood producing

peaches, how does it compare with the soil on Rio

Linda at the same depth?

A. It is a different classification. It is classified

on the Government land maps as Madera and

Madera loams in differentiation from these others,

which are classified more as the San Joaquin type.

They are new.

Q. Will the soil on Rio Linda—the San Joaquin

type—^produce as well as the other soil you speak of

up there ?

A. The San Joaquin type soil is not considered

quite so desirable as the other newer soils, and I

would not think it would produce quite as good crop

at the same depth.

Q. At that depth of soil in Rio Linda, will that

produce fruit commercially if planted and cared

for in the proper manner ?

A. Yes, I have seen it done.

Q. Is there any standard bv which it is neces-
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sary that a depth of five feet of top soil above the

hard-pan be required in the planting of fruit"?

A. Not that I know of.

Q. Have you ever read, or have you ever heard

of any such arbitrary standard as a five-foot depth

for the raising of fruit-trees? [82]

A. I have some academic statements to that effect,

but they are not accepted by practical fruit growers.

Q. Do you know of any arbitrary standard of four

feet of depth for the planting of grape vines, in

order to raise them successfully and commercially?

A. No, sir, that is not true.

Q. How does that prove out in the planting of

vines ?

A. A good many thousands of acres are grown

on less than four feet of soil, successful, good crops,

aside from the marketing conditions.

Q. Are you familiar with the Florin district?

A. Yes, I have seen a good many tracts there.

Q. Tokay grapes are grown there successfully,

are they not ? A. Yes.

Q. What do you find as to the depth of the soil

there ?

A. From one and a half to three feet; and fioiit

two or two and a half feet.

Q. Is that soil blasted for the planting of Tokay

grapes? A. Not often.

Q. Do you find that grapes will grow there suc-

cessfully and commercially? A. Yes.

Q. And they are being grown in that neighbor-

hood, are they not?
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A. Yes, a very good quality of grapes.

Cross-examination.

I have examined the McKew place owned by the

plaintiffs in this action, and made a number of tests

as to depth of soil and character of soil. It is the

same as I have found in other examinations in the

Rio Linda district. It is the same as in that area

through there. Either east or west, there is little

difference in the appearance. There is read soil in

the east and west. [83] In the middle section it is

quite uniform. I would say that it was the same

as the Walnitz place as to quality. It is in the

same general classification. As to the McKew
place, I would have to know the purpose for which

it was to be used before I would say whether it was

good or poor land.

Q. For the purpose of raising all kinds of de-

ciduous fruits commercially, would you say it is

poor?

A. I would not say any one piece of land is good

for the growing of all kinds of deciduous fruits,

because the type of soil one would require would

not be the same as the other might wish.

Q. In your testimony in the Walnitz case w^as

not this question asked you?
*^Q. As a matter of fact, that land is verv

poor land, isn't it?

A. I would not call it river bottom land.''

Was that question asked and that answer given by

you? A. As I remember it, yes.
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Q. Was this question asked you?

^'Q. Knowing that is poor land, it would be

classified as very poor land?

A. I think that.''

Was that question asked you and that answer

given?
;

A. It might have been. I remember there was a

chance given to make an explanation concerning

that answer.

Q. Did you answer the question in that way?

A. I might have. I do not remember the exact

w^ording, but I remember a similar question asked

me.

I don't think I bored on the Klaffenbach place.

I bored on the McKew and I bored on the Wellnitz,

and in quite a number around the Klaffenbach place.

The Klaffenbach place is similar to the McKew
place. It is in the same general soil classification.

[84]

I remember I was on the Klaffenbach place. I

don't think we compared that place with any other.

I did not say to Mrs. Klaffenbach at that time and

place that there was no use investigating the

Klaffenbach place because no hard-pan land would

raise fruit profitably.
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TESTIMONY OF M. J. DILLMAN, FOR
DEFENDANT.

M. F. DILLMAN, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I live in Sacramento, but all of my business is in

Florin. I represent the Pacific Fruit Exchange,

Grape Shippers. I handled eighty acres of grapes

that belonged to one of the stockholders of the

Pacific Fruit Exchange, and I advise with many
growers that we finance. We loan them money

throughout the year and I advise with them and

help them in the care of their crops all the year

around. The Florin district is what is known as

the ^' Tokay Grape District." There are, I think,

ten thousand or twelve thousand acres of Tokay

grapes in the neighborhood of Florin, which is ten

miles from Sacramento.

I am familiar with the depth of soil in various

places where Tokay grapes are being grown succes-

fuUy. The average depth of soil in the Florin dis-

trict where Tokay grapes are growing is from two

to two and a half feet. That soil is not blasted

for planting of Tokays. There is a hard resistent

impervious strata of underlying hard-pan there.

On that soil two and a half feet above the hard-

pan, Tokay grapes grow successfully in commercial

quantities, market conditions considered. The

average production around Florin is about two

hundred crates to the acre. In tons, that would

run about three tons to the acre. The maturity
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of those [85] grapes is early. The Florin Tokay

enjoys the reputation of being the nicest Tokays

that go to the eastern market. They go in early;

they have a peculiar flame color of their own, and

have commanded for years a premium on the auc-

tion market. That is due to the character of the

soil, and also the fact that they ripen early is due

to shallow depth of soil.

There is no standard among grape growers requir-

ing a minimum of four feet of soil on top of hard-

pan before grapes can be grown successfully in

commercial quantities. I never heard of it.

Cross-examinati on.

I represent the Pacific Fruit Exchange, fruit

shippers. My particular function is to solicit busi-

ness from the growers. We loan them money. We
pay their power bills, we furnish the sulphur and

fertilizer, shook, baskets, nails and labels. We sell

it for them in the east. I supervise the entire

operation. I do not go out and make borings to

determine the depth of hard-pan, but I have seen a

great deal of leveling and I have been in many
spots all over the district in the twelve years I have

been there. That is my information upon which

I base my opinion as to depth of soil. Three tons

per acre is not a large yield.

Q. Grapes should yield ten tons to the acre on

good land?

A. It depends entirely on what kind of grape

you are speaking about.
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Q. Tokay grapes? A. No.

Q. What would be the normal yield of Tokay

grapes on good land?

A. What do you mean by ^^good land"?

Q. Land that is especially adapted to raising

Tokay grapes. [86]

A. In the Florin district, which is adapted to

raising a certain type of Tokay grapes, three tons

to the acre, or 200 crates to the acre, is a good

yield.

Q. Let us take it on land that is not hard-pan

land, you would expect a much greater yield than

that : Is that not true ? A. Yes, that is true.

Q. Twice as much?

A. Easily twice as much, yes.

Redirect Examination.

Mr. BUTLER.—Q. Is the tonnage, or the num-
ber of packages, overcome by the date of maturity

and the time of getting the fruit on the market ?

A. To a very appreciable extent, in good years.

TESTIMONY OF H. M. EDMUNDS, FOR
DEFENDANT.

H. M. EDMUNDS, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I live in the Rio Linda district, where I have

been for six years. I am engaged principally in

the poultry business. I am the president of the

Rio Linda Poultry Producers Association. I have

been such for four years. I have five acres in my
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place, where I have a family orchard of thirty-five

or forty trees of different varieties. The depth of

soil there is from eight inches to two feet. I

blasted for the planting of the first thirty trees.

Where the unblasted trees are planted the depth is

from fifteen to eighteen inches. Where I planted

the trees they did fine until the spring of 1927, when

six or eight of them froze. That is all I have lost,

with the exception of three that never grew when I

first put them out. At the time the frost stiiick

the trees they were beautiful, in a mass of bloom.

The other trees were not affected by the frost.

They have grown fuie. There was nothing in the

[87] condition of the planting or the depth of

soil had anything to do with my loss of trees. That

w^as a general condition throughout the State in the

spring.

I have had fruit off my trees. They bear fine.

The quality and size have been fine, although I

neglected them this year to a certain extent and

did not spray them. That has an effect upon the

quality of the fruit. I had the tonnage.

These are pictures of my place, showing the fruit

trees and ornamental trees.

(The photographs were offered in evidence and

marked Defendant's Exhibit 14.)

The Rio Linda Poultry Producers Association is a

corporation. Membership is limited to residents in

the district. The purpose is to purchase the best

possible feed at the lowest possible price. Last year

our business was $442,000.00. It represents a turn-
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over of seventeen times a season in our stock.

Members of the association participate in all the

saving. We merely take out the actual cost of

doing business. Anything else is paid back to the

patrons of the association in a dividend at the end

of the year. If we do not pay cash we give them a

dividend certificate bearing six per cent interest

until it is paid.

I have been a member of the association for six

years, and during that period of time have received

in dividends $1,443.50. I paid $2,000.00 for my
place, and the fourteen hundred dollars represents

the dividend on purchases amounting to $15,248.00.

I have a record of between one hundred thirty

thousand and one hundred forty thousand dollars

as the total amount of dividends paid back to mem-
bers of the association. The association is purely

co-operative. [88]

I am pretty generally familiar with lands through

the Rio Linda district. I know the McKew place.

I have been by it.

Q. You have looked it over and you have exam-

ined it. Are you acquainted with that part of the

property and with other lands in that community?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know the reasonable market value of

the McKew property as of the month of June, 1923 ?

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—Objected to on the ground
that the proper foundation has not been laid.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Exception.
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Mr. BUTLER.—Qi. Are you familiar with the

market value of land throughout that section of the

district? A. Yes, to a certain extent.

Q. You know of sales that have been made around

through that district? A. Yes.

Q. And you know what the land is adapted to ?

A. Yes.

Q. You own land there in the Rio Linda district,

yourself, do you not? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you know the reasonable value, the reason-

able market value, of the McKew property, as of

the month of June, 1923? Answer that '^Yes'' or

^^No." A. Yes.

Q. What was it at that time?

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—We make the same objec-

tion.

The COURT.—Q. You have not been dealing in

lands, have you?

A. No, sir. I am not a real estate man. I am
basing it on my own observation.

Q. Sales with this defendant? A. No, sir.

Q. Where? A. Throughout the country. [89]

Q. Where throughout the country?

A. Throughout the state.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Exception.

Cross-examination.

I do not work on a salary from the association.

We have not any executive duties to perform. Our
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manager that we hire on a salary takes care of

them.

I would judge there are about five hundred fam-

ilies living in the district, and I think two hundred

twenty-four belong to the association. I would say

that about two hundred are actually buying their

feed from the association. I would say that ninety

per cent of the people are engaged in the poultry

raising.

Q. Why is it that only two hundred of them

avail themselves of the great benefits of this asso-

ciation ? A. You will have to ask them.

WITNESS.—The dividends are merely returns of

money paid to the association for chicken feed. We
go into the market and buy feed. Then we fix a

price that covers the expense of getting it and

turning it over to the people, and if anything is

left, the money is given back to the people who paid

it. That is what we call a dividend.

Redirect Examination.

The prices charged by the poultry producers

association for feed are no higher than the market

price that retails in Sacramento. They are prob-

ably a little lower. [90]

TESTIMONY OF E. P. VERNER, FOR
DEFENDANT.

E. P. VERNER, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied: I

I am engaged in the real estate business in Sacra-

mento, associated with the firm of Wright & Kim-
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brough, and have been in charge of their country

land department for quite a number of years. I

am familiar with the Rio Linda district and have

been over it many times, and am familiar with the

sales made in that district.

I know the McKew property and have examined

it and seen it. The reasonable market value of that

property as it existed in June, 1927, was about

three hundred seventy-five dollars an acre.

Q. In fixing the valuation there of that property,

what do you take into consideration?

A. Will you allow me to explain it from a dia-

gram?

Q. Yes, you may.

A. The most important thing is location. Here

is the city of Sacramento, with a population of some

one hundred thousand people. Here are the rail-

road lines, the Western Pacific, the Northern Elec-

tric and the Southern Pacific. This property lies

between these three railroads, with local electric car

lines going out to the northern boundary from the

bridge here to the suburban fruit lands company

lands. It is only eight miles distant. This land, in

consideration here. No. 6, is six miles from the

bridge. You have power lines, good roads, schools,

churches, the poultry association, and all those

things that go to make up a community. Rio

Linda is a little town right here. From the lower

Sacramento up to this line here, where Arcade

quits, there are seven thousand people in here now.
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The values are gradually increasing as we go out.

This is suburban property. [91]

In 1912 North Sacramento was a cow pasture

where Del Paso Boulevard is to-day.

The COURT.—Now, just a minute. You were

asked about this land in 1923. You seem to be

dilating on what is out there now. We want to

know about 1923.

WITNESS.—In 1923 values had increased out to

this point here to eleven hundred fifty dollars an

acre.

Mr. BUTLER.—Just confine yourself to 1923.

A. Well, that is why I place that valuation on it.

Q. Did those conditions exist there in 1923?

A. Not all of them.

Q. Were there enough of them there in 1923

so that it lays a basis for your valuation of three

hundred seventy-five dollars an acre?

A. Yes, sir.

Cross-examination.

One reason for fixing that value is the location.

The other considerations are transportation, schools,

co-operative marketing, moral support of the whole

district, power lines. Another important factor is

good water. Development has been in that direction,

due to these conditions. We have a great city park

across there of eight hundred twenty-seven acres.

All those things go to build up a district. There

are possibilities that a big factory might come on

the Southern Pacific or on the Western Pacific,
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which, overnight, would double the value of prop-

erty in the suburban district. Also, the home and

school advantages. The opportunity for raising

poultry, berries and fruit.

All I have said would not apply to all places in

the locality for the reason that a lot of them have

not associated themselves in the marketing of their

crops, the poultry, and with the association for

buying fee. [92]

There are a lot of different things to consider.

Q. I am now asking you if the things you have

mentioned as taking into consideration in fixing the

value of this place, would not apply equally to any

other place in that neighborhood of Rio Linda ? Is

not that true?

A. I should think so, yes.

Q. This place is only a little distance from the

Klaffenbach place? A. Yes.

Q. A little further away ? A. Very little.

Q>. A little further away?

A. Over to the right.

Q. Didn't you fix the value of the Klaffenbach

property in 1922 at $250 an acre?

A. In 1922, yes.

Q. And you fix this in 1923 at about $375 an

acre? A. Yes.

Q. It is further away? A. Yes.

Q. The same elements go into your appraisal, of

the things that you take into consideration in fixing

the value: Is that right?

A. Not exactly. That piece of land does not lie
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as well, it requires more leveling. Each year there

have been better roads. There has been a mail

route established there since.

The COURT.—You are asked about 1922 and

1923, and not now. You are asked why you valued

the Klaffenbach place in 1922 at $250, and this one,

which is further away, in 1923, at $375.

Mr. BUTLER.—We interpose an objection on

the ground that the question is not fair. The

Klaffenbach transaction was 1921, and not 1922.

The COURT.—Objection overruled. The witness

said 1922. We will take the testimony of the wit-

ness, rather than the statement of counsel.

A. It is my opinion that this is a better piece of

land, because it is high, and perfectly well drained,

and perfectly level ; the other piece is not. [93]

TESTIMONY OF J. S. McNAUGHTON, FOR
DEFENDANT.

J. S. McNAUGHTON, a witness for defendant,

testified

:

I am the horticultural adviser of the Sacramento

Suburban Fruit Lands Company, and have been

acting in that capacity for about eight years.

I am acquainted with Mr. MeKew, and with wit-

nesses who testified here this morning, Mr. Curtis,

Mr. Tipper and Mr. Isenberger. As to Mr. Mc-
Kew 's orchard, I have been on the place several

times. I don't know that I saw him plant any of

the trees. I instructed him about pruning. I think
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I advised him not to blast if he had eighteen inches

to two feet of soil but to blast later on the sides.

Whether he did that or not, I don't know. I don't

thing I had anything to do with the selection of his

nursery stock or directing him in the planting of his

orchard. I think possibly I gave him a list of nur-

sery trees. I don't think that I ever told Mr. Mc-

Kew that the hard-pan, if broken up and placed

around the trees, was of benefit and would act as a

fertilizer. I might have said that the hard-pan out

of the pit, if spread on the ground, would act as a

fertilizer, which is very true. It has lime and iron

in it. Whenever that is put out the vegetation is

alw^ays a foot or so higher than where it is not.

I don't believe that I had an3^thing to do with

advising Mr. Curtis in the planting of his orchard.

I believe w^e gave him a list for a family orchard,

and I pruned his trees for him several times. I

had nothing to do with advising him on the actual

planting.

Several of Mr. McKew^'s trees are dead. I have

not been on the place for a long time.

As to the Curtis tract, I don't know how it was

plowed. I know that they just made a basin around

the trees and they put [94] the water in there.

That is not a proper way to irrigate. They car-

ried the water in there the first year by bucket. I

don't know how it has been irrigated since.

Mr. Tipper's fig orchard did not get sufficient

water the first year, because the land was not prop-

erly leveled. It was not sloped right, so he could
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irrigate it properly. I advised him as to the laying

out of his orchard. He asked me something about

planting his trees, but I cannot tell you what the

conversation was at the present time. I tried to

adivse him about irrigation. I don't know whether

he followed my advice.

I don't know anything about Isenberger's or-

chard. He bought quite a few trees some place

where he had been working at Lodi or at Gait.

Some of the trees were two or three years old. I

was surprised he got them to grow at all. Every-

thing he planted seemed to grow and do fine. As

to the condition of Mr. Isenberger's orchard now, it

looks very good, considering the care. He has not

plowed it this year.

Mr. Tipper's orchard is not so good. It was

cultivated rather late in the season when the mois-

ture had practically all gone. I believe he has tried

to irrigate it, but whether he has got the water all

over it or not I don't know.

Cross-examination.

The surface of the hard-pan, if thrown on the

ground, makes a sort of fertilizer. There is a

different hard-pan strata underneath that, a white

chalky substance. I don't know if it makes good

fertilizer. I couldn't tell you whether the hard-

pan has a greater amount of lime and iron in it

than the top soil.
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TESTIMONY OF LAMBERT HAGEL, FOR
DEFENDANT.

LAMBERT HAGEL, a witness for defendant,

testified: [95]

I have lived in the Rio Linda district a little over

five years, where I own forty acres. The depth of

soil runs all the way from seven inches up to thirty-

two. I have planted fifty-eight fruit-trees in thirty-

six different varieties—peaches, pears, nectarines,

almonds, plums, cherries, walnuts and figs. Where

the fruit is planted the depth of soil is from twelve

to twenty-four inches. I blasted for the trees.

They have made a good growth. The nectarine

trees measure six inches in diameter, and fifteen

feet high. I have sixteen cherry trees. One of

them is eleven feet high, and all the rest from thir-

teen to fifteen feet, and measure two and a half,

three and a half, in diameter at the trunk.

I have a very good crop, a heavy crop, of cherries,

nectarines, apples. The rest are not heavy—good

fruit, but not what I call a heavy crop. My trees

are four years old.

The fact that I did not have a very heavy crop

is not due to the condition of the soil or the age

of the trees. I neglected to spray them.

In my opinion, I can raise fruit successfully and

commercially on ground of that depth. The quality

and size of the fruit is just as good as I have ever

seen in the Sacramento Valley.

I have twenty-eight acres of vines. The oldest is
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three and a half years. They are not on blasted

ground. The depth of soil there runs from six

inches to thirty-two inches. The grape vines are

doing very good. The growth was made from cut-

tings. I do not irrigate. This year I have eighty-

five per cent growing. I planted ten acres last

spring from cuttings. The grapes on the vines are

good. Some are good, and some not so good. That

is due to the age of the vines. Last spring I pruned

my grapes, not for a crop this year, because there

is a way to prune them to bring the vine up about

eighteen inches and then get ready for next year.

[96] I was not out for a heavy crop this year. It

was more or less to form a head on my vines. I

have had as high as forty-five or fifty pounds on

some of my vines.

This is a picture of some of my vines. From my
experience there on ground of that quality and that

depth, I believe a vineyard could be raised so as to

produce commercially. I can grow fruit commer-

cially, I am satisfied, without any water on it.

(The photograph was offered in evidence and

marked Defendant's Exhibit 15.)

Cross-examination.

I have twenty-eight acres of grape vines. Some
were planted in 1925, and so on. Every year I

planted some. I planted some in 1924, and then

the grasshoppers got in my field and ate everything

off. I had nothing left. That was early in the

spring before they took root. In 1925 I planted
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nine acres, and I kept on planting nntil I have

twenty-eight acres planted.

In 1927 I marketed between four and six tons

off the nine acres. They were two and a half years

old then.

I purchased some other grapes and sold them

again. The four to six tons that I got in 1927 I

sold to different fellows that came to the ranch and

took them away. Peoples came there voluntarily.

They have come this year again to buy grapes,

because they are of a good quality. I don't know

the names of any of these people.

Some of the grapes I bought in 1927 I sold to

Henry Posehn.

I was at Mr. Croll's place the first part of Decem-

ber, 1927, and my wife was there and Mr. and Mrs.

Klein. I did not say [97] to Mr. Croll at that

time and place that he should not plant trees on his

place because it was useless. I never said anything

of the kind. I did not advise him at that time and

place that the raising of trees on that kind of land

was a waste of time. I advised him to plant. I

always told him to plant. I told him that if any-

thing will grow on my place, it will grow on yours.

I will call Mr. Croll as a witness. He will tell the

truth.
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TESTIMONY OF. F. E. UNSWORTH, FOR
DEFENDANT.

F. E. UNSWORTH, a witness for defendant,

testified

:

I live in the Rio Linda district on the highway,

just this side of the town of Rio Linda. I have

lived there since last October. The place is planted

to fruit, mostly Tuscan peaches. Where the peach

trees are growing I should judge the depth of soil

is from thirty inches to forty-four inches. I think

I have a number of trees growing on soil of the

depth of two and a half feet or thirty inches. They

look good. All the trees look good. From what

I understand, the orchard is about eight years old.

The trees are still alive and bearing.

I do not know whether the ground is blasted. I

do not think it is. I bought the place already

planted. I had a very good crop of peaches from

my trees this year. I sold about four and a half

tons, I should say, and there was a tremendous

lot of fruit w^ent to waste, and of course I did not

keep track of that. I know that district through

there. My land is on the upland, and the under-

lying base is hard-pan. I think my place is good

fruit land. [98]

Cross-examination.

Mr. LEWIS.—Q|. You are a meat-cutter by occu-

pation, are you?

A. Yes.
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Q. You have never been engaged in the orchard

business? A. Not before.

Q. You know nothing about orcharding, except

what you have acquired out there in one year, do

you ? A. Just one year out there.

Q. And you sold $100 worth of peaches off your

place since you have been there?

A. Just about $100.

Redirect Examination.

I have lived in California practically all my life

since 1889, and I have farmed before in California.

TESTIMONY OF F. E. TWINING, FOR
DEFENDANT.

F. E. TWINING, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I am an agricultural chemist and have been for

twenty-eight years. I maintain the most complete

commercial laboratory on the Pacific Coast at

Fresno. I am familiar with fruit conditions gen-

erally through the Sacramento and San Joaquin

Valley, and the type of soil on which fruit-trees

are planted.

About three-fifths of the agricultural district of

Sacramento County is underlain with hard-pan,

and fruit is grown on a large proportion of that

agricultural district on hard-pan lands.

I am familiar with Rio Linda and have made

over three hundred borings of soil in that district,

and have made several hundred tests of soil of
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that district to determine its constituents. [99]

I am acquainted with the McKew property and

have bored on the soil of that tract, and have rec-

ords of these borings where the orchard is planted.

It is on soil running from a foot and a half to two

and a half feet. The shallowest point is about a

foot, and from that on deeper than four feet. I

took samples of that soil to subject it to a chemical

test. There were two different samples taken on

that particular tract, and submitted to the inde-

pendent tests of three different chemists. My own
figures show as to phosphoric acid, the ^poundage

per acre-foot was 3,800. On the southwest corner

the phosphoric content was .22, or 4,400 pounds

per acre-foot. The potash in the northeast comer

was .78, or 31,200 pounds per acre-foot. On the

northwest corner it was .9, which would be 36,000

pounds per acre-foot.

Q. About what quantity of phosphoric acid and

potash does the land take on?

A. Phosphoric acid, from twenty-five to fifty

pounds, and potash, from fifty to one hundred

pounds.

WITNESS.—The land on the McKew tract is

good soil.

I have had a great deal of experience and advis-

ing with reference to the planting of fruit-trees

throughout the interior valley. I have never heard

of a standard requiring a depth of five feet of top

soil before planting fruit-trees. I have never

heard that it is not possible to plant and success-
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fully grow a fruit-tree of any variety on less than

five feet of soil. I know that is not a fact, because

I have seen thousands of acres on shallower soil

than five feet.

I know of no standard among men in the fruit

business requiring a minimum depth of four feet

for the successful [100] cultivation of grape

vines. I know that they can be raised successfully

on less than four feet of soil, because I have exam-

ined thousands of acres that were grown on shal-

lower soil than that.

I have recently made tests and borings on the

McKew property. The last time I vv^as there was a

week ago. In regard to the condition of the soil

as to moisture in the orchard it was absolutely dry

to a depth of at least two and a half feet, or to the

hard-pan. It had not been irrigated recently, or at

least it had not been taken care of after it was irri-

gated, so the moisture had been entirely dissipated.

A tree cannot grow without moisture.

I have examined the hard-pan out there and I

have samples of the hard-pan from the McKew
place. This is a thin strata of red hard-pan on top.

That is the impervious hard-pan. When the im-

pervious portion is broken up, hard-pan readily ab-

sorbs moisture and softens. If that is broken up

or shattered by blasting, and a tree planted there,

it will furnish adequate drainage for the tree and

sufficient moisture for the growth of the tree if

enough moisture is put on it.

Some hard-pan of this character was found in the
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ditch. This, of course, is perfectly dry. It will

soften when wet. That strata var^ from a fraction

of an inch up to two and three inches in thickness,

and is the top of the material. It contains a little

more sand and breaks up very readily. If the top

strata were broefcn by blasting and laid out to the

elements, it will disintegrate. When it disinte-

grates there is nothing in it harmful to the growth

of fruit-trees. This sample, being the layer under-

neath, if thrown out on the ground, will disinte-

grate, possibly a little more readily than the hard

stratum. There is nothing in [101] the subsoil

underneath the hard-pan that is in any way detri-

mental to the growth of fruit-trees. There is little

more lime in the hard-pan than there is in the sub-

soil. That is a benefit to tree growth.

Cross-examination.

All California soil is deficient in humus, and as

to the land in Rio Linda, land on which grain has

been grown for a long time is nearly always defi-

cient in organic matter. The soil out there bakes

readily after water has been on it. It is called

heavy soil. That does not mean it has a tendency

to bake and compress the roots. It requires little

more cultivation to make plant life grow in that

soil. It is a little more difficult to work, but it holds

water much better than a sandy soil. The soil

found on the McKew place is almost as hard as

hard-pan. I would not say that they had not irri-

gated the orchard this year. I am just saying it
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was perfectly dry w^here I made my borings. That

soil must be cultivated after irrigation in order to

prevent the evaporation.

Hard-pan will disintegrate when exposed to air

and the elements. The time will vary. I would

say that most of that would disintegrate in a year

or two years. The hard-pan in the ditch would dis-

integrate in that length of time. If there was

water in the ditch it would wash away rapidly.

In this particular instance where the hard-pan

is within three feet of the surface, it must be

blasted. As to whether or not hard-pan would be

good for fruit-trees, it depends on the depth. I

know of land where it is benefited at three or four

feet. At an average depth of twenty inches or two

feet or thirty inches [102] it should be blasted.

After it is blasted it does not remain a detriment.

The hard-pan is stratified. All this indurated or

hardened strata under the first hard-pan will ab-

sorb moisture and the roots will go through it.

Q. On this particular place are you prepared to

say that the hardened stratum underneath the first

one that you have described is not impervious to

water ?

A. I say it is pervious to water and roots both,

after you break up the first hard stratum of w^hat

we call the fragenous composition, by which I mean

it has iron in it. It is not similar to rock in forma-

tion. It is not a sandstone. This is all a clay hard-

pan and I would not call it a type of sandstone.
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Redirect Examination.

The cost of blasting depends on how much of a

whole you are going to blast, and how much

preparation it takes to blast it. As to the McKew
place, I would say that out there it would cost from

twenty to thirty dollars an acre.

I am familiar with the Oroville fruit district. I

find up there conditions similar to what I find in

Rio Linda as to depth of top soil and the quality of

soil where fruit is being grown commercially. In

Yuba City I find beautiful orchards on three feet

of soil. The depth of soil in the orchards around

Oroville is a foot and a half to two feet deep. I

find growing on them orchards of oranges, peaches,

olives and grapes, with successful crops.

TESTIMONY OP L. B. SCHEI, FOR DEFEND-
ANT.

L. B. SCHEI, a witness for defendant, testified:

[103]

I am the resident secretary of the Sacramento

Suburban Fruit Lands Company, in charge of their

operation in Sacramento, and have been in that

position since 1916.

I had a good deal to do with preparation of ma-

terial for this booklet, but not all. The letter in

the booklet appearing to be from Fred C. Brosius

is a copy of a letter that w^as prepared by Mr.

Brosius and signed by him. It was written by Mr.

Brosius and delivered to me personally. Before the

letter was written Mr. Brosius made an examina-
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tion of the Rio Linda project. He had been in

touch with the subject for years, making a trip

each week, or at least every month, out into the

district. Just preceding this I took him out there

for two solid days and went all over the lands.

The letter written by Ray L. Riley, Real Estate

Commissioner of California, appearing in the book-

let, was prepared and signed by Mr. Riley. Before

he signed the letter he made an examination of the

Company's method of operation. He had been out

through our territory. I don't know whether it

was immediately preceding this, but he had been

there some time before and I took all the material

in this booklet, with the exception of the page with

his letter on it, to him for approval and left it with

him two or three days or more before the letter was

signed. The material published in the booklet was

the same as it was sent to him for examination.

I secure some of the signatures to that endorse-

ment signed by a number of Sacramento people,

but not all of them. The names of those from

whom I secured the endorsement were Mr. Brosius,

Mr. Spencer, who was formerly with Luther Bur-

bank, C. F. Dillman, Ben Leonard, Fred Martin,

Mr. Bassett and Mr. Butler. I don't recall the

other signatures. [104]

Q. With reference to the other facts set forth in

the booklet, what, if anything, did you do in the

preparation of this booklet toward verifying the

statements that were made here in the booklet be-

fore they were published?
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A. I took this booklet and practically every other

booklet we have ever had to different people who

were in a position to know whether the statements

contained therein were correct or not. I recall

taking that to Mr. Jarvis, and asking him to blue-

line anything that was not correct.

Q. At that time did Mr. Jarvis hold any official

position ?

A. I don't recall whether he was Farm Adviser

at that time or not. I think it was just after he

left. I also took it to the Chamber of Commerce

and I went over it with them.

As different people from the colony came in and

we were in the midst of preparing these articles, I

often read different portions of it to them to get

their judgment and their opinion.

Cross-examination.

Q. Are you the author of the story of Rio Linda

on page 3?

A. I don't recall that I am without looking at it.

I had a good deal to do with all of it.

Q. Do you notice in there the expression that this

was selected from the choicest portions of the forty-

four thousand acres of the Rancho Del Paso ?

A. I think that same statement is run in all the

booklets.

Q. You knew that that was not true, didn't you?

A. I did not know that it wasn't true. I do know
that it is tnie.
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Q. As a matter of fact, the choicest portions are

out on the American River, are they not?

A. Some very fine land is along the Sacramento

River, but that is [105] subject to overflow. It

is not open to subdivision. That is twenty-two hun-

dred acres along the south line of the grant. That

is not subdivision property. That is not subdi-

vision property until it is dyked, and leveed, and

reclaimed.

Q. I am asking you about that particular place.

You can answer that '^Yes'' or ^^No." I did not

call for a speech on the subject. Did you author-

ize the adoption of this: ^'Home and Independ-

ence," on page 40?

A. I did not incorporate that, but I read it.

Q. You intended to lead the easterners to believe

that on ten acres of land they could come out here

and have a home and be independent, didn't you?

A. Provided they would come here and work and

apply themselves in an intelligent workmanlike

manner.

Q. And you intended them to understand that if

they planted this land out there to fruit-trees, any

of the land, that fruit-trees would grow there and

they would prosper commercially?

A. Provided they picked the type of trees or

\^ines suitable to the land.

Redirect Examination.

I would say there are practically four hundred

seventy-five families in the Rio Linda district on
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ten, fifteen and twenty acres, wlio are malting a

living. About eighty or eighty-five per cent of them

are on ten acres or less. The statement about

^^Home and Independence'' on ten acres that ap-

pears in the booklet issued by the Chamber of Com-

merce was submitted before publishing it in the

booklet. I talked that over with them. [106]

TESTIMONY OF M. A. CRINKLEY, FOR DE-

FENDANT.

M. A. CRINKLEY, a witness for defendant, tes-

tified :

I am secretary of the defendant company, and

have been connected with the Company since the

summer of 1915. My home is in Minneapolis, and

I visit Sacramento quite frequently.

The company first acquired the Rio Linda colony

around 1911 and 1912. It was a part of the so-

called Rancho Del Paso, or the Haggin Grant. In

the entire tract there were forty-four thousand

acres. We bought about twelve thousand.

I first saw the land in the spring of 1916. There

was some settlement on the western portion, and a

little on the eastern portion, but the bulk in the

center had no settlement at all. It was grain farm-

ing land. We first put it on the market in 1913

and had an office in Los Angeles and in San Fran-

cisco, and sold considerable land out here, and then

we were selling it in the east. We have continu-

ously kept the land on the market since that time

and we are in business to-day.
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In June or July, 1923, in my best judgment, there

was between two hundred and three hundred fami-

lies settled on the Rio Linda tract. Since 1923 the

number has increased. It is now approximately

five hundred families. As to developing the prop-

erty and furnishing facilities to settlers, we built

the roads and maintained them for several years

before the County took them over. We platted all

these subdivisions. We graded the land. We backed

up the district in the installation of power, ad-

vancing some forty thousand dollars to the power

company, without interest, in order to get them to

extend the line before the time they were permitted

to do it under their rules and regulations. We help

a lot in organizing the school district, though it put

our taxes at a [107] much higher figure after the

district was full. We have a sixty thousand dollar

school there to-day. The district built it by taxa-

tion.

The Poultry Producers Association that has been

mentioned here to-day, we built that and installed

the machinery, and rented it to the people at six per

cent on the money we had in it. We subsequently

sold it to them. They paid for it and are out of

debt, which is more than we are. We have not

made any money on this proposition.

There are telephones in certain parts of the dis-

trict. The water situation is almost perfect. Not

so good toward the eastern portion. We have to

go a little deeper for water there, but on the rest

of it, you can get good water practically anywhere,
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at with few exceptions, a maximum of one hundred

feet, with a twenty-five or thirty-foot lift,—good

soft water. Irrigation is practiced in the colony

by means of pumping. There is a town there called

Rio Linda, with a school, churches, and two filling

stations and a lumber-yard. Then we have our

service department. We have had that for years

—

Mr. McNaughton, Mr. Schei and Mr. Twining.

Their time is devoted free of charge to those people.

That is being maintained right now. It costs us

practically ten thousand to twelve thousand a year,

maybe more than that.

Cross-examination.

I have been connected with the Company since

1915. Throughout that time the Company has been

engaged in selling lands. They have issued a series

of literature such as Plaintiff's Exhibit 1. It

changes from year to year. We began putting it on

the market as poultry farms and orchards in 1919

or 1920. From that time on we have issued a yearly

booklet with the same [108] title. We have not

been selling practically all of it to easterners. Mr.

Schei has sold quite a number of tracts to Califor-

nia people within the last two years. We main-

tained an office in San Francisco for the sale of this

land up to 1916 or '17, and we maintained one in

Los Angeles from 1912 to 1916.

Q. Then you gave up those offices? A. Yes.

Q. And you started comprehensive sales schemes

in the east ?
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A. No. We had agents in these towns. We had

our agents in the east and in Canada.

Q. You sold this land out here as fruit land, did

you not? A. Yes.

WITNESS.—We claim that it is fmit land.

Any block of land with some ninety thousand fruit-

trees on it and one hundred thousand vines can be

classified as fruit land. We sold it as fruit land

well adapted to the growing of fruit commercially.

We alwavs did.

Q. Do you recall testifying in the Elm case, here,

in this court? A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember Judge St. Sure asking you

whether you sold the land as commercial fruit land ?

A. Yes.

Q. Were these questions asked you

:

^^Q. Would you call it fruit land.''

A. Yes, I would call it fruit land."

A. Yes, I made that answer, and I make the same

answer to-day.

Q. Was this question asked:

'^Q. You cannot raise fruit upon that land in

such quantities as to make it profitable?

A. No, sir, we don't sell it that say."

A. Yes, and I would like to explain that, if you

will allow me to. [109]

Q. Was this further question asked you

—

Mr. BUTLER.—He has a right to explain it, your

Honor.

The COURT.—No, he was just simply asked if he

said that.
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Mr. LEWIS.—Q. Was this further question

asked you:

^*Q. Commercially?

A. No, we don't sell it that way. We don't

talk about selling it commercially."

Was that question asked you and did you give

that answer? A. Yes.

Mr. LEWIS.—That is all.

Redirect Examination.

Mr. BUTLER.—Q. Now you can explain that.

A. The general line of questions that Judge St.

Sure put to me at that time were, in my way of

figuring it out, what were you talking to these

people about back there, were you selling it as fruit

land, or poultry land? As I have explained to you

before, as secretary of the company I came in con-

tact with practically all the people that came

through the Minneapolis office, and not one of them

that I have talked to has talked to me about raising

fruit out here commercially.

Mr. LEWIS.—Q. How about Tatham?

Mr. BUTLER.—Now, just a minute, I am not

through with my redirect examination.

Q. What is your explanation of your answer to

Judge St. Sure in regard to fruit not being

profitable ? A. The marketing conditions.

Recross-examination.

Mr. LEWIS.—Q. How about the Tathams?

A. They are included in the list of people that
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did not talk to me about raising fruit commercially.

[110]

Q. And you did not discuss the booklet with

them ?

A. Yes, we talked about every fact mentioned in

that booklet.

The COUET.—Q. How much of it have you left

unsold?

A. 1500 acres.

Q. You have a great deal of money coming in yet,

have you ?

A. We have some money coming in yet.

Q. Approximately how much, would you say ?

A. I would just have to guess at that, your Honor;

probably $300,000.

The COURT.—Any further questions : Of course,

that is not very material. Any further questions?

Mr. HUSTON.—That is all.

Mr. LEWIS.—No further questions.

TESTIMONY OF CLAIRE KLAFFENBACH,
FOR PLAINTIFFS (IN REBUTTAL).

CLAIRE KLAFFENBACH, a witness for plain-

tiffs, in rebuttal, testified:

I know Mr. Jarvis. I had a conversation with him

in the month of June, 1927. There was present Mr.

Jarvis, Mr. Brennan, President of the Fruit Grow-

ers' Exchange, Mr. Morrison, the County Commis-

sioner, Mr. Klaffenbach, Mr. Walnitz and myself. I

asked Mr. Jarvis the reason he did not get out of the
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car after being there half an hour and examine our

ten acres and go through our orchard, and he said,

^'No, I won't bother to take the time. You have

not any fruit land there. You cannot grow fruit

commercially on that hard-pan land.''

Cross-examination.

Q. You and your husband are plaintiffs in a

similar action to this, are you not?

A. Yes. [Ill]

TESTIMONY OF JOHN V. KROL, FOR
PLAINTIFFS (IN REBUTTAL).

JOHN V. KROL, a witness for plaintiffs, in re-

buttal, testified:

Mr. LEWIS.—Q. You know Lambert Hagel, do

you?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you recall having a conversation with him

in the first part of December, 1927, in your place?

A. Yes, the first part of December, 1927.

Q. Who were present ? A. My wife.

Q. State the conversation.

A. That day they were selecting officers in the

warehouse, and Mr. Hagel stopped there in the

morning and asked me if I had voted there already.

I said, ^^No." Then we were talking about the

land, and I was kicking that we were paying so

much for $100-an-acre land, for our hard-pan land,

and he said, ''Mr. Krol, don't kick, we all know the

company beat us on the land"

—
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The COURT.—Just a moment. All this is

stricken out. Bring him down to the impeaching

question.

Mr. LEWIS.—Q. Did he say anything about the

adaptability of that land to raising fruit?

A. No, he says, '^My neighbor was plowing"

—

Mr. HUSTON.—He has answered the question.

We object to anything more.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Mr. LEWIS.—Q. Was anything said in that con-

versation concerning the adaptability of that land

to the raising of fruit ? A. Yes, there was.

Q. What was said?

A. Mr. Hagel said, ^^My neighbor was plow-

ing"

—

The COURT.—You are asked about your own

land. What did he say [112] about it?

A. ^*That place ain't fit to plant fruit trees, it

is too shallow.
'

'

Mr. LEWIS.—That is all.

Cross-examination.

Mr. HUSTON.—Q. You are a plaintiff?

A. Yes.

Q. You have been in court during the trial of

every one of these cases, and heard Mr. Hagel

testify ?

A. Probably in every one of them.

Q. And you have heard him testify on this same

point? A. Yes.
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(Testimony of John V. Krol.)

Q. And this is the first time you have been called

as a witness to contradict him on this point?

The COURT.—I don't know if that question was

ever asked Hagel before.

Mr. HUSTON.—That is correct, your Honor.

The COURT.—Then don't say on the same point.

Mr. HUSTON.—That is the point I am trying to

make. It was never put to Mr. Hagel before to-

day, and this witness was never called before.

Mr. LEWIS.—That is objected to as not cross-

examination.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Q. You are a plaintiff in a

similar action, are you not?'

A. I am.

Before the Court's charge to the jury, defendant

requested the following instructions, among others

:

DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 1.

YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that this is what is

commonly known as an action of deceit. The gist

of the action is fraud. Fraud [113] necessary to

support the action exists where a person makes a

false representation of a material fact, susceptible

of knowledge knowing it to be false, with the in-

tention to deceive the person to whom it is made,

and the latter relying upon it, acting with reason-

able prudence, is deceived and induced to do or re-

frain from doing something to his pecuniary loss or

damage. In order to support an action of this

kind, it is necessary for the plaintiff to satisfy the
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jury by a preponderance of the evidence, (1) that

the defendant made a substantial, material repre-

sentation respecting the transaction; (2) that it was

false; (3) that when it made it it knew it was false;

(4) that it made it with the intention of inducing

the plaintiff to act upon it; (5) that the plaintiff

was misled thereby, and in reliance thereon, did act

upon it, and he thereupon suffered damage. If you

should find that the plaintiffs have failed to prove

any one or all of these essential elements, your ver-

dict should be for the defendant.

DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 3.

You are further instructed upon the matter of

plaintiffs' discovery of the alleged fraud that if

plaintiffs discovered that a material representation

concerning the land they bought was false, then

they were at once by that discovery presumed to

have knowledge of the truth or falsity of the re-

maining representations, and must bring their ac-

tion within three years of the discovery of the

falsity of any material representation concerning

the land.

DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 4.

The essence of a cause of action for deceit con-

sists in the fact that the false representations were

made with intent to [114] deceive, such intent

being a necessary element to constitute actual fraud.

It must appear from a preponderance of the evi-

dence that the false representations, if any, were

made by defendant with a fraudulent intent, and
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for the purpose of inducing the plaintiffs to act

upon them.

DEPENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 6.

You are instructed that plaintiffs cannot recover

in this action unless they were deceived by the al-

leged representations, for if the means of knowl-

edge are at hand, equally available to all parties,

and the subject of purchase is alike open to their

inspection, if the purchaser does not avail himself

of these means and opportunities, he will not be

heard to say that he has been deceived, unless he

was induced by trick or misrepresentation of de-

fendant not to make such inspection.

DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 10.

You are instructed that a representation which

merely amoimts to a statement of opinion, judg-

ment, probability, or expectation, or is vague and

indefinite in its terms, or is merely a loose, con-

jectural or exaggerated statement, cannot be made

the basis of an action for deceit, though it may not

be true, for a party is not justified in placing re-

liance upon such statement or representation.

[115]

DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 11.

I instruct you that the expression of an opinion

is not a representation and does not amount to a

fraud, although false; so if the purchaser had an

opportunity to examine the property and ascertain

its value, the defendant's representation as to the
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' value of the property, if any it made, is but the ex-

pression of an opinion and not actionable, even

though false and fraudulent.

DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 17.

You are instructed that in an action for relief on

the ground of fraud, such as this case, the plaintiff

must show that the fraud occurred within three

years of the commencement of his action for relief,

or if his action was commenced more than three

years after the fraud occurred, then he must show,

in order to maintain his suit, that he did not dis-

cover he had been defrauded until a date within

three years of the time he commenced his action.

With regard to this discovery of the facts con-

stituting the alleged fraud, you are instructed that

the plaintiffs will be presumed to have known what-

ever with reasonable diligence they might have as-

certained concerning the fraud of which they com-

plain.

You are instructed that the evidence shows that

the alleged fraud was committed more than three

years prior to the filing of the action, and your ver-

dict must be in favor of the defendant, unless the

plaintiffs have proven by a preponderance of the

evidence both that they did not discover the alleged

fraud within the period of three years before they

filed their action, and that they could not have dis-

covered it by the exercise of reasonable diligence,

three years before he commenced their suit. The

plaintiffs in this case were not permitted to remain

inactive after the [116] transaction was completed,
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but it was their duty to exercise reasonable diligence

to ascertain the truth of the facts alleged to have

been represented to them. They are not excused

from the making of such discovery even if the de-

fendant in such action remains silent. A claim by

the plaintiffs of ignorance at one time of the alleged

fraud and of knowledge at a time within three years

of the commencement of their action is not suffi-

cient ; a party seeking to avoid the bar of the statute

of limitations in a suit upon fraud must show by a

preponderance of the evidence not only that he was

ignorant of the fraud up to a date within three years

of the commencement of his action, but also that he

has used due diligence to detect the fraud after it

occurred and could not do so. If fraud occurred

in this case it was complete when plaintiffs con-

tracted with defendant to buy land. Plaintiffs

commenced their action on the 9th day of August,

1927 ; their contract with the defendant for the pur-

chase of its land was made in July, 1923. If you

believe from a preponderance of the evidence that

the defendant committed a fraud upon plaintiffs in

the making of this contract, then before you can

find a verdict in their favor, you must also believe

from a preponderance of the evidence that they

neither knew of the fraud nor could with reasonable

diligence have discovered the fraud before a date

three years prior to the commencement of their

action, that is, before the 9th day of August, 1924.

If you believe from a preponderance of the evidence

that plaintiffs either knew of the facts constituting

the alleged fraud before August 9th, 1924, or by
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reasonable diligence and inquiry could have learned

these facts before that date, your verdict must be for

the defendant. [117]

CHARGE TO THE JURY.

The COURT.— (Orally.) Gentlemen of the

Jury: You have heard the evidence and the argu-

ments, and now it is for the Court to deliver to

you its charge, that is to say, instructions, mainly

to make you acquainted with the rules of law that

apply to the case, and in the light of which you will

determine the facts in so far as they are in con-

flict.

When the evidence is not in conflict, it is, as a

general thing, for the Court to declare the fact as a

rule of law, but wherever there is a conflict in the

evidence on any issue it devolves upon the jury

to determine that, and to determine which witness

speaks the truth, what weight to give to his testi-

mony, and to the circumstances in the case, and

determine accordingly. So, remember, while you

take the law from the Court, vou determine the facts

for yourselves and all of us.

As you have been advised, this is an action for

deceit. The plaintiff alleges that back in 1923 the

defendant made various false representations to

them in order to induce them to purchase certain

land from the defendant, and that they believed

those representations and relied upon them, and by

them were induced to make the purchase for $400

an acre, eight acres, and that the land was not worth

that much money, and so they were damaged. All
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these false representations the defendant denies.

That makes up the issue.

This is a civil action. The burden is on the plain-

tiffs to prove what they allege by the greater weight

of the evidence, or they cannot recover in this ac-

tion. The greater weight of the evidence simply

means that after you have heard all of the case you

looked at all of the evidence in the case, conceive

it in two [118] scales, all that makes for the

plaintiff in one, and all that makes for the defend-

ant in the other; and unless that which is for the

plaintiffs is the heavier, they have failed to prove

the case by the greater weight of the evidence, and

the defendant is entitled to your verdict.

The plaintiff must prove enough of its allega-

tions of false representations substantially as al-

leged, or they will fail to recover. They need not

prove all of them. They may prove part, and

still have proved enough to maintain their cause

of action. For instance, their main reliance seems

to be the allegation that they were told that the

land was of the value of $400 an acre, and that

they were told and it was represented to them by

the defendant and its agents that the land was well

adapted to the successful raising of fruits com-

mercially. If they have proved them, or either

of them, it is enough to serve their case, so far

as the recovery of damages, if any damages have

been proven. They must prove them substantially,

in so far as they have proved them. They do not

need to prove them literally, word for word. For

instance, they allege here that it was represented
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to them that this land will prove adapted to the

raising of fruit of all kinds, and was capable of

producing large crops of fruits, of the finest quality.

Now, if the proof is that they were told that the

land was proven to be well adapted to the success-

ful raising of the deciduous fruits commercially,

that is sufficient proof of the allegation, as laid,

to sustain the plaintiffs' case. It does not need

to be proven in the exact words. If the words

substantially are contained within the allegation

of the complaint, that is sufficient.

The credibility of the witnesses is for you. Does

a witness seem to be endeavoring to arrive at the

truth, or otherwise; [119] to aid you to learn

the facts is the only office of a witness. You take

notice of the interest of the witness, if he has any,

his motives, whether his statements are reasonable,

whether they conflict with himself in previous state-

ments by him, or otherwise, or whether his state-

ments conflict with other witnesses whom you pre-

fer to believe, or with circumstances which you

prefer to believe. Sometimes you may prefer to

believe the circumstances that surround the case,

rather than the sworn testimony of any witness.

Circumstances may tell the truth where witnesses

may deliberately falsify. That maxim has been

proven in numerous instances. The interest of

the witness, in so far as any appears, is a matter

for your consideration. You determine the credi-

bility of the witnesses, and the weight to be given

to the evidence, just as you determine the credibil-

ity of men with whom you deal in daily life. You,
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of course, take some pride in human nature, you

do not allow people to put over anything on you.

In just that way you determine the truthfulness

of witnesses here. If a witness has testified falsely

in any particular before you, you ought to distrust

all of the balance of the testimony of that witness,

because it is a maxim of the law, too, that if a

witness is false in one thing he may be false in

others. If his oath has not held him faithfully to

the truth in one instance, how can you be satisfied

that it does in other instances'? You may reject

all the testimony of that witness if you desire. It

is for you to say whether the witness has testified

falsely in the case. You take note of the ability

and the knowledge of the witness, particularly

where opinions are expressed. An opinion de-

serves consideration by you, and is to be given

weight by you only if the witness who expresses

the opinion is qualified. An expert, he is called.

Witnesses have expressed opinions on both sides

in this case. Take notice whether they were in a

position to know the [120] situation, and the

facts, sufficiently to qualify them to express an

opinion; whether they express an honest opinion;

whether it coincides with truth. You are not to

believe it simply because a witness swears to it.

Two witnesses express different views on the same

subject. If you were obliged to believe it so just

because some witness swears it is so, you would

have extreme difficulty in deciding just which one

to believe. There is no presumption when experts

testify; you are not bound by an expert's testi-
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mony, any more than you are by any other witness.

If he has the learning, the knowledge, the ability

npon which to base an opinion, and you believe

he is stating his opinion honestly, then you give it

as much credit and weight as you think it is en-

titled to, and no more, the same as in the case of

any other witness.

Now, Gentlemen of the Jury, in a case of this

sort, involving transactions, contracts, between par-

ties, there is a presumption that should be indulged.

The law says that the transactions were fair anrl

honest, and anyone who alleges the contrary must

prove it. There is no presumption that fraud was

committed. You may infer fraud, however, from

the circumstances and the evidence disclosed in

the case, but it will be for your judgment to say

w^hether you will, or not.

The plaintiff counts, as I said to you, upon the

fact, as they allege, the defendant made false rep-

resentations in selling them this land. These rep-

resentations were made by this company in this

circular, that is, in so far as they were made they

were made by the company's circular, which is in

evidence, the book, and by the statement of its

witness, because that is all that was brought to

the plaintiffs' attention in order to induce them to

enter into the bargain. The company issued this

circular, this book with the chicken on it, contain-

ing representations and statements, and the [121]

agent made certain representations in negotiating

the bargain. Whatever is in this book the com-

pany is responsible for, because the company cir-
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culated it; and whatever its agents said in the

transaction it is responsible for, likewise. If you

send out an agent to make a bargain for it, it is

the same as if you make the bargain, yourself.

Whatever he says and does you are responsible for.

The company is, in this case.

What are the representations? The plaintiffs

say that the agent, Eggertson, down in Minnesota

—remember that these negotiations were in Win-

nipeg, Canada, a long way from the land in suit

—

and that Eggertson came to the house and he

showed them this book, gave them the book, and

represented to them that the lands of the Kio

Linda project were producing fruit on a commer-

cial basis, and were well adapted to producing de-

ciduous fruits on a commercial basis, that is, in

quantity, quality, valuable commercially under rea-

sonable conditions of the market, and that the land

was worth $400 an acre. Both the plaintiff and

his wife testified to that. Eggertson denies that he

made any such representations. But if you take

the book for it, Gentlemen of the Jury, you will

find that the book, under any reasonable interpre-

tation, does advise the parties invited to contract

with the company that his land is well adapted

and proven to be adapted to the raising of fruit

commercially and successfully. So, Gentlemen of

the Jury, it is very well proven in the case that the

representations were made. More than that, the

witness Crinkley, the secretary of the company,

when he took the stand, testified that the land was

sold, that they were selling their land as fruit land
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'well adapted to the growth of fruit in commercial

quantity and quality. So there is no reason to go

to any other evidence, other than that. The Court

tells you [122] as matter of law that so far as

the representation alleged, that the land was

adapted to the successful growing of fruit com-

mercially, is concerned, that representation was

made to the plaintiffs by the defendant.

Now, as to the representation as to value: Both

plaintiffs testified that the agent, Eggertson, rep-

resented to them that the land was worth $400 an

acre, that its value was worth $400 an acre. Eg-

gertson, in his deposition, denies it. There is a

clear conflict in the evidence. It will be for you

to determine who you will believe, the plaintiffs,

who say that Eggertson did advise them the land

was of the value of $400 an acre, or Eggertson,

who says that he did not say that. You may ask

yourselves which is more reasonable. It was sell-

ing the land to them for $400 an acre. Is it unrea-

sonable that an agent should then say, '^Not only

am I selling it to you for $400 an acre, but its

value is that much.'' You are supposed. Gentle-

men, in a bargain, to give value for value, and if

he was getting $400 an acre from plaintiffs, is it

unlikely that he told them, as they say he did, that

its value was $400 an acre ?

Now, Gentlemen of the Jury, as matter of law,

if the land was represented to these plaintiffs as

of the value of $400 an acre, in the circumstances,

that was not an expression of opinion, but is a

statement of fact, and if it is false then the two
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would be sufficient to entitle the plaintiffs, if the

other conditions are satisfied, to recover in this

action.

It is not enough, however, that false representa-

tions were made; if you find they were made, or

either of those two that I have mentioned to you,

you proceed to the next step. After that, it is

necessary for the plaintiffs to prove that they were

false. First," plaintiffs must prove the representa-

tions were made, and, [123] having proved that,

and it has, and the Court tells yovi that so for as

the adaptability of the land to the commercial

raising of fruit is concerned they have, then plain-

tiff must prove that the representations were false.

There, again, the evidence is in conflict. Was the

land, in 1923, of the value of $400 an acre? You
take into consideration all of the circumstances and

view them as a whole, the testimony of the wit-

nesses, and determine for yourselves. The plain-

tiffs' expert, Kerr, tells you that at that time that

land was not worth more than $100 an acre. He
gives you his reasons. The defendant's expert tells

you that at that time the land was worth $375 an

acre. He gives you his reasons. However, Ver-

ner was asked if he had not valued land still nearer

to town in the same project the year before at only

$250 an acre, and he said he did. He tells you the

reason for it, however. I think he said that this

land was more level, was better land than the

Klaffenbach land, which, in 1922, he valued at

$250 an acre. As I said to you, you are not bound

by the opinion of the experts. You take into con-
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sideration the location of the land, the circimi-

stances at that time, what it was reasonably

adapted to, and you determine what was the value

of the land—whether $100, $200, $300, or $400, or

any other figure. It is a matter entirely for the

judgment of twelve men endeavoring to do justice

between the parties.

Now, as to the other representation, that the land

was well adapted and proven to be adapted to

raising fruit commercially, there, again, the evi-

dence is in conflict, and it devolves upon you to

determine whether that representation is false.

That is the issue, is it false ? Plaintiffs must prove

it false. Of course, when you ask whether plain-

tiffs have proven it, you do not look at plaintiffs'

evidence, alone, at any time, but you take into con-

sideration all of the evidence, and determine

whether the greater [124] weight of the evidence

satisfies you that the land was not at that time, or

at all, well adapted to the raising of fruit commer-

cially. You heard the evidence. Plaintiffs testi-

fied before you how he w^ent upon the land and

planted fruit-trees, and how they proceeded to die

at the various times he mentioned. He tells you

the depth of the soil, eighteen inches up to three

feet, over hard-pan, and that this hard-pan in the

pit of his well extended down some eighteen feet,

and has not yet been bottomed, and they bring in a

sample of the hard-pan taken from the ditch.

Plaintiff presents witnesses, particularly Davis, an

expert agricultural chemist and engineer, who

spoke to you of his experience and his qualifica-
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tions. He told you that he examined this land, that

it is very deficient in humus—that is organic mat-

ter, highly necessary in soil for the growth of any

crop—and that it is also deficient in phosphoric acid

and potash—mineral elements which are necessary

for the growth of crops in any land. He tells you,

furthermore, that this land is too shallow to grow

fruit successfully commercially, that it takes, in

his opinion, at least five feet of soil to justify the

characterization of land that is adapted to grow

crops commercially; so much soil is necessary to

furnish plant feed, so much necessary to conserve

the moisture; shallow soil might grow fruits com-

mercially for a short period, and yet the whole not

be successfully by reason of the fact that the period

is too short. There is a long period, remember,

wherein an orchard grows, before it comes into

bearing. That means overhead, which must be

spread over the succeeding years of fruitfulness,

in order to justify the planting in the beginning.

Shallow soil will not allow the tree, in many in-

stances, to live long enough to liquidate and dis-

charge this overhead for the period when there

were no crops, and still give a profit on the whole

[125] enterprise. Davis tells you that this soil

is of that kind. It is not only deficient, but not

deep enough. He tells you that the hard-pan is

too deep to blast through. In some instances,

where the hard-pan is thin, the hole will blast

through it and cause a hole, and drainage from

below; that the water will gather and drown the

roots of the trees, and therefore, in his judgment,
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the land is not adapted to the growing of orchard

fruits—deciduous fruits—commercially.

Various witnesses are produced for the plaintiffs

—none who express any opinion that I remember,

but who say that they had planted trees and they

did not do well, and they died, and the like, and

planted upon rock, hard-pan land, the Rio Linda

land. It seems to me the theory of both parties

that all of the Rio Linda lands are practically alike.

The defendant has produced its witnesses. Twin-

ing, an agricultural chemist, who examined the

lands, bored them, and took measurements. He
agrees with all the witnesses that the soil is only

about eighteen, twenty-four, or thirty inches over

the hard-pan. He says that this hard-pan, after a

hard shell, grows softer, and it can be blasted, and

that the hard-pan, when exposed, will disintegrate.

He produces samples of hard-pan also. You ask

yourselves, which is the more likely to be worthy of

credit, Davis, on the one hand, or Twining, on the

other hand. Twining finds, in his analysis of the

soil, that it contains, he says, ten times as much

potash as Davis said, and ten times as much phos-

phoric acid. Experts do not agree at all times.

That is one of the peculiarities of experts. Yet

both of these witnesses may be telling the truth as

to what they found. It will depend, also, how fair

they were in taking their samples. One might take

a sample that would go very high, and the other

might take a sample that would go very low. [126]

Very much depends upon whether they were hon-
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estly endeavoring to get a fair sample of the whole

land.

Twining is asked on direct examination whether,

in his opinion, the land is adapted to growing fruit

commercially. He rather evaded the question,

Gentlemen of the Jury—he did not say, ^'Yes, it

is," or ^'No, it is not"; he said: ^^Well, it is a good

soil.
'

' That was his answer to the question whether

the land would grow deciduous fruit crops com-

mercially. The weight of his testimony is entirely

for you. The same rule applies to any witness.

If you find any witness evading a question, evading

a direct answer to a direct interrogatory, you may
ask yourself whether he is inclined to be a fair

witness, and whether he is to be credited, whether

he is dealing fairly with you, or whether he is leav-

ing you to gather by inference, if he is reluctant

to testify to it directly. Twining admitted that

the land is deficient in humus. He says this hard-

pan will disintegrate. Davis testified he produced

his sample from an exposure in the ditch three

feet deep. You can judge whether it has yet dis-

integrated, or is likely to disintegrate, or not. That

is a matter you can determine for yourselves.

Twining testified that the land should be blasted,

and would cost from $20 to $25 an acre to blast

the land. He does not think that, when it is blasted,

the hard-pan is detrimental. He tells you that he

knows many places where, on rocky hard-pan soil,

fruit is grown commercially—peaches and the like.

A crop commercially one year would not serve to

demonstrate that the land is adapted to growing
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fruits commercially, unless it grow it long enough

to satisfy the overhead and some profit in the

meantime. [127]

Davis tells you that he has experience with like

land adjoining it, at Antelope, and he owned a fruit

ranch, himself, and that it was not a success, and

will not grow fruits commercially. Twining says

that he knows of no arbitrary rule that five feet of

soil is necessary. But no one has said that it is an

arbitrary rule. It is the judgment of Davis, from

his experience, that five feet is necessary—^not that

it is an arbitrary rule established by anyone. Davis

says he was taught that not only in school, but that

his experience disclosed it.

Defendant also introduced the testimony of a wit-

ness named Dillman. He is a buyer or a seller on

commission for various orchardists. He says that

you can grow crops commercially on hard-pan two

and one-half feet, and it will grow three tons to

the acre. Where it is that deep, he says, the crop

will ripen early. That indicates that nature, recog-

nizing the deficiency in plant food and the like,

hastens the process. You are all familiar with that

idea. If a plant is having a struggle to get along,

nature will try to bring it to fruition, to seed, to

life. It is an old saying that an old orchard, in

its last year, will produce its heaviest crop. Dill-

man testifies that on this land they ripened earlier.

Some witness testified that the deeper the land the

better the fruit. That may be a natural and well-

understood thing, that may be knowledge which

you have, yourselves, if it is a fact.
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Another witness testified that in his opinion this

land will raise fruit commercially. Hagel says he

was there five years, raising fruit, and the proof

is he is still there. His trees were four years old.

He says that in his opinion it will grow fruit com-

mercially. He is asked if he did not say to a man
named Krol that it is useless to plant trees on that

variety of hard-pan soil. [128] Hagel denied

that, and said he did not say it. Krol took the

stand and said he did. You determine, for your-

selves, which is telling the truth.

Another witness testified that, in his opinion, the

land would grow deciduous fruits in commercial

quantities. That was the witness Jarvis. You
heard his testimony, comparing this land with other

like land in other places, where he says he knows

fruit has been produced commercially, and he says

that this land will produce fruit commercially

successfully. He was asked if he did not state

to Mrs. Klaffenbach that on her land, with two and

a half or three feet of soil, it would be useless to

examine it, because anyone would know that fruit

would not grow on that hard-pan land profitably.

He said he did not say that. Mrs. Klaffenbach took

the stand and testified that he did say so. If you

believe he did say it heretofore, what is his opinion

worth now "? If he did say it heretofore, and denies

it now, how faithful is he to his oathi Those are

questions for you. The same rule applies to any

witness who, you may believe, testified falsely in

any particular.

Defendant produced other witnesses who lived on
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Rio Linda lands. They testified to what they have

done in the way of a few trees for a family orchard,

and the like. It is for you to determine how much

weight that is entitled to, whether a few trees,

which might be given better care, are a fair test

of what an orchard would do commercially on the

same land.

So, Gentlemen of the Jury, that is the case, so

far as the representation that the land will produce

deciduous fruits in commercial quantities is con-

cerned. Is it 23roven by the greater weight of the

evidence that it will not ! If it is, then the plain-

tiff [129] has proved his case with respect to

that false representation. Then you proceed to the

next step in the case, and that is, did the defend-

ant know these representations were false? Well,

the defendant had been handling these lands for

twelve years before it sold to the plaintiff. It ought

to have known. If it did not know, ask yourself

if it is not negligent. If it did not know, what

right has it to represent in this book that it is

proven that these lands will grow fruit in commer-

cial quantities? When a defendant makes a state-

ment which is false, and which it knows to be false,

or which, in view of its attitude toward the subject

matter, in view of its relation to it, and its oppor-

tunities, it ought to know it is false, you will hold

it to the knowledge that it knew that it was false.

And so in this case. Gentlemen, if this land were

not of the value of $400 an acre, and if this land

were not proven to be well adapted to raise fruit

commercially, this defendant should have known it.
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If it did not know it, it never should have an-

nounced in this book it is proven that it will. It

stands or falls by that. It ought to be inferred that

it knew the actual character of the land if it repre-

sented it falsely.

Then, again, the defendant must have made the

representations for the purpose of inducing the

plaintiffs to rely on them and purchase. Well,

Gentlemen of the Jury, you will ask yourselves,

What did it make the representations for but to

induce the plaintiif to enter into the bargain ? That

is what the book is for. That is what the agents

are used for, hunting buyers, making representa-

tions so that the customer will believe them, so that

they will be influenced by them, act upon them, and

deal with it. That is the only reason for the infer-

ence. [130]

Then, again, it is necessary for you that plaintiffs

prove that the plaintiffs believed these representa-

tions. They testify they did. They were away

down in the country of Winnipeg—a startling con-

trast with the country of California ; they were an-

xious to move; they dreaded cold winters, and the

like, as they have testified ; and, naturally, anything

they heard about California was very appealing to

them, indeed. It would be to anybody. They say

they believed those representations. They were

made for them to believe. Why shouldn't they

believe them? They had no knowledge of fruit

lands. They never had been here before. Ask
yourselves whether there is any other inference
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but that the plaintiff believed them and relied upon

them.

The plaintiffs must prove that there was some

inducement for them to make the purchase; of

course, if they had bought the lands at fair value,

even though they had not been told that it was

worth $400 an acre, and would grow fruit, they

were not damaged. The representations do not

have to be the sole inducement. If one man repre-

sents to another, in order to induce him into a bar-

gain, that the land has many attributes of value,

the party that is thus induced to buy may buy be-

cause of one or the other of those elements. Cli-

mate is not enough. Anyone who buys, I suppose,

knowing the fame of California fruits, everybody

knowing the value of fruits, and the liking for

finiits, would appreciate that as one added element

of value which would induce him to buy. Ask your-

selves whether that is reasonable.

The fact that they intended, first, to go into the

chicken business does not, of itself, show that they

were not affected by the representations that the

land was valuable for the commercial [131] raising

of fruit. They testify, and it is not denied, and the

book, itself, says so, that it is the wise thing for

the buyer who is not full-handed in purse to first

start with poultry, and, gradually, as you make

money in poultry, you go into the commercial fruit

business, that it takes from five to seven years for

the commercial orchard to come into bearing.

Hence, the fact that the plaintiffs embarked at once

in the poultry business, as the defendant recom-
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mended, is not sufficient, of itself, to hold that the

plaintiffs were not induced to believe that the lands

were proven to be fit for the commercial growing

of fruit.

If you find, then, that the plaintiffs were thus

induced to buy on these representations, then you

come to the next step: The plaintiff must also

prove its damage. Of course, if the proof is that

the lands were worth less than $400 an acre, plain-

tiff was damaged, because that is what they paid.

They paid $400 an acre. It was produced in trade,

but they paid $400 an acre, $3,200 all together.

There is no conflict in the evidence with respect

to that.

Now, what was the land worth ? That is for vou

to say. Whatever you find it is worth, if it is less

than $400 you give the plaintiffs, by your verdict,

the difference. That is common sense, as well as

the law. They were entitled to receive the value of

what they were buying when it was represented to

them that it was of that value. If the defendant

wrongfully received it, it simply pays it back. If

the land was worth $300 an acre, they are entitled to

$100. If it was w^orth $200 an acre, they are en-

titled to |200. And so on, down the line.

But that is not quite all of the case, Gentlemen of

the Jury. This contract between the parties was

made in July, 1923; the suit was not begun until

August 9, 1927, more than four years [132] after-

wards. The law is that a person thus defrauded

must commence their suit within three years after

they discover the fact that they have been de-
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frauded—not three years from the time they were

actually defrauded, which was in July, 1923. If

plaintiffs have proven their case, but from the time

they discovered the fact. The defendant insists

that plaintiffs discovered it so late that the three

years had run before the suit was brought. If the

plaintiffs did not discover that they were defrauded

before August 9, 1924, a little more than a year

after they purchased it—less than a year after they

came on the land—^then their suit is in time.

Did they discover it? Remember, they w^ere in-

experienced. I think he was a steamfitter. They

knew nothing about California land. The fact that

land is adapted to growing fruit in commercial

quantity is not apparent to the average man by

looking at it, or by digging in it, or by discovering

where hard-pan lies. It might take an expert to

discover it. Sometimes experts do not agree, as

you have seen in this case. They were not obliged

to hire an expert to tell them ; they were not obliged

to put forth any extraordinary effoiis, even though

they were suspicious. The book tells them that

their orchard will not come into commercial bear-

ing for five to seven years. Ask yourselves whether

they should have made themselves acquainted with

the fact, rather than w^ait the time mentioned in

the book. If the plaintiffs did know that they had

been defrauded, did know that the land was not

adapted to the commercial growing of fruit, or did

know that it was not worth $400 an acre, before

August 9, 1924, they are too late; or, if they had

knowledge which was sufficient to put them on
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inquiry, which, by being followed up by them with

reasonable diligence, would have made them ac-

quainted with the facts from their own efforts, and

observations, [133] and inspection, then they

would be too late. But if you find they acted as

reasonable persons, under the circumstances, they

did not know and should not have known before

August 9, 1924, that they were defrauded, their suit

is in time, and they are entitled to recover.

The burden is upon the plaintiffs to establish by

the greater weight of the evidence to prove to you

that they did bring their suit in time. It is for

you to determine whether they did, or did not,

namely, within three years after they discovered the

fact that they had been deceived into this bargain

by false representations.

When you retire to the jury room you will select

one of your number foreman, and proceed to agree

upon a verdict. It takes twelve to agree upon a

verdict.

Any exception for plaintiffs?

Mr. LEWIS.—None.
The COURT.—Any exceptions for defendant?

Mr. HUSTON.—The defendant excepts to any

instruction on the subject of intent, or the right of

the plaintiffs to rely upon the representations. As

to that phase of it governing the proof of the falsity

of the representations being sufficient to entitle the

plaintiff to a verdict. Also, on the subject of the

contents of the circular and pamphlets, and particu-

larly with reference to the contents of the pamphlet

that the lands were well adapted to the production
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of all kinds of fruit. Also upon the subject that,

as matter of law, it has been proven that represen-

tations had been made. The instructions of the

Court with reference to the witnesses Crinkley,

Twining and McNaughton. Also upon the point

that the statement of value, here, was a statement

of fact, and not of opinion. [134] Also, upon the

refusal of the Court to instruct upon the subject of

inspection by the plaintiffs. Also upon the refusal

of the Court to instruct upon the subject of the

statute of limitations as outlined in the instructions

proposed by the defendant; and particularly upon

the point that the plaintiffs were excused from in-

vestigating.

The COURT.—There are two points that the

Court will mention. On the intent of the defendant,

it was not necessary that the defendant should have

had any intent to cheat the plaintiffs. If it in-

tended to make false representations to induce the

plaintiffs to rely upon them and to enter into the

bargain, that is all the intent that is necessary to

make out a cause of action. Moreover, as to the

know^ledge of the defendant, there was some evi-

dence that Schei, the secretary, believed these letters

and such like in the circular were true, and that they

truthfully represented the fact. That does not

serve to show that the defendant did not have

knowledge that the representations were false, if

they were false. Schei 's knowledge is not enough.

Who knows what the president knew? There is

no testimony that the president of the company did

not know that the representations were false, if
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they were false; and no evidence that the board

of directors did not know that the representations

were false, if they were false. The mere fact that

Schei did not know was not enough to demonstrate

that the company believed those representations to

be true.

Any further exception?

Mr. HUSTON.—We save an exception to the

supplemental instructions, on the ground that they

do not cover the subject matter, or the law, and

particularly to the instruction with reference to the

knowledge of the other officers of the company.

[135]

The COURT.—Your exceptions will be noted.

You may retire. Gentlemen. You may take the

exhibits with you.

(Thereupon the jury retired, and subsequently

returned into court and rendered a verdict in favor

of plaintiffs and against the defendant, and assessed

the damages in the sum of $1600.00.)

Defendant proposes the foregoing as its bill of

exceptions on appeal from the judgment in said

cause, and prays that it be allowed and settled as

such.

BUTLER, VAN DYKE & DESMOND,
ARTHUR C. HUSTON,

Attorneys for Defendant and Appellant.

Dated: October 30, 1928. [136]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION FOR SETTLEMENT OF BILL
OF EXCEPTIONS.

It is hereby stipulated that the foregoing bill of

exceptions is correct and may be signed and settled

as such upon appeal.

Dated: November 17th, 1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs.

ARTHUR C. HUSTON,
BUTLER, VAN DYKE and DESMOND,

Attorneys for Defendant. [137]

CERTIFICATE OF JUDGE TO BILL OF
EXCEPTIONS.

Inasmuch as the rulings and exceptions specified

in the foregoing bill of exceptions do not appear in

the record of said cause, I, A. F. St. Sure, Judge of

the District Court, upon the stipulation of the

parties, have settled and signed the said bill, and

have ordered that the same be made a part of the

record of this said cause, this 21st day of November,

1928.

A. F. ST. SURE,
Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 23, 1928. [138]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

ORDER ALLOWING APPEAL AND FOR
SUPERSEDEAS AND COST BOND.

On the filing by defendant of a petition for

appeal, with assignment of errors, and on motion

of defendant, by its attorneys, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED

:

That an appeal to the United States Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit from the judg-

ment heretofore rendered and entered herein, be,

and the same is hereby, allowed.

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that upon

the giving by defendant of a good and sufficient

bond, in the sum of Three Thousand Two Hundred

($3,200.00) Dollars, and conditioned as required by

law, and the rules of this Court, all further pro-

ceedings in the said court may be suspended and

stayed until the final determination of said appeal

by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, or

by the Supreme Court of the United States, upon
a petition for writ of certiorari.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the amount
of cost bond on said appeal be, and it hereby is, fixed

in the sum of Two Hundred Fifty ($250.00) Dol-

lars, conditioned as required by law and the rules

of this court.

The supersedeas and cost bond may be embraced

in one document.
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Dated: November 14, 1928.

BOURQUIN,
United States District Judge. [139]

Service hereof is hereby admitted and receipt of

copy acknowledged this 16th day of November,

1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 16, 1928. [140]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

SUPERSEDEAS BOND AND COST BOND ON
APPEAL.

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
That we, Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Com-

pany, a corporation organized and existing under

the laws of the State of Mimiesota, as principal, and

Standard Accident Insurance Company, a corpora-

tion organized and existing under the laws of the

State of Michigan, and authorized under the laws

of the State of California and the above-entitled

District, to act as sole surety on undertakings of

this character, as surety, are held and firmly bound

unto John Francis McKew and Ida Lillian McKew,
the above-entitled plaintiffs, in the full and just

sum of Three Thousand Four Hundred and Fifty

($3,450.00) Dollars, to be paid to the said John

Francis McKew and Ida Lillian McKew, their at-
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torneys, executors, administrators or assigns; to

which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind

ourselves, our successors and assigns, jointly and

severally, by these presents.

Sealed with our seals and dated this 16th day of

November, 1928.

WHEREAS, lately at a District Court of the

United States [141] for the Northern District of

California, Northern Division, Second Division

thereof, in a suit pending in said court between

said John Francis McKew and Ida Lillian McKew,

as plaintiffs, and Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company, as defendant, a judgment was ren-

dered against the said Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company in the sum of One Thousand Six

Hundred ($1,600.00) Dollars, and in the further sum

of costs amounting to $36.85, and the defendant

having been allowed an appeal from the judgment

to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit; and the Court having made an

order for supersedeas, staying all proceedings in

the District Court pending final determination of

said appeal, provided the defendant give a bond in

the sum of Three Thousand Two Hundred

($3,200.00) Dollars, conditioned according to law;

and the Court having fixed the amount of cost bond

on said appeal in the sum of Two Hundred Fifty

($250.00) Dollars, and the Court having ordered

that the supersedeas bond and bond for costs might

be combined and embraced in one document,

—

NOW, THEREFORE, the condition of the

above obligation is such that if the said Sacra-
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mento Suburban Fruit Lands Company shall prose-

cute its said appeal to effect, and answer all dam-

ages and costs if it fail to make its plea good, then

the above obligation to be void; else to remain in

full force and virtue.

AND IT IS FURTHER EXPRESSLY
AGREED by said surety that in case of a

breach of any condition hereof, the above-entitled

court may, upon notice to said surety of not less

than ten (10) days, proceed summarily in the ac-

tion in which this bond is given to ascertain the

amount w^hich said surety is bound to pay on ac-

count of such breach, and to render judgment there-

for against it and to award execution therefor.

[142]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said principal and

surety have executed this undertaking, attesting

such execution by their respective seals, all on this

the 16th day of November, 1928.

SACRAMENTO SUBURBAN FRUIT
LANDS COMPANY, a Corporation.

[Seal] By A. E. WEST.
STANDARD ACCIDENT INSURANCE

COMPANY, a Corporation.

[Seal] By J. W. S. BUTLER,
Attorney-in-fact.

State of California,

County of Sacramento,—ss.

On this 16th day of November, 1928, before me,

a notary public in and for the County of Sacra-

mento, State of California, personally appeared

J. W. S. Butler, known to me to be the person
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whose name is subscribed to the within instrument

as the attorney-in-fact of Standard Accident In-

surance Company, and he acknowledged to me that

he subscribed the name of Standard Accident In-

surance Company thereto, as principal, and his own

name as the attorney-in-fact.

[Seal] GERALD M. DESMOND,
Notary Public in and for the County of Sacra-

mento, State of California.

Form of bond and sufficiency of sureties ap-

proved.

Dated:

—

\

BOURQUIN,
Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 26, 1928. [143]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

PRAECIPE FOR TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD.

To the Clerk of Said Court:

Sir: Please prepare a transcript on appeal con-

taining true copies of the following papers in the

above-entitled cause:

1. Order removing said action from the Superior

Court of the State of California to the Dis-

trict Court of the United States.

2. Complaint.

3. Demurrer to complaint.

4. Order overruling demurrer.

5. Answer.

6. Minutes of trial.
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7. Verdict of the jury.

8. Judgment.

9. Petition for appeal.

10. Assignment of errors.

11. Bill of exceptions.

12. Order allowing appeal.

13. Citation.

14. Supersedeas and cost bond.

15. Praecipe for transcript.

ARTHUR C. HUSTON,
BUTLER, VAN DYKE and DESMOND,

Attorneys for Defendant. [144]

Service of within praecipe is hereby admitted this

28th day of November, 1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs and Appellees.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 28, 1928. [145]

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK U. S. DISTRICT
COURT TO TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL.

I, Walter B. Maling, Clerk of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, do hereby certify that the foregoing 145

pages, numbered from 1 to 145, inclusive, contain a

full, true and correct transcript of certain records

and proceedings in the case of John Francis Mc-

Kew et al. vs. Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands

Co., etc.. No. 424-Law, as the same now remain on
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file and of record in this office ; said transcript hav-

ing been prepared pursuant to and in accordance

with the praecipe for transcript on appeal, copy of

which is embodied herein.

I further certify that the cost of repairing and

certiifying the foregoing transcript on appeal is the

sum of Sixty-one and 25/100 ($61.25) Dollars, and

that the same has been paid to me by the attorneys

for appellant herein.

Annexed hereto is the original citation on appeal.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set

my hand and affixed the seal of said District Court,

this 10th day of December, A. D. 1928.

[Seal] WALTER B. MALING,
Clerk.

By F. M. Lampert,

Deputy Clerk. [146]

CITATION ON APPEAL.

United States of America,—ss.

The President of the United States, to John Francis

McKew and Ida Lillian McKew, Appellees,

GREETING:
YOU ARE HEREBY CITED AND ADMON-

ISHED to be and appear at a United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, to be

holden at the city of San Francisco, in the State

of California, within thirty days from the date

hereof, pursuant to an order allowing an appeal,

of record in the Clerk's office of the United States
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District Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, wherein Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands

Company, a corporation, is appellant and you are

appellees, to show cause, if any there be, why the

decree rendered against the said appellant, as in

the said order allowing appeal mentioned, should

not be corrected, and why speedy justice should not

be done to the parties in that behalf.

Dated this 14 dav of November, A. D. 1928.

BOURQUIN,
United States Dist. Judge.

Due service of within citation is hereby admitted

this 16th day of November, 1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs and Appellees.

Citation on Appeal. Filed Nov. 16, 1928. [147]

[Endorsed] : No. 5656. United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Sacra-

mento Suburban Fruit Lands Company, a Corpo-

ration, Appellant, vs. John Francis McKew and

Ida Lillian McKew, Appellees. Transcript of Rec-

ord. Upon Appeal from the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Northern District of California,

Northern Division.

Filed December 14, 1928.

PAUL P. O'BRIEN,
Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of Ap-

peals for the Ninth Circuit.
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BRIEF FOR APPELLANT.

STATEMENT OF FACTS.

This is an action instituted for the recovery of dam-

ages caused, according to the complaint, by the sale of

a parcel of land to plaintiffs by defendant. The com-

plaint alleges that on and for a long time prior to the

5th day of July, 1923, plaintiffs were residing in Win-

nipeg, Canada, and were wholly unfamiliar with Cal-

ifornia fruit lands and their characteristics, qualities,

values and prices and relied upon the representations

of defendant in regard to same; that defendant being

aware of the ignorance of plaintiffs, falsely and with

intent to cheat the plaintiffs, represented to plaintiffs

that all of the Sacramento County land being sold by

plaintiffs was of the fair and reasonable market value



of three hundred fifty ($350.00) dollars per acre, and

that the lands afterwards purchased by plaintiffs were

rich and fertile and capable of producing all sorts of

farm crops and products; that said land was free

from injurious conditions and perfectly adapted to

raising fruits of the finest quality ; that relying upon

said representations plaintiffs entered into a contract

to purchase lot 47 of Rio Linda Subdivision No. 5 for

a price of three thousand five hundred ($3500.00) dol-

lars and paid two thousand four hundred ($2400.00)

dollars of said purchase price by conveying certain

property to defendant located in Winnipeg, Canada;

that according to said contract plaintiffs had the right

to exchange said land for other land; that thereafter

plaintiffs being dissatisfied with lot No. 5 agreed to

take instead the north 8 acres of lot No. 44. Accord-

ing to the complaint defendant represented the last

mentioned piece of land to be worth three thousand

two hundred $3200.00) dollars and otherwise made the

same representations above set forth; that plaintiffs

relying upon said representations and by reason

thereof agreed to take and receive a deed of said prop-

erty and paid defendant eight hundred ($800.00) dol-

lars; that neither of said parcels of land were worth

in excess of one hundred fifty ($150.00) dollars and

that none of said land was fertile or would produce

crops in commercial quantities or was adapted to the

growing of fruit trees ; that while said land appeared

to be good on the surface it was underlaid with hard-

pan exceeding six feet in thickness; that said facts

were known to defendant at the time it made the rep-

resentations but that plaintiffs did not suspect the



falsity of the representations until February, 1927,

and did not discover the falsity thereof until July,

1927. Complaint also states plaintiff made certain

improvements on the land, naming the said improve-

ments and the cost thereof; further alleges that had

said property been as represented, said improvements

would have improved said land more than in propor-

tion to the expense incurred and said land would have

been worth twenty thousand ($20,000.00) dollars and

that because of the falsity of the representations said

land was worth only one thousand ($1000.00) dol-

lars; that said plaintiffs have been damaged in the

sum of nineteen thousand ($19,000.00) dollars for

which sum complaint asks judgment for.

The answer admits that plaintiffs prior to the 5th

day of July, 1923, were residing in Winnipeg, Can-

ada; denies on information and belief that plaintiffs

were unfamiliar with California fruit lands, their

characteristics, qualities, values and prices; admits

that on or about the 5th day of July, 1923, plaintiffs

entered into a contract to purchase from defendant

the property described as lot 47 of Rio Linda Subdi-

vision 5 for a price of three thousand five hundred

($3500.00) dollars and paid thereon the sum of two

thousand four hundred ($2400.00) dollars by convey-

ing certain propertv located in Winnipeg; alleges

that the actual value of the property so conveyed did

not exceed in value the sum of and that

defendant paid to plaintiffs the sum of two thousand

two hundred ($2200.00) dollars in cash, allowing

plaintiffs a credit upon said contract price for said

Sacramento lands of two thousand four hundred



($2400.00) dollars; admits the allegations of para-

graph V of the complaint; admits defendant offered

to convey to plaintiffs the north 8 acres of lot 48 of

Rio Linda Subdivision No. 5; admits plaintiffs re-

ceived a deed for said lot 48 and paid defendant eight

hmidred ($800.00) dollars in cash and four hundred

($400.00) dollars by giving a note therefor, on or about

October 25, 1923; admits the land is underlaid with

hardpan; admits that certain improvements, naming

them, were made on said property; denies on infor-

mation and belief that certain improvements were

made and expenditures incurred, naming said im-

provements and expenditures; denies each and all of

the allegations not admitted or not denied for want

of information and belief; alleges that the action is

barred by the statute of limitations.

From the evidence it appears that the Rio Linda

District consists of a 12,000-acre tract which had orig-

inally been purchased and placed on the market. De-

fendant subdivided and commenced to sell the land it

appears in 1912. There is no dispute that the plain-

tiffs after arriving in California from Canada in-

spected the north 8 acres of lot No. 44, the tract of

the land finally purchased by them. After trial by a

jury a verdict in favor of plaintiffs and against de-

fendant was found for sixteen hundred ($1600.00)

dollars and a judgment entered thereon from which

this appeal is taken.

The plaintiff, J. F. McKew, testified that Mr.

Eggertson, a representative of" the plaintiff, inter-

viewed him relative to purchasing a tract on the Rio



Linda Colony ; that he had a booklet, the chief thing

of which was the pictures displa}' ed ; that he told him

Rio Linda was producing fruit on a commercial basis

;

that there was a poultry side to the proposition; that

he went through the book aud told him that it was

rich and fertile soil and was good and could raise on

a commercial basis any fruit that California would

successfully grow, with no exceptions.

There were several conversations and finally the

transaction was closed and the plaintiffs took possess-

ion in September, 1923. Upon their arrival at Rio

Linda he was shown over the project. Upon his in-

spection of the property selected he expressed his dis-

satisfaction with it and after further investigation he

selected another lot. That the agent told him the lot

was valued at four hundred ($400.00) dollars an acre;

that he planted forty-four or forty-six trees of twelve

different varieties of deciduous fruit; the trees grew

well the first year, but the second year he lost a num-

ber; he put down his well pit in 1923 and found hard-

pan at a depth of 20 inches ; that this hardpan was 18

feet in thickness and had to be blasted with dynamite.

He had no conversations with any of the company

relative to hardpan at the time of the purchase; when
he discovered hardpan Mr. McNaughton told him it

was necessary to preserve moisture on the top soil,

but after blasting it could be distributed around to

help fertilize the trees. Mr. McNaughton also ex-

plained to him that many trees had been lost on

account of weather conditions. He testified:

^'Two reasons caused me to buy this land out
here. The cold winters of Canada are one, and I



fc^lt that after coming back from overseas mv
trade as a steam fitter was too heavy for me and
if I could get into something more agreeable it

would be better for me."

No other consideration entered into it. On cross-

examination he testified that from September, 1923,

until March, 1924, he devoted his time exclusively to

the ranch; that Mr. Eggertson made the statement

that there were orchards on this property producing

in commercial quantities; that he was under the im-

pression that the whole of the Rio Linda district was

of that rich and fertile soil that would produce that

kind of fruit; that when he arrived he did not find

any orchards in the Rio Linda Colony producing on a

commercial basis, and never foimd any after his

arrival. This witness did not testify as to any rep-

resentation as to the market value of the property as

alleged in the complaint.

Ida Lillian McKew, his wife, was called as a wit-

ness; she testified that the value of the land was rep-

resented as being from $350.00 an acre up and was

advancing all the time. As appears from the pamph-

let and the quotations therefrom hereinafter printed,

no such representations were made as claimed in

regard to the soil in the Rio Linda district. The

pamphlet specifically refers to the great variety of

soils in California and then says that the top soil of

Rio Linda Colony ^S^aries in depth, is a friable soil

and variotisly adapted to the different fruit trees and

vines." It then specifically states that ^Hhis sub-soil

is underlaid with a hard clay stratum commonly

known as hardpan." The pamphlet then says that



notwithstanding the hardpan that it is conceded by

all that in these valleys are located the largest and

best fruit orchards. In the last paragraph of page

9 of the pamphlet the owner is definitel}^ informed

that it will be necessary to determine the particular

kind of fruit to be planted upon the tract purchased.

The case was tried and determined on the theory that

the appellant fraudulently misrepresented that the

lands sold by it ^^were rich and fertile and capable

of producing all kinds of farm crops and products.''

There is no proof sustaining this contention and state-

ment of the pamphlet that the soils are variously

adapted to different fruits contradicts it.

SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS.

I.

The Court erred in overruling defendants' demur-

rer and the complaint filed. (Transcript, page 31.)

II.

The Court erred in interrupting the cross-exam-

ination of the witness Herbert C. Davis with refer-

ence to his experience in farming. (Transcript, pages

31, 32 and 33.)

III.

The Court erred in sustaining the objection to the

questions propounded to H. M. Edmunds as a witness

on the grounds that he was not qualified. (Transcript,

page 33.)

IV.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as desig-

nated in Assignment No. 4, of Assignment of Errors.

(Transcript, page 34.)
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V.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as desig-

nated in Assignment No. 5 of Assignment of Errors.

(Transcript, page 35.)

VI.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as desig-

nated in Assignment No. 6 of Assignment of Errors.

(Transcript, page 36.)

VII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as desig-

nated in Assignment No. 7 of Assignment of Errors.

(Transcript, page 38.)

VIII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury with respect

to the testimony of witnesses Crinkley, Twining and

McNaughton. (Transcript, page 38.)

IX.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as desig-

nated in Assigmnent No. 9 of Assignment of Errors.

(Transcript, page 38.)

X.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as desig-

nated in Assignment No. 10 of Assignment of Errors.

(Transcript, page 39.)

XI.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as desig-

nated in Assignment No. 11 of Assignment of Errors.

(Transcript, page 41.)



XII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury as desig-

nated in Assignment No. 12 of Assignment of Errors.

(Transcript, page 42.)

I.

THE COURT ERRED IN OVERRULING DEFENDANT'S DE-

MURRER TO THE COMPLAINT FILED IN THE ABOVE
ENTITLED CAUSE.

In regard to the alleged discovery of fraud relative

to the representations set forth in the complaint, the

complaint should have stated how it was made, why
it was not made sooner, and should have shown that

the delay is consistent with requisite diligence.

^^ General allegations of ignorance at one time
and knowledge at another are of no effect. If
the plaintiff made any particular discovery, it

should be stated when it was made, what it was,
how it was made and whv it was not made sooner.
Carr v. Hilton, 1 Curt. C. C. 220."

Wood V. Carpenter, 101 U. S. 140.

The law applicable to this subject is discussed and

the cases reviewed in appellant's brief in the case of

Sacramento Suhurhan Fruit Lands Company, a cor-

poration, V. William A. Melin, No. 5671, pending in

this Court. Among the cases there cited and directly

in point are the following:

Robertson v. Biirrell, 110 Cal. 578;

Lady Wmhington C. Co. v. Wood, 113 Cal. 486;

Sim^pson v, Dahiel, 135 Cal. 603

;

Phelps V. Grady, 168 Cal. 79;

HacMeman i\ Lyman, 50 Cal. Ap. 327;
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Victor Oil Co. v. Drum, 184 Cal. 241

;

Montgomery v. Peterson, 27 Cal. Ap. 675.

The only allegation in the complaint is ^^that plain-

tiff did not suspect the falsity of said representation

until the month of February, 1927, and did not actu-

ally discover the falsity thereof until the month of

July, 1927." Clearly under this rule the complaint

did not state a cause of action and aside from the

demurrer that question may be raised at any time.

II.

THE COURT ERRED IN INTERRUPTING THE CROSS-EXAM-
INATION OF HERBERT C. DAVIS, WITNESS FOR
PLAINTIFF AS FOLLOWS:

^^Q. With reference to this land out in the
Antelope section that you bought, was that irri-

gated land?
A. No, sir.

Q. Is there an ample supply of water for irri-

gation in the Rio Linda Colony "?

A. I think so, yes.

Q. When you bought this pro])erty in Ante-
lope, how old was the orchard ?

A. Some of it was twenty-five years old, and
from there on down.

Q. At that time did you make any investiga-

tion as to the production on that piece of land,

previous to the time that you purchased it?

A. No, I did not, because I was familiar with
the conditions there.

Q. Do you know what the production was?
A. No, not before I owned it.

Q. You had no information on it?

A. No, sir.

Q. You say it belonged to the United Farms
Company ?
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A. The United Orchards Company.

Q. That is owned by your mother-in-law, isn't

it^

A. No, sir.

Q. Who?
A. I owned 50 per cent of the stock, and my

partner, Dr. Teschou, owns about 48 per cent and

the balance is owned elsewhere.

Q. Is the doctor related to you?
A. My stepfather.

Q. After you were farming the orchard there,

did you go into the hog business on this ranch?

A. On another piece of land, yes.

Q. Did you succeed, or fail?

A. We did very well with hogs.

The Court. What is the materiality of this ?

Mr. Huston. I am going into his ability as a

farmer.
The Court. Oh, no.

Mr. Huston. We save no exception."

Transcript, pages 71-72.)

The Court erred in the above ruling for two reasons

:

First. The evidence was admissible because oppos-

ing counsel offered no objection. It is a general rule

of law that evidence is admissible whether material

or immaterial in the absence of objection by counsel.

This rule is elementary. 38 Cyc. 1393.

Second. The Court erred in the above ruling be-

cause counsel should have been allowed to show the

qualifications of the witness as a farmer.

It will be remembered that the witness was testify-

ing as an expert regarding the soil in question and any

evidence which would tend to show that he was not

qualified as an expert should have been admitted so

that the jury could properly judge the weight of his

testimony.
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^'It is well settled that if the evidence conduces

in any reasonable degree to establish the prob-

ability or improbability of the fact in contro-

versy, it should go to the jury. It would be a

narrow rule, and not conducive to the ends of jus-

tice, to exclude it on the ground that it did not

afford full proof of the non-existence of the dis-

puted fact."

Insurance Co. v, Weide, 78 U. S. (11 Wallace)

page 440.

This ruling was especiall}^ prejudicial in view of

the instructions of the Court relative to the weight to

be attached to the testimony of the witness Davis and

the testimony of the witness Twining, the expert called

by the defendant.

The Court devotes over a page to the testimony of

Mr. Davis, emphasizing his experience and his qual-

ifications. It was therefore very material to show that

his failure in farming hardpan lands on his own
account was not due to the soil but to other causes.

In the absence of this testimony the jury could only

infer that Mr. Davis' venture was unsuccessful be-

cause he farmed hardpan land. Appellant was urg-

ing the inconsistency in his testimony as to the pro-

ductivity of hardpan land in view of his own conduct

in purchasing shallow land for fruit growing.

III.

THE COURT ERRED IN SUSTAINING OBJECTIONS TO
QUESTIONS ASKED H. M. EDMUNDS, A WITNESS FOR
DEFENDANT, AS FOLLOWS:

'^Q. Are you familiar Avith the lands out
through the Rio Lindo District pretty generally?

A. Yes.
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Q. Do you know the MeKew place ?

A. Yes, I know where it is.

Q. Have you been on if?

A. I have been by it.

Q. You have looked it over and you have ex-

amined it. Are you acquainted with that part of
the property and with other lands in that com-
munity ?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know the reasonable market value
of the McKew property as of the month of June,
1923 ?

Mr. McCuTCHEN. Objected to on the ground
that the proper foundation has not been laid.

The Court. Objection sustained.

Mr. Houston. Exception.
Mr. Butler. Q Are you familiar with the mar-

ket value of land throughout that section of the

district ?

A. Yes, to a certain extent.

Q. You know of sales that have been made
around through that district.

A. Yes.

Q. And you know what the land is adapted to ?

A. Yes.

Q. You own land there in the Rio Linda Dis-

trict, yourself, do you not 1

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you know the reasonable value, the rea-

sonable market value, of the McKew property, as

of the month of June, 1923? Answer that ^yes'

or ^no.'

A. Yes.

Q. What was it at that time?
Mr. McCuTCHiN. We make the same objection.

The Court. Q. You have not been dealing in

lands have you?
A. No, sir, I am not a real estate man. I am

basing it on my own observation.

Q. Sales with this defendant?
A. No, sir.

Q. Where?
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A. Throughout the country,

Q. Where throughout the country?
A. Throughout the state.

The Court. Objection sustained.

Mr. HoiTSTOX. Exception."

(Transcript pages 111-112.)

The witness, according to the above evidence was

a land owner in the Rio Linda District, the district

where the McKew property is situate, and for that

reason was qualified to answer the question asked as

to value.

^^It has often been held that farmers living in

the vicinity of a farm where value is in question,

may testify as to its value although no sales have
been made to their knowledge or that of similar

property. '^

Montana Raihvay Co. v, Warren, 137 U. S.

348-354.

This witness was qualified to answer under the rule

declared by the Supreme Court of California in the

case of Sprhig Valley Water Works v. DrinkJionse,

92, Cal. 528. We quote from the opinion at page 534

:

'^The defendant, Mrs. Drinkhouse, was a wit-

ness in her own behalf, and after testifying that

she had owned the land sought to be taken for

over twenty years, and was using it for a summer
residence for herself and family, she was asked:

^Q. Do you know the value of this land?
A. I know what the water company has paid

other people.

Q. Do you know the value of this land of

yours ?

A. What do vou consider value?

Q. Answer, yes or no.

A. I think I do.

Q. What is its value?'
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An objection was made to this last question,
npon the ground that no foundation had been
laid for it, which was sustained. This was error.

All that is necessary to be shown to entitle a wit-
ness to give an opinion is to show Hhat he has
some peculiar means of forming an intelligent

and correct judgment as to the value of the prop-
erty in question, or the effect of a particular im-
provement, beyond what is presumed to be pos-
sessed by men generally.' (Lewis on Eminent
Domain, sec. 437.) In this connection the same
author says : ^ These peculiar means may consist in
^ ^ * a long acquaintance with the particular
property and the neighborhood where it is situ-

ated, accompanied with the occupation or owner-
ship of similar property, and especially when ac-

companied with a knowledge of sales of similar

property.' We think the witness was competent
to give an opinion as to the value of her own
land, within the general rule on that subject. She
had a particular knowledge of it, being a resi-

dent upon it, and had owned it for over tw^enty

years. The natural presumption would be that

she had, during that long period acquired suf-

ficient acquaintance with it, and of the value of

the land in that neighborhood, to be able to give

an intelligent estimate as to the value of her own
property. (Burlington etc. R. R, Co. v. Schhtntz,

14 Neb. 423 ; Lehnvicke v. St. Paul etc. R. R. Co.,

19 Minn. 464. See also Walker v. City of Boston,

8 Cush. 279; Pierce on Railroads, 227.) In the

first case cited, the court, in passing upon the

competency of the owner of the land to testify

to its value said: ^He swore explicitly that he
knew its value and from the fact that he had
lived there for twelve vears, had made the im-
provements upon it, and appears to have pos-

sessed ordinary intelligence at least, I am satis-

fied he was qualified to give his opinion on that

point.' The witness should have been permitted

to testify to the value of the property. It may
be that a cross-examination would have shown
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that such opinion was entitled to but httle weight,
but that does not effect the question of its ad-
missibility.

??

IV.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY AS FOLLOWS:

^^The plaintiff must prove enough of its allega-
tions of false representations substantially as al-

leged, or they will fail to recover. They need
not prove all of them. They may prove part, and
still have proved enough to maintain their cause
of action. For instance, their main reliance
seems to be the allegation that they were told

. that the land was of the value of $400 an acre,

and that they were told and it was represented to

them by the defendant and its agents that the
land was well adapted to the successful raising of
fruits commercially. If they have proved them,
or either of them, it is enough to serve their case,

so far as recovery of damages, if any damages
have been proven. They must prove them sub-

stantially, in so far as they have proved them.
They do not need to prove them literally, word for

word. For instance, they allege here that it was
represented to them that this land will prove
adapted to the raising of fruit of all kinds, and
was capable of producing large crops of fruits, of

the finest quality. Now, if the proof is that they
were told that the land was proven to be well

adapted to the successful raising of the decidu-

ous fruits commercially, that is sufficient proof
of the allegation, as laid, to sustain the plaintiff's

case. It does not need to be proven in the exact

words. If the words subvstantjally are contained

within the allegation of the com])laint, that is

sufficient."

According to the above instruction the plaintiff

would be damaged although the land may have been
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worth many times the amount paid provided of

course, that it was not adapted to the commercial

raising of fruits. Under the circumstances of the

case at bar we feel that this instruction did not

state the law as there is no evidence to show that

plaintiff was desirous of obtaining land adapted to

fruit culture rather than land of high value.

V.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY AS FOLLOWS:

^'The plaintiff counts, as I said to you, upon
the fact, as they allege, the defendant made false

representations in selling them this land. These
representations were made by this company in

this circular, that is, in so far as they were made
they were made by the company's circular,

which is in evidence, the book, and by the

statement of its witness, because that is

all that was brought to the plaintiff's at-

tention in order to induce them to enter into

the bargain. The company issued this circu-

lar, this book with the chicken on it, containing

representations, and statements, and the agent
made certain representations in negotiating the

bargain. Whatever is in this book the company
is responsible for, because the company circulated

it; and whatever its agents said in the transac-

tion it is responsible for likewise. If you send
out an agent to make a bargain for it, it is the

same as if you make the bargain yourself. What-
ever he says and does you are responsible for.

The company is, in this case."

It is elementary proposition of laws that the prin-

cipal is only responsible for the acts of the agent when

the agent is acting within the scope of his authority.
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Under the above instruction the jury could easily

have been misled into believing that the principal was

responsible for all acts of the agent even though his

agent may have been acting entirely without the scope

of his authority.

VI.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE
SUrnCIENCY of proof of false REPRESENTATIONS,
AS FOLLOWS:

^'What are the representations? The plaintiff

says that the agent, Eggertson, down in Minne-
sota—remember that these negotiations were in

Winnipeg, Canada, a long way from the land in

suit—and that Eggertson came to the house and
he showed them this book, gave them the book,

and represented to them that the lands of the Rio
Linda project w^ere producing fruit on a commer-
cial basis, and were well adapted to producing
deciduous fruits on a commercial basis, that is,

in quantity, quality, valuable commercially under
reasonable conditions of the market, and that the

land was worth $400 an acre. BotJi the plaintiff

and his wife testified to that. Eggerton denies

that he made any such representations. But if

you take the book for it Gentlemen of the Jury,

you will find that the book, under any reasonable

interpretation, does advise the parties invited to

contract with the company that his land is well

adapted and proven to be adapted to the raising

of fruit commercially and successfully. So, Gen-
tlemen of the JuTj, it is very well proven in the

case that the representations were made. More
than that, Crinkley, the secretary of the com-

pany, when he took the stand, testified that the

land was sold, that they were selling their land

as fruit land well adapted to the groA^i^h of fruit

in commercial quantity and quality. So there is

no reason to go to any other evidence, other than
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that. The Court tells you as matter of law that

so far as the representation alleged, that the land

was adapted to the successful growing of fruit

commercially, is concerned, that representation

was made to the plaintiffs by the defendant."

According to the above instruction the jury could

easily have gained the impression that the book said

that all of the land in question had been represented

to the purchaser as land on which fruit could be

grown in commercial quantities. It was, however, not

the intention of the company to convey the impression

by means of the pamphlet that all of the land would

grow practically all kinds of fruit but that said kinds

of fruit would grow up on different portions of the

land and we quote from pages 7 to 9 of the pamphlet:

^^ Though the soil conditions in California vary
greatly in different districts, the soil in the Rio
Linda District is very uniform. The surface of

the land looks almost level to the eye, though ac-

tually it has gently rolling slopes and undulations
which naturally assist in drainage and irrigation.

The top soil, generally speaking, is what is

known in California as a sandy clay loam. This
top soil varies in depth, is a friable soil and vari-

ously adapted to the different fruit trees and
vines. The subsoil is closely packed clay, varying
in depth, texture and character. With reference

to this clay subsoil the United States Government
soil reports show that the majority of the lands

in the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys are

underlaid with a hard clay stratum commonly
known as hardpan, and yet it is conceded by all

that in these two famous valleys are located the

best and largest fruit orchards in the world.

The answer as to the soil conditions in the Rio
Linda District is your personal inspection of the

70,000 thrifty fruit trees and grape vines now
growing on the lands sold by this company at Rio
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' Linda in the past ten years. These 70,000 trees

and vines mean an average planting of 7000 each

year.''

Page 7 of pamphlet.

^^The range of products gro^\^l in the Sacra-
mento Valley embraces practically every crop
known to temperate and semitropic climates. The
largest and the finest lemon orchard in the world
is here. The largest pear orchard in the world is

here. These facts illustrate the wonderful capac-
ity for production of Sacramento Valley soil and
climate. All kinds of fruit are grown. A single

county boasts 10,000 acres of canning peaches;
one small town of less than a thousand inhabi-

tants boasts fresh fruit shipments aggregating
from 2500 to 3200 carloads per year.

The Rio Linda Poultry and Orchard District

is in the center of the county and has proven it-

self well adapted to the growing of most all fruits,

such as peaches, pears, olives, apricots, prunes,

plums, figs, nectarines, cherries and the various

kinds of grapes, as well as almonds, which are all

successfully raised by our people. Citrus fruits,

such as lemons, oranges and grapefruit are grown
in the family orchards.

It is well for the new owner to arrange for the

planting of a family orchard consisting of only

a few trees of each kind or variety of fruit for

personal use. The balance of the acreage we rec-

ommend be planted to one particular kind of

fruit, to be decided upon after considtation with

our horticultural advisor, and preferred by the

purchaser."

Page 9 of pamplet.

From the above quotations it is plain that the mean-

ing of the pamphlet in this respect is that the land is

variously adapted to fruit raising; that is that different

parts are best suited to different fruits and it cer-
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tainly does not convey the impression that the whole

district is adapted to all kinds of fruits.

VII.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY AS FOLLOWS:

^'Now, gentlement of the jury, as matter of

law, if the land was represented to these plain-

tiffs as of the value of $400 an acre, in the cir-

cumstances, that was not an expression of opin-

ion, but is a statement fact, and if it is false

then the two would be sufficient to entitle the

plaintiffs, if the other conditions are satisfied, to

recover in this action."

It would appear that such representations are

mere matters of opinion. At any rate the question

should be left to the jury as to whether they were or

not.

By this instruction the Court took this question

from the jury. The rule is stated in the following

quotation from Stockton v. Hivd, 51 Cal. Ap. 136:

^^(1) It is conceded that the general rule is

that an expression of opinion or belief, if nothing
more, and if so understood and intended, is not a

representation of fact, and although false, does

not amount to actionable fraud. Ordinarily a per-

son has no right to rely upon such statements,

and if he does so rely, he cannot treat them as

fraudulent, either for the purpose of maintaining
an action in damages for deceit or for the pur-

pose of rescinding the contract. (2) Where there

is any doubt as to whether or not a representa-

tion was intended and understood as a mere ex-

pression of opinion or a statement of fact, the

question is one not of law but of fact for the

court or jury. (20 Cyc. 15 et seq. ; Spreckles v.
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' Gorril, 152 Cal. 395, (92 Pac. 1011) ; 14 Am. &
Eng. Ency. of Law, 36.)"

*^It is apparent to us that tlie matters alleged as

constituting the fraud were matters of opinion

rather than fact. It was certainly a matter of

opinion when the plaintiff stated that the land
was the best ranch in lone Valley and was rich

and productive and would produce 50 bushels of

wheat to the acre; that a portion was good alfalfa

land; that another portion was rich in mineral
deposits; and the other matters alleged can well

be classed under the head of matters of opinion

rather than a false representation of facts. There
is no averment which excludes the idea of personal

inspection by the purchaser.''

Rerulell v. Scott, 70 Cal. 514.

In Andnts v. St. Louis S, & i?. Co., 130 U. S. 643,

9 Sup. Ct. 645, 32 L. Ed. 1054, the Court had under

consideration an action based on fraud and deceit in

the sale and purchase of a lot in Leadville, Colo.

Plaintiff there contended that defendant made fraudu-

lent re]3resentations to him concerning the title and

possession of the lot in question. Justice Field, speak-

ing for the Court said:

^^The law does not afford relief to one who suf-

fers by not using the ordinary means of informa-
tion, whether his neglect be attributable to indif-

ference or credulity; nor will industrious activity

in other directions, to the neglect of such means,
be of any avail."

In Parker v, Monlton, 114 Mass. 99, 19 A. M. Eep.

315, the Court said:

'^The aflSrmations here set forth as between
buyer and seller, it has been repeatedly decided,

will not support an action, although the defend-

ant knew them to be false when made. They con-
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cern the value of the land or its condition and
adaptation to partimdar uses, which are only mat-
ters of opinion and estimate, as to which men may
differ. To such representations the maxim ^caveat

and emptor' applies. The buyer is not excused
from an examination, unless he be fraudulently

induced to forbear inquiries which he would
otherwise have made/'

In Ellis V. Andrews, 56 N. Y. 83, 15 Am. Rep. 379,

the Court said:

'^Upon the question of value, the purchaser
must rely upon his own judgment; and it is his

folly to rely upon the representations of the ven-

dor in that respect. In Van Epps v. Harrison, 5

Hiol. 63 (40 Am. Dec. 314) it is stated as un-

doubted law that an action will not lie by a pur-

chaser against a vendor upon false and fraudu-

lent statements of the value of the property sold,

made while negotiating the sale. This was con-

curred in by the entire court.''

Kimher v. Young, 137 Fed. 744, 70 C. C. A. 178

(Colorado case) is well reasoned, and discussed the

same questions now under consideration. The Court

said :

^^ Positive statements as to value are generally

mere expressions of opinion, and as such cannot
support an action of deceit."

The Court further said, quoting from Kiml)all v.

Bangs, 144 Mass. 321, 11 N. E. 113

:

^'The law recognizes the fact that men will na-
turally overstate the value and qualities of the

articles which they have to sell. All men know
this, and a buyer has no right to rely upon such
statement."

Everist v. Drake, 143, Pac. 814.
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General Rule: Representations of value are
generally regarded as mere opinions, or seller's

statements, and, when such is the case, are held
not to constitute fraud; though they may operate
to defeat an action for specific performance. The
same is ordinarily true of representations by the

vendor of property that it is worth a certain sum,
or has been sold for a certain sum, or as to the

amount for which it may be sold, though the con-

trary is sometimes held of statements as to Avhat

property has been sold or offered for where there

are special circumstances."

12 E, C, L. pages 279-281.

^^ Value. 1. In General. Misrepresentations
as to value cannot ordinarily constitute fraud be-

cause they are generally to be regarded as mere
expressions of opinion or ^trader's talk' involv-

ing a matter of judgment and estimation as to

which men mav differ. It has been held that such
representations may under certain circumstances
be nonactionable even when made with intent to

deceive and with knowledge of their falsity, and
a fortiori they are not actionable where made in

honest ignorance. Where the parties deal at

arm's length with equal means of knowledge, it

is obvious that there can be no redress for mis-

representation as to value, because in such a case

the hearer should investigate and judge for him-
self."

26 Corpus Juris, 1215-1217.

VIII.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY WITH
REFERENCE TO THE TESTIMONY OF THE WITNESSES
CRINKLEY, TWINING AND McNAUGHTON AND OTHER
WITNESSES OF APPELLANT.

It was error for the trial Court to single out and

emphasize certain features of the testimony, and also
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to criticize certain witnesses for the appellant without

applying the same criticism under the same circum-

stances to witnesses for the appellee. The rule gov-

erning this subject matter is also discussed in the

Melin case above referred to and the authorities cited.

It is stated in Wallace v. V. S., 291, Fed. 973, as fol-

lows :

^^We understand the net effect of the decisions

to be that while under proper conditions, the

Judge may express his opinions and the reasons

for them, and discuss the testimony, his charge

must remain upon the whole, impartial, dispas-

sionate, and judicial, and must not be argumenta-
tive to a degree which makes it characteristically

an act of advocacy. J?

The witness Davis' examination was confined to the

tracts belonging to the plaintiffs in this action. The

appellant employed Arthur Morley, an experienced

and practical farmer, thoroughly familiar with hard-

pan lands, and also O. W. Jarvis, a man of technical

training and wide practical experience. In addition,

Mr. Twining, the head of the largest chemical labora-

tory in the State was called. These men made hun-

dreds of borings, and a comprehensive and thorough

investigation of the area involved in this action as

well as other lands in the vicinity. There was nothing

in their testimony to justify the criticism of the Court,

much less the insinuations cast upon them by the lan-

guage of the charge. A reading of the entire charge

could not have any effect other than to impress the

jury with the belief that the Court accepted the testi-

mony of the appelles' witness and disbelieved the testi-
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mony of the appellant's witnesses. For instance, on

page 154 the Court says:

^^ Plaintiff presents witnesses, particularly

Davis, an expert agricultural chemist and en-

gineer, who spoke to you of his experience and
his qualifications.

??

Then follows a complete and comprehensive review

of Mr. Davis' testimony. The Court then refers to all of

the witnesses called by the appellant as ^S^arious wit-

nesses." No specific reference is made to Posehn

and other witnesses who testified to the effect that

fruit was being successfully and profitably grown on

hardpan hind. Their evidence was not contradicted

by any witness. On page 156 the Court takes up the

testimony of Mr. Twining and on page 157 says:

^^ Twining is asked on direct examination
whether, in his opinion, the land is adapted to

growing fruit commercially. He rather evaded
the question, gentlemen of the jury—he did not
say, 'Yes, it is,' or 'No, it is not,'; he said: 'Well,

it is a good soil.' That was his answer to the

question whether the land woidd grow deciduous
fruit crops commercially. The weight of his testi-

mony is entirely for you. The same rule applies

to any witness. Tf you find any witness evading
a question, evading a direct answer to a direct

interrogatory, you may ask yourself whether he
is inclined to be a fair witness, and whc^ther he
is to be credited, Avhether he is dealing fairly

with you, or whether he is leaving you to gather

by inference, if he is reluctant to testify to it

directly."

Also instruction of the Court on page 158 that:

"Davis tells you that he has experience with

like land adjoining it, at Antelope, and he owned
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a fruit ranch, himself, and that it was not a suc-

cess, and will not grow fruits commercially."

Consider this instruction in the light of the ruling

denying appellant the opportunity of showing that

Mr. Davis' failure was due to causes other than the

soil. The Court then analyzes the testimony of the

witness Dillman, offering an explanation favorable

to the appellee. On page 159 similar treatment of

the testimony of witness Hagel and Krol is found.

We specifically direct the attention of the Court to

the following quotation from page 159:

^^Another witness testified that, in his opinion,

the land would grow deciduous fruits in commer-
cial quantities. That was the witness Jarvis. You
heard his testimony, comparing his land with
other like land in other places, where he says he
knows fruit has been produced commercially, and
he says that this land will produce fruit com-
mercially successfully. He was asked if he did

not state to Mrs. Klaffenbach that on her land,

with two and a half or three feet of soil, it would
be useless to examine it, because anyone would
know that fruit would not grow on that hardpan
land profitably. He said he did not say that. Mrs.
Klaffenbash took the stand and testified that he
did say so. If you believe he did say it hereto-

fore, what is his opinion worth now'? If he did

say it heretofore, and denies it now, how faith-

ful is he to his oath? Those are questions for

you. The same rule applies to any witness who,
you may believe, testified falsely in any particu-

lar.
''

Why did the Court single out this witness and em-

phasize the fact that he was impeached, and couch

the charge in language plainly unfavorable to Mr.

Jarvis.
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A fair instruction would have stated that the im-

peachment raised a question of veracity and if the

jury did not accept the testimony of Mrs. Klaffen-

bach, then Mr. Jarvis stood unimpeached. Instead

of so instructing the jury, the Court cast an unwar-

ranted insinuation upon Mr. Jarvis by specifically

putting in the jury's mind the two questions in the

latter part of the instruction.

IX.

THE COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO INSTRUCT THE JURY
ON THE SUBJECT OF PLAINTIFFS' INSPECTION OF THE
LAND, AS REQUESTED IN DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED
INSTRUCTION, WHICH READS AS FOLLOWS:

^^You are instructed that plaintiffs cannot re-

cover in this action unless they were deceived by
the alleged representations, for if the means of

knowledge are at hand, equally available to all

parties, and the subject of purchase is alike open
to their inspection, if the purchaser does not avail

himself of these means and opportunities, he will

not be heard to say that he has been deceived, un-
less he was induced by trick or misrepresentation

of defendant not to make such inspection.
'^

It is a well established principle of law that means

of knowledge are equivalent to knowledge and a party

will not be heard to say that he has been deceived

when he had the means of ascertaining the truth and

failed to use such means.

^^When the means of knowledge are open and
at hand or furnished to the purchaser or his agent
and no effort is made to prevent the party from
using them and especially where the purchaser
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undertakes examination for himself, he will not be
heard to say that he has been deceived to his in-

jury by a misrepresentation of the vendor." (Cit-

ing case.)

Shappiro v. Goldberg^ 192 U. S. 241-2.

In Slaughter, administrator v. Gerson, 13 Wal. 379,

383, 20 L. Ed. 627, the Court said:

^^Where the means of knowledge are at hand
and equally available to both parties and the

subject of purchase is alike open to their inspec-

tion, if the purchaser does not avail himself of

these means and opportunities, he will not be

heard to say that he has been deceived by the

vendor's misrepresentations. If, having eyes he

will not see matters directly before them, where
no concealment is made or attempted, he will not

be entitled to favorable consideration when he

complains that he has suffered from his own vol-

untary blindness and been misled by over confi-

dence in the statement of another.''

See also McClnre v. Glady Fork Lnmler Co,,

183 Fed. 84.

'^Where the purchaser undertakes to make in-

vestigation of his own, and the vendor does

nothing to prevent his investigation from being

as full as he chooses to make it, the purchaser

cannot afterwards allege that the vendor made
misrepresentation. '

'

Southern Development Co, v, Silva, 125 U. S.

259.

^^If a purchaser of real estate visits the prop-
erty prior to the sale and makes a personal exam-
ination of it touching representations made as to

its quality, character, or condition, he mil be pre-

sumed to rely, not upon the representations, but

upon his own judgment in making the purchase,
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provided tlie vendor does nothing to prevent his

investigation being as full as he chooses. (Sotith-'

em Development Co. v. Silva, 125 U. S. 257, (31
L. Ed. 678, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 881); Farrar v.

ChurchiU, 135 U. S. 609, (34 L. Ed. 246, 10 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 771, see also, Rose's f/. S. notes) ; Wain^
scott V. Occidental etc. Assn', 98 Cal. 253, (33
Pac. 88). In Colton v, Stanford, 82 Cal. 398, (16
Am. St. Rep. 137, 23 Pac. 28), the Court says:

^The power to cancel a contract is a most ex-

traordinary power. It is one which should be
exercised with great caution,—nay, I may say,

with great reluctance,—unless in a clear case. A
too free use of this power would render all busi-

ness uncertain, and, as has been said, make the
length of a chancellor's foot the measure of in-

dividual rights. The greatest liberty of making
contract is essential to the business interests of

the country. In general, the parties must look
out for themselves.' "

Hacldeman v. Lyman, 50 Cal. Ap. 326-327.

X.

THE COURT ERRED IN NOT HOLDING THAT PLAINTIFF WAS
BARRED BY THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS BY DENYING
THE MOTION FOR A DIRECTED VERDICT, AND BY
REFUSING INSTRUCTIONS PROPOSED BY APPELLANT,
AND THE INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN UPON THE SUBJECT.

It is unnecessary again to cite the authorities upon

this subject. The appellees could not remain inac-

tive ; it was their duty to exercise reasonable diligence

in discovering whether or not they had been de-

frauded; they are chargeable with the knowledge of

anything they could have learned with the exercise

of such diligence. Means of knowledge is equivalent

of knowledge. i
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The misrepresentations complained of relate, first,

to the market value of the land, and secondly ^^that

all of said lands and particularly the land subse-

quently purchased by plaintiffs were rich and fertile,

were capable of producing all sorts of farm products;

that all of the land was entirely free from all condi-

tions and things injurious or harmful to the gro^vth

of fruit trees. That said land was perfectly adapted

to the raising of fruits of all kinds and was capable

of producing large crops of fruit of the finest quality.''

The plaintiff testified as follows:

^^Mr. Eggertson made the statement that there
were orchards on this property producing in com-
mercial quantities. At the time he was going over
the book with us he pointed out several that looked
to me, a layman, to be pretty good looking orchards,

and said that they expected the whole of Bio
Linda would be looking just the same as the trees

he showed us there, and they would be producing
just as those trees were. I would not say that he
said any particular area, but he conveyed the im-
pression that the whole of the Rio Linda District

was of that rich and fertile soil that would pro-
duce that kind of fruit.

Q. The question I am asking you is what did

he say?
A. He did not quote any particular number

of acres.

Witness. At the time I arrived I did not find

any orchards in the Rio Linda colony producing
on a commercial basis. I cannot say that I ever

found any.

Q. Did I understand you to say that in the

conversation nothing whatever was stated to you
in regard to the hardpan being in these lands?

A. No, sir. I take that back. When he was
pointing out some parts of the book he did men-
tion hardpan, but he did not say what it was, and
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of course I did not ask any questions, not knowing
what hardpan was.

Q. Did you read ami:hing in the pamphlet
concerning hardpan ^

A. I might have at that time.

Q. Do you recall whether or not there is a
single statement in this pamphlet upon the sub-

ject of hardpan "?

A. Yes. I think it is mentioned in there.

Q. Did you read that at the time ?

A. I evidently did.

Q. And after this agent told you what you
have related here.

A. Possibly.

Q. After you read it did you ask him anything
further in regard to hardpan ?

A. No. I did not.''

The pamphlet upon which the plaintitf says he

relied stated that there were 70,000 fruit trees growing

on the Ria Linda x^i'oject.

At the time appellees claimed that they were in-

duced to make the purchase under the belief that the

whole of Ria Linda would be looking the same as the

trees shown in the pamphlet.

When the appellee arrived at the Rio Linda Colony

and did not find any orchards yn^oducing on a com-

mercial basis he was immediately aware of the misre-

presentation in this respect.

Coupled with the fuiiher fact that he never found

any orchards in the Rio Tinda Colony producing on

a commercial basis, it cannot be denied that he knew

of the falsity of this representation immediately upon

his arrival and continuously thereafter. How can they

escape the application of the rule?
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Is it reasonable to assume that if the land is of the

character alleged by the appellees, and that they paid

many times the value thereof, that such facts were

not apparent from the very time of their arrival? As

we have argued in the briefs in the other cases, and

the same is applicable here, it is a reflection upon the

intelligence of the appellees that if such were the

facts that they did not learn of the fraud at the very

beginning of the alleged fraud. The discussion of the

discovery of hardpan and the statements of Mr. Mc-

Naughton is no answer to this point.

According to his testimony, he was plainly and

clearly deceived into believing that the whole of the

Rio Linda district was a rich and fertile soil and was

producing fruit in commercinl quantities, and he dis-

covered this to be untrue when he took possession of

his property.

This phase of the testimony was wholly ignored

in the charge of the Court. The instructions of the

Court upon this subject were plainly argumentative.

We quote the following from page 164

:

^^Did they discover it? Remember, they were
inexperienced. I think he was a steamfitter.

They knew nothing about California land. The
fact that land is adapted to growing fruit in com-
mercial quantity is not apparent to the average
man by looking at it, or by digging in it, or by
discovering where hardpan lies. It might take an
expert to discover it. Sometimes experts do not
agree, as you have seen in this case. They were
not obliged to hire an expert to tell them: they
were not obliged to put foi-th any extraordinary
efforts, even though they were suspicious. The
book tells them that their orchard will not come
into commercial bearing for five to seven vears.
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' Ask yourselves whether they should have made
themselves acquainted with the fact, rather than
wait the time mentioned in the book. If the

plaintiffs did know that they had been defrauded,

did know that the land was not adapted to the

commercial growing of fruit, or did know that it

was not worth $400 an acre, before August 9,

1924, they are too late ; or, if they had knowledge
which was sufticient to put them on inquiry,

which, by being follow^ed up by them with reason-

able diligence, would have made them acquainted
with the facts from their own efforts, and observa-

tions, and inspection, then they would be too late.

But if you find they acted as reasonable persons,

under the circumstances, they did not know and
should not have knowii before August 9, 1924,

that they were defrauded, their suit is in time,

and the}" ai'C entitU^d to recover.'^

The statement that land is adapted to growing fruit

in commercial quantities is not apparent to the av-

erage man by looking at it or by digging in it or by

discovering where hard pan lies, is answered by the

testimony of appellee. The statement that it might

take an expert to discover it does not excuse inaction

on the part of the appellee, nor is there any rule of

law that the appellees are under no duty because it

might take an expert to discover the fact. It would

seem that if they realize their ignorance on this point

as indicated by the Court, common prudence would

dictate an inquiry and investigation. The Court ex-

cuses their failure to exercise any diligence by the

argument that they were not obliged to put forth any

extraordinary effort even though they were suspicious.

The Statute of T^imitations was put to the jury on the

proposition that the action was not barred unless the

appellees ^^did know the land was not adapted to com-
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mercial growing of fruit or did know that it was not

worth $400 an acre before August 9, 1924/' It is true

that this statement is followed by the suggestion that

if they had knowledge which was sufficient to be put

upon inquiry, they would be too late, but the remain-

ing portion of the charge destroys the force and effect

of this statement. This charge does not cover the

subject matter of the instructions proposed by the

appellant upon the Statute of Limitations. These

instructions are as follows:

Defendant's Instruction No. 3

You are further instructed upon the matter of

plaintiffs' discovery of the alleged fraud that if

plaintiffs discovered that a material representa-

tion concerning the land they bought was false,

then they were at once by that discovery pre-

sumed to have knowledge of the truth or falsity

of the remaining representations, and must bring
their action within three years of the discovery
of the falsity of any material representation con-

cerning the land.

Defendant's Instruction No. 17.

You are instructed that in an action for relief

on the ground of fraud, such as this case, the
plaintiff must show that the fraud occurred within
three years of the commencement of his action
for relief, or if his action was commenced more
than three years after the fraud occurred, then
he must show, in order to maintain his suit, that
he did not discover he had been defrauded until

a date within three years of the time he com-
menced his action.

With regard to this discovery of the facts con-
stituting the alleged fraud, you are instructed
that the plaintiffs will be presumed to have known
whatever with reasonable diligence they might
have ascertained concerning the fraud of which
they complain.
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You are instructed that the evidence shows that

the alleged fraud was committed more than three

years prior to the filing of the action, and your
verdict must be in favor of the defendant, unless

the plaintiff has proven by a preponderance of

the evidence both that he did not discover the

alleged fraud within the period of three years

before he filed his action, and that he could not
have discovered it by the exercise of reasonable
diligence, three years before he commenced his

suit. The x^l^intiffs in this case were not per-

mitted to remain inactive after the transaction

was completed, but it was their duty to exercise

reasonable diligence to ascertain the truth of the

facts alleged to have been represented to them.
They are not excused from the making of such
discovery even if the plaintiffs in such action

remain silent. A claim by the plaintiffs of ignor-

ance at one time of the alleged fraud and of

knowledge at a time within three vears of the

commencement of their action is not sufficient; a
party seeking to avoid the bar of the Statute of
Limitations in a suit upon fraud must show by
a preponderance of the evidence not only that he
was ignorant of the fraud up to a date within
three years of the commencement of his action,

but also that he had used due diligence to detect

the fraud after it occurred and could not do so.

If fraud occurred in this case it was complete
when plaintiffs contracted with the defendant to

buy land. Plaintiffs commenced their action on
the 9th day of August, 1927; their contract with
the defendant for the purchase of its land was
made in July, 1923. If you bc^lieve from a pre-

ponderance of the evidence that the defendant
committed a fraud upon plaintiff's in the making
of this contract then before you can find a verdict

in their favor, you must also believe from a pre-

ponderance of the evidence that they neither knew
of the fraud nor could with reasonable diligence

have discovered the fraud before a date three years
prior to the commencement of their action, that
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is, before the 9th day of August, 1924. If you
believe from a preponderance of the evidence that

plaintiffs either knew of the facts constituting

the alleged fraud before August 9, 1924, or by
reasonable diligence and inquiry could have
learned these facts before that date, your verdict

must be for the defendant.''

XI.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE
QUESTION OF DEFENDANT'S INTENT, AND IN REFUSING
TO INSTRUCT THE JURY AS REQUESTED IN DEFEND-
ANT'S PROPOSED INSTRUCTIONS WHICH READ:

Defendant's Instruction No. 1.

^^You are instructed that this is what is com-
monly known as an action of deceit. The gist of

the action is fraud. Fraud necessary to support
the action exists where a person makes a false

representation of a material fact, susceptible of

knowledge knowing it to be false, with the inten-

tion to deceive the person to whom it is made,
and the latter relying upon it, acting w^ith reason-

able prudence, is deceived and induced to do or
refrain from doing something to his pecuniary
loss or damage. In order to support an action of

this kind, it is necessary for the plaintiff to

satisfy the jury by a preponderance of the evi-

dence, (1) that the defendant made a substantial,

material representation respecting the transac-
tion; (2) that it was false; (3) that when it made
it it knew it was false: (4) that it made it with
the intention of inducing the plaintiff to act upon
it; (5) that the plaintiff was misled thereby, and
in reliance thereon, did act upon it, and he there-
upon suffered damage. If you should find that the
plaintiffs have failed to prove any one or all of
these essential elements your verdict should be
for the defendant.

In order to establish a charge of this character
the complainant must show by clear and decisive
proof

:
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First. That the defendant has made a repre-

sentation in regard to a material fact.

Second. That snch representation is false.

Third. That snch representation was not actu-

ally believed by the defendant, on reasonable

grounds to be true.

Fourth. That it tvas made with intent that it

should be acted on.

Fifth. That it was acted on by complainant to

his damage.

Sixth. That in so acting on it the complainant,

was ignorant of its falsity and reasonably believed

it to be true."

Sonthern Development Co, v. SUva^ 125 IT. S.

page 250.

Defendant's Instruction No. 4.

^^The essence of a cause of action for deceit

consists in the fact that the false representations

were made with intent to deceive, such intent

being a necessary element to constitute actual

fraud.

It must appear from a preponderance of the

evidence that the false rey)resentations, if any,

were made by defendant with a fraudulent intent,

and for the purpose of inducing the plaintiffs to

act upon them.

Fraud means am intent to deceive. If there is

no such intent; if the party merely stated his own
opinion, believing at the time that he stated the
truth, he is not liable in this form of action,

although the representations turned out to be
entirely untrue.

Since the decision in Havcroft v. Creasv, 2

East, made in 1801, the question has been settled

to this eifect in England. The Supreme Court of
New York held likewise in Young v. Sovell, 8
John's 23. That court declared it to be well

settled that this action could not be sustained
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without proving actual fraud in the defendant or

on intent to deceive plaintiff by false representa-

tions. The simple fact of making a representa-

tion, which turns out not to be true, unconnected
with a fraudulent design is not sufficient. This
decision was made 40 years ago and stands uncon-
tradicted so far as we know in the American
Courts. '

'

Lord, et aL v, Goddard, 13 How. U. S. 211.

In Thorwegan v. King, 111 U. S. 549, 553, it was

held error to refuse the following instruction:

'^The jury are instructed that unless the evi-

dence clearlv shows that defendant, with intent to

defraud the plaintiff falsely represented to him
some material facts alleged in the patent and
relied on by the plaintiff, whereby plaintiff to his

damage was induced to enter into the contract
then the}^ must find for the defendant.

And untrue statement, a false representation,

does not amount to fraud unless it be made with
fraudulent intent." (Citing many cases.)

Ytisen V, U. S. 8 Fed. 2nd page 8.

XII.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY AS FOLLOWS:

^^ There are two points that the Court will men-
tion. On the intent of the defendant, it was not
necessary that the defendant should have had any
intent to cheat the plaintiffs. If it intended to
make false representations to induce the plaintiffs

to rely upon them and to enter into the bargain,
that is all the intent that is necessarv to make
out a cause of action. Moreover, as to the" knowl-
edge of the defendant, there was some evidence
that Schei, the secretary, believed these letters

and such like in the circular were true, and that
they truthfully represented the fact. That do(»s
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not serve to show that the defendant did not
have knowledge that the representations were
false, if they were false. 8ehei's knowledge
is not enough. Who knows that the presi-

dent knew"? There is no testimony that the

president of the company did not know that

the representations were false, if they were
false; and no evidence that the board of

directors did not know tliat the representations

were false, if they were false; and no evidence

that the board of directors did not know that the
representations were false, if they were false. The
mere fact that Schei did not know was not enough
to demonstrate that the company believed those

representations to be true.'-

The above instruction was erroneous in two re-

spects :

First. The jury were told that as far as the ques-

tion of intent was concerned it was sufficient if the

defendant intended to make false representations to

indu.ce the plaintiffs to rely upon them and to enter

into the bargain. In order to be correct we feel that

the instruction should have told the jury that the

intent should have existed in respect to a material

matter. As the instruction read it made no difference

whether the intent was in regard to a material or

immaterial matter.

Second. The latter part of the above instruction

told the jury that the fact that the secretary believed

the representations in the circulars to be true did not

serve to show that the defendant did not have knowl-

edge that the representations were false. One of the

definitions given in Webster's dictionary is as follows*

To contribute; to conduce to. Certainly the fact that

the secretary believed the representations in the
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pamphlet conduced to show that the defendant was

innocent of fraud. True it was not absolute proof of

its innocence, but it tended to show that fact. Trial

Courts are sensitive to the Court's opinion and under

the circumstances we feel that the jury was misled.

^Must when and under what circiunstances the

District Judge should express his opinion on any
issue or upon the evidence, or upon an}^ phase of

the case^ cannot be well defined with precision.

Co7nm£Mt upon the evidence, we thinks is to he

distinguished from expressing an opinion upon
the ultimate issues determinative of the guilt or
innocence. No doubt there are times when a case

justifies, even calls for, such expression of opinion.

But the practice of this expressing an opinion in

the ordinary cases is not to be commended even
when accompanied by a clear and a positive state-

ment that members of the jurv are the sole judges
of fact."

Frye v. U, S, 11 Fed. 2nd 708.

In some cases the Court's comment has led to re-

versal. See:

Cook vs, U. S., 14 Fed. 2nd 833

;

Berham v. U, S., 14 Fed. 2nd 835;

Weare v. U, S., 1 Fed. 2nd 619.

In Sandnl v. United States, 213 Fed. 569, 576, 130

C. C. A. 149, 156, the Court reversed the case and said

:

^^The jury is naturally sensitive to the Court's
expression of opinion concerning the issues of the
fact in any case."

In Hickory v. United States, 160 U. S. 408, 16 Sup.

Ct. 327, 40 L. Ed. 474, the Court referred with ap-

proval to the doctrine of Star v. United States, supra,

and stated there were certain limitations on the power

of a federal judge when instructing a jury and com-
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menting on the facts; limitations inherent in and im-

plied from the very nature of the judicial office.

In Reynolds v. United States^ 98 U. S. 145, 168 (25

L. Ed. 244) the Court said:

^^ Every appeal by the Court to the passions or

prejudices should be promptly rebuked :
* * * it

is the imperative duty of a reviewing Court to

take care that wrong is not done that way.''

In Foster v. United States, 188 Fed. 305, 310, 110

C. C. A. 283, 288, the Court said

:

^^The greatest caution should be used in the
exercise of this power.''

Weave v. U, S., supra.

As further evidence that the charge was improper,

prejudicial and argumentative, we call attention to the

following excerpt from page 16:

^'What did it make the representations for but
to induce the plaintiff to enter into the bargain?
That is what the book is for. That is what the
agents are for, hunting hnj/ers, making represen-
tations so that the customer will believe them, so

they will be influenced by them, act upon them,
and deal with it. That is the onlv reason for the
inference. '

'

Then follows the reference to the effect that the

appellees resided in Winnipeg and contrasted that

country with California, referred to their anxiety to

move and that they said they believed the representa-

tions, followed with the remark by the Court ^^Why

shouldn't thev believe themT'

Respectfully submitted,

Butler, Vax Dyke & Desivtond,

Arthur C. Huston,

Attornenjs for Appellant,
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The facts here are substantially similar to all previous

cases briefed.

I.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

OVERRULING DEFENDANTS' DEMURRER
TO THE COMPLAINT FILED.

The demurrer was overruled by consent and no ex-

ception taken. It was a general demurrer and did not

raise the subject of the statute of limitations. The

complaint alleged non-residence which tolls the running

of the statute. We have covered this identical argu-

ment in the Melin brief at page 3 thereof.
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11.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

INTERRUPTING THE CROSS - EXAMINA-
TION OF HERBERT C. DAVIS, A WITNESS
FOR APPELLEE, WHEN APPELLANT
SOUGHT TO INTERROGATE HIM ABOUT
THE DETAILS OF THE HOG BUSINESS.

It will be observed that the last question asked the

witness was whether or not he succeeded or failed in

raising hogs. The witness answered the question. The

court interrogated counsel as to w^iat was the materi-

ality of this line of questioning. Counsel responded

that he was going into the witness' ability as a farmer.

The court said, "oh no," inferentially telling counsel

that he was not going into his ability as a farmer but

as a hog raiser. Counsel did not further pursue that

line of questioning, but stated that *'We save an ex-

ception."

This is just another episode showing how appellant

was constantly attempting to make a record.

The court did not rule on the admissibility or in-

admissibility of this testimony at all. It merely dis-

puted counsel's statement which was plainly incorrect.

Counsel then completely dropped that line of immaterial

examination.

There is a large discretion vested in the trial court

in the conduct of the trial. The court may, without

objection being made, prohibit litigants from going into

immaterial matters and w^asting the time of the court.

Appellant cites 38 Cyc. 193 as being authority for
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the opposite of this rule. The statement made at that

place in that work goes only to the proposition of

whether or not the jury can consider evidence which

has been admitted, despite the fact that it would have

been objectionable had a timely objection been made.

In the absence of a motion to strike out the evidence

or some objection of the litigants, such evidence is

properly before the jury. It would seem that the prop-

ositions are entirely different.

III.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

SUSTAINING THE OBJECTION TO THE
QUESTIONS PROPOUNDED TO H. M. ED-

MUNDS AS A WITNESS ON THE GROUNDS
THAT HE WAS NOT QUALIFIED.

It will be observed that appellant was there attempt^

ing to qualify a man by the name of H. M. Edmunds

whom the record shows was a poultryman in the Rio

Linda district and had been such since 1923. The sale

in the present case was made at about the time that

Edmunds came to Rio Linda. The witness had been

asked, in addition to the above, if he at the time of

the trial was familiar with lands out through the Rio

Linda district; if he knew the McKew place; if he

had ever been on it, and if he had ever examined it.

With this showing of knowledge, he was asked the

further question if he knew the reasonable market value

of the McKew property as of the month of June, 1923.

Appellee expected that the witness intended to give

what he conceived to be the value of the land along

with his statement as to whether or not he knew of
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the reasonable market value at this antecedent date.

For that reason, the objection was made to the ques-

tion upon the ground that a proper foundation had not

been laid. This objection was sustained. Thereupon

appellant attempted further to qualify the witness by

a question asked him if he at the time of the trial was

familiar with the market value of the land in that dis-

trict, to which the witness stated that he was to a

certain extent. He was asked if he knew of any sales

having been made around and through the district, and

whether or not he knew w^hat the land was adapted to

and whether or not he himself owned land in that dis-

trict. All of these later questions related to the date

of the trial. He was then asked whether or not he

knew the market value of the McKew property as of

June, 1923, and was directed to answer "yes" or **no.'*

The witness answered **yes.'* He was then asked w^hat

the value was at that time, to-wit: June, 1923. An

objection was made and the court elicited from the

witness the fact that he did not know of sales in the

district, but that he did know of them throughout the

state. Thereupon the objection was sustained.

We submit that the court's ruling was correct. The

facts testified to by the witness disclosed the fact that

he had no knowledge whatsoever of these lands back

in 1923. He was just as green, at that time, as was

the plaintiff in this case. His mere conclusion that he

knew the value under these circumstances would not

suffice to qualify him to give an opinion.

As we pointed out in the Emil Johnson case No. 5692,

there is a wide discretion vested in the trial court in

determining whether or not an expert witness has
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Hood vs. Bekins Van & St or. Co., 178 Cal. 150
at 152; 172 Pac. 594.

Kirstein vs. Bekins Van & St or. Co., 27 Cal.

App. 586; 150 Pac. 999.
Willard vs. Valley Gas & Fuel Co., 171 Cal. 9;

151 Pac. 286.

The case relied upon by the appellant is Spring Valley

Water Co. vs. Drinkhonse, 92 Cal. 528—the question

of an owner of property for twenty years who was

not allowed to give an opinion thereon. There is a

wide distinction between the owner of property giving

an opinion and other persons.

10 Cal. Jur. 1023.

McGowan vs. Burg Bros., 210 Pac. 545 at 547;

59 Cal. App. 219.

IV.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

INSTRUCTING THE JURY AS SET OUT IN

THE ABOVE CAPTIONED POINT OF AP-

PELLANT.

(a) The appellant here complained of an explana-

tion made by the trial court to the jury which in effect

told the jury that a defrauded party in order to recover

did not have to prove the representations in the exact

language of the pleadings, and that they did not have

to prove all of the false representations alleged.

The only criticism made to this instruction is thai

it authorized a recovery in the event the land was

worth as much or more than was paid for it. Tht

court was not discussing the matter of damages at all

It was instructing the jury upon the branch of the cas(
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denominated by appellant in other cases as "representa-

tions." It instructed the jury upon this subject on

pages 147, 150, 151, 152 and ended on page 153 of the

Transcript. It pointed out that the plaintiff must prove

^he substance of its charge as to representations and

then proceeds to the next step, which is whether 01

not the representations were false.

(b) The exceptions of appellant are on pages 165

and 166 of the transcript. We do not find anything

in the exceptions w^hich seem to relate at all to this

instruction. The subject matter of the instruction, as

we g-ather it, is, that a party to a civil action must

prove the substance of the issues—one of the cardinal

rules of evidence. It is not even referred to in the

exceptions by any genera i language. We submit that

appellant cannot be heard thereon.

V.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

INSTRUCTING THE JURY UPON THE RE-

SPONSIBILITY OF APPELLANT FOR THE
ACTS OF HIS AGENTS.

(a) We also say, as we said concerning the last

point, there is no exception that we can find that refers

to the criticized instruction. The point therefore is

not properly before this court.

(b) The only criticism directed to this instruction is

that there was left out of the instruction the qualifi-

cation that an agent must act within the scope of his

employment. There was no claim in the trial of this

case that any agent went beyond the scope of his em-



ployment and hence an instruction upon that subject

would not be proper. Furthermore, appellant did not

complain of this to the court below, at all.

VI.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE SUF-

FICIENCY OF PROOF OF FALSE REPRE-
SENTATIONS.

(a) The only exception is as follows:

"As to that phase of it governing the proof of

the falsity of the representations being sufficient

to entitle the plaintiff to a verdict."

(Transcript, page 165.)

We submit such an exception is insufficient for the

reasons pointed out in the previous cases upon the

subject.

(b) The comment of the court upon the proof of

representations was completely justified by the evidence.

The pamphlet issued by appellant is susceptible to no

other interpretation. As we pointed out in our brief

in the case of Sacramento Sithnrhan Fruit Lands Com-

pany vs. Elm, at pages i, 2 and 6, both inclusive, there

were a few catch phrases in the pamphlet through

which it sought to escape liability. But construing the

writing as it would be construed by the ordinary reader,

there is no other conclusion ta be drawn from it. It

states that appellant's lands are uniform in quality and

character, that they had proven themselves especially

well adapted to the growing of various kinds of fruits

and vegetables, and that these representations went to

all of its lands.
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VII.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

INSTRUCTING THE JURY CONCERNING
THE REPRESENTATIONS OF VALUE
UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES BEING A
REPRESENTATION OF FACT.

(a) As we pointed out in the Melin brief, at page 6

thereof, a representation of vakie made under the cir-

cumstances of this case is, as a matter of law, a repre-

sentation of fact. We cited to the court the case of

Harris vs. Miller, 196 Cal. 8, and quoted from it at

page 13. In that case the trial court had held that

the statement that there was a $4000.00 crop of oranges

on the trees of a certain orchard was but a statement

of opinion, and not a representation of fact. The Cali-

fornia Supreme Court held that under the circumstances

of that case (which are not as persuasive for plaintiff

as are the ones here), such a statement was a represen-

tation of fact, as a matter of law.

Appellant has cited the same cases in support of this

proposition as it did in the Melin case. It also makes

an abortive citation of 26 Corpus Juris., 12 15- 12 17,

wherein it has omitted the part damaging to itself. We
have discussed those authorities in the Melin brief, page

7, above referred to.

Of course, where there is a doubt as to whether or

not a statement is one of opinion or fact, the question

is for the jury.

But, under the authorities, where the parties are bound

to rely upon the other party for their information there
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is no doubt, and the representation becomes one of fact.

VIII.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

INSTRUCTING THE JURY WITH REFERENCE
TO THE TESTIMONY OF THE WITNESSES
CRINKLEY, TWINING AND McNAUGHTON,
OTHER WITNESSES FOR THE APPELLANT.

(a) The only exception taken to this is as follows:

''The instructions of the court with reference to

the witnesses Crinkley, Twining and McNaughton.^'
(Transcript, page 165.)

We submit that the exception is insufficient.

(b) Counsel criticises the trial court under this head-

ing, claiming that it gave favorable mention of the testi-

mony of the witness Davis; pointed out that the witness

Twining was evasive (which he was), and the fact that

witness Jarvis was impeached.

As to the witness Twining, throughout the trial of

these cases, he would never come out flat-footed and

say that the lands were as represented. But in the

Elm case he stated: 'T did not say the soil on the Elm

place to be especially adapted to fruit, and I did not

say that it was; I said that it could be raised."

Elm Transcript, page 126.

In the case at bar he got around the proposition by

saying, in answer to the question, ''Well, it is a good

soil." Why this evasiveness of Twining's should not

be pointed out to the jury in analyzing his testimony

as the court analyzed all of the witnesses* testimony

is not clear. In fact, this witness' evasiveness was one
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of the strongest points in appellee's case, and was one

of the most important things in connection with the

witness' testimony.

As to the impeachment of the witness Jarvis, why

should not the court point out this impeachment in

analyzing his testimony? The court did it in a fair

manner. It pointed out that there was a conflict upon

the subject and that the question was for the jury to

determine.

We believe that the comments of the court were fair

and just, and that the evidence of the witnesses was

such as to require the mention of these matters, if

comir.ent was to be had upon their testimony.

IX.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN RE-

FUSING TO INSTRUCT THE JURY ON THE
SUBJECT OF PLAINTIFFS' INSPECTION OF
THE LAND.

(a) The only exception is as follows:

''Also upon the refusal of the court to instruct

upon the subject of inspection by the plaintiffs."

(Transcript, page i66.)

We submit that this exception is insufficient under

the authorities. In the Melin case, appellant urged this

same alleged error under an exception entirely differ-

ent. (See Melin brief, page 24.)

(b) The offered instruction is improper. As we

pointed out in the Melin brief, page 24 thereof, an

instruction almost identical with the one offered by
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appellant was held to be reversible error in the Cali-

fornia Supreme Court in the case of Teague vs. Hall,

lyi Cal. 668 at 670. It is the law as set forth in that

case, that a party may act upon a positive representa-

tion of fact notwithstanding that means of knowledge

were especially open to him.

This doctrine of law is also supported in

French vs. Freeman, 191 Cal. 579, and
Tarke vs. Bingham, 123 Cal. 163 at 166.

(c) The court's instruction covered the point.

X.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

NOT HOLDING THAT PLAINTIFF WAS
BARRED BY THE STATUTE OF LIMITA-

TIONS BY DENYING THE MOTION FOR A
DIRECTED VERDICT, AND BY REFUSING
INSTRUCTIONS PROPOSED BY APPELLANT
AND THE INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN UPON
THE SUBJECT.

(a) The court did not so hold. It submitted the

matter to the jury.

(b) The record shows the appellant to be a foreign

corporation, a non-resident of the state, and not during

its absence entitled to the benefit of the statute.

(c) There was no motion made for an instructed

verdict. The assumption in the title above to that effect

is false. Under the circumstances the evidence may

not be reviewed.

Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Co. vs. Elm,
29 Fed. (2d) 233.
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(d) The statute as a matter of fact, did not run.

Appellees resided in Winnipeg, Canada. The purchase

was made on October 25, 1923; their suit was thereafter

on the 9th day of August, 1927. Under appellant's

argument, he was bound, as a matter of law, to have

discovered this before the 9th day of August, 1924,

or within approximately nine months after he came

to California and settled in appellant's colony.

We submit that the law regarding the statute of

limitations is not that severe.

XL

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE QUES-
TION OF DEFENDANT'S INTENT.

(a) The only exception to this subject that we can

find is as follows:

^'The defendant excepts to any instruction on the

subject of intent."

(Transcript, page 165.)

This is insufficient.

(b) There is certainly nothing in the exceptions that

would call the court's attention to the instruction quoted

on page 37 of appellant's brief. The court completely

covered the matter as follows:

"On the intent of the defendant, it was not

necessary that the defendant should have had any
intent to cheat the plaintiffs. If it intended to

make false representations to induce the plaintiffs

to rely upon them and to enter into the bargain,

that is all the intent that is necessary to make out

a cause of action."

(Transcript, page 166.)
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We submit that the instruction is correct, if an intent

is necessary.

Aside from the foregoing, an intent to deceive is not

always necessary, as is pointed out in

Sprcckels vs. Gorrill, 152 Cal. 387.

XII.

WHETHER OR NOT THE COURT ERRED IN

INSTRUCTING THE JURY AS STATED IN

APPELLANT'S BRIEF AT PAGE 39 THERE-
OF.

(a) The only exception to this instruction is as

follov^s

:

''We save an exception to the supplemental in-

structions, on the ground that they do not cover

the subject matter, or the law, and particularly to

the instruction with reference to the knowledge of

the other officers of the company."
(Transcript, page 167.)

(b) It seems to us that the statement of the court

and its reasoning is correct. The mere fact that one

member of a corporation might believe certain state-

ments to be true would not disprove the fact that the

president did not believe them to be true nor that the

Board of Directors did not know that they were false.

It might be here pointed out that appellant had made

an abortive attempt to set up a defense that though it

made the representations, and though appellee relied

upon them, and was induced thereby to purchase and

was damaged, its secretary believed them and therefore

it could not be held liable. As was said by the Cali-

fornia Supreme Court:
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''If one makes material false statements to an-

other, to induce that other to buy an article and
which does induce him to buy to his injury, the

defrauding party either knowing them to be untrue,

or believing them to be true, but having no suf-

ficient ground for such belief, he will not be pro-

tected from liability for his fraudulent conduct by
the fact that he did not intend to deceive the other

party. Having actually deceived such other party

and having profited by such deceit, he cannot be
allowed to retain the advantage, or defeat, liability,

on the ground that he acted in good faith without
actual intent to deceive. Nor is such intent, in such
a case, a necessary element of the fraud which forms
the basis of the cause of action. The intent which
is essential is the 'intent to ... . induce another
party to enter into the contract.'

"

Spreckels vs. Gorrill, 1^2 Cal. 383 at 387.

We submit that the court was properly cautioning the

jury against being misled as to this remarkable defense.

We respectfully submit that the judgment should be

affirmed.

Respectfully submitted,

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Appellees.
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In the Superior Court of the State of California

in and for the County of Sacramento.

R. B. LOUCKS,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SACRAMENTO SUBURBAN FRUIT LANDS
COMPANY, a Corporation,

Defendant*

ORDER FOR REMOVAL.
On reading and filing the petition and bond of

defendant, Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Com-
pany, a corporation, for removal of the above-

entitled cause to the Northern Division of the

United States District Court, in and for the North-

ern District of California, Second Division, and it

appearing to the Court that written notice of said
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petition and bond for removal was duly given by

said defendant to plaintiffs prior to filing said peti-

tion and bond, and this matter coming on for hear-

ing, said bond is hereby approved and accepted as

good and sufficient.

AND IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that said

cause be and the same is hereby removed to the

Northern Division of the United States District

Court, in and for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, Second Division.

Dated: This 24th day of August, 1927.

J. R. HUGHES,
Judge of the Superior Court.

[Endorsed]: '^Order for Removal.'' Filed Aug.

24, 1927. [1*]

In the Superior Court of the State of CalifoiTua,

in and for the County of Sacramento.

R. B. LOUCKS,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SACRAMENTO SUBURBAN FRUIT LANDS
COMPANY,

Defendant.

COMPLAINT.

Plaintiff complaining alleges

:

I.

That defendant is now, and w^as at all times herein

*Page-number appearing at the foot of page of original certified

Transcript of Record.
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mentioned, a corporation duly organized and exist-

ing under and by virtue of the laws of the State

of Minnesota.

II.

That in and prior to the month of August, 1923,

plaintiff was residing in Polk County, Wisconsin,

and was wholly unfamiliar with the qualities, char-

acteristics and values of all California fruit lands.

III.

That in and prior to said month of August, 1923,

defendant, for the purpose of cheating and defraud-

ing plaintiff by inducing him to enter into the con-

tract hereinafter referred to, falsely and fraudu-

lently stated and represented to plaintiff that that

certain real property in the County of Sacramento,

State of California, described as Lots 95 and 96 of

Rio Linda Subdivision No. 6 was of the fair and rea-

sonable market value of $7,000.00 and upwards ; that

all of the land was rich and fertile and was capable

of producing all sorts of farm crops and products;

that said land was entirely free from all conditions

and things injurious or harmful to the growth of

fruit-trees and that all of said land was perfectly

adapted to the raising of fruit of all kinds and was

capable of producing large quantities of fruit of

the finest quality. [2]

IV.

That about said month of August, 1923, plaintiff

visited California and spent a few days in the

vicinity of said lands and walked over said land

and made a casual inspection thereof under the

guidance of defendant and defendant thereupon
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showed plaintiff over a number of thriving and pro-

ductive farms covered with large and healthy fruit-

trees producing large quantities of the finest quality

of fruit. That said other lands was in the Car-

michael Colony in the neighborhood of Fair Oaks

and Folsom in said County of Sacramento. That

defendant then and there restated and reaffirmed

said representations hereinbefore referred to and

stated to plaintiff that all of the lands being sold

by defendant and particularly the lands of said

Lots 95 and 96 were of similar quality and equal

productivity with said other lands.

V.

That plaintiff believed said representations, and

each of them, to be true and relied thereon and

solely by reason of his reliance thereon on or about

the day of August, 1923, entered into a con-

tract whereby he agreed to purchase from defend-

ant said Lots 95 and 96 and to pay defendant there-

for the sum of $7,000.00.

VI.

That plaintiff well and faithfully did and per-

formed all the terms, covenants and conditions of

said contract on his part to be performed and said

real property was thereupon conveyed by defendant

to plaintiff by a deed dated about May 2, 1924.

VII.

That said representations were, and each of them

was, at the time of the making thereof, false and

untrue and at said time the defendant well knew

that said representations were, and each of them
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was, false and untrue and that plaintiff was enter-

ing into said contract solely by reason of his re-

liance thereon. That it was not then, there or at

all true that the whole of said [3] real property

was of any value in excess of $300.00 or that any

thereof was worth in excess of $15.00 per acre

and/or that any of said land was fertile or would

produce any crops in commercial quantities and/or

was at all adapted to the growing of fruits or fruit-

trees and/or was capable of producing any mer-

chantable fruits and/or that any of said land was

similar in quality or productivity, or at all, to the

other lands so shown to plaintiff. That, on the

contrary, said land was poor and unfertile and was

underlaid with hard-pan and clay and was not at

all adapted to the growing of fruit-trees or any farm

crops or products.

VIII.

That plaintiff did not discover the falsity of said

representations until about the month of April,

1927. That prior thereto, plaintiff believed each of

said representations to be true and relied thereon

and solely by reason of his reliance therein improved

said real property by constructing thereon a dweU-

ing-house at an expense of $900.00 and chicken and

brooder-houses at an expense of $1,800.00; dug a

well at an expense of $103.00 ; fenced said property

at an expense of $150.00 and installed a water

system with pump, tank and pipes at an expense of

$900.00. That plaintiff further attempted to im-

prove said property and in so doing planted ap-

proximately 70 fruit-trees in the spring of 1924;
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approximately 3 acres of fig-trees in the spring of

1926, and approximately 1,600 grape-vines in the

spring of 1927 and in preparing said land for the

planting thereof and in the cultivation thereof

expended approximately $685.00 and applied work

and labor on said real property in an effort to

improve the same and produce fruit thereon of the

reasonable value of $375.00.

IX.

That had said real property been as represented,

it would have been worth in its unimproved state

$7,000.00 and with the improvements so placed

thereon by plaintiff would have been worth in ex-

cess of $17,000.00. That as a result of the falsity

of said [4] representations and of the unfertility

of said soil said improvements did not increase the

value of said property in proportion to the amount

of money and labor so expended and after the

addition of said improvements said real property

was not worth, and is not now worth, in excess of

$1,000.00. That by reason thereof plaintiff has been

damaged by the fraud and deceit of defendant in

the sum of $17,000.00.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays judgment for

$17,000.00, costs of suit and general relief.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEON,

Attorneys for Plaintiff. [5]

State of California,

County of Sacramento,—ss.

R. B. Loucks, being first duly sworn, deposes and

says that he is the plaintiff in the above-entitled
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action and that he has read the foregoing complaint

and knows the contents thereof, and that the same

is true of his own knowledge, except as to the

matters therein stated on information and belief,

and as to those matters he believes it to be true.

R. B. LOUCKS.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th

day of August, 1927.

[Seal] RALPH H. LEWIS,

Notary Public in and for the County of Sacra-

mento, State of California.

[Endorsed] : ^^ Complaint." Filed Aug. 16, 1927.

[6]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

DEMURRER.

Now comes defendant, and demurring to the

complaint of the plaintiffs on file herein, for grounds

of demurrer alleges

:

I.

That said complaint does not state facts sufficient

to constitute a cause of action.

WHEREFORE, defendant prays hence to be dis-

missed, with its costs of suit herein incurred, and

that plaintiff take nothing by their said action.

BUTLER, VAN DYKE & DESMOND,
Attorneys for Plaintiff,
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Service hereof is hereby admitted and receipt of

copy acknowledged this 23 day of August, 1927.

RALPH H. LEWIS and

GEO. E. McCUTCHEN,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.

[Endorsed]: ''Demurrer." Filed Aug. 24, 1927.

[7]

At a stated term of the Northern Division of the

United States District Court for the Northern

District of California, held at the courtroom

thereof, in the City of Sacramento, on Monday,

the 12th day of September, in the year of our

Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty-

seven. Present: The Honorable A. F. ST.

SURE, District Judge.

[Title of Cause.]

MINUTES OF COURT—SEPTEMBER 12, 1927

—ORDER OVERRULING DEMURRER.

Demurrer to complaint came on to be heard in

the above-entitled case. By consent, IT IS OR-
DERED that said demurrer be and the same is

hereby overruled with leave to answer within thirty

days. [8]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

ANSWER.

Now comes the defendant, and answering the

complaint of plaintiff on file herein, admits, denies

and alleges as follows, to wit

:

I.

Admits the allegations of Paragraph I of plain-

tiff ^s complaint.

II.

Admits that in and prior to the month of August,

1923, plaintiff was residing in Polk County, Wis-

consin. Concerning the allegations in Paragraph

II of plaintiff's complaint to the effect that at said

time plaintiff was wholly unfamiliar with the qual-

ities, characteristics and values of all California

lands, and particularly California fruit lands, de-

fendant alleges that it has not sufficient informa-

tion or belief upon or concerning the said allegations

to enable it to answer the same, and for that reason

and upon that ground it denies, both generally and

specifically, each and all of said allegations.

III.

Admits that in the month of August, 1923, plain-

tiff visited California and spent a few days in the

vicinity of the lands described in Paragraph III of

plaintiff's complaint, and [9] walked over said

land and made an inspection thereof under the

guidance of defendant. Admits that defendant

showed plaintiff over a number of thriving and pro-

ductive farms covered with large and healthy fruit-
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trees. Admits that said other lands were in the

Carmiehael Colony in the neighborhood of Fairoaks

and Folsom in said County of Sacramento.

IV.

Admits that on or about the 30th day of August,

1927, plaintiff entered into a contract with defend-

ant whereby he agreed to purchase from defendant

Lots 95 and 96, and to pay to defendant therefor

the sum of $7,000.00.

V.

Admits the allegations of Paragraph VI of plain-

tiff's complaint. In this connection defendant al-

leges that plaintiff paid the said purchase price of

$7,000.00, by the conveyance to defendant of real

property in Polk County, Wisconsin, described as

the North Half of the Southwest quarter of Section

9, Township 32 North, Range 16 West, excepting

land north and west of the Apple River in the said

Polk County, and, excepting, further, 1.08 acres as

described in deed from R. B. Loucks and wife to

the Apple Milling Company, or record in Volume

94, page 350 of Deed in the Register's office, Polk

County, Wisconsin. Alleges that said land was

conveyed to defendant subject to a mortgage of

$2,000.00. Alleges that said land did not exceed in

value the sum of $4,000.00 over and above the mort-

gage of $2,000.00 thereon.

VI.

Admits that said land in Sacramento County was

underlain with hard-pan.
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VII.

Admits that plaintiff constructed upon said prop-

erty a dwelling-house, chicken and brooder houses,

dug a well, fenced said property, installed thereon a

water system with pump, tank and pipes, planted

approximately 70 fruit-trees, approximately 3 [10]

acres of fig trees, and approximately 1,600 grape-

vines thereon. Concerning the allegations in Para-

graph VIII of plaintiff's complaint to the effect

that plaintiff expended $900.00 for said dwelling-

house
;
$1,800.00 for the chicken and brooder houses

;

$103.00 for the well; $150.00 for fencing; $900.00 for

the water system with pump, tank and pipes, and

$685.00 in preparing said land for planting and in

cultivation, and applied w^ork and labor on said

property in an effort to improve the same and pro-

duce fruit thereon of ine reasonable value of $375.00,

defendant alleges that it has not sufficient informa-

tion or belief upon or concerning the said allega-

tions to enable it to answer the same, and for that

reason and upon that ground it denies, both gen-

erally and specifically, each and every said allega-

tions.

VIII.

Defendant denied each and all of the allegations

of plaintiff's complaint not hereinabove denied for

want of information or belief, or not hereinabove

expressly admitted.

As a further defense to plaintiff's action herein,

defendant alleges:

That this action and cause of action is barred
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under the provisions of Section 338 and of sub-

division 4 thereof of the Code of Civil Procedure of

the State of California.

WHEREFORE, defendant prays that plaintiff

take nothing by his said action herein, and that

defendant have and recover of and from plaintiff

its costs of suit herein incurred.

BUTLER, VAN DYKE & DESMOND,
Attorneys for Defendant. [11]

State of California,

County of Sacramento,—ss.

L. B. Scliei, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That he is an officer, to wit, the Resident Secre-

tary of Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Com-

pany, a corporation, the defendant in the within

entitled action; that he makes this affidavit for and

on behalf of said corporation defendant; that he

has read the foregoing and annexed answer and

knows the contents thereof, and that the same is

true of his own knowledge, except as to such mat-

ters as are therein stated upon information or be-

lief, and as to such matters he believes it to be true.

L. B. SCHEI,
Resident Secretary.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 13th day

of October, 1927.

[Seal] A. E. WEST,
Notary Public in and for the County of Sacra-

mento, State of California.

[Endorsed] : Filed Oct. 13, 1927. [12]
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At a stated term of the Northern Division of the

United States District Court for the Northern

District of California, held at the courtroom

thereof, in the City of Sacramento, on Satur-

day, the 22d day of September, in the year of

of our Lord one thousand nine hundred

and twenty-eight. Present: The Honorable

GEORGE M. BOURQUIN, District Judge,

for the District of Montana, designated to hold

and holding this court.

[Title of Cause.]

MINUTES OP COURT—SEPTEMBER 22, 1928

—TRIAL.

This case came on regularly this day for trial.

Geo. E. McCutchen, Esq., and Ralph Lewis, Esq.,

appearing as attorneys for the plaintiff, and Arthur

C. Huston, Esq., and J. W. S. Butler, Esq., appear-

ing for the defendants. Thereupon the following

named persons, viz.

:

Harry J. Hilbert, W. H. Pingado,

E. P. Cohn, H. Deutsch,

Prank Gualco, Prank Gerig,

Victor Pox, M. E. Hamm,
Thomas Plans, W. H. Giffin, and

J. S. Collins, L. Bloomberg,

twelve good and lawful jurors were, after being

duly examined under oath, sworn to try the issues

joined herein. Counsel for both sides made their

opening statements to the Court and jury. R. B.
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Loucks, Howard D. Kerr, Herbert C. David,

Charles T. Tipper, Jidius Haugan, A. L. Iseii-

berger were sworn and testified on behalf of the

plaintiff and the plaintiff introduced in evidence

and filed his Exhibit marked Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 11 and

12 and the plaintiff rested. The defendant read

into evidence depositions of O. H. Braughlar, Lam-

pert Hagel, H. F. Bremer, John Posehn, Charles

Unsworth, Arthur Morley, O. W. Jarvis, Louie

Terkerlson, H. M. Edmunds, E. A. Bush, E. P.

Verner, P. E. Twining, L. B. Schei and M. A.

Crinkley, w^ere sworn and testified on behalf of the

defendant and the defendant introduced in evi-

dence and filed its Exhibits marked Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 and

the defendant rested. Plaintiff recalled R. B.

Loucks in rebuttal and Carrie Klaffenbach were

sworn and testified on behalf of the plaintiff* and the

plaintiff rested. After arguments by the counsel

for the respective parties, the further trial of this

case was continued to Monday, September 24th, 1928,

at 9:30 A. M., and the jury, after being admonished

by the Court, was excused until that time. [13]

At a stated term of the Northern Division of the

United States District Court for the Northern

District of California, held at the courtroom

thereof, in the City of Sacramento, on Mon-

day, the 24th day of September, in the year of

of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
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and twenty-eight. Present: The Honorable

GEORGE M. BOURQUIN, District Judge,

for the District of Montana, designated to hold

and holding this court.

[Title of Cause.]

MINUTES OF COURT—SEPTEMBER 24, 1928

—TRIAL (RESUMED).

The parties hereto and the jury impaneled herein

being present as heretofore the trial was thereupon

resumed. After the instruction of the Court of

the jury, the jury at 10:05 o'clock A. M. retired

to deliberate upon its verdict. At 10:40 o'clock

A. M. the jury returned into court and upon being

asked if they had agreed upon a verdict, answered

in the affirmative and returned the following ver-

dict, which was ordered recorded, viz.

:

''We, the jury in the above-entitled action,

find for the plaintiff and against the defendant

and assess the plaintiff's damages at $2,000.00.

Dated : September 24, 1928.

Foreman, L. BLOOMBERG."
and the jury being asked if said verdict as recorded

is their verdict, each juror replied it is. OR-
DERED that the jury be discharged from further

attendance in this court. FURTHER ORDERED
that judgment be entered herein in accordance with

said verdict and for costs. [14]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

VERDICT.

We, the jury in the above-entitled action, find

for the plaintiff and against the defendant and

assess the plaintiff's damages at $2,000.00.

Dated : September 24, 1928.

Foreman, L. BLOOMBERG.

[Endorsed] : Piled 10 o'clock and 40 min. A. M.

Sep. 24, 1928. [15]

In the Northern Division of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of

California.

No. 425—LAW.

R. B. LOUCKS,
Plaintiff,

vs.

SACRAMENTO SUBURBAN PRUIT LANDS
COMPANY, a Corporation,

Defendant.

JUDGMENT.

This cause having come on regularly for trial on

the 22d day of September, 1928, being a day in the

April, 1928, Term of said Northern Division of

said court, before the Court and a jury of twelve

men duly impaneled and sworn to try the issues

joined herein, Geo. E. McCutchen, Esq., and Ralpli

Lewis, Esq., appearing as attorneys for the plain-
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tiff, and Arthur C. Huston, Esq., and J. W. S.

Butler, Esq., appearing as attorneys for the de-

fendant; and the trial having been proceeded with

on the 22d and 24th days of Sept., 1928, in said

term, and evidence, oral and documentary, upon

behalf of the respective parties having been intro-

duced and closed and the cause after arguments of

the attorneys and the instructions of the Court

having been submitted to the jury, the jury having

subsequently rendered the following verdict, which

was ORDERED recorded, to wit:

''We, the jury in the above-entitled action,

find for the plaintiff and against the defendant

and assess the plaintiff's damages at $2,000.00.

Dated: September 24, 1928.

Foreman, L. BLOOMBERG,"
and the Court having ORDERED that judgment

be entered in accordance with said verdict:

WHEREFORE, by virtue of the law and by

reason of the premises aforesaid,

IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the

plaintiff R. B. Loucks do have and recover of and

from the defendant Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company, a corporation, the sum of Two

Thousand ($2,000.00) Dollars, and for costs taxed

at $33.85.

Judgment entered this 24th day of September,

1928.

WALTER B. MALING,
Clerk.

By F. M. Lampert,

Deputy Clerk. [16]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

PETITION FOR APPEAL.

To the Honorable GEORGE M. BOURQUIN,
Judge of the District Court of the United

States, for the Northern District of California

:

Now comes the defendant, Sacramento Suburban

Fruit Lands Company, a corporation, by its attor-

neys, and respectfully shows:

That the defendant, feeling aggrieved by the ver-

dict and judgment thereon in said cause rendered

on the 24th day of September, 1928, in favor of

plaintiff and against defendant, for the sum of Two
Thousand ($2,000.00) Dollars, damages, with costs

amounting to Thirty-three and 85/100 ($33.85)

Dollars, hereby petitions the Court for an order

allowing the defendant to appeal to the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Cir-

cuit, for the reasons set forth in the assignment of

errors filed herewith, and that a citation be issued

as provided by law, and that a transcript of the

record upon which said judgment was based be sent

to the Honorable United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, and that all further

proceedings in this court be suspended and stayed

until the determination of the appeal, and that an

order be made fixing the amount of surety which

said defendant shall give upon this appeal.

Dated : November 2d, 1928.

ARTHUR C. HUSTON,
BUTLER, VAN DYKE & DESMOND,

Attorneys for Defendant. [17]
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Service hereof is hereby admitted and receipt of

copy acknowledged this 2d day of November, 1928.

EALPH H. LEWIS,
GEO. E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 2, 1928. [18]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS.

Now comes Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands

Company, a corporation, the defendant in the above-

entitled cause and makes and files the following

assignment of errors, upon which it will rely in its

prosecution of the appeal from the verdict and the

judgment thereon, herein made and entered on the

24th day of September, 1928, in favor of the plain-

tiff, and against this defendant.

I.

The Court erred in overruling defendant's de-

murrer to the complaint filed in the above-entitled

cause.

11.

The Court erred in sustaining an objection to a

question propounded to the witness, L. B. Schei, as

follows

:

''Mr. BUTLER.—Q. I want to ask you

about another certain endorsement in there from

certain business men. Will you find that

place ?
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Mr. LEWIS.—Objected to as not redirect.

Mr. BUTLER.—I will ask for the privilege

of opening up the direct examination for the

purpose of going into that matter. [19]

The COURT.—Proceed.
Mr. BUTLER.—Q. Will you state whether

or not the endorsement of that particular state-

ment, there, was obtained by you, or were any

of those endorsements obtained by you?

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—Objected to as imma-

terial, irrelevant, and incompetent.

The COURT.—What is the object of it?

Mr. BUTLER.—To prove the authenticity

of the signatures to this endorsement.

The COURT.—Objection sustained. It is

wholly immaterial whether they are authentic,

or not. Anything further? Call your next

witness.

Mr. HUSTON.—We note an exception."

IIL

The Court erred in sustaining an objection to a

question asked M. A. Crinkley, a witness for de-

fendant, as follows

:

''Mr. HUSTON.—Q. You are the secretary

of the defendant company, are you not, Mr.

Crinkley ? A. Yes.

Q. How long have you been employed in that

capacity ?

A. I joined the company in 1915 and was

appointed secretary in 1916.

Q. Do you know when the company pur-
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chased this property called the Rio Linda Col-

ony? A. Yes.

Q. When? A. 1911-12. [20]

Q. When did the sales campaign commence?

A. 1912.

Q. At that time, when the sales campaign

was first initiated, where were the lands offered

for sale—in California? A. Principally.

Mr. LEWIS.—Just a moment. That is ob-

jected to as not within the knowledge of the

witness.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Exception."

IV.

The Court erred in sustaining an objection to a

question asked said M. A. Crinkley as follows:

''Q. What improvements, if any, did the

company put on this tract of land, what advan-

tages were added there?

A. We built all these roads and kept them

up for years before the county took them over.

We put in the culverts and the bridges. We
advanced money for the establishment of the

Rio Linda Poultry Producers Association, and

ultimately sold the place to the people out

there; we installed the machinery and sold it

to them. They have paid for it since. We
have kept the service department on our pay-

roll, here, the fruit adviser and the horticul-

tural adviser, at a cost, at a low estimate, of

$100,000 for that service department, to date.
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We advanced money to the Great Western

Power Company, the sum of $40,000, or

$50,000— [21]

Mr. LEWIS.—Just a minute. We object to

all this as immaterial, irrelevant, and incom-

petent.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Exception."

V.

The Court erred in sustaining an objection to a

question asked M. A. Crinkley as follows:

^'Q. Up to August 23, the date of this trans-

action, how many families were located in your

colony? A. Between 200 and 300.

Q. Since that time has that number increased

or decreased?

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—That is objected to as

immaterial, irrelevant, and incompetent.

The COURT.—What is the object of it?

Mr. HUSTON.—To show the development

and the physical situation of the property out

there, as bearing on market value.

The COURT.—It is the value in 1923 that

seems to be material. Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Exception."

VI.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

subject of inducement as follows:

^^ Coming back to the principle in respect to

the law, a representation on which a party re-

lies in entering into a bargain, this plaintiff,
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for instance, need not be the sole inducement;

lie might be influenced by a great variety of

things
; [22] he might have been influenced by

statements of the glorious climate of this coun-

try; he might be influenced by the statement

that poultry could have been profitably raised

on the land, and he might be influenced by other

statements of the advantages of living in such

a great state as California, appealing to a man

living in a cold country in winter time in Min-

nesota and Wisconsin, where this plaintiff was

encountered by the defendant and the negotia-

tions entered into. But no matter how much

he was influenced by these considerations, if he

was also told that the land was of the value

of $350 an acre, when it was not, if it was not,

and if he was also told that it was well adapted

to the commercial raising of fruit, and if that

is proved to be false, then if those contributed

to influence him in any manner, and if he con-

sidered that a material matter in his bargain,

that he was making with the company, that is

sufficient inducement, reliance and influence to

make it actionable, if the case is otherwise

proven as I have defined it to you."

VII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

subject of the interpretation of the books and pam-

phlets in evidence:

^'Now, coming to the representations first as to

the fact that the land was well adapted or was

adapted to the raising of fruit commercially ; If
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you take this book,—and anyone who takes this

book—and [23] the defendant speaks by

that book, that is the defendant's book, those

are its representations—anyone taking that

book would infer, would come to no reasonable

conclusion other than that it does make that

representation, namely, that the land was well

adapted to raising the deciduous fruits com-

mercially. In fact they assumed to put out a

letter by the state horticulturist wherein he

says that it is proven to be specially adapted

for the raising of fruit commercially. The de-

fendant is responsible for anything it produces,

whether it is its own statement or the state-

ments of others, if it gives them out, if it makes

them its own, without reasonable ground for

believing them to be true. In this letter, the

horticultural commissioner says it is proven

beyond a doubt—that is going very far; that

is about the most positive assertion that can

be made; when a thing is proven beyond any

doubt it is as near absolute proof as anything

is capable of being proved—he says, it is

proven beyond any doubt that this district is

well adapted for the conmiercial growing of

these deciduous fruits, like pears, peaches,

olives, cherries, plums, figs and the like, de-

ciduous fruits are those produced on trees

which shed their leaves every year—apples,

pears, peaches, plums, cherries, apricots and

the like. And in other places are similar state-

ments.''
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VIII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

testimony of the witnesses Davis and Twining.

[24]

IX.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

evidence produced by defendant as to commercial

production of fruit.

X.

The Court erred in instructing the jury of blast-

ing as follows:

^^ Twining tells you that this land is deep

enough, the soil is deep enough, that this hard-

pan can be broken through with blasting, and

it will cost only something like, I think, $20

to $35 an acre. Twining says that blasting can

be done through the hard-pan, that it is not too

deep for that, or rather that while it is stratified

you can blow through the upper part, or just

blow the upper or hard part, and that below it is

softer and that with irrigation and water it

will disintegrate, afford drainage and conserve

the moisture. Jarvis testified to something

of that nature. One witness for the defend-

ant, I cannot remember which one, I think it

was Jarvis or Twining perhaps, about the cost

of blasting at $25 to $30 to $35 an acre. Do
either counsel remember who fixed that price?

Mr. BUTLER.—Mr. Twining.

The COURT.—Counsel says Twining and

that is right. It is to be observed. Gentlemen

of the Jury, that nowhere in the defendant's
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literature nor by its agents do they represent

that the land—if I remember the testimony of

the agents right, the book, the company's book

contains its representations, does not advise any

purchaser that he will have to [25] blast;

it does point out to them the advantage that

they will have no expense in removing stumps

or stones to clear the land; they will have to

irrigate, and it speaks of hard-pan as some-

where under the surface, not saying how far,

like hard-pan elsewhere, but it does not tell

them that they will have to blast. Whether

that was fair dealing is a matter for your con-

sideration.
'^

XI.

The Court erred in instructing the juiy on the

testimony of the witness Bush as follows

:

^'On the other hand, the defendant produces

two experts, Vemer and Bush, who testify that

the land was worth $350 an acre. I think it was

Mr. Bush that said he arrived at that figure

because the defendant was selling it at that.

Well, that is not the test. Gentlemen of the

Jury. If the defendant by false representa-

tions could sell its land in the east at $350 an

acre or anywhere else, that is no criterion by

which to judge the real market value of the

land, because by deception it could be sold for

that that does not fix the just market value

—

or course I am not saying that it did ; that is for

you to say, whether it was deceptive or false."
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XII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

subject of limitations, and, in refusing to instruct

the jury on that subject as requested by defendant.

[26]

XIII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

evidence of representations of value of the land

alleged to have been made by defendant and in

refusing to instruct the jury on that subject as re-

quested by defendant.

To all of which rulings by the Court, defendant

then and there duly and regularly excepted.

WHEREFORE, defendant prays that said judg-

ment be reversed, and held for naught, and that

defendant be restored to all which it has lost by

said verdict and judgment.

ARTHUR C. HUSTON,
BUTLER, VAN DYKE & DESMOND,

Attorneys for Defendant. [27]

Service hereof is hereby admitted and receipt of

copy acknowledged this 2d day of November, 1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEO. E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiffs.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 2, 1928. [28]
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

PROPOSED BILL OF EXCEPTIONS.

BE IT REMEMBERED: That on the 22d day

of September, 1928, the above-entitled cause came

regularly on for trial before George M. Bourquin,

Judge of said District Court, and a jury impanelled

and sworn to try said cause and the issues presented

by the complaint of the plaintiff, and the answer of

defendant, plaintiff appearing by his attorneys,

George E. McCutchen and Ralph Lewis, and the

defendant by its attorneys, J. W. S. Butler and

Arthur C. Huston, and thereupon the proceedings

taken, the evidence given, the objections made, the

rulings thereon and the exceptions thereto, were as

follows

:

TESTIMONY OF R. B. LOUCKS, IN HIS OWN
BEHALF.

R. B. LOUCKS, plaintiff, as a witness on his own

behalf testified:

In 1922 I lived in Polk County, Wisconsin. I

had a farm there of seventy-five acres. In the same

year I had my first dealings with the Sacramento

Suburban Fruit Lands Company. We first saw an

advertisement in the Minneapolis daily paper, and

we answered [29] it. They sent us some litera-

ture and in a few days one of their representatives

came to see us. One booklet they sent us was

Poultry Farm and Orchard Homes; it was the
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second edition, I believe. I read that book and

believed the things it said in it.

Either the last of July or the first of August,

1922, Mr. Whitcomb, an agent of the company, came

to see me. He said that this company that he

represented had bought 12,000 acres out of a 44,000-

acre tract of the old Haggin G-rant, here at Rio

Linda, and they were colonizing it and selling it off

in small tracts of five and ten acres. He said it

was adapted to the raising of all kinds of fruit

commercially, and outlined a general scheme of

development. He said to go into chickens first,

and then gradually set out the balance of the land

to one kind of fruit. At that time I didn't know

anything about fruit-raising. I had set out a few

plum trees on my own place. That was the only

experience I ever had. I had never been to Cali-

fornia; knew nothing about California conditions,

nor anything about hard-pan. He didn't say any-

thing to me about hard-pan at that time, and I don't

believe he said anything about the depth of soil.

Nothing further happened in 1922. We did not

deal.

About a year later we got a little more anxious to

get to California, and wrote to them again, and then

in a day or so Mr. Fotheringham came out to see

us. He said about the same things as Mr. Whit-

comb. We talked over the poultry proposition and

fruit. A few days afterwards he wrote a letter to

tell me exactly what they would do.
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(At this point the above-mentioned letter, dated

July 25, 1923, was offered and received in evidence

and marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 1.) [30]

(The second edition of the poultry Farms and

Orchard Homes book, referred to by the witness,

was also offered and received in evidence, and

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit 2.)

WITNESS.—In the first part of August, 1923,

I came to California, to look it over. I got here

early in the morning and went to the hotel for a

few hours, and then out to the company's office in

Sacramento. They were locked up on account of

President Harding's funeral being that day, but

Mr. Braughler was in, and he let me in. We went

out the same day to see the land. We first went

to the town site of Rio Linda, and went through

several places, until noon. In the afternoon we

went across the colony, across the Southern Pacific

tracks into Carmichael and the Fair Oaks District,

and looked around the country there, and then went

down the boulevard to Sacramento. We saw nice

looking orchards in the Carmichael and Fair Oaks

Districts. Some of the trees were large, and some

were small. At that time they were just harvesting^

their Tuscan peaches, and they looked very nice.

Mr. Braughler said, '^Now, you can see what Rio

Linda will be in the next five or ten years." He
said the soil was the same, and had the advantage

that it was easier to water because it was more

level, and I believed the statement. He told me the

land thev were selling me was worth $350 an acre.
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The next day Mr. Braughler took me out over the

colony in general. I spent about three days, aside

from Sunday, looking the place over. I finally

took a tract, the one I have now. Before coming

to California, Mr. Fotheringham had told me the

land was worth $350 an acre. I believed it.

On my arrival to California I stayed over Sun-

day with a [31] friend and we went out and

made a boring in one corner of the land. I found

hard-pan down a depth of about two feet. I told

Mr. Braughler about it the next day and he said

'^Yes," but that was general all over California, and

it was no detriment to the soil, in fact it helped to

hold the water when we were irrigating, and it did

not take as much water. I believed what he said.

I did not know at that time how thick the hard-

pan was. I made no investigation to determine

that. Later I signed a letter of agreement, with

the approval of the head office at Minneapolis.

(The letter above mentioned, dated August 11,

1923, w^as received in evidence and marked Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 3.)

WITNESS.—I then returned to the east. I

wrote a letter to Mr. Fotheringham and in a day or

so he and Mr. Crinkley came and looked my place

over and approved it, and told me they would bring

me a contract in a few days. Eventually a con-

tract was signed up and I conveyed my property

in the east to them. The fair market value of my
place was nine thousand dollars. There was an in-

cumbrance of two thousand dollars on it.
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I then came to California and moved on my land

about the middle of November, 1923. Mr. Chapman

dug my well.

(Whereupon a copy of the contract above re-

ferred to was received in evidence and marked

Plaintiff's Exhibits)

WITNESS.—I built my house in the winter of

1923-24, and in the spring of 1925, dug my well pit.

I never did find out how thick the hard-pan was

on my place, but I discovered it was of considerable

thickness when we dug our well pit. When we built

the house we [32] blasted down four feet into

hard-pan, trying to get a basement. I don't think

it occurred to me at that time that the land would

not grow fruit-trees. In the spring of 1924 I set

out my trees, and I then made inquiry. I told Mr.

McNaughton I had found hard-pan, and asked him

if it done any harm. He said, no, that this

hard-pan contained some things that ground did

not have, that was beneficial to fruit-trees, such as

lime. I believed his statements, and believed fruit-

trees would grow there. I planted about fifty trees

in 1924. They started nice. That year we had a

lot of grasshoppers, and they about ate them up.

I lost three or four of them. Aside from that, they

did all right. The following year they did all right
;^

I may have lost one or two. I did not lose any in

1926, but in 1927 I lost twelve. On one end of my
orchard there are ten or twelve trees, and the soil

is about three and a half feet deep, and from there

down to the other end it gets shallow, down to a
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foot and a half in places. Where it is three and a

half feet deep the trees are twice as large as the

trees planted there where it is shallow. I have

given the trees good care ; I plow them every year,

disc them, cultivate and water them. I dig around

the trees every spring. In 1926 I planted about

three acres of figs. At the present time there are

99 missing. I reset some in 1927. The highest are

about three feet. I gave them good care up to this

year, when I did not give them as good care as I did

the other two years.

I planted sixteen hundred grape-vines in the

spring of 1927. About three-quarters of them are

dead. In 1926 I planted about five acres to wheat

and oats. The crop was not worth cutting, at least

except in a little place where I put on some fertil-

izer.

Q. You have been principally in what business

out there?

A. I have been working in the spring and fall

with a tractor, doing leveling, and taking care of

the little place—raising greens for chickens, etc.

[33]

Cross-examination.

Prior to coming to California I had been engaged

in farming all my life. The farm I had at that

time was a dairy farm, in Wisconsin, of 75 acres.

I had about eight or ten plum trees.

Before I first met the representative of the defend-

ant, I had had no acquaintance with either the com-
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pany or any of its agents. Neither had I discussed

the Rio Linda colony with anyone else prior to meet-

ing the agents of the company. I commenced my
dealings with the defendant company either the last

of July or the first of August, 1922. I did not make

any selection of any lot before I came to California

;

that was left open until I came out here and looked

at the property. I don't remember of having re-

ceived any literature of the company other than

the booklet identified here by me. I still have that

booklet in my possession. I read the booklet thor-

oughly.

Q. Did you read what the pamphlet contained

with reference to hard-pan? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you read that before or after this con-

versation in which you said nothing was stated to

you in regard to the hard-pan?

A. I read that in the pamphlet before.

Q. And, notwithstanding that, there was no dis-

cussion between you and the agent in regard to it,

prior to the time that you signed your first writ-

ing ? A. Not that I remember of.

Q. Then, for the first time, hard-pan was dis-

cussed after you arrived in California?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. When you arrived here in California, you ar-

rived after the letter of July 3, 1923, that Mr.

Fotheringham gave you? [34] A. Yes, sir.

Q. You had that letter at the time, did you not, or

it had been delivered to you, had it not ?

A. Yes, sir.
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Q. Who came to California with you ?

A. Nobody.

WITNESS.—When I arrived I went first to the

Antlers Hotel. I stayed in California about four

days. The afternoon of the first day we went

through Carmichael Colony, and over towards Fair

Oaks. In the forenoon of the first dav we were

through the colony, and visited some of the people

in the west half of the colony. I was not ac-

quainted with any of the settlers. We visited per-

haps a half a dozen. We just looked over the prop-

erties casually.

We first visited Mr. Blocher, in the town site.

We made no inquiries as there was no one home.

We walked down through his orchard. The trees

were different sizes, as he would set new ones oc-

casionally. I don't recall that any of them looked

unhealthy. I couldn't say about the size of the

orchard or the age of the trees. It was just a

family orchard.

I believe the next place we visited was Mr.

Bolden's. I don't remember any trees there, only

grape-vines ; small. I think he had only been there

a year or a year and a half.

Next, we visited Mr. Grimlet. He had a young

orchard. The trees looked fairly well.

We next stopped at the place of Mr. Matuich.

I don't remember whether his orchard was family

or commercial. We did not look over the orchard

very much. He was very busy inside of the
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chicken-house. That is all the places we visited.

We then came back to town. [35]

The next morning Mr. Braughler took me out

and we looked over different tracts of vacant land

in the colony. I cannot tell you offhand the de-

scription of the tracts. They had one picked out

for me that they afterwards sold to Mr. Hires, half

a mile south of the place I bought. I walked over

that tract. There was no orchard on it.

We drove around up through the colony. I don't

remember just where we did go. We came back

and looked at another place, right north of where

I bought. It was just bare ground. We probably

looked at three or four pieces of ground that day,

but not visiting any particular family, or anything

like that. That night I stayed in Sacramento. I

think we went out again. If I remember right the

third day was Saturday, and we went out then, al-

though I would not be sure of that. We did not

look over very many places on Saturday, probably

three or four.

Q. On Saturday night did you remain at the

colony? A. No, I did not.

Q. Did you go back to the Colony on Sunday?

A. Pardon me, I did go back to the Colony

Saturday night.

Q. That is what I thought. You stayed all night

with Fredericks, didn't you? A. Yes.

Q. And Sunday and Sunday night? A. Yes.

Q. And Mr. Braughler, or no representative of
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the company, was with you when you stayed with

Mr. Fredericks'? A. No.

Q. And it was on that Sunday that you and Mr.

Fredericks went over and made the borings on the

property that you finally selected? [36]

A. Yes.

Q. How many borings did you make?

A. We only made one that I can remember.

Q. How long were you on this property ?

A. Two hours, at that time.

Q. And that was before you had signed up on this

property? A. Yes.

Q. Did you discuss with Mr. Fredericks anything

about the property?

A. We talked it over some, where we would put

up the buildings, etc., if we bought it.

Q. Did you discuss the commercial production of

fruit with Mr. Fredericks ?

A. I don't remember whether I did, or not.

WITNESS.—I discussed the question of com-

mercial production of fruit with a Mr. Arthur

Pierce, who had a small family orchard, but wanted

to put in a commerical orchard. I had had no

previous acquaintance with him. I should judge

his orchard was three years old.

On Monday morning Mr. Fredericks and I came

in to Sacramento. I went through the cannery with

him, and then we made out a letter of agreement

with the company that noon, or right after noon.

Mr. Braughler showed me around the city that
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afternoon, and that night, as I remember it, I went

home.

(At this point a letter addressed to Mr. Loucks,

dated Minneapolis, Minnesota, August 27, 1923, was

read by defendant's counsel, offered and received in

evidence, and marked Defendant's Exhibit 5.

A second letter dated 8/29/23 was received in

evidence and marked Defendant's Exhibit 6.) [37]

WITNESS.—I came to California to locate on

the 17th of October, 1923. In 1924 I set out a small

orchard of about fifty trees, on the east side of lot

95, occupying about half an acre. In about March

of 1926 I set out about three acres of figs on the

south side of lot 96. In about March of 1927 I

planted 1600 grape-vines. That is all the i)lanting

I did to amount to anything. I set out half a dozen

cherry trees in 1927.

During the time I have been on the property I

have devoted my time both to farming the property

and to outside occupations. I farmed part of it

in different years. I had to work out a good deal

of the time.

Before I came to California Mr. Whitcomb told

me that I would find in the Rio Linda colony

70,000 fruit-trees and vines devoted to the commer-

cial production of fruit. When I came to Califor-

nia I found several commercial orchards down on

the creek bottoms, and around, what they call the

island. I did not know that land was different

from the land I purchased then; I know it now.

I didn't know how many trees I saw. I could
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well believe there were 70,000. They showed me
all around the island. I did not know until this

year that they never did own that land. That is

my understanding now.

I was not shown any orchards on the uplands, or

on the class of land I was purchasing.

I first suspected I had been defrauded in the fall

of 1925. I noticed that things did not grow just

right, and I asked the county agent what fruits I

had better set out, and he told me I did not have

walnut land, or cherry land, or pear land, but I

might raise some shallow-rooted crops. He said,

*^You might raise grapes." I asked him about

Kadota figs. He said, ^^Well, I don't know, you

would have [38] to supply drainage.'' I showed

him in the basement where I blasted down four

feet. He said, ^^ There is no use of your trying to

do it unless you irrigate them and provide drain-

age." He said, ^^If you do that you might raise

them." After that I planted them.

Q. I will ask you if this letter is in your hand-

writing. A. It is mine, I guess.

Mr. HUSTON.—This is dated 2/22/25, and reads

as follows: (Reads.) We offer it in evidence.

(The document was here marked Defendant's

Exhibit 7.)

Q. You wrote that letter ? A. I did.

Q. What were the circumstances under which

that letter was written?

A. Mr. Braughler came to me one day when I

was working away from home, and wanted me to
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give the company a letter of recommendation. I

thought the company was all right at that time.

I told him I was busy and did not have time to get

out a letter. He asked me if I would copy one and

sign it if he would bring it to me, and, finally, to

get rid of him, more than anything else, I told him

that I would.

Q. Do I understand you to testify this is a copy

of a letter that was prepared by Mr. Braughler?

A. Prepared by somebody in the office.

Q. Is this letter in your handwriting?

A. It looks like mine. I think it is mine.

Mr. HUSTON.—We offer this letter in evidence.

It is dated 2/22/25.

(The letter was marked Defendant's Exhibit 8.)

Mr. HUSTON.—(Addressing Counsel.) Have

you in your possession a letter dated February 25,

1925, from Loucks?

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—No.
Mr. HUSTON.—Q. I will ask you if you re-

ceived this letter in reply to the one I just read?

[39]

A. I probably did, although I don't remember it.

Mr. HUSTON.—We offer this in evidence. It

is dated Sacramento, California, February 25, 1925,

and reads as follows: (Reads.)

(The letter was here marked Defendant's Exhibit

9.)

Q. Let me ask you if at any time subsequently

to the writing of that letter you ever made an}^ com-

munication, orally, or otherwise, to anj^body con-
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nected with this company, retracting any statement

contained in the letter?

A. I may have to my neighbors.

Q. I said did you to the company?

A. No, I don't think I did.

WITNESS.—In the winter of 1923-24 I engaged

in tractor work, plowing and leveling, etc., in the

Rio Linda Colony on different properties. Dur-

ing the first winter I don't remember if I came in

contact with hard-pan lands. I may have scraped

over it. During that first winter I learned nothing

in regard to the soil; only that I would get stuck

there some time. I have plowed the uplands. I

blasted for a few trees that I set out in the spring

of 1925. I saw hard-pan in a few of the holes that

I dug for trees. I also blasted a basement under

my house twelve feet square and about four feet

deep. I found hard-pan about two feet from the

surface. That blasting was done in January and

February, 1924. Mr. Braughler and I talked about

hard-pan at the time I took the borings, or the next

day. Prior to that time I believe nothing had been

said by anybody connected with the company. I

had had no experience with hard-pan lands; knew

nothing about them.

Redirect Examination.

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—Q. Calling your attention

to this letter of February 22, 1925, the one that was

published in the book, was there any more to that

incident than you have already told us? [40]
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A. Nothing, only that they wanted me to give them

a letter. Mr. Broughler brought it. As far as that

other letter is concerned, I don't know anything

about it.

Q. But you wrote this other one, didn't you?

A. I probably did.

Q. But you have not any particular recollection

of it now? A. No.

Q. Now, going back to the letter of August 29,

1923, that is the letter to Mr. Crinkley, with refer-

ence to the leveling, etc., you say: ^'I cannot call

off my sale." What did that mean?

A. When they came down to approve the agree-

ment that they had made there they told me to go

ahead with my sale and they would bring me a con-

tract.

Q. What w^ere you going to sell?

A. My personal property at auction sale. They

told me to go ahead with it, and in a few days they

would bring me a contract. It got to be within a

few days of the sale, and I got anxious what to do

about it.

Q. And at that time you said something about

buying out somebody else, buying out his equity out

here: Just tell us what that was about.

A. There was a place that I knew of across on

the corner from Mr. Fredericks, that I heard of,

that the people did not have any money, and they

were going to lose it, and I thought I would come

out and buy that, providing I did not deal \vith the

company.
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Recross-examination.

I did not investigate the place. I knew the loca-

tion of it, and thought it was the same as the place

I afterwards bought.

(At this point photographs of the witness' prop-

erty were identified by the witness and received in

evidence and marked Defendant's Exhibit 10.)

[41]

TESTIMONY OF HOWARD D. KERR, FOR
PLAINTIFF.

HOWARD D. KERR, a witness for plaintiff, tes-

tified :

I am a real estate broker and have been in the

business for over twenty years. I have had experi-

ence in country lands, and know what they were

selling for in 1923. I have seen lots 95 and 96 of

Rio Linda and have made appraisals on them. In

July or August of 1923 the land was worth $75 for

sixteen acres, and $50 for four acres.

Cross-examination.

I have been a witness in all of these cases for the

plaintiff, covering a period of approximately eight

or nine months. I examined the properties in-

volved in this action yesterday. I was on the prop-

erty about thirty-five minutes. I made an examina-

tion of the soil and improvements in a general way.

My valuation figure excludes the improvements. In

arriving at that figure I am considering the land

as being adapted to the raising of chickens, and a
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little diversified home stuff for a man seeking that

location. I did not make any investigation before

forming my opinion as to the value of this property,

with reference to the Poultiy Association at Rio

Linda, and the benefits that might be derived from

it by a purchaser of this tract of land. Neither did

I make any investigation of the free service ren-

dered to these settlers by the horticulturist. I did

not make any investigation anywhere for the pur-

pose of determining at what price land adapted

to the profitable production of poultry was sold for

in the open market on the date in question.

TESTIMONY OF HERBERT C. DAVIS, FOR
PLAINTIFF.

HERBERT C. DAVIS, a witness for plaintiff,

testified

:

I am an agricultural specialist, with the firm of

Teschou & Davis, engineers and chemists. I have

had three years of technical [42] training at the

University of California. After that I was for

seven years manager of the United Orchards Com-

pany, at Antelope ; then three and a half years in a

laboratory here at Sacramento.

In my work at Antelope I had occasion to raise

fruit myself. I have made a great many tests of

soils. I went on the Loucks land and made some

borings.

Q. This map that I have in my hand was pre-

pared by you? A. Yes.
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Q. It has some numbers on it, 1 to 18 ; those rep-

resent the borings made by you? A. Yes.

Q. What do the figures in parentheses indicate?

A. They indicate the depth of the soil in inches

to hard-pan.

A. And it is correct, is it? A. Yes.

Q. The cross-section here, of the ground, that is

correct, is it? A. Yes, sir.

Q. And that correctly shows the situation here?

A. Yes, sir.

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—We offer this map in evi-

dence.

(The document was here marked Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 11.)

WITNESS.—I found some clay on that land.

There is a strata of clay about four or five inches

thick. The soil, itself, is a little different from

most of the soil, here, it is a grey clay loam, instead

of the usual red sandy loam. The strata of clay

underlying the soil, proper, is not as distinctive in

type. The top of the soil is loamy, and as you ap-

proach the hard-pan there is a strata of four or five

inches that is practically poor grey clay, and very

tough. It is what we call adobe. We found an

average depth of 28 inches, [43] but there would

be four or five inches of clay included in that figure,

so it would leave about 23 or 24 inches of soil

proper.

I examined the well pit. The hard-pan in that

pit is stratified to a slight extent. The pit proper

is 26 feet deep, overlain with two and one-half feet
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of soil. Then there is two feet of hard-pan. A
kidney of sand appears in the pit at this point, with

an average thickness of eight inches, and then un-

derlain, again, by twenty feet of solid hard-pan.

Q. Did you take some samples of the hard-pan?

A. Yes.

Q. Are these they ? A. Yes.

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—I offer them in evidence.

(The samples were here marked Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 12.)

WITNESS.—I took some samples of hard-pan

for the purpose of analysis, and did the work my-

self. The analysis of the soil showed .100 per cent

of potash, equivalent to 4000 pounds per acre-foot.

The phosphoric acid was .011 per cent, equivalent

to 440 pounds per acre-foot. The lime was .288 per

cent, equivalent to 11,520 pounds per acre-foot. The

nitrogen was .290 per cent, equivalent to 11,600

pounds per acre-foot. The humus was .41 per cent,

equivalent to 16,400 pounds per acre-foot. From
this chemical analysis, I would say the land is not

adapted to the growing of fruit-trees. The very

first requirement in the production of fruit is the

depth of soil, a minimum of about five feet of well-

drained soil being required to permit the normal

growth of roots, a sufficient area for the roots to

spread out in to obtain plant food, for the deeper

roots to make an anchorage to hold the tree, and to

suck moisture, and to have sufficient soil for the

storage of moisture. [44]
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A tree will grow on less than five feet of soil, but

not as a profitable proposition.

The analysis of the soil shows it to be very defi-

cient in potash and phosphoric acid. The potash

content, being 4,000 pounds per acre-foot, is about

one-third of the amount that we ordinarily find in

even the poor soils; the phosphoric acid also being

about one-third of the amount that is generally

found in the poorer type of soil.

Blasting would not help in this case; the hard-

pan is too thick. The blasting would simply blow

out a pocket in the hard-pan, and it would not be

possible to penetrate into any strata of underlying

soil that would permit of drainage. The sand in

the pit appears to be simply a kidney. I have no-

ticed that in a number of pits, there. It would be

just a little pocket, the size of perhaps a barrel. It

is not a uniform layer of sand over the section, at

all. It is just an accidental pocket or kidney of

sand. If blasting were done and a considerable

place excavated in the hard-pan in which to grow

the tree, the effect would be that the pocket would

simply fill up with water in the winter time, and

the roots of the tree, penetrating in there, would

be drowned out.

Cross-examination.

When I say that I am an agricultural specialist

I mean that the firm that I am with, Teschou &
Davis, is engaged in the work of engineering and

chemistry. It happens to be that the work involved
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there that I take care of is agriculture—agricul-

tural phases of the work is what I specialize in

I left college in 1918, having taken various courses

in agriculture and chemistry pertaining to that class

of work. I did not graduate in either agriculture

or chemistry; I went into the Army [45] before

I finished my course. When I attended college, I

received instiTictions upon the matter of five feet

of soil being necessary for the production of fruit.

After I left college I bought an orchard in the

Antelope section. We had there an average depth

of about four feet. The shallowest soil I had was

around a foot and a half in places. At that time

I purchased forty acres. I could not say as to the

proportion of that orchard which was less than

three feet in depth; it had an average of four feet.

Part of the orchard was young and part of it old.

The trees were about twenty-five years old, that is

the oldest. They were not producing successfully

at that time. Neither were the young trees produc-

ing successfully ; but, notwithstanding that, I bought

the orchard. I operated the orchard seven years,

during which time I did not irrigate it. I gave it

the usual care and later sold it. I believe it is

being removed now.

My authority upon which I base my statement

that five feet of soil is necessary to the successful

production of fruit is R. L. Adams, Notes on Farm
Management, a text-book now in use at the Univer-

sity of California, which sets forth the following

requirements : For almonds, 12 feet of soil ; apples.
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8 feet or more, well-drained subsoil; apricots, 6

feet or more ; cherries, 15 feet ; figs, 5 feet or more

;

iio rock or hard-pan; olives, 8 feet or more, though

some grow on shallower soils, due to the fact that

they are fibrous rooted; peaches, at least 6 feet;

pears, 8 feet; prunes, 6 feet. I don't know the date

of the article. I attended the university last fall,

in November, and it was in use at that time. It is

in the form of a pamphlet that is used by Professor

Adams in instructing his courses.

I have substantiated all of my findings by actual

practice.

Q. Tell me where you find a single orchard

planted on hard-pan lands less than four feet in

depth, which was properly drained, cultivated and

irrigated and cared for, that was not producing

profitably— [46] leaving out marketing condi-

tions.

A. If I understand your question correctly, you

want to know some orchard that is on hard-pan

land that is not profitable ?

Q. That was properly planted, cared for, irri-

gated, and handled.

A. In the Sullivan section they are not success-

ful
;
in the Carmichael section ; there is one orchard

I know of in here owned by O. G. Hopkins an

attorney in Sacramento. I think about fifteen or

twenty acres in that piece. Also in the Carmichael

section ; the Champlin vineyards ; then crossing and
going further south there is the Manlove ranch, on
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the Folsom road—the portion that is on hard-pan

land, there, has been very unsuccessful.

WITNESS.—The Manlove ranch property con-

sists of an orchard. I am more or less familiar with

all of the hard-pan lands around this section. My
professional pursuits have taken me into all of them.

I don't know what proportion of the orchards in

Sacramento County, east of the Sacramento River,

are planted on hard-pan lands.. Some of them are;

they are not successful on that land, though. I

don't know^ of any that are.

Q. That is as far as you can make the statement

in answer to that question, is it ? A. Yes.

Q. Did you make any investigation of the hard-

pan section in other parts of the state, in order to

be able to testify here ? A. No, sir.

Q. You have been testifying in all of these cases,

as you have said ? A. Yes.

WITNESS.—I spent two or three hours making

an investigation of the Loucks tract of land. That

was about September 11th of this year. [47] At

that time I made borings in the soil, and I believe

that a record of the character of the soil appears

on the map I made of the borings. I did not bore

through the hard-pan. I got the sample introduced

in evidence out of the well pit. It was uncemented.

I took three samples, one representing the hard-pan.

It changes very, very slightly. The change being

simply the difference in the coarseness of the grain

that goes to make up the sandstone hard-pan. I

have made no special investigation of actual field
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work to determine whether or not the roots of a

fruit-tree will penetrate this hard-pan. Where we

blasted on our own land we noticed the roots pene-

trate into cracks, and were pinched off, which ac-

counted for the death of the tree. That was on

Antelope land. Outside of that I made no special

investigation. That orchard was not irrigated. I

have never made an investigation of an orchard

growing on hard-pan land that had been irrigated,

for the purpose of determining the penetration of

root growth into hard-pan. Our Antelope trees

were of varying ages; from 25 years of age down

to young ones. Antelope is fourteen miles north-

east of Sacramento. The property I refer to in

that section practically joins subdivision 6 of Rio

Linda, on the northeast corner. There were no

healthy growing orchards on hard-pan land in the

Antelope section that I know of. The trees on the

shallower parts of it would become stunted and die

out much sooner than the ones on the deeper section

of it. How long after planting would depend on

many conditions. On seasonal conditions, the

amount of rainfall in the winter, how long they were

standing under water. The seasons have been vari-

able.

As to the Rio Linda land, knowing the depth of

the top soil to the hard-pan strata, I am satisfied

that some of the trees would show the effects of

the hard-pan the first year by becoming yellow, and

making a poor growth, and some of them probably

even dying. That would be perceptible to the naked
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eye. I would look for that result [48] on any

poorly drained land that contains pockets such as

we have in hard-pan, up to a depth of around three

or four feet. The first four or five years would

show it. Of course if the land was less than two

feet in depth, they would not last nearly as long;

they probably would last two or three years. The

trees, under such condition, would make an un-

satisfactory growth, depending on the variety of

the tree; others might make an apparently satis-

factory growth the first year.

Referring to the map I made, there were no trees

planted in front of the house, but there are trees

on the opposite side of the house, where the hard-

pan is 36 and 32 inches below the surface. I did

not see those trees the first year they were planted,

but I think those particular trees made a very sat-

isfactory growth for a period of two or three years.

They appear now to have made that growth. I

don't know if those trees received more or less water

than the other trees on the land, I didn't investi-

gate that. That is the only portion of the land

planted to trees, except the southwest part, where

the figs are. The fig trees are in very weak shape;

there is no apparent growth on them at all. I don't

know when they were planted. I would say their

weak growth is due to general infertility of the soil,

and the character of the soil; hard-pan.

Taking trees that are planted on soil two feet in

depth, I would say that those trees would show

signs of the effect of hard-pan in probably two or
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three years, depending on the variety and the sea-

sons. That would also depend, to some extent, as

to whether there was shallow ground all around it,

or that two feet w^as actually a pocket, in which case

the trees might be dying out even the first year.

At the time of my visit to the Rio Linda I did

not see any very satisfactory trees growing and

producing on hard-pan lands less [49] than three

feet in depth. I have been over about twenty-five

or thirty tracts, there, and I did not find any very

satisfactory trees.

I do not know the places of Posehn, Bremer,

Unsworth or Turkelson. I went on the Miller place.

Miller is one of the plaintiffs in one of these actions.

I have not been on property out there other than

that involved in these actions ; my investigation was

to determine whether this particular land was suit-

able for fruit. I made chemical analysis person-

ally, taking samples of soil from the surface down

to hard-pan. Where I took them shows on the map
I prepared.

This represents a composite sample of all the

borings made on that land, giving an average of

the w^hole thing. I made the analysis by first bring-

ing the samples into the office, and passed them

through a twenty mesh screen, and removed the

rock and other debris that was not part of the soil.

I cultured it down until we had what we ordinarily

use. We used a forty-gram sample for analysis.

The sample was then extricated for ten hours at a

temperature of 100 degrees centigrade, in hydro-
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chloric acid solution, with a strength of 1.105 specific

gravity. Then taking this extract, we determined

the lime, phosphoric acid and potash in the extract.

Where we were finding a small percentage, and we

used about four times the size of sample that ordi-

narily is used in order to make an accurate deter-

mination of small percentages, the length of time

in the bath has some effect, and for that reason we

used the longest period of time that was recom-

mended, so as to get ever3rthing that was there.

Ordinarily, ten grams contains sufficient potash

and phosphoric acid so that it can be weighed, but

we had to use four times as much in this case.

The COURT.—Q. Throughout the Sacramento

Valley, is it customary to irrigate fruit lands? In

other words, what is the prevailing practice ? [50]

A. It is customary to irrigate, except for grapes,

almonds; in fruits that run low in the normal con-

tent, it is not usual; the amount of moisture con-

tained in the fruit regulates that, to some extent,

and the character of the soil, etc.

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES T. TIPPER, FOR
PLAINTIFF.

CHARLES T. TIPPER, a witness for plaintiff,

testified

:

I had dealings with the Sacramento Suburban

Fruit Lands Company in 1923. At that time I was

living in St. Bonifice, Manitoba, Canada. I had

never been to California and knew nothing about

the California fruit lands. The agent I spoke with
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was a Mr. Stock. He said the lands they were

selling out at Rio Linda were very fine fruit lands,

and could grow any kind of fruit, commercially.

That is what I wanted. I bought some land in the

Rio Linda Colony and planted some trees. In my
family orchard I put in 26 or 28 trees, and I set out

300 jfig trees. My land is next to Mr. Loucks'; on

the other side of the railroad. The depth of the

soil on my place averages two feet. In taking care

of my trees I did the customary plowing, discing,

harrowing, trenching and irrigation, and mulching

some of the trees. Some of them have done very

good, but the majority just so-so; at the present

time there are over seventy dead.

Cross-examination.

I am a plaintiff in an action similar to this. I

have contributed my share toward the expense of

this action.

TESTIMONY OF JULIUS HAUGEN, FOR
PLAINTIFF.

JULIUS HAUGEN, a witness for plaintiff,

testified

:

Before coming to California I lived in Williams

County, North Dakota. I had not been to Califor-

nia before and knew nothing [51] about Califor-

nia fruit-raising. I had dealings with the defend-

ant company in about 1923. I went to see them,

and dealt with their agent, Mr. Fotheringham. I

also dealt with Mr. Crinkley. They said that the
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land was selling fast, and that the land would raise

any kind of fruit that was raised in California for

commercial use, except lemons and oranges. They

told me the land was worth $350.00 an acre at that

time. I bought some of the land, came to Cali-

fornia, and in 1923 planted 34 or 37 trees. I cared

for them, cultivated and irrigated them. The first

year they done fine; the second year, also, and also

the third year fairly well, but since then they didn't

look so good. They have borne very little fruit.

The depth of the soil on my land is all the way be-

tween three and four feet to six inches.

Cross-examination.

I was a farmer before I came here. I was over

the property I bought here before buying.

I am a plaintiff in a similar action and have paid

my share of the expense of this action so far.

TESTIMONY OF A. I. ISENBERGER, FOR
PLAINTIFF.

A. I. ISENBERGER, a witness for plaintiff,

testified

:

Before coming to California I lived in Minne-

sota. Up until 1923 I had never been to California

and did not know anything about fruit-raising out

here. I had dealings with the defendant corpora-

tion. They sent me some literature, the book with

the chicken on it. Their agents Tom Brown and

Mr. Edmund Amblad came to see me. They told

me the land was good fruit land, and could raise any
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kind of fruit that was raised anywhere in California

for commercial purposes. They said the land was

selling from $300 to $500 an acre, or somewhere

along there. The best I could get was $450 an

acre, and if I did not take it quick they would raise

it to $500. [52]

I bought, came to California, and moved on to

the land. The soil depth averages from eight inches

to tw^o feet. I don't know how^ thick the hard-pan

is. I dug a well, but did not get through the hard-

pan. I did not put a pit in. I dug a pit for an

outbuilding and we dug down about seven feet,

and there was hard-pan at the bottom.

Cross-examination.

I received a book from the company about a year

before I closed my deal with them. After arriving

in California I did not select a different lot than

the one I had purchased in the East, because I had

a deed to that lot. I came out here in the latter

part of December, 1924. I filed suit against the

company in 1927. From the time of my arrival

here to the time I filed suit I had never complained

to anybody connected with the company about the

transaction.

Redirect Examination.

The reason I made no complaint was because I

thought the land was all right; I believed what
they said.

Recross-examination.

I found the land was not all right in 1925 or
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1926. The trees did not do so well in 1926. I did

not find out it was as bad as it was until 1927. In

1927 my trees began to bleed; some in 1926 and

in 1927.

TESTIMONY OF OSCAR H. BRAUGHLAR,
FOR DEFENDANT.

OSCAR H. BRAUGHLAR, a witness called for

the defendant, testified as follows

:

I am acquainted with Mr. Loucks, the plaintiff in

this action. [53]

I recall a conversation had with him in Febru-

ary, 1925, about writing a letter. I did not pre-

pare a letter for Mr. Loucks to sign, having refer-

ence to the letter that has been introduced here in

evidence. I did not at any time dictate to Mr.

Loucks a letter for use by the Sacramento Suburban

Fruit Lands Company, nor did I furnish him with

any prepared letter. I heard the letter read in

evidence, dated February 22, 1925, but I did not

prepare such a letter for Mr. Loucks, or any letter,

or make any dictation to him. I asked Mr. Loucks

if he would give us a letter that we could publish

with our advertising, or publish in the papers. He
was enthusiastic about our country, here, at that

time, and he very willingly offered to. Aside from

that conversation I had nothing to do with the prep-

aration of that letter.

After Mr. Loucks came here I took him around

over the territory. I could only touch the high

points. Leaving Sacramento, we went out through
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North Sacramento. In leaving the North Sacra-

mento business district, after we got through the

business district, I called his attention to the fact

that the greater part of the lands here were under-

lain with a hard-pan strata, and that hard-pan pre-

vailed in the North Sacramento section, over the

land that we were then passing over. We were

approaching his land, and I told him that it was a

condition that existed under his land, and that it

was not just under his land, but that it was a gen-

eral condition, that it was under his neighbors' land,

as well.

Going out into the Rio Linda section, we stopped

at the Blocher place. There is an area there of

probably two hundred feet square that is on upland,

what is called upland; I called his attention to the

different varieties of trees that were there. I di-

rected his attention to pomegranates, and olives,

growing in the front yard, to the different varieties

of peaches, five different kinds of oranges [54]

that were growing there at that time, grapefruit

and lemons. Further back in the orchard cherries,

apricots, plums, almonds, both white and black figs,

apples, pears; on the other side of the house I

called his attention to the nectarines. That is a

family orchard.

I also showed him the poultry-house. At the

time I took Mr. Loucks on this trip there was no

conversation had with him, or statement made by
him as to his engaging in the fruit business on a

commercial scale. The fruit business was only dis-
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cussed as regards a family orchard. He said he

was going into the poultry business on a commer-

cial basis.

I took him to Fair Oaks, and I told him that the

soil there was approximately the same as the Rio

Linda soil, w4th the hard-pan condition. I told him

that he W'Ould have the advantage of having closer

water in Rio Linda. I pointed out the hard-pan

to him and told him of its effect. In passing down

through the island district, as we approached the

lowlands I told him that the soil conditions changed

there, that this was an alluvial soil, it was probably

the wash of ages there, with the humus that drifted

in from the creeks, that is the lowlands. I ex-

plained to him the difference between lowlands and

uplands, with respect to the depth of the hard-pan.

Cross-examination.

WITNESS.—The discussion of fruit did not come

up on that occasion as to the lands Mr. Loucks was

buying. I did not tell him that the lands were not

suitable for fruit commercially; he did not ask that

question. All we discussed was family orchard.

Q. This letter about which you testified, where

did that conversation with Mr. Loucks occur?

A. It was on Mr. Tipper's property.

Q. What was Mr. Loucks doing at the time?

[55]

A. He was running a tractor.

Q. You came out there with a prepared letter,

did you not? A. No, sir.
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Q. Didn't you give him a letter, there, which

you had prepared, and didn't you ask him to sign

it? A. No, sir.

Q. Didn't you ask him to write a letter for you,

and didn't he say he could not write very well, that

he was not a good literature man?
A. He may have said that.

Q. Didn't you say, ''I will prepare a letter for

you, I will have it prepared," and didn't you take

it out there and have him copy it?

A. Absolutely not. The only time we had a dis-

cussion regarding it was at his tractor, if I remem-

ber rightly. The letter was mailed in.

WITNESS.—In taking him on that trip I had no

fixed route. I never have a fixed route for the rea-

son that a number of people know of someone here

and there. I usually take people to the Blocker

place, which contains about three acres. I have

tested the soil on that property with a soil rod and

I have found soil on the front two hundred feet,

ranging from six or eight inches to thirty-six or

forty inches in depth. There is hard-pan on the

back end of it, not all of it, but part of it.

Redirect Examination.

I have been with the company upwards of five

years. During that time I have never dictated

any letter for anyone of the settlers to sign, nor

have I prepared any letter. [56]
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TESTIMONY OF CARLOS F. WHITCOMB,
FOR DEFENDANT.

CARLOS F. WHITCOMB, a witness for defend-

ant, testified:

I reside in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and have

been in the real estate business since 1913.

I know the plaintiff. I first met him at his

home in Wisconsin during the summer of 1922.

He lived about two miles from Amery, Wisconsin.

At that time I had a conversation with him. Mr.

and Mrs. Loucks, Mr. Lindsay and myself were

present. I cannot remember the exact conversa-

tion, but I recall the substance. Mr. Loucks' in-

quiries were largely in regard to climatic condi-

tions as compared with Wisconsin, the value of

land, the money to be made in the poultry business,

and the advantages to be gained under co-opera-

tive organization. Mr. Loucks told me that he had

been receiving the books issued by the company for

two years previous to the time that I talked with

him. He did not say if he had received the pub-

lished list of purchasers at Rio Linda, but that

list accompanied all of the books that we sent out

at that time. He did not mention what investiga-

tion he had made himself concerning the Rio Linda

project.

I explained to him the advantages to be gained

by purchasing land within the boundaries of the

Rio Linda district telling him that all such pur-

chasers were privileged to become members of the
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Eio Linda Poultry Producers Association and as

such members they were privileged to purchase

their poultry feed and poultry supplies through

such association at a price probably less than they

would pay for the same goods in Sacramento; also

he was privileged, if he were a member of the Poul-

try Producers of Central California, to market his

eggs through that Association at the warehouse of

the Rio Linda Association at Rio Linda, and

thereby avoid the long haul into the city and the

peddling of his eggs. I also explained to him the

benefits arising from the dividends paid by the

association to its [57] members out of the profits

made from the sale of feed and supplies ; I also ex-

plained to him the benefits of the better roads, the

schools, electric power and the better social sur-

roundings in the Rio Linda district. I do not re-

member that I gave him any particular figures at

that time about the dividend record that had been

made in the past. The fact that membership in

the association was limited to the owners of land

within that formerly owned by the Sacramento

Suburban Fruit Lands Company was the main

point that I brought out in my talk with him.

I described the soil in general. I told him that

the top soil throughout the Rio Linda district con-

sisted of a sandy loam varying in depth from a

few inches to six or seven feet, underneath which

would be found a stratum of hard clay or had-pan.

Mr. Loucks was then engaged in general farm-

ing and had a considerable number of poultry on
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his place, and lie told me that it would be iiis in-

tention to devote his entire time to poultry-raising

if he went to California. He did not say anything

about intending to buy Rio Linda property for

the jDurpose of going into the fruit business as a

business. He asked me what kinds of fruit they

raised at Rio Linda ; I told him that I had seen

large numbers of family orchards of nearly all

kinds of deciduous fruits; that most of the resi-

dents of the Rio Linda district devoted their time

to poultry raising for profit, in preference to fruit

raising.

I never saw Mr. Loucks but the one time until

after he had been out to California, returned and

was preparing to leave for good. At that time I

did not discuss the proposition at Rio Linda with

him.

My first conversation was some time in the sum-

mer of 1922. The records show it was something

over a year later before Mr. Loucks signed up to

23urchase land at Rio Linda. In talking with him

I did not discuss any particular tract in Rio Linda.

I did not tell him [58] at any time that the prop-

erty at Rio Linda was of the fair and reasonable

market value of $350 an acre and upwards; nor

that the land was rich and fertile; nor that all of

the land was capable of producing all sorts of farm

crops and products; nor that all of the land was

entirely free from all conditions and things in-

jurious or harmful to the growth of fruit-trees.

Neither did I tell him that all of the land was per-
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fectly adapted to the raising of fruits of all kinds;

nor that all of the land was capable of producing

large quantities of fruit of the finest quality.

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS W. FOTHERING-
HAM, FOR DEFENDANT.

THOMAS W. FOTHERINGHAM, a witness

for defendant, testified:

I live in St. Paul, Minnesota, and have been in

the real estate business since 1906.

I know the plaintiff. I first became acquainted

with him in the summer of 1923. I met him at

the Loucks' home on his farm two or three miles

south of Amery, Wisconsin. His wife, myself, and

family, were present. The substance of the con-

versation had was simply a repeating and going

over of the booklet which he had received and read,

gotten out by the Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company. It was the booklet that had been

published in 1922, Second Edition.

(Witness identifies copy of the said booklet.)

WITNESS.—I not alone discussed the article in

that booklet on soil, water and irrigation, commenc-

ing on page 7, but went in very fully to the con-

ditions of soil existing throughout the San Joaquin

and Sacramento Valleys. I told him that it was

of a reddish color soil with enough grit in it to

make it adaptable for irrigation; that it was free

from stone, alkali and adobe; that this applied to

the top soil which averaged in depth from a few

inches to a number of feet [59] and was under-
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laid usually with a stratum of soil usually firm and

hard, known as hard-pan; that at some places this

hard-pan would be reached by plowing, and cited

him the particular lot on which Mr. Lyding lived

in Vineland Subdivision; that the hard-pan could

be reached there in places within a few inches of

the top of the surface while in other places by bor-

ing with a seven or eight foot auger they had failed

to strike any hard-pan; that apparently this

stratum known as hard-pan had been generally con-

ceded to be formed by the settling of the salts con-

tained in the ground during the rainy season of

the winter and drying in the summer, when they

had no rain, and they got into a solid state, so that

there was no uniform layer of that in any particu-

lar area at Rio Linda—in places in California

—

this hard-pan soil did not in any particular way

interfere with the raising of poultry but it was

necessary in growing fruit to know where and in

what depth this hard-pan layer lay, under the land,

and particularly, for certain kinds of fruit that had

tap roots, so that the planting of fruit was done,

not alone at Rio Linda, but universally throughout

both valleys in California, according to the forma-

tion of the soil. I gave him for example a large

fig orchard, a number of thousand acres, I believe

it w^as twelve, lying along the main highway be-

tween Madera and Fresno, which was planted and

being planted exclusively to figs, and on which they

blasted holes where they planted each and every

tree, to break up the hard-pan. This was being done
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by a man who knew the fruit business and had ex-

perience in California, and they considered this

land particularly adapted for figs. I also told him

of a tract of land of about forty-eight hundred

acres almost joining the town of Merced, which had

been purchased by a California corporation which

got out the Del Monte brand of canned fruit. They

were not a land company but simply bought tracts

of land and planted them into the different varieties

of fruit adaptable to the location, and then built

a cannery, put [60] their products on the market

in a finished product to the public. I told him I

was familiar with this forty-eight hundred acres

as I purchased twelve hundred acres adjoining it

to retail in small tracts and my decision in taking

it on was due to the fact that this corporation knew

all about California's condition and were putting

in their forty-eight hundred acres into fruit to sup-

ply a canning factory of their own, and it was

necessary for them, and they did blast holes for

every tree that was planted. I then told him that

the lands owned by the Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company at Rio Linda and offered for sale,

varied in formations, relative to the hard-pan, and

that they found it advisable to keep a horticulturist

to advise purchasers of their land the kind of fruit

to plant if they wished to raise fruit as a side-line,

adaptable to the particular piece of land that they

should purchase, and that this advice and service

was furnished free by the company; for instance

I cited some land in and around the town site of
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Rio Linda which was along a stream, they did very

well with cherries, pears and other varieties of

fruits, while on some of the higher tracts horticul-

turists found it more adaptable to plant figs, grapes

and fruits that were adapted for that particular

kind of soil, but that in most cases people were

planting a family orchard of various varieties, con-

sisting of the variety of fruits as quoted in this

booklet, and for their own use throughout the dis-

trict of Rio Linda, almost all fruits that are grown

in California were represented on some particular

tracts of land, that were better than others; that

when it got into the fruit end of the proposition

that I was not a horticulturist and that we kept a

man there for that advice; that the Rio Linda dis-

trict primarily and all the time was a poultry

proposition.

Mr. and Mrs. Loucks both spoke up and said

that was the part they were interested in; that the

fruit proposition would be something [61] they

would have to learn and wouldn't be dependent on,

stating that while they were at that time in general

farming and dairying, devoting some time to the

poultry industry at home, that they were interested

in getting into a poultry country where they could

devote their time exclusively to the poultry indus-

try. They told me that they found that they could

make more money out of the poultry than they

could out of dairying, and get through their work

in the daytime; that in the dairying business it

usually was ten o'clock or after before they got
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through with their milking and their chores and

they had to get up in the morning at an unseemly

hour to get their dairying work done, and they

wanted to get away from that, as they felt and

knew that they could do as well and have life much

easier and more congenial than the way they were

situated at present.

In discussing the poultry industry at Rio Linda,

the point was brought out how much land a per-

son needed to go into the poultry business. I told

him the ordinary one man outfit could handle all

the poultry that they needed on a five-acre tract,

but due to the fact that they were wanting to ex-

change their farm and put it into land at Rio

Linda that it would be impossible to make a deal

on five acres; the only thing that I could get the

company interested in would be for them to take

a sufficient acreage so that the company could af-

ford to make the exchange, in other words, the

company was not buying their farm and paying

them any difference in cash, but I thought that a

deal would be worked out that would be of advan-

tage to them if they would take sufficient acreage,

and that deal would have to be worked out on about

twenty acres.

I went into the poultry business very much along

the lines as stated in the booklet, and also told them

of the co-operative way in which the poultry busi-

ness was handled not alone at Rio Linda, but also

throughout California, telling them of the extent

to which [62] the poultry business had grown
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at Petaluma, which was about the original starting

of the poultry industry in California, and now the

poultry industry had grown to such an extent that

they were organized in a co-operative buying of

supplies and marketing of their products, known

as the Central Egg Producers Association of Cali-

fornia, which is the largest poultry organization

of its kind in the world, and the Rio Linda district

was a part of this organization, and in addition

to this, they had a local co-operative organization

of their own for the Rio Linda district member-

ship of which could be obtained only by those pur-

chasing land from the Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company, as they had been instrumental in

forming this local co-operative organization for the

benefit of the people who were buying land from

them.

I told them this membership cost $50.00 and that

one person could only have one membership; that

they paid a preferred dividend on that $50.00 of

eight per cent per year; in addition to this they

had the advantage of the co-operative marketing

of their eggs, and the buying of their feed from

this local association. I told him that this local

association did not aim to sell this feed below the

market price generally prevailing at different

points in California, to any extent but that they

charged a profit on the sale of the feed, which profit

was divided among the members of the association

at a certain period of the year, pro rata, to the

amount of feed they used, that is, a man who was
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buying feed for five hundred birds would not re-

ceive* as large dividend as a man who was feeding

two thousand birds, but the pro rata of profit per

bird would be practically the same. That this profit

varied and was increasing each year as the volume

of business of the association increased. I told him

that this profit amounted to approximately twenty

cents a bird per year, which in reality would be a

twenty per cent profit he got in addition to his

[63] interest on his membership fee or belonging

to the association.

I told Mr. Loucks and his family, that the Sacra-

mento Suburban Fruit Lands Company were sell-

ing their land for a higher price than lands out-

side of the district, due to the fact of the service

rendered by Mr. Lyding, their poultry expert, the

service of their horticulturist, and the benefits de-

rived from the poultry association for their land.

I told them that they could go out there and buy

land, if they were looking around, for a cash deal,

for one hundred dollars to one hundred fifty dollars

less per acre than we were charging; that in the

opinion of the company they were justified in sell-

ing their land for this increased price, because of

the services rendered on their lands, the benefit of

the membership in the association, and the greater

development and progressiveness of the Rio Linda

district as compared with the territory surrounding

it, but I told Mr. Loucks that the company would

prefer that he make a personal trip of inspection

to California and the Rio Linda district and satisfy
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himself as to all these points. Mr. Loucks imme-

diately answered me, that he would not think of

buying anything unless he first saw it, himself;

that he would buy no ^^cat in the sack," as it meant

too much to him on a deal of this kind. He went

out to Rio Linda before agreeing to buy land. I

did not discuss with him in any way, any particular

lot at Rio Linda. I did not tell Mr. Loucks that

lots 95 and 86 of Rio Linda Subdivision Number

Six were of the fair and reasonable market value

of $7,000.00, and upwards; I told him the price of

that land was $7,000.00, and showed him our price

list on the various lots. I did not tell him any-

thing about the quality of those lots, as he had in-

spected them for himself. I did not tell him the

lots were capable of producing all sorts of farm

crops and products ; or that those lots were entirely

free from all conditions and things injurious or

harmful to the growth of fruit-trees; or that all

of the [64] lots were perfectly adapted to the

raising of fruits of all kinds. Neither did I tell

him that those lots were capable of producing large

quantities of fruit of the finest quality.

TESTIMONY OF LAMBERT HAGEL, FOR
DEFENDANT.

LAMBERT HAGEL, a witness for defendant,

testified

:

I have lived in the Rio Linda district for five

years. I have forty acres out there. I have fifty-

eight trees of thirty-six different varieties. I call
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it a family orchard. The depth of the soil on my
property is from seven inches up to twenty-four;

it is upland. I blasted for the trees. The trunks

of the cherry trees run from two and a half to

three and a half inches; the lowest one is eleven

feet high, the others are from thirteen to fifteen

feet high. On the nectarines, the trunk is six in-

ches in diameter and fifteen feet high. So are

some of the other trees. They are four years old.

The nectarine crop is very good; cherries very

good, and apples; all the rest of the crop is not

heavy. That is due partly to the age of the trees,

and then I only sprayed them once, and I believe

that kind of set them back. They did not have

enough blossoms in the spring.

I have twenty-eight acres of vines; the oldest

are three and a half years. They are all planted

from cuttings. The ground was not blasted for

the vines. Their growth has been pretty good.

This spring I planted ten acres of almonds, and

I have a stand of eighty-five per cent on them so

far; I did not irrigate, I just cultivated.

The older vines have had a very good growth.

I have a vine here about three and a half years old

;

it was planted from cuttings; never had a drop

of water since I planted it. I just cultivated it,

and I got this growth out of it. I would say this

a fair sample, [65] some are more than that, and

some are less.

(Whereupon the exhibit was offered and received

in evidence and marked Defendant's Exhibit 13.)
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WITNESS.—I have a Thompson Seedless vine

taken from a four year old vine, representing one

year's growth. This measures something around

twenty-one feet long. It is a fair sample. I had

one as high as twenty-six, that I measured this

morning. I raise some vegetables.

(At this point the witness identified pictures of

his property and vines; whereupon the same were

received in evidence and marked Defendant's Ex-

hibit 14.)

WITNESS.—I grow some vegetables on hard-

pan ground. The soil is about eighteen inches

deep. I irrigate, fertilize and cultivate.

Here is a plant that measures twenty-seven inches

long, nineteen inches wide; here are some beets

grown on my land; I picked these at eleven o'clock

this morning. Here is a cluster of Wilson wal-

nuts. Here are some pomegranates. Here is a

bunch of Tokay grapes. This is irrigated stuff. I

took this off the vine this morning. Here is a

melon, I picked that this morning, about a quarter

of a mile away from my house. How the seed got

there I don't know. It never was irrigated. It

was thrown among my vines where there never

has been any water on it. Here are a couple of

cucumbers. Although they are now out of season,

these are eleven and a half and ten and a half

inches long.

From my experience out there I am satisfied I

can raise anything I want to. I am engaged in the

poultry and orchard business, both. I have 1,400
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chickens. I raise alfalfa for the chickens. I am

[66] getting about seven cuttings a year, all the

way from a foot to eighteen inches high. The

alfalfa is growing on hard-pan land, with a soil

depth of around fifteen inches.

Cross-examination.

I have fifty-eight trees planted twenty feet apart.

There is a bald spot on my land; I left that space

to build my house and put a lawn there. I lost

three trees in 1927. There are no dead cherry

trees on my land now. I can prove that. I have

never sold any fruit off my land, but I sold grapes

both last year and this year. I sold between four

and six tons of grapes last year. So far this year

I have sold about 4,500 pounds, or about two and

a quarter tons. That is all the sale I have made up

to to-day; I will commence to pick again on Mon-

day. Last year I purchased some grapes. I bought

them and sold them on the field. I sold them to

Henry Posehn, Carl Beyler, John Brown, Charles

Brown, and some others. Each of those parties

bought several dollars' worth. I never sold any to

any grape-shipping concern in 1927.

TESTIMONY OF H. F. BREMER, FOR
DEFENDANT.

H. F. BREMER, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I live in the Rio Linda district. My place is

the west half of 54. I have ten acres, and am en-
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gaged in the poultry business. I have planted a

few trees, the soil depth where I planted the trees

being approximately two and one-half feet. Some

of the trees were planted last spring, and some a

year ago. I did not do any blasting. The trees

are doing very good. I owned another piece of

property in the Rio Linda District before I pur-

chased my present place. I bought the former land

in 1922, and had it about two years. During the

time I was there I planted some trees on soil of a

depth of two and one-half feet, or around that. I

blasted for those trees. They [67] did very

good. I have been by the place recently and the

trees are looking pretty good. They were planted

in 1923; about five years old now. Three of them

(iied, to my knowledge. That was last year, when

so many of them died all over this state, according

to what I read. That was due to a sour-sap condi-

tion, and also on account of the fertilizer being put

too close and directly on the tree, and I was told

that that was the cause of some of the trees dying.

Q. I show you a picture of the place you formerly

owned; is that the condition of the trees as they

appear at the present time ? A. Yes.

(Whereupon the picture was offered and received

in evidence and marked Defendant's Exhibit 15.)

WITNESS.—The place I formerly owned and

the place where I now live are approximately half

a mile a part; and, from my experience in that

district I would say that on that ground you could

successfully raise fruit.
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Cross-examination.

In 1922 I planted about fifty trees, but have kept

no check of the yield from those trees. In January,

1926, I came here and have been here going on three

years. In 1926 I planted about twelve trees. My
experience in orchard raising consists of my pre-

vious planting, my present planting, and what I

personally observed on outside neighboring lands. •

TESTIMONY OF JOHN POSEHN , FOR
DEFENDANT.

JOHN POSEHN, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I live in the Rio Linda district. I will have been

there five years next fall. I have ten acres. I have

a son living adjoining me, who has five acres. I

have forty trees planted on my place. [68]

I am engaged in the poultry business, and have

1,500 chickens. The soil on my property is a half

a foot, a foot and two feet in depth. I blasted for

my trees. They are four years old. The trees

have made a good growth. I planted a late Free-

stone peach in 1925, and they are sixteen feet high

and eleven inches around above the ground. Others

are pretty nearly the same size. I also have some
ornamental trees. I planted them in 1924. I got

them from the Sacramento nursery. They are the

same as the trees around this building. They are

twenty-three feet high, and about twenty inches
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around the trunk, over the ground. I irrigate my
trees.

I have some grape-vines on soil of a depth of half

a foot, a foot and two feet. The vines have done

good. I brought some here. I had all the fruit I

wanted off my trees, and what I didn't need, I fed

to my chickens.

The vines did good. Some Thompson Seedless

ran around sixty pounds, and others forty-five

pounds. I picked a Malaga last year that was

forty-one pounds from one vine.

I planted trees on my son's place the same year

as mine; one tree measures twenty-nine inches

around over the ground, and is twenty-five feet

high. His trees have done better than mine. He
got a good crop this year; all he w^anted and some

left over. His grape-vines bore well this year also.

Q. Is this a picture of your son's place?

A. Yes.

(Whereupon said picture was received in evi-

dence and marked Defendant's Exhibit 16.)

WITNESS.—I brought some Emperor grapes in

from my place. I got some tomatoes from my son's

place. I picked these this morning. He picked

over his pit and leveled it up and he raises all the

vegetables [69] he wants. There is a hard-pan

about an inch or two inches thick on his land, and

he got that out and spread it over, and he raised

all these vegetables there. The hard-pan there is

not very hard, you can pick it with a pick. It is

hard when it comes out of the ground, but when it
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is in the sun a while it gets loose. The tomato vine

I have here was grown on that sort of soil, and I

have seen other vegetables raised on that kind of

ground, and they grow well.

Cross-examination.

Mr. LEWIS.—Q. You have plenty of your own,

but you went over to get this from your son's place:

Is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. Your grape-vines produced very well this

year? A. Yes.

Q. Did you buy any grapes elsewhere? A. No.

Q. Do you know Mr. Archie Phelps, who lives

over the river bottom ? A. No.

Q. Does your daughter live at your place? You
have a daughter living there, haven't you?

A. Yes.

Q. Did she buy any grapes any place ?

A. No, I have so much myself.

Q. Did she make any arrangements to buy any

from anybody? A. No.

Q. Are you positive of that?

The COURT.—I cannot see that it is very ma-

terial. She had the same right to buy grapes that

anybody else had.

Mr. LEWIS.—She was right at his place, your

Honor.

The COURT.—She still would have the right to

go into the grape [70] business. Proceed, if you
have anything further.
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Mr. LEWIS.—Q. You never sold any in the

market, did you ?

A. No.

Mr. BUTLER.—Q. How do you take care of your

orchard ?

A. I water it and cultivate it ; that is all.

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES UNSWORTH,
FOR DEFENDANT.

CHARLES UNSWORTH, a witness for defend-

ant, testified:

I live in Rio Linda, on the highway, this side of

Rio Linda town site. I have five acres, a portion of

which is planted to fruit; about three and one-half

acres. They are mostly peach trees. The depth

of the soil in the orchard is about thirty inches, and

then it goes deeper. I don't think I have any trees

planted on soil less than thirty inches, but I do

plant fruit-trees on thirty-inch soil. The place was

planted when I bought it. I bought last October.

This year was the first returns I had from the

orchard. The trees are in very good condition. I

do not know whether the ground was blasted when
the trees were planted. I had a very good crop

off my orchard this year. I judge I got about four

and a half tons of fruit ; that is, I sold that much,

and there w^as a tremendous lot went to waste, on

account of the market condition. There was about

as much again went to waste as what I sold.

My flowers, shrubbery and foliage do fine.
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(At this time a photograph of the witness' prop-

erty was received in evidence and marked Defend-

ant's Exhibit 17.)

Cross-examination.

I am a meat-cutter by occupation, but for the

past year I have just been on the place. I have

done nothing else except attend to the place. I

should judge I have sold one hundred dollars' worth

of [71] fruit since I have been there. I never

had any prior experience in raising fruit. The

shallowest place I found on my land was thirty

inches.

TESTIMONY OF E. A. BUSH, FOR DEFEND-
ANT.

E. A. BUSH, a witness for defendant, testified:

For the past tw^enty years I have been engaged

in the real estate business in Sacramento. I am the

president of the Ben Leonard Company. I have

had experience in the buying and selling of country

lands. I am acquainted with this Rio Linda dis-

trict. I have been familiar with it for fifteen years.

I have followed the sales out there and have made
many loans on that property. I have also appraised

numerous parcels of that property for loan pur-

poses, and am acquainted with the reasonable value

of land in the district.

I would appraise the plaintiff's land at $350 per

acre on the east ten acres, and $325 an acre on the
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west ten. The east ten has better drainage, accord-

ing to my observation.

The elevation has considerable to do with planting

trees in that district, and I would say it has better

drainage on the east ten. On the west ten it is pos-

sible that the drainage is not so good. I also con-

sider the availability of water in fixing my valua-

tion. Its proximity to the city is taken into con-

sideration. It is on the main county road. It is

close to marketing facilities. In other words, in

that district, a man established there has the oppor-

tunity of purchasing from the Rio Linda Poultry

Producers' Association; he has the advice of the

experts the company furnishes. If he was buying

out in some isolated section that did not have those

features, it would not be worth starting on, pos-

sibly. There is power available for pumping water,

and for other purposes. There are schools and

churches in the neighborhood, and roads throughout

[72] the district.

Cross-examination.

I did not say that land out in an isolated section

would not be worth anything; I said it possibly

would not be worth starting on.

All of the sales I refer to were made by the

defendant corporation under the selling plan which

it was following at that time. That is the way we

arrive at all of our valuations, and that is the way
I arrived at my valuation in this particular instance.
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TESTIMONY OF E. P. VERNER, FOR
DEFENDANT.

E. P. VERNER, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I am in charge of the country lands department of

Wright & Kimbrough. I have been engaged in the

sale of country lands for seventeen years. I am
familiar with the Rio Linda District, and am ac-

quainted with the property involved in this litiga-

tion, belonging to the plaintiff, Loucks, described

as Lots 95 and 96, Rio Linda Subdivision No. 6.

In my opinion, on the 30th day of August, 1923,,

that property was worth $325 an acre. In arriv-

ing at that figure I am considering the location,

being suburban to the city of Sacramento; trans-

portation, steam railroads, electric roads, power

lines, good roads, churches, schools, good water con-

ditions, industries in the immediate vicinity, and the

present industry in the community.

Cross-examination.

In fixing a value on that land I took into con-

sideration to some extent the present industry in

the community. There were some good roads out

there in 1923. Some were graveled and some were

not. I don't think the roads by this place were

graveled. In 1923 the map of this subdivision was
on file. The filing of a map enhances the value

of any property. They raise the taxes the minute

you file [73] a map of a subdivision.

This land is located as close to the city of Sacra-
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mento as the Klaffeiibacli property, but I would say

it is a little better located, being on a main road

running east and west. The reason I appraised the

Klaffenbach land at $250 an acre, and this land as

being of a value of $325 an acre, is that the Klaffen-

bach land I appraised in 1921, two years prior to

the time this valuation w^as put on. There were

other developments in the district subsequent to

that time. Generally, the land increased $25 an

acre from 1920 up to the present time. All lands

in the State of California show an average increase

of approximately $25 an acre. That would apply

to the Klaffenbach land. This piece of land under

question at the present time is a better piece of

land. The Klaffenbach land runs to some kind of

red soil, and, according to my estimation, is thinner

land. I never tested the soil on either the Klaffen-

bach or this property. Prom an examination of the

surface I say that the property in question has a

deeper soil than the Klaffenbach land.

TESTIMONY OP L. TURKELSON, POR
DEPENDANT.

L. TURKELSON, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I live in the Rio Linda district. My place is on

the highway, this side of the Rio Linda town site.

I live across the road from Mr. Unsworth. I have

about forty acres, the soil depth varying from three

to eight feet. I have about two thousand trees;

most of them are almonds and pears; I have a
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family orchard of all different varieties, a good

many different varieties. I think most of the shal-

low soil is in pears. I did not plant the pear trees

on blasted ground. I didn't blast anywhere on my
place. The pear trees have done fine, and I get

good crops. I had a good medium crop this year.

Last year was a lighter crop due to weather condi-

tions in the blooming season. The crop the year

before that was very heavy. [74]

I consider the land where my place is located to

be adaptable for the raising of fruit.

Before I came to Rio Linda I was raising fruit in

the southern part of the state, close to Los Angeles.

I have been in the fruit-raising business about thirty

years, or more. I have some almonds on my land

that are doing fine
;
good grade and quality.

(Witness identified a picture as being a photo-

graph of his almond orchard.)

WITNESS.—The reason the trees have not many
leaves on in the picture is that the picture must

have been taken in the latter part of the season,

or early. When we harvest the crop we knock the

leaves off. To harvest the crop we use long poles,

and in harvesting they knock the leaves off a good

deal.

(Whereupon the said picture was received in

evidence and marked Defendant's Exhibit 17.)

WITNESS.—I have here a sample of the almonds

from my place, this years' growth, which are a

fair sample. They grade A-1.
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(The almonds were received in evidence and

marked Defendant's Exhibit 19.)

WITNESS.—I have known the Unsworth place

for a number of years. I could not say positively

how old his trees are, but I think they must be about

eight or nine years. They look fine. I consider

his an A-1 orchard, and I consider the soil on his

place to be adapted to the raising of fruit. My
land is upland.

Cross-examination.

I have about three and a half acres in pear trees.

I shipped my crop East this year. I have not fig-

ured up for the season yet [75] what is sold al-

together. I think I shipped over 200 boxes, and a

good many were sold locally. There are about 52

pounds to the box.

TESTIMONY OF H. M. EDMUNDS, FOR
DEFENDANT.

H. M. EDMUNDS, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I have lived in the Rio Linda district for six

years. I am President of the Rio Linda Poultry

Producers Association. This is the fourth year I

have held that position. The Poultry Producers

Association is a corporation of our own out there,

to secure the best possible feeds at the least possible

price. That corporation is not in any way con-

nected w^ith the defendant company financially or in

a business way. The membership to the association
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is limited to the residents of the district. We have

some 224 members. The prices at which we sell

are approximately the same as those in Sacramento

for the same quality of feed. We buy our feed.

Grain, wheat, barley, oats, milo, we buy locally;

corn we buy where it is grown—Iowa, Nebraska,

Kansas. We buy these various grains, grind them

and mix them. The association has in its ware-

house, grinding machinery, and mixing machinery.

Out of the money that comes in from the sale of

feed to members, there are dividends representing

the surplus profit that is returned to the members

on a pro rata basis, according to the amount they

buy during the year. During the past six years I

have had returned to me $1,443.10 in dividends,

representing purchases of $15,248.00. My place

cost me two thousand dollars.

Non-members can buy as well as members, but

non-members cannot participate in the distribution

of profits. We have a surplus on hand of undis-

tributed profits amounting to $30,000 or $33,000.

We own the property on which the warehouse is lo-

cated. We own a strip of land ; most of it is on the

railroad right of way. That part we have leased

for a period of years. There is no indebtedness on

it. [76]

Q. Your place is located in what subdivision ?

A. No. 3.

Q. Is this a picture of your property? A. Yes.

Mr. BUTLER.—I offer it in evidence.
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(Whereupon the said picture was received in

evidence and marked Defendant's Exhibit 20.)

Cross-examination.

The dividends from the association are returns of

money charged for feed over and above the actual

cost.

Q. In other words, you take it away from the pur-

chaser, and later you give it back to him and call

it a dividend ?

A. No, sir; we do business on a basis that is

commensurate with other merchandise

—

Q. I am not asking you that. I say that all the

money you get is obtained from the men who pur-

chase feed from vou? A. Yes.

Q. And if it develops later that there is a profit,

you give it back to him ? A. Yes.

Q. And you call it a dividend ? A. Yes.

TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR MORLEY, FOR
DEFENDANT.

ARTHUR MORLEY, a witness for defendant,

testified

:

I have lived in the Arcade district, about a mile

south of Rio Linda, for about eight years. I do not

live in the Rio Linda tract and have no interest in

any of the property there. I have about eighteen

acres. The soil depth varies from a foot to three

[77] feet. I planted my property to fruit.

Blasting was done. I have cherries, plums, pears,
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apricots, peaches. My place produces commer

cially profitably. There are other places in the

vicinity, on similar land, with a hard-pan underlay,

which produce commercially and profitably. For

example: George Fletcher, Mr. Wanzer; Fred

Mincy. Dr. Harris has a nice orchard coming

along. All of those orchards are on land of about

the same depth as mine.

I have been over the Rio Linda district. Re-

cently in conjunction with Mr. Jarvis, I made

rather an extended survev of the entire district,

testing the soil depth in many places and noting

the quality. I have been in the fruit-raising busi-

ness about fifteen or sixteen years; actively en-

gaged during all of that time. In my opinion the

hard-pan uplands of Rio Linda, in soil of the depth

of my place, if properly cultivated, blasted and

cared for, would produce fruit in commercial

quantities.

Cross-examination.

I work in my own orchard, and others. I have

seventeen acres of land, and do the pruning and

picking of the crops on more than ninety additional

acres. I spent thirty days in going over the Rio

Linda district for the company. They wanted me
to determine what I thought of the soil and the

trees that were growing there.
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TESTIMONY OF O. W. JARVIS. FOR DE-
FENDANT.

O. W. JARVIS, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied:

I have been in horticultural work and interested

in the fruit business for a great many years. I am
a graduate of the Utah School of Agriculture. I

was county farm adviser of Sacramento County for

a period of time. In my work I have had a great

deal to do with the examination of soils, and the

care of fruits, and the cultivation of fruit-trees,

etc. Recently I have had occasion, being [78]

employed by the defendant company, to make a

survey of the Rio Linda district for the purpose of

determining the number of trees and vines growing

in that district. The number of trees and the

varieties we estimated as follows : Almonds, 18,720

;

olives, 9,370; peaches, 7,060; plums, 2,950; pears,

8,875; prunes, 6,040; figs, 10,230; grapes, 97,650;

apricots, 1,550; walnuts, 490; cherries, 9,465; apples,

600; persimmons, 100. That makes a total of 83,-

650 trees, and 97,650 vines; family orchards, about

325, with an estimated average of 25 trees to the

orchard, and about 10 grape vines, would make a

grand total of 91,750 trees and 100,900 vines.

As a general rule, the trees were not as well culti-

vated and cared for as they are in many orchard

sections; so many people seemed to be interested

in poultry and other things as a side-line, even

thou2:h thev have some trees in addition to their
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family orchard. As a rule, the trees were not as

thrifty as they would be if they were better cared

for. We found, in all parts of the district, both

on the shallow soil and on the deep soil, some trees

looking exceptionally well, and some trees excep-

tionally poor.

As a general condition, we found that the trees

responded to proper care, whether on the deeper or

on the shallower ground. They looked good and

thrifty where the proper drainage, and irrigation,

and cultivation facilities were provided. On vshal-

low soil of that type, with an underlying hard-pan,

it is generally customary to blast. If the ground is

properly blasted the tree will find ample drainage

and the ground will hold sufficient moisture for

the maintenance of the tree.

Fruit will grow and can be raised commercially

on soil of that shallow type, if you disregard

fluctuating marketing conditions; the land will

produce fruit. [79]

I am familiar with the Oroville district. There

is a fruit area up there devoted to the commercial

growing of fruit. They have a lot of shallow soil,

with hard-pan, on which commercial crops are

grown. There is a variety of fruits raised; the

citrus fruits, some walnuts, figs, olives, peaches,

grapes, apricots, almonds.

I am also familiar with the Sutter County

peach-growing district around Yuba City. There

in the back country, away from the river, all the

way from Gridley down to Tudor you will find a
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shallow soil of moderate depth, where peaches are

being gro\vn successfully ; in the Chandler section a

lot of orchards grow on comparatively hard-pan

lands, where there is proper irrigation, cultivation

and drainage. A mile or two back from the river

there is a lot of soil running anywhere from two

and a half to four feet, and some of that, in spots,

might be deeper. Ordinarily they blast for plant-

ing peach trees in two and a half and three-foot soil.

Many of the orchards there have fine crops this

year and last. Some of the finest fruit in the world

is produced in that section on that type of soil.

I know of no rule which requires a minimum of

five feet of top soil above the hard-pan before fruit

of any variety can be grown successfully. To my
knowledge there is no standard in fruit growing

in the Sacramento or the San Joaquin Valleys,

requiring five feet of soil above the hard-pan before

fruit can be planted with the expectation that it can

be grown successfully commercially. I have heard

some theorists announce such an idea, but it is not

accepted by practical orchardists.

I have seen excavations where the roots of many

different kinds of trees had been grown in the hard-

pan. Where they were digging a cesspool, or

septic-tank, or cellar, I have seen nearly all the

ordinary roots down in the hard-pan, where the

roots have got started in that blasted place. I have

recently made an investigation [80] in an olive

orchard, and in a plum orchard, and found roots

down in the hard-pan.
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(Witness identified pictures as showing the root

penetrating into the soil, and representing a root

system penetrating into blasted area in hard-pan

land.)

WITNESS.— (Referring to pictures.) This tree

is about fifteen to eighteen inches, soil depth ; one of

those others is from nine to twelve; the other is

about the same. We excavated almost four feet

alongside of those trees to determine the fact of the

root spread and penetration. I found roots extend-

ing down about forty-four inches, with a sidespread

four feet away from the tree, at the lower depths.

Those were all pictures of olive trees. I don't

know their age; they look like eight, ten or twelve

year trees. You cannot tell very much about an

olive tree by looking at it. That ground has been

blasted ; the subsoil was broken by the blasting down

as far as we dug. We found no evidence in the

shattering of the subsoil, of pocketing, or a water-

pool being forced in there by reason of the blasting.

After we were through with the digging I turned a

stream of water from the hose into each of the three

holes, and noted the time it took to fill up to the

top of the hard-pan, and then let it stand there for

an hour, and noted how far it dropped. In one it

dropped eight inches; in one four inches; in the

other it had not got filled up after running two

hours and ten minutes. A few days later I ran my
probe in there, and there was no evidence of a water-

pocket. It was simply moist soil, as you would

find under those conditions.
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(At which time the pictures were received in evi-

dence and marked Defendant's Exhibit 21.) [81]

Cross-examination.

The water was left undisturbed in the holes we

dug for an hour in each case; then we put dirt in

on the water. I don't know the age of that orchard.

It was an olive orchard, on the old Smith property

in Rio Linda. I don't know what it produced this

year. I saw it and the crop was light, like most

of the olive crops this year. You could not say

it was an unmerchantable crop.

Q. They were more like golf balls, or, rather, they

were more like marbles, were they not, than olives ?

A. No, sir. They were mostly olives of good

quality, but not very many of them. It was too

early in the season for them to be up to size.

Q. Have you been out there when they have been

picked, to any extent? A. No, I have not.

Q. Do you know that that orchard never has pro-

duced an3rthing?

A. I don't know anything about its history.

WITNESS.—I remember being on the Klaffen-

bach place with a committee. I don't remember

any conversation with Mrs. Klaffenbach. I don't

think I made anv such statement as to tell her that

I was not going to investigate the Klaffenbach land,

because it was not fruit land. I never would make

such a statement as that no hard-pan land would

make fruit profitably, because I know to the con-

trary.
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There is some soil in Rio Linda not so good as

some others. It all depends on the question of

relativity. For pears, prunes, plums, figs, and for

quite a lot of things, some of those soils would be

quite desirable, and might not be so desirable for

some other things. Whether or not the land out

there is poor land as compared with other soils in

Sacramento County would depend entirely [82]

upon for what purpose you were classifying it. I

would not say anything of the kind, without know-

ing specifically what it was wanted for. If you

wanted to grow crops that river bottom lands were

specially adapted to, then that is not the land you

would go to.

Q. The poorest land in Sacramento County is out

in Rio Linda, is it not? A. No, sir.

Q. It is as poor as any? A. I don't think so.

Q. Do you know of any worse land in Sacra-

mento County? A. Yes.

Q. Where?

A. A great deal, in the southeastern part of the

county.

Q. Down in Clay, and in that district?

A. Yes.

Q. The land is just as good, isn't it? A. No.

Q. It is the same surface? A. No.

Q. It is a sandy loam?

A. Some of those loams are far less productive

than these types.

Q. The only difference out there is that the water

is not quite so good. Is that not true ?
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A. No ; there is a difference in the soil type ; some

of the classifications of soil ont in that area are not

so desirable as the soil in this area.

TESTIMONY OF F. E. TWINING, FOR DE-
FENDANT.

F. E. TWINING, a witness for defendant, testi-

fied: [83]

I am an agricultural chemist, having my head-

quarters at Fresno. I have no connection whatever

with or interest in the Sacramento Suburban Fruit

Lands Company. I have been employed by them

to make certain tests in the Rio Linda district. I

have been engaged in agricultural work for twenty-

eight years. I maintain a laboratory at Fresno,

which is the most complete commercial laboratory

on the Pacific Coast. I have examined the soils

pretty generally up and down through the Sacra-

mento and the San Joaquin Valleys, and am pretty

familiar with the type, quality and character of soil

throughout the County of Sacramento. I am
familiar with the Rio Linda tract; have made bor-

ings out there for the purpose of analyzing the

hard-pan conditions, depth of soil, etc. I have

made over three hundred borings in that district.

I have also made chemical analyses of the soils.

I know the Loucks property; have been on the

land, taken samples and analyzed them. I found

the phosphoric acid content on the east end to be

.27; on the west end .23, or 9,200 pounds per acre-
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foot. At the east end the potash was .98; at the west

end .92, or 36,800 pounds per acre-foot.

In an analysis of soil, we take ten grams of soil,

which is placed in 125 cubic centimeters of hydro-

chloric acid of a gravity of 1.15, and keep that at a

boiling temperature for five hours. For the potash

we take what represents .4 of a gram and precipi-

tate out the potash by use of a platinum solution,

using 5 cubic centimeters which is sufficient to pre-

cipitate it

—

It is possible to make an analysis for potash and

phosphoric acid, using as large a quantity as forty

grams, but it is not practicable. The potash and

phosphoric acid in that soil is a very good quantity.

The condition out there is very similar to the fruit-

growing districts of the Sacramento Valley, on the

east side of the river. [84] Three-fifths of Sacra-

mento County is that type of soil. There are or-

chards being raised successfully in the Sacramento

Valley on hard-pan soil of that type. I examined

the Arcade district, and out in through there, in

which there were very good orchards on soil from a

foot and a half to four feet deep. There are many
acres of such successful orchards. I know of no rule

among horticulturists requiring a minimum stand-

ard of five feet of soil for the commercial growing

of fruit. Fruit can be grown commercially and

successfully on soil of a depth of less than five feet.

It is being done all over the state. I could not state

the proportion, but I know of thousands of acres
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being so used in the Sacramento and San Joaquin

Valleys.

I have examined the hard-pan conditions on the

property of the plaintiff. I found hard-pan at

depths varying from one to three and a half feet

plus; that is, at three and a half feet we did not

strike hard-pan. An average of practically two

and a half feet. It is a clay hard-pan. The top of

the hard-pan has rather a thin foraginous cover-

ing. I have samples of that hard-pan. The sur-

face hard-pan is of a little redder type. It is from

a sixteenth to a quarter of an inch thick. The

sample I have here is the hard-pan under the sur-

face. There is just a small amount of that surface

covering shown on this piece. Underneath the

hard-pan you find a strata of various kinds—soft

material, occasionally a little sand, all of which is

softened by water. The first layer is impervious to

water, but when that is broken up all of this ma-

terial is pervious to water. By pervious is meant

that it will absorb water. If the top layer were

broken by blasting, it will absorb and hold water

sufficient for plant nourishment, if there is sufficient

w^ater put into it by irrigation. Under these con-

ditions it will also provide drainage for the plant,

so that it will not drown by too much water. [85]

Mr. BUTLER.—We offer this in evidence.

(Whereupon the exhibit was received and marked

Defendant's Exhibit 22.)

WITNESS.—If that hard-pan is broken by blast-

ing and is thrown out to the atmosphere and the
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weather it will disintegrate; and, having disinte-

grated, it will then form a soil which will support

plant life. The ingredients of that material are

practically the same as the surface soil, except

there is a little more lime in the deeper layers.

Lime loosens up the soil, and it will support plant

life a little better, make the conditions a little bet-

ter physically.

Cross-examination.

I am employed by defendant, the same as I would

be by any other concern, to make a survey. I have

never been connected with the United Farm Lands

Company. Our firm was employed to make an al-

kali survey of that territory, and I appeared in

some cases.

All heavy soils bake rather readily, and the soil

out here is heavy soil. I would not classify it as

hard to handle; it takes a little more cultivation.

There is much worse soil than that.

Unless you break up the hard-pan under shallow

soils, they will not hold enough moisture; it is not

the soil, itself, it is the amount of moisture which

you can get into that soil.

Q. There is not enough plant food life in it?

A. Yes, there is.

Q. Depth of soil is a great element to consider in-

buying a fruit ranch, is it not? That is one of the

first things you consider, is it not, in determining

whether you will buy a place for a fruit ranch ?

A. Yes. [86]
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TESTIMONY OF L. B. SCHEI, FOR DE-
FENDANT.

L. B. SCHEI, a witness for defendant, testified:

I am the resident secretary of the Sacramento

Suburban Fruit Lands Company, and have been in

charge of their local office since 1915.

I am familiar with the Rio Linda district and am
also familiar with the literature the company has

put out to its prospective customers. I have as-

sisted in the preparation of that literature.

(Witness is shown booklet entitled ''Poultry

Farms and Orchard Homes, Second Edition,"

which is marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 2.)

WITNESS.—I had a great deal to do with the

preparation of that booklet. I gathered the mate-

rial from the records of the people on the lands,

and from authorities in the different lines that are

discussed in the booklet.

Q. There is a letter appearing in there from the

County Horticultural Commissioner, Mr. Fred P.

Brosius; will you state whether or not that letter

was secured from Mr. Brosius, and whether that is

an authentic copy of a letter which he wrote, and if

that is a copy of his signature.

A. It is; he handed it to me personally.

Q. What did Mr. Brosius do within the limits

of your knowledge, tow^ard ascertaining the facts

appearing in that letter before he wrote and gave

you that letter?

A. He had been in touch with our district in the
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county for many years prior to the writing of

this letter. Preceding the writing of this letter Mr.

Brosius and I had made a trip consuming at least

two days, if not three, in going around the district,

and studying conditions, so as to know what to ad-

vise to plant under [87] different conditions.

This letter followed that. I told him we were get-

ting out a booklet, and I would like to have a letter

from him.

Q. Did you in any way direct or dictate the con-

tents of the letter? A. No, sir, not a word of it.

WITNESS.—The letter appearing in the booklet

from Ray L. Riley, who was at that time the state

Real State Commissioner of the State of Califor-

nia, is a copy of a letter which was written, signed

by Mr. Riley, and delivered to me. We took all of

the material in this booklet, with the exception of

that one page, to Mr. Riley, as Real Estate Com-

missioner, and asked him to look it over, and if it

met with his approval to give us the letter, which

was customary at that time from the department.

Subsequently the letter was given to me. That is

a copy of his signature appearing there.

The statement on the back page, ^^Home and In-

dependence on Ten Acres," is a quotation from a

pamphlet which was used by the Chamber of Com-

merce. When it was submitted I took it over to the

Chamber of Commerce and the whole matter was

discussed at that time, including the incorporation

of that in the booklet. I think the discussion I had
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was with Mr. Richards, although I cannot say posi-

tively. I think he was assistant secretary.

Mr. LEWIS.—We object to that as res inter alios

acta.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Cross-examination.

I did not discuss the lands with Mr. Riley. He
went out into the country prior to writing this let-

ter, or giving us any approval of the district. I

believe I went out with him. [88]

I don't know that I should say that Mr. Brosius

and I were particularly friendly. I did not see

him very often. I presume his letter went into

some of the editions of this book. I am not posi-

tive that it went into the Fourth Edition, which

w^as issued in 1924.

Q. And it circulated in 1925. You left the date

1920 out of the Fourth Edition, didn't you?

A. I have told you before that I don^t know about

that.

Q. That date is out of it, isn't it?

A. Whether that was in the printing or not, I

don't know.

Mr. BUTLER.—That is objected to, your Honor,

as immaterial. The Fourth Edition is not in evi-

dence in this case. This is not cross-examination.

The COURT.—The whole of it is immaterial.

Objection sustained.

Redirect Examination.

Mr. BUTLER.—Q. I want to ask you about an-
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other certain endorsement in there from certain

businessmen. Will you find that place?

Mr. LEWIS.—Objected to as not redirect.

Mr. BUTLER.—I will ask for the privilege of

opening up the direct examination, for the purpose

of going into that matter.

The COURT.—Proceed.
Mr. BUTLER.—Q. Will you state whether or not

the endorsement of that particular statement, there,

was obtained by you, or w^ere any of those endorse-

ments obtained by you?

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—Objected to as immaterial,

irrelevant and incompetent.

The COURT.—What is the object of it?

Mr. BUTLER.—To prove the authenticity of the

signatures of this endorsement.

The COURT.—Objection sustained. It is wholly

immaterial whether [89] they are authentic, or

not. Anything further? Call your next witness.

Mr. HUSTON.—We note an exception.

TESTIMONY OP M. A. CRINKLEY, POR DE-
PENDANT.

M. A. CRINKLEY, a witness for defendant, tes-

tified :

Mr. HUSTON.—Q. You are the secretaiy of the

defendant company, are you not, Mr. Crinkley?

A. Yes.

Q. How long have you been employed in that ca-

pacity ?
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A. I joined the company in 1915, and was ap-

pointed secretary in 1916.

Q. Do you know when the company purchased

this property called the Rio Linda Colony?

A. Yes.

Q. When? A. 1911-12.

Q. When did the sales campaign commence?

A. In 1912.

Q. At that time, w^hen the sales campaign was

first initiated, where were the lands offered for

sale—in California? A. Principally.

Mr. LEWIS.—Just a moment. That is objected

to as not within the knowledge of the witness.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Exception.

WITNESS.—At the time I became connected

with the company, we had an office in Los Angeles,

and just closed one in San Francisco after I be-

came identified with the company, but we were sell-

ing in the East, [90] and Canada, anywhere from

the Middle West out here. Practically three-fifths

of the property when I came into the company was

just wild land; no improvements at all. There had

been roads built, and some settlement in the ex-

treme western portion of our land, and the eastern

portion.

Q. Has the sale of this land been continued right

along until the present time?

A. Yes, w^e are right in business, to-day.

Q. What improvements, if any, did the company
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put on this tract of land, what advantages were

added there?

A. We built all these roads and kept them up for

years before the county took them over. We put

in the culverts and the bridges. We advanced

money for the establishment of the Rio Linda Poul-

try Producers Association; and ultimately sold the

place to the people out there; we installed the ma-

chinery and sold it to them. They have paid for it

since. We have kept the service department on

our payroll, here, the fruit adviser and the horticul-

tural adviser, at a cost, at a low estimate, of

$100,000 for that service department, to date. We
advanced money to the Great Western Power Com-

pany, the sum of $40,000, or $50,000—

Mr. LEWIS.—Just a minute. We object to all

this as immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent.

The COURT.—Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Exception.
Q. Leaving out about the advancement of money,

Mr. Crinkley, tell us about the physical improve-

ments, outside of those you have mentioned.

A. That was one improvement.

Q. Describe the improvement, leaving out the

question of cost.

A. The Great Western Power Company is limited

in the extension of [91] its power line unless they

have secured subscribers to a certain line. In or-

der to get this line in ahead of the time they were

permitted to put it in under their rules and regu-

lationS) we advanced this money

—
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Mr. LEWIS.—The same objection, your Honor.

The COURT.—Objection sustained. Do not at-

tempt to evade the ruling of the Court again, or you

will find yourself in deep water, Witness.

A. (Continuing.) Your Honor, I am just an-

swering the counsel's question.

The COURT.—No, you are not. Proceed, now.

WITNESS.—When I first became identified with

the company, there was a schoolhouse about the size

of this courtroom, or maybe less; to-day we have a

$60,000 schoolhouse out there. Of course, we did

not build that, but we had an awful lot to do with

organizing the school district.

There is a telephone system on part of the land.

We have two concrete roads. We have the North-

ern Electric Line, running up through Rio Linda.

It affords very good transportation. In the town

of Rio Linda we have the convenience there of

garages, postoffice and streets. The school is there.

One or two churches. A lumber-yard, and the

Poultry Association are there. It is just a gen-

eral community center.

Q. Up to August 23, the date of this transaction,

how many families were located in your colony?

A. Between 200 and 300.

Q. Since that time has that number increased, or

decreased ?

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—That is objected to as im-

material, irrelevant and incompetent. [92]

The COURT.—What is the object of it?

Mr. HUSTON.—To show the development and
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the physical situation of the property out there, as

bearing on market value.

The COURT.—It is the value in 1923 that seems

to be material. Objection sustained.

Mr. HUSTON.—Exception.

Cross-examination.

I became connected with the company in 1915.

I was in charge of the Minneapolis office, w^hich is

the main office of the corporation. We do not have

an office or agency in St. Paul. We did in 1923.

We also had one in Winnipeg, Manitoba. I don't

know whether we had one in Omaha, Nebraska, in

1923 or not. I would not say our lands were chiefly

marketed in that country, nor that 95 per cent of

them were. In the district called the Middle West,

I would judge about 60 or 70 per cent.

TESTIMONY OF R. B. LOUCKS, FOR PLAIN-
TIFF (RECALLED IN REBUTTAL).

R. B. LOUCKS, plaintiff, recalled in rebuttal,

testified

:

Concerning the letter of February, 1925, that con-

versation between myself and Mr. Braughlar was

held at Mrs. Carr's place.

Q. Going back to the dealings which you had be-

fore you bought the land, how many chickens were

you raising back there?

A. We had from twelve chickens to three dozen.

Q. Did you tell Mr. Fotheringham or this other

gentleman that you were coming out here to go into

the chicken business, exclusively? A. No, sir.
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TESTIMONY OF CLAIRE KLAFFENBACH,
^ FOR PLAINTIFF (IN REBUTTAL).

CLAIRE KLAFFENBACH, called for plaintiff

in rebuttal, testified: [93]

I live in Rio Linda. I know Mr. O. W. Jarvis,

and I had a conversation with him, with reference

to whether he w^ould make some tests on our land

to see if it was adapted to raising fruit, about

June, 1927. I asked him if he was going to get out

of the car to make an examination of our ten-acre

tract, and he told me no, he would not waste his

time, because he knew it was not fruit land, and fur-

ther said that we could not raise fruit commercially

on that hard-pan land.

Cross-examination.

I am a plaintiff in an action similar to this. [94]

Before the Court's charge to the jury, defendant

requested the following instructions, among others:

DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 1.

YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that this is what is

commonly known as an action of deceit. The gist

of the action is fraud. Fraud necessary to support

the action exists where a person makes a false rep-

resentation of a material fact, susceptible of knowl-

edge knowing it to be false, with the intention to

deceive the person to whom it is made, and the

latter, relying upon it, acting with reasonable pru-

dence, is deceived and induced to do or refrain

from doing something to his pecuniary loss or dam-
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age. In order to support an action of this kind, it

is necessary for the plaintiff to satisfy the jury by

a preponderance of the evidence, (1) that the de-

fendant made a substantial, material representation

respecting the transaction; (2) that it was false;

(3) that when it made it it knew it was false; (4)

that it made it with the intention of inducing the

plaintiff to act upon it; (5) that the plaintiff was

misled thereby, and in reliance thereon, did act

upon it, and he thereupon suffered damage. If you

should find that the plaintiff has failed to prove

any one or all of these essential elements, your ver-

dict should be for the defendant.

DEPENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 3.

You are further instructed upon the matter of

])laintiff's discovery of the alleged fraud that if

plaintiff discovered that a material representation

concerning the land he bought was false, [95]

then he was at once by that discovery presumed to

liave knowledge of the truth or falsity of the re-

maining representations, and must bring his action

within three years of the discovery of the falsity

of any material representation concerning the land.

DEPENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 4.

The essence of a cause of action for deceit con-

sists in the fact that the false representations were

made with intent to deceive, such intent being a

necessary element to constitute actual fraud.

It must appeal from a preponderance of the

evidence that the false representations, if any, were
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made by defendant with a fraudulent intent, and

for the purpose of inducing the plaintiff to act

upon them.

DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 6.

You are instructed that plaintiff cannot recover

in this action unless he was deceived by the alleged

representations, for if the means of knowledge are

at hand, equally available to all parties, and the

subject of purchase is alike open to their inspec-

tion, if the purchaser does not avail himself of

these means and opportunities, he will not be heard

to say that he has been deceived, unless he was in-

duced by trick or misrepresentation of defendant

not to make such inspection. [96]

DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 10.

You are instructed that a representation which

merely amounts to a statement of opinion, judg-

ment, probability, or expectation, or is vague and

indefinite in its terms, or is merely a loose, conjec-

tural, or exaggerated statement cannot be made

the basis of an action for deceit, though it may not

be true, for a party is not justified in placing re-

liance upon such statement or representation.

DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION No. 17.

YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that in an action for

relief on the ground of fraud, such as this case, the

plaintiff must show that the fraud occurred within

three years of the commencement of his action for

relief, or if his action was commenced more than
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three years after the fraud occurred, then he must

show, in order to maintain his suit, that he did not

discover he had been defrauded until a date within

three years of the time he commenced his action.

With regard to this discovery of the facts con-

stituting the alleged fraud, you are instructed that

the plaintiff will be presumed to have known what-

ever with reasonable diligence he might have ascer-

tained concerning the fraud of which he complains.

You are instructed that the evidence shows that

the alleged fraud was committed more than three

years prior to the filing of the action, and your

verdict must be in favor of the [97] defendant,

unless the plaintiff has proven by a preponderance

of the evidence both that he did not discover the al-

leged fraud within the period of three years be-

fore he filed his action, and that he could not have

discovered it by the exercise of reasonable diligence,

three years before he commenced this suit. He
was not permitted to remain inactive after the

transaction was completed, but it was his duty to

exercise reasonable diligence to ascertain the truth

of the facts alleged to have been represented to him.

He is not excused from the making of such discovery

even if the plaintiff in such action remains silent.

A claim by the plaintiff of ignorance at one time of

the alleged fraud and of knowledge at a time within

three years of the commencement of his action is

not sufficient; a party seeking to avoid the bar of

the statute of limitations in a suit upon fraud must

show by a preponderance of the evidence not only

that he was ignorant of the fraud up to a date
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within three years of the commencement of his

action, but also that he had used due diligence to

detect the fraud after it occurred and could not do

so. If fraud occurred in this case it was com-

plete when plaintiff contracted with defendant to

buy land. Plaintiff commenced his action on the

16th day of August, 1927; his contract with the

defendant for the purchase of its land was made

in August, 1923. If you believe from a preponder-

ance of the evidence that the defendant committed a

fraud upon plaintiff in the making of this contract,

then before you can find a verdict in his favor, you

must also believe from a preponderance of the

evidence that he neither knew of the fraud nor

could with reasonable diligence have discovered the

fraud before a date three years prior to the com-

mencement of his action, that is before the 16ta

day of August, 1924. If you believe from a pre-

ponderance of the evidence that plaintiff either

knew of the facts constituting the alleged [98]

fraud before August 16th, 1924, or by reasonable

diligence and inquiry could have learned these facts

before that date, your verdict must be for the de-

fendant. [99]

CHARGE TO THE JURY.

The COURT.—Gentlemen of the Jury, now comes

the time for the Court to deliver to you what is

termed the instructions or the charge. As a rule

that is mainly to make you acquainted with the law

that applies to the case, and in the light of which

you determine the facts. Remember, you take the
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law from the Court, but when it comes to the facts,

what witnesses to believe, how far, what weight

to give to testimony, what inferences to extract

from the circumstances that surround the case, that

is wholly the province of the jury. The Court may
comment on the facts, might even express its opin-

ion in respect to the credibility of witnesses, and

what it believes is proven or not proven, but when

it does so, as a matter of law, where there is a con-

flict in the evidence, you are never bound by the

opinion of the Court in respect to the facts. In

cases, however, where there is no conflict in the

evidence and only one condition or inference can

be reasonably drawn from the evidence, then it be-

comes a rule of law for the Court to pronounce

and tell you so. But where the evidence is in con-

flict, and it is very much so here, it is for you,

your opinion, your judgment, and not the Court's,

to determine the matter.

In this case the counsel have offered a great

many instructions, that is to say, technical, abstract

rules of law, to be given to you, but I am of the

opinion that it is hardly necessary to go over them.

I will proceed to the case and will state the law

in ordinary language as applied to the facts of this

case and I believe you will understand it better.

That is the only object of the Court in delivering

instructions and enlarging upon the law, to reach

the understanding of the jury, so that it will know,

and in the light of which it will determine the facts.

[100]

Now coming to the case. The plaintiff sues the
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defendant, alleging that in 1923 he was induced to

buy certain land, twenty acres, at |350 an acre, out

in the Rio Linda District, and was induced thereto

by reason of false representations, which the plain-

tiff says the defendant or its agents made to him.

He relates what those representations were in his

complaint, namely, that they told him the land was

of the fair and reasonable market value of seven

thousand dollars and upwards; that the land was

rich and fertile, capable of producing all crops,

and that it was perfectly adapted to the raising of

fruits of all kinds and of the finest quality.

The burden is on the plaintiff to prove so many
of those false representations as he can, and he

must prove some of them sufficiently to sustain

his case by the greater weight of the evidence or

his case fails; no matter how good a cause of ac-

tion he may have, or any man may have, when he

comes into court, he must be able to prove it by

the greater weight of the evidence or his case fails

and the defendant is entitled to the verdict.

When I say the greater weight of the evidence,

that simply means that after you have considered

the case of both parties, taking it as a whole, not

looking to the plaintiff's alone, but all the evidence,

including the circumstances surrounding the trans-

action, unless you can say that that which makes

in behalf of the plaintiff is heavier than that on

the other side of the scale making in behalf of the

defendant, plaintiff has failed and the defendant

is entitled to a verdict. If you believe on the ma-

terial issues that the evidence is equally balanced
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or that it is heavier in behalf of the defendant,

plaintiff fails and the defendant is entitled to a

verdict.

When you come to ask yourself where the greater

weight of the evidence is, that involves of course

the credibility of the witnesses, what weight to be

given to their testimony, and the [101] infer-

ences from circumstances. Those are for you to

determine. You see the witness, observe his de-

meanor; are his statements reasonable or unrea-

sonable in the light of the whole case. Does he

appear to you to be testifying freely and frankly

and in an endeavor to give you a true picture of

the facts. That is the sole office of a witness, to

lay the truth before you. Does he seem to be eva-

sive, disingenious, inclined to conceal, exaggerate

a little in order to give you a false impression of

the facts. Has the witness an interest in the case;

that is very material. Not that it is a rule of law

that a witness who has an interest in the case will

testify falsely; but the rule of law is if a witness

is interested in the case, you take a note of that

fact and ask yourself whether that has influenced

his testimony favorable to his side of the case in

order to make out a better case than the facts would

justify. You note where there are contradictions

between witnesses and ask yourself which you pre-

fer to believe, which is likely to be speaking the

truth and how far; take note of the circumstances.

Very often circumstances are more important than

the spoken words of witnesses, because it is an old

saying of the law that a witness may testify falsely
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where circumstances may point unerringly to the

truth. And you might illustrate that to your-

selves by thousands of examples. So too, take note,

there is a maxim of law that witnesses are presumed

to speak the truth. Of course where two witnesses

deliberately contradict each other,—and there is

some of that in this case,—there can be no pre-

sumption that either speaks the truth, and you de-

termine which speaks the truth and how far.

There is another maxim of the law that if a wit-

ness testifies falsely in one particular he may tes-

tify falsely in others, and it is your duty to mis-

trust all his testimony, and if your judgment ap-

proves, to reject it all. Weigh it and consider it,

and [102] if you believe that there is any part

of it that you have sufficient confidence in his

truthfulness to believe, well and good, believe it.

But remember, if a man's oath will not hold him

faithfully to the truth in one instance, how can you

tell that it does in other instances; and yet again,

it is for you to decide. There is no rule of law

that you are bound to reject his testimony; it is for

you to discriminate and sift out the truth, if you

believe that there is any in his testimony.

Another fact to remember is that any fact may be

sufficiently proven by a single witness. The num-

ber of witnesses on a side is not necessarily deter-

minative of the issue. All else being equal it might

be that in numbers you would be inclined to give

more credit than to a single witness, but the law

says that it is for you to determine and you may
believe one witness, if your judgment approves,
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against a dozen in respect to any fact in issue in

any law suit, not only this ; if you believe a witness

is entitled to full credit, that witness is sufficient

to prove any fact in any case.

Coming now to the nature of the case, which is

that of fraud, of deceit, the rule of law is that in

the first instance all transactions between men, the

dealings are presumed to be fair and regular ; there

is no presumption that fraud has been committed;

it is for the plaintiff to prove it, if he can. Cir-

cumstances, however, may develop during the trial,

along with the other evidence, and permit you to

infer that fraud has been committed, if you should

come to that conclusion and your judgment ap-

proves.

The charge is that certain false representations

were made. Let us for example. Gentlemen of the

Jury, take two of them, namely, that the land was

represented to the plaintiff to be worth of the value

|350 an acre, and upward, and that it was repre-

sented to him to be well adapted to the commercial

raising of fruit. If you gentlemen [103] do

not believe those representations were false it is

hardly worth your while to consider any of the

other things incident thereto which the plaintiff

has advanced in his complaint and submitted some

evidence tending to show.

A representation in order to be actionable must

be known to the defendant to be false, or at least

that he does not know it to be true and makes it

positively as though he did know it of his own

knowledge; he must know it to be false or be cul-
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pably negligent in not knowing the truth, or he is

not liahle for a false representation. Third, the

plaintiff must have believed it; he must have be-

lieved the representation, and he must have relied

on it, and by it in whole or in part been induced

to enter into the bargain, because if he did not be-

lieve it it does no damage to him; if it did not in-

fluence him it again is immaterial, and if he did

not rely on it and it did not influence him it would

be also immaterial. Fourth, he must have been

damaged, and the question is in such a case, if the

other ehiments have been proved, did he get what

he bought, what he thought he was buying; did

he get value for his money ; because if the land was

worth what he paid for it, it is immaterial how

many false representations were made to him, be-

cause there was no legal damage; he must be dam-

aged in a pecuniary, a money sense before he can

recover anything for false representations. So un-

less you should find in addition to the other ele-

ments that the land was worth less than $350 an

acre the plaintiff would not be entitled to recover,

no matter how many false representations were

made to him.

Another element is that the representations must

have been made by the defendant with the intent

that the plaintiff should believe and rely on them,

and of course that is a reasonable inference [104]

to draw, that in this case this defendant made these

representations to the plaintiff—no reasonable in-

ference can be drawn other than it made them in

order to induce the plaintiff to believe them, to
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rely on them and to enter into the bargain; that

is what they were made for.

Coming back to the principle in respect to the

law, a representation on which a party relies in en-

tering into a bargain, this plaintiff, for instance,

need not be the sole inducement; he might be in-

fluenced by a great variety of things ; he might have

been influenced by statements of the glorious climate

of this country; he might be influenced by the state-

ment that poultry could have been profitably raised

on the land, and he might be influenced by other

statements of the advantages of living in such a

great state as California, appealing to a man living

in a cold country in winter time in Minnesota and

Wisconsin, where this plaintiff was encountered

by the defendant and the negotiations entered into.

But no matter how much he was influenced by these

considerations, if he was also told that the land

was of the value of $350 an acre, when it was not,

if it was not, and if he was also told that it was well

adapted to the commercial raising of fruit, and if

that is proved to be false, then if those contributed

to influence him in any manner, and if he considered

that a material matter in his bargain that he was

making with the company, that is sufficient induce-

ment, reliance and influence to make it actionable,

if the case is otherwise proven as I have defined

it to you.

The plaintiff in the matter of proof must prove

the representations made as he alleges and he must

prove them substantially, not word for word; for

instance, he says that they told him that the land
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was perfectly adapted to the raising of fruit of all

kinds and was capable of producing large quantities

of fruits of the [105] finest quality. The evi-

dence does not show that they told him it was per-

fectly adapted, but, on the other hand, the evidence

is that they represented to him that it was proven;

the evidence tends to show that it was proven to be

well adapted for the commercial raising of fruit,

and that is reasonably to be found in the representa-

tions which the plaintiff says the defendant made to

him.

Now coming to the representations first as to the

fact that the land was well adapted or was adapted

to the raising of fruit commercially. If you take

this book,—and anyone who takes this book,—and

the defendant speaks by that book, that is the de-

fendant's book, those are its representations—anyone

taking that book would infer, would come to no

reasonable conclusion other than that it does make

that representation, namely, that the land was well

adapted to raising the deciduous fiiiits commer-

cially. In fact they assumed to put out a letter by

the state horticulturist where he says that it is

proven to be specially adapted for the raising of

fruit commercially. The defendant is responsible

for anything it produces, whether it is its own state-

ment or the statements of others, if it gives them

out, if it makes them its own, without reasonable

ground for believing them to be true. In this letter

the horticultural commissioner says it is proven

beyond a doubt—that is going very far; that is

aboui the most positive assertion that can be made

;
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when a thing is proven beyond any doubt it is as

near absokite proof as anything is capable of being

proved—he says, it is proven beyond any doubt that

this district is well adapted for the commercial

growing of these deciduous fruits, like pears,

peaches, olives, cherries, plums, figs and the like;

deciduous fruits are those produced on trees which

shed their leaves every year, apples, pears, peaches,

plums, cherries, apricots and the like. And in other

places are similar statements. [106]

Then furthermore, the plaintiff says that the

agents told him the same thing; he mentions sev-

eral of them; one of them Fotheringham denies

it, but the other, an agent named Braughlar, whom
the plaintiff says made this same representation,

although he was on the witness-stand did not deny

it. There is no reasonable conclusion, Gentlemen

of the Jury, other than that the representations

were made that the land was well adapted to the

commercial raising of fruit by the defendant as

alleged by the plaintiff. There could be no reason-

able conclusion other than that taking the evidence

before you as a whole. But that is not enough.

First was this land well adapted to commercial

raising of fruit? There is the big question, the

big issue for you to determine. You have heard the

evidence on both sides. The plaintiff testifies how
he found the hard-pan so near the surface, ranging

around two feet over the land, that his trees for

a year or two seemed to do well, but in 1927 they

began to die, and then he introduced Mr. Davis

who tells you, from his learning and ability as
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an agricultural specialist and his practical expe-

rience that that land is not adapted to the com-

mercial raising of fruit because of the shallowness

and poverty of the soil, that in shallow land the

trees flourish for a while and then inevitably die

and will not produce fruit in commercial quantities,

that the land is not sufficient, that there is not suffi-

cient soil and does not afford the necessary food

elements for the roots of growing trees to feed over

a series of years, nor the moisture, nor to afford

the anchorage and the area in which the roots of

the fruit-trees will spread, and that this hard-pan

cannot be blasted through, it is too deep; he puts

it around 18 to 20 feet I think and no bottom yet,

and there does not seem to be any dispute as to

the depth except the defendant says that it is strati-

fied, and the lower portions are softer and disin-

tegrates, if broken up. The plaintiff's witness Davis

says you cannot break through [107] it, it is so

deep, that through blasting it causes pot-holes and

the water will gather in there and have an inju-

rious effect on the roots, drown them and the trees

will die, and plaintiff points to the fact that his

trees died on the shallow soil as evidence of the fact.

Remember that the plaintiff must prove that the land

is not adapted to raising fruit commercially. The

defendant is not obliged to prove that it is. If the

plaintiff makes out a strong case that the rep-

resentation was false that the land is not adapted

to raising fruit commercially, all that the defendant

is obliged to do is to bring forward evidence enough

to leave it again in doubt so that you cannot say that
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the greater weight of the evidence is with plaintiff.

If that is the situation then the defendant is entitled

to a verdict. Of course if the defendant can go

further, as it attempts to do, as it assumes to do,

and proves to you that the land is well adapted to

raise fruit commercially, it has a right to do so,

and of course that makes the case much stronger

in its behalf, and necessitates that it receive a

verdict.

What is defendant's evidence? It produces be-

fore you a numbfer of people who live on the land

—

this land has been in the possession of the defend-

ant and it has been selling it as a developed project

for some sixteen years now^, eleven or twelve years

before the plaintiff bought, and these witnesses tes-

tify that they have grown fruit-trees of various

years of age on soil some as shallow as this, and

that as they say do very w^ell ; some of them express

the opinion that the land will grow fruit in com-

mercial quantities and they cite surrounding or-

chards and orchards adjacent to here, and some

on this land, which they say produce fruit com-

mercially. One or two told you what they have

raised and sold. When they speak about raising

fruit in commerical quantities, you take note of

the amount and value and determine yourselves

whether the land is proven to produce fruit in

[108] commercial quantities. And the defend-

ant produces as a witness an agricultural spe-

cialist and chemist who has examined the land

and the fruit country in some other districts. Mr.

Jarvis and the chemist have testified that if the
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land is blasted in their opinion it will produce fruit

^oramercially ; moreover that on like lands, on hard-

pari lands throughout the neighboring district,

ihoughout the Sacramento Valley and other valleys

these deciduous finiits are grown commercially on

like land with no greater depth of soil ; whether the

hard-pan is of the same quality or the same depth,

whether the evidence shows that, whether the wit-

nesses have sufficient knowledge to speak with ref-

erence to that, that is a matter for determination

by the jury.

Mr. Davis, the expert of plaintiff, fixed the

imount of food elements, potash and phosphoric

dcid in the soil, at a certain amount which he says

was less about by one-half than it ought to have to

produce fruit commercially, or one-third. Twining,

however, tells you he has analyzed the soil that is on

this particular tract of land and he finds ten times

as much potash as Davis and nearly 24 times as

much phosphoric acid, a very wide difference be-

tween expert chemists in the same soil. That some-

dmes makes it pretty difficult for the jury to de-

r.ermine what to believe; two men, both seemingly

qualified, competent and honest come in and tell

70U, one of them that there is so much of a thing

and the other says, no, it is ten times more or

twenty-four times more; it is pretty hard for the

jury to determine between them, but it is for you

to say. They may both be telling the truth as to

what they found, but it depends how fair they were

in taking their samples. Very much depends upon

whether they were honestly endeavoring to get a
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fair sample of the whole land. But remember this,

Gentlemen of the Jury, you are not bound by the

opinion or the testimony of an expert witness any

more than you are by the testimony of any other

witness; you have respect for his learning as [109]

far as you believe it, for his competency and honesty

so far as you believe he possesses it, his accuracy in

observing and reporting it. to you, but finally it

is for you to determine how much of an expert's

testimony to believe just as you determine with re-

spect to any other witness. There is no rule of

law that the jury has to believe any expert, no com-

pulsion on the part of the jury to believe an expert,

and when experts disagree it is then for the final

common sense of the jury to determine the matter

in the light of the whole testimony in the case, to

say what it believes in respect to the issues that

are involved.

Twining tells you that this land is deep enough,

the soil is deep enough, that this hard-pan can be

broken through with blasting, and it will cost only

something like, I think, $20' to $35 an acre. Twin-

ing says that blasting can be done through the hard-

pan, that it is not too deep for that, or rather that

while it is stratified you can blow through the upper

part, or just blow the upper or hard part, and that

below it is softer and that with irrigation and water

it will disintegrate, afford drainage and conserve the

moisture. Jarvis testified to something of that

nature. One witness for the defendant, I cannot

remember which one, I think it was Jarvis or

Twining perhaps, about the cost of blasting at $25
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to $30 or $35 an acre. Do either counsel remember

who fixed that price ?

Mr. BUTLER.—Mr. Twining.

The COUET.—Counsel says Twining and that is

right. It is to be observed, Gentlemen of the Jury,

that nowhere in the defendant's literature nor by

its agents do they represent that the land,—if I

remember the testimony of the agents right, the

book, the company's book, which contains its rep-

resentations, does not advise any purchaser that he

will have to blast ; it does point out to them the ad-

vantage that they will have no expense in removing

stumps or stones to clear [110] the land; they

will have to irrigate, and it speaks of hard-pan as

somewhere under the surface, not saying how far,

like hard-pan elsewhere, but it does not tell them

that they will have to blast. Whether that was

fair dealing is a matter for your consideration.

Riemember, in considering the book, that the de-

fendant is liable, responsible, for the statements

in this book, the representations, and the repre-

sentations of agents. The defendant is a corpora-

tion and can speak only by agents, and this book

is its agent. Remember too it is not a question

of how much truth there is in the book ; it is not a

question of how much truth the agents represented to

plaintiff; but the question is rather the falsehood

therein that the plaintiff says they represented to

him in respect to the adaptability of the land for the

commercial growing of fruit and about the value.

The law presumes that men deal fairly and honestly,

and they are bound to deal fairly and honestly, rather
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than by misrepresentation to induce others to enter

into bargains. It is a poor policy ; it is not a good

policy for the state. California and its resources

are great enough to secure honesty and honest

bargaining anywhere without there being misrep-

resentation in order to enable people to sell land.

It is not a question whether the defendant made
anything. Even if it lost money on the whole pro-

ject it cannot recuperate its finances by inducing

someone to enter into a bargain by false repre-

sentations. So too it is wholly immaterial how
much the defendant was making ; it might make any

amount of money; it might charge any price for

the land, if it did not induce anyone to enter

into the bargain by false representations, because

the false representations are the gist of the case.

It will be for you to say whether by the greater

weight of the evidence it is proven that the land

is well adapted to commercial raising of fruit.

I might say that Twining did testify [HI] that

the depth of the soil is the first consideration in

buying land for fruit, but he says it does not need

to be five feet deep. Davis has said that five feet

is the minimum, and when Davis was asked on

cross-examination if he had any authority he pro-

duced the authority or the text-book of a professor

of the University of California and his text-book

fixes five feet and upward as necessary for the

growth of deciduous fruits such as apples, peaches,

pears, plums, cherries, and the like. Of course you

are not bound by the expert to whom Davis appeals.

It is for you, since his teachings and his book have
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been injected into the case by the cross-examination

of the defendant, to consider the testimony of the

witnesses in the light of it and giving such weight

as you think it is entitled to, it is for you to say

whether the greater weight of the evidence is that

the land is not well adapted to the raising of

fruit commercially. That means, Gentlemen, that

through a series of years by reasonable care and

diligence a crop would be produced, a reasonable

crop of reasonable quality and quantity which at

reasonable prices would be profitable, and it must

be through a series of years; you can understand

that land might produce orchard fruit for a few

years and then die; if the orchard is shortlived

so that it dies before it has liquidated the overhead

of the years that it did not produce and a profit for

the years when it did produce, that is not a com-

mercial orchard. The book savs it takes five or

seven years for the orchard to come into bearing

commercially; those are the years of expense and

no return; and after that the orchard must live

long enough and produce long enough to pay not

only for the years that it did not produce anything,

but also for the years when it did. That is true

in any business; you all understand that in any

business your expenses must be cared for for the

time when you are getting ready as well as during

the time that your business is carried on. [112]

If you do find that the land is adapted to the com-

mercial raising of fruit, by the greater weight of

the evidence, then the plaintiff has failed to prove

its case in that respect; but if you do find that the
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greater weight of the evidence is that this land was

not well adapted for the commercial raising of

fruit the plaintiff has proven its case.

Now as to the representation as to value. The

plaintiff says they represented to him it was not only

worth $350' an acre, it was of value of $350 an acre,

and that is a representation of fact that is made to

a man who does not know, made at a distance,

as it was in this case, and this representation was

made to him by experts, by those who are supposed

to have superior knowledge. Remember this de-

fendant had experts; it had handled these lands a

long number of years and it held out its horticul-

tural expert and others. You have a right to pre-

sume they knew what they were talking about and

knew whether their statements were true or not.

The plaintiff produced its expert Mr. Kerr who

says that the land was not worth more than $50 to

$75 an acre,—some $50 and some $75, and tells

you the reason. On the other hand the defendant

produces two experts, Verner and Bush, who tes-

tify that the land was worth $350 an acre. I think

it was Mr. Bush that said he arrived at that figure

because the defendant was selling it at that. Well,

that is not the test, Gentlemen of the Jury. If the

defendant by false representations could sell its

land in the east at $350 an acre or anywhere else,

that is no criterion by which to judge the real mar-

ket value of the land; because by deception it

c)ould be sold for that that does not fix the pust

market value—of course I am not saying that it

did ; that is for you to say, whether it was deceptive
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or false. But both of these witnesses for the de-

fendant give their reasons why they think the land

or in their opinion the land is worth $350 an acre.

Again, it is a question [113] for you. What do

you believe it is worth; judging by your common

knowledge of land in general and what you have

heard from the witness-stand, what in your judg-

ment was that land worth at that time ? If you find

that the greater weight of the evidence does not

prove the land worth less than $350 an acre, plain-

tiff has failed and he is out of court, because if

he got land worth $350 an acre he is not damaged.

There must be legal damage before he would be

entitled to recover. So ask yourself whether the

greater weight of the evidence is that the land was

worth $350 an acre or more, and if it was you find

for the defendant ; on the other hand if you find the

land was worth less than that you find for the

plaintiff on that issue, if that representation was

made to him. He says that it was made to him by

two agents of the company. Fotheringham denies

it in his deposition, but Braughlar, though on the

witness-stand, was not asked anything about it,

so did not deny it. So it is for you to say whether

it was proven sufficiently to satisfy you.

Then, Gentlemen of the Jury, if you find that

these false representations were made, the next

question is, did the defendant know they were false,

or ought it to have known, or if it did not was it

culpably negligent in not knowing it. Remember

the defendant bought this land to sell in small lots

;

it had, its experts had been acquainted with the
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land aiid operated with it in planting olives and

the like for twelve years before it sold to the plain-

tiff ; if the land was not worth that much, if it was

not adapted to the commerical raising of fruit by

reason of the hard-pan, you have a right to infer

that it knew it; you have a right to infer that if

it did not know it it ought to have known it, con-

sidering its relation to the land. Ask yourself what

you would have known in like circumstances. If

it is a fact that land with hard-pan lying at that

depth and that character of soil which defendant

has is not well adapted commercially to the [114]

raising of fruit, why didn't the defendant know it,

when it had experts selling the land and holding

it out for sale. If you find by the greater weight

of the evidence that it did know it or should have

known it, or was negligent in not knowing it, that

proves plaintiff's case enough for that purpose.

It must be proved that the defendant made these

representations to the plaintiff to induce the plain-

tiff to bargain. What did the defendant make them

for, but to induce the plaintiff to enter into the bar-

gain. That is what the book is for. That is what

the agents are for, hunting buyers, making represen-

tations so that the customer will believe them, so

that they will be influenced by them, act upon, and

deal with them.

That is not enough for the plaintiff's case. He
must also prove that he did not know these repre-

sentations were false. He was in Wisconsin. He
was a farmer there ; farming conditions in Wiscon-

sin are entirely different from those in this state,
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as widely separated as Wisconsin and California;

he communicated with defendant there, he was al-

lured by this literature and by the representations

as to the climate; they impressed him and he came

out and he goes out and looks over the land; he

was on the land several days examining it; partly

with the agents; he spent one Sunday there also;

he bored in one place and said he found the hard-

pan at two feet but did not know anything about

hard-pan, he did not know its injurious effect on

the land, he says or on its adaptability for fruit-

raising, and if in your judgment that is reasonable,

he should have the benefit of it, if he did not know

and as a reasonable man should not have know^n;

of course it is not always an easy question to deter-

mine whether land is adapted for one crop or an-

other; you can see that yourself when experts dift'er

so widely in their oi3inion and sworn judgment in

the matter. You ask yourself w^hether the plaintiff

ought to have known [115] at that time, not that

the land had hard-pan, but whether the representa-

tion that it was well adapted for the commercial

raising of fruit was false—not alone the hard-pan

but other matters, and how much influence the mere

fact that he found hard-pan would have on a man
of his experience and his knowledge, and his state

of mind after he had read all the wonderful descrip-

tion in this book and his eagerness to come to Cali-

fornia had been aroused, for apparently he was

eager to come, for you will remember he wrote

back to Fotheringham and told him he was going

to com^ out whether he dealt with him or not. He
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savs he came out and examined the lands and

entered into a contract with the defendant and

bought twenty acres, and came out and had a well

sunk and found again the hard-pan in the well pit

in 1925, I think it was, found hard-pan under his

house when he dug the cellar in the fall of 1923,

and again he tells you he did not know its effect on

the land so far as its adaptability for fruit was

concerned, that he was relying on the defendant's

statement that that land was well adapted for the

raising of fruit; he said he asked Braughlar about

it, the company's agent and Braughlar told him,

why, that is a good thing for the land ; he says after

he found the hard-pan Braughlar told him hard-

pan is general all over California, not a detriment,

it helps to hold the water and irrigate it ; undoubt-

edly it does help hold the water; the experts tell

you it holds the water too well, it shuts off the

drainage and kills the roots. That is what the

plaintiff says that Braughlar told him; Braughlar

did not deny that when he took the witness-stand.

The plaintiff says that he spoke to McNaughton

about it, the horticultural expert, and McNaughton

told him that it was not harmful, that it was bene-

ficial, that there are some elements in that hard-

pan that are not in the soil, that there is lime in

it, and the plaintiff says that by that his disposi-

tion to investigate further was disarmed. [116]

Ask yourself whether that is reasonable, if the

company's agent told him that the hard-pan was

beneficial, not a detriment, would he not be justified,

considering who he was, to accept the statement
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and give it full value and not investigate further.

He is not obliged to employ experts to tell him
whether those representations were true, whether

this land was or was not well adapted to the com-

mercial raising of fruit; he could rely on these

representations made to him by the company and

its agents unless no reasonable and prudent

man would have relied upon them under the cir-

cumstances, unless he was negligent. So if you

find that he did not know the falsity of these rep-

resentations at the time he bought, by the greater

weight of the evidence, then he is entitled to recover,

the other elements being proven; if you find, as to

the value of the land that he did not know that the

representation that it w^as worth $350 an acre was

false, if it was false, if it is proven false, why he

would be entitled to recover on that score also. If

all of the different elements are proven as I have

suggested, the plaintiff must go a step further; he

must prove that the land was not worth $350 an

acre ; he must prove it by the greater weight of the

evidence. You have heard the testimony of the

experts in reference to that, and taking that in con-

nection with all the other circumstances, ask vour-

self whether the plaintiff has proven that the land

was not worth $350 an acre; and if he has proven

that it was not by the greater weight of the evi-

dence, then he is entitled to the difference between

what he paid and what you find the land was worth

at the time; if it was only worth $100 an acre he

would be entitled to recover the difference, $250 an

acre, on twenty acres. If it was worth $200 an acre
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he would be entitled to recover the difference between

1200 and $350, and if it was worth $300 he would

be entitled to the difference of $50 an acre ; of course

the Court only gives you [117] that as an illus-

tration
;
you can compute it yourself.

Then when you determine the value there is still

one more aspect of the case, and that is this: Has
the plaintiff brought the suit in time? The law is

that one defrauded, as the plaintiff says he was,

must bring his suit within three years after he

discovers the fact that he has been defrauded—not

from the time, three years, that he was actually

defrauded. If the plaintiff has not done that he

is not entitled to recover. A defendant has the

right to insist that a man with a lawsuit must bring

it within a reasonable time, not to keep it hanging

in the air, hanging fire you might say for an indefi-

nite number of years and bring it on later when

witnesses may have disappeared and proof made

difficult to obtain. So the law says in this case

that he must have brought it within three years

of the time that he discovered that he w^as de-

frauded; not three years from the time he was de-

frauded, but after he discovered the fact that he

was defrauded, namely, that the land was not well

adapted to commercial raising of fruit or not w^orth

$350 an acre. He bought the land in August, 1923

;

the suit was commenced August 15, 1927. If he had

not discovered the fact before August 15, 1924, one

year after he bought it, his suit is in time, because

it was three years after that that the suit was

brought. It is for you to say whether he has
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brought it in time, whether he had discovered the

f£ict that he had been defrauded before August 15,

1924.

Did he discover it? He tells you that he discov-

ered hard-pan but he also tells you he did not know

what that meant, and he tells you what the com-

pany's agents told him, that it was beneficial rather

than injurious; he says his theory is that it dis-

armed him and he did not exercise any diligence

to examine the property; he proceeded to plant

trees, they did very well for a year or two and

finally in 1925, 1926 and 1927 they began to die,

and then my [118] suspicions were aroused and

I pursued my inquiry until I found out that I had

been cheated. The fact that land is adapted to

growing fruit in commercial quantity is not ap-

parent to the average man by looking at it or by

digging in it or by discovering where hard-pan

lies. Remember a party may be entitled to put the

thing to a practical test. The books tells him that

it will take five to seven years to bring the orchard

to commercial bearing. Ask yourself whether he

should have made himself acquainted with the fact

rather than wait the time mentioned in the book.

Would a reasonable man be held at fault if he tries

to test it out and plants trees and waits to see if in

five to seven years they would produce commer-

cially? The plaintiff did plant trees the first year

he was there and the second year and the third year

and they did not begin to die until 1927. So taking

all the facts and circumstances together, ask yourself

whether the plaintiff ought to have known before
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August 15, 1924, that he had been cheated, deceived.

If you find by the greater weight of the evidence

and inferences from the circumstances that he

should not have, then his suit is brought in time

and he is entitled to recover if he has proven the

other elements of the case as I have stated them to

you.

Well, Gentlemen of the Jury, that concludes the

charge. The Court will conclude as it began, the

burden of proof is on the plaintiff to prove his

case by the greater weight of the evidence in the

various aspects, and elements that I have stated

to you. If he has you will find a verdict for him;

if he has not you will find a verdict for the defend-

ant.

When you retire to the jury-room you will select

one of your number foreman and proceed to agree

upon a verdict. It takes twelve to agree upon a

verdict.

Any exceptions for plaintiff? [119]

Mr. McCUTCHEN.—None.
The COURT.—Any exceptions for defendant?

Mr. HUSTON.—The defendant excepts to the

charge and particularly to the following portion,

one on the subject of inducement, on the subject

of interpretation of the contents of the book and

pamphlets, upon the subject of the proof that rep-

resentations had been made, and the testimony of

the witnesses Davis and Twining, and also upon the

evidence of the defendant as to commercial produc-

tion of fruit, also upon the subject of blasting and
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absence of any statement in the pamphlet in regard

thereto, also the absence of any instruction upon the

subject of the duty of the defendant resulting from

the investigation of the land, also upon the subject

of the witness Bush, and also upon the refusal of

the Court to give the instructions of the defendant

upon the subject of the statute of limitations, and

that the charge does not cover the scope proposed

by the defendant, and also the absence of an instruc-

tion that the discovery of falsity of either of the

alleged representations put them upon notice or that

if he could by due diligence make such discovery

the statute bars the action and he was presumed

to have such knowledge after his arrival here, and

particularly with reference to the representations

of value.

The COURT.—Gentlemen of the Jury, not going

over what the Court tells you is in the evidence, a

long story, the Court may have forgotten some of

it, even erred in its statement of some of it. But

it is your recollection that is controlling finally;

what is in the book shows for itself; look it over

to any extent that you desire. If your recollection

of the evidence differs from that of counsel in argu-

ment or the Court in its instructions, your recol-

lection controls. You may retire.

(Thereupon the jury retired and subsequently

returned into court with a verdict for plaintiff.)

[120]

Defendant proposes the foregoing as its bill of

exceptions on appeal from the judgment in said
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cause, and prays that it be allowed and settled as

such.

BUTLER, VAN DYKE & DESMOND,
ARTHUR C. HUSTON,

Attorneys for Defendant and Appellant.

Dated: November 2d, 1928. [121]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION FOR SETTLEMENT OP BILL
OP EXCEPTIONS.

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED that the fore-

going bill of exceptions is correct and may be signed

and settled as such upon appeal.

Dated: November 17th, 1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

ARTHUR C. HUSTON,
BUTLER, VAN DYKE and DESMOND,

Attorneys for Defendant. [122]

CERTIFICATE OF JUDGE TO BILL OF
EXCEPTIONS.

Inasmuch as the rulings and exceptions speci-

fied in the foregoing bill of exceptions do not appear

in the record of said cause, I, A. F. St. Sure, Judge

of the District Court upon the stipulation of the

parties, have settled and signed the said bill, and

have ordered that the same be made a part of the
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record of the said cause, this 21st day of Novem-

ber, 1928.

A. F. ST. SURE,
Judge.

[Endorsed] : Piled Nov. 23, 1928. [123]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ORDER ALLOWING APPEAL AND FOR
SUPERSEDEAS AND COST BOND.

On the filing by defendant of a petition for

appeal, with assignment of errors, and on motion

of defendant, by its attorneys, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED

:

That an appeal to the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit from the

judgment heretofore rendered and entered herein

be, and the same is hereby, allowed.

AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that upon

the giving by defendant of a good and sufficient

bond, in the sum of Four Thousand ($4,000.00)

Dollars, and conditioned as required by law, and the

rules of this Court, all further proceedings in the

said court may be suspended and stayed until the

final determination of said appeal by the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals, or by the Supreme

Court of the United States, upon a petition for writ,

of certiorari.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the amount

of cost bond on said appeal be, and it hereby is, fixed

in the sum of Two Hundred Fifty ($250.00) Dol-
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lars, conditioned as required by law and the rules

of this Court.

The supersedeas and cost bond may be embraced

in one document.

Dated: November 14, 1928.

BOURQUIN,
United States District Judge. [124]

Service hereof is hereby admitted and receipt

of copy acknowledged this 16 day of November,

1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiff and Appellee.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 16, 1928. [125]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

SUPERSEDEAS BOND AND COST BOND ON
APPEAL.

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
That we, Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Com-

pany, a corporation organized and existing under

the laws of the State of Minnesota, as principal,

and Standard Accident Insurance Company, a cor-

poration organized and existing under the laws of

the State of Michigan, and authorized under the

laws of the State of California and the above-

entitled district, to act as sole surety on under-

takmgs of this character, as surety, are held and

fir;aiy bound unto R. B. Loucks, the above-entitled

plaintiff, in the full and just sum of Four Thousand
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Two Hundred Fifty ($4,250.00) Dollars, to be paid

to the said R. B. Loucks, his attorneys, executors,

administrators or assigns; to which payment, well

and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our suc-

cessors and assigns, jointly and severally, by these

presents.

Sealed with our seals and dated this 16th day of

November, 1928.

WHEREAS, lately at a District Court of the

United States for the Northern District of Califor-

nia, Northern Division, Second Division thereof, in

a suit pending in said court between said [126]

R. B. Loucks, as plaintiff, and Sacramento Subur-

ban Fruit Lands Company, as defendant, a judg-

ment was rendered against the said Sacramento

Suburban Fruit Lands Company in the sum of

Two Thousand ($2,000.00) Dollars, and in the

further sum of costs amounting to $33.85, and the

defendant having been allowed an appeal from the

judgment to the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit; and the Court hav-

ing made an order for supersedeas staying all pro-

ceedings in the District Court pending final deter-

mination of said appeal, provided the defendant

give a bond in the sum of Four Thousand ($4,-

000.00) Dollars, conditioned according to law; and

the Court having fixed the amount of cost bond on

said appeal in the sum of Two Hundred Fifty

($250.00) Dollars; and the Court having ordered

that the supersedeas bond and bond for costs might

be combined and embraced in one document,

—
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NOW, THEREFORE, the condition of the above

obligation is such that if the said Sacramento Sub-

urban Fruit Lands Company shall prosecute its

said appeal to effect, and answer all damages and

costs if it fail to make its plea good, then the above

obligation to be void ; else to remain in full force

and virtue.

AND IT IS FURTHER EXPRESSLY
AGrREED by said surety that in case of a breach

of any condition hereof, the above-entitled court

may, upon notice to said surety of not less than

ten (10) days proceed summarily in the action in

which this bond is given to ascertain the amount

which said surety is bound to pay on account of

such breach, and to render judgment therefor

against it and to award execution therefor.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said principal and

surety have executed this undertaking, attesting

such execution by their respective seals, all on this,

the 16th day of November, 1928. [127]

SACRAMENTO SUBURBAN FRUIT
LANDS COMPANY, a Corporation.

[Seal] By A. E. WEST,
STANDARD ACCIDENT INSURANCE

COMPANY, a Corporation.

[Seal] By J. W. S. BUTLER,
Attorney-in-fact.

State of California,

Countv of Sacramento,—ss.

On this IGth day of November, 1928, before me,

a notary public in and for the County of Sacra-
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mento, State of California, personally appeared

J. W. S. Butler, known to me to be the person whose

aame is subscribed to the within instrument as the

attorney-in-fact of Standard Accident Insurance

Company, and he acknowledged to me that he sub-

scribed the name of Standard Accident Insurance

Company thereto, as principal, and his own name as

the attorney-in-fact.

[Seal] GERALD M. DESMOND,
i.^otary Public in and for the County of Sacramento,

State of California.

Form of bond and sufficiency of sureties ap-

proved.

Dated: .

BOURQUIN,
Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 26, 1928. [128]

[Title of Court and Cause.]

PRAECIPE FOR TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD.

To the Clerk of Said Court

:

Sir: Please prepare a transcript on appeal con-

taining true copies of the following papers in said

cause

:

1. Order removing said action from the Supe-

rior Court of the State of California to the

District Court of the United States.

2. Complaint.

3. Demurrer to complaint.
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4. Order overruling demurrer.

5. Answer.

6. Minutes of trial.

7. Verdict of the jury.

8. Judgment.

9. Petition for appeal.

10. Assignment of errors.

11. Bill of exceptions.

12. Order allowing appeal.

13. Citation.

14. Supersedeas and cost bond.

15. Praecipe for transcript.

ARTHUR C. HUSTON,
BUTLER, VAN DYKE and DESMOND,

Attorneys for Defendant. [129]

Due service of within praecipe is hereby admitted

this 28th day of November, 1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McOUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiff and Appellee.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 28, 1928. [130]

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK U. S. DISTRICT
COURT TO TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL.

I, Walter B. Maling, Clerk of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, do hereby certify that the foregoing 130

pages, numbered from 1 to 130, inclusive, contain

a full, true and correct transcript of certain records

and proceedings in the case of R. B. Loucks vs.
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Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands Co., etc., No.

425—La^Y, as the same now remain on file and of

record in this office; said transcript having been

prepared pursuant to and in accordance ^Yith the

praecipe for transcript on appeal, copy of which

is embodied herein.

I further certify that the cost for preparing and

certifying the foregoing transcript on appeal is the

sum of Fifty-four and 50/100 ($54.50) Dollars, and

that the same has been paid to me by the attorneys

for appellant herein.

Annexed hereto is the original citation on appeal.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set

my hand and affixed the seal of said District Court,

this 10th day of December, A. D. 1928.

[Seal] WALTER B. MALING,
Clerk.

By F. M. Lampert,

Deputy Clerk. [131]

CITATION ON APPEAL.

United States of America,—ss.

The President of the United States, to R. B.

Loucks, Appellee, GREETING:
YOU ARE HEREBY CITED AND AD-

MONISHED to be and appear at a United States

Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, to

be holden at the city of San Francisco, in the State

of California, within thirty days from the date

hereof, pursuant to an order allowing an appeal,
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of record in the Clerk's office of the United States

District Court for the Northern District of Cali-

fornia, wherein Sacramento Suburban Fruit Lands

Company, a corporation, is appellant and you are

appellee, to show cause, if any there be, why the

decree rendered against the said appellant, as in the

said order allowing appeal mentioned, should not

be corrected, and why speedy justice should not be

done to the parties in that behalf.

Dated this 14 day of November, A. D. 1928.

BOURQUIN,
United States Dist. Judge. [132]

Due service of within citation is hereby admitted

this 16th day of November, 1928.

RALPH H. LEWIS,
GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,

Attorneys for Plaintiff and Appellee.

Citation on Appeal. Filed Nov. 16, 1928.

[Endorsed] : No. 5657. United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Sacra-

mento Suburban Fruit Lands Company, a Corpora-

tion, Appellant, vs. R. B. Loucks, Appellee. Tran-

script of Record. Upon Appeal from the United

States District Court for the Northern District of

California, Northern Division.

Filed December 14, 1928.

PAUL P. O'BRIEN,

Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of Ap-

peals for the Ninth Circuit.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS.

This is an action to recover damages caused, so

plaintiff alleges, by fraud practiced by defendant in

selling a piece of real property to plaintiff known as

lots 95 and 96 of Rio Linda Subdivision No. 6, located

in Sacramento County, California. According to the

allegations of the complaint the plaintiff prior to the

month of August, 1923, was residing in Polk County,

Wisconsin, and was wholly unfamiliar with qualities,

characteristics and values of California lands and

particularly fruit lands; that on and prior to the

month of August, 1923, defendant with intent to cheat

the plaintiff by inducing him to enter into a contract,

represented to plaintiff that said parcel of land known

as lots 95 and 96 of Rio Linda Subdivision No. 6 was



of 'the fair and reasonable market value of $7000.00

and upwards and was rich and fertile and capable of

producing all sorts of farm crops and products; that

said land was free from all things injurious and was

adapted to the raising of fruits of all kinds and of

the finest quality.

The complaint also alleges that about August, 1923,

plaintiff visited California and spent a few days in

the vicinity of said lands and made a castial inspec-

tion of the land in question under the guidance of

defendant; that defendant thereupon showed plaintiff

fruit lands in the neghboi*hood and Fair Oaks and

represented to plaintiff that said lots 95 and 96 were

similar in quality and productivity; that plaintiff re-

lied upon the representations so made and later en-

tered into a contract to purchase from defendant said

lots 95 and 96 for the sum of seven thousand

($7000.00) dollars; that plaintiff performed his part

of the contract and on or about May 2nd, 1924, said

property was conveyed to plaintiff; that said repre-

sentations were false and untrue and said land did not

exceed in value the sum of three hundred ($300.00)

dollars and was poor and unfertile and w^as underlaid

with hard-pan and not adajjted to the raising of fruit

trees or any farm prodticts.

Also, according to the allegations of the complaint

plaintiff' did not discover the falsity of the represen-

tations until about the month of April, 1927; also

prior to said time plaintiff' expended considerable

sums of money in erecting improvements on said prop-

erty, naming the amounts expended and the improve-

ments erected and also at considerable expense planted



trees and grape vines on the land; that had said real

property been as represented said property together

with the improvements thereon would have been worth

in excess of eighteen thousand ($18,000.00) dollars

but that as a result of the falsity of said representa-

tions said improvements did not increase the value of

said property in proportion to the amount of money

and labor expended and said property and improve-

ments was onlv worth the sum of seventeen thousand
ft'

($17,000.00) dollars. The prayer asks for damages

in the sum of seventeen thousand ($17,000.00) dollars.

The answer of defendant admits that plaintiff prior

to August, 1923, lived in Polk County, Wisconsin;

denies upon information and belief that plaintiff was

unfamiliar with the qualities, characteristics and values

of Calfornia lands, particularly fruit lands; admits

that in August, 1923, plaintiff visited the lands de-

scribed in paragraph III of plaintiff's complaint and

made an inspection thereof under the g*uidance of de-

fendant; admits that defendant showed plaintiff over

a number of productive faiTns and other lands.

The answer also admits that plaintiff contracted to

purchase said lots 95 and 96 and that he paid for

them and received a conveyance of same; that the

purchase price of seven thousand ($7000.00) dollars

was paid by the conveyance to defendant of certain

property in Wisconsin, describing the property; that

said property was conveyed subject to a mortgage of

two thousand ($2000.00) dollars and did not exceed

in value the sum of four thousand ($4000.00) dollars

over and above the mortgage of two thousand

($2000.00) dollars; admits that the land was under-



laid with hard-pan; admits that certain improve-

ments, naming them, were put on the property by
plaintiff; denies upon information and belief the ex-

penditures of certain sums for certain improvements,

naming them ; alleges that the cause of action is barred

by the statute of limitations.

According to the evidence it appears tliat the Rio

Linda district consisted of a 12,000 acre tract which

originally had been j^urchased and put on the market

by defendant. The subdivision and sale first began

in 1912.

Phiintiff based his grievances on two mahi grounds:

First, that the hind had been represented as rich,

fei'tile, fruit raising land which was untnie; Second,

that the Land had been misrepresented as to value.

The juiy found a verdict in favor of plaintiff and

against defendant for the sum of two thousand

($2000.00) dollars and from a judgment entered there-

on this appeal is taken.

The appellee testified: ^*I don't believe he said

anything about the depth of the soil." Also, that his

first interview with the representative of the appellant

was in 1922. Xo deal was made at that time. About

a year later, as he expresses it: ^^We got a little

more anxious to get to California, and wrote to them

again, and then in a day or so Mr. Fotheringham came

out to see us. He said about the same things as Mr.

Wliitcomb. We talked over the poultry proposition

and fruit. A few days later he wrote a letter to tell

me exactly what they would do." This letter is ap-

pellant's Exhibit No. 1, and very clearly outlines the



situation and could not in any way have misled or

deceived the appellee.

It is very evident that the appellee did not rely

upon any representations, oral or written, because he

was unwilling to and did not purchase until after

making an inspection of the land. The complaint

alleges that he made a ^^ casual inspection," but this

allegation is conclusively disproved by his evidence.

On the first day he visited the townsite of Eio Linda

and went through several places until noon. In the

afternoon he visited the Carmichael and Fair Oaks

District and vicinity. Some of the trees were large

and some were small. Mr. Braughlar called his at-

tention to the harvesting of Tuscan peaches and

stated: ''Now you see what Rio Linda will be in the

next five or ten years", that the soil was the same and

had the advantage that it was easier to water because

it was more level; that the land they were selling was

worth three hundred fifty ($350.00) dollars an acre."

On the third day Mr. Braughlar again took him

over the colony. ''We spent three days aside from

Sunday looking the place over." (Transcrij^t, page

30.) On cross-examination he elaborated upon these

statements and it appears that on the first day they

visited different people in Rio Linda, w^alked through

their orchards, and in some instances he found trees

of different sizes with new ones being occasionally

planted. On the second day Mr. Braughler showed

him different tracts of vacant land finally pointed out

one that was afterwards sold to Mr. Harris. Appellee

examined this tract. Afterwards they drove through



the' colony and selected the place purchased by ap-

pellee. On the following Saturday the appellee ex-

amnied several other places. On Saturday, Sunday

and Sunday night imaccompanied by any of the rep-

resentatives of the appellant, he was the guest of Mr.

Fredericks in the colony. On Sunday he and Mr.

Fredericks went over and made borings on the prop-

erty appellee finally selected. He was there two hours

and said that he could only remember making one

boring. He discussed the property with Mr. Freder-

icks and when asked if he discussed the commercial

value of fruit with Mr. Fredericks answered: ^'I don't

remember whether I did or not."

Is it not singular that the appellee could distinctly

remember all of the conversation with the agents and

representatives of appellant, but at the same time

shielded himself as to his discussions wnth Mr. Fred-

ericks relative to the commercial production of fruit

by saying that he did not remember? (Page 37 Tran-

script.) He admits that he discussed the question of

commercial production with Mr. Arthur Pierce who

had an orchard three years old. On Monday in com-

pany with his host Mr. Fredericks he came to Sacra-

mento, visited a cannery and that day entered into an

agreement for the purchase of the property.

There is a total absence of any high pressure

methods on the part of the appellant. Even after his

first interview in 1922 the appellant did not again

solicit him to purchase the property. A year later

he approached the appellant. AVhen he arrived in

Sacramento he was given full and complete oppor-

tunity to and did make a personal investigation and



inspection of the colony. Nothing was done on the

part of the appellant to prevent the fullest inquiry

on his part. That he did not rely upon the statements

of the appellant or the contents of the pamphlet is

conclusively shown by the fact that he did not make

a selection mitil he made an independent investigation

unaccompanied by any representative of the appellant.

Tie ]nade the selection after he and Mr. Fredericks

had personally inspected the property and made

borings thereon. He then went to the office unsolicited

by th^ appellant and closed the transaction. For this

reason we submit that there was no evidence justifying

the verdict of the jury because appellee did not rely

upon the alleged misrepresentations, but bought after

personal inspection, examination and information

derived from third parties.

He tells at page 38 of the Transcript that Mr.

"Whitcomb told him that he would find in the Rio

Linda Colony 70,000 fruit-trees and vines devoted to

the commercial production of fruit; that when he came

to California he found several commercial orchards

on the creek bottoms on what they call the island.

That he assumed at that time that those lands belonged

to the appellant.

However, he admits on page 39 of the Transcript

that '^I was not shown any orchards on the -uplands,

or on the class of land I was purchasing.'' Now this

must be constantly borne in mind in consideration of

the points presented on this appeal. The theory of

the appellee as well as the Court in its instructions

was that the appellee was told that all of the lands of

the appellant would produce fruit of any kind, but
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not' withstanding tliis fact appellee admits that when

he arrived in California he did not see any orchard

on land of the class that he was purchasing.

SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS.

Appellant submits the following errors

:

I.

The Court erred overruling the demurrer to the

complaint. (Transcript page 19.)

11.

The Court erred in sustaining an objection to the

question propounded to witness Sehei and appearing

on page 19 of the Transcript.

III.

The Court erred in sustaining an objection to the

questions propounded to the witness M. A. Crinkley,

appearing on pages 20-21-22 of the Transcript.

IV.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

subject of inducement. (Transcript page 22.)

V.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

books and pamphlets. (Transcript page 23.)

VI.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

testimony of the witnesses Twining and Davis. (Tran-

script page 25.)



VII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

evidence produced by defendant as to the commercial

fiiiit, appearing on page 25 of the Transcript.

VIII.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

subject of blasting. (Transcript page 25.)

IX.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

testimony of the witness Bush. (Transcript page 26.)

X.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

subject of limitations, and, in refusing to instruct the

jury on that subject as requested by defendant. (Page

27 of Transcript.)

XI.

The Court erred in instructing the jury on the

evidence of representations of value of the land al-

leged to have been made by defendant and in refusing

to instruct the jury on that subject as requested by

defendant. (Page 27 of Transcript.)

I.

THE COURT ERRED IN OVERRULING DEFENDANT'S
DEMURRER TO THE COMPLAINT FILED IN THE ABOVE-
ENTITLED CAUSE.

This action was filed August 16, 1927. The contract

was entered into August 11, 1923. The answer pleads
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that tile cause of action is barred by Subdivision IV
of Section 338 of the Code of Civil Procedure of the

State of California, providing that a cause of action for

fraud or mistake is not to be deemed to have accrued

until discovery, by the aggrieved party, of the facts

constituting the fraud or mistake. The only allegation

in the complaint tolling the statute of limitations is

the statement in paragraph VIII, page 5 of the Tran-

script: '^That plaintiff did not discover the falsity of

said representations until about the month of April,

1927.''

I^his same point is raised in the briefs on appeal in

Sacramento Sn'bnrban Fruit Lands Company, a cor-

poration, appellant, r. Walter A, Milan, No. 5671.

The complaints are identical. In our brief we have

reviewed and discussed all the authorities on the sub-

ject, citing the following cases:

Moon V. Boyd, 74 Cal. 171;

Hackleman v. Lyman, 50 Cal. App. 327;

Tniett V. Onderdonk, 120 Cal. 588;

Phelps V. Grady, 168 Cal. 79;

Lady Washington (\ Co. v. Wood, 113 Cal. 486;

Victor Oil Co. v. Drew, 184 Cal. 241;

Simpson v. Dalziel, 135 Cal. 103.

Without dissent the Supreme Court of the United

States as well as the Supreme Court of California has

followed the rule laid down in Wood v. Carpenter,

101 U. S. 140-143, that in this class of cases plaintiff

is held to stringent rules of pleading and evidence and

especially must there be distinct averments as to the

time when the fraud, mistake, concealment or misrep-

resentations was discovered, and what the discovery is
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so that the Court may clearly see, whether by ordinary

diligence the discovery might not have been made

earlier. A general allegation of ignorance at one time

and of knowledge at another is of no effect. The

authorities squarely hold that a complaint omitting

such allegations, does not state a cause of action. To

avoid an unnecessary burden upon the Court we will

not repeat the argument presented in the Walter A,

Milan case upon the same point, assuming that one

presentation of the authorities upon this subject is

sufficient. We repeat that the complaint only alleges

that the alleged falsity of the representations was dis-

covered in April, 1927. It is wholly silent as to how

appellee discovered or why he did not have the same

means of ascertaining the facts prior to that date.

II.

THE COURT ERRED IN SUSTAINING AN OBJECTION TO A
QUESTION PROPOUNDED TO THE WITNESS L. B. SCHEI.

L. B. Schei, the resident secretary of appellant was

called as a witness. He testified that he had a great

deal to do wdth the preparation of the pamphlet. That

he gathered material from the records of the people

on the lands and from the authorities in the different

lines that are discussed in the pamphlet. He referred

to the letter of the Horticultural Commissioner. On
redirect examination, Transcript page 102, the follow-

ing occurred:

'^Mr. Butler. Q. I want to ask you about
another certain endorsement in there from certain

business men. Will you find that place?
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Mr. Lewis. Objected to as not redirect.

Mr. BuTLEE. I will ask for the privilege of

opening vip the direct examination for the pur-
pose of going into that matter.

The Court. Proceed.
Mr. Butler. Q. Will von state wliether or

not the endorsement of that particular statement
there, was obtained by you, or were any of these

endorsements obtained by you?
Mr. McCuTCHEx. Objected to as inmiaterial,

irrelevant and incomjjetent.

The Court. What is the object of it?

Mr. Butler. To prove the authenticity of the

signature to this endorsement.
The Court. Objection sustained. It is wholly

immaterial whether they are authentic, or not.

Anything further? Call your next witness.

Mr. Huston. We note an exception."

The sustaining of the above objection was clearly

error. One of the questions involved in the instant

case was the alleged fraudulent misrej)resentation of

the value of the land. If the Court had permitted the

above question to be answered, the answer would have

shown the authenticity of the signatures on the en-

dorsement and would have a strong tendency to show

that the defendants were acting in good faith in their

representations. Good faith is one of the questions

involved in this action and any evidence having a

tendency to show it should have been allowed.

"It is well settled that if the evidence conduces
in any reasonable degree to establish the proba-
bility or improbability of the fact in controversy,
it should go to the jury. It would be a narrow
rule, and not conducive to the ends of justice, to

exclude it on the ground that it did not afford full

proof of the non-existence of the disputed fact."

Insurance Co. v. Weide, 78 U. S. (11 Wallace)

440.
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In connection with this testimony attention is di-

rected to the following quotations from the instruc-

tions of the Court on page 117 of the Transcript

:

"A representation in order to be actionable

must be known to the defendant to be false, or at

least that he does not know it to be true and
makes it positively as though he did know it of

his own knowledge; he must know it to be false

or he culpably negligent in not knowing the truth,

or he is not liable for a false representation."

In Meeker v. Cross, the District Court of Appeal

laid down the following rule (59 Cal. App. 512) :

"A defendant in an action of this character is

entitled to explain his reasons and motives in

making whatever statements or representations
he actually made/^

27 Corptis Juris, page 57

:

"A misrepresentation made through honest mis-
take and with a bona-fide belief of its truth is not
fraudulent. '

'

26 Corpus Juris 1125:

"Any testimony bearing upon the good faith of

the appellant in publishing and circulating the

pamphlet was competent. The rule of evidence

in cases of fraud is liberal."

It was error for the Court to deny the appellant the

right to prove the authenticity of the signatures to

this endorsement. The very refusal impressed the

jury with the idea that there might have been some

question as to the genuineness of the document.

Viewed in connection with the instruction of the Court

quoted, the testimony had a direct bearing upon the

proposition of whether the appellant knew that the
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statements were false or was ^'cndpahly negligent in

not knowing the truth.
>y

III.

THE COURT ERRED IN SUSTAINING AN OBJECTION TO A
QUESTION ASKED M. A. CRINKLEY, A WITNESS FOR
DEFENDANT, AS FOLLOWS:

"Mr. IIusTOX. Q. You are the secretary of
the defendant company, are you not, Mr.
Crinkley ?

A. Yes.

Q. How long have you been employed in that
capacity?

A. I joined the company in 1915 and was ap-
pointed secretary in 1916.

Q. Do you know when the company purchased
tliis property called the Rio Linda Colony?

A. Yes. "

Q. When?
A. 1911-12.

Q. When did the sales campaign commence?
A. In 1912.

Q. At that time, when the sales campaign was
first initiated, where were the lands offered for

sale—in California?
A. Principally.

Mr. Lewis. Just a moment. That is objected

to as not within the knowledge of the witness.

The CoiTRT. Objection sustained.

Mr. Huston. Exception.'^

As appears from the Transcript, counsel for plain-

tiff did not object to the above question on any other

ground than that it was not within the knowledge of

the witness. The competency, relevancy or materiality

of the question was not challenged. The witness testi-

fied at that time in 1912 that the lands were first
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offered for sale in California. If the witness did not

so know then counsel for plaintiff could have shown

this by examination and asked that the answer be

stricken out. This he did not do. It does not appear

that the witness could not answer the question of his

own knowledge.

It is a rule of universal application that the objec-

tion is deemed to be limited to the ground or grounds

specified and does not cover others not specified. In

other words, where specific grounds are stated the

implication is that there are no others, or if others

that they are waived.

This testimony was admissible for the reason stated

in connection with the ruling of the Court excluding

the certain testimony of the witness L. B. Schei.

IV.

THE COUET ERRED IN SUSTAINING AN OBJECTION TO A
QUESTION ASKED SAID M. A. CRINKLEY, AS FOLLOWS:

"Q. What improvements, if any, did the com-
pany put on this tract of land, what advantages
were added there?

A. We built all these roads and kept them up
for years before the county took them over. We
put in the culverts and the bridges. We ad-

vanced money for the establishment of the Rio
Linda Poultry Producers Association, and ul-

timately sold the place to the people out there;

we installed the machinery and sold it to them.

Thev have paid for it since. We have kept the

service department on our payroll, here, the fruit

adviser and the horticultural adviser, at a cost,

at a low estimate, of $100,000 for that service

department, to date. We advanced money to the
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Great Western Power Company, the sum of

$40,000.00 or $50,000

Mr. Lewis. Just a minute. We object to all

this as immaterial, irrelevant and incompetent.

The Court. Objection sustained.

Mr. HusTOX. Exception."

As hereinbefore stated one of the questions involved

in the instant case was the value of the land. Value

is necessarilv determined by showing improvements,

the service furnished to purchasers of the land,

whether or not it is connected with highways, etc., and

a refusal of the Court to permit counsel for defend-

ant to show these things was clearly error.

By this ruling the Court excluded the whole answer

because the objection was interposed ''to all this''.

This testimony was directly connected with and ex-

planatory of statements contained in the yjamphlet.

It cannot be doubted that it was admissible on the

issue of value.

V.

THii COURT ERRED IN SUSTAINING AN OBJECTION TO A
QUESTION ASKED M. A. CRINKLEY AS FOLLOWS:

'^Q. Up to August 23, the date of this trans-

action, how many families were located in your
colonv ?

A. ^ Between 200 and 300.

Q. Since that time has that number increased

or decreased?
Mr. McCuTCHEN. That is objected to as imma-

terial, irrelevant and incompetent.
The Court. What is the object of it?

Mr. HusTOX. To show the development and
the physical situation of the property out there,

as bearing on market value.
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The CoiTET. It is the value in 1923 that seems
to be material. Objection sustained.

Mr. Huston. Exception."

Refusal of the Court to permit the above question

to be answered prevented counsel for defendant from

showing- that the population in the district had in-

creased. If the population was increasing then the

juiy would have a right to take that fact into con-

sideration as showing an enhancement of the value of

the land as population in a very large measure deter-

mines land value and the fact that land had continu-

ously increased in value since the purchase would have

a legitimate bearing on the question of value at the

time of purchase. The Court seemed to be of the

opinion that the only thing to take into consideration

was the value as of 1923, but it must be remembered

that values in the neighborhood of that period not too

remote are competent as bearing on the value at the

time in question.

VI.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE
SUBJECT OF INDUCEMENT AS FOLLOWS:

"Coming back to the principle in respect to the

law; a representation on w^hich a party relies in

entering into a bargain, this plaintiff, for in-

stance, need not be the sole inducement ; he might
be influenced by a great variety of things; he
might have been influenced by statements of the

glorious climate of this country; he might be in-

fluenced by the statement that poultry could have
been profitably raised on the land, and he might
be influenced by other statements of the advan-

tages of living in such a great state as California,
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appealing to a man living in a cold country in

winter time in Minnesota and Wisconsin, where
this plaintiff was encountered by the defendant
and the negotiations entered into. But no matter
how much he was influenced by those considera-

tions, if he was also told that the land was of the

value of $350 an acre, when it was not, if it was
not, and if he was also told that it was well

adapted to the commercial i-aising of fmit; and if

that is proved to be false, then if those contributed

to inrtuence him in anv manner, and if he con-

sidered that a material matter in his bargain, that

he was making with the company, that is sufficient

inducement, reliance and influence to make it

actional)le, if the case is othenvise proven as I
have denied it to you.''

The above instruction was clearly error. The ques-

tion is not whether plaintiff considered some represen-

tation a material matter in liii< bargain, Init whether a

reasonably prudent man would hav(' so considered it.

Svl.: '*In order for a false representation to

sustain an action for deceit, the fraud must be
material, and such that without it the transaction

would not have been made; it must have been a
statement of an alleged existing fact or facts; the

party to whom it is made must have relied on its

truth and have had the right, as one of ordinary
business prudence so to do; and there must be
some damage directly resulting from the fraud."

Baulden v, Stilwell, 60 Atl. 609.

"To be remediable, a representation must have
been of such a nature and made under such cir-

cumstances that the injured party had a right to

rely upon it.''

26 Corpus Juris, page 1141.

Moreover it must be remembered that while plain-

tiff may have considered some representation to be a
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material inducement to purchase the land nevertheless

he might have made the purchase regardless of said

inducement and it is an elementary principle of law

that the representation in order to base an action

upon it should have the inducement that caused the

aggrieved party to enter into the contract.

Syl. : "In order to recover for false representa-
tion, the representation need not be the sole cause
of the contract, but it must be of such a nature,
weight and force that the court can say without
it the contract would not have been made.''

Craig v. Shea, 45 App. 351.

See, also, •

26 Corpus Juris, page 1141.

By this instruction the jury was directed that it

could render a verdict in favor of the appellee if it

were proven that appellant had represented the land

as being well adapted to the commercial growth of

deciduous fniits. The instruction permitted the ap-

pellee to recover misrepresentations other than those

alleged in the complaint. In that pleading it is al-

leged as follows:

"That the land was of the fair and reasonable
market value of $7,000.00' and upwards; that all

of the land was rich and fertile and urns capable

of producing all sorts of farm crops and products

;

that said land was entirely free from all condi-

tions and things injurious or harmful to the

growth of fruit-trees and that all of said land
w^as perfectly adapted to the raising of fniit of

all kinds and was capable of producing large

quantities of fruit of the finest quality."

There is no allegation that the appellant made the

representations in the form stated in this instruction.
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The appellant testified that in the first conversation

Mr. Whitcomb said it was adapted to the raising of all

kinds of fruit commercially, and outlined a general

scheme of development.

Under this instruction the jury was told, that if the

representations contributed to influence him in any

manner, and if he, the appellee, considered that a

material matter in his bargain that he was making

w^ith the company, that is sufficient inducement, re-

liance and influence to make it actionable. This is not

a correct statement of the rule. The representations

may have been material and may have influenced him,

but under the rule announced in the above case, that

while the misrepresentations in order to be the sole

cause of the contract it nmst be of such nature, weight

and force that the Court can say: "Without it the

contract would have not been made."

The instruction excluding the application of this

rule specifically directed the jury that it made no

difference how many other matters may have induced

him to make the trade, yet if the misrepresentations

relied upon '^contributed to i^ifluence him in any man-

ner and if he considered that a material matter in his

hargain^' it was sufficient inducement w^ithin the mean-

ing of the law.

The instruction is erroneous in the further respect

that the materiality of it was left to the determination

of the appellee.
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VII.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE
SUBJECT OF THE INTERPRETATION OF THE BOOKS AND
PAMPHLETS IN EVIDENCE.

"Now coming to the representations first as to
the fact that the land was well adapted or w^as

adapted to the raising of fruit commercially; if

you take this book,—and anyone w^ho takes this

book—and the defendant speaks by that book,
that is the defendant's book, those are its rep-
resentations—anyone taking that book would in-

fer, would come to no reasonable conclusion other
than that it does make that representation, name-
ly that the land was well adapted to raising the
deciduous fruits commercially. In fact they as-

sumed to put out a letter by the state horticul-

turist wherein he says that it is proven to be
specially adapted for the raising of fruit com-
mercially. The defendant is responsible for any-
thing it produces, whether it is its own statement
or the statement of others, if it gives them out, if

it makes them its own, without reasonable ground
for believing them to be true. In this letter, the

horticultural commissioner says it is proven be-

yond a doubt—that is going very far; that is

about the most positive assertion that can be
made; when a thing is proven beyond any doubt
it is as near absolute proof as anything is capable

of being proved—^he says, it is proven beyond any
doubt that this district is well adapted for the

commercial growing of these deciduous fruits, like

pears, peaches, olives, cherries, plums, figs and the

like, deciduous fruits are those produced on trees

which shed their leaves every year, apples, pears,

peaches, plums, cherries, apricots and tli(^ like.

And in other places are similar statements."

On page 6 of the pamphlet appears the letter of the

horticultural conmiissioner referred to in the above

instruction. The letter says that the land in the dis-

trict is well adapted for the commercial growing of
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apples, pears, peaches, olives, cherries, grapes, phims,

figs and berries. Whereas from the above instruction

told the jury might have received the impression that

the letter said that the land was "specially adapted for

the raising of fruit commercially/' Also we feel that

the Court erred in singling out and confining the jury

to this ])it of testimony. On pages 7 and 9 we find the

following statements which we think this Court also

should have brought to the attention of the jury:

"Though the soil conditions in California vary
greatly in different districts, the soil in the Rio
Linda district is very uniform. The surface of
the land looks almost level to the eye, though
actually it has gently rolling slopes and undula-
tions which natui'ally assist in drainage and irri-

gation.

"The top soil, generally speaking, is what is

known in California as a sandy loam. This top
soil varies in depth, is a friable soil and variously

adapted to the difi'erent fruit trees and vines. The
sub-soil is a closely packed clay, varying in depth,

texture and character. With reference to this

clay subsoil the United States Government soil

reports show that the majority of the lands in the
Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys are under-
laid with a hard clay stratum commonly known as

hard pan, and yet it is considered by all that in

these two famous valleys are located the best and
largest fruit orchards in the world.

"The answer as to the soil conditions in the Rio
Linda district is your personal inspection of the

70,000 thrifty fruit trees and grape vines now
growing on the lands sold by this company at Rio
Linda in the past ten years. These 70,0(X) trees

and vines means an average planting of 7,000 each
year."

Page 7 of Pamphlet.

"The Range of products grown in the Sacra-
mento Valley embraces practically every crop
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known to temperate and semi-tropic climates. The
largest and the finest lemon orchard in the world
is here. The largest prune orchard in the world
is here. The largest pear orchard in the world is

here. These facts illustrate the wonderful ca-

pacity for production of Sacramento Valley soil

and climate. All kinds of fruits are grow^n. A
single county boasts 10,000 acres of canning
peaches; one small town of less than a thousand
inhabitants boasts of fresh fruit shipments aggre-
gating from 2,500 to 3,200 carloads per year.

^'The Rio Linda Poultry and Orchard District

is in the center of the county and has proven itself

well adapted to the growing of most all fruits,

such as peaches, pears, olives, apricots, prunes,
plums, figs, nectarines, cherries and the various
kinds of grapes, as well as almonds, which are all

successfully raised by our people. Citrus fruits,

such as lemons, oranges and grapefruit are grown
in the family orchards.

^'It is well for the new owner to arrange for the

planting of a family orchard consisting of only a

few trees of each kind or variety of fruit for

personal use. The balance of the acreage we
recommend be planted to one particular kind of

fruit, to be decided upon after consultation with

our horticultural advisor, and preferred by the

purchaser.''

Page 9 of Pamphlet.

Among the definitions given by Webster's dictionary

for the word various are: different; several; diversi-

fied. Taking the above pamphlet as a whole we feel

that the impression conveyed by it in regard to the

kinds of fruit that might be raised is that differc^nt

parts of the district were adapted to different kinds

of fruit and that the horticultural advisor should be

consulted to find out what particular kind was best

suited to the land purchased. We feel that the Court
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in singling out in his instructions one portion of the

pamphlet gave the jury the impression that the

pamphlet said the whole district was adapted to all

kinds of fruit, when as a fact, as we have above

pointed out the pamiDhlet says the district is variously

adapted.

VIII.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE
TESTIMONY OF THE WITNESSES DAVIS AND TWINING.

In this respect counsel feel that tlu* Court over-

emphasized the importance of the testimony of Davis

by quoting from it extensively and by refraining to a

considerable extent in quoting from the testimony of

Twining, a witness for defendant. Comments on the

testimony of Davis, Twining and Jarvis could not do

otherwise than impress the jury that the testimony of

the plaintiff ^s witness, Davis, was to be favored, and

that of the appellant's witnesses. Twining and Jarvis,

should be discredited. For instance on page 121 of

the Transcript he refers to the calling of the witnesses

by saying:

'*Tlien he introduced Mr. Davis who tells you.

from his learning and ability as an agricultural

specialist and his practical experience that that

land is not adapted to the commercial raising of

fruit * * *."

On page 124 the Court refers to Mr. Davis as: ''The

expert of the plaintiff."

At the bottom of page 123 the following language

is used:
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"Mr. Jarvis and the chemist have testified that
if the land is blasted in their opinion it will pro-
duce fruit commercially; moreover that on like

lands, on hardpan lands throughout the neighbor-
ing district, throughout the Sacramento Valley
and other valleys these deciduous fruits are grown
commercially on like land with no greater depth
of soil ; whether the hardpan is of the same quali-

ty or the same depth, whether the evidence shows
that, whether the witnesses have sufficient knowl-
edge to speak with reference to that, that is a
matter for determination by the jury.

??

IX.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE
EVIDENCE PRODUCED BY DEFENDANT AS TO COM-
MERCIAL PRODUCTION OF FRUIT.

In this regard the Court gave but passing notice to

the testimony of defendant's witnesses, Posehn, Hagel

and Morley, to the eifect that the land in question was

good fruit land. This probably caused the jury to

disregard to a large extent such evidence because

juries are sensitive to the Court's opinion.

"The jury is naturally sensitive to the Court's
expression of opinion concerning the issues of

fact in anv case (Starr v. United States, 153 U.
S. 614, 625, 626; 14 Sup. Ct. 919, 923 (38 L. Ed.

841)) ; and while it is true that ordinarily in the

Federal Courts a trial judge's expression of opin-

ion upon the facts is not reviewable upon error,

^Yet,' as Mr. Chief Justice Fuller said in that

case when reversing the judgment for error in

the charge, ^But he should take care to separate

the law from the facts, and to have the latter in

unequivocal terms to the jury as their true and
peculiar province.' "

Sandals v. United States, 213 F. and 569-576.
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As stated before the Court gives but passing men-

tion to witnesses for the defendant who testify as to

the commercial production of fruit and he does not at

all elaborate upon their testimony. For instance,

Unsworth testified he sold fniit raised on his place

(see page 43 of Transcript) ; Turkleson testified he

had forty acres and two thousand trees and got good

crops (see page 46 of Transcript) ; Morley testified his

place produced conmiercially. (Page 50 of Tran-

script.)

X.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY
ON BLASTING AS FOLLOWS:

"Twining tells you that this land is deep enough,
the soil is deep enough, that this hard pan can be
broken through with blasting, and it will cost only
something, I think, $20 to $35 an acre. Twining
said that blasting can be done through the hard
pan, that it is not too deep for that, or rather
that while it is stratified you can blow through
the upper part, or just below the upper or hard
part, and that below it is softer and that with
irrigation and water it will disintegrate, afford

drainage and conserve the moisture. Jarvis testi-

fied to something of that nature. One witness for

the defendant, I cannot remember which one, I
think it was Jai^is or Twining perhaps, about
the cost of blasting at $25 to $30 to $35 an acre.

Do either counsel remember who fixed that price ?

Mr. BrTLEE. Mr. Twining.
The Court. Counsel says Twining and that is

right. It is to be observed, gentlemen of the jury,

that nowhere in the defendant's literature nor by
its agents do they represent that the land—if I

remember the testimony of the agents right, the

book, the company's book, which contains its rep-
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resentations, does not advise any purchaser that

he will have to blast; it does point out to them
the advantage that they will have no expense in

removing stumps or stones to clear the land; they
will have to irrigate, and it speaks of hard pan
as somewhere under the surface, not saying how
far, like hard pan elsewhere, but it does not tell

them that they will have to blast. Whether that

was fair dealing is a matter for your considera-

tion." (Transcript page 125.)

We again feel that the Court erred in calling the

attention of the jury to this single feature regarding

blasting. As shown by the above quotation from the

pamphlet prospective purchasers were informed that

the soil was underlaid with hard pan. While it is true

that blasting is not mentioned in the pamphlet, never-

theless, there was a conflict of testimony as to whether

blasting is necessary. The latter part of the above

instruction strongly emphasizes that blasting was nec-

essary in order to raise fniit.

These instructions were erroneous for the reason

already discussed that the complaint does not allege

that the appellant ever made any representation that

the lands purchased by this appellee were adapted to

the commercial production of fruit. The following

appears in the pamphlet:

"Our people have planted a variety of fruit

trees under varying conditions. Many of these

orchards are now in full bearing. As a result we
know what fruits are best adapted to our various

tracts of land, as well as the district as a whole. ?>

The appellee's case is primarily based upon the

representations in the pamphlet. This statement in

the pamphlet directly contradicts the allegation of the

complaint

:
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"That all of the land was rich and fertile and
was capable of producing all sorts of farm crops
and products": and "That all of said land was
perfectly adapted to the raising of fruit of all

kinds and was capable of producing large quanti-
ties of fruit of the finest quality."

(Exhibit No. 2, page 30.)

XL
THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE

TESTIMONY OF THE WITNESS BUSH AS FOLLOWS:

"On the other hand, the defendant produces two
experts, Verner an.d Bush, who testify that the
land was worth $350 an acre. I think it was Mr.
Bush that said he arrived at that figiire because
the defendant was selling it at that. Well, that is

not the test, gentlemen of the jury. If the de-
fendant by false representations could sell its land
in the east at $350 an acre or anywhere else, that
is no criterion by which to judge the real market
value of the land, because ])y deception it could
be sold for that that does not fix the just market
value—of course I am not saying that it did; that

is for you to say, whether it was deceptive or
false.'' (Transcript page 129.)

Syl. : "In determining questions of value and
damages, it is proper for the jury to consider the

evidence of actual sales of other lands at or about
the time of the taking by the railroad company
of the plaintiff's land, provided such lands were
of the same general character, similar in situation,

and located in the immediate vicinity as those of

the plaintiff."

Saflin V, Chicago, W, & W. R, Co,, 33 Fed. 416.

Syl.: "The value of real property, relative to

question whether the rent fixed by the court as

reasonable affords the landlord fair compensation
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for its use, is shown by the price at which prop-
erty of similar character is bought and sold in the
open market, and other criteria are used only
w^iere such sales cannot be shown."

Maitland v. Kerrigan, 187 N. Y. Supp. 495.

Syl. : "A railway company having purchased an
undivided half interest in real estate at a specified
price, under circumstances which show that the
purchase was made without compulsion and not
by way of compromise, evidence thereof is ad-
missible for the purpose of ascertaining the mar-
ket value of the remaining undivided half of the
same property in a proceeding instituted by the
company for its condemnation."

Seabord Air Line By. v. Chamhlin, et al., 60

S. E. 727.

See, also,

Snyder v. United States, 138 Fed. 535.

XII.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE
SUBJECT OF LIMITATIONS, AND, IN REFUSING TO
INSTRUCT THE JURY ON THAT SUBJECT AS REQUESTED
BY DEFENDANT.

Appellee proposed the following instruction on the

subject of the statute of limitations:

"Defendant's Instruction No. 17. You are in-

structed that in an action for relief on the ground
of fraud, such as this case, the plaintiff must
show that the fraud occurred within three years
of the commencement of his action for relief or

if his action was commenced more than three

years after the fraud occurred, then he must show,

in order to maintain his suit, that he did not dis-

cover he had been defrauded until a date within
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thi^ee years of the time he commenced his action.

"With regard to this discovery of the facts con-
stituting the aheged fraud, you are histructed that
the plaintiff will be presumed to have known
whatever with reasonable diligence he might have
ascertained concerning the fraud of which he com-
plains.

"You are instructed that the evidence shows
that the alleged fraud was committed more than
three years prior to the filing of the action, and
your verdict must be in favor of the defendant,
unless the plaintiif has proven by a preponder-
ance of the evidence ])oth that he did not discover
the alleged fraud within the period of three years
])efore he filed his action, and that he could not
have discovered it bv the exercise of reasonable
diligence, three years before he commenced this

suit. He was not pennitted to remain inactive
after the transaction was comx)leted, but it was
his duty to exercise reasonable diligence to ascer-

tain the truth of the facts alleged to have been
represented to him. He is not excused from the

making of such discovery even if the plaintiff in

such action remains silent. A claim by the plain-

tiff of ignorance at one time of the alleged fraud
and of knowledge at a time within three years of

the commencement of his action is not sufficient;

a party seeking to avoid the bar of the statute of

limitations in a suit upon fraud must show by a
preponderance of the evidence not only that he
was ignorant of the fraud up to a date within
three vears of the commencement of his action,

but also that he had used due diligence to detect

the fraud after it occurred and could not do so.

If fraud occurred in this case it was complete

when plaintiff contracted with defendant to buy
land. Plaintiff commenced his action on the 16th

day of August, 1927; his contract mth the de-

fendant for the purchase of its land was made in

August, 1923. If you believe from a preponder-

ance of the evidence that the defendant committed

a fraud upon plaintiff in the making of this con-
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tract, then before you can find a verdict in Iiis

favor, you must also believe from a preponder-
ance of the evidence that he neither knew of the
fraud nor could with reasonable diligence have
discovered the fraud before a date three years
prior to the commencement of his action, that is

before the 16th day of August, 1924. If you be-
lieve from a preponderance of the evidence that
plaintiff either knew of the facts constituting the
alleged fraud before August 16th, 1924, or by rea-
sonable diligence and inquiry could have learned
these facts before that date, your verdict must be
for the defendant."

The Court refused this instruction and instead in-

structed the jury in the following language:

"Then when you determine the value there is

still one more aspect of the case, and that is this

:

Has the plaintiff brought the suit in time^ The
law is that one defrauded, as the plaintiff says he
was, must bring his suit within three years after

he discovers the fact that he has been defrauded

—

not from the time, three years, that he was actu-

ally defrauded. If the plaintiff has not done that

he is not entitled to recover. A defendant has the

right to insist that a man with a lawsuit must
bring it within a reasonable time, not to keep it

hanging in the air, hanging fire you might say for

an indefinite number of years and bring it on
later when witnesses may have disappeared and
proof made difficult to obtain. So the law says in

this case that he must have brought it within

three years of the time that he discovered that he

was defrauded; not three years from the time he

was defrauded, but after he discovered the fact

that he was defrauded, namely, that the land was
not well adapted to commercial raising of fruit

or not worth $350 an acre. He bought the land

in August, 1923; the suit was commenced August
15, 1927. If he had not discovered the fact before

August 15, 1924, one year after he bought it, his

suit is in time, because it was three years after
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that that the suit was brought. It is for you to

say whether he has brought it in time, whether he
had discovered the fact that he had been de-

frauded before August 15, 1924.

"Did he discover it? He tells you that he dis-

covered hard])an but he also tells you he did not

know what that meant, and he tells you Avhat the

company's agents told him, that it was beneficial

rather than injurious; he says his theory is that

it disarmed him and he did not exercise any dili-

gence to examine the property; he proceeded to

plant trees, they did very well for a year or two
and finallv in 1925, 1926 and 1927 they began to

die, and then my suspicions WTre aroused and I

pursued my inquiry until I found out that I had
been cheated. The fact that land is adapted to

growing fruit in commercial quantity is not ap-
parent to the average man by looking at it or by
digging in it or by discovering where hardpan lies.

Remember a party may be entitled to put the

thing to a practical test. The books tell him that

it will take five to sevc^n years to bring the or-

chard to commercial bearing. Ask yourself
whether he should have made himself acquainted
with the fact rather than wait the time mentioned
in the book. Would a reasonable man be held at

fault if he tries to test it out and plants trees and
waits to see if in five to seven years they would
produce commercially? The plaintiff did plant

trees the first vear he was there and the second
year and the third year and they did not begin to

die imtil 1927. So taking all the facts and circum-
stances together, ask yourself whether the plain-

tiff ought to have known before August 15, 1924,

that he had been cheated, deceived. If you find

by the greater weight of the evidence and in-

ferences from the circumstances that he should

not have, then his suit is brought in time and he
is entitled to recover if he has proven the other

elements of the case as I have stated them to you.'^

(Transcript page 139.)
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In the brief filed in the appeal of Sacramento Sub-

urban Fruit Lands Company, a corporation, v, Walter

A, Melin, No. 5671, heretofore mentioned, we have

cited and discussed the authorities upon the subject of

discovery and the duty of a party claiming to have

been defrauded to exercise reasonable diligence to

discover ^vhether or not he had been defrauded. This

rule must be distinguished from the rule relative to

the right of a party to rely upon a representation

without making any investigation. The fundamental

error particularly involved in this instruction is that

such distinction has been ignored. The authorities

referred to and which sustain the rule have already

been cited. In this case there is an absolute w^ant of

showing of any diligence on the part of the appellee.

This is not a concealed fraud. The representations

related to matters equally within the knowledge of

both parties.

The rule is succinctly declared in Montgomery v.

Peterson, 27 Cal. App. 665, to be that under the cases

in this state it is not enough to assert that the dis-

covery was not sooner made. It must appear that it

could not have been made by the exercise of reasonable

diligence; and all that reasonable diligence would have

disclosed appellee is presumed to have kno^^^l, means

of knowledge in such a case being the equivalent of

the knowledge which it would have produced.

Now this appellee claims to have purchased pur-

suant to several misrepresentations. If he learned, or

if by exercising reasonable diligence he could have

learned, that any one of the misrepresentations were

false the statute bars recoverv.
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False in one, false in all, is the mile.

Gratz V. ScJiurer, 25 Cal. App. 122.

If by the exercise of reasonable diligence appellee

conld have discovered that the representation as to

value was false he cannot recover. It would seem that

the decision of the Supreme Court of California in

Johnston r. Kitchen, 265 Pacific 941, disposes of this

point. As the Court said in that case,

'^What secret, may we ask, that could be sup-
pressed, that would or could affect the value of a
commercial city lot, the title to which is a public
recoi'd, and its value an open matter of investiga-

tion to the entire public? We know of none, and
think in a practical sense none can exist."

Appellee settled in a colony in which there was

activitv in land sales. Tracts identical with his had

been and were being bought and sold. He was near a

populous city and to say that he could, or did close

his eyes and his ears to all matters pertaining to

market value is ridiculous. On the contrary if the

land is of the character alleged in the complaint and

described in the evidence, to-wit: "Not at all adapted

to the growing of fruit trees or (iny farm crops or

products/' it must have been apparent to the appellee

that it could not be worth $300.00 an acre, but as he

alleges, would only be worth $15.00 per acre. If he

purchased the land under the belief as to the lands

of the district being adapted to the commercial pro-

duction of fruit he was put upon notice when upon his

arrival he did not find any orchards growing upon the

class of land that he purchased.
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Again, if he purchased under the representation

that the land was entirely free from all conditions and

things injurious and harmful to the growth of fruit

trees, he was put upon notice when he discovered the

hardpan. In this respect he says: "I don't think it

occurred to me at that time that the land would not

grow fruit trees."

In the spring of 1924 he discussed the matter with

Mr. McNaughton who explained to him that hardpan

contained some things that were beneficial to fruit

trees, such as lime.

He planted some 50 trees in 1924, but he did not

lose any until 1926. Now comes the strange feature

of this testimony; he says (Transcript, page 39) :

^^I first suspected I had been defrauded in the
fall of 1925. I noticed that things did not ^ti*ow

just right, and I asked the county agent what
fruits I had better set out, and he told me I did
not have walnut land, or cherry land, or pear land,

but I niight raise some shallow-rooted crops.''

After receiving this information in 1925 he pro-

ceeded to plant his trees. How does this story con-

trast with his claim that he was induced to purchase

these lands because of the representation that ^^they

were rich and fertile and would produce all sorts of

farm crops and produce, and fruit of all kinds in large

quantities and of the finest quality?" How can this

appellee recover from this appellant because he pro-

ceeded to plant trees and care for them in the face

of the knowledge that he received from the county

agent? There is no explanation as to what made him

suspect in 1925 that he had been defrauded.
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As the evidence shows, there is a large area of land

in the Rio Linda colony similar to that purchased by

appellee; also, that numerous tracts had been pre-

viously planted to trees. Is it not strange that, if the

character of the soil was such that the trees on the

lands of appellee ^vore lost that the same condition did

not exist elsewhere in the colonv? Is it not fair to

assume that if these lands of the Rio Linda Colony,

this large area of land sold many years before ap-

pellee purchased and on which orchards had been

planted, were not adaptable to successful cultivation

of fruit that evidence of such fact did not exist on

every hand? Can tlu^ Court assume that with the

existence of any diligence whatever that appellee could

have not discovered this fact? Either the case of

plaintiff is not founded in fact, or if founded in fact,

he knew from the very l)eginning that the land was

not as represented, especially that he had paid more

than twenty times its value.

If the testimony of the appellee is to be accepted

then the picture he had in his mind was that painted

by the agents of the appellant. If all that he says

is time, then it must be admitted, that it was ob\dous

to him w^hen he arrived in California that some of the

things were untrue. And is it not singular that he,

with many others who have sued this company, should

approximately at the same time, regardless of the

length of time they had been in possession and the

manner in which they had cultivated the property,

suddenly discover that they had been defrauded? This

appellee could not truthfully allege any facts w-hich

would excuse his failure to discover the alleged fraud.
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The instruction of the Court above mentioned does

not conform to the rule declared by the decisions of

the United States Supreme Court and the Courts of

California. The Court instructs the jury that the

jjlaintiff was only required to bring the action ^^ after

he discovered the fact that he was defrauded, namely:

that the land was not well adapted to the commercial

raising of fruit or not worth $350.00 an acre.'' The

Court says: ^^ Remember a party may be entitled to

put the thing to a practical test.'' There is no law

supporting such a rule. Under such a rule the statute

would not run until he had made a practical test. The

Court says to the jurv^: ^^Ask yourself whether he

should have made himself acquainted with the fact

rather than wait seven years to bring an orchard to

commercial bearing.'' This whole charge is in conflict

with the rule announced in the cases cited. It ex-

cludes the proposition that there was a duty imposed

upon the appellee mth reference to the representation

as to value. The instruction does not discuss this

phase of the case. There is only one reference to the

question of value. This instruction is also argumenta-

tive and excuses the laches of the appellee.

XIII.

THE COURT ERRED IN REFUSING INSTRUCTION
NUMBER SIX PROPOSED BY THE APPEAL.

It appears on page 110 of the Transcript, and is as

follows

:

^^You are instructed that plaintiff cannot re-

cover in this action unless he was deceived by the
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alleged representations, for if the means of knowl-
edge are at hand, equally available to all parties,

and the subject of purchase is alike open to their

inspection, if the purchaser does not avail himself
of these means and opportunities, he will not be
heard to say that he has been deceived, unless he
was induced by trick or misrepresentation of de-

fendant not to make such inspection/'

Tlie rule upon this subject stated in the case of

Scliappiro v, Goldberg^ 192 IT. S. 241-2, is as follows:

**When the means of knowledge are open and
at hand and furnished to the purchaser or his

agent, and no effort is made to prevent the party
from using them, and especially where the pur-
chaser undertakes examination for himself he will

not be heard to sav that he has been deceived to

his injury by a misrepresentation of the vendor."

The facts invoking the application of this rule ap-

pear in the testimony of the appellee ; means of knowl-

edge as to character, fertility and adai)tability of the

soil were open to appellee. Second, no effort was made

to prevent him from resorting to any source of in-

fomiation.

He made an individual investigation and consulted

third parties. He made an examination for himself.

Other cases on this subject are cited in the brief on

the Walter A. Milen, case now pending before this

Court. The same rule is declared in Oppenheimer v,

CUmie, 142 Cal. 319.

The charge of the Court as a whole was prejudicial

to the appellant.

The rule covering the instructions of juries as stated

in Wallace v, U, S,, 291 Fed. 973, is as follows:
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^^We understand the natural effect of the de-

cisions to be^ that while under proper conditions,

the judge may express his opinions and the rea-

sons for them, and discuss the testimony, his

charge must remain upon the whole impartial, dis-

passionate and judicial, and must not be argu-
mentative to a degree which makes it character-

istically an act of advocac3^''

Mention has been made of several features of the

charge sustaining this criticism. Listening to the

charge on a whole the jury could not draw any other

deduction than that the Court favored a recovery by

the appellee. Some of the witnesses of the appellee

WTre favorably referred to, while witnesses of the

appellant upon the same subject were unfavorably

mentioned. The failure of the appellee to discover the

fraud is excused but the most striking feature of the

charge is the absence of any reference to the letter of

the appellee introduced in evidence, Exhibit No. 7, and

which reads as follows:

^^Rio Linda, June 22, 1925.

To Whom it May Concern: I would like to

write a few lines in regard to the Sacramento
Suburban Fruit Lands Company and their project

here at Rio Linda. Having lived in the east neai^-

ly all my life as a farmer, and then moving here
in this colony, I know the conditions of farmers
there and have also learned something here. I

think if the people knew of the opportunities this

county are offering they would soon be sold out of

land. One of the dift'erences between this com-
panv and some others is that when we buv of them
we have only just started to deal with them. They
stay with us and help us along in every way they
can ; keep in touch with us all the time. Then there

is Mr. Lyding one of the best poultry men in Cali-

fornia. He is working with us and for us at all
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times, and his services are free. Also the co-

operative warehouse and the egg association, just

take our eggs there and they take care of them,
mail us a check oilce a week. AVhy, my weekly
checks are larger than mv monthlv checks back
east and with half the work.
Most of the people who have been here a year

or more are adding on to their poultry houses.

That's a good sign of what they think. One thing
I do know, if they can make money an}^vhere
with chickens, we can here. And then getting

away from the long, cold winters is another nice

thing; also the fruit. 1 never saw a place w^here

we could raise such a variety of fruit. Almost
everything does fine here.

No, I don't want to go back east to live.

Rio iJnda is good enough for me.
Yours verv trulv,

R.'B. Loucks.''

This letter was written long after the arrival of the

purchaser. Attention is specially directed to the para-

graph of the letter wherein he says:

'^And then getting away from the long, cold

winter is another nice thing; also, the fruit. I

never saw a place where we could raise such a

variety of fruit. Almost everything does fine

here."

Of course, it will be said that this letter was written

before the fraud was discovered. This does not an-

swer the proposition that after having been in the

colony for nearly two years and having been thorough-

ly acquainted with it, the appellee writes this letter.

Why did not the Court make some reference to this

most significant testimony? No comment is made upon

the act of the appellee in making the representations

contained in this letter relative to fruit and then suing
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to recover from the appellant on the theory that such

a representation is false.

Moreover, the Court made no reference to the fact

that even after the alleged discovery of the fraud in

1927, he did not go to the company, nor retract a

single statement contained in the letter.

The Court defends the appellee throughout the

charge. There is no suggestion that as a farmer he

should have looked into soil conditions, or that it would

be reasonable to assume that he investigated values.

No emphasis was placed upon his investigation.

Why was no reference made to this letter? Juries

naturally pay great attention to any suggestion from

the Court. The charge of the Court as a whole was an

argument in favor of the appellant and did not fairly

cover all of the testimony upon the subjects mentioned

therein. The inconsistent and unexplained conduct

of the appellee was not mentioned; but when it came

to the appellant many things unfavorable to it were

said; for instance on page 127 of the Transcript, the

Court said:

"It is a poor policy; it is not a good policy for

the state. California and its resources are great

enough to secure honesty and honest bargaining

anywhere without there being misrepresentation

in order to enable people to sell land. It is not a

question whether the defendant made anything.

Even if it lost money on the whole project it can-

not recuperate its finances by inducing someone

to enter into a bargain by false representations/^

Was this statement fair to the appellant 1 Does this

statement meet the test that the charge must remain

upon the whole "impartial, dispassionate and judicial,
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and must not be argumentative to a degree which

makes it characteristically an act of advocacy."

We respectfully invite a careful consideration of the

Court's charge from the standpoint of this assignment

of error bearing in mind that a mere indication, hint,

or suggestion as to the attitude of the Court usually

controls the verdict.

XIV.

THE COURT ERRED IN INSTRUCTING THE JURY ON THE
EVIDENCE OF REPRESENTATIONS OF VALUE OF THE
LAND ALLEGED TO HAVE BEEN MADE BY DEFENDANT,
AND IN REFUSING TO INSTRUCT THE JURY ON THAT
SUBJECT AS REQUESTED BY DEFENDANT.

It would appear that such rey)resentations are mere

matters of opinion:

"It is apparent to us that the matters alleged as

constituting the fraud were matters of opinion
rather than fact. It was certainlv a matter of

opinion when the plaintiff stated that the land was
the best ranch in lone Valley and was rich and
productive and would produce 50 bushels of wheat
to the acre; that a portion was good alfalfa land;

that another portion was rich in mineral deposits:

and the other matters alleged can well be classed

under the head of matters of opinion rather than
a false representation of facts. There is no aver-

ment which excludes the idea of personal inspec-

tion by the purchaser."

Bendell v, Scott, 70 Cal. 514.

"In Andrus v. St. Louis S. & R. Co., 130 U. S.

643, 9 Sup. Ct. 654, 32 L. Ed. 1054, the court had
under consideration an action based on fraud and
deceit in the sale and purchase of a lot in Lead-
ville, Colo. Plaintiff there contended that defend-

ant made fraudulent representations to him con-
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cerning the title and possession of the lot in ques-
tion. Justice Field, speaking for the court said:

" ^The law does not afford relief to one who
suffers b,y not using the ordinary means of in-

formation, whether his neglect be attributable to

indiffc^rence or credulity; nor will industrious
activity in other directions, to the neglect of such
means, be of any avail.'

"

In Parker v. Monlton, 114 Mass. 99, 19 Am. Rep.

315, the Court said:

"The affirmations, here set forth as between
buyer and seller, it has been repeatedly decided,

will not support an action, although the defend-
ant knew them to be false when made. They con-

cern the value of the land or its condition and
adaption to particular uses, w^hich are only mat-
ters of opinion and estimate, as to which men may
differ. To such representations the maxim V.aveat

emptor' applies. The buyer is not excused from
an examination, unless he be fraudulently induced
to forbear inquiries which he would otherwise

have made."

In Ellis V. AndreAVS, 56 N. Y. 83, 15 Am. Rep. 379,

the Court said

:

"Upon the question of value, the purchaser must
rely upon his own judgment; and it is his folly

to rely upon the representations of the vendor in

that respect. * ^ * In Van Epps v. Harrison, 5

Hill. 63 (40 Am. Dec. 314), it is stated as un-

doubted law that an action will not lie by a pur-

chaser against a vendor upon false and fraudu-

lent statements of the value of the property sold,

made while negotiating the sale. This was con-

curred in by the entire court."

Kimber v. Young, 137 Fed. 744, 70 C. C. A. 178

(Colorado case), is well reasoned, and discusses the
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same question now under consideration. The Court

says:

^'Positive statements as to value are generally

mere expressions of opinion and as such cannot
support an action of deceit/'

The Court further says, quoting from Kimhall v.

Bangs, 144 Mass. 321, 11 N. E. 113:

**Tlic law recognizes the fact tlmt men will

naturally overstate the value and (jualities of the

articles which thev have to sell. All men know
ft

this, and a buyer has no right to rely upon such
statements.''

Everist r. Drake, 143 Pacific Reporter, page

814.

*^]\Iisrepresentations as to value cannot ordi-

narily constitute fraud because they are generally

to be regarded as mere ex])ressions of opinion or
^trader's' talk involving a matter of judgment and
estimation as to which men may differ. It has
been held that such representations may under
certain circumstances be nonactionable even when
made with intent to deceive and with knowledge of
their falsitv, and a fortiori thev are not actionable
where made in honest ignorance."

26 Corpus Juris, page 1215.

'^Rex^resentations of value are generally re-

garded as mere opinions, or seller's statements,
and, when such is the case, are held not to con-

stitute fraud; though they may operate to defeat
an action for specific performance.''

12 Ruling Case Law, page 279-80.

'^If the purchaser investigates for himself and
nothing is done to prevent his investigation from
being as full as he chooses he cannot say that he
relied on the vendor's representations."

Farrar v, ClmrchUl, 135 U. S. 615.
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Under the rule laid down in the above authorities

we feel that the Court erred in refusing to give the

following instruction proposed by defendant:

*'You are instructed that a representation wliich

merely amounts to a statement of opinion, judg-
ment, probability, or expectation, or is vague and
indefinite in its terms, or is merely a loose, con-
jectural, or exaggerated statement cannot be made
the ])asis of an action for deceit, though it may
not be true, for a party is not justified in placing
reliance upon such statement or representation."

(Page 69 of Transcript.)

For the foregoing reasons appellant respectfully

submits that the judgment should be reversed.

Respectfully submitted,

Butler, Van Dyke & Desmoxd,

Ajrthfr C. Huston,

Attorneys for Appellant,
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STATEMENT OF FACTS

The facts in this case are substantially the same as

those in Melin, No. 5671, except as to dates and the

particular pieces of land purchased. Apellant's statement

of facts is quite extended. There was no motion for a

directed verdict, and the sufficiency of the evidence is

not questioned. We will, therefore, deal with the facts

quite briefly.

While the complaint set out five or six misrepresenta-

tions, by the opening statements of the parties the issues

were narrowed down to the representation that the land

was well adapted to commercial orcharding and was

worth $7,000.00. Plaintiff came to CaHfornia late in

1923 and made a superficial examination of the general
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tract under the guidance and control of appellant. At

that time, he was shown several commercial orchards

on land lying near the creek. He later found out that

this w^as different in character from the upland which

he purchased, but he did not discover this fact until

sometime after the contract w^as entered into. (Trans,

p. 38.) Plaintiff' did not move onto the lands until the

winter of 1923- 1924. He set out his first trees in the

spring of 1924 and then discovered the hardpan on the

land. He spoke to Mr. McNaughton, appellant's horti-

CLiltiiralist, who assured him tliat the hardpan was bene-

ficial to trees. (Trans, p. 32.) The original planting

of trees were killed by grasshoppers and later plantings

were made in 1925, 1926 and 1927. The action was filed

August 16, 1927.

Let us take up the points argued for reversal in the

order selected by appellant.

ARGUMENT

I. THERE WAS NO ERROR IN THE RULING
ON THE DEMURRER.

The complaint is substantially the same as in the

Melin case. The demurrer w^as overruled by consent and

no exception taken. The arguments applicable to the

situation are contained in our brief in the case of Melin,

No. 5671, page 3.

II. THERE WAS NO ERROR IN SUSTAINING
THE OBJECTION TO THE QUESTION PRO-

POUNDED TO THE WITNESS SCHEI.

Apparently, it is the claim of appellant here that it was
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entitled to inject hearsay evidence into the proceedings.

It was endeavoring to prove that several persons had

endorsed its project. The purpose was, no doubt, to

argue to the jury that these men were behind it and to

ask the jury to substitute what was claimed to be the

judgment of the endorsers for the judgment of the jury

upon the facts. If any of these supposed endorsers knew

anything about the facts, no doubt they would have been

subpoenaed as witnesses to give their information under

oath and plaintiff would then have had a reasonable

opportunity to cross examine them.

The specification of error in this regard is insufficient

since it does not set out the facts intended to be elicited

from the witness.

Rule XI of this court.

Maryland Casualty Co. vs. Simmons, 2 Fed. 2nd,

29.

Northzvestern Union Packet Co. vs. Cloitgh, 20
Wall. 528, 22 L. Ed. 406.

III. THERE WAS NO ERROR IN SUSTAINING
THE OBJECTION TO THE QUESTION
ASKED THE WITNESS CRINKLEY.

The appellant did not make any offer of proof or

intimate to the trial court any manner in which testi-

mony as to the things happening eleven years before

the sale to plaintiff* was relevant. Under the circum-

stances, no error can be predicated upon the ruling.

Ladd vs. Missouri Coal Co., 66 Fed. 880.

Florida Railroad Co. vs. Smith, 21 Wall. 255.

Moreover, the specification of error was not sulncient

here under Rule XI of this court or the decisions of
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the Supreme Court.

Northzvestern Union Packet vs. Cloiigh, Supra.

It was apparent from this and other cases that the

witness Crinkley knew nothing about the deahngs of

appellant before he entered its employ in 19 15. How-

ever, appellant was trying to inject some hearsay testi-

mony for the sole purpose of beclouding the issues and

deceiving the jury. Had the witness known these facts

of his own knowledge, appellant could very easily have

brought it out by a question or two and if the testimony

sought to be elicited was at all relevant could have

explained the reasons therefore to the court. But, not

doing so, it showed clearly that the exception was only

noted with the idea of laying a possible trap for reversal

upon appeal.

\\. TPIERE WAS NO ERROR LX THE SECOND
RULING UPON THE TESTIMONY OF
CRINKLEY.

Here, again, there was no offer of proof, no explana-

tion of the relevancy of the evidence sought to be

adduced, and here, again, the assignment of errors fails

to show what was expected to be proved. If the matters

referred to were relevant for any purpose, the testimony

was gotten before the jury and no instruction to dis-

regard it was given by the court. If there w^as any-

thing else appellant desired to prove, it should have

been made clear by an offer of proof.

V. THERE IS NO ERROR IN THE THIRD RUL-

ING ON THE TESTIMONY OF THE WIT-

NESS CRINKLEY.
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Here, again, we have no offer of proof, no attempt

to explain the relevancy of the testimony and an assign-

ment of errors which does not set out what was expected

to be proved. The sale to plaintiff was made in 1923.

Only the situation at this time was relevant in deter-

mining his damages which were "the difference between

the real value of the property at the date of its sale to

the plaintiffs and the price paid for it."

Sigafiis vs. Porter, lyg U. S. 116; 45 L. Ed. 113.

VI. THE COURT DID NOT ERR IN ITS IN-

STRUCTION TO THE JURY ON THE SUB-

JECT OF INDUCEMENT.

The portion of the instructions to which appellant

claims its exception was directed covers approximately

one printed page and embraces several propositions of

law. One of the propositions is that the representation

relied upon need not be the sole inducement. Another

is that proof of only one material representation is nec-

essary. The instruction further proceeds to impose the

requirement that the representation be proved to be false

and also includes the matter sought to be criticized by

appellant.

This brings into play the familiar rule that a general

exception to an instruction covering several propositions

of law is of no avail to bring before an appellate court

the question whether the court below erred in stating

one of the issues of the case.

Killisnoo Packing Co. vs. Scott, 14 Fed. 2nd, 86.

The instruction given was in nowise misleading or

incorrect. The evidence was that the representations
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made were that the land was well adapted to commercial

orcharding and was actually worth $350.00 an acre, or

$7000.00. The question of whether representations are

material or not may be one of law with the exception

that in addition to being- material as a matter of law

the plaintiff must have considered them material. The

last feature is stressed by the instruction quoted.

The question of the materiality of the representations

as a matter of law has been passed upon repeatedly,

and similar misrepresentations have been held actionable

in a great number of cases.

Harris vs. Miller, 196 Cal. 8.

Dickey vs. Dunn, 80 Cal. App. 724.

Pozuell vs. Oakridge, Etc., 84 Cal. App. 714.

Commencing at the bottom of page 117 of the trans-

cript appears a portion of the court's instructions, laying

down a number of things which had to be proved by

plaintiff before he could recover. As a part thereof, the •

court said: ""^ * * and he must have relied on it, and

by it in whole or in part been induced to enter into the

bargain, because if he did not believe it it does no damage

to him; if it did not influence him it again is immaterial,

and if he did not rely on it and if it did not influence him

it would also be immaterial." Reading the portion

quoted by appellant together with the rest of the instruc-

tions, it is apparent that the jury was not misled. Apel-

lant attempts to argue that the instruction should have

included the element ''without it the contract would not

have been made" and, also, seems to advance some claim

that materialitv should have been defined further. It is

interesting to note that appellant's proposed instruction

No. I (Trans, p. 108-109) is susceptible of the same
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.

criticism. It only speaks of a material representation

in subhead No. i and in subhead No. V speaks of

plaintiff's being misled thereby and acting in reliance on

it. Appellant did not offer any instruction either defin-

ing materiality or giving what it now claims to be the

test of reliance. This makes applicable the familiar rule

that a party not offering an instruction upon a point

may not complain of the court's failure to instruct

thereon.

Texas & P. Ry. vs. Volk, 151 U. S. 73; 14 Sup.

Ct. 239.

VII. THE INSTRUCTIONS UPON THE PAMPH-
LET WERE PROPER.

Under this head, appellant has set out approximately

one page of written instructions containing a number of

comments upon the facts and statements of law. The

attempted exception w^as quite general and is in the fol-

lowing language: "On the subject of interpretation of

the contents of the book and pamphlet upon the subject

of the proof that representations have been made."

These exceptions did not direct, or seek to direct the

attention of the court to any particular portion of the

instructions so that it might be corrected before the jury

retired but were obviously an effort to lay a trap for

the learned trial judge. Such practice is improper.

Jones vs. U. S., 265 Fed. 235.

But the instruction given was eminently correct. Ap-

pellant has included in its brief at pages 22 and 23

certain of the printed matter in pages 7 to 9 of the

pamphlet. Of course, the entire pamphlet must be read

together, and a single qualifying word concealed in a
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remote corner thereof is not sufficient to change the

meaning of the whole book. The book, from its intro-

ductory statement as to the fertihty of the soil and the

bearing of the orchards to its conclusions concerning

'*A Home and Independence on Ten Acres," is calculated

to impress the purchaser with the idea that lie is buying

fruit lands from a fruit lands company. About one-

fourth of the way through the book they have inserted

in an obscure place the word ''variously." Read with

the entire context, it does not qualify the other state-

ments. Appellant must have known when it prepared

this pamphlet that people would obtain therefrom the

impression that all of its lands were well adapted to

deciduous fruit culture. The only motive we can sug-

gest for including the word "variously" is the hope that

it might assist them when confronted with their fraud.

The last portion quoted advises the purchaser to plant

the greater part of his acreage to one particular kind of

fruit and he is referred to the horticultural adviser for

consultation. It is to be noted that the purchaser is to

make the decision, and the purchaser is the one whose

preference is to determine the matter.

VIII. THERE WAS NO ERROR IN THE IN-

STRUCTIONS AS TO THE TESTIMONY OF
THE WITNESS DAMS AND TWINING.

Here, again, the exception was so general as to fail

to advise the court of the matter complained of. It is

now intimated that undue emphasis was placed upon the

learning and ability of ]Mr. Davis. At page 123 of the

transcript are to be found instructions placing almost

the same emphasis upon the testimony of defendant's
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witnesses. The court says, " * '^ '^ and the defendant

produces as a witness an agricultural specialist and

chemist, who has examined the land and fruit country

in some other districts." The testimony is recited at

considerable length, and no intimation is given as to

which of the parties was believed by the court.

IX. THERE WAS NO ERROR IN THE INSTRUC-
TIONS AS TO THE COMMERCIAL PRODUC-
TION OF FRUIT.

The only exception was in the language above quoted.

No instruction was requested as to the testimony of

defendant's witnesses Posehn, Hagel, Morley, Unsworth

or Turkelson. Of course, the matter complained of

here is not the instruction or failure to instruct upon a

point of law, but simply the claim that the trial judge

did not pick out certain facts for emphasis. This is a

matter entirely within the discretion of the trial judge.

Vicksburg vs. Putnam, ii8 U. S. 545.

But the court, in its instructions, at page 123 of the

transcript, did devote one-half page to summing up the

testimony of these witnesses. It is interesting to note

that the court disregarded entirely witnesses Tipper,

Haugen and Isenberger, vv^ho were called by plaintiff to

prove the perpetration of similar frauds and the poor

quahty of the land.

X. THERE WAS NO ERROR IN THE INSTRUC-
TIONS ON THE SUBJECT OF BLASTING.

Here, again, the only exception was "upon the subject

of blasting and the absence of any statement in the
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palnphlet in regard thereto." No instruction was offered

b}^ appellant upon this subject. Appellant urges that

there was some conflict in the testimony as to whether

blasting was necessary, but we have searched in vain

to find it.

At page 47 is the testimony of Mr. Davis, who said

the hardpan was so thick that blasting would not improve

the land. The only person testifying that the land was

good for anything claimed that it had to be made so

by blasting. They were Morley at page 89, Jarvis at

page 91 and Twining at page 98. Moreover, the entire

matter was comment on the facts and, whether correct

or incorrect, cannot be made the basis of error here.

The judge clearly told the jury at page 113 that they

were the sole judges of the facts and were not bound

by his opinions thereon.

D. & H. Co. vs. Nahas, 14 Fed. 2nd, 56.

XL THERE WAS NO ERROR IN THE INSTRUC-
TIONS RELATING TO THE TESTIMONY OF
THE WITNESS BUSH.

Again, the exception attempted to be noted was so

general as to be of no assistance to the trial court. It

was ''also upon the subject of the witness Bush."

Despite their failure to present the matter to the trial

court, they now seek to argue that the instruction given

was incorrect because it told the jury that other sales,

// }iiade by fraud, did not fix the just market value.

Several authorities are cited which it is claimed hold

that the jury are entitled to consider the evidence of

other sales. The first one
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Saflin vs. C. W. & W. R. R., 33 Fed. 416,

appears to be a report of the proceedings in the trial

court. We are not able to discover that any appeal was

ever taken. The evidence is not set out in the printed

portion but from the other portions thereof a fair

inference arises that experts were asked their opinion

of the reasonable value of the entire tract and that the

question of other sales came out on cross-examination

as in the case at bar. In such circumstances it was,

of course, proper for the jury to consider the other sales

in determining the truthfulness and ability of the expert.

In the second case,

Maitland vs. Kerrigan, 187 N. Y. S. 495,

the matter referred to was sales generally and not to

proof of any specific sale.

The third case,

Seaboard Air Lines vs. Chamhlin, 60 S. E. y2j,

was an action to condemn a one-half interest in a piece

of real estate, the other half of which had already been

purchased by the railroad. The court referred to the

difficulty of allowing evidence of other sales as proof of

value under ordinary circumstances because no two pieces

of property can be found exactly alike but appHed a

different rule in this case which involved undivided halves

of the same property.

Snyder vs. U . S., 138 Fed. 535,

was decided in this circuit in 1905. They were attempt-

ing to qualify a witness as an expert on the value of

certain timber. He said that he only knew the price

fixed thereon bv the state. The court then asked what
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that was, and the witness repHed that it was $2.10 and

spoke of a specific sale. This court held the evidence

relevant for the purpose of showing the qualifications

of the witness and also held the price fixed by the state

relevant because of a peculiar situation wherein an ap-

praisal had been authorized by law. It was pointed out

that the jury fixed the value of the lumber at $1.00

per M. and, therefore, the testimony as to $2.10 per M.

could not have been injurious. None of the cases cited

relate to actions of this form.

However, in a case almost precisely like the one at

bar the true rule has been laid down in the following

language

:

"As cross-examination, the . testimony as to the

prices at which other similar lands could be bought
was proper for the purpose of testing the witnesses*

knowledge and impeaching their opinions, but not

for the purpose of fixing the value of the land;

and the jury should liave been so advised, particu-

larly in view of the defendants' requested instruc-

tion."

Palladine vs. Imperial Valley F. L. Assn., 65 Cal.

App. 727, 756.

XII. THERE WAS NO ERROR IN THE IN-

STRUCTIONS UPON THE STATUTE OF
LIMITATIONS.

The only point attempted to be argued is that the court

erred in refusing to give appellant's instruction No. 17

and did not cover the subject matter thereof by the

instruction given. The portion of the exception relat-

ing thereto was as follows: ''Upon the refusal of the

court to give the instructions of defendant upon the

subject of the statute of limitations and that the charge
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does not cover the scope proposed by defendant." This

exception was insufficient for the reasons already noted.

The statute of Hmitations was not properly an issue

in the case. Appellant is a foreign corporation which

did not see fit to comply with the laws of the State

of California so as to become entitled to the benefit

of its statute of limitations. See brief in the case of

Melin, No. 5671, commencing at page 10.

The instruction proposed was not a correct state-

ment of the law. It imposed upon plaintiff a duty of

making investigation to discover whether he had been

defrauded. The law is that plaintiff was not under

any duty to investigate until he discovered some fact

putting him upon inquiry.

McMahon vs. Grimes, yy Cal. Dec. 356; 275 Pac.

440.

But, though this is not the law% the court did in-

struct the jury substantially as outlined in appellant's

proposed instruction. The attention of the court is called

in particular to the last part of the instructions, quoted

at the bottom of page 32 of appellant's brief, wherein

the jury was told that if plaintiff knew% or ought to

have known, that he was deceived prior to August,

1924, then he could not recover.

The other instruction proposed on the general subject

is similar to that proposed in other cases. Not only

does it fail to state the law correctly, but in this particu-

lar case there was no evidence that plaintiff had dis-

covered that he had been deceived as to any particular

representation. There was no error harmful to appl-

lant in any of the court's instructions upon the subject.
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XIII. THERE WAS NO ERROR IN REFUSING

INSTRUCTION NUMBER VI.

Here, again, we have some general exception intended

rather as a trap for the court than to aid it to cure

any possible error in the instructions. If the excep-

tions are sufficient to raise any question, they are based

upon the misconception of the law. The authorities on

this subject are found in the brief in the Alelin case.

No. 5671, commencing at page 22, to which reference

is made.

Appellant seeks here to inject some controversy con-

cerning a letter written by plaintiff at the request of

appellant. Not having reserved any exception to the

action of the trial court and not having mentioned the

same in its specification of errors, it now seeks to slip

this argument in under the above heading. As intimated

by appellant, the letter was written before plaintiff had

been settled on the land long enough to discover that

he had been defrauded. Moreover, the evidence shows

(page 40) that the particular letter was prepared by

appellant and delivered to plaintiff with the request

that he copy and sign it, and he, still under the influ-

ence of appellant's misrepresentations, did so.

Under this same heading, without exception, an un-

warranted attack is made on a portion of the trial court's

instructions at page 127 thereof. The instruction given

was quite correct and proper and was not nearly so

strong as the one approved in

Reynolds vs. U. S., 98 U. S. 145; 25 L. Ed. 244.
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XIV. THERE WAS NO ERROR IN THE IN-

STRUCTIONS UPON THE SUBJECT
OF VALUE.

Appellant fails to set out in this section of its brief

the particular instruction complained of. The excep-

tion noted was to the absence of an instruction with

reference to the representations of value. This was

not sufficient to direct the attention of the trial court

to the particular instruction they desired given. It only

referred to the subject of value generally and did not

say on what feature of that subject appellant desired

the jury to be instructed. The exception was insufficient.

Alaska Steamship Co. vs. Katzeek, i6 Fed. 2nd, 210.

The cases cited by appellant are not in point, and the

rule for which it contends is not applicable here. The

inspection was most casual and was made under the

immediate supervision and control of appellant. The

controlling authorities upon this proposition have already

been referred to in our brief in the case of Melin,

No. 5671. The attention of the court is directed par-

ticularly to the case of

Harris vs. Miller, 196 Cal. 8,

wherein it is pointed out that representations of value

made under circumstances of the instant case are repre-

sentations of fact and not mere statements of opinion.

CONCLUSION.

We have, thus, attempted to examine in the order

selected by appellant the fourteen points urged in its

brief. None of the matters argued develop any error

in the rulings of the learned trial judge and in no
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instance was the exception sufficient to reserve the

matter for consideration by this court. Moreover, the

specifications of error as to the excluded evidence were,

also, insufficient. The outcome of the case was just

the same as those in which the alleged errors did not

occur, and it is safe to say that none of them had any

influence upon a jury who had ample opportunity to

examine the pamphlet and were familiar with lands of

the type sold to plaintiff.

Respectfully submitted,

GEORGE E. McCUTCHEN,
RALPH H. LEWIS,

Attorneys for Appellee.
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APPELLANT'S PETITION FOR A REHEARING.

To the Honorable William, B. Gilbert, Presiding

Judge, and to the Associate Judges of the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit:

Appellant respectfully petitions this Honorable

Court for a rehearing in the above entitled eases.



Tor convenience of both the Court and counsel

appellant presents a single petition in all of said

cases because to a large degree the grounds for rehear-

ing to be urged apply to most, if not all, of the group.

FIRST: THE mSTRUCTIONS WERE ARGUMENTATIVE AND
PARTISAN TO A DEGREE WARRANTING REVERSAL OF

THE JUDGMENTS.

The above entitled cases constitute twelve of a

group of thirty which have been briefed, argued and

submitted together. They were all tried by his Honor,

Judge Bourquin, and the same counsel represented

the parties in all of the cases. Two cases of the same

nature had theretofore been tried in the same Court,

but before a different judge. Quite a number of days

were devoted to the trial of each of those two cases.

In one of them a judgment was sriven against the

appellant, and in the succeeding one the jury dis-

agreed. When his Honor, Judge Bourquin, came to

Sacramento to sit in the trial of the rest of the

group, he announced that he would allow but a sin-

gle day for the trial of each case, including, of course,

the time necessarily consumed in the selection of a

jury. The juries were to be chosen, the evidence put

in, argiunents made and instructions given in one

day. That program was ri,o;orouslv carried out. One
of the results of this high pressure system of trial

was that each jury at the close of the dav were sent

to their deliberations after beinsr told that the Court

would not convene further until the following morn-

ing. They were told that when they had arrived at a

verdict the foreman was to write out the same and



keep it in his possession and the jury would report

the following morning at ten o'clock. While the jury

w^ere not so specifically told, it was apparent that

unless they arrived at a verdict they must needs con-

tinue their deliberation through the night, spending

their time without any possibility of retiring. Of

course, such methods were wxll calculated to bring

about a verdict of some sort. Perhaps juries need

some sort of coercion, but w^hen the nature of the in-

structions is considered these conditions became a

mighty factor in forcing a verdict against the appel-

lant. A further result of this high pressure system

of trial was that after the impanelling of a jury in

the morning, the jury of the day before were brought

into the court room, lined up along the w^all opposite

that in front of which the new jury was sitting, and

the verdict rendered in the presence and hearing of

the latter.

Another feature of the trials, resulting in disad-

vantage to the appellant from the hurried procedure

adopted was this: In these cases under well known
rules the plaintiffs might introduce witnesses to tes-

tify as to alleged collateral frauds. Out of the group

of thirty or more plaintiffs there were in each case

some selected by the particular plaintiff whose suit

might be on trial, who were called to the stand to

testify as to these alleged collateral frauds. It was

impossible for defendant to know" whom these people

misrht be and therefore to prepare to meet their tes-

timony.

Again, it was impossible to give to the preparation

of each case the care and attention which everv case



merits if it is to be presented for decision before

Court or jury. We believe in the prompt dispatch of

judicial business; we believe that if a case is well

prepared it can be promptly and efficiently tried, but

we know that the too speedy trial of a case can amoimt

to a denial of justice. We respectfully urj^e such

was the direct result of the manner in wiiich these

cases were tried, coupled with what we respectfully

submit was ar,e:umentative partisanship of the Hon-

orable Jud,2:e who presided. We believe that this

partisanship is manifested in the chars^es to the

juries. We see no sfood reason why the precedinsf

jury were required to srive their verdict in the pres-

ence of the succeedins: jury. In addition to the

chareres themselves, many of which have received the

disapproval of this Court as not beins: the fair and

unbiased char,e:es to which the appellant w\as entitled,

we believe there are other instances in the records

manifestins; the antipathy of the trial Court toward

the appellant. For instance, in the McKew case, No.

5656, when the jury was beino: impanelled one E. S.

Brown was called into the box as a prospective juror.

He asked the Court to excuse him from duty for the

reason that he owned a tract of land which he was

subdividins: and was meeting with some objections

from his purchasers and felt from that that he would

be a prejudiced juror. He was excused, but in ex-

cusing him the Court took occasion to say to him that

he hoped he would let the example of these cases then

on trial serve as a warning to him as to the manner

in which he should conduct his business in his own

subdivision.



In the case of Parker, No. 5680, the Court severely

reprimanded and criticized a witness for the appel-

lant, one Oscar Braughler. (Transcript pages 84-85.)

The Court accused the witness of trying to be tricky

and stated that the witness had been on the stand too

often to try such tricks. When the witness apologized

to the Court, stating that the objectionable part of his

answer had been unintentional, the Court replied:

^^The first thing you know I will put a fine on you.

I have seen too many like you on the stand. I know

whether it was intentional or not.'' When it in-

structed the jury in that case, the Court took further

occasion to discredit this particular witness. Directly

followinq^ its statement of the rule that all witnesses

are presumed to speak the truth the Court stated that

the jury might see instant reason why the witnesses

were not entitled to that presumption, and stated

(Transcript pages 126-127) :

'^You may see it in their demeanor, their man-
ner of testifying. Some witnesses sometimes en-

deavor to be smart, they trv to evade the ruling
of the Court by hastv, cjuick answers, to get
around it. * * * When vou see a witness try-

in jt to beat the ruling of the Court, and slip in

something that he knows has been ruled out, be
careful in scrutinizing* the testimony of such wit-

ness. It clearly discloses interest and a parti-

sanship."

Lest there should be any doubt as to what witness

the Court referred to, it named Mr. Braughler directly

in that connection. It said (Transcript page 126) :

^^The defendant has placed only one of its

aeents on the stand, Mr. Braughler: but in con-
sidering the testimony of the witnesses in behalf
of the defendant, as well as for the plaintiff, you



' may see that they feel a partisanship or an inter-

est, and a desire to serve the one who summoned
them, beyond what they should, and which may
affect their credibility, in your jud,2:ment. That
is a matter for you to determine.''

In the Johnson case. No. 5692 (Transcript pa,2:e

112), when the Court came to instruct the jury upon

the question of knowled2:e by defendant of the falsity

of its representations it spoke in the following' terms:

** Moreover, if they didn't know it was false,

under all the circumstances, considerino; their

relation to the land and their opportunities and
their o'eneral knowledire, if they ou,2:ht to have
known, it is the same thino' as if they did know,
because no one inducins: another to enter into a
barirain can make a positive assertion of fact

contrary to the truth if they are cul])ably nes^li-

gent in not knowing; the truth, and T think you
will agree the defendant was in this particular

case.
'

'

In the Jensen case. No. 5693, upon the question of

testimony as to values where necessarily the defend-

ant had to seek the testimony of those engaged in the

real estate business since the subject was one of opin-

ion solely the Court made the following remarks con-

cerning the appellant's witnesses: (We say these

remarks were directed toward appellant's witnesses

because, of course, it is apparent from a reading of

them that they did not concern appellees' value wit-

nesses.) The Court said:

^^^In weighing the testimony of any of these
witnesses, you will have in mind their interest, if

any, or their motive, if any. These real estate
men who testified to values in this community
might feel it to their interest to keep it up as
high as possible. They are dealing in land, sell-



ing land and commissions depend upon value of
land. You may have that in mind in weighing
the testimony of any expert, including Mr. Trax-
ler. (Mr. Traxler was a witness for appellant.)
He said that he sold out, but he instantly said

that he owned stock. I would interpret that that
he sold his land to some company in which he
owns stock, so he would still have that variety of

interest and you may ask yourself whether his

testimony, or any other witness' testimony, is

entitled to full credit when they manifest an
interest in the case.''

In the Fredericksen case. No. 5685 (Transcript

page 88), in discussing the testimony of one of ap-

pellant's value witnesses, the Court said:

^'Tf the defendant worked up a market in the

east, as he did to the plaintiff, and fixed his own
price and not selling it at any less, that is not a
fair test of value, because others may have been
imposed upon like the plaintiff."

In the Jensen case. No. 5693, in commenting upon

the fact that after buying in the east the plaintiffs

had exchanged their land upon their arrival at Sac-

ramento, the Court said (Transcript page 136) :

^^I don't know as thev made much examination
of the second piece. I think Jensen said he had
boon on it. The defendant gave an exchange
privilege. But remember that these lands are
all of the same variety, that if false representa-
tions applied to one it applied to the other, and
perhaps no great value would attach to the right

of exchange. If a man sell you out of a handful
of paste diamonds one which is bad you are not
of much advantage if you can exchange that for
another out of the same bunch."

In the McKew case. No. 5656 (Transcript page 156),

the Court was noting the difference between the
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chemical analysis made by Davis, the soil expert for

appellees, and Twining, who testified in the same

capacity for appellant, and having noted these differ-

ences proceeded to disparage Twining. The Court

said:

^^Yet both of these witnesses may be telling

the truth as to w^hat they found * ^ * Very
much depends upon whether they were honestly
endeavoring to get a fair sample of the whole
land. Twining is asked on direct examination
whether in his opinion, the land is adapted to

growing fruit commercially. He rather evaded
the question. Gentlemen of the Jury, he did not

say *Yes, it is,^ or ^No, it is not,' he said: ^Well,

it is a good soil.' That was his answer to the

question whether the Umd would grow deciduous
fruit crops commercially. The w^eight of his testi-

mony is entirely for you. The same rule applies

to any witness. If you find any witness evading
a question, evading a direct answer to a direct

interrogatorv, vou mav ask vourself whether he
is inclined to be a fair witness."

The actual question and answer was this

:

^'Q. Is the land on the McKew track suitably

adapted to the raising of fruit commercially, con-
sidering the quantity of phosphoric acid and
potash in the soil?

A. It is a good soil."

In the same case, the Court criticized the testimony

of a Mr. Dillman who testified for appellant, as

follows (Transcript page 158) :

^^He is a buyer or a seller on commission for
various orchardists. He says that you can grow
crops commercially on hardpan two and one-half
feet, and it will grow three tons to the acre.

Where it is that deep, he says, the crop will

ripen early. That indicates that nature, recog-
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nizing the deficiency in plant food and the like,

hastens the process. You are all familiar with

that idea. If a plant is having a struggle to get

along, nature will try to bring it to fruition, to

seed, to life. It is an old saying that an old

orchard, in its last year, will produce its heaviest

crop.
'

'

What the witness actually says appears on pages

107 and 108 of the Transcript. He was speaking of

grape production. He said:

'^On that soil two and a half feet above the

hardpan, Tokay grapes grow successfully in com-
mercial quantities, market conditions considered.

The average production around Florin is about
two hundred crates to the acre. In tons, that

would run about three tons to the acre. The
maturity of those grapes is early. The Florin
Tokay enjoys the reputation of being the nicest

Tokays that go to the eastern market. They go
in early ; they have a peculiar flame color of their

own, and have commanded for years a premium
on the auction market. That is due to the char-

acter of the soil, and also the fact that they ripen

early is due to shallow depth of soil.
^'

In the Parker case. No. 5680, this Court char-

acterized the instructions given as being beyond

question, improper and highly prejudicial, as argu-

mentative in the extreme, and as abounding in ques-

tions suggesting their own answers, and said that

while the exceptions were very general they would be

deemed sufficient in view of the fact that the errors in

giving the instructions were of such a nature that

the Court was powerless to correct them. We take

this to mean that by the giving of the instructions

referred to the jury must have been, or must in fair-
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ness be held to have been, put mto a state of mind

such that from that time on the trial was an unfair

one and this to a degree that their prejudice could

not have been eradicated by anything which the Court

might conceivably have said to them thereafter. And

we think this to be a reasonable conclusion. The

charge was unfair and damaging. The (^ourt was then

powerless to minimize or eradicate the damage that

had been done. Upon objection made, what coukl the

Court have said to cliange the situation? After the

giving of such instructions tlie jury to whom they

were given was no longer competent to try the issues

as fair and impartial jurors. We understand that the

purpose of the rule requiring excej)tions to a charge

is that a party know ing a charge is erroneous cannot

remain silent and gamble upon the chance that the

verdict may be in his favor, and if the result turn out

to be unfavorable have the judgment reversed on

appeal upon a matter concerning which had timely

objection been made, the error could have been cor-

rected. It is always the Court which makes the error

in the first instance, but fairness requires that it be

pointed out if a ])arty intends to rely thereon upon

appeal. Where, however, the error cannot be cor-

rected, as this Court held in the opinion cited, the

reason for the rule ceases.

In respect of prejudicially unfair comments upon the

testimony, or prejudicially partisan argument against

a party upon the facts, indulged in by the trial judge,

we submit the rule should be relaxed, and particularly

is this true w^here, as here, a series of cases are being

rapidly tried day after day by the same judge, against
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the same defendant, the cases all being identical as

to the issues involved, and consequently as to the rules

of law properly applicable thereto. Where error has

been pointed out in such circumstances and the Court

has refused to correct the same, of what avail is it in

successive cases where the error is persisted in by

the same judge to again and again point it out? The

reason for the rule does not require it, therefore the

rule should not. For instance in the Leitch case. No.

5723, and in the Hanson case. No. 5705, this Court

held that permitting the expert, Davis, witness for

the appellees, to testify as to a similar loss suffered

by him in the orchard business was reversible error;

yet, after the admission of that testimony had been

objected to and thus the error called to the attention

of the Court, the same testimony was permitted in

succeeding cases.

Again, in the Hanson case. No. 5705, in the Nepstad

case. No. 5706, in the Nelson case. No. 5683, and in

the Melin case. No. 5671, this Court held the trial

Court's definition of a commerical orchard to consti-

tute prejudicial error requiring reversal. Undoubt-

edly the same error occurred in other cases reversed,

but the point was not specifically covered by the

opinion. This error w^as repeatedly pointed out, yet

day after day was persisted in.

Again, upon those issues covered by instructions

criticized in the Parker case, above, the charges to

the juries day after day were quite similar, and, we
submit, equally argumentative and unfair. The matter

was called to the attention of the Court with no result.
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Under these circumstances we submit that it should

not be said on behalf of the trial Court, persistmg in

the errors, that exceptions are required. After all, it

is the trial Court which makes the error; it is the

duty of that Court to try the cases fairly and to

likewise fairlv instruct the iuries. It is a salutary

rule that requires exceptions in matters where error

can be corrected below. But the reasoning requiring

the exception, whicli is tliat the Court must be fairly

dealt with by the appealing party, applies with equal

force to the Court where the error has been ])ointed

out and tlie Court persists therein. To permit a judg-

ment erroneously rendered under such circumstances

to stand is to permit the Court to do the very thing

prohibited to the party. The duty of the Court to try

the cases and instruct the iuries fairlv is an active

continuing duty, and judgment should not be per-

mitted to stand where the trial has been unfair in

cases where the errors complained of have been re-

peatedly pointed out and where the instructions have

been prejudicially argumentative and unfair. Par-

ticularly is this true under the circumstances existing

in respect of the trial of this group of cases. It is

exceedingly difficult imder such circumstances to be

meticulous in stating objections to charges where they

are of extreme length, rapidly delivered and entirely

oral, prohibiting any preparation of exceptions by

comisel engaged in the trial. Sometimes even the

learned Court itself was confused in rehearsing the

testimony to the jury, as to whether the matter com-

mented upon appeared in the trial of the case in
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which the jury was then being instructed or in other

trials, and apparently deemed the matter one of little

importance. For instance, in the Fredericksen case,

No. 5685 (Transcript page 94), while arguing that

plaintiff had a right to rely upon the advice of

McNaughton, an employee of appellant in respect of

the effect of hardpan, the Court stated that McNaugh-

ton had not taken the stand to deny what the plaintiff

had asserted, and then continued:

^^ Rather, in one other case, I believe he
(McNaughton) states that hardpan is a good
thing, that it fertilizes the soil."

The force of these suggestions as to the necessity

and sufficiency of exceptions is, we think, recognized

by this Court in its decision in the Hayes case. No.

5707, wherein it is said:

^^The exception to the instruction in this case
is so general that we might under the rule wholly
disregard it, but in view of the fact that this is

one of a series of cases tried by the same Judge
and the same attorneys, and that in the com-
panion case, Boucher, the attention of the Court
was called to the fact that such an instruction

violated the rule in reference to the burden of
proof, we feel that justice requires the considera-

tion of that matter in this case, and because of

this erroneous instruction the judgment must be
reversed."

Turning our attention now to the cases in which

this Court has held the instructions to be prejudicially

mifair to appellant, we find that in the Parker case.

No. 5680, that portion of the charge set forth in the

opinion and made the subject of criticism, is, as the
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Court ill its opinion states, concerned with knowledge

on the part of the defendant that the representations

made were false; that the defendant intended that

the plaintiff should rely and act upon them and that

the jilaintiff did rely and act upon them.

At the risk of unduly extending this petition for

rehearing, we feel that for the purpose of apt com-

parison it is right here to set out herein those excerpts

from the instructions of the court in the Parker case,

likewise set out in tliis Court's opinion therein and

made the suliject of the Court's criticism as the reason

for reversal.

Turning to the cases affirmed and for a rehearing of

which we are here petitioning, we submit that there is

no essential difference between their prejudicial char-

acter so far as the effect u])on tlie jury be concerned.

The language differs, of course, although even here

there is a I'emarkalile similarity, but the effect must

have been, and we submit was, the same. Under the

circumstances controlling the trial of these cases as

hereinbefore pointed out it required very little show-

ing of partisanship on the part of the Court to be

as damaging as the most gross showing of partisan-

ship could have been.

The following excerpts from the instructions in the

Parker case appear in the opinion of this Court in its

decisions therein:

''It must appear by the greater weight of the
evidence that the defendant knew that one or the
other, or both of those representations were false,

or you cannot hold it liable, or if you find that
it ought to have know^n it, or did it make this
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assertion positively which is equivalent of knowl-
edge in the eyes of the law. If it did not know it,

why shouldn't it have known it? It had handled
these lands and dealt with them for twelve or

fifteen years before. They had all the knowledge
of those years in that subdivision. They had
experts in their employ, horticulturists as well

as others. Why didn't they know? They knew
what was in the soil, or could have known. They
knew what the land w^ould produce, or could
have known. Should not they have known before
they go and sell it to people away down East, who
knew nothing about the land? Moreover, they
made the assertion positively. The witnesses for

the plaintiffs, and the plaintiffs themselves, say
that this agent said the land is well adapted to

commercial orcharding. When you make positive

statements, not qualified, the law^ holds you liable,

if they are false. So if you believe from the

greater weight of the evidence that the defendant
knew those representations w^ere false, or should
have known it, or made them positively, as I have
said, the plaintiffs' case is thus far made out, and
you proceed to the next step.

Did the defendant make them with the intent

that the plaintiff should rely on them? What did
they make them for? What does a merchant
issue advertising for? What does he send an
agent out for, except to persuade prospects that

what he is telling them is true, and that he is

telling it to them for the purpose of bringing
them in as prospects ? That is only common sense.

The law is common sense. Of course, the de-

fendant intended whatever it said in this book,
and whatever was said by its agent was intended
to infiuence and persuade the plaintiffs to believe

it and to induce them to enter into the bargain.
There could be no other more reasonable con-
clusion than that.

If you find that to be true, then the plaintiff's

case is made out so far, and then you proceed to
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the next step : Did the plaintiffs believe it ? They
say they did. Why shouldn't they? They were
dealins^ with a corporation having a great deal of

land. You can assiune that it was a large corpo-

ration selling it, representing it to be of value

for certain things. California, a great state,

magnificent resources; they were living down in

Iowa. They were made to be believed by the

Reverend Swenk, and bv the book. Whv shouldn't

thev believe it? Why shouldn't we believe that

plaintiffs believed it? They say they did believe

it. They say they relied on it and were induced
l)y it to make the bargain. They sent out their

husbands to see the land. They were coming under
the influence of the representations, of course.

You have heard evidence detailing the extent of

the view. T tliink tliey said they were on two of

these lots. There are four lots. They were on
two of tliem once or twice, on an inspection of the

surface. How much would that advise them?
They went out with Mr. Braughler perhaps twice,

once or twice. You will remember how many
times. They were easterners. They knew nothing
of California land, if it was adapted to fruit or if

it was not adapted to fruit. It is not a matter that

is open to casual inspection as to what food
elements are in the soil, or how deep was the

soil, or where lay the hardpan, or the texture,

quality, or character of the hardpan, or how deep
it was. You can see they did not get y^vj much
knowledge by merely looking over the surface of

the soil. That is all that was done, according to

them, and according to Mr. Braughler. They
still would have the right to believe what the

defendant and its asrents had told them, and still

rely on their statements. The facts could be
assumed to be well within the knowledge of the

defendant. They accepted the defendant's repre-

sentations as true. Their casual inspection would
not deprive them of the right to recover in this

case, or deprive them of the right to rely upon
those representations; if in such circumstances
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the plaintiffs still believe the representations and
relied upon them, and thereby were influenced in

whole or in part to buy the land their case is

made out and they are entitled to recover.
??

Compare with these the instructions upon the same

matters given in the Tipper case, No. 5701, rehearing

in which is hereby requested:

^^The law requires that it must be proven by
the greater weight of the evidence that defendant
know that the statement was false, knew that the

land was not adapted to commercial orcharding,

or ought to have known it. In that connection,

remember that it has been handling this land and
promoting this enterprise for eleven years at the

time it sold to plaintiff. Its advertising states

that it sold its first piece out there to some cus-

tomer in 1912. It had experts or horticultural-

ists, as well as poultry men. Should not it have
known? Don't you think it did know? It had
years enough to learn. Experts seem to know
these things. It had years enough to test it out
practically, because it says an orchard will come
into bearing in five or ten years. Or if it did not
actuallv know it, should not it have known it?

Again, it makes the positive statement in its

advertising that it is proven beyond doubt that

the land is adapted to growing these fruits com-
mercially. That takes the place of evidence.

Gentlemen of the Jury. In the eyes of the law
that is enough. That, then, can be assumed; if

the statement w^as false, you ought to infer that

they did know^ it. You must follow that direction

of the Court. That is one place where the law
controls. No person has a right to sell anything
imder the circumstances disclosed in this case,

and assert positively that it is so and so, when
it is not so, whether they know it or not. They
are bound to know it. If it is false, the law
assumes they knew it was false.

Passing over that, you will then come to the
next step in the case, and that is that the de-
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fendant must have made the statement with the

intent to influence plaintiff to believe it and to

buy. What did the defendant make the statement

for? What does a real estate a,2^ent tell his cus-

tomers anything^ about the land for except in the

hope that the person to whom he tells it will

believe it and be induced to buy? If you, as

merchants, advertise in the papers, you do it in

the expectation that your customers will read it

and believe it, and come in to buy, that it will

brino- customers. So vou will not have much
difficulty with that element. The intent is mani-
fest. You infer it from what the person does.

You cannot look into a man's mind and see what
it intends. A corporation has no mind. You look

at the advertising'. The law says that a person
is presmned to intend the ordinary and natural

consequences of his act. When they put out

advertisins: making statements to prospects, the

law presumes they intend he shall believe it and
act upon it. If that appears from the greater

weisrht of the evidence, as I have stated to vou
phiinly it does, no other conclusion can be arrived

at, then there is another step, mainly, it must
appear by the sri^eater weight of the evidence that

T)laintiff did believe the statement, that he relied

upon it, and was induced by it in some part, at

least, not wholly—he need not have relied on that

alone, he might have been influenced by poultry,

by nearness to power line, nearness to your city,

and all that, but if he believed the representation
that the land was well adapted to commercial
orcharding:, and he had that in reserve in his

mind as the second, or third, or fourth string to

his bow, and relied on it somewhat, and was some-
what induced by it to buy, that is enough, no
matter what he intended to devote the land to,

whether he intended to devote it to anything.
The law is that when a partv makes a false repre-
sentation, and induces another to buy, he cannot
speculate nnd conjecture that the partv was not
influenced by it. It was said to him to influence
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him, and you can ask yourselves why was he not
influenced by it. You cannot look dow^n in his

mind and say that he was not. You take the
view that is common sense and natural. Would
it have influenced any of you away down in

Minnesota—no, he was not from Minnesota, he
w^as from Manitoba, further north, and it was in

the depth of winter when this started, if you will

recall; they advertised about California fruits in
connection with this land. I assume that Cali-

fornia's chief trademark abroad is its wonderful
fruit, if it has it.

So if it appears by the greater weight of the

evidence that the plaintiff was influenced, in

whole or in part, by this representation as to

fruit, his case is made out so far. The book tells

him to go into poultry first. He says the agents
told him the same thing. You can see that a
poor man cannot wait five or ten years for an
orchard to come into bearing; he must go into

poultry first, the book savs. And, as I say, the
plaintiff tells you that the agent told him the

same thing. The agent denies it. Which is more
reasonable"? Reasonableness is a great test of
truth. Is it reasonable to believe the agent told

him just what the book was telling him in writ-

ing? Or is it not? It is for you to determine."

(Transcript pages 134-137.)

The following is taken from the instructions in

the Schreindl case. No. 5684, and from that portion

of the instruction covering the same matter as the

Parker instructions:

^*If the greater wei^rht of the evidence proves
that it is not, that the representation made by
the defendant w^as false, then the next step will

be taken by vou, and that is, did the defendant
know that was not true, or should it have known,
or was it not negligent not to know it? When
you come to consider that, you will take into
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consideration that it had these lands, promoted
them for commercial orcharding: ten or twelve

years before it dealt with plaintiffs. If it did

not know it, it was time it should know it,

especially when they go out and make these posi-

tive statements that it is proven beyond a doubt

it is adapted for commercial orchard enterprise,

and you determine should defendant know it;

should not it have known it. Of course, the law
is that if a person makes representations which
they ouo'ht to know to be false, or if they make
them positively, without information which they

have not 2:ot, they are liable if the representation

is false, for damages.

So, if you find by the crreater weight of the

evidence the defendant knew or ou|2,*ht to have
known or was nec:li,2.*ent in not knowine^ that these

T'epresentations were false as to value and adapta-
bilitv to commercial orchardino;, if they were,

then plaintiffs' case is so far proven and you
proceed to the next thin^, and that is did the

defendant make the representations to induce
the plaintiffs to rely on them and enter into the

barsfain ? The first question you ask yourselves
is what else did the defendant make them for?
What did it put out the book for and send a2:ents

to hunt up customers but to induce them to be-

lieve what they v^^ere tellins^* them and by them
enter into a baro;ain. If vou advertise anythins:

you advertise it so that somebody who reads it

will believe it and come and deal with you. That
is common sense and the law, and law after all

is but common sense.

Then the next question is if you believe that
defendant made them to induce the plaintiffs to

buv them, did the plaintiffs believe them? A8:ain
takine: the circumstances: He was in Minnesota
when they were made to him, when he read the
book, when the assents talked to him; he did not
know anythins: about California and California
lands; and California is allurins: to anyone living
in a cold country at all times; they listen with
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ears rigid, ready to believe, and when they are

told about making: such a home like this, a com-
mercial orchard and poultry, after a certain num-
ber of years and so on, why shouldn't they be-

lieve it ? What would induce them to buy if they

did not believe it, because he signed up the con-

tract and did buy.

If you find by the greater weight of the evi-

dence the plaintiffs believed the representations,

did not know anvthins* to the contrarv, and were
induced by it to buy, would he have bought but
for the representation that the land w^as worth
so much money, and that it was adapted to com-
mercial orcharding, if thev were made to him

—

if vou find thev were made to him. You will

look into the circumstances; evervthino: that is

represented and gives a value to land is a mate-
rial representation and a party who buys has a

right to look upon it as an inducement to buy.

It is not necessary to prove reliance and that it

induced Mm to buy. It is not necessary to prove
it v/as the sole reliance, but that it induced him
in whole or in part to purchase the land. So far

as the argument was made ^"hat the industry was
mainly poultrv, that is wholly immaterial, pro-
vided it was also represented to him as land
adapted for a commercial orchard enterprise, and
he was induced therebv to buy. It mi<?ht have
been argued and miorht be said well, he did not
start anv commercial orchard. That is true. But
look at it this way: Suppose it had been repre-

sented to him that this Innd wns very valuable
because one of these days it will be wanted for a
railroad depot or as a factory: he would not have
any intention himself ever of buildino; a railroad

depot or establishing a factory on it: vet that
might be a verv good inducement to buv the land
as against the time that that would be built. If
the land had value for commercial orcharding,
it might well influence a purchaser if he ever
wants to sell, if he wanted to change his vocation
and go into orcharding. That is common sense.
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' If the representations were in your judc^ment

—

any inducements, not the sole inducement, but in

whole or in part contributed to inducing plain-

tiffs to buy, that is the inducement which the law
intends and is sufficient for the plaintiffs' case.

It is not necessary that the defendant should
intend to cheat or defraud the plaintiffs. Noth-
im>' so coarse as that. If the defendant made
false representations with the intent that the

plaintiffs would believe them and rely on them
and buy the land, that is the only intent that the

law requires to make out a case of lee^al fraud
and deceit. If then you believe that the defend-

ant had that intent, and as I stated to you what
other intent could it have had, by the greater

wei,2:ht of the evidence the plaintiffs' case is made
out, and Gentlemen of the Jury, then the next

question would be, has the plaintiff been dam-
aged, * ^ *''

(Transcript pa.2:es 120-123.)

Compare again the following excerpts from the

testimony in the Fredericksen case, No 5685, cover-

ing the same ground as is covered in the excerpts in

the Parker opinion:

^^But suppose you find that the plaintiff has
proven by the neater weight of the evidence
that the land is not well adapted and was not well

adapted for the commercial raising of the decid-

uous fruits, then the next question is, Did he be-

lieve and relv upon it? Did the dpfendant induce
him to believe and relv upon it? When vou come
to that point you have only to look at the circu-

lar. They issued the circular and thev undoubt-
edly issued it to influence the parties wnth whom
they wanted to deal, to excite their belief in it.

That was the very purpose of the circular. Gen-
tlemen, to induce them to buv, and vou have the
right to presume that as r)laintiff says he did
believe and he did rely upon it and was thereby
induced in part to purchase the land.
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It is not necessary that he might have contem-
plated an immediate embarkation in the fruit

business commercially. He might have thought
of commercial poultry, yes, but when land is rep-

resented to be valuable for any particular quality

that attached to the land, as an asset, both in

the present and in the future, if he ever wanted
to sell it in the future, certainly that land is

worth more if it is adapted to many purposes
than if adapted to only one, and the law pre-
sumes, and the plaintiff testifies that he was in-

duced to believe that the land was adapted to the
commercial raising of fruit in commercial quan-
tities.

But the defendant advances as a theory, though
it has produced no testimony to that effect, that
they believed it was well adapted to the commer-
cial growing of fruit, and it could not have been
guilty of wilfully or knowingly making a false

representation.

In the first place, the defendant was expert in

its knowledge. It had owned these lands for years
before it made this bargain with plaintiff. It

had the expert horticulturists and soil men in its

employ, and if the land was not well adapted to

fruit-raising, as it said it was, successfully for

commercial purposes, you have a right to pre-

sume that it knev; it. It had opportunity enough.

Furthermore, it represents that it had already
been proven that the lands were adapted to the

successful raising of fruit in commercial quanti-

ties, and it knew whether it had or not. Further-
more, if the defendant made such a representa-

tion, although it believed it to be true, if he did

so without sufficient knowledge on which to base
its positive assertion that it was proven the land
was well adapted to the raising of fruit in com-
mercial quantities, the law would hold it liable

just the same as though it had knowingly and wil-

fullv made the false statement. When experts

of California go way down east to sell land to

other people on positive assertions that they will
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' produce so-and-so, those are expressions of fact,

representations of facts, and not opinions, and
they are held to know the truth of them.

So in this case the defendant having made the

representation it did, it ought to be inferred by
you that it knew the representation w^as not true,

if it was not true. That is the point for you to

determine. Was the representation true? Has it

been proven untrue?"

(Transcript pages 88-90.)

The following excerpts are submitted from the

instructions given in the Anderson case, No. 5694:

^^The defendant is not liable for false repre-

sentations, even if it made them, unless it knew
that they w^ere false, or unless, in the circum-
stances, it ought to have known, or unless it

makes them positively importing that it had
knowledge of what it w^as stating to its would-be
customers. Did the defendant know^ they were
false? It had some seven or eight years' experi-

ence with that land. It says it has been assisting

its customers that long in those lands. It ought
to know, ought it not? It had experts in its em-
ploy to give them knowledge, to advise them. It

makes the statement j)ositively that they were
well adapted. That imports knowledge, that is to

say, it leads the customer to believe that it has
knowledge. It is for you to say, now, whether
the company knew or should have known. It has
a letter in this book that it is proven beyond doubt
that this land is adapted to the commercial grow-
ing of deciduous fruits. You have a right to infer

that. Where it makes a statement positively, it

ought to be inferred that it did know that the

representation was false, if it was false.

And so as to value, did it know^ the value of

this land, or didn't it? If the lands were not well

adapted to commercial orcharding, and defendant
knew it, what would give value to the land? It

puts them out, it represents these lands in its
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book for commercial orchard purposes, it repeat-

edly tells the would-be customer of the comforta-
ble situation he will be in when his commercial
orchard will be in bearing, how many years it

takes to bring it to bearing. There is no doubt
about that, its advertisement fixes that, and if

those representations were made by its agents
they were made by the defendant.

If you find that the representations were false,

and the defendant knew they w^ere false, or ought
to have known it, which is the equivalent, then
you proceed to the next step. If you find that

proven by the greater weight of the evidence,
taking into consideration all of the evidence, the

defendant must have made the representations
with the intent to influence the plaintiff

to bring the plaintiff into the bargain. What else

did it make them for, if it made them? What
else does a merchant advertise for, what else does
he send out agents to make representations for,

other than to induce the party with whom he
wants to deal to believe them, and to influence

him to enter into the bargain. That is all that

is necessary. The defendant speaks by its agents.

It is not necessary that the agents should have
had in their minds the base thought, We will

cheat, deceive and defraud this plaintiff. Oh, no.

It is only that the plaintiff would accept the rep-

resentations, and would be influenced thereby
to deal with them. That is all that is necessary
to make the defendant liable, if the other elements
I have stated to you have been proven.

But that is not enough. The fifth element is

the intent of the defendant, and there can be no
doubt that that was the intent of the defendant,
to induce the plaintiff to rely on the representa-
tions and to deal w^ith the defendant. It must
appear by the greater weight of the evidence that
the plaintiff believed the representations, did not
know^ anything to the contrary, relied on them,
and was induced by them, in whole or in part, to

enter into this bargain and buy the land. The
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plaintiff was a woman, from Minnesota. She
knew nothing of California or of California lands.

In Minnesota, in January, this is glowing litera-

ture—that is not too strong a statement—it ap-

peals very strongly to people down in Minne-
sota—you may know^ something about that in

respect to the climate. She was undoubtedly
ready to believe. She said she did believe. She
read the book and believed it. She heard the

statements of the agents, and believed them, and
she was induced by them to enter into the bar-

gain. Isn't that reasonable? The defendant says

no, that she bought simply for a j)oultry propo-
sition, we did not hold it out as a fruit proposi-

tion. That is the argument. That won't do. The
book says otherwise. Remember, that in order
to enable the plaintiff to recover, it is not neces-

sary under the law that she should have intended,

at all, to go into commercial orcharding. If some
attribute is attached to the* land, Vv^hich is of

value, and it is of value—and the party may not
intend to appropriate it for that purpose, but
appreciates that that additional value thus given
to it is an element of value therein, and she is

induced partly—not necessarily wholly—to buy
the land because of that added attribute, that is

enough reliance. For instance, supposing it had
been represented to her that on this land next
year there is going to be a large automobile fac-

tory built, or that it is going to be built across
the street from that land, of course, she would
not intend to build an automobile factory, but
if she bought the land on that representation
that it w^ould increase the value if she ever wanted
to sell it, that would be enough to constitute the
false representation, making the defendant liable,

if it w^as false. Of course, she says here that she
intended, induced bv these representations as to

value and commercial orcharding, to buy this

land, though it was told to her, and the book
says it, too: You go into the poultry business
first, that is your immediate profit. Of course,
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these were poor people. Poor people cannot wait

five or six years or seven years for a commercial
orchard to come into bearing. The book says,

You go into poultry first, while your orchard is

coming into bearin^^, and thereafter you can give

up the poultry, if you please, and rely on your
orchard. The book tells where orchards in full

bearing are sold for from $1,000 to $1,500 an acre.

So,. Gentlemen of the Jury, if you believe from
the greater weight of the evidence that the repre-

sentations were relied upon even partly by plain-

tiff, even if only with the idea. Well, if I don't

want to raise poultry sometimes it is w^orth some-
thing to have a place adapted to commercial
orcharding, I can sell it easier,—that w^as enough
to enable her to count upon that representation in

this suit.''

(Transcript pages 147-151.)

The following excerpts are from the Jeppson case,

No. 5681

:

^'Did the defendant know these representa-
tions it made were false? Did it know the land
was not w^orth $350 an acre? Did it know that
the land was not adapted for commercial orchard-
ing? In that connection, you must remember it

was the owner of the land, had been for a long
time ; I think there is evidence in this case that it

had been selling these lands for a considerable
period before it dealt with the plaintiffs. An
owner of land ought not do or should not make
positive statements as though it did know. No
party who is offering to sell land should say it is

positively proven beyond doubt to be adapted to

commercial orcharding unless he knows the fact,

or is guilty of negligence in failing to know it. If
the defendant, however, did not know% and if you
believe, under the circumstances, that it w^as not
negligent in not knowing, and if it actually be-
lieved these representations, it would not be
liable, it would not be guilty of fraud, but you
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must remember that it had experts, horticultural

experts, amons^ its selling agents, and that it made
these representations as though it did know; and
ask yourselves whether it did not have knowledge
that the land would not raise fruit commercially,

and if it did not have knowledge that the land was
not of the value of $350 an acre, if you find those

statements were false.

Then furthermore, the defendant must have
made them for tlie purpose and the intent to in-

duce the plaintiff to believe them and enter into

the contract. Ask yourselves. What othei* pur-

pose were they made for? What a man who has
something to sell goes out and makes representa-

tions as to what a thing is worth, and what it

will produce to the prospective customer, there is

no reasonable inference but that lie makes them
in order that the customer will rely on them, and
be induced to buy. That is common sense, as well

as law\ It was not necessary that defendant
should intend to cheat anybody; it need not have
that in mind. If it intended to make these repre-

sentations as truthful, when it knew they were
not true, so that a party would believe and rely

on them and enter into a contract, that is the only
intent to defraud that the law requires in order
to make the defendant culpable and liable in a
case.

Still further, that is not enough to j^rove the
plaintiff's case. They must have believed and re-

lied on them and been induced to buy by reason
of them. Otherwise, they are not entitled to re-

cover. If they were false representations, but
they did not believe them, they were not deceived.
If these representations did not induce them to

buy, they were not material. But why should not
they believe them? They w^ere in Minnesota, and
undoubtedly were attracted by the alluring state-

ments made in this book, and by the selling

agents. Why shouldn't they believe? They
bought before they even saw the land, and entered
into a contract and paid $100 down before they
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came out at all. You will remember the plaintiff

says he believed them, says he relied on them,

savs they induced him to make the purchase. But
the defendant says that is not altogether true, that

plaintiff was not intending to do commercial
orcharding, that he was only looking for poultry.

If the plaintiff did not attach any value to the

land for commercial orcharding, if the represen-

tation that it was adapted to commercial orchard-
ing did not influence him, if he would have bought
anyhow, of course he was not damaged, because it

did not add anything to the bargain, so far as he
was concerned. He said it did. Ask yourselves
whether you would attach any value to that. The
plaintiff says it induced his purchase, and even
if he did intend to enter into the poultry business,

he says he told them he was going into commer-
cial orcharding. He said he told them he was
going into the commercial orcharding at the time
he was out with Gimlet, and they said, 'Go into

the poultry first. ' He said he told Lyding he w\as

going to put the place into commercial orchard-
ing, and he said to go into poultry first. The
average man cannot go into commercial orchard-
ing right away, he has to w^ait too long for re-

turns, he has to go into poultry first. And the
plaintiff said that that was his purpose. Ask
yourselves whether the representation, if you be-

lieve from the greater weight of the evidence that

the representation that the land was adapted to

commercial orcharding, influenced the plaintiff,

was taken into account by him, and he would not
have entered into the bargain imless that had been
made to him. If von find that proven by the
fi^reater weight of the evidence, and the other
elements proven as I have stated, the plaintiff

would be entitled to recover on that score.

But the question arises, was the plaintiff justi-

fied in believing these representations? He did

go out and look at the land, himself, but you want
to remember, too, that whether or not the land was
well adapted to a successful orchard enterprise
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' is not obvious by looking at the surface of the

ground. It would not be, it is not, obvious to an
inexperienced person. Would it be evident that

the land was not fertile by sight. He could not

see that it did not contain these vital food ele-

ments that Davis talked about. He could not see

the hardpan. Did he have the experience to know
that har(l])an at that depth—he did not know how
deep the hardpan was—would prevent that repre-

sentation that it was adapted to commercial or-

charding from being true?

A man is obliged, of course, to see what he can
see, and learn what he can learn by reasonable

dili2:ence, but when it comes to something that

I'equires analysis, like soil by an expert to advise

him; and you have seen that experts differ. The
phiintiff is not obliged to make analyses of soil,

not obliged to employ an expert. He is justitied

to rely on the statements of the defendant, with-

out any further mvestigation, if in your judg-
ment, a prudent man, like the phiintiff at the

time, and under those circumstances, woukl have
done it. And if he did it, he is not to be barred
of his remedy because he was on the land some
fifteen minutes before he had made the final

contract.

As I have said to you before, the representation
made as to value, and as to adaptability for com-
mercial orcharding need not be the sole induce-
ment to engage the plaintiff's attention. If it was
part of the inducement, and led him to buy the
land, it is enough to serve his purpose and to

make out his case."

(Transcript pages 130-134.)

Compare again the following excerpts from the

Loucks case. No. 5657:

^^Remember, in considering the book, that the
defendant is liable, responsible, for the statements
in this book, the representations, and the repre-
sentations of agents. The defendant is a corpora-
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tion and can speak only by agents, and this book
is its agent. Remember too it is not a question

of how much truth there is in the book ; it is not

a question of how much truth the agents repre-

sented to plaintiff; but the question is rather the

falsehood therein that the plaintiff says they
represented to him in respect to the adaptability

of the land for the commercial growing of fruit

and about the value. The law presumes that men
deal fairly and honestly, and they are bound to

deal fairly and honestly, rather than by misrepre-
sentation to induce others to enter into bargains.

It is a poor policy; it is not a good policy for

the state. California and its resources are great

enough to secure honesty and honest bargaining
anywhere without there being misrepresentation
in order to enable people to sell land. It is not a

question whether the defendant made anything.

Even if it lost money on the whole project it can-

not recuperate its finances by inducing someone
to enter into a bargain by false representations."

(Transcript pages 126 and 127.)

^^Now as to the representation as to value. The
plaintiff says they represented to him it was not
only worth $350 an acre, it was of value of $350
an acre, and that is a representation of fact that

is a representation of fact that is made to a man
who does not know, made at a distance, as it was
in this case, and this representation was made to

him by experts, by those who are supposed to

have superior knowledge. Remember this de-

fendant had experts; it had handled these lands a
long number of years and it held out its horticul-

tural expert and others. You have a right to pre-

sume they knew what they were talking about and
knew whether their statements were true or not.''

(Transcript page 129.)

^^Then, Gentlemen of the Jury, if you find that

these false representations were made, the next
question is, did the defendant knov/ they were
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false, or ought it to have known, or if it did not

was it culpably negligent in not knowing it. Re-

member the defendant bought this land to sell in

small lots ; it had, its experts had been acquainted

with the land and operated with it in planting

olives and the like for twelve years before it sold

to the phiintift*; if the land was not worth that

much, if it was not adapted to the commercial
raising of fruit by reason of the hardpan, you
have a right to infer that it knew it; you have
a right to infer that if it did not know it it ought

to have known it, considering its rehition to the

land. Ask yourself what you would have known
in like circumstances. If it is a fact that land
with hardpan lying at that depth and that charac-

ter of soil which defendant has is not well

adapted commercially to the raising of fruit, why
didn't the defendant know it, when it had experts

selling the land and holding it out for sale. If

you find by the greater weight of the evidence

that it did know it or should have known it, or

was negligent in not knowing it, that proves
plaintiff's case enough for that purpose.

It must be proved that the defendant made
these representations to the plaintiff to induce the

plaintiff to bargain. What did the defendant
make them for, but to induce the plaintiff to

enter into the bargain. That is what the book is

for. That is what the agents are for, hunting
buyers, making representations so that the cus-

tomer will believe them, so that they will be in-

fluenced by them, act upon, and deal with them.

That is not enough for the plaintiff's case. He
must also prove that he did not know these repre-
sentations were false. He was in Wisconsin. He
was a farmer there; farming conditions in Wis-
consin are entirely different from those in this

state, as widely separated as Wisconsin and Cali-

fornia; he communicated with defendant there,

he was allured by this literature and by the repre-
sentations as to the climate; they impressed him
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and he came out and he .2:oes out and looks oyer

the land ; he was on the land several days examin-

ina; it
;
partly with the agents ; he spent one Sun-

day there also ; he bored in one place and said he

found the hardpan at two feet but did not know
anything^ about hardpan, he did not know its in-

jurious effect on the land, he says or on its

adaptability for fruit-raising, and if in your
judfi^ment that is reasonable, he should have the

benefit of it, if he did not know and as a reason-

able man should not have known; of course it is

not always an easy question to determine whether
land is adapted for one crop or another; you can
see that yourself w^hen experts differ so widely
in their opinion and sworn judgment in the mat-
ter. You ask yourself whether the plaintiff ought
to have known at that time, not that the land had
hardpan, but w^hether the representation that it

was w^ell adapted for the commercial raising of

fruit was false—not alone the hardpan but other
matters, and how much influence the mere fact

that he found hardpan would have on a man of

his experience and his knowledge, and his state of
mind after he had read all the w^onderful descrip-
tion in this book and his eagerness to come to

California had been aroused, for apparently he
was easier to come, for you will remember he
wrote back to Fotheringham and told him he was
going to come out whether he dealt with him or
not. He says he came out and examined the lands
and entered into a contract wdth the defendant
and bought twenty acres, * * * ''

(Transcript pages 130-133.)

The following excerpts are from the Alex Johnson

case, No. 5721:

*^It is the law that unless the defendant knew
the representations were false; or ought to have
known it, or made them positively, after a fashion
vrherein the law implies knowledge, wherein it is

not justified, the plaintiff could not recover. First,
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did it know? It had had these hands, and was
operating^ in them, at that time when it sold to

plaintiff, for ten years. I think the literature

says it sold its tirst tract out there in 1912. It

had experts in its employ, it had horticvdturalists.

Horticulture means fruit. If a horticulturalist is

an expert he knows soil, he knows conditions, he

knows that is necessary in soil, and he knows the

general nature and character of soil in order to be

adapted to successful commercial orcharding;. If

he is entitled to claim that he is an expert hor-

ticulturalist, he certainly knows that. So did he
know? If it did not know should not it have
known before it went out to sell these lands in

hio'h figures—high in nmnber of dollars, wiiether

high in com])arison to tlie vahie of the hmd is for

you to say. Wasn't it negligent not to know, if

it did not? Moreover, it made the assertion

positively. This book says it is proven—proven
beyond doubt, that the lands of this section are
well adapted to commercial orcharding. The made
that statement their own. It purports to be a
letter, but the company adopts it as its own, and
it is liable for it, just as though it made it of its

own agency. TVTien it says that it is proven.
Gentlemen of the Jury, that the land is w^ell

adapted to commercial orcharding, it is respon-
sible and liable if that was not the fact at that
time, in 1922. When it makes it positively it will

not be heard to say it did not have knowledge.
The law imputes to it knowledge of the truth. If
the representation is false, it is liable accordingly.

And so on the value, also, if it made the repre-
sentation that the land was worth $350 an acre,

should not it have known if that was true, or not ?

If vou find bv the greater weight of the evidence
that it w^as not w^orth $350 an acre, the company
knew^ it, or ought to have known it, and it is

liable so far and the plaintiff's case is so far made
out.

The next step is, it must appear by the greater
w^eight of the evidence that the defendant in-
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tended these representations to influence the

plaintiff, and to induce him to buy, before the de-

fendant is liable. Well, what did it make them
for, but with the intent that the plaintiff should

believe them—he beins^ downi in Minnesota—and
rely on them and buy? What does any merchant
advertise for? You put out advertisings^ in order

to secure credit, to bring in customers, to inspire

their confidence, and also to inspire them to buy
your goods. And so with this defendant. There
is no reason to doubt that. It is only a common-
sense view of it, that it made these representa-

tions, in so far as it is proven to have made them,
w^ith the intent that the plaintiff w^ould believe,

rely on them, and buy the land. He says he did

believe and rely on them, and bought the land by
reason of them. What reason is there to doubt
that?

It is necessary, before the plaintiff can recover,

that it must appear by the greater weight of the
evidence that he believed the representations, and
that he relied on them, in whole or in part, to buy
the land, and w^as induced in w^hole or in part by
them to buy the land. He says he was. What
reason is there to doubt that? He was dow^n in
Minnesota. He was not a farmer. He was a ma-
chinist. He had never been to California. He
didn't know anything about California fruit

land, or anything else. He says he believed them,
w^hy shouldn't he?''

(Transcript pages 129-131.)

The following excerpts are from the Soderman case,

No. 5686

:

''He was buying the land for $5,000, and you
ask yourself, is this at all unlikely, that during
the negotiations they told him it was worth that?
Is it unlikely? Is the plaintiff's statement un-
reasonable, or reasonable, that they told him that ?

That is a matter for your determination.
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As to the reliance of plaintiff upon these repre-
sentations, he says he believed them. Why
shouldn't he believe them? The defendant made
them to him in respect to the adaptability of the
land for fruit with the expectation of being be-

lieved, and when it makes these representations,
it doesn't stand in the mouth of defendant to say:
^The man shouldn't have believed me. He should
have set me down then and there as a liar.' You
have a ri^ht to presume, and you should, that the
plaintiff believed these representations as they
w^ere made. No dispute that the representations

were made as to the fruit qualities of the land;
there is a dispute as to whether the representa-
tion was made as to the $450 value.

That the plaintiff was induced. Of course it

must have been a material inducement to plaintiff

to buy the land, this representation, or whichever
one was made, and you find them to be false, or he
isn't dama2,*e(l by it. If he bought the land re-

gardless of the representation as to the fruit

growing qualities of the land, that didn't induce
him to make the purchase, and there has been
some argument by defendant that this has been
the situation. Well, when you buy a piece of

land, the purchaser is always glad of every ele-

ment of value it possesses. He appreciates—or

should—its adax)tability to many different pur-

poses, no matter what particular purpose he may
w^ant to devote it to at the present time, so with
respect to this, plaintiff, although he may have
thought of going into the chicken business, if he
also had in mind that this quality of the land, or

its adaptability to the successful raising of fruit

was of value to him, either then or in the future,

why, it w^as an inducement for him to buy, and it

is an inducement that you ought to presume had
its effect and operation upon him, as the defend-

ant intended that it should.

As to the defendant's intent, it is not necessary
that the defendant should have intended to de-

fraud the jjlaintiff, had that in mind at all. No.
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The only intent that it was necessary for defend-

ant to have was to make these representations

which were false, if they were false, with knowl-
edge that they were false, or make them with a

degree of positiveness that was not w^arranted by
their own belief in their truthfulness for the pur-
pose of having the plaintiff believe and rely upon
them and act upon them.

You must remember the defendant was an ex-

pert in lands. It had already been in possession

of these lands twelve years, selling them or trying

to sell them, and it had experts in its employ,
horticulturists, and soil men, men who were to

give advice to the prospective customer—to the

customer when he actually became such, so you
have a right to infer that they knew about the

qualities of the soil, its deficiencies, if it had any,
and what it was adapted to, or else they shouldn't
have said that it is especially proven to be
adapted to the growing of deciduous fruits in

commercial quantities, as they did represent to

this plaintiff, and other customers, according to

this booklet and the admission of Amblad.^'

(Transcript pages 104-106.)

The following excerpts are from the instructions in

the Zdarsky case. No. 5698:

^^If you find by the greater weight of the evi-

dence that these representations were false, then
the next step is did the defendant know they were
false, or should it have known it, or did it make
these statements positively, without sufficient

knowledge, so that the law would not allow the
defendant to say that it did not know the truth.

It had these lands a long time out at Rio Linda
and elsewhere. It knew the situation. It had its

experts, its horticulturists. Its books says so. It

knew what the condition of the land was. The
plaintiff, down east, of course, did not know. He
took the defendant's word for it, he says, and
there is no reason to doubt that. If the defendant
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did not know, why should not it have known?
AVhv should it state positively, as it does in its

literature, that the land is proven to be well

adapted to commercial orchardins^? If it is not,

the defendant is presumed to have known the

fact. So if you find by the greater wei^i^ht of the

evidence that the representations were false, and
the defendant knew it, or should have known it,

or made it positively without knowledge, the

plaintiff's case is made out thus far, and you
proceed to the next step, and that is, that it must
appear by the ,c:reater wei,i2^ht of the evidence that

the defendant made the representations with the

intent to make the plaintiff believe them, and that

the j)laintiff did believe them. Well, for what
other reason did it make them? That is simple.

If you believe the defendant made the repre-

sentations with that intent, and you find it by
the s^reater weight of the evidence, the plaintiff's

case is made out to that extent and you proceed
to the next step, and that is: It is necessary that

it appear by the greater weight of the evidence
that the plaintiff believed the representations, re-

lied on them, and, in whole or in part, was in-

duced by them to make the trade and make the

barsrain. You must remember that he was down
in St. Paul, he had never seen this land, or the

improvements. He said he believed them, why
shouldn't he believe them? At least didn't he be-

lieve them? What else was he acting on if he did
not believe them, because he made the bargain
then and there without seeing the ground, or the

nature of the ground. He says he was infiuenced
by them, why shouldn't he be? What else would
have influenced him to make the trade, except
what the defendant's agents and the book told

him?"

(Transcript pages 118-119.)

Another exception in the Zdarsky instruction is

worthy of note. One of the outstanding features of
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these trials was the difference in the chemical analyses

between Mr. Davis, analyst for appellees, and Mr.

Twining, analyst for appellant. In this particular

case Mr. Twining criticized Mr. Davis' method. The

court did not choose to leave the weight of that criti-

cism to the jury, and made the following comment

:

^^Mr. Twining criticises Mr. Davis' method of

analysis. He does say that it is set out in the

text-books as a proper method, and that it w^as

used by some official association of agricultural

chemists up to twenty-five years ago, and that

they have used something else since. You are not
obliged to believe that those chemists in the em-
ploy of the Government have all the wisdom in

the world. Whether they are the wisest chemists,

or not, might be a matter of dispute. It is for

you to say where the truth lies in respect to it.''

(Transcript page 113.)

The following excerpts are from the instructions in

the H. A. Lindquist case. No. 5703:

^^If you find by the greater w^eight of the evi-

dence that the land is proven to have been worth
less than $275 an acre at that time, you proceed
to the next step, and that is, that the defendant
is not liable in any way unless they knew those
representations, or either of them, were false, or
unless the defendant ought to have known it, or
imless the defendant make the representations in

a positive fashion which presumes knowledge,
and which it cannot now deny. Did it know if the
land was not adapted to commercial orcharding
successfully? Did the defendant know it? It had
been handling these lands at that time some eight
or nine years. I think the book says it sold the
first tract out there in this project in 1912. It had
experts, horticulturists—undoubtedly a man is

pretty well presumed to know what he owns in

respect to its adaptability to any purpose, es-
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'pecially if he has experts in that particular pur-
pose.

Furthermore, if it did not know it, should it

not have known it durins; all these years that it

had it, and sellino- it out in the market to people
on these representations that it was valuable for
fruit as a commercial enterprise? Moreover, it

states in this book that it is proven beyond a
doubt. Nothino^ can be stron.^-er tlian that. Gentle-
men, that it is proven beyond a doubt that tliis

land is adapted to commercial orchardinc^.

When they made that representation, Gentle-
men of the Jury, the law implies they knew
whether it was true or false. If it was false they
are bound bv it, and would be liable accordinelv.

And so in respect to values. If it was not worth
$275 an acre, did defendant know it, takins^ into

consideration all their experience with the land?
If you find that the defendant did know that the
land was not adapted to commercial orcharding,
or ou,2:ht to have known it, or positively asserted,

as it did, that it was, the law presumes knowledge,
and the plaintiff's case is so far made, and you
proceed to the next step.

The law says the defendant is not liable unless

it made the representations with intent to make
the plaintiff believe tliem, and to act on them, and
to deal with the defendant. To what end did the

defendant make the representations? What does

a merchant, or anyone else, put out an advertise-

ment for but to excite the credit of those wlio

read the advertisements and to secure the belief

of the prospect and induce him to buy? They
certainly do not want you to believe they are ly-

ing? They do not want to drive you away. They
do not want to defeat tlie bargaining. They do it

for the purpose of bringing about a bargain. So
the only reasonable conclusion there. Gentlemen,

would be that the defendant did intend to bring

the plaintiffs into the bargain. That is all the

intent that is necessary. It is not necessary that
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any assent of defendant should have had in the

back of his mind the gross idea, I will cheat these

plaintiffs, I will deceive them, I will defraud
them. No. If they intended to make these repre-

sentations to induce the plaintiff to believe them
and to bargain with them, that is the only intent

necessary to make the defendant liable. Remem-
ber, the defendant speaks only by its agents.

Whatever its agents say, whatever its written
asrent, the book, says, is the language and the

statement of the defendant corporation, and it

is liable for them.

Then the next step. The law is that unless the

plaintiffs believed the representations and did
rely upon them, in whole or in part, to some ex-

tent, at least, then there is no liability, because if

the plaintiffs did not believe them, if they did not
influence the plaintiffs to buy the land, they have
not been harmed by them, tliey are simply out of

the case, they are superfluous. Did the plaintiffs

believe them? They say they did. They were
Minnesotans; they knew nothing about Cali-

fornia, or California fruit, from the practical

side, never having been here. All the knowledge
thev had they got from defendant's literature,

and talking with their neighbors, so they say.''

(Transcript pages 135-137.)

^^So if you find by the greater weight of the
evidence that the plaintiffs believed those repre-
sentations, and to some extent relied upon them,
in whole or in part, and were thereby induced or
influenced to some extent to buy by reason of it,

the plaintiff's case is made out thus far. Ask
yourselves, What does California stand for in the
east, what its trade-mark is other than climate
and fruit. I want to say ri^ht here. Gentlemen
of the Jury, that the law presumes that all trans-
actions are fair and honest until that presump-
tion is overcome by the evidence in the case. But
the resources of California and the state are great
enough that they need no false representations
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' to sell them abroad. It is not good for tlie

state. I am not saying there were any.
That is left for you. You must not get the

idea into your head that just because you are
CaUfornians you must uphold the credit of the

state and the value of its lands hy thinkijig that
that was ordinary pnffing for the selling of land,

if they were false. If they tvent beyond that and
made false statements, they had no right to do it.

Yon cannot induce any man to enter into a bar-

gain by false statements and escape liability/'

(Transcript page 139.)

Another instance which we submit is evidence of

the bias on the part of the Court in this case, and in

all these cases, is in the Court's argument concerning

the effect of the testimony by defendant that by blast-

ing the land it would produce fruit. Concerning this

the Court said:

^^Tt nuist be remembered, Gentlemen of tlie

Jury, that the representation made by the de-

fendant to the plaintiff was that the land is

adapted to commercial orcharding. Not that it

can be prepared for commercial orcharding by
sufficient expenditure of time and labor to dyna-
mite it. It is fair to say that if you give sufficient

time and labor that you might reduce land, to a
state of commercial orcharding, although origi-

nally it was of basic granite/'

(Transcript page 130.)

The following are excerpts from the charge in the

case of Jacob Johnson, No. 5679

:

^^If you find that representation was false, and
the representation of value false, by the greater

weight of evidence, considering it all, then you
proceed to the next step, and that is, it must be
proved by the greater weight of the evidence that

the defendant knew the representations were
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false, or should have known thev were false, or

were ne2:li^ent in not knowing them false.

You will remember that the defendant had been
en2ra2:ed in promotinsr these lands in the w^ay of

colonizing; and sellins; them for a ,2:ood many
years before it sold to the plaintiffs, 8 or 9 or 10

years; it had experts in its employ, and held out

a man who w^as a horticulturist; if he is an ex-

pert he must know what the land is adapted for,

and whatever the agents knew the defendant
knew, because a corporation does not know any-
thing except by its agents, and if the land was
not well adapted for commercial orcharding, why
didn't the defendant know it? Furthermore w^as

it not negligent in not knowing it. Moreover de-

fendant puts out the positive statement in this

book, it is proven that the land is well adapted to

commercial orcharding, to raise all deciduous
fruits; that it is proven beyond a doubt that it is

adapted to commercial orcharding. That is as

strong a statement as could be made, a thing
proven beyond a doubt. Remember whatever the
defendant prints in its book, although it may
appear to be a letter of somebody else, it is

responsible for; it makes it its own; it speaks by
that letter. Ask yourselves whether it has been
proven w^hether the defendant knew that these
representations were false, if they were false, and
if you find that it is proven by the greater weight
of the evidence that the defendant knew they
were false or should have knowm or was negligent
in not knowing they were false, then you proceed
to the next step, and that is, it must appear by
the greater wei^rht of the evidence that the de-
fendant made the representation with the intent
to influence the plaintiffs to relv on them, to be-
lieve them. What else did it make them for?
If a merchant advertises doesn't he do it with
the intent that the prospective customer will be-
lieve it and rely upon it and be induced to deal
with him. So it is w^ith this defendant. It put
out this representation in the hope of securing
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customers, to bring it to their notice, so that they
would believe it, do\\TL in Minnesota, and rely

on it and buy. You can come to no other reason-

able conclusion; that ought to be the inference in

that respect, that these representations were made
by the defendant for that purpose; nothing else.

Put the test of reason to it, which is the greatest

test of truth always, and you can come to no
other reasonable conclusion.

Then if that is proven by the greater weight of

the evidence you proceed to the next step; the

plaintiffs must have believed the representations,

he must have relied upon them, and in whole or

in part have been induced by them to enter into

the bargain and buy the land. You must take
into consideration the circumstances; put your-
self in the plaintiff's place: he was a street-car

conductor, knew nothing about land values in

California, nothing about fruit-raising, knew
nothing about these lands. He encountered the

defendant's agents and the defendant's book. He
had no other information so far as appears now.
Why didn't he believe them? What induced him
to buy if he did not believe these representations?
Ask yourselves that. Put yourselves in his place

and see the conclusion at which you arrive. But
the argument is made by the defendant, and the

Court must accept it, in order to place the matter
before you, as a matter of law, that the plaintiff

bought it for poultry, he didn't care anything
about fruit, that did not influence him at all, that

he would have bought the land just the same even
though it had not been represented to him as

being adapted for commercial orcharding. Again
put yourselves in his place. Would it have in-

fluenced you in like circumstances? Would the
argument of California fruit held out by this

book and the possibility of commercial orchard-
ing not have added an element of desirability to

the land in your jud2:ment? It w^ould not be
necessary that the plaintiffs intended to immedi-
ately embark on commercial orcharding. In fact
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the defendant's book tells you poultry first; com-
mercial orcharding comes along later, and that

is what the plaintiffs say that the agents told him,
and that is what he started to do. It was no more
necessary for him to have intended to embark on
commercial orcharding, if he believed and was in-

duced to buy, than he would intend to build a
factory near by; if it was represented to him
that on neighboring land there was going up a
big factory employing many men and it would
give him a good market, he would not intend to

build any factory. Yet if he started with that
inducement to buy the land and it was false, a
man might intend to go into the poultry business,

and if he has any sense of values at all he might
hold in his mind a reservation if I have land that
v/ill be valuable for commercial orcharding it may
enhance its value to the next buyer, or he might
some time want to turn to commercial orcharding,
as the book tells him poultrv first and commercial
orcharding second. So ask yourselves whether
that is not proven that in w^hole or in part the

representation that the land was adapted to com-
mercial orcharding and of the value of more than
$250 an acre did contribute to induce the plain-

tiffs to buy?'' (Transcript pages 91-94.)

Turning our attention now to other matters, we
desire to discuss briefly the erroneous definition of

the term ^^ commercial orchard" so consistently given

by the Court.

In four cases this Court expressly held the giving

of this instruction to be reversible error. They are:

Stern, No. 5682; Haenggi, No. 5678; Hanson, No.

5705; and Nepstad, No. 5706. The same definition was

given in many of the cases reversed but not always

expressly mentioned in the Court's opinions. Like-

wise it was given in the following cases which were
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affirmed: Loueks, No. 5657, Transcript pages 123 and

128; Jeppson, No. 5681, Transcript pages 122 and 125;

Schreindl, No. 5684, Transcript page 117; J. John-

son, No. 5679, Transcript pages 86 and 87 ; Anderson,

No. 5694, Transcript page 146; Tipper, No. 5701,

Transcript pages 129 and 132; IT. Lindquist, No.

5703, Transcript pages 127 and 130; Zdarsky, No.

5698, Transcript page 115; Soderman, No. 5686,

Transcript page 99.

In the ITaenggi case. No. 5678, it was made the sub-

ject of express objection and tlie Court continued

giving it although in two other cases it was likewise

objected to. The following affirmed cases were tried

after the TIaenggi case: T. Johnson, No. 5679; Ander-

son, No. 5694; Tipper, No. 5701; H. Lindquist, No.

5703; and, Zdarsky, No. 5698.

In Hanson, No. 5705, tried October 17th and Leitch,

No. 5723, tried October 24th, this Court held to be

reversible error, the trial court's allowing the witness

Davis to testify that he had suffered a $47,000 loss

in conducting an orchard upon lands which he de-

clared to be similar to lands of appellant. Neverthe-

less, after the pointing out of this error bv proper

objection and exception, the Court permitted the

same testimony in Zdarsky, No. 5698, tried October

25th. (See Transcript page 49.) Not only did the

Court permit the testimony but it commented upon

it in its instructions, as follows:

*^Mr. Davis says that after seven years, and
losing $47,000, he inferentially found out what
he had been tauQ:ht in school was true. He found
that the old rule that he thous:ht he could beat
still held good. Two and two still make four.
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PTe has paid for his experience, and he is willing

to swear bv the rule that five feet of soil is neces-

sary to successful orcharding.'' (Transcript, page

114.)

As to the cases hereinbefore specifically mentioned

therefor, we submit the matter stands thus:

Reversible error was committed in the trials there-

of. The judgments, therefore, were unfairly secured.

They can be affirmed only by a declaration that coun-

sel for appellant were not sufficiently careful in re-

serving exceptions. Yet we have demonstrated, we

submit, that the reason for the application of this rule

is entirely absent in these cases. Appellant is not in

the position of having failed to advise the trial Court

of its objections, or of having failed to point out the

reversible errors committed, but is in the position of

being penalized by a rule which under the circum-

stances becomes extremely technical. We submit that

the rule should not be applied, because it has been

shown that the records abound with reversible errors

either sufficiently pointed out in all fairness to the

trial Court and the suggestions of error ignored, or

consisting of that sort of error, viz.: prejudicially

unfair comment and argument, that could not be cor-

rected if pointed out, and which made the trials un-

fair. A rehearing should be granted and the judg-

ments reversed.

Turning now to the affirmed cases and discussing

them separately we desire to make the following ad-

ditional points by reason of which we ask a rehear-

ing:
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Appellant v. Miller, No. 5670.

The point made on page 15 of the appellant's brief

that the Court erred in overruling objections to the

questions propounded to the witness Leitch does not

seem to have been disposed of in the opinion. This

case is to be distinguished from the others decided

by this Court in that the complaint does not allege

any misrepresentation as to the value of the land.

(Transcript page 3.)

The witness Leitch was called to establish a col-

lateral fraud. The point is made in the brief that the

collateral fraud testified to by this witness over the

objections of the appellant relates to a fraud of a

different character and an entirely different repre-

sentation, to-wit: value. This evidence on the subject

of value could not be rendered competent by being

connected with any other testimony. It did not re-

late to the subject matter under investigation, to-wit:

A similar fraud. It is obvious that a similar fraud

would be one of the kind allecred in the complaint, ac-

complished by similar misrepresentations.

The evidence introduces a collateral issue in the

case not bearing upon any question raised by the

pleadings. Consequently, appellant respectfully sub-

mits that this case should be reversed, because the

Court permitted the appellees, under the theory of

the admissibility of evidence of similar frauds to in-

troduce evidence as to misrepresentations as to the

value of the land.
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Appellant v. Loucks, No. 5657.

That the exceptions in this ease were sufficient is

indicated by the remarks of the Court on page 138 of

the Transcript.

We think the rule applied in the other cases that it

is immaterial whether the exceptions were sufficiently

specific because the error could not have been cor-

rected, applies particularly to this case, especially in

view of the record of the correspondence passing be-

tween the parties, and the acts and conduct of the

appellee as pointed out in the statement of facts

printed in the brief.

This case should be reversed because of the instruc-

tion of the Court as to the commercial production of

fruit. (Appellant's Brief, page 25.)

On page 128 of the Transcript, the Court instructed

the jury as follows:

^^If you do find that the land is adapted to the

commercial raising of fruit, by the g^reater weight
of the evidence, then the plaintiff has failed to

prove this case in that respect ; but if you do find

that the greater weierht of the evidence is that

the land was not well adapted for commercial
raising of fruit, the plaintiff has proven his

case.''

This is in conflict with the law upon this subject,

as declared in the various opinions filed.

We also invite a reconsideration with reference to

the ruling of the Court on the testimony of Mr. Schei.

The ruling on the evidence of the witness Crinkley

prevented the appellant from making a complete
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showing as to the situation of the colony, number of

residents, etc., and related to the very date referred

to by the Court, to-wit: 1923.

Our complaint is that by tliis ruling the Court pre-

cluded the appellant from presenting to the jury a

full picture of the colony as it existed in 1923 as

bearing upon the market value of the lands. This

proposition was stated by counsel. (Transcript page

107.)

Appellant respectfully submits that a rehearing

should be granted in this case, because of the instruc-

tions of the Court upon the subject of value in view

of the holding that a statement of value under the

circiunstances was a statement of opinion and not of

fact. (Perra case, No. 5697.) Appellee spent con-

siderable time inspecting before he bought. (Tran-

script pages 30 and 31.) He even bored the land. So

value representations were here opinions only. In

the instruction appearing on j)n9:e 130 of the

Transcript, the Court concludes a discussion of this

subject with this statement:

*^Tf you find that the jrreater weicrht of the
evidence does not prove the Innd worth less than
$350 an acre, plaintiff has failed and he is out of
Court, because if he got the land worth $350 an
acre he is not damaged. There must be legal

damage before he would be entitled to recover.
So ask vourself whether the greater weight of
the evidence is that the land was worth $350 an
acre or more, and if it was you find for the de-
fendant: on the other hand, if you find the land
was worth less than that you find for the plain-

tiff on that issue, if that representation was
made to him.''
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This is a specific direction to the jury that it could

find a verdict for the appellee upon the issue of value

alone disregarding all of the features of the law as

to such representation being one of fact or one of

opinion.

Manifestly, under the ruling of this Court this in-

struction was clearly erroneous, and the case should

be reversed. The Perra case No. 5697 was reversed on

this ground. For the reasons stated in that opinion,

we submit that a rehearing should be granted and this

case reversed.

The Court further committed error in giving in-

struction printed on page 19 of the appellant's brief.

It w^as an inaccurate statement of the allegations of

the complaint, which does not state the representa-

tions in the form in which they are given in the in-

struction. This instruction is also subject to the same

criticism that it permits a recovery on the issue of

value.

In the instruction complained of on Page 29 of the

brief, the Court made this statement:

^'The fact that the land is adapted to the
growing of fruit in commercial quantities is not
apparent to the average man by looking at it or
by digging in it or discovering where hardpan
lies. Remember a party may be entitled to put
the thing to a practical test. Books tell him that
it will take 5 to 7 years to bring orchards to

commercial bearing.

This is in direct conflict with the holding of this

Court in the case of Emil Johnson, No. 5692. The

language of the instructions in the two cases is almost

identical.
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Again the Court erred in refusing to give the in-

struction appearing on page 45 of the brief with i*e-

gard to statements of opinion. (Perra case, supra.)

As a matter of fact, and as appears by all of the

records, there is no distinction as to the manner in

which the Court instructed in practically all of these

cases and the manner in which the exceptions to the

instructions were taken. The object of the excep-

tions is to acquaint the Court with the points relied

upon by the party excepting. This case is particu-

larly devoid of merit in view of the conduct and cor-

respondence.

Appellant v. Jeppson, No. 5681.

The charge in this case is subject to the criticism

that it is ars^umentative in the extreme. It commends

the witnesses of the appellees throughout. It espe-

cially emphasizes the testimony of the witness Davis,

and minimizes, if not destroys the force of his cross-

examination.

With reference to the testimony of the witness

Sligar, the Court again refers to the subject of com-

mercial orchards, which could only be understood in

the sense in which that has been used throughout

these cases, and which has been held by this Court

to be erroneous. (Appellant's Brief page 11.)

Especially is this demonstrated by the statement of

the Court printed on page 11 of the brief with refer-

ence to Mr. sugar's experience being of sufficient

length of time to determine whether his orchard

would be a commercial orchard.
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"We again invite attention to the comment of the

Court on the witnesses Davis and Twining printed

on Page 12 of the appellant's brief. It comes within

the ruling of this Court in the Jensen case, No. 5693.

As to the exception to the charge, we respectfully

submit that it w^as sufficient to direct the attention of

the Court to the point covered. This is especially

true in view of the number of cases tried. The suf-

ficiency of these exceptions is manifest from the fact

that in several instances when exceptions in the same

form were taken, the Court modified its instruction.

(See Johnson case. No. 5679, Transcript page 103.)

Appellant v. Johnson, No. 5679.

That the sufficiency of the exceptions to the charge

is strikingly illustrated in this case by reference to

Page 103 of the Transcript where it will be noted

that appellants excepted to the charge on the subject

of intent in the same form as upon other subjects.

It was sufficient to direct the attention of the Court

to the matter because the Court immediately gave an

instruction upon that subject.

It appears by the testimony on Page 25 of the

Transcript that appellee arrived in California on

September 24, 1921, and immediately visited his prop-

erty. Within three or four wrecks after his arrival

when digging a hole for a chicken house he struck

hardpan. On September 26, 1921, he claims that Mr.

Verner who was a witness for the appellant told him

that he paid too much for the land in Rio Linda.

(Transcript pages 26 and 27.)
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Upon the subject of the statute uf limitations this

Court has affirmed the case, but we respectfully call

the attention to the decision in the case of John Aron

Lmdquist, No. 5702, which was reversed because of

the delay of three years after discoverino; the hard-

pan. The hardpan was discovered by the appellee

in 1921 and the complaint was filed on August 30,

1927, or six years later. The two cases are analogous

and we therefore urge that a rehearing should be

granted because under the authority of the Lindquist

case, this cause of action is clearly barred.

Also the Court erred in giving the instruction rela-

tive to the witness Davis and quoted on Page 22 of

appellant's brief. The conchiding portion of the

charge at the bottom of page 23 states ''that Mr.

Davis says that after seven years' struggle with his

land he gave it up and made no profit on it any-

time''.

The Leitch case, No. 5723, was reversed because of

error in the Court in admitting the testimony of wit-

ness Davis that his Company had lost $47,000 in the

Antelope venture.

It must be conceded that such an instruction is as

highly prejudicial as the testimony upon the same

subject.

Appellant v. Schreindl, No. 5684.

We call attention to the following quotation from

the instruction of the Court on page 10 of appellant's

brief

:

^'He bought in April or March of 1924, and he

must have discovered the fact that he was de-
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frauded, not merely be suspicious of it—the mere
discovery of hardpan might not at all be a cir-

cumstance advising the land was not adaptable

to commercial raising of fruit, and that it was
not of the value represented to him, because he

was not an expert and apparently there seems to

be some difference of opinion from the testimony

of the expert witnesses and those familiar with
the land over a series of years. He would not

be obliged to make any extreme effort to ascer-

tain that fact, other than if he knew or in the

circumstances reasonably should have known
from w^hat he did find out, when he saw^ the

land; the mere fact that the land had hardpan
was not fatal, because the agents, my recollec-

tion is the agents, the book tells them about hard-
pan, only thie book says it is clay hardpan, and
the book does not say how far it is underground
or how thick whether it can be blasted through

—

the book does not say anything about blasting.

Ask yourselves whether it leaves the impression
whether the hardpan is detrimental. u

This instruction is clearly in conflict with the de-

cision rendered by this Court in these cases with

reference to the effect of the discovery of hardpan

upon the subject of the statute of limitations. The

instruction is also an inaccurate statement of the con-

tents of the book and is subject to the further objec-

tion that it is an argument in favor of the appellee.

Appellant v. Soderman, No. 5686.

On page 11 of the brief appellant assigns as error

the instruction of the Court with reference to the

testimony of the witnesses Verner and Walter.

As appears on page 74 of the Transcript, Verner

testified that the land was worth three hundred sev-

enty-five ($375.00) dollars an acre, and on page 76
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Walter testified that the land was worth three hun-

dred ($300.00) dollars an acre.

On page 101 of the Transcript, the Court instructed

the jury as follows:

^^In order to disclose that he has been damaged,
he says that he paid five thousand dollars in a
trade of a house, and it seems the defendant does
not dispute that. The contract entered into says
that the plaintiff was paid $5,000. Mr. Amblad
testified the land w^as woi'th $8,000 and had a

$3,000 mortgage on it. That is the evidence, so

you take it the plaintiff did pay $5,000 for the

land as it stood at that time, in May, 1924. Now^,

what was its value? He says himself that the

improvements were worth $750, and his expert,

Mr. Kerr, engaged in the realty business, testi-

fied to you that the land wasn't w^orth over $50
or $75 an acre, taking into account everything

that ought to make for value, its location, not

too remote from Sacramento, its adaptability to

poultry, and the community of which it was a

part, and all that makes for value in respect to

land, even orcharding, so far as it could be done.

I think Mr. Kerr takes into consideration the

value for poultry, for garden, for orchard, and
as a home, and the fact that it is within the

range of Sacramento.

The defendant, on the other hand, contends

that it is worth more than Mr. Kerr states. One
of his experts, Mr. Verner, states that it is worth
whatever they w^ere selling it for, it is worth
that. That is the way he put it. Whether the

selling price gauges the value of land is a matter

for your consideration, but finally he did say it

w\as worth $375 an acre. That, you see, is con-

siderably less than the defendant sold it at, tak-

ing Mr. Verner 's testimony at its best. Mr. Wal-
ter, testifying for the defendant, he says it is

worth $300 an acre, which would be something

like $200 an acre less than the defendant sold it
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for, takin2^ land and improvements together, and
Mr. Walter says it would be worth that even

though it wouldn't grow fruit. On that evidence

it would seem that the land was worth consider-

ably less than plaintiff paid for it, because if

defendant's own expert will tell you in his judg-

ment it was worth $300 an acre, you have a right

to take that as at least the very best that could

be said for defendant, because it would not be

assumed to present experts who would under-

value the land, to say the least."

This comment w\as prejudicial to the appellant,

because it ignored the proposition that the testimony

of these witnesses related to the value of the land

alone and not the improvements.

The complaint alleges that the land was represented

as being of the value of $5,500.00. The plaintiff testi-

fied that the value of the improvements was $750.00.

The plaintiff did not pay $500.00 an acre as stated

by the Court in the instruction at the bottom of page

102 of the Transcript.

The Court finally put the case to the jury on the

assumption of $300.00 an acre being the value of the

land and improvements.

The effect of this instruction was to either elimi-

nate the testimony of the witnesses Verner and Wal-

ter from the consideration of the jury, or to lead the

jury to believe that their testimony included both the

land and the improvements.

The Court erred in the instruction appearing on

page 9 of the appellant's brief that the jury was only

obliged to consider the pamphlet to the extent that it

was called to their attention by counsel.
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The statement of the Court with reference to the

pamphlet ^'but you will find in there where it says

in so many words that the land is proven to be espe-

cially adapted to the raising of deciduous fruits in

coramercial quantities'' is in violation of the law as

declared by the Court in several of the opinions filed

in these cases, particularly in the Haenggi case, No.

5678. This statement is squarely witliin the reasoning

of the Court in that opinion.

Appellant v. Fredericksen, No. 5685.

In the opinion rendered in the above case in dis-

cussing an exception to a refusal of the Court to

instruct upon circumstances w^hich appellant claimed

amounted to a waiver of plaintiff's cause of action,

this Court ruled against appellant on the matter,

stating that the answer contained no affirmative alle-

gation such as referred to in the exception. It is

true that the exception to the failure of the Court

to instruct upon the matter inadvertently referred to

affirmative allegations of the answer instead of the

complaint. The situation was this : By his complaint

the plaintiff had alleged that whereas he purchased

four lots of ten acres each originally, that in Febru-

ary of 1927, a few months prior to bringing his action

and after he had occupied the land for about five

years, he reconveyed three of these lots to the appel-

lant and by note and deed of trust paid the balance

on and received a deed to, the remaining lot. Upon
the cross-examination of appellee there was, without

objection, introduced in evidence the contract cover-

ing this re-arrangement of the relations between ap-
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pellee and appellant growing out of the purchase of

these four lots. It was in the form of a letter from

the Company to appellee, concurred in and signed

also by appellee and wife. It is quite apparent from

a reading of this exhibit that the parties were read-

justing their entire relationship growing out of the

purchase, and entering into a new arrangement re-

specting the subject matter of the original contract

of purchase. Appellee's complaint referred to this

matter as having occurred in February of 1927. The

agreement introduced in evidence, concerning it, was

dated February 3, 1927, and speaks for itself.

Obviously if appellee at the time of entering into

this new arrangement knew of his cause of action for

fraud and nevertheless with such knowledge entered

into it, the fraud was waived.

(Tucker v. Beneke, 180 Cal. 588.)

Because appellee affirmatively alleged the making

of this new arrangement, and because the proof of it

went in as a part of plaintiff's case without objec-

tion, appellant was entitled to have given the instruc-

tion referred to and set out on page 10 of its brief,

to the general effect that if at that time appellee

knew of his alleged cause of action for fraud and

nevertheless with such knowledge entered into such

arrangement, he waived the fraud.

The exception to the failure to give the instruction

refers specifically to this new arrangement, giving the

date thereof (Transcript page 96) and w^as, we sub-

mit a sufficient exception to the refusal to give the in-
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struction. The requested instruction appears on page

80 of the Transcript.

The Court, we submit, was fully advised of the na-

ture of the objection to the charge, and we think the

refusal to give the instruction was error.

No instruction upon the subject of intent was given.

The exception went to the instruction of the Court

upon the subject of intent as well as the absence of

instruction upon that subject.

As we have indicated in discussing the other cases,

the trial court was entirely familiar with the points

made by appellant. The language of the exception

was sufficient to advise the Court that appellant was

complaining of such refusal. The exception to the

absence of such instruction was equivalent to an ex-

ception on the ground that the instruction had been

refused. The instruction proposed was a very clear

statement of the law which the appellant was entitled

to have submitted to the jury. The instruction was

refused, and in lieu thereof the Court gave the argu-

mentative instruction found on page 12 of appellant's

brief. In keeping with the spirit manifested by this

Court throughout the decision of these cases, to dis-

regard technical defects in the records, appellant re-

spectfully urges that a rehearing should be granted

in this case and exceptions treated as sufficient.

AppeUant v. Zdarsky, No. 5698.

In addition to the matter of prejudicial comments

and argumentative instructions hereinbefore noted,

in relation to this case, we ask reconsideration of the

matters treated on pages 11, 13 and 14 of the brief.
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The Court refused the instructions requested. It is

true these instructions were general in form but it

was important that somewhere in the charge the jury

should have brought to their mind the question of

whether or not the representations were actually

representations of fact. This Court in its opinion

minimizes the importance of the representations as to

value and consequently the error in refusing the in-

structions upon that point. This Court states that the

truth or falsity of the representations of value de-

pended largely, if not entirely, upon the truth or

falsity of the representations as to the adaptability of

the land for fruit raising. This, we submit, is not the

case. The value of the land and the representations

concerning it were important issues in the case re-

gardless of the adaptability of the land for fruit rais-

ing. There is no evidence that the value of the land

depended upon its adaptability for fruit growing. The

facts are quite contrary to that conclusion. The tract

was small, only a few acres in extent, already largely

used in the business of poultry raising, equipped with

buildings for that purpose. The adaptability of the

land for fruit raising would probably add little to its

value in view of the use to which it was already dedi-

cated. It was an improved piece of property and the

transaction between the parties was an exchange. Ap-

pellee testified that he told the Company he was not

interested in bare land, but wanted improved prop-

erty. (Transcript page 30.) A classification of im-

provements was submitted to appellee (Transcript

page 32), Plaintiff's Exhibit 4. Therein the land was

put in at $400.00 per acre, or $4,000.00 and the im-
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proVements at $7,825.00 more. The poultry houses

amounted to $2,000.00 and the other improvements

largely usable in connection with the poultry indus-

try accounted in large measure for the rest of the

valuation. The complaint alleged that the representa-

tion was that the property was worth $11,825.00,

only $4,000.00 of which had to do with the land, and

of course it is apparent that the land was largely oc-

cupied by the improvements already in and hence

thereby withdrawn from use as fruit land.

We repeat it is apparent that whether or not the

land was suitable for fruit culture was the lesser

issue in this particular case due to the above circum-

stances. That the jury so considered it is apparent

from the verdict of $5,600.00, which is $1,600.00 more

than the total price asked for the land.

This Court said in its opinion that ^^if the land was in

fact adapted to fruit raising as represented, the rep-

resentations as to value would scarcely be actionable,

and if the land was not in fact adai)ted to fruit rais-

ing, there is no claim that it was of the value repre-

sented.'' We submit, therefore, that this Court is in

error in not considering the question of value repre-

sentation as the principle issue in the action.

In this respect the case differs from nearly all of

the rest of these cases. If the representation as to

value was scarcely actionable as this Court has

deemed it, then certainly the Court erred in refusing

the requested instruction, and on the contrary telling

the jury that the representation as to value, that is

$11,825.00, inclusive of improvements, was a repre-
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sentation of fact. The instruction requested had a di-

rect bearing upon the matter and should have been

given, and we submit this Court should not in its

opinion have held that the refusal to give it was not

prejudicial error.

We also ask reconsideration of the last assign-

ment of error set forth in the brief having to do with

the instruction by the Court that the defendant had

represented this land to the plaintiff as being fruit

land by statements made in its booklet. The instruc-

tions of the Court are quite positive upon that matter,

yet the appellee failed to testify that he paid any

attention to the statements in the literature with re-

spect to his property. Obviously he was not inter-

ested in the fruit producing capacity of the land, for

as we have hereinbefore stated, it would have made

but little difference. The property was already pretty

largely occupied for poultry purposes. So, imder the

circumstances, w^e submit it w^as for the jury to say

w^hether or not the representations in the booklet as

to land which appellant did not own when it dealt

with appellee, were matters of opinion or were state-

ments of fact applicable expressly to that parcel of

land.

Appellant v. Tipper, No. 5701.

In addition to the reasons heretofore urged for

granting a rehearing in this case we specifically urge

reconsideration of the follow^ing matters:

First, we ask reconsideration on the matter of the

overruling of the demurrer. It is apparent that ap-

pellee's pleading did not meet the requirements of a
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plea'ding in fraud in respect of limitation, but this

Court held in its opinion that the demurrer, being

general, did not raise the Statute of Limitations, and

referred to California Safe Company v. Sierra, 158

Cal. 690, as authority therefor. As stated in that de-

cision there is in the California Statute upon de-

murrer no express permission to demur because the

complaint appears on its face to be barred. A rule of

practice, however, has grown up permitting this to be

done, and the only subdivision of Section 430, C. C.

P., under which, as the Supreme Court in the cited

case states, the demurrer upon that ground can be

allowed, is the subsection authorizing demurrer upon

the ground ^^that the complaint does not state facts

sufficient to constitute a cause of action," which is, of

course, the general demurrer ground. In the usual

case a demurrer merely declaring insufficient facts

will not raise the Statute. The California Court states

that the practice of presenting the general demurrer

and then specifying that the failure to state a cause

of action is in the fact that the action appears to be

barred, is difficult to defend upon logical grounds. The

Court continues:

^^But notwithstanding the necessity for sucli

particularity the only ground of demurrer appli-

cable is the failure to state facts sufficient.''

However it may be as to the ordinary case, the

same Supreme Court has ruled in effect that in plead-

ing fraud it is a necessary part of the statement of a

cause of action where the action appears to have been

brought more than three years after the occurrence

of the fraud, to affirmatively plead facts showing^ that
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discovery had not been made until within the three

year period. Thus the California Court said in Lady

Washington Company v. Wood, 113 Cal. 486:

^^This is an element of the plaintiff's right of
action and must be affirmatively pleaded by him
in order to authorize the Court to entertain his

complaint.''

So, we submit, that under the ruling and practice

in the California Courts in respect of cases of fraud,

the facts showing the time of discovery in cases such

as this must be pleaded affirmatively as a part of the

statement of the cause of action, and a defect is prop-

erly raised by a general demurrer such as was inter-

posed in the case under discussion.

We also ask reconsideration of the assignment that

the Court erred in denying the motion for directed

verdict. The argument in support of this appears on

pages 8 to 19 of appellant's brief. This Court in its

opinion noted that because an exception w^as reserved

after the verdict was rendered the assignment could

not be considered. We can see no good reason for

this rule. The motion w^as regularly made and denied

and through inadvertence the exception was not at

that time taken. The Court granted leave to have the

exception reserved after the verdict came in. (Trans-

cript page 145.)

We submit that it is an unnecessary hardship that

the assignment should be lost.

Appellant v. Alex Johnson, No. 5721.

In addition to the matters hereinbefore urged, we
ask reconsideration of this case upon the foUow^ing

specific groimds:
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This Court ruled that the complaint as amended

was sufficient as against a demurrer based upon the

Statute of Limitations. As pointed out in the appel-

lant's brief, the amendments related only to the excuse

for nondiscovery of the alleged representations as to

the capacity of the land for the producing of fruit

and said nothing about the discovery as to value ex-

cept the bald allegation that no discovery was

made. There was no allegation in the complaint that

if the land had been good fruit land it would have

been worth the value represented. Consequently non-

discovery of the fertility of the soil does not cover

the necessities of the case. It is stating a truism to

say that if appellee discovered the falsity of the

value representation, the time for bringing his action

began to run from that time.

We respectfully request a reconsideration of this

Court's holding that a person having bought land in

reliance upon representations touching its value and

productivity can proceed upon the assumption that he

has been honestly d^alt with until bv reason of some

fact he has ground to suspect deceit.

This comment was made in respect of the demurrer,

and also of the motion for directed verdict, and as to

requested instructions on the issue of the Statute of

Limitations. Such a rule requires no diligence what-

soever until by reason of some occurrence independent

of the parties, or reasoning, or investigation, suspicion

of fraud has been aroused. It is directly contrary to

the rule as stated in Monfqomery v. Pefrrso7i, 27 Cal.

App. 675

:
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a Under the cases in this state it is not enough
to assert that the discovery was not sooner made.
It must appear that it could not have been made
by the exercise of reasonable diligence; and all

that reasonable diligence would have disclosed

plaintiiT is presumed to have known, means of
know^ledge in such a case being the equivalent of

the knowledge which it would have produced."
Citing: 120 Cal. 581; 113 Cal. 482; 154 Cal. 647;
101 U. S. 135.

We are unable to read this declaration and bring it

into agreement with this Court's determination of the

questions which we respectfully submit is in conflict

with the holding of the United States Supreme Court,

and the other Courts in the cases above cited.

We submit that this rule as to discovery is not

properly stated by a definition that absolves the de-

frauded party of all duty to check up on the rep-

resentations made and relied on; that a failure to

do so is only excused where the fraud is of a latent

nature, not easily discoverable. Such was not the case

here. The value could not have been concealed.

We also ask reconsideration of the assignment of

error in the refusal of the Court to give the instruc-

tion No. 2: Upon the authority of the Tipper case,

No. 5701, this Court held that the instruction was

properly refused because it submitted the question

of what were material representations to the jury

without guidance from the Court. We submit this is

not a sound criticism of the instruction in view of the

fact that the material representations had been defi-

nitely stated by the Court in other portions of its

charge to the jury. Thus the Court said:
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' ''First, it must appear by the greater weight

of the evidence that the representations, or at

least one of them, were made as the phiintiff

alleges, namely, that the land was adapted to

commercial orcharding, and that it was worth

$350 an acre."

Particularly with relation to the question of value

it must have been always a question for the jury as

to whether or not plaintiff had not in fact known of

the disparity in value which he claimed to exist, and

we submit therefore that the instruction should have

been given.

We invite reconsideration of the assi,2:nment that

the Court erred in refusing to instruct tlie jury in

accordance with defendant's requested instruction,

No. 4. This matter is treated on page 21 of appel-

lant's brief.

In view of the hokling of this Court in the Melin

case. No. 5671, that the refusal to give this same in-

struction was eri^or, we submit that this case should

likewise have been reversed for the same reason. The
testimony of appellee as to the representation as to

value amounts simply to this: ''He told me * "^ * the

land was worth $350.00 an acre." (Transcript page

39.)

Comparable to the instruction actually given and
criticized in the Melin case is the instruction given in

this case. The Court said:

"If you believe that it is proven to be worth
less than $3,500 in 1922, you give the plaintiff
the difference between what vou l^elieve it worth
and what he paid, $3,500. In other words, just
to ilhistrate this for you with some figures, if vou
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should find the land to have been worth $100 an
acre in 1922, that would be $1,000, for the ten
acres, and inasmuch as he paid $3,500, you would
return to him $2,500. If vou find it to have been
worth $200 an acre in 1922, and he paid $3,500,

then he would be entitled to recover the difference

between $3,500 and $2000, which would be $1,500.

(Transcript page 132.)

Again on page 129 of the Transcript:

^^If you find by the greater weight of the evid-

ence that the land was not worth $350 an acre on
that representation the plaintiff's case is made
out and you proceed to the next step.

?7

Commenting upon this situation in the Melin

opinion this Court said:

^'In short, the jurors were given to understand
as a matter of law that if the representation as

to the availability of the land for raising decidu-

ous fruits in commercial quantities or as to its

value, both of which representations necessarily

involve judgment and opinion, was found by the

jury to be incorrect or untrue, the plaintiff was
entitled to recover regardless of the question of

defendant's intent or good faith or the reason-

ableness of the representation."

Upon the authority of the Melin decision w^e think

this judgment should be reversed.

Appellant v. H. A. Lindquist, No. 5703.

Since this case is almost identical in pleading and

in proof with the case of John Aron Lindquist, No.

5702, we submit that the judgment should be reversed

upon the authority of that decision. Herein this

Court held that the motion for directed verdict was

properly denied because the excusatory facts relative
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to discovery of fraud made a case for the jury. In

both these cases the land was purchased in 1921 and

the action brought in 1928, seven years later, and the

appellees resided on the property for nearly seven

years before bringing their actions.

Now, there must be in these matters some limit of

time after which a cause of action based upon a mis-

representation as to value of property, will be barred.

The same thing is true of a cause of action based

Tipon representations as to the adaptability of the

land for a certain use, but especially, as pointed out

in this Court's opinion in the John Lindquist case, is

this observation true as to the representation as to

value. In several instances this Court has stated its

conclusion tliat the alleged representation as to value

was of minimum importance. We do not deem it to

be such, or do we think it was thought to be of mini-

mum importance by the juries who tried the cases.

Certainly it received very definite and full attention

in instructions at the hands of the trial Judge. As

a matter of fact, it was the major issue. This is

true because these lands were sold in small tracts and

lie so closely situated to the City of Sacramento that

the adaptability of the land to agricultural uses has

much less effect upon value than does the proximity

to the City and the existence of good roads and other

means of transportation.

As this Court said in the John Lindquist case:

''They came to California in February, 1922, to
reside upon the property in question and there-
after continued to live thereon. Tliere was noth-
ing whatever to prevent their making inquiries
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as to the value of their property. We think this

case comes clearly within the principle of Phelps
V. Grady, 168 Cal. 77. See also Broderick's Will,

88 U. S. 503.^'

Upon the refusal of the Court to instruct generally

upon the question of opinion versus fact; upon its

refusal to instruct as to the discovery of the falsity

of the value representation, we request reconsidera-

tion for the reasons next hereinabove advanced in the

Alex Johnson case. No. 5721.

The instructions in this case were argumentative

and partisan in at least equal degree with those in-

structions in other cases wherein the judgments were

reversed therefor. Herein the Court went so far as

to caution the jury not to allow their loyalty as

citizens of the State to sw^ay them in favor of the

appellant, and in connection therewith practfcally

charged that the representations were false. It said:

^'But the resources of California and the state

are great enough that they need no false repre-

sentations to sell them abroad. It is not good
for the state. I am not saying there were any.

That is left for you. You must not Q:et the idea

into your head that just because you are Cali-

fornians you must uphold the credit of the state

and the value of its lands by thinking that that

was ordinary puffing for the selling of land, if

they were false. If they w^ent beyond that and
made false statements, they had no right to do it.

You cannot induce any man to enter into a bar-

gain by false statements and escape liability.
M

In its opinion this Court deemed the exceptions too

general on this point, but in view" of its holding in
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the Parker case, No. 5680, that the error was of such

nature that it could not be corrected, we think the

exceptions should be deemed sufficient.

Appellant v. Anderson, No. 5694.

We have heretofore herein discussed and set forth

our argument concerning the holding of the Court

that a general demurrer does not raise the defense

of the Statute of Limitations under the California

practice. Likewise have we discussed our contention

that in line with this Court's decision in the John

Lindquist case some show^ing must be made, as was

not made in this case, of some degree of diligence con-

cerning discovery of fraud, particularly with relation

to the value representations. We will not repeat

them here but ask reconsideration as hereinbefore

urged.

We also urge reconsideration for the same reasons

as hereinbefore urged in the Tipper case of what we

contend was error of the Court in instructing upon

the subject of reliance, in refusing to instruct as re-

quested upon the subject of the Statute of Limita-

tions, upon the subject of the discovery of the falsity

of one representation, and upon the general proposi-

tion of the distinction between opinion and fact in

the matter of representation, and likewise upon the

proposition that the Court in effect took from the

jury the question of whether or not the representa-

tion of value was one of fact or opinion.
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We respectfully ask that rehearings be granted in

each of the twelve cases affirmed.

Dated, Sacramento,

January 27, 1930.

Respectfully submitted,

A. C. Huston^

Butler^ Van Dyke, Desmond & Harris,

Attorneys for Appellant

and Petitioner,

Certificate of Counsel.

We hereby certify that we are counsel for appel-

lant and petitioner in the above entitled cause and

that in our judgment the foregoing petition for a

rehearing is well founded in point of law as well as

in fact and that said petition for a rehearing is not

interposed for delay.

Dated, Sacramento,

January 27, 1930.

A. C. Huston,

Butler, Van Dyke, Desmond & Harris,

Of Counsel for Appellant

and Petitioner,
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ORIGINAL

United States of America, ss.

To COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY, a cor-

poration, Greeting-:

You are hereby cited and admonished to be and appear

at a United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit, to be held at the City of San Francisco, in the

State of California, on the 10th day of October, A. D.

1928, jnirsuant to an appeal hied in the Clerk's Office of

the District Ccuirt of the United States, in and for the

Southern District of California, in that certain action

wherein the COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COM-
PANY, is plaintiff, and PACIFIC COIN LOCK COM-
PANY is defendant, bein^- an action in Law No. 1319

and you are hereby required to show cause, if any there

be, why the judgment in the said appeal mentioned, should

not be corrected, and speedy justice should not be done

to the parties in that behalf.

WITNESS, the Honorable Edward J. Henning,

United States District Judge for the Southern

District of California, this 17th day of Septem-

ber, A. D. 1928, and of the Independence of the

United States, the one hundred and hfty-second

year.

Edward J. Henning

U. S. District Judge for the Southern

District of California.

[Endorsed] : Received copy of the within citation this

17th day of September, 1928, together with a copy of the

Petition for Appeal and Assignment of Errors thereunto
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attached. Clyde H Jones Clyde H Jones Albert Schoon-

over Albert Schoonover E. D. Martindale E D Martin-

dale J. Robert O'Connor J Robert O'Connor, Attorneys

for Plaintiff Filed Sep. 17, 1928 R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk By L. J. Cordes, Deputy Clerk.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES IN AND FOR THE SOUTHERN

DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
SOUTHERN DIVISION

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK )

COMPANY, :

a Corporation of Arizona, ) No. 1319-B Equity
Complainant, : AMENDED

-vs- ) COMPLAINT
PACIFIC COIN LOCK : FOR BREACH
COMPANY, ) OF CONTRACT,
a Corporation of California, :

Defendant. )

To the Honorable, the Judges of the District Court of the

United States, in and for the Ninth Circuit, South-

ern District of California, Southern Division:

Plaintiff, the Coin Controlling Lock Company, a cor-

poration duly organized and existing under the laws of

the State of Arizona, and a citizen of said State, pur-

suant to order of this Court heretofore entered on June

25, 1923, that plaintiff should amend its complaint so as

to show a cause of action at law within the jurisdiction

of this court, hereby complies with said order by filing

this its Amended Complaint against Pacific Coin Lock

Company a corporation duly organized and existing undei

the laws of the State of California, and a citizen of said

State, and whereupon plaintiff alleges as follows:
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FIRST: That plaintiff. Coin Controlling Lock Com-

pany is a corporation duly organized and existin,^- under

the laws of the State of Arizona and a citizen and resi-

dent of said State, and the defendant, Pacific Coin Loci^

Company, is a corporation duly organized and existing

under the laws of the State of California, and a citizen

of and resident of said State.

SECOND: That on F^^bruary 23, 1915, and long prior

thereto plaintiff was the owner of sundry United States

and foreign letters patent on coin controlled locks, which

said coin controlled locks are a mechanism to be placed

on doors so that said doors cannot be opened without

dro])ping a coin in said coin controlled lock.

THIRD: That on February 23, 1915, plaintiff entered

into a certain contract at Indianapolis, Indiana, a copy

of which is hereto attached and marked "Exhibit A,"

and hereby incorporated in and made a i)art of this Bill,

whereby plaintiff leased to one Charles C. Garrison of

Los Angeles, California, for a period as long as rentals

were paid as in said contract specified, One Hundred

(100) coin controlled locks for the exclusive use of the

said Charles C. Garrison in the State of California,

which said coin controlled locks were owned by plaintiff

and covered by sundry United States and foreign patents

belonging to plaintiff, as aforesaid, and the said contract

further provided that plaintiff would lease additional

locks belonging to plaintiff for the exclusive use of said

Charles C. Garrison in the State of California, all of

which is more fully set out in said "Exhibit A," hereto

attached.

FOURTH : That thereafter and on February 23, 1915,

the said Charles C. Garrison for a valuable consideration,
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assigned, sold and transferred all of his right, title and

interest in the said contract, "Exhibit A" hereto at-

tached, to the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, a

corporation of California, and plaintiff, for a valuable

consideration, gave its consent to the execution of the

said assignment and approved the same. The said assign-

ment from the said Charles C. Garrison to the defendant,

Pacific Coin Lock Company, and the said consent and

approval of plaintiff to the said assignment, is attached

to the said "Exhibit A" hereto attached and has been

marked by plaintiff "Exhibit A-P' and is hereby re-

ferred to and made a part of this Bill. That thereafter

said contract was extended to include the states of

Washington, Oregon and Texas.

FIFTH : That at various and sundry times from and

after the said February 23, 19LS, plaintiff deHvered to

the defendant, Pacific Coin Lock Company, large num-

bers of coin controlled locks covered by the said letters

patent belonging to plaintiff, to be used by the said de-

fendant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, in accordance with

the terms and conditions of the aforesaid contract, "Ex-

hibit A" hereto attached.

SIXTH : That from and after the 23rd day of April,

1923, the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock Company,

breached the said contract, "Exhibit A" hereto attached

and violated the terms and conditions thereof as plaintiff

is informed and believes and upon said information and

belief alleges the fact to be in the following respects;

(a) Defendant has failed to account to plaintiff for

rental for 588 locks furnished to the defendant as pei

the terms of said contract, since January, 1923, except

.^1,000.00 paid February 26, 1923, although plaintiff has

demanded payment thereof.
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(b) Defendant has failed to use diligence in an ef-

fort to sub-lease plaintiff's locks in the territory granted

lo the defendant as per the terms of said contract, "Ex-

hibit A" hereto attached.

(c) The defendant has failed to inform j^laintiff of

the exact location of each lock installed by the defendant

and the name of the owner or lessee of the building

where the said defendant installed said locks.

(d) The defendant has failed to furnish plaintiff with

copies of the contracts under which all of the locks deliv-

ered to the defendant by plaintiff have been installed.

(e) The defendant has failed to notify plaintiff of

renewals, removals and location of all locks delivered to

;he defendant by plaintiff.

(f) The defendant has failed to assign to plaintiff

all sub-leases entered into by the defendant, as per the

terms of said contract, "Exhibit A," hereto attached.

(g) Defendant has used, maintained and installed

without plaintiff's written consent locks other than plain-

tiff's coin controlled locks, in violation of Paragraph 7

of said contract.

SEVENTH : Plaintiff further alleges that, by reason

of the breaches of said contract hereto attached and

marked "Exhibit A" which said breaches are heretofore

set out, it is entitled to the value of the lease contracts

in existence on April 23, 1923, between the Pacific Coin

l^ock Company and various other persons, firms and cor-

porations which said lease contracts are of the reason-

able value of One Hundred Thousand Dollars.

EIGHTH : Plaintiff further alleges that the defendant

has in its possession 183 locks belonging to the plaintiff

and although requested so to do by plaintiff defendant
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has failed and refused and continues to fail and refuse

to deliver said locks to plaintiff. That the reasonable

value of said locks is Twenty Five Dollars each for the

said 183 locks.

NINTH : That by reason of the breaches of the said

contract ''Exhibit A" hereto attached, which said breaches

are heretofore set forth, plaintiff is entitled to the coins

l)laced in the locks described in Paragraph 5 of this

Complaint; and in such other locks as defendant may
have substituted for said locks as described in Paragraph

5 of this Complaint, since April 23, 1923, which said coins

plaintiff is informed and believes, and on said informa-

tion and belief alleges the fact to be, amount to the sum

of Twenty-five Thousand Dollars.

TENTH : That by reason of breaches of said con

tract, "Exhibit A" hereto attached, which said breaches

are heretofore set forth, plaintiff has suffered damage

to its business and the good will thereof in the sum of

One Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays:

That it have judgment for the sum of One Hundred

Thousand Dollars ($100000.00), the value of contracts

as described in Paragraph 7 hereof; for the sum of Four

Thousand Five Hundred and Seventy-five Dollars

($4,575.00) for the value of locks retained by defendant

as described in Paragraph 8 hereof ; for the sum of

Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) for the value

of the coins taken from locks by the defendant as de-

scribed in Paragraph 9 hereof ; and for the sum of One

Hundred and fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00) foi

injury to the business and good will thereof as described

in Paragraph 10 hereof; and for costs for suit and for
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such other and further reHef as to the court may seem

just.

J. RoRERT O'Connor

Albert Schoonover

Chas. Scholz

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

Indianapohs, Indiana,

May 5-1923.

T, Frank R. Malsbary certify that the coj^y of contract

herewith attached, dated February 23-1915, to^qether with

assigiiment of contract and consent are exact copies of

the originals of same date.

Frank R. Malsbary.

Sworn and subscribed to before me this 5th day of

May, 1923.

J. L. Broderick,

(Seal) Notary Pubhc.

My Commission expires Aug'. 24, 1926.

Exhibit A.

Indianapohs, Ind. February 22i, 1915.

THIS CONTRACT between COIN CONTROLLING
LOCK COMPANY, a corporation with its main offices

at Indianapohs, Indiana, designated as "COMPANY"
and CHARLES C GARRISON, of Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, designated as "LESSEE," WITNESSETH:—
(1) In consideration of the payment of an annual rental

of Ten ($10.00) Dollars per lock, payable as follows:

Five Hundred ($500.00) Dollars payable January 1st,

1915, and Five Hundred ($500.00) Dollars July 1st, 1915,

or within sixty (60) d^iys from said dates by grace and
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annually thereafter, the Company hereby leases to the

Lessee, for a period as long as rentals are paid as herein

specified. One Hundred (100) Coin Controlled Locks

owned by it, and covered by sundry United States and

foreign Letters Patent, for exclusive use in the following

territory and none other, to-wit

:

THE EXCLUSIVE AGENCY FOR THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA.

(2) It is further understood and agreed that any and

all Coin Locks that may be contracted for use by the

parent Company or its agents now or in the future in

the State of California will inure to the benefit of the

said Lessee during the life of this contract, which is auto-

matically renewable from year to year, on terms and con-

ditions herein specified.

( 3 ) The Company agrees to lease additional locks to

the said Lessee for his exclusive use in said territory and

subject to all the terms hereof, as needed, rental for which

shall be payable at the times as above specified, viz.,

January 1st and July 1st of each year following date of

shipment, rentals to be computed proportionately from

the first day of the month following date of shipment.

Lessee agrees to use diligence in an effort to sublease said

locks in said territory for use in hotels, railroad stations

and other public places, which sub-leases shall be on terms

and contract forms to be furnished by the Company, and

shall immediately notify the Company of the exact location

of each lock so installed, and the name of the owner or

lessee of the building, where installed, and shall furnish

the Company a copy of the contract under which it is in-

stalled. He shall notify the Company of all renewals, re-
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movals and locations of the locks and is granted the fur-

ther privilege of maintaining- ten (10) additional locks

without charge for repairing and replacements.

(4) The Company guarantees its locks as to material

and workmanship and agrees to keep them in proper re-

pair, except as to minor defects and repair or replace

free of charge any lock that is defective, provided that

the Lock be returned to the Company at its main office.

(5) All sub-leases which the Lessee shall secure, cov-

ering the sub-letting of said locks shall thereupon and

thereby, and the same are hereby assigned to the Com-

pany as a guarantee that the Lessee will faithfully carry

out and abide by the terms of this contract.

(6) On violation of any of the terms hereof, and on

demand therefor, Lessee shall surrender to the Company

his lease title to said locks, but he is not to remove them

from positions as already installed, without the written

consent of the Company, and all locks in possession of

Lessee that are not installed to be delivered to the Home
Office of the Company. All locks to be in as good condi-

tion as when received by Lessee, except natural depreci-

ation, wear and tear ; Lessee shall also forfeit and sur-

render to the Company all interest in all sub-leases and

locks leased thereunder and coins therein, but the failure

of the Company to demand or take possession of said

locks on account of any default shall not stop it from

afterwards taking possession of said locks on account of

any such subsequent default.

(7) The title to said locks, and all parts thereof, shall

remain at all times in the Company, and the Lessee shall

not convey or encumber the same, or use or maintain

toilet locks or other Coin Controlled Locks other than
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those of the Company, without the written consent of the

Company.

(8) It is hereby further fully understood and agreed

that the Company will ^rant the Lessee the privilege of

first refusal to operate exclusively in the State of Cali-

fornia any and all new device or devices which it may

acquire by ownership or lease, now^ or in the future and

under the same terms and conditions which are operative

with other similar representatives in other states and ter-

ritories.

(9) Violation of any of the terms hereof shall thereby

work a forfeiture of this Contract, and any and all funds

then in or thereafter deposited in any and all locks se-

cured under this contract shall be and remain the absolute

property of the Company, not as a penalty, but as liqui-

dated damages suffered by it for such violation of this

contract.

(10) IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF the Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company has caused this contract to be

executed by its proper officer, and the Lessee has hereunto

set his hand and seal, all in duplicate this 23rd day of

February, 1915.

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY,
BY Frank R. Malsbary.

Secretary-Treasurer.

Charles C. Garrison.

Lessee.

(SEAL).

Witness to signature of Charles C. Garrison

C. E. Miller, 608 Grosse Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
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Exhibit A-1

ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT.

Los Angeles, California. February , 1915.

For and in consideration of Three Thousand ($3000)

Dollars, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and

other valuable considerations, I, the undersigned, Charles

C. Garrison of Los Angeles, California, hereby assign,

sell and transfer all of my rights, title and interest in a

certain contract under date of February 2Z, 1915, by and

between the Coin Controlling Lock Co. of Indianapolis,

(a corporation), and the undersigned, Charles C. Garrison

to Pacific Coin Lock Company, (a corporation) of Los

Angeles, California.

Charles C. Garrison.

CONSENT.

For and in consideration of the execution of a new

contract by and between Charles C. Garrison of Los

Angeles, California, and the Coin Controlling Lock Com-

pany, of Indianapolis, Indiana, said contract bearing date

as of February 22i, 1915. and taking effect as of January

1, 1915, by mutual consent, and Three Thousand ($3000)

Dollars cash to be paid by said Garrison on or before

March 15, 1915, to said Coin Controlling Lock Company,

which is in full payment of all accounts to said Company

up to January 1, 1915, hereby gives its consent to the

execution of the above assignment on the conditions re-

cited herein.

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY,
Seal By Frank R. Malsbary.

Secretary-Treasurer.
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(Endorsed) On^inal No. 1319-R Civil, In The

District Court of the United States, In and for the South-

ern District of Cah'fornia, Southern Division, Coin Con-

trolHng Lock Company, a Corporation of Arizona, Com-

plainant, vs. Pacific Coin Lock Company, a Corporation

of CaHfornia, Defendant, Amended Complaint for Breach

of Contract. Received one copy of the within Amended

Complaint for Breach of Contract, July 3L 1923, Newby

& Palmer, Attorneys for deft.. Filed Jul 31, 1923,, Chas.

N. Williams, Clerk, By Louis J. Somers, Deputy Clerk

J. Robert O'Connor, Charles Scholz and Albert Schoon-

over, Attorneys for Plaintiff, Suite 1215 Citizens National

Bank Building-, Los Angeles, Cal.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES IN AND FOR THE SOUTHERN

DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
SOUTHERN DIVISION

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK )

COMPANY, a Corporation of :

Arizona, ) No. 1319—Law.
Complainant, : SECOND

) AMENDED
-vs- : COMPLAINT FOR

) BREACH OF
PACIFIC COIN LOCK COM- : CONTRACT.
PANY, a Corporation of Cali- )

fornia, :

Defendant. )

To the Honorable, the Judges of the District Court of

the United States, in and for the Ninth Circuit, Southern

District of California, Southern Division:
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Plaintiff, the Coin Controlling Lock Company, a cor-

poration duly organized and existing under the laws of

the State of Arizona, and a citizen of said State, pursuant

to order of this Court files this, its Amended Complaint

against Pacific Coin Lock Company, a corporation duly

organized and existing under the laws of the State of

California, and a citizen of said State, and thereupon

plaintiff alleges as follows

:

FIRST : That plaintiff". Coin Controlling Lock Com-

pany, is a corporation duly (organized and existing under

the laws of the State of Arizona and a citizen and resi-

dent of said State, and the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock

Company, is a corporation duly organized and existing

under the laws of the State of California, and a citizen

of and resident of said State.

SECOND: That on February 2Z, 19LS, and long prior

thereto plaintiff* was the owner of sundry United States

and foreign letters patent on coin controlled locks, which

said coin controlled locks are a mechanism to be placed

on doors so that said doors cannot be opened without

dropping a coin in said coin controlled lock.

THIRD: That on February 2?>. 1915, plaintiff entered

into a certain contract at Indianapolis, Indiana, a copy

of which is hereto attached and marked "Exhibit A,'*

and hereby incorporated in and made a part of this Com-

plaint, whereby plaintiff leased to one C/arles C. Garrison

of Los Angeles, California, for a period as long as rentals

were paid as in said contract specified. One Hundred

(100) coin controlled locks for the exclusive use of the

said Charles C. Garrison in the State of California, which

said coin controlled locks were owned by plaintiff and

covered by sundry United States and foreign patents be-
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longing to plaintiff, as aforesaid, and the said contract

further provided that plaintiff would lease additional locks

belonging to plaintiff for the exclusive use of said Charles

C. Garrison in the State of California, all of which is

more fully set out in said "Exhibit A," hereto attached.

FOURTH : That thereafter and on February 23, 1915,

the said Charles C. Garrison for a valuable consideration,

assigned, sold and transferred all of his right, title and

interest in the said contract, "Exhibit A" hereto attached,

to the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, a corpora-

tion of California, and ])laintiff, for a valuable consider-

ation, gave its consent to the assignment from the said

Charles C. Garrison to the defendant, Pacific Coin Lock

Company, and the said consent and approval of plaintiff

to the said assignment, is attached to the said "Exhibit

A" hereto attached and has been marked by plaintiff

"Exhibit A-l" and is hereby referred to and made a part

of this Complaint. That thereafter said contract was

extended to include the states of Washington, Oregon

and Texas.

FIFTH : That at various and sundry times from and

after the said February 23, 1915, plaintiff delivered to

the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, large numbers

of coin controlled locks covered by the said letters patent

belonging to plaintiff, to be used by the said defendant,

Pacific Coin Lock Company, in accordance with the terms

and conditions of the aforesaid contract, "Exhibit A'*

hereto attached.

SIXTH : That from and after the 23rd day of April,

1923, the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, breached

the said contract "Exhibit A" hereto attached, and

violated the terms and conditions thereof as plaintiff is
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informed and believes and upon said information and

belief alleges the fact to be in the following respects

:

(a) Defendant has failed to use due diligence in an

effort to sub-lease plaintiff's locks in the territory granted

to the defendant as per the terms of said contract, "Ex-

hibit A" hereto attached.

(b) The defendant has failed to inform plaintiff of the

exact location of each lock installed by the defendant and

the name of the owner or lessee of the building where

the said defendant installed said locks. •

(c) The defendant has failed to furnish plaintiff with

copies of the contracts under which all of the locks de-

livered to the defendant by plaintiff have been installed.

(d) The defendant has failed to notify plaintiff of re-

newals, removals and location of all locks delivered to the

defendant by plaintiff.

(e) The defendant has failed to assign to plaintiff all

sub-leases entered into by the defendant, as per the terms

of said contract, "Exhibit A," hereto attached.

(f ) Defendant has used, maintained and installed, with-

out plaintiff's written consent, locks other than plaintiff's

coin controlled locks, in violation of Paragraph 7 of said

contract.

SEVENTH : Plaintiff further alleges that by reason

of Defendant's said breaches of said contract hereto at-

tached, and marked ''Exhibit A," Plaintiff is entitled to

the value of all the lease contracts in existence on April

22i, 1923, between the Defendant and all other persons,

firms or corporations covering coin locks' installed by

Defendant in the States of California, Washington,

Oregon and Texas, as Plaintiff's stipulated damages fixed

by Paragraph 6 of said contract, ''Exhibit A," which
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lease contracts Plaintiff is informed and believes, and on

said information and belief alleges the fact to be, are of

the reasonable value of One Hundred Thousand Dollars

($100,000.00). That it would be and was and is imprac-

ticable or extremely difficult to fix the actual damages so

fixed in said Paragraph 6 of said contract, "Exhibit A."

EIGHTH : Plaintiff further alleges that the defendant

has in its possession 183 locks belonging to the plaintiff

and although requested so to do by plaintiff, defendant has

failed and refused, and continues to fail and refuse to

deliver said locks to plaintiff. That the reasonable value

of said locks is twenty-five ($25.00) Dollars each for

the said 183 locks.

NINTH : That by reason of the breaches of the said

contract, "Exhibit A" hereto attached, which said breaches

are heretofore set forth, plaintiff is entitled to all of de-

fendant's interest in the coins that were in the locks de-

scribed in Paragraph Seventh of this Complaint on April

23, 1923, and that have since been deposited therein, which

said interest is fixed as Plaintiff's liquidated damages by

Paragraph 9 of said "Exhibit A," and amounts, as plain-

tiff is informed and believes, and on said information and

belief alleges the fact to be, to the sum of Twenty-five

Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00). That it would be and

was and is impracticable or extremely difficult to ^x the

actual damages so fixed as liquidated damages.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays:

That it have judgment for the sum of One Hundred

Thousand ($100,000.00) Dollars, the value of contracts

described in Paragraph Seventh hereof ; for the sum of

Four Thousand Five Hundred and seventy-five ($4,-

575.00) Dollars for the value of locks retained by de-
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fendant as alleged in Paragraph Eighth hereof ; fur the

sum of Twenty-five Thousand ($25,000.00) Dollars for

the value of defendant's interest in the coins described in

Paragraph Ninth hereof ; and for costs of suit and for

such other and further relief as to the court may seem

just.

Albert Schoonover

J. Robert O'Connor

Attorneys for Plaintiff.

State of California )

County of Los Angeles ) SS
Southern District of California )

J. Robert O'Connor being first duly sworn, says as fol-

lov^s:

I am one of the attorneys for the Complainant in this

action. I have read the foregoing complaint and know

the contents thereof and believe the matters therein stated

to be true. The reason why this complaint is not verified

by an officer of said complainant corporation is that its

place of business is in Indianapolis, Indiana, and it is or-

ganized and incorporated under the laws of the State

of Arizona, and that none of its officers are now within

the County of Los Angeles, or within the Southern Dis-

trict of the State of California.

J. Robert O'Connor

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of Oc-

tober, 1923.

[Seal] Kalma Masson

Notary Public in and for the County of Los Angeles,

State of California

My Commission Expires Feb. 5, 1925
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[
Endorsed] : Service accepted October 6—1923 Newby

& Palmer Attorneys for Defendant Filed Oct 6 1923.

Chas. N. Williams, Clerk, By L. J. Cordes, Deputy Clerk.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

DEMURRER TO SECOND AMENDED COM-
PLAINT.

Now comes the above named defendant, and demurring

to the second amended complaint of the plaintiff, for

causes of demurrer, says

:

1. That said second amended complaint does not state

facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action against the

defendant

;

2. That said second amended complaint is uncertain in

the following particulars

:

(a) It can not be ascertained therefrom the amount of

damages suffered by the plaintiff.

(b) It can not be ascertained therefrom how or in

what manner the plaintiff has suffered damages in the

amount specified in the "Seventh" and ''Ninth" para-

graphs of said second amended complaint

;

(c) It can not be ascertained therefrom whether the

plaintiff intends to allege that any rent is due to the

plaintiff from the defendant for the 183 locks owned by

the plaintiff and claimed to be in the possession of the

defendant.

3. That said second amended complaint is ambiguous

in the particulars wherein it is hereinbefore alleged to be

uncertain.
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WHEREFORE, the defendant prays that the plaintiff

take nothing by said second amended comj)laint, and that

it recover its costs herein expended.

Newby & Palmer

Attorneys for Defendant

In support of the foregoing demurrer, see the follow-

ing authorities

:

California Civil Code, Section 3300, 3358, 3360

Johnson v. Hinkel, 29 Cal. App. 78, 82, ^7

Elliott (^n Contracts, Vol 3, Sections 2120, 2129,

2131

Federal Wall Paper etc. Co. v. Kempner, 244 Fed.

240, 243

Elliott on Contracts, Vol. 3, sections 2132, and

2135

In Re Liberty Doll Co., 242 Fed. 695, 701

Civil Code, Sections 1670, 1671

Stephens v. Daugherty, 2)?> Cal. App. 7?)2>
;

L. A. Olive Growers Asso. v. Pacific Surety Co.,

24 Cal. App.

Weinreich Estate Co. v. A. J. Johnson Co., 28

Cal. App. 144, 149;

[Endorsed] : Received copy of the within demurrer

this 16 day of October, 1923, Albert Schoonover, J. Robert

O'Connor, Attorneys for Plaintiff. Filed Oct. 16, 1923,

Chas. N. Williams, Clerk By L. J. Cordes, Deputy

Clerk.
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At a stated term, to wit: The January Term, A. D.

1924 of the District Court of the United States of

America, within and for the Southern Division of the

Southern District of CaHfornia, held at the Court Room
thereof, in the City of Los Angeles, on Monday the 4th

day of February in the year of our Lord one thousand

nine hundred and twenty-four

Present

:

The Honorable Benjamin F. Bledsoe, District Judge.

Coin Controlling Lock Co., Plaintiff, )

vs.
)

Pacific Coin Lock Co., Defendant. )

No. 1319-B Civ.

This cause having heretofore been submitted on briefs

on demurrer to second amended complaint and motion to

strike certain portions thereof, it is by the court ordered,

good cause appearing therefor, that the motion to strike

out be and the same is hereby denied and that the said

demurrer to the second amended complaint be and the

same is hereby overruled.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT

Now comes the above named defendant, and answering

the second amended complaint of the plaintiff herein,

denies and alleges as follows

:

L

It has no knowledge or information thereof sufficient

to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations con-

tained in the second paragraph of said complaint, and
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basmg its denial upon that ground it denies that on the

23d day of February, 1915, or for a long time prior

thereto, or at any other time or at all, the ])laintiff was

the owner of sundry United States or foreign letters

patent on coin controlled locks, or any kind of locks.

II.

It admits that at various and sundry times after the

13th day of February, 1915, the plaintiff delivered to the

defendant coin controlled locks to be used by the said de-

fendant, but it denies that the said locks were of the kind

or the character described in said "Exhibit A" attached to

said second amended complaint.

III.

It denies that from or after the 23d day of April, 1923,

the defendant breached the said contract (Exhibit A) or

violated the terms or conditions thereof in the particulars

set out in the sixth paragraph of said second amended

complaint, or in any other particular. It denies that the

defendant failed to use due diligence in its efforts to sub-

lease the plaintiff's locks in the territory granted to the

defendant by the terms of said contract. Exhibit A. It

denies that the defendant has failed to inform the plain-

tiff of the exact location of each lock installed bv the de-

fendant, or the name of the owner or lessee of the building

where the said defendant installed said locks. It denies

that the defendant has failed to furnish the plaintiff with

the copies of the contract under which all of the locks

delivered to the defendant by plaintiff have been installed.

It denies that the defendant has failed to notify the plain-

tiff of renewals, removals or location of all locks delivered

to the defendant by the plaintiff. It admits that it did

not assign to plaintiff all subleases entered into by the de-
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fendant, but prior to the commencement of this action

such assignments were never demanded by the plaintiff, as

the defendant was never in default in the performance of

the terms and conditions of said contract; and the defend-

ant avers that the plaintiff acquiesced in the failure to

assign the said subleases to it. The defendant denies that

it used, maintained or installed without plaintiff's written

consent locks other than plaintiff's coin controlled locks,

in violation of paragraph \'TI of said contract, or any

other paragraph of said contract until after the defendant

had notified the plaintiff' that because of its failure to per-

form the terms and conditions of said contract it had

been compelled to secure locks from some other source.

It denies that by reason of defendant's said alleged

breaches of the said contract, or otherwise or at all, the

plaintiff* is entitled to the value of all the lease contracts

in existence on April 23, 1923, between the defendant and

all other persons, firms or corporations covering coin locks

installed by the defendant in the states of California,

Oregon, Washington or Texas, as plaintiff's stipulated

damages fixed by paragraph 6 of said contract, or other-

wise or at all. It denies that said lease contracts are of

the reasonable value of $100,000.00, or any other sum.

It denies that it will be or was or is impracticable or ex-

tremely difiicult to fix the actual damages so fixed in para-

graph 6 of said contract. Exhibit ''A", attached to plain-

tiff's second amended complaint.

IV.

It denies that the defendant has in its possession 183

locks belonging to the plaintiff, or that the defendant has

failed or refused, or continues to fail or refuse to deliver

said locks to the plaintiff. It denies that the reasonable
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value of the locks is $25.00 each for the said 183 locks,

or that any of the locks delivered to the defendant by

the plaintiff were ever of any value in excess of $10.00

each.

V.

It denies that by reason of the breaches of said contract.

Exhibit A, attached to plaintiff's second amended com-

plaint, as set forth in said amended complaint, or other-

wise or at all, plaintiff is entitled to all of the defendant's

interest in the coins that were in the locks described in

paragraph seven of said second amended complaint on

April 2?>, 1923, or that have since been deposited therein,

or any part thereof, and this defendant denies that the

said amount so deposited in said locks on said day

amounted to the sum of $25,000.00: but defendant avers

that the exact amount on deposit in said locks on said

date can not be ascertained. It denies that it would be or

will be or was or is impracticable or extremely difficult to

fix the actual damages so fixed as liquidated damages, and

this defendant avers that the only damages wdiich the said

plaintiff in any event would be entitled to recover would

be the value of the locks not returned to it, and the rental

value of the said locks used by the defendant while in its

possession.

For another and further defense, the defendant alleges

:

That at the time of the commencement of this action it

had in its possession a certain number of the coin locks

supplied by said plaintiff to the defendant under the terms

and conditions of the contract annexed to the second

amended complaint and marked ''Exhibit A." That it has

paid to the plaintiff the entire rental for all of the locks

delivered to it by the said plaintiff at the rate of $10.00
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per annum for each lock, and has returned to the plaintiff

all of the locks ever delivered to it by said plaintiff, and

said plaintiff accepted the said rental for said locks and

the delivery of the possession of said locks, and is now

in possession thereof, as the defendant is informed and

believes and so avers the fact to be; that said defendant

does not now have in its possession any of the coin locks

furnished to it by said plaintiff, and this defendant pleads

the acceptance of said locks and the rental therefor in bar

of the further prosecution of this action.

For another and second defense to said action and by

way of counter-claim, the defendant alleges

:

That on or about the 23d day of February, 1915, it

became the owner of the contract attached to plaintiff's

second amended complaint marked "Exhibit A," and made

a part thereof, and ever since said date, up to on or about

the 23d day of April 1923, the defendant, in good faith,

operated under the terms of said contract, and on or

about the last named date the defendant notified plaintiff

of its intention to terminate said contract because of plain-

tiff's breaches thereof. That the said plaintiff during said

period furnished to the defendant coin locks for the pur-

pose of being installed within the states of California,

Oregon, Washington and Texas. That among other pro-

visions in said contract was the following:

"The Company guarantees its locks as to material

and workmanship, and agrees to keep them in proper

repair, except as to minor defects, and repair or re-

place free of charge any lock that is defective, pro-

vided that the locks be returned to the company at

its main office."
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That the said plaintiff failed, neglected and refused to

furnish to the defendant the locks it agreed to furnish

by the foregoing paragraph of the contract, and failed,

neglected and refused to furnish the locks manufactured

under letters patent held by it, but sent to the defendant

locks manufactured under letters patent owned by the

Michigan Coin Lock Company, as defendant is informed

and believes and so avers the fact to be. That the locks

furnished to the defendant were defective in material

and workmanship, and although often demanded prior to

the commencement of this action, the said plaintiff wholly

failed, neglected and refused to remedy said defects. That

by reason of such failure, the said defendant was com-

pelled to and did expend during the existence of the said

contract on account of the said defective material and

workmanship, while in good faith attempting to use the

same in its said business, a sum in excess of $13,469.20,

no part of which has been paid.

That on account of said defective workmanship and ma-

terial in said locks furnished to the defendant by the

plaintiff, locks were removed by customers after having

been installed by the said defendant, and other coin locks

installed by competitors in lieu of said locks installed by

the defendant, to the damage of said defendant in the

sum of $17,025.00, no part of which has been paid. That

the said defendant had installed locks furnished by the

plaintiff in certain locations in the city of Los Angeles,

to wit, the Requena Bar, Pioneer Bar, Waldorf Bar and

Budweiser Bar, and by reason of the poor workmanship

and defective material of said locks they were removed by

the proprietors of said places of business, and other coin

locks of competitors installed in lieu thereof, to the dam-
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age of the defendant in the sum of $3,840.00, no part

of which has been paid.

That the said plaintiff also covenanted and agreed by

the terms of said contract to lease to the defendant addi-

tional locks for its exclusive use in said territory for the

monthly rental of $10.00 per lock, and to supply to said

defendant all locks necessary for its said business in said

territory. That the said plaintiff, although often de-

manded, wholly failed, neglected and refused to supply

the locks ordered by the defendant for installation within

its aforesaid territory ; that the defendant had signed con-

tracts for the installation of the coin locks so ordered from

the plaintiff, and by reason of defendant's inability to

install locks because of the said plaintiff's failure to supply

said locks so ordered, the defendant has been damaged in

the sum of $23,331.00, no part of which has been paid.

That by reason of the aforesaid breaches of the said

contract, by the plaintiff, the defendant has been damaged

in the aggregate sum of $57,665.20, no part of which has

been paid.

WHEREFORE the defendant prays that the plaintiff

take nothing by its said action; that the defendant recover

from the plaintiff upon its counter-claim the sum of $57,-

665.20, and its costs herein expended, and that it have

such other and further relief as to the Court may seem

just and proper.

Newby & Palmer

Attorneys for Defendant
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA )

STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) ss.

County of Los Angeles )

C. E. MILLER, being first duly sworn, deposes and

says : That he is an officer, to wit, president, of the Pa-

cific Coin Lock Company, a corporation, the defendant in

the above entitled action ; that he has read the foregoing

answer and knows the contents thereof, and that the same

is true of his own knowledge, except as to the matters

therein stated on information or belief, and as to such

matters he believes it to be true.

C. E. Miller

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day of

February, 1924.

Jessie McDill

Notary Public in and for the County of Los Angeles,

State of California.

[Seal]

[Endorsed] : Received copy of the within answer this

19 day of February, 1924. J. Robert O'Connor Attorneys

for plaintiff. Filed Feb. 20 1924. Chas. N. Williams

Clerk, by L. J. Cordes, Deputy Clerk.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM

Now comes the complainant in the above styled and

numbered cause and answering the counterclaim of the

defendant, as set forth in its answer to the second

amended complain herein, and answering on page 4, line

18, of said defendant's answer to the second amended

complaint, admits, denies and alleges as follows*
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Admits that on or about the 13th day of February,

1915, defendant became the owner of the contract re-

ferred to in complainant's second amended complaint as

"Exhibit A," and denies that ever since said date and up

to or about the 23rd day of April, 1923, the defendant

in good faith operated under the terms of said contract,

and denies that on or about the 23rd day of April, 1923,

the defendant notified the complainant of its intention to

terminate said contract because of complainant's breach

thereof, or for any other reason. It admits that complain-

ant, during- said period, furnished to the defendant coin

locks for the purpose of being installed within the States

of California, Oregon, Washington and Texas. It ad-

mits that among other provisions in said contract was

the following:

''The company guarantees its locks as to material

and workmanship, and agrees to keep them in proper

repair, except as to minor defects, and repair or re-

place free of charge any lock that is defective, pro-

vided that the locks be returned to the company at

its main office."

It denies that complainant failed and/or neglected,

and/or refused to furnish to the defendant the locks it

agreed to furnish by the foregoing paragraph of the

contract, and it denies that it failed and/or neglected,

and/or refused to furnish the locks manufactured under

letters patent held by it, and it denies that it sent to the

defendant locks manufactured under letters patent owned

by the Michigan Coin Lock Company. It denies that the

locks so furnished to the defendant were defective in ma-

terial and/or workmanship, and it denies that complainant
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wholly failed and/or neglected, and/or refused to remedy

any defects in said locks. It has no knowledge or infor-

mation thereof sufficient to form a belief, and basing its

denial upon that grnund it denies that by reason of such

failure or any failure the said defendant was compelled

to and did expend during the existence of said contract

on account of the said defective material and workman-

ship, while in good faith attempting to use the same in

said business, a sum in excess of Thirteen Thousand

Four Hundred Sixty-nine and 20/100 ($13,469.20) Dol-

lars, or any sum whatsoever.

It has no knowledge or information thereof sufficient

to form a belief as to the truth thereof, and, basing its

denial upon that ground, it denies that on account of said

defective workmanship and materials in said locks fur-

nished to the defendant by complainant locks were re-

moved by customers after having been installed by said

defendant and other coin locks installed by competitors

in lieu of said locks installed by the defendant to 'the

damage of said defendant in the sum of Seventeen Thou-

sand and Twenty-five ($17,025.00) Dollars, or in any

sum wdiatsoever. It has no knowledge or information

thereof sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the

allegations, and, basing its denial upon that ground, it de-

nies that the defendant had installed lcx:ks furnished by

complainant in certain locations in the City of Los An-

geles, to-wit, the Requena Bar, Pioneer Bar, Waldorf Bar

and Budweiser Bar, and k denies [J. W. C] that by reason

of the poor workmanship and defective materials of said

locks they were removed by the proprietors of said places

of business and other coin locks of competitors installed in

lieu thereof to the damage of defendant in the sum of
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Three Thousand Eight Hundred and Forty ($3840.00)

Dollars, or any sum whatsoever. It admits that the com-

plainant covenanted and agreed by the terms of said con-

tract to lease to the defendant additional locks for its ex-

clusive use in said territory for the monthly rental of Ten

($10.00) Dollars per lock and to supply to said defendant

all locks necessary for its said business in said territory. It

denies that complainant wholly failed and/or neglected,

and/or refused to supply locks ordered by the defendant

for installation within its aforesaid territory, and it denies

that the defendant had signed contracts for the installa-

tion of the coin locks so ordered from the complainant,

and by reason of its inability to instal said locks because

of said complainant's alleged failure to supply said locks

so ordered the defendant has been damaged in the sum

of Twenty-three Thousand Three Hundred Thirty-one

and no/ 100 ($23,331.00) Dollars, or in any sum what-

soever.

It denies, by reason of the aforesaid breaches of said

contract by the complainant, or for any reason at all, the

defendant has been damaged in the aggregate in the sum

of Fifty-seven Thousand Six Hundred Sixty-five and

20/100 ($57,665.20) Dollars, or in any sum whatsoever.

WHEREFORE, complainant prays that defendant take

nothing by its said counterclaim, and that the complain-

ant recover judgment as prayed for in its second amended

complaint herein.

Lewis A. Coleman

Albert Schoonover

J. Robert O'Connor

E. D. Martindale

Attorneys of Complainant
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA )

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES ) SS.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA )

J. Robert O'Connor, being first duly sworn, says as

follows

:

I am one of the solicitors for the Complainant in this

action. I have read the foregoing answer to counterclaim

and know the contents thereof and believe the matters

therein stated to be true. The reason why this answer

to counterclaim is not verified by an officer of said com-

plainant corporation is that its place of business is in

Indianapolis, Indiana, and it is organized and incorporated

under the laws of the State of Arizona, and that none of

its officers are now within the County of Los Angeles, or

within the Southern District of the State of California.

J. Robert O'Connor

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st day of

September, 1927.

Oraetta G Ehlers

Notary Public in and for the County of Los Angeles,

State of California.

[Seal]

[Endorsed] : Received Copy of the within Answer to

Counterclaim this 21st day of Sept. 1927. Newby &

Palmer, attorneys for defendant. Filed Sep 21, 1927

R. S. Zimmerman, R S. Zimmerman Clerk.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

It is hereby stipulated by and between the parties to

the above entitled action that a jury may be and is hereby

waived. It is further stipulated that the jury heretofore
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empannelled in said action may be discharged and said

action tried by the court without the jury, and that the

evidence already and hereafter admitted, may be consid-

ered by the court the same as if no jury had been em-

pannelled in said action.

Abert Schoonover

J. Robert O'Connor

E. D. Martindale

Clyde H Jones

Attorneys for Plaintiff

Newby & Newby,

By Nathan Newby

Attorneys for Defendant

DATED OCTOBER 20th, 1927.

[Endorsed]: Filed Oct. 20, 1927 R. S. Zimmerman

Clerk, by Francis E. Cross, Deputy

[Title of Court and Cause.]

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW.

The above entitled matter came on regularly to be heard

in the United States District Court for the Southern Dis-

trict of California, Southern Division, before the Hon-

orable Edward J. Henning on October 19th, 1927; Clyde

H. Jones, Albert Schoonover, J. Robert O'Connor and

E. D. Martindale appeared as counsel for the plaintiff, and

Mr. Nathan Newby of the firm of Newby & Newby ap-

peared as counsel for the defendant. A jury was waived

by written stipulation, and evidence both oral and docu-

mentary was received by the Court, and the evidence
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having been closed and the case argued by counsel the

Court thereupon ordered the case submitted and there-

after, upon the 3rd day of March, 1928, rendered a writ-

ten memorandum decision and now makes the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law.

The Court finds

:

I.

That plaintiff, Coin Controlling I.ock Company, is a

corporation duly organized and existing under the laws

of the State of Arizona and a citizen and resident of said

State, and the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, is

a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws

of the State of California, and a citizen of and resident of

said State.

II.

That on February 23, 1915, and k^ng prior thereto

plaintiff was the owner of sundry United States and

foreign letters patent on coin controlled locks, which said

coin controlled locks are a mechanism to be placed on

doors so that said doors cannot be opened without drop-

ping a coin in said coin controlled lock.

III.

That on February 23, 1915, plaintiff entered into a cer-

tain contract at Indianapolis, Indiana, whereby plaintiff

leased to one Charles C. Garrison of Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, for a period as long as rentals were paid as in

said contract specified. One Hundred ( 100 ) coin con-

trolled locks for the exclusive use of the said Charles C.

Garrison in the State of California, which said coin con-

trolled locks were owned by plaintiff and covered by

sundry United States and foreign patents belonging to

plaintiffs, as aforesaid, and the said contract further pro-
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vided that plaintiff would lease additional locks belonging

to plaintiff for the exclusive use of said Charles C. Gar-

rison in the State of California.

IV.

That thereafter and on February 22>, 1915, the said

Charles C. Garrison for a valuable consideration, assigned,

sold and transferred all of his right, title and interest in

the said contract to the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany, a corporation of California, and plaintiff for a

valuable consideration, gave its consent to the assignment

from the said Charles C. Garrison to the defendant, Pa-

cific Coin Lock Company. That thereafter said contract

was extended to include the states of Washington, Oregon

and Texas.

V.

That at various and sundry times from and after the

said February 23, 1915, plaintiff delivered to the defend-

ant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, large numbers of coin

controlled locks covered by the said letters patent belong-

ing to plaintiff, to be used by the said defendant. Pacific

Coin Lock Company, in accordance with the terms and

conditions of the aforesaid contract.

VL
That under the terms and conditions of said contract

the plaintiff guaranteed its lock as to material, workman-

ship and repair and agreed specifically to lease defendant

additional locks as needed. Plaintiff failed from time to

time in living up to its agreement. The defendant, how-

ever, did not take advantage of these situations as they

arose from time to time.
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VII.

That under the terms and conditions of said contract

the defendant had the right to terminate said contract on

December 31st of any given year.

VIII.

That on January 1st, 1923, defendant paid to the plain-

tiff lock rental for the next six months.

IX.

That on April 23rd, 1923, defendant notified the plain-

tiff that it had terminated the contract and returned to

the plaintiff" all of plaintiff's locks.

X.

That plaintiff acted promptly and immediately brought

suit ag"ainst defendant for damages for breach of con-

tract.

AS CONCLUSIONS OF LAW FROM THE FORE-

GOING FINDINGS OF FACT, THE COURT FINDS:

I.

That as the defendant did not take advantage of the

failure of the plaintiff to furnish to it locks as needed as

these situations arose, defendant by its conduct condoned

them and the plaintiff acted promptly when the defendant

terminated the contract which in its judgment gave it

cause for complaint, while on the other hand the defend-

ant by its course of conduct in the face of complaints,

substantially condoned the faults of plaintiff.

II.

That the payment of the lock rental on January 1st,

1923, worked an automatic renewal of the contract for

one year and while the defendant could terminate the

contract as of December 31st of any year without a viola-

tion by it of the contract, defendant did, when it gave
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notice of termination on April 23rd, 1923, terminate the

contract as of December 31st, 1923, instead of June 30,

1923, as it sought to do.

III.

Having given notice of termination the defendant

should have paid the plaintiff on July 1st, 1923, rentals

for the second half of the year on the basis of the locks

chargeable to it on April 23, 1923.

IV.

That plaintiff is entitled to recover rentals on the locks

for the second half of the year, 1923 for the number of

locks chargeable to the defendant on April 23rd, 1923,

but without costs.

V.

That the defendant may not recover on its counter-

claim.

Let judgment be entered accordingly.

Edward J. Henning

Judge.

Dated April 6th, 1928.

[Endorsed] : Received copy of the within findings this

5th day of April, 1928. Newby & Newby, by Nathan

Newby, attorneys for defendant. Filed Apr. 6, 1928

R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk, by Francis E. Cross, deputy.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

AMENDED FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLU-
SIONS OF LAW.

The above entitled matter came on regularly to be heard

in the United States District Court for the Southern Dis-

trict of California, Southern Division, before the Honor-
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able Edward J. Henning on October 19th, 1927; Clyde

H. Jones, Albert Schoonover, J. Robert O'Connor and

E. D. Martindale appeared as counsel for the plaintiff, and

Mr. Nathan Newby of the firm of Newby & Newby ap-

peared as counsel for the defendant. A jury was waived

by written stipulation, and evidence both oral and docu-

mentary was received by the Court, and the evidence

having been closed and the case argued by counsel the

Court thereupon ordered the case submitted and there-

after, upon the v^rd day of March, 1928, rendered a

written memorandum decision and now makes the follow-

ing findings of fact and conclusions of law.

The Court finds

:

-I-

That plaintiff*. Coin C^mtrolling Lock Company, is a

corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of

the State of Arizona and a citizen and resident of said

State, and the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, is

a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws

of the State of California, and a citizen of and resident

of said State.

-TI-

That on February 23, 1915, and long prior thereto

plaintiff was the owner of sundry United States and

foreign letters patent on coin controlled locks, which said

coin controlled locks are a mechanism to be placed on

doors so that said doors cannot be opened without drop-

ping a coin in said coin controlled lock.

-III-

That on February 23, 1915, plaintiff entered into a cer-

tain contract at Indianapolis, Indiana, whereby plaintiff

leased to one Charles C. Garrison of Los Angeles, Cali-
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fornia, for a period as long as rentals were paid as in said

contract specified, One Hundred (100) coin controlled

locks for the exclusive use of the said Charles C. Garri-

son in the State of California, which said coin controlled

locks were owned by plaintiff and covered by sundry

United States and foreign patents belonging to plaintiff,

as aforesaid, and the said contract further provided that

plaintiff would lease additional locks belonging to plaintiff

for the exclusive use of said Charles C. Garrison in the

State of California.

-IV-

That thereafter and on February 23, 1915, the said

Charles C. Garrison for a valuable consideration, assigned,

sold and transferred all of his right, title and interest in

the said contract to the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock

Company, a corporation of California, and plaintiff for a

valuable consideration, gave its consent to the assignment

from the said Charles C. Garrison to the defendant. Pa-

cific Coin Lock Company. That thereafter said contract

was extended to include the states of Washington, Oregon

and Texas.

-V-

That at various and sundry times from and after the

said February 23, 1915, plaintiff delivered to the defend-

ant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, large numbers of coin

controlled locks covered by the said letters patent belong-

ing to plaintiff, to be used by the said defendant, Pacific

Coin Lock Company, in accordance with the terms and

conditions of the aforesaid contract.

-VI-

That under the terms and conditions of said contract

the plaintiff guaranteed its lock as to material, workman-
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ship and repair and agreed specifically to lease defendant

additional locks as needed. Plaintiff failed from time

to time in living- up to its agreement. The defendant,

however, did not take advantage of these situations as

they arise from time to time.

-YIT-

That under the terms cmd conditions of said contract

the defendant had the right to terminate said contract on

December vSlst of any given year.

-VIII-

That on January 1st, 1923, defendant paid to the plain-

tiff lock rental for the next six months.

-IX-

That on Aj)ril 23rd, 1923, defendant notified the plam-

tiff that it had terminated the contract and returned to the

plaintiff all of j)laintiff 's locks ; that on said April 23rd,

1923, the defendant had in its possession Six Hundred

and Four (604) locks chargeable to it at Five (S5.00)

Dollars each for the last Six (6) months of 1923.

-X-

That plaintiff acted promptly and immediately brought

suit against defendant for damages for breach of con-

tract.

As conclusions of law from the foregoing findings of

fact the Court finds

:

-1-

That as the defendant did not take advantage of the

failure of the plaintiff to furnish to it locks as needed as

these situations arose, defendant by its conduct condoned

them and the plaintiff acted promptly when the defendant

terminated the contract which in its judgment gave it cause

for complaint, while on the other hand the defendant by
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its course of conduct in the face of complaints substan-

tially condoned the faults of plaintiff.

-II-

That the payment of the lock rental on January 1st,

1923, worked an automatic renewal of the contract for

one year and while the defendant could terminate the con-

tract as of December 31st of any year without a violation

by it of the contract, defendant did, when it gave notice

of termination on April 23rd, 1923, terminate the con-

tract as of December 31st, 1923, instead of June 30th,

1923, as it sought to do.

-Ill-

Having given notice of termination the defendant

should have paid the plaintiff on July 1st, 1923, rentals

for the second half of the year on the basis of the locks

chargeable to it on April 23rd, 1923.

-IV-

That plaintiff is entitled to recover damages on the

basis of rentals on the locks for the second half of the

year 1923 for Six Hundred and Four (604) locks charge-

able to the defendant on April 23rd, 1923, at Five ($5.00)

Dollars each, amounting to Three Thousand and Twenty

($3020.00) Dollars, but without costs.

-V-

That the defendant may not recover on its counterclaim.

Let judgment be entered accordingly.

Dated: May 10th, 1928.

Edward J Henning

Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Jun. 20, 1928. R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk, By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk.
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

JUDGMENT

By reason of the law and findings on file herein.

IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
That plaintiff have judgment against the defendant Pa-

cific Coin Lock Company, a corporation, for the sum of

$3020.00; and

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND
DECREED

:

That the defendant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, a cor-

poration, take nothing by reason of its cross-complaint on

file herein.

Let execution issue accordingly.

Dated: June 20th, 1928.

Edward J Henning

JUDGMENT ENTERED JUNE 20th, 1928.

R. S. ZIMMERMAN, Clerk

By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

[Endorsed] : Filed Jun. 20, 1928. R. S. Zimmerman

Clerk, by Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

BILL OF EXCEPTIONS

Be it remembered that the above entitled action came on

regularly for trial on the 19th day of October, 1927, and

was actually tried on the 19th, 20th, 21st, 22nd and 24th

days of October, 1927, in the District Court of the United

States, in and for the Southern District of California,

Southern Division, before the Honorable Edward J. Hen-

ning, Judge presiding, with a jury, the jury, however,
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having been dismissed on stipulation of the parties after

a part of the evidence had been taken in the trial of said

action. The plaintiff was represented by Messrs. Clyde

H. Jones, Ed Martindale, Albert Schoonover and J.

Robert O'Connor, and the defendant was represented by

the law firm of Newby & Newby, successors to the law

firm of Newby & Palmer, by Nathan New^by, Esq., and

Nathan Newby, Jr., Esq.

Whereupon the following proceedings were had

:

MR JONES: "I offer in evidence Plaintiff's Exhibits

'1', '2' and '3\ which have been so marked."

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 1.

State of Arizona

Office of the

Arizona Corporation Commission

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
}

STATE OF ARIZONA \

^^'

The Arizona Corporation Commission does hereby

certify that the annexed is a true and complete transcript

of the ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF "COIN
CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY" which were filed

in the office of the Territorial Auditor of the Territory

of Arizona on the 17th day of June A. D. 1911 at 3:15

o'clock P. M. as provided by law.

In Testimony Whereof, The Arizona Corporation Com-

mission, by its Chairman, has hereunto set its hand and

affixed its Official Seal. Done at the City of Phoenix,

the Capital, this 22nd day of May A. D. 1923

(Seal) Arizona Corporation Commission

Amos A. Bethy

Attest

:

Chairman

T. J. K. McBride

Secretary
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF CHARTER
OF COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY

Phoenix, Arizona.

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That

we, the undersigned, subscribers, have and do hereby asso-

ciate ourselves together pursuant to and by virtue of the

Corporation Laws of the Territory of Arizona, to be and

perform the duties of a corporation, and to that end and

for the purposes hereinafter set forth, we hereby adopt the

following

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OR CHARTER

ARTICLE I.

NAME.
The name of this corporation shall be "COIN CON-

TROLLING LOCK COMPANY"

ARTICLE n

Object

The general nature of the several lines of business in

which this corporation may, from time to time, at any

place in the world engage, are as follows : namely :

—

The object of this corporation shall be to engage in the

manufacture, sale and distribution of vending machines,

and other devices and apparatus controlled or manipulated

by the insertion of a coin therein, or otherwise, and to

vend and deal in devices, parts thereof, and accessories,

of a like or similar nature.

To acquire by purchase, or otherwise, and to vend, deal

in, improve, hold, convey or otherwise dispose of real

estate.
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To engage in the purchase and sale of bonds, notes,

personal property, and other evidence of indebtedness.

To borrow and loan money ; to issue bonds, stocks or

other securities in connection therewith.

To acquire by purchase, lease or otherwise, letters patent

of the United States, and other countries covering me-

chanical inventions and to vend and deal in the same; and

to do any and all of the above as an individual might do.

ARTICLE III

Home Office

The corporation shall maintain an office in the City of

Phoenix, Arizona, but the Home Office of said corpora-

tion and the place where all meetings of the Board of

Directors and of the stockholders and where all of the

corporate business shall be transacted shall be designated

in the By-Laws.

ARTICLE IV.

Capital Stock.

The Capital Stock of this corporation shall be three

hundred thousand ($300,000.00) dollars divided into six

thousand (6,000) shares of the par value of fifty ($50.00)

dollars each, of which four thousand (4,000) shares of

the par value of two hundred thousand ($200,000.00)

dollars shall be designated as Common Stock, and two

thousand (2,000) shares of the par value of one hundred

thousand ($100,000.00) dollars shall be designated as Pre-

ferred Stock.

Such Preferred Stock shall bear such rate of interest

or dividends, and shall be cumulative or non-cumulative,

and shall be payable or redeemable at such time or times,

and in such manner, either in cash or other stock, or se-
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curities, of the Company, as the Board of Directors shall,

by resolution, at the time of its issuance prescribe.

(NOTE) Immediately upon the completion of the or-

ganization of said corporation it will issue and deliver to

Charles N. Van Cleave all of its Common Stock, and all

of its Preferred Stock, in full payment of his interest in

an (jption to purchase all of the Common Stock (^f the

Coin Controlling Lock Company, a corporation organized

under the laws of the State of Indiana, and said stock so

to be issued, upon such issuance and delivery shall be fully

paid and forever non-assessable for any purpose whatever,

either in the hands of first or any subsequent holder or

holders, and all persons dealing with said corporation are

hereby required to take notice of these facts.

)

ARTICLE V.

Management.

There shall be an annual meeting of all the stockholders

of the corporation at the Home Office as specified in the

By-Laws, on the first Monday in June of each year, at

which time the stockholders shall elect from and among

their own number, such number of persons as may from

time to time be specified in the by-laws, who shall consti-

tute the Board of Directors of said corporation, and who

shall each serve for a period of one year, and until their

respective successors are elected and qualified.

The Board of Directors shall be the governing power

of said corporation, and they shall have and exercise all

the powers usually exercised by Boards of Directors of

corporations, including the power to enact and promulgate

such rules, regulations and by-laws for the government

of the corporation as they may from time to time deem

proper, and provide therein for amendment thereof.
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ARTICLE VI

Liability

The highest amount of hability the corporation shall

subject itself to at any one time shall not exceed two

hundred thousand ($200,000.00) dollars.

ARTICLE VII

Existence.

This corporation is formed to endure for twenty-five

(25) years from the date hereof, but its Charter rights

may be renewed (before its charter expires) from time

to time, for periods not exceeding twenty-five (25) years

at a time, perpetually.

ARTICLE VIII

Stockholders' Liability.

The private property of the stockholders of this cor-

poration shall be and is hereby made forever exempt from

any and all liability for its debts or obligations of what-

ever kind or character.

ARTICLE IX

Stock Non-Assessable.

The Capital stock of this corporation, after its issuance

and delivery, shall be and is hereby made forever non-as'

sessable for any purpose whatever.

ARTICLE X.

Management for the First Year

During the first year of the existence of said corpora-

tion and until the first annual meeting of the stockholders,

the following named persons shall constitute its first Board

of Directors, and who shall each serve as such until their

respective successors are elected and qualified, viz:
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Albert Cox Indianapolis, Indiana

Frank R. Malsbary Indianapolis, Indiana

Charles G. Ruff Indianapolis, Indiana

Said persons above named are hereby authorized to fill

all vacancies in the Board of Directors, until the first

annual meeting of the stockholders.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, we the undersigned

subscribers, constituting and as incorporators, stockholders

and directors of said corporation, hereby waive notice of

all first meetings, and have hereunto set our hands and

seals, this 14th day of June A. D. 1911.

ALBERT COX (SEAL)
FRANK R. MALSBARY (SEAL)

CHAS. G. RUFF (SEAL)

STATE OF INDIANA )

) SS
COUNTY OF MARION )

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
On this the 14th day of June A. D. 1911, before me,

Lewis A. Coleman, a Notary Public in and for the State

and County aforesaid, residing therein, duly commissioned

and sworn, personally appeared Albert Cox, Frank R.

Malsbary and Charles G. Ruff, known to me to be the

persons described in whose names are subscribed to and

who executed the annexed instrument, and they acknowl-

edged to me that they executed the same for the purposes

and considerations therein expressed.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
hand and affixed my official seal, at my office in the City of

Indianapolis, in said County and State, the day and year

last above written.

(NOTARIAL SEAL) LEWIS A. COLEMAN
Notary Public (SEAL)

My commission expires November 12, 1914
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TERRITORY OF ARIZONA )

) SS
COUNTY OF MARICOPA )

I, C. F. Leonard County Recorder in and for the County

and Territory aforesaid, hereby certify that I have com-

pared the foregoing copy with the original Articles of

Incorporation of Coin Controlling Lock Company filed and

recorded in my office on the 17th day of June 1911, and

that the same is a full, true and correct copy of such

original and of the whole thereof.

WITNESS my hand and seal of office, this 17th day

of June 1911.

(SEAL) C. F. LEONARD
County Recorder

By
Deputy

Filed in the office of the Territorial Auditor of the Ter-

ritory of Arizona the 17 day of June A. D. 1911 at 3:15

P. M. at request of Akers Incorporating Trust Company

whose post office address is Phoenix, Arizona

G. A. MAUK
Terriorial Auditor

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Coin Lock Co. Plf Exhibit No. 1 Filed 10/19

1927 R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E Cross

Deputy Clerk

PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT NO. 2.

ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT
Los Angeles, California

February ,
1915.

For and in consideration of Three Thousand ($3000),

Dollars, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and

other valuable considerations, I, the undersigned, Charles
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C. Garrison of Los An<>-eles, California, hereby assign, sell

and transfer all of my rights, title and interest in a cer-

tain contract under date of February 23, 1915, by and be-

tween the Coin Controlling Lock Co. of Indianapolis, (a

corporation), and the undersigned, Charles C. Garrison to

Pacific Coin Lock C(jnipany, (a corporation) of Los An-

geles, California.

Charles C. Garrison

CONSENT.

For and in consideration oX the execution of a new

contract by and between Charles C. Garrison of Los An-

geles, California, and the Coin Controlling Lock Com-

pany, of Indianapolis, Indiana, said contract bearing date

as of February 23, 1915, and taking effect as of January

1, 1915, by mutual consent, and Three Thousand ($3000)

Dollars cash to be paid by said Garrison on or before

March 15, 1915, to said Coin Controlling Lock Com-

pany, which is in full payment of all accounts to said

Company up to January 1, 1915, hereby gives its con-

sent to the execution of the above assignment on the con-

ditions recited herein.

COIN CONTROLLL\G LOCK COMPANY
[Seal] By Frank R. Malsbary

Secretary-Treasurer.

Indianapolis, Ind. February 2di, 1915.

THIS CONTRACT between COIN CONTROLLING
LOCK COMPANY, a corporation with its main office at

Indianapolis, Indiana, designated as "COMPANY" and

CHARLES C GARRISON, of Los Angeles, California,

designated as "LESSEE," WITNESSETH:—
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( 1 ) In consideration of the payment of an annual

rental of Ten ($10.00) Dollars per lock, payable as fol-

lows: Five Hundred ($500.00) Dollars payable January

1st, 1915 and Five Hundred ($500.00) Dollars July 1st,

1915, or within sixty (60) days from said dates by grace

and annually thereafter, the Company hereby leases to the

Lessee, for a period as long as rentals are paid as herein

specified. One Hundred (100) Coin Controlled Locks

owned by it, and covered by sundry United States and

foreign Letters Patent, for exclusive use in the following-

territory and none other, to wit:

THE EXCLUSIVE AGENCY FOR THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA.

(2) It is further understood and agreed that any and

all Coin Locks that may be contracted for use by the

parent Company or its agents now or in the future in

the State of California will inure to the benefit of the said

Lessee during the life of this contract, which is auto-

matically renewable from year to year, on terms and con-

ditions herein specified.

(3) The Company agrees to lease additional locks to

the said Lessee for his exclusive use in said territory and

subject to all the terms hereof, as needed, rental for which

shall be payable at the times as above specified, viz.,

January 1st and July 1st of each year following date of

shipment, rentals to be computed proportionately from

the first day of the month following date of shipment.

Lessee agrees to use diligence in an effort to sublease said

locks in said territory for use in hotels, railroad stations

and other public places, which sub-leases shall be on terms

and contract forms to be furnished by the Company, and
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shall immediately notify the Company of the exact loca-

tion of each lock so installed, and the name of the owner

or lessee of the building, where installed, and shall furnish

the Company a cr)py of the contract under which it is in-

stalled. He shall notify the Company of all renewals, re-

movals and locations of the locks and is granted the fur-

ther privilege of maintaining ten (10) additional locks

without charge for repairing and replacements.

(4) The Company guarantees its locks as to material

and workmanship and agrees to keep them in proper re-

pair, except as to minor defects and repair or replace

free of charge any lock that is defective, provided that

the Lock be returned to the Company at its main office.

(5) All sub-leases which the Lessee shall secure, cov-

ering the sub-letting of said locks shall thereupon and

thereby, and the same are hereby assigned to the Company

as a guarantee that the Lessee will faithfully carry out

and abide by the terms of this contract.

(6) On violation of any of the terms hereof, and on

demand therefor. Lessee shall surrender to the Company

his lease title to said locks, but he is not to remove them

from positions as already installed, without the written

consent of the Company, and all locks in possession of

Lessee that are not installed to be delivered to the Home

Office of the Company. All locks to be in as good condi-

tion as when received by Lessee, except natural depre-

ciation, wear and tear; Lessee shall also forfeit and sur-

render to the Company all interest in all sub-leases and

locks leased thereunder and coins therein, but the failure

of the Company to demand or take possession of said

locks on account of any default shall not stop it from
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afterwards taking possession of said locks on account of

any such subsequent default.

(7) The title to said locks, and all parts thereof, shall

remain at all times in the Company, and the Lessee shall

not convey or encumber the same, or use or maintain

toilet locks or other Coin Controlled Locks other than

those of the Company, without the written consent of the

Company.

(8) Tt is hereby further fully understood and agreed

that the Company will grant the Lessee the privilege of

first refusal to operate exclusively in the state of Cali-

fornia any and all new device or devices which it may

acquire by ownership or lease, now or in the future and

under the same terms and conditions which are operative

with other similar representatives in other states and ter-

ritories.

(9) Violation of any of the terms hereof shall thereby

work a forfeiture of this Contract, and any and all funds

then in or thereafter deposited in any and all locks se-

cured under this contract shall be and remain the abso-

lute property of the Company, not as a penalty, but as

liquidated damages suffered by it for such violation of

this contract.

(10) IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF the Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company has caused this contract to be

executed by its proper officer, and the Lessee has hereunto

set his hand and seal, all in duplicate this 23rd day of

February 1915.

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY
[Seal] By Frank R. Malsbary,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Charles C. Garrison,

Lessee.
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Witness to signature of Charles C. Garrison

C. E. Miller

608 Grosse Bldg. Los Angeles, Gal.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Law Goin Controlling Go.

vs. Pacific Goin Lock Go Plf Exhibit No. 2 Filed 10/19

1927 R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Gross,

Deputy Clerk

Pacific Coin Lock Company, Incorporated, 608-9 Grosse

Bldg., Phones Home F3810 IVdway 3062.

Los Angeles, Gal. November 23rd, 1915.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

716 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

The fifteen metal signs were received yesterday, also

note what you say about the printing of the new signs. I

might suggest that the old sign is all right with the ex-

ception of the line "There are free toilets for those who

do not wish to patronize." I think everything else on the

sign should be there with the exception of this.

The Exposition in San Francisco is now drawing to a

close and we are at this time taking down some of the

locks and immediately follow^ing the 4th of December will

take all locks down. I believe Mr. Miller wrote you as to

the disposition of these locks, but up to the present time

I haven't heard what you wish to have us do with them.

We are continually adding new equipment and believe that

within six months we will be able to use the entire allot-

ment that was used in San Francisco. However, we do

not want to be compelled to pay rentals on them unless

they are in use and would kindly ask that you advise us
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along this line. Please send us some porter keys by par-

cels post. We need about 20. The two locks that you

sent to be used in the California building were received,

but after taking our carpenter to the job we found that

it was impractical to use the style locks that we ordered.

We are therefore installing two of the new style locks and

will have to give out the push porter keys, the order that

we herewith place, for these locks in the California

Building.

The time is almost ripe for us to branch out in the ad-

joining territory to California, namely, Washington and

Oregon, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas, making three

complete, distinct territories, under the jurisdiction of this

office. We feel that it could be handled better from this

office than it can be from your office and we would like

to have a proposition from you that will justify us to enter

these territories. Don't lose sight of the fact that there

are very few good towns in these particular territories,

but we believe the country will fill up and in ten years

should be good. However, do not submit any fabulous

price because the territory is not at the present time worth

it. In fact I personally think that you should annex these

territories to the present contract at no greater outlay

than to which we now are put. I can readily see no dif-

ference in as much as we are paying you the rental on

the locks installed and the greater number of locks in-

stalled the greater your income. We have reached the

point now where the company is self-sustaining and we

propose to increase our volume of business just as rapidly

as we possibly can. Let us hear from you regarding
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these territories, also the other items mentioned in the

letter.

\>ry truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

CCG/GC Fly Chas. C. Garrison

December 1, 1915.

Pacific Coin Lock Company

608 Grosse Building,

Los Angeles, California

Attention Mr. C. C. Garrison

Gentlemen

:

Your letter of the 20th addressed to Mr. Van Cleave

has been referred to the writer for attention. We are

also in receipt of your favor of the 23rd ult. and will en-

deavor to answer the two at the same time.

We read with interest that the Clow lock which has

been causing some disquiet is the old \^enn lock. Yes,

we had an option on the qnipment, etc., which Mr. V^an

Cleave secured some months ago, but we have considered

that the lock has never been of sufficient importance in

the field, and has not caused us sufficient trouble to justify

the expense of taking advantage of this option. It is very

seldom that we hear anything about this old Venn lock,

and as you know it has been on the market so long with

such poor results that we decided just to continue to

ignore it. We have a bunch of these old Venn locks in

our store-room which we acquired w-hich we are unable to

use, and the many springs, etc., make them so complicated

and easy to be put out of adjustment that they are not

practical.
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We believe that you will have no trouble with these

old locks whatever, as they have never been improved,

and are very crude. Any fair-minded alert business man

can be shown that there is no comparison.

We have already sent you the porter keys requested,

and note that you decided to use the later style locks in

the California building, which we believe it was wise to do.

Relative to the new signs for the doors, we have not

ordered these for the reason that we are now planning

on using a different sign—a very much better sign,

—

manufactured by a New Jersey firm. Whitehead & Hoag.

It is of celluloid, non-breakable, easily washed, and very

attractive. You see some of their signs in drug stores,

especially advertising Cocoa-Cola. It will be perhaps some

time before we can consummate this arrangement, and in

the meantime we would suggest that you continue to use

the signs which you now have until we decide whether

we will adopt the new sign. We take it that you have

plenty of signs of the kind now in use.

Relative to the disposition of the locks which are in

use at the Fair, we would say that the best thing to do

for all concerned is to pack these locks up, and ship them

by freight to us, and let us have the shop go over them

thoroughly. You mentioned that some of the bushings

became dislodged, and there are no doubt many little ad-

justments which should be made. Therefore, we will re-

quest you to act upon this suggestion, and they will then

be in shape to send out mechanically perfect, and under

conditions where we will not be so rushed.

Regarding the packing for shipment, please get them

in good, strong boxes, and it might be well not to pack

over thirty or so in a box, for some of your shipments
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have been in very bad shape on their arrival, and are apt

to be lost in transit. Tt is a long, hard road which they

have to travel with rough usage.

We are very glad indeed to hear that the condition of

the Pacific Coin Lock Company is so promising, and that

you now desire to branch out Washington, Oregon, Ari-

zona, New Mexico, and Texas, and that you desire a

proposition from us permitting you to handle this terri-

tory. We have talked this matter over, and we realize

that if you men push the business in the territory men-

tioned, and place locks and get things working right, you

will be using large numbers of locks which will be of

course much to our advantage. W> therefore have de-

cided that we will grant you your request to acquire and

annex Washington, Oregon, Arizona, New Mexico, and

Texas to your present territory under the contract which

now exists between us. Your success is our success, and

we want to do everything possible to help get things going

properly, and want to encourage you in every way that

we can.

We received a wire from Mr. Geo. H. Thrailhill, copy

of which we mailed you, together with our reply. We
felt that we shoy'ld give the Coast company the oppor-

tunity to get any business in this lower California country

which might be available.

We hope to hear from you in an early mail whether all

the foregoing is satisfactory. We have not heard from

Mr. Brackett lately. Please advise us of the success he

is having in San Francisco, and whether his campaign

which he was prosecuting was successful.

With best wishes, we are

FRM:LH Yours very truly,
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PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT NO. 3.

Law Offices Robert O'Connor Suite 1215 Citizens Na-

tional Bank Bldg. Los Angeles

Los Angeles, California, May 17th, 1923.

Pacific Coin Lock Company,

Los Angeles, California.

Gentlemen

:

By reason of your breach of the contract entered into

on February 23, 1915, between the Coin Controlling Lock

Company, a corporation, with its main office at Indian-

apolis, Indiana, and Charles C. Garrison of Los Angeles,

California, granting to the said Charles C. Garrison the

exclusive agency for the State of California for coin con-

trolled locks as in said contract described, which said con-

tract was thereafrer on February 23, 1915, assigned, sold

and transferred by said Charles C. Garrison with the con-

sent of the Coin Controlling Lock Company to you, we

hereby make the following demands as per the terms of

said contract

:

( 1 ) In accordance with Paragraph numbered 6 of said

contract, we hereby demand that you surrender to our

agent, Mr. J. R. McNutt, at the Alexandria Hotel, Los

Angeles, California, your lease title to all locks which you

have installed pursuant to the terms of said contract.

(2) That you deliver to our agent, Mr. J. R. McNutt,

at the Alexandria Hotel, Los Angeles, California, all locks

in your possession which have not been installed, or which

having been installed, have been removed by you and all

other locks delivered to you from the Coin Controlling

Lock Company and now in your possession, but which are

not now actually installed.
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(3) We demand that you surrender to our agent, Mr.

J. R. McNutt, at the Alexandria Hotel, Los Angeles,

California, your interest in all sub-leases entered into by

you by virtue of the aforesaid contract and the locks leased

thereunder and the coins now therein, and all of the orig-

inal sub-lease agreements entered into by you by virtue

of said contract.

(4) We also demand that you pay to our agent, Mr. J.

R. McNutt, at the Alexandria Hotel, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, immediately the amount of all funds deix)sited in

any and all the locks secured under said contract and here-

tofore installed by you, which were collected by you on

and since April 23, 1923. The amount of said funds is

to us unknown.

(5) We further demand that you pay to our agent, J.

R. McNutt, at the Alexandria Hotel, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, the lock rental now due by virtue of said contract,

the amount of which is unknown to us.

(6) We further demand that you do not interfere

with locks delivered to you by virtue of said contract and

now actually installed.

Among other things, you have breached the said con-

tract in the following respects

:

(a) You have failed to account to us for rental for

locks furnished, as per the terms of said contract.

(b) You have failed to use due diligence in an effort

to sub-lease said locks in the territory granted to you.

(c) You have failed to notify us of the exact location

of each lock installed by you and the name of the owner or

lessee of the building where they are installed.
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(d) You have failed to furnish us with a copy of the

contract under which all of the locks delivered to you by

us have been installed.

(e) You have failed to notify us of renewals, removals

and locations of all locks delivered to you by us under said

contract.

{ f ) You have failed to assign to us all sub-leases en-

tered into by you, as per the terms of said contract.

(g) You have used, maintained and installed, without

our written consent, locks other than our coin controlled

locks, in violation of paragraph 7 of said contract.

(h) You have, without reason therefor, detached locks

furnished to you by us under said contract, which were

heretofore installed by you and have replaced the said

locks so detached with locks other than our coin controlled

locks.

Respectfully,

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY,
a corporation.

By J. Robert O'Connor

Attorney for Coin Controlling Lock Company.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Coin Lock Co Plf Exhibit No. 3 Filed 10/19

1927 R. S. ZIMMMERMAN, Clerk By Francis E
Cross Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: "It is agreed by and between the attor-

neys for the respective parties to this action that none of

the property or contracts described in Exhibit '3' were

delivered to Mr. J. E. McNutt, at the Alexandria Hotel,

and that the contracts referred to in said Exhibit were

never delivered to the plaintiff, but that the said locks
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(Testimony of Charles N. Van Cleave)

referred to in said document were afterwards shipped by

the defendant company to the plaintiff at its place of busi-

ness in Indianapolis, Indiana, with the exception of some

metal locks which were shipped to the defendant after the

expiration, but under the terms, of the operating contract.

THE COURT: Rentals of all locks were paid up to

July 1, 1923?

MR. NEWHY: We will so stipulate.

CHARLES N. VAN CLEAVE,

a witness produced on behalf of the i)laintiff', being first

duly sworn, testified as follows, to-wit

:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Jones

:

My name is Charles N. Van Cleave. I reside in Indian-

apolis, Indiana. I have resided there for the last fifteen

years approximately. My business was in Indianapolis ten

years prior to my moving to Indianapolis, at which time I

lived in Crawford, Indiana. I am in several lines of busi-

ness outside of the coin lock business. 1 am engaged in

subdividing property for homes. New York Life for 34

years, and recently bought a gas plant. I was General

Agent with the New York Life. 1 am manager of the

Coin Controlling Lock Company and I own about 70% of

the common stock, and about 80% of the preferred stock,

outstanding. I have been connected with the Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company ever since it was brought into

existence. I caused it to be organized. The Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company began the manufacture of the coin

controlled locks within thirty days after its organization.
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(Testimony of Charles N. Van Cleave)

THE COURT: What is the date of the organization of

the Company?

MR. JONES: 1911, I am not sure.

(Witness continuing) : They were manufacturing locks

in 1912. This present contract that is in suit was drawn

and signed in the company's office in the Traction Building*

in Indianapolis. It was signed hy Mr. Garrison and the

Coin Controlling Lock Company, and I believe by Mr.

Malsbary, who was the Secretary and Treasurer.

Q (By Mr Jones) Now, Mr. Van Cleave, with the

Court's permission, I want to confine ourselves to the

last contract; that was the last contract?

A No, the last contract, I think that was closed by

mail; I think so.

THE COURT: You are referring now to an exhibit

here?

MR JONES: Exhibit 'T.

(Witness continuing) I think that contract was signed

for the Company in Indianapolis by Mr. Malsbary, who

was at that time Secretary and Treasurer. To the best of

my memory it was then sent to the State of California

for signature by the other party. After this contract

was made, Exhibit ''2", we shipped coin controlled locks

to the Pacific Coin Lock Company, the assignee of this

contract. We continued to do that from about the date

of the contract up until April 1923, I believe. Our Com-

pany had coin locks installed in California at the time this

contract marked ''Exhibit 2" was entered into. I could

not tell from my memory how many locks were shipped

to the Pacific Coin Lock Company after the making of

the contract.
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(Testimony of Charles N. V^an Cleave)

Q (By Mr Jones) If you will examine the papers

marked Plaintiff's Exhibit ''4" and "5", which I have had

marked thus, and tell the Court and Jury if they were re-

ceived by you on the date they bear? (Hands witness

papers)

A (After examining papers) They were to the best

of my memory.

MR JONES: We will oft'er in evidence Exhibit '*4".

THE COURT: It may be received.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 4.

[Western Union Telegram Blank]

RECEIVED AT TX TRACTION BLDG. M 4321

STA. 103

46FY HC 50

G LOS ANGELES CALIF lOOlA APR 23 1923

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK CO
617 TRACTION BLDG INDIANAPOLIS IND

HAVE JUST CONTRACTED FOR GENERAL SER
VICE LOCKS STOP YOU FORCED US TO DO
THIS TO SAVE A PART OF OUR BUSINESS
STOP OUR ATTORNEY WILL CALL UPON YOU
INDIANAPOLIS WITHIN TWO W^EEKS TO DIS-

CUSS MATTER OF DAMAGES WHICH W^E HAVE
SUFFERED BY REASON OF YOUR FAILURE TO
DO AS AGREED

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO
1228P

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Lock Co. Plf Exhibit No. 4 Filed 10/19 1927

R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk by Francis E Cross, Deputy

Clerk
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(Testimony of Charles N. Van Cleave.)

Q I hand you a document marked for identification

Exhibit "5" you may state to the court and the jury if

that is the telegram received by you ?

A Yes.

THE COURT : It may be received as Exhibit "5".

PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT NO. 5.

[Western Union Telegram Blank]

RECEIVED AT TX TRACTION BLDG. M 4321

STA. 103

48FY HC 69

LOS ANGELES CALIF 1101A APR 22> 1923

C N VAN CLEAVE
617 TRACTION BLDG INDIANAPOLIS IND

YOUR LETTER SEVENTEENTH STOP I HAVE
PURCHASED GARRISON INTEREST IN COIN
LOCK COMPANY AND SOLD ONE THIRD IN-

TEREST TO LEE HERVEY SUGGEST YOU POST-
PONE TRIP HERE ABOUT ONE MONTH UNTIL
AFTER OUR ATTORNEY VISITS INDIANAPOLIS
STOP MY PROGRAM WILL COMPEL ME TO BE
AWAY MOST OF MONTH ANYWAY STOP
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES HOWEVER
WILL BE GLAD TO SEE YOU PERSONALLY
AND HELP YOU HAVE A GOOD TIME IN CALI-

FORNIA
CLINTON E MILLER

1233P

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Controlling Lock Co

vs. Pacific Coin Lock Co Plf Exhibit No. 5 Filed 10/19

1927 R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E Cross

Deputy Clerk
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(Testimony of Charles N. Van Cleave.)

Q I wish you would examine this document, and tell

the court if you received a copy of thai?

A Yes.

MR JONES: This will be Exhibit "6",

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 6.

CC TO MR. CHAS. C. GARRISON, 424 Chapman

Rldg., L. A. Calif.

April 17—1923.

The Pacific Coin Lock Company,

910 VanNuys Bldg.,

Los Angeles, California.

Atten. Messrs. Miller & (larrison.

Gentlemen :

—

We mailed you on the 14th, by parcel post special de-

livery, a lock with which I think you gentlemen will be

thoroughly satisfied, with the exception of the cash door,

but in this connection, it will only be a few days until we

will be in position to ship to you all locks with case hard-

ened steel cash doors that will be interchangeable with

any locks that go forward to you in the meantime.

We have the parts all machined for about three hundred

locks in round numbers and you will find that every part

will be interchangeable. We are putting on another man

tomorrow morning. This will make six in the shop and

we are getting a great deal of the work done on the out-

side and will be able to take care of all your wants

promptly, but I would suggest that the first thing to do

is to take care of the new business, then as fast as pos-

sible, we will furnish you the new equipment to replace
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anything that you have on the coast that is not working

to your satisfaction.

Yesterday we sent you under separate cover, a neat

nickel plated frame with what we think a very appropriate

sign with the name of the Pacific Coin Lock Company

on it, which T think will meet with your approval and this

will be part of the equipment with every shipment in the

future. The trademark "NIK-O-LOK'' has been regis-

tered.

I am glad to say to you that after two years' delay, we

have just received our patent papers on this particular

lock and others are pending on another new lock that we

will soon bring out, a model of which we sent you some

time ago, which is now being thoroughly tested and it

affords me pleasure to say to you that it is standing the

test in every particular. We overcame two weak points

to which you were kind enough to call our attention and

we are going to comply with your request—give you yale

locks for the cash door and a different style lock altogether

for the porter lock.

This, together with the case hardened steel cash door

will give the Pacific coast thieves a little harder job to get

into. In fact I do not see how they can get into it at all

unless they simply saw the lock off the door. Then prob-

ably they will resort to just sawing a notch out of the

door and taking it away, for you surely have some high

grade pickpockets when it comes to ''jimming'' up locks.

I have my reservation made to start for California next

Saturday. Unless something unforeseen comes up, I will

be on my way. Then we will thrash out the lock business

from every angle. I have something in mind in which I
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know you will be f^reatly interested. There are going to

be some new developments in this business in the very near

future and I know you will be pleased when it happens

and at the same time you will readily admit that they are

only getting their just dues.

With kindest personal regards to all until I can have

the pleasure of a ])ersonal chat, I am,

Yours very truly

CNV/MEW C X Vancleve

End

Enclosed copy of order #1642 covering shipment of

4/14.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-H. Coin Controlling Lock Co

vs. Pacific Coin Lock Co Ptf Exhibit No. 6 10/19 1927

R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Erancis E Cross Deputy

Clerk

ALBERT MALLORY,

a witness called on behalf of the defendant, being first

duly sworn, testified as follows, to-wit:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby

My name is Albert Mallory. I reside at 1500 E. 23d

Street, Los Angeles. I am employed by the U. P. Railway

Company. I expect to leave the city tomorrow, for Chi-

cago, and be gone about eight days.

In the year 1919, and the early part of 1920, 1 was

employed at the Hayward Hotel. At that time I had

charge of the wash room in the basement of the Hayward

Hotel. The Hayward Hotel is located at the southwest
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( Testimony of Albert Mallory.

)

corner of 6th and Spring Streets, Los Angeles, California.

During the time that I was there there were coin locks on

the doors of the toilets in the washroom of the Hayward

Hotel. I came there in 1919. The locks that were on

those doors were the Pacific Coin locks. My observation

during the time I was there with reference to those locks

was that the locks were no good, we had quite a number

of complaints. The gentleman who has charge of the

coin locks told me to keep down as many complaints as

possible in the office. The coin would get clogged in the

lock and you could not use it; several guests they would

go in and they could not get out; several guests got out

over the doors, and they locked the doors and they would

have to use a key to get out and I got several guests out

over the doors, and sometimes they would lock people

in there so many complaints would happen in the office.

Q BY THE COURT: Did you receive any com-

plaints ?

A Yes.

Q BY THE COURT: How many? You must not

testify as to what they told you in the office, but of what

you received yourself.

A So many times people would put 5 cents in the locks

and they could not get results; it would not open the

door and they could not get it: that would be times when

I would not be in there.

(Witness continuing) Every day I would come back

and find money in the locks, and they never could get

results and a number of times 1 w^ould let them in with my

key because the locks would not work. I could not say

how many were locked in during the time I was there. It
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(Testimony of Albert Mallory.)

know you will be greatly interested. There are going to

be some new developments in this business in the very near

future and I know you will be pleased when it happens

and at the same time you will readily admit that they are

only getting their just dues.

With kindest personal regards to all until I can have

the pleasure of a ])ersonal chat, I am,

Yours very truly

CNV/MEW C N Yancleve

End

Enclosed copy of order #1642 covering shipment of

4/14.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-R. Coin Controlling Lock Co

vs. Pacific Coin Lock Co Ptf Exhibit No. 6 10/19 1927

R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E Cross Deputy

Clerk

ALBERT MALLORY,

a witness called on behalf of the defendant, being first

duly sworn, testified as follows, to-wit:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby

My name is Albert Mallory. I reside at 1500 E. 23d

Street, Los Angeles. I am employed by the U. P. Railway

Company. I expect to leave the city tomorrow, for Chi-

cago, and be gone about eight days.

In the year 1919, and the early part of 1920, I was

employed at the Hayward Hotel. At that time I had

charge of the wash room in the basement of the Hayward

Hotel. The Hayward Hotel is located at the southwest
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( Testimony of Albert Mallory.

)

corner of 6th and Spring Streets, Los Angeles, California.

During the time that I was there there were coin locks on

the doors of the toilets in the washroom of the Hayward

Hotel. I came there in 1919. The locks that were on

those doors were the Pacific Coin locks. My observation

during the time I was there with reference to those locks

was that the locks were no good, we had quite a number

of complaints. The gentleman who has charge of the

coin locks told me to keep down as many complaints as

possible in the office. The coin would get clogged in the

lock and you could not use it; several guests they would

go in and they could not get out; several guests got out

over the doors, and they locked the doors and they would

have to use a key to get out and I got several guests out

over the doors, and sometimes they would lock people

in there so many complaints would happen in the office.

Q BY THE COURT: Did you receive any com-

plaints ?

A Yes.

Q BY THE COURT: How many? You must not

testify as to what they told you in the office, but of what

you received yourself.

A So many times people would put 5 cents in the locks

and they could not get results; it would not open the

door and they could not get it; that would be times when

I would not be in there.

(Witness continuing) Every day I would come back

and find money in the locks, and they never could get

results and a number of times I would let them in with my

key because the locks would not work. I could not say

how many were locked in during the time I was there. It
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was a frequent occurrence. Those locks were finally taken

off by the Engineer of the hotel.

Q (BY MR NEWBY) Now was there any period

of time when you were at the Hayward Hotel that they

had no locks on?

A Yes.

(Witness continuing) About three months; it might

be longer than that, 1 don't know what year it was, but

it was a long time, 1 was there a long time.

Q Would you say for a period of about three years ?

A Yes sir, that was between the period of 1919—that

was before war time.

(Witness continuing) I recall going back to the hotel

and was there in April, 1923, up to June 1st, 1926. New
locks were put on the Hayward Hotel wash room after

April, 1923. They have not given as much trouble. I

have never had anybody locked in. No nickels jammed in

the new locks. I didn't have to open any doors for the

guests.

CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Jones

I left the Hayward Hotel June 1st, 1926. I have not

been staying there since that time. I am not able to testify

how these locks worked since 1926. I could not say just

what time the different locks were put on. It was some-

time in 1919. We have not had any trouble with the

new locks since 1919. When I went to work there in

1919 I worked there until June 1st, 1926. The new locks

were put on in 1919; I don't know just what month, the

day they were changed. We have had no trouble with

the new locks. New locks were put on since I went to

work there first.
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby.

The first locks on the doors in the wash room at the

Hayward Hotel gave trouble.

Q (By Mr Newby) And there was a period of about

three years in which there were no locks on the doors?

A No, I have not said that; in this case the new locks

were put in; I think before that they had three sets of

locks before I went in the service; they had the Httle lock

with the little plug, and they had so much trouble with

them, some one had plugged them.

THE COURT: Was that before the war?

A Yes, the time they were out for a long while; they

didn't have any locks and they finally put these locks on

in 1919.

(Witness continuing) I was there in April, 1923.

Q (By Mr Newby) I will ask you if you can describe

the type of lock that you have referred to as the new

lock with which you had no trouble; what was the differ-

ence between that lock and the ones you said you had

trouble with?

A The two locks—one long square lock and one

smaller one and the new locks they have now, they had

no trouble with.

A The two locks—one long square lock and one

smaller one and the new locks they have now, they had

no trouble with.

(Witness continuing) I refer to the new locks as being

the ones that were there when I left in 1926. They are

the ones I refer to as the good locks.
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Q (By Mr. Newby) : The present locks were they

there in 1926 when you left?

A I could not say just when they put them on, the

new locks.

Q BY THE COURT: The question is, were the

locks that you had so much trouble with put on there dur-

ing the year 1919 and early part of 1920?

A The locks that we had in 1919

—

Q BY THE COURT : When were they changed?

A I don't know.

Q BY THE COURT: A little while ago you said

they were changed in 1919: that is the trouble with your

testimony. As I understand it is your best recollection

that the locks that caused so much trouble were those that

were there in 1919 and the early part of 1920.

A They had three sets of locks.

Q BY THE COURT: Can you answer the question?

A I am telling it just like I know it; they had three

sets of locks.

Q BY THE COURT: When was this that you were

working there?

A Before I went to camp.

(Witness continuing) I worked there in 1917. Then

I went to war. I came back and went to work at the Hay-

ward Hotel. I stayed there continuously until January

1st, 1926. That was about seven years. There were

locks there in 1917 before I went to war. They were

taken off before I went to war.

Q BY THE COURT: Then when you came back in

1919 there were locks there?

A They put some locks on.
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Q BY THE COURT: Were they there when you

came back?

A They had two locks on, when I returned in 1919.

Q BY THE COURT: Were they the same kind they

had on in 1917?

A No, the same kind were giving trouble; they were

a different lock.

Q BY THE COURT: They had two there?

A Yes sir.

Q BY THE COURT: Did they put on more later?

A Yes, they changed the locks.

Q BY THE COURT: They took off the two that

were there when you arrived, did they?

A They took them off, they were not on there, they

put on some more, but I don't know when they put

them on.

Q BY THE COURT: While you were there?

A Yes sir, while I was there.

Q BY THE COURT: In 1919 and 1920?

A Yes sir, after building the new building they put

some new locks on the Annex. I was working in the old

part of the Hayward when they put the 10 new locks

over in the Annex; that was in 1925, if I remember; they

put them on at two different places, the place where I had

so much trouble.

(Witness continuing) When I went to work in the old

Hayward Hotel in 1917 they had some locks on. They

took them off before I went to war. They had trouble

with them. When I came back in 1919 I went to the

old Hayward. I found 2 locks there. They were not the

same as the locks they had before I went to war. They
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were a little improvement. I could not say just how lono-

those locks stayed there; they put on one more; they had

three there. There were three there until the new building

was finished. When the new place was finished they put

10 in the new place and 9 of them are coin locks.

Q BY THE COURT: Now, then the locks that were

on in 1919, the two, and the other, that made three, did

you have trouble with them?

A Yes, we

—

Q BY THE COURT: When you came back from

the war in 1919 you found two locks on the doors in the

old building and they put on one more, did you have any

trouble with those locks?

A Yes, we had plenty of trouble with those two we

had in 1919 until they changed them; we had two of

those new locks and then when they moved to the new

place they put on others.

(Witness continuing) The new locks that were put

on in the Annex I had no trouble with up to the time I

left in 1926, but I did have plenty of trouble with the

others.

CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Jones.

Q You are clear on one thing in this story that the

locks that you had the most trouble with were the locks

that looked like these last ones, you are clear on that?

A We had trouble with them.

(Witness continuing) I am clear on one thing that

the old locks back in 1917, before the war, we had so much

trouble with them that they took them off.
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby

The locks that were there in 1919 were also taken off

because of trouble.

CHARLES N. VAN CLEAVE,

recalled, testified as follows

:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
(Cont'd.)—By Mr. Jones.

I am acquainted with the signature of Clinton E. Miller.

I have seen his handwriting.

MR. JONES: I would like to have this document ad-

mitted as Exhibit '7".

MR. NEWBY : No objection.

THE COURT: Received Exhibit marked "7".

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT No. 7.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building

Phone, Broadway 3062

LOS ANGELES February 11th, 1922.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave :

—

We are sending you a registered package under separate

cover which contains the following:

( 1 ) A statement of each of our coin lock locations that

are operating, together with the number of locks installed

in each place.
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(2) A copy of each contract for the operation of coin

locks.

(3) A statement of the gross collections and the net

collections for the year 1921 and of the gross collections

and of the net collections for the months of September,

October and November, 1921.

(4) An affidavit from our bookkeeper, D. L. Cosbey.

(5) An affidavit of J. H. Crews, Public Accountant.

If there is anything further you desire in this connec-

tion please advise us.

As stated to you in our telegram the months of Sep-

tember, October and November are the three poorest

months in the whole year for us. There is no other month

in the year as bad as the best one of these three months.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

CEM/GC By C. E. Miller,

President.

Los Angeles, Cal., February 8th, 1922.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, )

( SS
County of Los Angeles, )

D. L. COSBEY, being first duly sworn deposes and

says that he is the bookkeeper for the Pacific Coin Lock

Company; that he prepared the attached statement enti-

tled ''Locations Operated by the Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany, Los Angeles, California, prior to January 1st,

1922'^ and copies of contracts accompanying same and

that same are true and correct statements of facts accord-

ing to his best knowledge and belief.

Signed D. L. Cosbey.
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of

February, 1922.

(Seal) Gussie Cohen

Notary Public in and for said County and State of

California.

Los Angeles, Cal., February 8th, 1922.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, )

( SS
County of Los Angeles, )

J. H. Crews being first duly sworn deposes and says

that he is a Public Accountant; that he has checked the

statement and copies of contracts mentioned in the fore-

going affidavit of D. L. Cosbey with the books and orig-

inal contracts in the office of Pacific Coin Lock Company

and that same are true and correct according to his best

knowledge and belief.

Signed J. H. Crews

526 Title Ins Building Los Angeles.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9 day of Feb-

ruary, 1922.

(Seal) James Gysin

Notary Public in and for said County and

State of California.

Los Angeles, Cal., February 9th, 1922.

The total gross collections from all coin locks of the

Pacific Coin Lock Company for the year 1921 was $62,-

069.37. The total amount of net collections on said busi-

ness after commissions were paid was $31,404.88.

The total gross collections for the months of Septem-

ber, October and November 1921 was $14,686.03.
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The total net collections on said business after comniis-

sions were paid was $7,157.53.

#20 AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT, made this 31st day of Decem-

ber, 1921 by and between the PACIFIC ELECTRIC
RAILWAY COMPANY, a corporation, party of the first

part, and PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY, a Cor-

poration, Van Niiys Buildin<>, Los Angeles, California,

party of the second part,

WITNESSETH : That in consideration of the mutual

benefits to be derived from this agreement and the com-

pensation to be paid, as hereinafter specified, the parties

hereto agree as follows

:

FIRST: The party of the second part shall have the

privilege to install coin controlled locks on toilets at the

locations and in the relative proportion of locked to un-

locked toilets, as shown below:

MEN WOMEN
OPEN LOCKED OPEN LOCKED

Main Street Station 15 14 x 11 7 xx

Hill Street Station 5 4 6 4

Long Beach Station 3 1 2

San Pedro Station 2 1 3 1

Ocean Park Station 11 10
REDONDO BEACH RESORT:
Public Toilets, Pavilion

Building 3 13 1

Dance Hall, Pavilion

Building 112 1
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Public Toilets, Bath

House 11 4 3

Urbita Springs Park 4 2 2 1

Alpine Tavern v3 1 4 1

X Ten 5^ toilets; four 10^^ dressing rooms.

XX Five 5^ toilets; two 10(^ dressing rooms.

It is further agreed that said second party may, from

time to time install additional locks on toilets at the loca-

tions herein mentioned, as well as such other locations as

may be later selected, it being expressly understood that

before making such installations the party of the second

part shall first request and obtain consent of said party

of the first part so to do.

SECOND : That said party of the second part agrees

to enamel said toilets at its own expense, and to keep said

enamel work in good condition and repair during the

term of this lease to the satisfaction of the party of the

first part, and further explicitly agrees to keep said locks

in such order and condition that they will operate properly

and automatically when coins are placed in the same dur-

ing the full term of this lease. Party of the first part

agrees to furnish all other equipment, water, janitor ser-

vice and supplies, except that towels and soap shall be

furnished by the party of the second part in all booths

equipped with ten-cent locks ; and said party of the second

part will, on or before the tenth day of each month,

render to the party of the first part a true and accurate

statement of the gross collections made from said locks

for the preceding month, and with such statement pay

over to said party of the first part, in consideration for
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the privileges herein granted, a percentage equal to sixty

per cent (60%) of the gross collections from all locks

covered by this agreement; said collections to be made

weekly by a representative of the party of the second

part in the presence of a duly authorized representative

of the party of the first part.

THIRD: The party of the first part shall at all times

have access to the books and records c^f the party of the

second part, and shall have access to the said locks when

collections are being made therefrom, in order to verify

the statements rendered by the party of the second part

in pursuance thereof.

FOURTH : In case of any disagreement between the

parties hereto as to the matters covered by this agreement,

each party shall appoint an arbitrator, and the two arbi-

trators appointed shall select a third arbitrator, and said

arbitrators shall have full access to the books and records

of parties of the second part and to the locks, and their

decision shall be final.

FIFTH : If the party of the second part shall fail to

keep said locks in satisfactory condition, or shall fail to

comply with any other of the terms and conditions hereof

on its part to be kept and performed, then and in that

event the party of the first part may terminate its agree-

ment, and upon such termination said locks shall be re-

moved from the premises of the party of the first part.

SIXTH : This agreement shall become effective Janu-

ary 1st, 1922 and shall be in full force and effect for the

term of one year and nine months, ending September 30,

1924, and thereafter said agreement shall continue in

force until terminated by thirty (30) days' written notice
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from either party hereto. Upon the final termination of

this agreement, the party of the second part shall at once

remove said locks from the premises of the party of the

first part.

It is further understood and agreed that the party of

the second part assumes all liability for loss or damage to

said locks and will hold the party of the first part free

and harmless from any and all such loss or damage.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have

duly executed these presents, the day and year first above

written.

PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY
By D. T. PONTIUS

Vice President

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
By Chas. C. Garrison

Vice President

Approved as to form

Frank Karr Chief Counsel

By C. W. Cornell

Approved

O. A. Smith Genl. Passenger Agent.

Approval Recommended

F. L. Annable Genl. Supt.

Approved: Roy C. Selley

THIS AGREEMENT made and entered into this 22nd

day of July, 1919, by and between the PACIFIC COIN
LOCK COMPANY, a corporation, party of the first part,

and V. E. MILLER and W. A. FLYNN, a co-partner-

ship doing business under the firm name and style of
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the VENICE SANITARY PLUMBING COMPANY,
parties of the second part, WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the City of Venice, California, by reso-

lution No. 655, duly adopted by its Board of Trustees at

a meeting- duly assembled on the 9th day of June, 1919,

granted to the parties of the second part a permit to con-

struct a comfort station on Ze])hyr Avenue, in said city

of \^enice, between the broad walk and the ocean, and to

maintain and conckict the same for pay, upon the terms

and conditions contained in said i)ermit, to which refer-

ence is hereby made ; and

WHEREAS, the parties to this contract have hereto-

fore entered into a preliminary agreement, dated June 16,

1919, for the erection and operation of said comfort sta-

tion, but are desirous of cancelling said agreement and

substituting this agreement therefor

;

NOW THERETOFORE, it is agreed by and between said

parties as follows

:

1. That the party of the hrst part will borrow the

necessary sum of money upon the joint oblication of the

parties hereto, to pay the cost of constructing and equip-

ping said comfort station (except the cost of the coin

locks to be placed therein) which cost is estimated to be

about $4,000.00;

2. The party of the first part covenants and agrees

to equip the said comfort station with coin locks under

its control, and, at its own expense, maintain the same

in good repair; and also to collect therefrom, the coins de-

posited in said locks by patrons, and to furnish to the

party of the second part a duplicate report of each collec-

tion made at the time of said collection, or within a rea-
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sonable time thereafter; said party of the first part also

covenants and agrees to keep accurate accounts of all col-

lections received from said coin locks, which accounts

shall be at all reasonable hours subject to the inspection of

the parties of the second part, or their duly authorized

agent. Said parties of the second part shall also have the

right, at their option, to have a representative present

when collections are made from said coin locks.

3. All of said collections, or other revenue derived

from said comfort station, after payment of maintenance

and operating expenses, shall be applied upon the indebt-

edness mentioned in paragraph one of this agreement, and

when said indebtedness shall have been fully paid, includ-

ing interest, the net proceeds derived from the operation

of said comfort station shall be divided equally between

the party of the first part and the parties of the second

part.

4. The parties of the second part hereby acknowledge

the equal interest of the party of the first part in and to

the said permit granted to them by the city of Venice, to

construct and operate said comfort station, and hereby

transfer and assign to the said party of the first part an

undivided one-half interest therein.

5. The parties of the second part covenant and agree

to superintend, without extra cost, the operation of said

comfort station in all of its details, except as to the coin

locks; but any person or persons employed to work in

said comfort station for compensation paid either directly

or indirectly, shall be elected or discharged by the mutual

consent of the parties to this agreement.
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6. It is covenanted and agreed that the parties of the

second part will endeavor to secure other permits for the

establishment of comfort stations from the City of Venice,

and, if secured, all such permits shall be f(^r the joint

benefit of the parties hereto, and shall be e(|uit)ped and

operated under the terms of this ag'reement, if such addi-

tional permits shall be secured, the party of the first part

agrees to equip the same with coin locks and to maintain

the same in good order, and, after payment of all other

construction charges, if any, and the indebtedness men-

tioned in paragraph one hereof, the net proceeds received

from the operation of such additional comfort stations

shall be divided equally between the ])arty of the first part

and the parties of the second part, and all of the other

provisions of this agreement shall be applicable to said

additional public comfort stations.

7. The party of the first part further agrees to pay to

the party of the second part for any contracts secured by

it from private owners of property in the City of Venice,

for the installation of Pacific Coin Locks upon their

property, the excess over and above the amount agreed to

be paid to such owner or owners, up to fifty per cent

(50%) : that is to say, if the partv of the first part is re-

quired to pay forty per cent of the proceeds to said

owner, for the privilege of installing and maintaining

such coin locks on his property, the parties of the second

part shall receive the remaining ten per cent of such

proceeds, as their compensation for securing said con-

tract. The percentage to which said parties of the second

part shall be entitled under this paragraph shall be paid

when each collection is made, or within a reasonable time
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thereafter; and, the covenants of this agreement as to

accounts and inspection are applicable to all such business.

8. The parties hereto covenant and agree that the

Pacific Coin locks shall be used exclusively on all comfort

stations operated under this agreement; and that neither

of the parties shall sell, assign, or transfer any interest in

this agreement, or any property acquired, or held in pur-

suance thereof, without the written consent of the other

party; provided, however, if either of said parties shall

have a bonafide offer for its or their interest in said

agreement, or property, and said other party or parties

shall refuse, after ten days written notice, to duplicate

said offer, then and in that event said party may accept

said offer and sell, assign and transfer its or their interest

in said agreement and property to said third party in ac-

cordance with the terms of said offer, but not otherwise.

9. Said *parties covenant and agree to promote the

joint enterprise herein outlined to the best of their ability,

and to discourage as far as reasonably and legally possible

the installation of any other coin locks in the city of

Venice, except those controlled in this territory by the

party of the first part.

10. It is understood and agreed that the parties of

the second part have no interest in the revenues derived

from contracts already entered into with property owners

in the City of Venice, or from any additional coin locks

installed under the terms of existing contract.

11. This agreement shall be binding upon the suc-

cessors and assigns of the parties of the first part, and on

the heirs, executors, administrators and assigns of the

parties of the second part,
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the party of the first part

has caused this agreement to be exectited by its duly au-

thorized officers, and its corporate seal to be affixed, and

the parties of the second part have duly executed the same

this the day and year first above written.

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
By

President

Secretary

VENICE SANITARY PLUMBING
COMPANY, a copartnership,

By R. F. Miller

Wm. Flynn

COPY Concession Contract #75

THIS CONTRACT, made and entered into this 14th

day of July, 1921, by and between THE CITY OF
SEATTLE, a municipal corporation of the State of

Washington, hereinafter referred to as the "CITY" and

the PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY, a corporation,

organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws

of the State of California, hereinafter referred to as the

"Company."

WITNESSETH:
That for and in consideration of the mutual covenants

and agreements hereinafter specified to be kept and per-

formed by the parties hereto, it is agreed by and between

th City and the Company as follows

:

(1) The City hereby grants and accords to the Com-

pany the privilege and concession of locking certain toilet
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booths in the various public comfort stations maintained

by the City, and attaching to the doors thereof the locks

of the Company, as follows

:

In the Pioneer Place public comfort station four (4)

booths in the men's compartment and four (4) booths

in the women's compartment.

In the Pike Place public comfort station three (3)

booths in the men's compartment and one ( 1 ) booth in

the women's compartment.

In the Times Square public comfort station two (2)

booths in the men's compartment and two (2) booths in

the women's compartment.

(2) The City shall select and designate in each of

said public comfort stations hereinabove referred to the

various booths to be locked pursuant to this concession.

( 3 ) The Company agrees to sanitize thoroughly each

of the locked booths and to install therein white enameled

sanitary seats and white enameled doors, and to finish

with white enamel the interior of each booth locked; all

equipment so installed by the Company to be modern and

up to date in every respect.

(4) The Company shall have the right to install upon

the doors of the booths to be locked, as hereinabove speci-

fied, its automatic coin locks so constructed and adjusted

that said doors will open and said booths be made avail-

able for use and service by the deposit in the lock upon

any of said doors of a single ^v^ (5) cent coin of the

United States, so adjusted as to require the deposit of any

coin of a larger denomination than the nickel, nor shall

any other fee or charge than ^\t (5) cents be exacted or

made for the use of service of anv of said booths.
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(5) All locks installed ])ursuant to this contract shall

be inspected and taken care of and continuously kept and

maintained in serviceable condition by the Company.

(6) All money receipts from said locks shall be and

remain the property of the Company.

(7) The (/ity agrees to furnish supplies and janitor

service to the toilet booths locked tmder the terms of this

contract, to the same extent and of the same character as

those furnished to free booths in said comfort stations

during the term hereof.

(8) The Company promises and agrees to pay to the

City, monthly, in advance, for the privilege and concession

granted as hereinabove provided, the sum of One Hun-

dred and Fifty ($150.00) Dollars per month for each

and every month of the term of this contract. The first

payment shall be made on or before the first day of the

month following the installation of such locks and doors

for the first month of said terms, and thereafter the

monthly payment for each month shall be made on or be-

fore the first day of each month. No fee or charge shall

be exacted or made for the use and service of any of said

booths before the time when the first payment has been

made as herein provided, notwithstanding the prior in-

stallation of said doors and locks.

(9) The term of this contract is one year from July

15, 1921 ; Provided, however, that there is hereby re-

served to each of the parties hereto the right, in its dis-

cretion, to terminate this contract at any time prior to

the expiration of said term, upon thirty days' written

notice to the other party, and each party hereby waives
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any and all claims for loss or damage of any kind or na-

ture by reason of such prior termination.

(10) At the expiration of said term, or upon the prior

termination of this contract upon written notice as here-

inabove provided, the Company agrees promptly to re-

move its locks and other equipment installed by it pursuant

to the provisions of this contract, and to restore all booths

occupied by it to the same or as good a state and condi-

tion as the same now are in, reasonable use and wear

thereof and damage by fire or by the elements excepted.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City has caused this

instrument to be executed by its Superintendent of Build-

ings thereunto duly authorized, pursuant to the provisions

of Ordinance No. 42424, approved the 29th day of June,

1921, and has caused its corporate seal to be hereunto

affixed, this 14th day of July, 1921 ; and the Company

has caused this instrument to be executed by its proper

officers thereunto duly authorized, and has caused its cor-

porate seal to be hereunto affixed this 6th day of July,

1921.

THE CITY OF SEATTLE,
By Jas. E. Blackwell

Superintendent of Buildings.

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY,
By C. E. Miller

President.

Passed the City Council, June 27th, 1921. Effective 30

days from date.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #98

Los Angeles, Calif,, Mar. 8, 1918 19....

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Four (4) in ground floor lavatory men

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, the Lessor to

collect all coins and remit monthly to the Pacific Coin

Lock Company according to the following percentages

:

50% of gross collections that are less than Two hundred

and fifty dollars monthly.

40% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By Chas. C. Garrison,

Vice Pres.

Nash Hotel,

Lessor

Medford, Ore.

By J. D. Bell, Prop.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—l.os Angeles, California

Lease #8

Los Angeles, Calif., May 17th, 1918 19

This LEASE wiincsseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock e(|iiipnient in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three (3) locks in men's toilet

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gr(3ss collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By C. A. Roney

Hippodrome Bar,

Lessor

318 S. Main St.

By Max Reichenbach, Mgr.

[In pencil] : Bought locks—1922
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #9

Los Angeles, Calif., April 19, 1918.... 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for ^ve years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Four locks in men's toilet

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By Chas. C. Garrison,

Mgr.

JACK DOYLE
Lessor

Vernon, Calif.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
rncorwrated

Main Office— Los An^-eles, California

Lease ^2)"^

Los Angeles, Calif., May 22n(l, 1918 19

This LEASE witnesseth : PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively i)ermittecl to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock ecjuipnient in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Two (2) locks in men's toilet

It is ag'reecl that the title to said eciuipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Comprmy,

which shall keep equipment in ^ood order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor accordino^ to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By C. A. Roney

The Waldorf Saloon

Lessor

136 S. Broadway,

By Frank Becker

[In pencil] : Cosbey has contract for this

—
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #32

Los Angeles, Calif., June 26th, 1918..:.. 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and
maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Twelve locks located in toilets of Abbott Kinney Com-
pany and as many more as desired during the life of this

contract

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,
which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections ^Pt&^ exceed Two hundred aftd

fi fty dollars monthly.

50% gress eellections e^ lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By Chas. C. Garrison

Manager.

Abbott Kinney Co.,

Lessor

By J. A. Eccles
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—I^os Angeles, California

Lease #102

Los Angeles, Calif., June Isl, 1919 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Eight (8) locks in lavatory of Hotel Paso del Norte,

El Paso, Texas, and as many mc^re as are needed in the

future.

It is agreed that the title to said ecjuipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in g"ood order, the Lessor to

collect all coins and remit monthly to the Pacific Coin

Lock Company according to the following percentages

:

50% of gross collections that are less than Two hundred

and fifty dollars monthly.

40% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By Chas. C. Garrison,

Vice Pres.

Paso del Norte Co.,

Lessor

By S. G. Humphrey, Pres.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #81

Los Angeles, Calif., June 1st, 1919 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Five (5) coin locks in lavatory of Savoy Hotel, Seattle,

Wash., and as many more as may be needed in future

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,
which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By Chas. C. Garrison,

Vice Pres.

Hotel Savoy Co.,

Lessor

By Fred H. Suskey, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incor])orated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #77

Los Angeles, Calif., July 5th. 1919.... 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Two (2) A locks on men's toilet

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipmen^ and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By W. M. Smith.

Georgian Hotel Co.

Lessor

R. R. Patterson
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #52

San PVancisco, Cal., July 21st, 1919 19
Les Angeles, C^r

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three (3) A locks in Gent's toilet of Lankershim Hotel,

55 Fifth St., San Francisco, Calif.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By H. J. Cosbey

Lankershim Hotel,

Lessor

By A. B. Smith, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #51

Los Angeles, Calif., July 22, 1919 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock e(inipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Coin locks in Key Route Inn, Oakland.

Three (3) in Gent's toilet.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By H. J. Cosbey

C. Barker

Lessor
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #39

Los Angeles, Calif., August 1st, 1919 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Ten (10) coin locks in men's lavatory, U. S. Grant

Hotel.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By Chas. C. Garrison

U. S. Grant Hotel,

Lesser

J. H. Holme, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #2^'^)

Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 7th, 1919 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

One ( 1 ) coin lock in Gent's toilet of Maryland Hotel,

6th and F Streets, San Diego, Calif.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By H. J. Cosbey

Maryland Hotel,

Lessor

Wm. A. Stamps, Mgr.

[In pencil] : Have 4 or 5 locks instead of 1—New
manager
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #21

Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 11, 1919

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

One ( 1 ) coin lock in gent's toilet at Poppy Temperance

Buffet, 448 S. Los Angeles St.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By H. J. Cosbey

Poppy Bar, 448 S. L. A. SB.
Lessor

By Bob Laer
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #11

Los Angeles, Calif., October 1st, 1919

This LEASE witnesseth : PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for irivQ years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Six (6) locks in men's public lavatory in basement.

One (1) ** *' women's lavatory (second floor).

Special equipment indicated as below all in Hotel Lan-

kershim.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.
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Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By H. J. Cosbey

Hotel Lankershim

Lessor

By W. W. Whitecotton

[In pencil] : There is a later contract 5/4/23 JRW

Special equipment to be installed at its expense by Pa-

cific Coin Lock Company as follows:

(1) Place master lock on each public toilet above sec-

ond floor so that same may be opened by room keys.

(2) Place air door checks on above toilet doors.

(3) Furnish pass keys to coin locks to be brazed on

ring of each door key to rooms on second floor without

private toilet.

(4) Seven (7) Standard celluloid white seats.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #25

Los Angeles, Calif., October 9th, 1919

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for hve years its coin lock ecjuipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three (3) locks in the men's lavatory of the Rosslyn

Penny Arcade, ( Mr. Cohen and Ostertetzer proprietors

)

and as many more as may be needed in the future.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

w^hich shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By H. J. Cosbey

Rosslvn Pennv Arcade
Lessor

Cohen and Ostertetzer,

B. O.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #26

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1919 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Seven (7) in men's public lavatory basement New Hotel

Rosslyn

Three (3) in women's public lavatory mezzanine New
Hotel Rosslyn and as many more as needed in future

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By Chas. C. Garrison

Vice Pres.

Hart Bros.

Lessor
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #30

Los Angeles, Calif., December 11th, 1919 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equi])ment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three (3) coin locks in the gent's toilet of U. S. Hotel

Bar, corner Market and Main Streets, Los Angeles, Clif.

( Requena [^)ar )

It is agreed that the title to said ecjuipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fiftv dollars monthlv.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By H. J. Cosbey

F. L. Johnson
Lessor

[In pencil] : Cosbey has taken this location.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #28

Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 25, 1920 19

This LEASE witnessed! : PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for fivt years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Two (2) coin locks in gent's toilet of Union Wine
Company 516 S. Main Street. (Frisch & Schneider)

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By H. J. Cosbey

F. A. Heim
Lessor

Per D. L. Cosbey

[In pencil] : Cosbey has taken this contract Wheel

Cafe
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Ang-eles, California

Lease #44

San Francisco, Cal., March 12lh, 1920.... 19

hre^ Angeles. Gal^^

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for hve years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Four (4) on toilets to start with at the Ensign Cafe,

#1 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By G. W. Bannister

THE ENSIGN
Lessor

By M. Theo. Reinke, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #58

San Francisco, Cal. Mar. 12, 1920 19

Les Angeles, Calif

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

The Orpheum Annex Cafe, Three (3) locks at 167

O'Farrell St., San Francisco, Calif.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By G. W. Bannister

John R. Coghlin

Lessor
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #57

Alameda, Calif., March 27, 192a...l9

Les Ans^'cle&T Calif

This LEASE witnessed!: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively ])erniitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Six (6) coin locks at Neptune Beach, Alameda, Calif.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By G. W. Bannister

Alameda Park Co.,

Lessor

By A. M. Gebett, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #88

Los Angeles, Calif., April 1, 1920—19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Four (4) coin locks in Gent's toilet of Milby Hotel,

Houston, Texas.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By H. J. Cosbey

Milby Hotel,

Lessor

Chas. F. Parker, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

I^ase #99

Los Angeles, Calif., April 6, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Four coin IcKks in gent's toilet of Worth Hotel, Ft.

Worth, Texas.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin I^)ck Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, the Lessor to

collect all coins and remit monthly to the Pacific Coin

Lock Company according to the following percentages

:

50% of gross collections that are less than Two hundred

and fifty dollars monthly.

40% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lcx:k Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By H. L. Cosbey

Worth Hotel,

Lessor

By W. C. Stonestreet

Lessor agrees to collect and remit 50% of gross col-

lections to Pacific Coin Lock Company each month.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #100

Los Angeles, Calif., April 15th, 1920..-.19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and
maintain for ^ve years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Five coin locks in gent's toilet of Oriental Hotel

One coin lock in ladies toilet of Oriental Hotel, Dallas,

Texas.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,
which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages:

50% of gross collections that are less than Two hun-

dred and fifty dollars monthly.

40% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and
fifty dollars monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By H. J. Cosbey

Oriental Hotel Association

Lessor

By W. B. Newell, Auditor.

In case of sale or reconstruction of Oriental Hotel this

lease is null and void.

Lessor will collect and remit 50% of Gross Collection

to Pacific Coin Lock Company each month
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

San Francisco,

Lease ^^^48

Los Angeles, Calif., Apr. 24, 1920... 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

R. C. Hirschfeld & Co.,

Two locks at #76 Ellis St., San Francisco Cal.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By G. W. Bannister

A. C. Hierschfeld

Lessor
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #96

Los Angeles, Calif., May 21st, 1920-...19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Two ( 2 ) coin locks in public lavatory of McCleskey

Hotel, Ranger, Texas.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, the Lessor to

collect all coins and remit monthly to the Pacific Coin

Lock Company according to the following percentages

:

50% of gross collections that are less than Two hundred

and fifty dollars monthly.

40% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By H. J. Cosbey

McCleskey Hotel,

Lessor

By Thos. J. Costello.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Anj^eles, California

Lease #80

Los Angeles, Calif., June 24, 1920.... 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Five (5) toilets

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Rainier Grand Co., Inc.,

Lessor

By James J. Kelley
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #5

Los Angeles, Calif., June 20, 1920.... 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin \ock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Two (2) coin locks located in lavatory of Del Monte

Cafe. 223 W. Third St., Los Angeles, California.

Two (2) white seats.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Page & Co.

Lessor

Per J. L. Welford
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #3

Los Angeles, Calif., July Lst, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Two (2) coin locks located in lavatory of Baltimore

Hotel, 126 E. 5th St., Los Angeles.

(2 white seats)

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Baltimore Hotel

Lessor.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #87

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for hve years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Two (2) coin locks located in lavatory of Macatee

Hotel, Houston, Texas.

(2 white seats)

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

MACATEE HOTEL CO.

Lessor.

Geo. P. Macatee
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #86

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

One ( 1 ) coin lock located in lavatory of Field Hotel,

Houston, Texas, (one white seat)

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Field Hotel

Lessor.

By W. C. O'Leary
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #84

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Four (4) coin locks located in lavatory of Bristol Hotel,

Houston, Texas.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

BRISTOL HOTEL
Lessor.

By W. C. O'Leary
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Fncorporated

Main Office—Los An.Q^eles, California

Lease #83

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19.

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Nine (9) coin locks located in lavatory of P)razos Hotel,

Houston, Texas.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Hotel Brazos Co.

Lessor.

J. K. Moore, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #82

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Five (5) coin locks located in lavatory of Basement and

One (1) Coin lock located in Ladies lavatory (lobby

floor) of Bender Hotel, Houston, Texas (6 white seats).

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

BENDER HOTEL OPER. CO.,

Lessor.

L. A. Grevernberg, Secy.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los An^^eles, California

Lease #79

Los Anj^eles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth : PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

three

maintain for i^^ee years its coin lock equipment in prem-

ises of LESSOR as follows:

Four (4) coin locks located in lavatory of Pursley Cigar

Store, 1120 Second Ave., Seattle, Wash.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

J. S. Pursley
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #76

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three (3) coin locks located in lavatory of Diller Hotel,

Seattle, Washington.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Hotel Diller

Lessor

By M. Dunnigan, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Ang-eles, California

Lease #74

Los Angeles, Calif., July Lst, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Six (6) coin locks located in lavatory of lUitlel Hotel,

Seattle, Wash.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Hotel Butler Co.,

Lessor

John E. Savage, Pres.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #70

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three (3) coin locks located in lavatory of Perkins

Hotel, Portland, Oregon.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Perkins Hotel Co.,

Lessor.

By L. Sweetland, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
I ncorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #68

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for four years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Eight (8) coin locks located in lavatory of Imperial

Hotel, Portland, Oregon.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee
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This lease is subject to change in event the hotel com-

pany changes its present location of its public lavatory,

and the number of locks above provided for is subject to

increase or diminution at the option of the hotel com-

pany.

By the execution of this lease, the lease of June 1st,

1919 between the hotel company and the Pacific Coin Lock

Company is cancelled.

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
By D. L. Cosbey

Lessee

IMPERIAL HOTEL COMPANY,
Lessor.

By Phil Metschan, Pres.
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PACIFIC COLN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #67

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Two (2) coin locks located in lavatory of Eaton Hotel,

Portland, Ore.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Hotel Eaton

Lessor.

By Wm. Armstrong, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #66

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Two (2) coin locks located in lavatory of Clyde Hotel,

Portland, Oregon.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Frank A. Clark

Lessor.

Clyde Hotel
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, I.os Angeles, California

Lease #65

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Four (4) coin locks located in lavatory of Carlton

Hotel, Portland, Oregon.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Hotel Carlton

Lessor.

Victor Brandt
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY '

Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #60-A

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for hvc years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Nine (9) coin locks located in lavatory of Shellmound

Park, San Francisco, Cal.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Wm. A. Siebe

Lessor.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #50

Los Angeles, Calif., July Lst, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Three (3) coin locks located in lavatory of Idora Park,

Oakland, Cal.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Idora Park Company,

Lessor.

By Jos. F. Geisler,

Acting Manager.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #41

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Two (2) coin locks located in lavatory of Continental

Hotel, San Francisco, Cal.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By G. W. Bannister

Continental Hotel,

Lessor

Shanley 50-50 Furness

By F. P. Shanley
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

LeavSe #4v3

San Francisco, Cal., July 1st, 1920
tes Ani^olos, Calif.,

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for hve years its coin lock eciuipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Two (2) coin locks located in each of the ferries Yorba

Ruena, San Francisco, Fernwood, Claremont and three

coin locks in the Key Route Inn and as many more as

may be needed in the future.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

San Francisco-Oakland Terminal Ry.

Lessor.

By S. H. Pickard

Purchasing Agent.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #27

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Two (2) coin locks located in lavatory of San Pedro

Transportation Co. (2 white seats)

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

San Pedro Transportation Co.

Lessor.

Samuel Hall, Secy.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #19

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock eciuipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

One ( 1 ) coin lock located in lavatory of Bru^nwick

Pool Hall. 410>4 S. Spring St., ( 1 white seat)

(Mathes Pool Hall)

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit montlily to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By H. J. Cosbey

Nelms and Bird,

Lessor

Per W. C. Bird
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #17

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three (3) coin locks located in lavatory of Majestic

Bowling Alley, 6th and Spring Sts.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Alfred MacKenzie, Mgr.

Lessor.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease#7

Los Ang-eles, Calif., July Lst, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Seven (7) coin locks located in lavatory of Grand Cen-

tral Public Market, L. A. (7 white seats)

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

GRAND CENTRAL PUBLIC MARKET, INC.
Lessor.

By C. A. Goss, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #23

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

One ( 1 ) coin lock located in lavatory of Rex Pool Hall,

530 S. Spring

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,
which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Rex Billiard Parlor

Lessor.

Manley Jennings, Secy.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

J.ease #22

Los Ani-eles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth : PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Three (3) coin locks located in lavatory of Pioneer

Bar, 7th and Spring Sts., L. A.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Ernest A. Fischer

Lessor.

[In pencil] : Cosbey has taken this location
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #18

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Four (4) coin locks located in lavatory of Natick

House, 108 W. 1st, Los Angeles, (4 white seats)

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Natick House

Lessor.

Frederick Herbst, Prop.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #47

San P>ancisco, Cal., July 13th, 1920 19

Lbs Anc^cl-e^ Calif.,

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Eight (8) coin locks located in lavatory of Golden Gate

Park and two (2) in lavatory of Chalet Park.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Park Commissioners

Lessor.

Jas. de Succa, Secy.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #90

Los Angeles, Calif., August 1st, 1920 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Five (5) coin locks in lavatory of Hotel Barbara

Worth, El Centro, Cal.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, the Lessor to

collect all coins and remit monthly to the Pacific Coin

Lock Company according to the following percentages:

50% of gross collections that are less than Two hundred

and fifty dollars monthly.

40% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Barbara Hotel Co.

Lessor

By Will R. Conway
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #29

Los Angeles, Calif., November 9th, 1920.... 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for ^vq years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three (3) locks in the ladies' lavatory.

Two (2) locks in the men's lavatory, and as many more

as may be needed in the future.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By D. L. Cosbey

Union Stage Depot Inc., Los Angeles
Lessor

O. P. Fuller, Pres.

The period of the lease of the present premises.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #60

San Francisco, Cal. Feb. 5, 1921
Les Angeles, Cali f .

,-

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Shellmound Park, Three #A and three #C locks and

equipment

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By G. W. Bannister

Wm. A. Siebe

Lessor
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #2

Los Angeles, Calif., March 3rd, 1921

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Two (2) coin locks in gent's lavatory at B & B Bar,

346 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, California. One special

white toilet seat.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By H. J. Cosbey

Buser & Buckley
Lessor

Per A. Buckley

Pacific Coin Lock Company stands half painting $18.00

as per agreement with Mr. Garrison
H. J. Cosbey
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Angeles, California

Lease #97

Los Angeles, Calif., May 17th, 1921 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and
maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

(9) five cent (5^) and ten cent (10^) coin locks to be

installed in lavatories of the stations of undersigned as

ordered.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,
which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and
fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By Chas. C. Garrison

MOTOR TRANSIT CO.
Lessor

O. P. Fuller, President.

Bakersfield Station—2 locks

Riverside Station—3 locks

San Bernardino Station—2 locks

San Diego Station—2 locks to be installed.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office, Los Ang-eles, California

Lease #45

San Francisco, Cal. May 18, 1921 19

Los Ani^olesr Ca-li-frr

This LEASE witnesseth : PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

The Fearless Cafe, Two (2) coin locks. #71 Third St.,

San Francisco, Calif.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to co-operate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee.

By G. W. Bannister

C. H. Walker
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #56

San Francisco, Cal. May 28, 1921....19

Les Angcleij, Calif.,

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three locks at M & M Cigar Co., 211 Kearney St., San

Francisco.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By G. W. Bannister

M & M Cigar Co.,

Lessor

Robert Daminski, Secy.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #89

Los Angeles, Calif., June 15th, 1921

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for ^\^ years providing satisfactory service is

given its coin lock equipment in premises of LESSOR
as follows

:

3 locks on toilets in basement

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, the Lessor to

collect all coins and remit monthly to the Pacific Coin

Lock Company according to the following percentages

:

50% of gross collections that are less than Two hundred

and fifty dollars monthly.

40% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Hotel Commercial Co., Yakima, Wash.

Lessor

By Geo. F. Stean, Mgr.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #15

Los Angeles, Calif., July 1st, 1921 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

two
maintain for ftve years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Fourteen (14) coin locks in the ladies department

Seven (7) coin locks in the men*s department and as

many more as may be needed in the future.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.
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Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting-

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED:
PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY

Lessee

By Chas. C. Garrison,

Vice Pres.

Long Beach Pleasure Pier Company
Lessor

A. R. Groenke, Mgr.

[In pencil] : Cosbey has taken this contract.

Pacific Coin Lock Company will furnish porter at all

times necessary and a matron at times agreed upon by

both parties. Long Beach Pleasure Pier Company grants

the privilege of a shoe-shine stand and the dispensing of

towels by the porter and matron.

Pacific Coin Lock Co.,

Chas C. Garrison,

Vice President.

Long Beach Pleasure Pier Company

A. R. Groekne,

Manager.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #73

Seattle, Wash. July 13, 1921

Les Angeles, Calif.
,

This LEASE vvitnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Four toilets (two in each lavatory) Central Auto Stage

Terminal, Terminal Building, Western Avenue, Seattle,

Wash.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,
which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By W. M. Smith,

Seattle, Wash.

Central Auto Stage Terminal
Lessor.

H. R. Fay, Pres.

Lessee also agrees to furnish yale lock for one toilet in

each lavatory and to furnish 15 pass keys to other lessees

of said company. Sanitary seats to be furnished for these

two toilets.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #101

San Juan Capistrano, Cal. August 10, 1921

Les Angeles, Calif

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three (3) coin locks Palm Cafe, San Juan, Capistrano.

Three (3) pass keys

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, the Lessor to

collect all coins and remit monthly to the Pacific Coin

Lock Company according to the following percentages:

50% of gross collections that are less than Two hundred

and fifty dollars monthly.

40% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

R. A. Bird

Lessor
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #36

Los Angeles, Calif., August 20th, 1921 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three (3) coin locks and three (3) white seats to be

installed in lavatory of Hotel Brewster, San Diego, Cali-

fornia and as many more as may be needed in the future.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

Hotel Brewster

Lessor

Chas. Brookman, Prop.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Oifice— Los Angeles, Califc^rnia

Lease #59

San }M-ancisco, Cal. Oct. 10, V)2\

Left An^"clei>7 Calif.

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for hve years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

One lock #C type at The Palm Garden Grill, 931 Mar-

ket Street, San Francisco.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By G. W. Bannister

F. W. Traches

Lessor.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #46

San Francisco, Oct. 10, 192L...19

LiBB Angeles, Calif.,

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for hve years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

One more lock at the Fountain Cafe, Two (2) coin

locks. #5 Geary St., San Francisco.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By G. W. Bannister

J. Schnickel

Lessor.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Ang-eles, California

Lease #4

Los Angeles, Calif., iO/29/2L...19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

One coin lock in gent's toilet at Coe's Billiard room,

105 >4 W. Sixth Street.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By H. J. Cosbey

E. A. Coe

Lessor.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #40

Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 29, 1921 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three locks at The Bacheler Hotel, 159 Powell Street,

San Francisco

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By G. W. Bannister

A. H. Herbert

Lessor
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #55

San Francisco, Cal. Oct. 30, 1921

Los AngclcTi
, Carliir?

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Three locks at the Manx Hotel, 225 Powell St., San

Francisco, Cal.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By G. W. Bannister

Hotel Manx
Lessor

J. M. Flannagan
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #61

San Francisco, Cal. Nov. 26, 1921

hes Angclesj Cal^-^

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

On thirty days approval to be removed if not satisfac-

tory within above specified time. Three (3) locks at

Steve's Bar, 920 Market St., San Francisco.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remain in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By G. W. Bannister

William Glover

Lessor.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #49

San Francisco, Cal. Nov. 26, 1921

Left Angelesr Calif.,

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for hve years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

For thirty days on approval, to be removed by us if not

satisfactory within above specified time. One ( 1 ) coin

lock

Holmes Cigar Co., 239 Powell St., San Francisco.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By G. W. Bannister

S. E. Holmes
Lessor.
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #16

Los Angeles, Calif., November 25th, 1921. ...19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Two (2) coin locks at 106 N. Main St., Morris Lustig,

Prop.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By H. J. Cosbey

Morris Lustig

Lessor
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #42

San Francisco, Cal. Dec. 10, 1921

Les Ani^elcs, Calif. ,

-

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

maintain for five years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows:

Two locks at Dwyers, 1099 Market St., San Fran-

cisco, Cal.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By G. W. Bannister

D. B. Dwyer
Lessor
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #6

Los Angeles, Calif., December 30, 1921 19

This LEASE witnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

one

maintain for ^f^ years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Two (2) coin locks in basement of 127 E. Fifth St.,

Los Angeles, and as many more as may be needed in the

future.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages

:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred and

fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By D. L. Cosbey

C. D. GiiTord

Lessor
Ernest Vaerke
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

Main Office—Los Angeles, California

Lease #10

Los Angeles, Calif., December 30th, 1921

This LEASE vvitnesseth: PACIFIC COIN LOCK
COMPANY is hereby exclusively permitted to install and

one

maintain for -frvn^ years its coin lock equipment in premises

of LESSOR as follows

:

Three (3) coin locks in the lavatory of Lambert Cafe,

215 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal., and as many more

as may be needed in the future.

It is agreed that the title to said equipment and coins

deposited therein remains in Pacific Coin Lock Company,

which shall keep equipment in good order, collect all coins

and remit monthly to the Lessor according to the follow-

ing percentages:

60% of gross collections that exceed Two hundred

and fifty dollars monthly.

50% of gross collections of lesser amounts monthly.

This compensation is for the right to maintain said lock

equipment and is in full payment to the lessor for main-

taining the premises in good condition.

Lessor agrees to cooperate with Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany to maintain best service possible by reporting

promptly any and all complaints.

ACCEPTED

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Lessee

By H. J. Cosbey

LAMBERTS
Lessor

By F. A. Lambert
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[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B. Coin Controlling Co vs.

Pacific Lock Co Plf Exhibit No. 7 Filed 10/19 1927

R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy

Clerk

MR JONES: For the benefit of the court and the

jury it shows the total number of locks about 500.

THE COURT: Locks that were then in operation?

MR JONES : Yes, in possession of the defendant.

This copy shows locks, the number of locks in each loca-

tion, and the time for which the contract runs.

MR JONES: I would like to read this part of the

Exhibit

:

''Los Angeles, Cal., February 9th, 1922.

The total gross collections from all coin locks of the

Pacific Coin Lock Company for the year 1921 was $62,-

069.37. The total amount of net collections on said busi-

ness after commissions were paid was $31,404.88.

The total gross collections for the months of Septem-

ber, October and November 1921 was $14,686.03.

The total net collections on said business after commis-

sions were paid was $7,157.53."

MR JONES: Plaintiff asks that this document here

be admitted as Exhibit ''8", letter dated June 26, 1923.
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PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 8.

COPY

Los Angeles, June 26th, 1923.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis. Indiana.

Gentlemen

:

We are enclosing herewith our check for $1609.73 to-

gether with statement covering lock rental for the six

months ending July 1st, 1923. On February 26th, 1923

we sent you a check for $1000.00 on account. The en-

closed for $1609.73 is balance in full for lock rental to

July 1st, 1923. This statement is computed on the same

basis as all statements in the past and shows name of

ctistomer, location, date of installation of new locks and

date of removal of any old locks that were removed in

the period.

We are sending you this check with the understanding

that it does not prejudice in any way our claims for dam-

ages against Coin Controlling Lock Company by reason

of failure to deliver locks and poor workmanship.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

JHC: GC

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Controlling Lock Co

vs. Pacific Coin Lock Co Ptf. Exhibit No. 8 Filed

10/19 1927. R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E
Cross Deputy Clerk
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MR JONES : The enclosure reads :

'TACTFTC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Los Angeles, California.

Statement of lock rental—January 1st, 1923 to July 1st,

1923/' Under head of "Location"—Angelus Hotel, full

rate locks 3, half rate locks none; time installed blank.

Auditorium Hotel, installed 1-23-23; Ikirkes Bar, under

half rate locks 4, and number of locks 4, 11-12-22. Bris-

tol Bowling Alley half rate locks, 2; Baltimore Hotel,

full rate locks 5. 3 whole, 12-1-22; B & B Bar, 2 whole

locks, California Billiard Parlor, 1 lock installed 8-9-22,

amount $3.88; Coes Billiard Hall, 1, no date of installa-

tion; Del Monte Cafe, full rate 2; Doyles Bar 4 half rate;

Grand Central Market 7 full rate; Halbriters Restaurant,

1 full rate, installed 8-16-22, amount $3.75. Jeffries Cafe,

full rate 3, installed 7-21-22, amount $13.33; King Ed-

ward Hotel, 5 half rate locks, installed 7-22-22, amount

$11.10; Lankershim Hotel 7 full locks; Ludtig Bar, 3

whole. Majestic Bowling Alley 2 full rate; Murphy's Bar,

1 full rate, 1 whole, 8-9-22, amount $3.90; Mathes Pool

Hall, 1 half rate lock; Natick House, 4 full rate locks;

Pacific Electric System, 29 full rate locks; Pioneer Bar

3 full rate locks; Poppy Bar, 2 full rate; Pages Bar, 2 full

rate locks 7-13-22; Pasadena Hotel, 3 half rate locks,

12-30-22; Rosslyn Hotel 10 full rate; Rosslyn Arcade 3

full rate locks ; Requena Bar 3 full rate locks, Rex Pool

Hall, 1 full rate; Rosslyn Annex 1 full rate; Redondo

Beach Resort 8 half rate; San Fernando Building, 2 full

rates, Sebars Pool Hall 2 full rates, Troxlers Bar 1 full

rate; Trottners Bar 2 full rate; Union Stage Depot, 5

full rate; Vierkas Bar 2 full rate; Waldorf Annex 2 full

rate; Alpine Tavern Mt. Lowe, 2 half, installed 7-17-22,

amount $4.60; Barbara Worth Hotel 5 half. Motor Tran-

sit System 9 half rate locks, installed 8/12/22, amount

$3.75; Palm Cafe 4 whole rate; Southern Hotel 5 hotel,

8-1-22, amount $10.42; Redondo Beach City, 5 whole, in-
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stalled 7-10-22, removed one, $23.62. Total for Los An-

geles 116; total amount $92.49.

THE COURT: Is it necessary to take off all those?

MR JONES : 1 will just read the totals : Los Angeles

116 full rate, SO half rate. Long Beach, 67 full rate, 1

half rate; Venice, 56 full rate, 3 half rate; San Francisco

62 whole rate; 41 half rate; San Diego, 10 full rate; 12

half rate; Washington, 25 full rate, 20 half rate, Oregon,

11 full rate, 22 half rate; Texas 42 full rate; 30 half rate;

total amount full rate—389, half rate 179, part time

257.79; total number of locks—389 at $5.00, $1945.00

($2.50)
179 at $.50 $447.50, total $2650.29. Less credit for locks

removed $40.56, Check enclosed, $2609.73.

MR JONES : I would like to have this d^^cument dated

April 13th, 1917, marked Plaintiff's Exhibit "9"; also

document dated March 11th, 1918, marked Plaintiff's

Exhibit ^'10".

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 9.

Office of C. E. Miller 608-609 Grosse Bldg. Sixth and

Spring Sts. Phones: Sunset, Broadway 3062 Home
F3810

[In pencil]: 4/18/A

San Joaquin Valley Lands

Los Angeles, California, April 13th, 1917.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

Your wire as follows received last night

:

''Write details Will assist in doing what is for best."

Complying with that request I beg to state the fol-

lowing :
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I herewith enclose agreement for purchase of Noel stock

by myself. Before this agreement was made I had a con-

ference with Mr. Garrison and emphatically stated that I

did not propose to invest any more money in lock busi-

ness unless 1 absolutely controlled it. He wanted to own

50% of company. I insisted that 1 should always hold

51% or get out of the business entirely. I offered to sell

out very cheaply. He finally agreed that I should control,

but wanted an agreement that on my death or severance

of interest, control should pass to him. This T refused.

He (inally agreed to my control. Noel refused to take

Garrison's agreement for the jnirchase of his part of stock

as he considered Garrison's agreement to pay not good

;

therefore T bought all the stock as per enclosed agreement.

1 told Garrison things would continue as they had been

and I would protect him for half the income from the

business and would arrange later to give him enough

stock to make 49%) ownership, provided things went to

my satisfaction and the income from the locks was suf-

ficient to pay out the Noel stock.

I had put on a real estate subdivision in December last,

and gave Mr. Garrison a tryout as General Agent for me

on a 15% commission allowing him at the same time to

receive his usual $100 per month salary from coin lock

company. I paid him $412.50 in commissions from De-

cember 13th to January 25th. His inexperience in real

estate prevented my continuing him as general agent and

I sent him to Portland and Seattle, with the very definite

understanding I thought (and still think) that he had

no further interest in any sales except those that he should

personally close. One agent working directly under me

and interviewing my friends made many sales during Gar-
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rison's absence on which on his return he demanded an

overriding commission of $312.60. Such demand in my

mind was in the nature of a holdup and nothing else.

My opinion is that 1 have been too good to Garrison and

like a spoiled boy, he has come to expect he can have any-

thing he makes believe he thinks he justly deserves. He

put up a sore mouth about how hard he had worked up

north and put on a business that would increase our in-

come, etc. for a paltry salary of $100 and expenses.

At this juncture 1 discovered that he bought a new au-

tomobile before he had gone away and that interest pay-

ment was due on the mortgage he had against his house.

My opinion is that his need of funds made him believe

that he was entitled to them. I made him certain written

propositions, copy of which I enclose herewith. None of

them being satisfactory to him he made a counter propo-

sition that if 1 would pay him the disputed commissions

which he needed very much and let him go to work for

me as general agent again for the real estate property on

a tryout for two weeks he would decide to accept either

one of the three propositions substituting in each one cash

of $312.60 instead of the two lots mentioned. I paid him

$312.60 making a total of $725.00 in addition to his

$100.00 per month from lock company. He undertook the

real estate business again.

While I was away on a short trip and thought Garri-

son was out digging in to make a success of the real estate

business I now discover he was consulting some lawyer

here and trying to work up evidence that he owned half

the Noel stock. He made the startling announcement to

me on the day I wired you that he owned 50% interest in

the lock company.
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Mr. Garrison will be satisfied with things as I have

arranged them, provided that I can see my way clear to

let him have general sales agency for certain property that

I own, on a 15%. commission and also let him receive

$100 a month as salary from Coin Lock Company. Be-

fore leaving for the northwest Mr. Garrison was very

anxious for me to retain the services of Air. H. J. Cosby

and wanted me to talk to him while he was on a visit here.

I refused to do so until I had written to you. I received

permission from you after Garrison had gone away. Mr.

Garrison was very anxious at that time to be relieved from

the coin lock business as he was making too much money

in the real estate business. I had a tentative understand-

ing with Mr. Cosby with which you are familiar. It had

to be revised on account of Garrison changing his mind.

Mr. Garrison does not pay his debts and any unex-

pected money that he receives is invested in automobiles

or new clothes. He will always be in debt and if neces-

sary he will refuse to pay commissions to our coin lock

users or money due the bank if he has some place else to

use it personally. I am determined that the coin lock

business shall hereafter be run as a clean cut business

proposition and if 1 can hire a man for less money that

is better than Garrison I am going to do it. I take a

salary of $100 per month for myself and I give more time

and thought toward directing the affairs of the coin lock

company than Garrison ever did. I charge the coin lock

company $50 a month for office rent and stenography, etc.

I beg to advise you further that the apparent ability of

Mr. Garrison in Texas and the northwest is due to proper

direction of his efforts. He followed minute instructions

from me in every move that he made except one in Seattle
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where he put on an installation which caused us to lose

about $50 in the past month. I g-ave him personal letters

to the leading men in every city that he visited through

my connections in the Rotary Club. The success is due

to that and nothing else. I consider Mr. H. J. Cosby a

far superior man to Mr. Garrison in getting new business

unaided. Mr. Garrison is very slipshod in everything that

he does and the coin lock business will go to seed in three

months if he attempts to direct its affairs. This is con-

clusively proven by his efforts before I came into the

game. Without any spirit of boastfulness I venture the

assertion that without the personal connection of myself

or someone of similar standing the coin lock company

would never have been a paying investment on this coast.

I am not wedded to any business in particular as I

have been able to make a fair amount of money in any-

thing that I have undertaken and therefore will state that

if you or anybody you approve desires to buy my interest

and will relieve me entirely of all responsibilities in con-

nection with the lock company here and a note at the bank

upon which I have my name I will sell out at the same

figure at which I am willing to buy.

On the contrary if Garrison sells for $3000; half cash,

balance in or^e year I will let the Cosby boys have his

stock, H. J. Cosby to come here on a salary of $125.00

and under my direction put the business where it belongs.

We have many installations not paying that can be made

to pay by getting a few more locks on, other places where

locks can be installed that will pay. The whole game out

here will be right when I get somebody who will look after

the details as I outline them. Garrison is not so con-

structed as to do it. He needs to be driven all the time.

His self-starter doesn't work.
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I know very well you can't afford to have Garrison in

control here and that is why I demanded your consent

before I sold. I told him I promised not to sell without

your consent. He stated that if you would not give such

consent he would sell to me as indicated.

Very trulv vours,

CEM/GC ^ '
C. E. Miller

enc.

THIS AGREEMENT, made the 11th day of January,

1917, between Martha A. Noel, party of the first part and

C. E. Miller, party of the second part, both of Los An-

geles, California,

WITNESSETH : That the party of the first part sells

to the party of the second part one hundred fifty (150)

shares of the capital stock of the Pacific Coin Lock Com-
pany, representing one-third interest in said company for

a total consideration of Fifty-one hundred ($5100.00)

Dollars, payable as follows

:

$250.00 cash, receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged.

250.00 March 1st, 1917.

1500.00 June 1st, 1917.

3100.00 January 1st, 1919.

Deferred payments to bear interest at the rate of seven

per cent per annum, interest payable semi-annually.

The party of the first part agrees to and does hereby

transfer said stock to the party of the second part for

his sole control, ownership and use and same is to be paid

for as in the amounts and at the times above stated, and

if not so paid for, then the party of the first part shall

have the usual right of action at law to recover said

amounts from any property owned by the party of the

second part.

WITNESS our hands and seals this 11th day of

January, 1917.

MARTHA A. NOEL
C. E. MILLER
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PROPOSITIONS TO C C. GARRISON BY
C. E. MILLER

I

(a) Garrison to keep present interest in Coin Lock Com-

pany.

(b) Garrison give all his time to Coin Lock business for

$150.00 per month under direction of C. E. Miller.

(c) C. E. Miller gives C. C Garrison two (2) ''Cline-

miller" lots worth $500 as bonus for work in north-

west.

(d) Garrison has no further interest in ''Clinemiller"

selling agency and account between Miller and Garri-

son considered balanced.

II

(a) Miller buys Garrison coin lock stock for $3000; half

cash, balance in one year.

(b) Garrison be paid 5% on Chapin sales including Mar-

shall, but none other; to be paid $237.50, balance due.

(c) Garrison take exclusive territory for ''Clinemiller"

lots outside Los Angeles at 15% under supervision

of C. E. Miller with understanding that it may be

cancelled at any time.

Ill

(a) Garrison keep lock interest, but receive no salary

and have no responsibility.

(b) Miller give Garrison two lots at ''Clinemiller" worth

$500 as bonus for coin lock work in northwest.

(c) Garrison take exclusive territory "Clinemiller*' lots

outside Los Angeles at 157o under supervision of C.

E. Miller with understanding that same may be can-

celled by C. E. Miller at any time.
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(d) In the event this ])roposition is accepted. Miller will

protect Garrison out of the Noel purchase so that

Garrison will own 39% of interest in Pacific Coin

Lock Company and he will protect H. J. Cosby for

a 10% interest out of the Noel stock in the Pacific

Coin Lock Company, leaving- C. E. Miller a 51%
interest in the Pacific Coin Lock Company, H. J.

Cosby to be employed by Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany at $125.00 per month to do the work formerly

done by Garrison.

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B. Coin Controlling Lock Co

vs. Pacific Lock Co Plf Exhibit No. 9 Filed 10/19 1927

R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy

Clerk

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 10.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building

Phones: Home F-3810—Broadway 3062

Los Angeles, March 11th, 1918.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana. Attention Mr. Malsbary,

Gentlemen :

—

We were very glad to get your letter of March 7th

assuring us of shipment of our order. We have been

greatly embarrassed at Pacific Electric and your letter

lifts a burden.

Noting your request for advance notice of locks re-

quired will say that as soon as you can assure assure us
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that we will be able to get the locks Mr. Garrison will go

into Texas and I will go into the northwest. Mr. Garrison

and I figure that we will need about 100 locks between

us and we should have them on hand before we leave on

our trips. Our leaving is entirely dependent upon your

assurance of when we can get the locks.

Our Mr. Cosby leaves Thursday, March 14th for Camp

Kearney. We will make use of his sister on the office

work in connection with our business and hire two young

high school students (brothers) who are very honest and

capable boys to do the collecting for us. We will have

our regular carpenter and painter make the installations

and Mr. Garrison and I have agreed to give an hour a

day each to the matter of getting new business; this in

addition to our regular letter writing and paper adver-

tising.

With all good wishes,

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By C. E. Miller,

CEM/GC President.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Controlling Lock Co

vs. Pacific Lock Co Plf Exhibit No. 10 Filed 10/19

1927 R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross

Deputy Clerk

MR. JONES: Letter dated March 16th, 1922, I would

Hke to have marked Plaintiff's Exhibit ''11." And letter

from Mr. Garrison, dated March 30th, 1920, I would like

to have marked Plaintiff's Exhibit "12" for identification.
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PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 11.

Clinton E. Miller 910 V'an Nuys Building Los Angeles.

March 16th, 1922.

[In pencil]: 3/25/19

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

Have been in bed with the Flu since Sunday, and am

down this morning at the office for a short while.

I don't see how I can possibly make another trip back

there short of three weeks at best. I have to install a

new manager at my mountain place on April 1st, and 1

have to write a booklet advertising my mountain land and

have it printed. 1 will probably have to move my residence

within thirty days. In addition to all that the coin lock

business needs considerable attention and it just looks

like nobody will attend to these matters except myself.

In addition to that I am supposed to be carrying on a

regular real estate business. Nevertheless 1 recognize

your worry and responsibility in this merger proposition

and I want to help all I can and I don't propose to quit or

lay down on you in any manner. It is important enough

for all of us to think about a great deal, llut I believe

that you can get along all right without me for probably

another month.

Why don't you take the stand that it is necessary or ad-

visable for you to submit each proposition to us for our

point of view before you give your definite answer? This

will enable you to think the matter over for yourself and

also to get our counsel and point of view. I think you
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will be trading back and forth for another month before

you get down to anything definite anyway. If I should

come back there now I would probably have to hang

around a month to be of any particular use.

If you want me to do so, I can draw up a plan for

consolidation that may serve the purpose, if nothing else,

of suggesting new ideas to the group back there. I should

try to get them to come to some plan of a loose organiza-

tion that would cooperate, divide up the territory and then

come together into a consolidation, say January 1st, 1923

on the basis of the business then in existence.

Let's try to work this thing out by correspondence

without the necessity of my coming back there. You

can't expect to have this thing perfected in one or two

months. It is going to take time and we might as well be

patient about it.

Mr. Garrison leaves tonight for San Francisco to spend

a week with our manager there and if possible to nail the

Palace Hotel. He is very busy with his oil interests, but

at my earnest solicitation he side-tracked them for a week

in favor of the coin lock business.

Very truly yours,

C. E. Miller

CEM/GC CLINTON E. MILLER

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Lock Co Plf Exhibit No. 11 Filed 10/19 1927

R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross Deputy

Clerk
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PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT 12.

Telephone 11896 Chas. C. Garrison 721 Investment

Building' Eighth and Broadway Los Angeles, Calif.

March 30, 1920.

Mr. Chas. N. VanCleave,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Ind.,

Dear Mr. VanCleave :

—

I have yours of the 25th. inst. and am very sorry to

learn that you have been sick with ptomaine poisoning. I

have never had it but I am sure it is very painful.

You ask me to immediately write you upon receipt of

your letter regarding conditions which 1 will do.

Miller did make the Seattle trip and wired down that he

was only partially successful and 1 do not get his exact

meaning.

He and I are having no trouble. Just before he left

he said he was wondering if I was in the same mood I was

some months ago (he refer^d to my calling his bluff on

his buying my interest which I wrote you about at the

time and you wired for me not to sell) and if I was he

thought maybe he could take over my interest and he said

he was in no hurry for me to make a decision and would

wait until/ he returned from the North. After consider-

able conversation with him I asked him if his idea applied

to both sides of the fence and he said yes.

He has sold some land in the North and has in about

$10,000.00 cash which he intends using to make first pay-

ment on his purchase, now I will have plenty of money in

90 or 120 days and my reason for wiring or saying any-

thing to you about it was merely to borrow from you the
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necessary $7,500.00 and if at the end, say of 150 days, I

do not pay you you to take over his interest.

It is my idea to own this company and run it according

to the poHcy I have already laid down except to build up

a cash reserve which we do not have at the present time.

I can make the Pacific Coin Lock Company one of the

strongest little companies in the U. S. and I am exceed-

ingly anxious to put it in that condition.

Mr. VanCleave I want to say something to you just

here, not egotistically but with all sincerity and it is this.

Miller does not know the first principle of a coin lock. He

has the least mechanical ability of any man I ever knew.

He cannot help it and has admired to me time after time

that he knows nothing about the lock, furthermore he

is very blunt in his correspondence and I have many times

had him change letters because of their harshness. I have

acted as a soft pedal on many things that would have

caused trouble.

One other thing the Cosbeys do not like him and both

would resign immediately if I was to get out of the com-

pany they have told me so. These boys have had a won-

derful experience in this game and could cause a lot of

trouble if they should leave us and get into some other

lock company.

It is my intention if I buy Miller's end to take both

Delbert and Holly in on some basis and allow them to have

a little stock in the company.

[Same letterhead]

#2

I feel that I am entitled to this entire business and I

only want you to help me over the rough places. You

have never lost any money on me and it is to your ad-
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vantage to help me just now. Miller will be home Thurs-

day or Friday of this week and I want you to wire me

immediately after you read this if you will loan me the

$7,500.00 under the above conditions as you cannot loose

and if you cannot help me just say so as I feel confident

I can arrange it here and 1 am telling you now it will be

better for all of us.

Please do not delay answering and a wire even if sent

collect will be appreciated as I want to know just what

to do.

Trusting this explains my position in the matter and

awaiting your reply I am.

Sincerely,

Chas. C. Garrison

P. S. If you decide to give me a lift please indicate in

your wire that I may draw upon you for any amount up

to and including $7500.00.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Coin Lock Co Plf Exhibit No. 12 for ident Filed

10/19 1927 R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E.

Cross Deputy Clerk

CHARLES N. VAN LEAVE

recalled

:

I was familiar with the other types of coin controlling

locks that were being manufactured and sold covering the

period from October 23, 1915, to April 23d, 1923. I had

occasion from time to time to examine locks to see how

they worked. In addition to the coin locks that were

being furnished to the Pacific Company we were furnish-

ing coin locks to others throughout the country.
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Q (By Mr Jones) Will you state to the Court and

the jury whether, in connection with the business in which

you have been engaged in the manufacturing and leasing

of these coin locks, you are familiar with the value of

locations from which coin locks, such as yours on the

Pacific Coast, were established?

A I think 1 am

Q And you may state if you are familiar with the

locations in which your coin locks were established here

on the coast on April 23, 1923, as represented by Mr.

Miller?

A Yes, I am.

MR NEWBY: If your Honor please, we object on

the ground that it is incompetent, irrelevant and immate-

rial, no proper foundation laid, and especially because of

the very nature of the case such damages are too remote

and speculative; and second, because, by proper construc-

tion of the contract the plaintiff had no right to the benefit

of the location, and that the limit of the right of the

plaintiff would be the returns of the locks and the rental

value. Since this question goes to the very heart of the

situation I think perhaps we ought to argue that question

if there is any doubt in the mind of the Court after

careful inspection of the contract; we are convinced that

the plaintiff has no right, even if they could prove it, and

we admit that this is not the way to prove it, even if they

did, they would have no right to any such recovery under

the terms of the contract. They say that the value of

the contract was $100,000. Now, if your Honor please,

that goes to the very question of whether or not this busi-

ness was the business of the plaintiff or the business of
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the defendant, and that certainly is not the method of

providing such damages. The value of location— I think

that that question goes to the very heart of this whole law-

suit, and ought to be very carefully considered,

THE COURT : On what theory is the i)laintifF claim-

ing that damage?

MR. SCHOONOVER: As Mr. Newby states, this

question is the most important one in this case.

THE COURT: Which goes to your allegations of the

time of damages.

MR. SCHOONOVER: Yes, your Honor: the com-

plaint in this case takes the responsibility for the recovery

of more I take it, than $10. per year a lock as damages

for the unexpired term of this contract only upon the

theory that the parties at the time they made the con-

tract stipulated liquidated damages which were to be the

locations, and that upon a breach of the contract, these

contracts and these locations were to become the property

of the plaintiff. Now, as Mr. Newby says, this is im-

portant, your Honor.

(After further argument, the following stipulation was

entered into and filed in writing:

It is hereby stipulated by and between the parties to the

above entitled action that a jury may be and is hereby

waived. It is further stipulated that the jury heretofore

empaneled in said action may be discharged and said

action tried by the Court without the jury, and that the

evidence already and hereafter admitted may be consid-

ered by the Court the same as if no jury had been em-

paneled in said action.)
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Thereupon, the jury was brought into court, and the

following occurred:

THE COURT : Gentlemen of the jury, a lot of law

has developed, and as you are only judges of the facts,

you cannot help the Court on a question of law. The

attorneys have signed a stipulation in writing that they

would finish the case without a jury and that the Court

shall determine it, and determine what facts will have to

be determined in connection with the questions of law.

Therefore, you are discharged from further consideration

of this case.

(Jury excused.)

MR NEWBY: So that there may be no doubt, we

object to the consideration by the Court of the subleases

which have been already offered in evidence, in so far as

they are sought to be the basis for damages, on the ground

that it would be incompetent, irrelevant and immate-

rial, * * *

THE COURT: Yes, of course, the leases are in the

record.

MR. JONES : Only a portion of them, and we had

expected this morning to ask the defendants to produce

the others, that is, from January 1, 1922, up to April

23, 1923.

MR NEWBY: We haven't them here, but can get

them, and when they are offered we would like to make

the same objection.

THE COURT: Yes, they may go in subject to the

objection you mentioned. * * *

MR. NEWBY: Our claim is they have no right to

demand an accounting.
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THE COURT : They have a rio;ht to an accounting

of what you have used up to that time.

MR. NEWBY: Oh, yes, the locks, we can stipulate

the number of locks we had, because it is already in

effect. * * *

THE COURT: Very well.

CHARLES N. VAN CLEAVE

recalled

FURTHER EXAiMINATION
By Mr. Jones.

THE COURT: Let the record show the 100 k^ks

called for under the lease and contract were delivered and

accepted.

MR. NEWBY : Of course, as to the quality, we don't

admit.

THE COURT: No, just numerically.

Q BY MR JONES: You may state to the Court

whether from the date of this contract on February 22>,

1915, up to April 23, 192v3, you shipped to the Pacific

Coin Lock Company all locks ordered by them, which

were accompanied by copies of contracts of locations.

MR. NEWBY: We object to that as incompetent,

irrelevant and immaterial, calling for the conclusion of this

witness, and not the best evidence. We take it, if they

were ordered, it was in writing, and certainly this witness

could not put his interpretation that he shipped all locks

as ordered, and stating the other conditions which are in-

volved here in this question.

MR JONES : It would take a week to go through the

records and introduce those details. We ask the witness

that is qualified to answer that.
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MR. NEWBY: We claim he is not quaHfied. He

is not the shipping clerk.

THE COURT: Is it your contention the orders were

not filled?

MR. NEWBY: Certainly. One of our main differ-

ences was inability to get locks, even of the kind they had.

THE COURT : T think he may answer that as a pre-

liminary question.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. L

A We did.

THE COURT: That part of the question stating "ac-

companied by copies of contracts of locations," was that

part of the contract?

MR. JONES : Yes, your Honor, the contract reads

this way : "Lessee agrees to use due diligence in an effort

to sublease said locks in said territory for use in hotels,

railroad stations and other public places, which sub-leases

• shall be on terms and contract forms to be furnished by

the Company, and shall immediately notify the Company

of the exact location of each lock so installed, and the

name of the owner or lessee of the building, where in-

stalled, and shall furnish the Company a copy of the

contract under which it is installed."

THE COURT: That is the contract after installation.

What is the agreement in the contract about ordering and

delivering ?

MR. JONES: "The company agrees to lease additional

locks to the said lessee for his exclusive use in said terri-

tory, and subject to all the terms hereof, as needed, the

rental on which shall be payable at the time as above

specified, January 1st and July 1st."
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Our contention is this C(nn])any was not bound to fur-

nish locks to the Pacific Company except where they pro-

cured subleases where they were to be installed.

THE COURT: It says *'as needed," and I take it the

thing you read first recjuires after the locks are installed

they must furnish you with a list of c(^ntracts.

MR. NEWRY: I also desire to move to strike the

answer on the additional <^round that it is wholly irrele-

vant and immaterial, and no foundation laid; but espe-

cially it is irrelevant and numaterial. This plaintiff alleges

that at the time of the commencing of the suit and the

filing of this amended complaint, we had 183 locks in our

possession. Now, what does it matter, so far as they

are concerned in their case in chief, how many locks, and

the conditions under which they shipped prior to that

time? It may be very proper, in meeting our contention,

when we put on our evidence as to the breach, and when

we contend they did not comply by the shipment of locks,

it may be proper.

THE COURT: Do you set that up in your answer?

MR. NEWBY: We do. They are trying to meet

our claim in our answer. There is no issue made on that

question, yet I want to call your Honor's attention to

that fact. They allege that at various and sundry times

after said February 23, 1915, plaintiff delivered to the

defendant a large number of coin control locks, covered

by letters patent, and so on, described in Exhibit A. So

now, when it comes to the answer on that question, there

is no issue made on that question excepting

—

THE COURT: You deny it, don't you?
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MR. NEWBY: No, sir. The defendant admits that

at various and sundry times after February 23, 1915,

the plaintiff delivered to the defendant coin control locks

to be used by said defendant, etc., but denies said locks

were of the kind and character described in said Exhibit

A, attached to said amended complaint. In other words,

the delivery of the locks in the very terms of their allega-

tions, is admitted; and the only question is as to the kind

and character of the locks.

MR. JONES : Then, you admit that there is no issue

on this question?

MR. NEWBY: Certainly not.

MR. JONES : Then, there is no use to take any

further time.

Q BY MR. JONES: Mr. Van Cleave, at the time

this contract of February 15, 1923, was entered into, and

before, with Mr. Charles C. Garrison, did you have any

conversation with Mr. Garrison with respect to the terms

of the contract?

MR. NEWBY: Objected to as immaterial, incom-

petent and irrelevant.

THE COURT: You may answer.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION no. 2.

A I did.

(Witness continuing) I am acquainted with Mr. C. E.

Miller. I have known Mr. Miller personally, I guess, for

eight or nine years. I never met Mr. Miller until he came

to Indianapolis, which was probably two years, or there-

abouts, after the Pacific Coin Lock Company was organ-

ized and took over the operation of the locks under the

contract. That is approximately correct. I had a conver-
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sation with Mr. Miller with respect to the terms of the

contract, in my office in Indianapolis, on one occasion, and

in a hotel in Chicago, on another. The first occasion was

probably two or two and one-half or three years after the

Pacific Coin Lock Company was organized when Mr.

Miller came to Indianapolis. The other one was about

May or June, 1922, 1 think.

Q BY MR JONES: Now, at the time of the first

conversation, what official connection, if any, did Mr.

Miller have wath the Pacific Coin Lock Company, this

defendant here?

MR. NEWBY: We object to this witness stating. We
don't mind the record showing he was president.

THE COURT : Let the record show he was presi-

dent. * * *

THE COURT: Let the witness testify what he un-

derstood.

THE WITNESS: I have always understood Mr.

Miller was president of the Pacific Coin Lock Company

from its very birth.

MR. NEWBY: We move the answer be stricken out

as his understanding is thoroughly immaterial and irrele-

vant. He may have heard it from the office boy.

THE COURT : Motion denied.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 3.

(Witness continuing) That conversation that I had

with Mr. Miller was with respect to the terms of the con-

tract as to the locations, what should become of them in

case of the termination or breach of the contract.

Q. BY MR. JONES : You may state to the Court as

to whether or not you and Mr. Miller were in agreement
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as to what the terms of the contract meant with respect

to that.

MR. NEWBY : We object to that on the same ground,

and also as calling for the conclusion of the witness.

THE COURT: Objection overruled. Answer the

Question.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 4.

Q BY MR. JONES : Answer the question first as to

w^hether you were in agreement as to what the terms

meant.

A Yes, we were.

Q You may state to the Court what was stated be-

tween you and Mr. Miller on that subject.

MR. NEWBY : Objected to as incompetent, irrelevant

and immaterial. The contract was in effect and could

not be varied by any subsequent conversation between

these two gentlemen; and it is wholly irrelevant and im-

material to any issue in the case of the plaintiff.

THE COURT: Objection overruled. He may answer.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 5.

A Mr. Miller asked me if I wouldn't modify the con-

tract, wouldn't consent to a provision of the contract

whereby they would not forfeit the business in the event

they discontinued the use of our locks; I told him no

THE COURT: That is not the question. The ques-

tion is, What interpretation did you and he agree upon,

if any?

A We agreed

—

MR. NEWBY: 1 would like to the question of the

Court on the ground that it calls for the conclusion of

the witness, to state what he and Mr. Miller agreed upon,
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and we move to strike out the answer already given on

the ground that it is incompetent, irrelevant and imma-

terial.

The Court: Motion denied.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 6.

A Please give me the question again.

Q BY THE COURT: The question is, not what he

asked you to do and you refused : the question is, that

your counsel asked you in the beginning, as to whether

or not you and Mr. Miller at that meeting reached a con-

clusion that you both understood the contract the same

way?

A We did.

(Witness continuing) Mr. Miller asked me if I

wouldn't consent to modify that part of the contract

whereby his company would forfeit all rights to any fu-

ture interest in the locks in the event that they violated

the terms of their contract. I told him no, we could not.

The conversation in Chicago took place in my room in one

of the hotels up there. I don't recall just which one it

was.

Q BY MR. JONES: And at that time was any

agreement reached between you and Mr. Miller as to the

construction to be placed upon that provision of the con-

tract about the locations, in the event of a termination or

breach ?

MR. NEWBY: Objected to as incompetent, and call-

ing for the conclusion of the witness.

THE COURT : Objection overruled. You may an-

swer.
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APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 7.

A There was.

Q State what was said in that conversation with re-

spect to that matter.

MR. NEWBY: Same objection.

THE COURT: Same ruling.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 8.

A Mr. Miller asked me on that occasion practically

the same question that was asked on the former one,

namely, if I wouldn't consent to a modification of the

contract in that particular. (Witness continuing) I told

him no, we could not.

( Argument

)

MR. NEWBY: We make a motion for a non-suit on

the ground that the plaintiff has not proven any facts

sufficient to sustain any cause of action alleged in his

second amended complaint; that it has not shown any

damages that it has suffered by reason of any of the

alleged breaches set out in the second amended complaint;

and that it has not been shown that the plaintiff has been

damaged in any sum whatever as a result of any allega-

tions contained in the complaint.

THE COURT: Motion denied. Proceed with your

case.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 9.
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DEFENSE

CLTNTON E. MILLER,

called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, being first

duly sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. New^by

My name is Clinton E. Miller. I am President of the

defendant corporation. I have been President during most

of the life of the corporation, but whether I was at the

beginning of the corporation T am not certain. 1 have

been president of it for a great many years. I am

acquainted with Mr. Van Cleave. I have, from the time

of my connection with the Pacific Coin Lock Company,

had a familiarity with the business of that company.

The office of the corporation has always been in my office.

I had general supervision of the financing and policy of

the Pacific Coin Lock Company. We employed managers

and salesmen and mechanics who would get the business

and put it upon the doors, and we would collect the nickels

from the locations and remit to them monthly the amount

of commission that was due from the locations, according

to the contract. My territory covered Washington, Ore-

gon, California, Texas, New Mexico and Arizona, under

the contract with the Coin Controlling Lock Company.

We had mechanics to attend to the details of installation

and to collect. The first locks that were put on the loca-

tions secured by the defendant corporation were received

from the Coin Controlling Lock Company. They were

better than the locks subsequently received from that

Company. The first locks that were sent to us in 1915
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to equip the two World Fairs held here on the Coast

worked better than any locks we ever received after that,

after we had worked over the locks and refined them to a

certain extent.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Do you know from your own

knowledge, or from conversations with Mr. Van Cleave,

as to whether or not those first locks were built under

patents claimed to have been owned by the plaintifif cor-

poration ?

A 1 can't say of my own knowledge.

Q The second period, did you have any information

as to what company owned those locks, whether it was

the Michigan Coin Lock Company, or the Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company?

A The latter part of our period of the use of the locks

from Mr. Van Cleave, they were shipped in the name of

the Michigan Coin Lock Company, and all of the busi-

ness of shipping locks and receiving locks was in the name

of the Michigan Coin Lock Company.

Q And do you recall whether there was any difference

in your experience with the first batch of locks and

those that came in the name of the Michigan Coin Lock

Company ?

A Beginning at about the time the locks were shipped

in the name of the Michigan Coin Lock Company, our

experience was very much worse with respect to the ma-

terial and workmanship and even the supply of locks, than

they were at the earlier period of our business.

MR. NEWBY : We offer in evidence now letter dated

March 26, 1919, addressed to Mr. C. N. Van Cleave, 617

Traction Bldg., Indianapolis, Indiana, and purported to
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be signed by Mr. Garrison, Manager, and the original of

this is in the possession of the plaintiff.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT A.

March 26th, 1919.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

There are several matters of importance that we wish

to bring to your attention and trust you can do something-

regarding them.

The most important is competition in what is known as

the Dr. Dougherty or Boston lock. Dr. Dougherty as

you will remember, brought this lock out here from

Indianapolis in 1913 and he has caused to be incorporated

the Peerless Coin Eock Company of this city and he is

now having finished fifty locks and has a standing order

with the machine shop that is making them. I talked

with him over the phone without telling him my correct

name and he told me he had a hotel man from Texas who

had just come in and whom he is making a contract with

to take 100 locks a month, which of course I do not be-

lieve. Nevertheless, the fact remains that they have locks

finished, as I have seen them and they will cut some

figure with us, as we know some of our people in Texas

are kicking about the operation of our locks.

The Rice Hotel at Houston has been bucking us you

know and our man there says he makes two or three trips

a week to the hotel to adjust the locks and the Gunter

Hotel of San Antonio wrote you making inquiry about
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locks, you referring them to us and in this morning's

mail we received a short inquiry from the Gunter asking

us to send them a copy of our contract with them, which

of course means they contemplate cancelling the contract,

as our locks are not working properly or at least they do

not think so and we have sent them new locks twice within

the last 90 days, but somehow we do not overcome the

apparent difficulty.

My suggestion to you is to stop the Dougherty or

Peerless Lock Company before they get started, as I re-

member this Boston lock was made in your plant on your

time. The address is care of Dr. Edwin E. Dougherty,

3325 S. Main Street, Los Angeles. You should do some-

thing on this as they have money, mean business and are

going after it. We appreciate the fact that they are start-

-2 -

ing on a hard road, but if your patent rights are any-

thing worth while, now is the time to test them.

In a letter from Mr. Lee, our man in Houston, Texas,

he states that two of your locks are installed and work-

ing in the W. F. Boensfield Bowling Alley and Billiard

Parlors in the basement of the Binz Building, Houston,

and that same are being looked after by a Mr. Nickleson.

Is this true? If you know nothing about this installation

you may find these to be stolen locks.

We are somewhat concerned about the situation both

at the Rice and Gunter Hotels, as they are among the best

locations we have and we do not want to lose them. The

Gunter's main kick being that people drop coins into the

locks when occupied and that causes trouble.

We are having an endless amount of trouble with rob-

beries; someone has keys as he unlocks the coin box,
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takes the money and locks it up again. We have been

checking the registers and know this is being done.

Let us hear from you about this Boston k)ck as soon as

possible and if there is anything you can do to stop it.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

Bv

Manager.

CCG/GC

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Coin Lock Deft Exhibit No. A Filed 10/20 1927

R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross Deputy

Clerk

MR. JONES : Plaintiff moves to strike out and ex-

clude this Exhibit A for the reason that it is too remote.

THE COURT : Objection overruled ; motion to strike

overruled. Of course, standing alone it would be, but I

take it that counsel expects to follow it with others of a

later date. If he does not, we will strike it out before we

get through.

MR. NEWBY: We offer a telegram dated March 21,

1919, from the Pacific Coin Lock Company to Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company, 617 Traction Building, Indian-

apolis, Indiana, reading as follows

:

''We are entirely out of all workable locks for replace-

ment and repairs. Express at once six Style D locks."

THE COURT: It may be received and marked Ex-

hibit B.

MR. NEWBY: We offer letter dated May 28, 1919.

THE COURT: It may be received as Defendant's

Exhibit C.
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DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT C

May 28th, 1919.

Coin Controlling Lock Company,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

We are shipping you today by freight a number of

broken locks as follows:

A1522; A 118; A 345

A 133; A1545; A1385

A1144; A1241; C 343

C 149; C1946; D 998; D 660; D 698

D 570; D1293; D 893; D1084; D1062

D 840; B 460; B 464; B 568.

Also spring signs, keepers, cash keys and different parts

of locks, which we are unable to use. Received shipment

of locks of May 20th, which were in very good condition.

In addition to locks already ordered, kindly wish you

would ship us at your earliest convenience 12 A and 12 C

locks, having them well polished and with slides over

registers.

We are enclosing one of our new signs made by the

Southern California Rubber Stamp Company, which you

will note are smaller and which can be made for 14c^ a

piece. The new keeper sent us is very satisfactory and

wish that you would send us that design in the future.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY,
By

Auditor.

DLC/GC
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[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Lock Co Deft Exhibit No. C Filed 10/20 1927

R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross. Deputy

Clerk

(It was stipulated by counsel that the letter. Defend-

ant's Exhibit C, was signed by D. L. Cosby.)

MR. NEWBY: We offer this telegram, dated June

18, 1919, addressed to Coin Controlling Lock Company,

617 Traction Bldg., Indianapolis, Indiana, which reads

as follows

:

THE COURT: It will be received subject to the same

objection heretofore made.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT D

[Western Union Telegram Form]

June 18, 1919.

To Coin Controlling Lock Co.

617 Street and No. 617 Traction Bldg.

Place Indianapolis, Ind.

Badly in need of locks ordered May twentyeighth. In

addition to this order rush twelve A's and twelve C's to

be installed on completion of comfort station Venice June

twentysixth. Also twelve extra latest keepers, twenty-

four pass keys. Have locks well polished, with slide over

registers.

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.
Chg. C. E. Miller

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. D Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross Deputy Clerk
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MR. NEWBY: We offer telegram dated June 23,

1919.

THE COURT: It will be received subject to the same

objection.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT E

[Western Union Telegram Form]

Los Angeles, Cal., June 23rd, 1919.

To Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

Street and No. 617 Traction Bldg.,

Place Indianapolis, Indiana.

Malsbary letter nineteenth received Twenty-four locks

ordered by wire must be installed June twenty eighth in

large new all pay comfort station Venice Is to be opened

evening June twenty ninth must have them Send them

express wire when we will receive them

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

Chge. C. E. Miller,

910 Van Nuys Bldg., City.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. E Filed 10/20/27 R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk By Francis E Cross Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: Will it be stipulated that Mr. Mals-

bary was Secretary of the plaintiff corporation.

MR. JONES : Secretary and Treasurer.

MR. NEWBY: We offer letter of July 12, 1919, ad-

dressed to Coin Controlling Lock Company, 617 Traction

Bldg., Indianapolis, Indiana.

THE COURT: It may be received.
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT F

July 12th. 1919.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

We beg to acknowledge the shipments of locks sent us

by parcels post on June 25th and 26th. I wish to advise

that part of same are very unsatisfactory. In telegram

of June 18th we ordered these locks to be well polished

and with slides over registers, and upon receipt of same

found that there were no register slides at all and regis-

ters could not be read without removing outside case. As

most of these were to be installed in the ladies lavatory

of the new comfort station at Venice find that it is very

inconvenient for us to read registers when same is neces-

sary. Also a number of them had the small lug that holds

nickel in lock cut off too much which lets the nickel fall

through lock without operating. This seems to be the

trouble with many of the locks received from you. As we

have other competitors in Los Angeles at the present time

it is very necessary that we have perfect operating locks.

Would like to call your attention to the way cash keys

were sent with the last shipment. Instead of securing

same to lock in some safe manner some were placed in

cash door and upon receipt of locks found that a number

of the keys had been lost. It is very essential that these

cash keys be guarded very carefully as we have already

had some experiences with cash keys being duplicated. In

future order of locks do not send us cash keys until fur-

ther advised, as we have quite a number on hand.
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On May 28th we ordered 12 A and 12 C locks and

kindly wish that you would ship these at your earliest con-

venience. Also send two dozen extra of the latest keepers

as these are very satisfactory and are replacing many of

the old keepers with same. Be sure these are your very

latest and operate perfect in every mannr.

Trusting that everything is going along in good shape

and with kindest regards we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By D. L. Cosby

Auditor.

[In pencil] : See Metropolitan Hotel Letter same dates

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. F Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E Cross Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: It is stipulated this letter was signed

by D. L. Cosby, Auditor.

MR. NEWBY: We offer telegram dated July 22,

1919.

THE COURT: It may be received, subject to the same

objection.

DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT G

[Western Union Telegram Form]

July 22 1919

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK CO
617 TRACTION BLDG
INDIANAPOLIS IND
HAVE CONTRACTS OUTSTANDING FOR

THIRTY LOCKS HALF C HALF A COMPETI-
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(Testimony of Clinton E. Miller.)

TTON IS STRONG AFTER BUSINESS MUST
HAVE LOCKS IMMEDIATELY SHIP EXPRESS
AS FAST AS FINISHED WIRE HOW SOON WE
CAN EXPECT THEM

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
CHG C E Miller acct.

[Endorsed]: X^o. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. G Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. ZIMMER-
MAN, Clerk By Francis E. Cross Deputy Clerk

MR. X^EWBY : We offer orig-inal telegram from Mr.

Van Cleave to Mr. Miller, dated July 30, 1919, and reads

as follows:

"HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS OLD MAN 1

AM FOR YOU WILL SEND LOCKS AS FAST AS
POSSIBLE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT SYSTEM OF
THE COMFORT STATION BUSINESS YOU HAVE
THE PERSONAL PULL TO BEAT ANY COM-
PETITOR ON THE COAST WE WILL DO OUR
PART WRITING YOU FULLY."

Q BY MR NEWBY : Do you know anything about

the circumstances of this telegram?

A That telegram, as I recall the matter, was in re-

sponse to our information to them that we had secured

certain valuable contracts and were negotiating for the

contracts for all the city comfort stations in the City of

Los Angeles.

MR. NEWBY: We ask that that be tiled as De-

fendant's Exhibit.
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THE COURT: It may be received. (Defendant's

Exhibit H)

MR. NEWBY: We offer letter of August 1, 1919.

Will it be stipulated that "Holly" is the brother of D. L.

Cosby, and that the letter was signed by D. L. Cosby?

MR. JONES: Yes.

THE COURT: That letter may be filed.

DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT I

August 1, 1919

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Gentlemen :

—

Kindly wish you would send us by parcel post 3 dozen

pass key bushings as we have have quite a number to be

replaced. The old ones are worn to such an extent that

the locks can be opened very easily with a knife or any

flat piece of metal.

In regard to elimination reports on register readings,

will advise that we have done away with that detail work

some time ago and are sending out reports of gross col-

lections only. The purpose of putting slides over regis-

ters is for our convenience in checking locks. Some time

ago, discovered some locks at Long Beach were being

tapped and after working some time and laying traps

we finally ran down our man. To our surprise we dis-

covered that he had duplicate keys made, which we got

back.

Holly and I have been very busy since we got on the

job, and have business in very good shape now. Have

quite a number of orders to be filled which have been

held up some time on account of not having locks.
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Our competitors are keeping us on the jump, but as

yet have not caused us any worry. However, as fast as

they install locks, we are right on their heels having them

removed and installing (Uirs in place. This has been the

case in several instances, and no doubt they are well dis-

couraged by this time. We got a new contract from

the Rosslyn Hotel, where a competitor had three locks,

which will be removed and ours installed. Holly also

closed another deal yesterday for four locks, which our

competitors now have, and which will be removed and re-

placed by ours. However, to continue this we have got

to prove that our locks and service are the best. Hence,

the reasons for perfect operating locks.

2—
In addition to 30 locks ordered by telegraph July 22nd,

we will also need my order of July 12th for 12 A and 12 C

locks, and 2 dozen extra of latest keepers, as Holly dis-

covered on his San Francisco trip that in addition to new

contracts he got, it is necessary to change some of the

locks already installed.

Trusting these will reach us at the earliest convenience,

and with best regards, we are.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

DLC:LK

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Co Deft Exhibit No. I Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross. Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: We offer letter dated June 12, 1919.

THE COURT: That letter may be tiled
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT J

August 12th, 1919.

Coin Controlling- Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Attention Mr. Malsbary.
Dear Sir:

—

Some few days ago we wired that we needed sixty locks

to fill the outstanding orders. In explanation to this

allow me to say that 37 of this amount are actually con-

tracted for and the 23 we are anticipating using on the

new city comfort stations here and believe we have an

excellent opportunity of securing this business.

Since sending you this wire we have secured contract

and installed 8 locks at the U. S. Grant Hotel, San Diego,

one at the Maryland Hotel, San Diego and an additional

one in the San Diego Hotel, this taking ten of the locks

shipped. We had to make immediate installation for the

U. S. Grant Hotel on account of the Fleet arriving last

Thursday. This takes ten out of our order and it will be

necessary for you to ship us ten additional to make up

for this deficit.

We have the competitors on the run and are securing

more business than ever before on account of the country

going dry, and it is necessary that you give us all the co-

operation you can at this time to overcome this compe-

tition. We can do it by being able to make immediate

installation.

Trusting you will be able to comply with our request

as to supplying locks as needed and suggest that you make

it 40 A and 20 C locks. Advise when you can ship.

Awaiting your reply, we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By
CCG/GC Vice Pres.
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[Endorsed] : No. 1319-R Coin Controlling vs. Pacific

Deft Exhibit No. J Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk Fiy Francis E. Cross. Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWRY: We offer telegram dated Aiignst 15,

1919.

THE COURT: It may be tiled.

DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT K

[Western Union Telegram Form]

Los Angeles, Cal., August 15th, 1919.

Coin Controlling Lock Company,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Have closed verbal deal for city comfort stations Ship

us sixteen A and Six C locks complete for same Give

these locks extraordinary attention This is a part of our

order of August twelfth

C. E. HURLER
Chge. C. E. Miller,

910 Van Nuys Bldg., City.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Co Deft Exhibit No. K Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross. Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: We offer this copy of the telegram of

September 8, 1919.

THE COURT: Let it be received and filed.
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT L

Los Angeles, CaL, Sept. 8th, 1919.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Are compelled to cover Texas immediately to hold

present business Holly will undoubtedly make trip must

know if you can supply locks to him at different points

throughout the state as he orders Wire Answer Badly

in need springs and pass keys order August eighth Im-

mediately send same parcels Post

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

Chge. C. E. Miller,

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock v. Pacific Lock.

Deft Exhibit No. L Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross. Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: We offer this letter of September 12,

1919, addressed to the Coin Controlling Lock Company,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

MR. NEWBY : And is it stipulated that Mr Chas. C.

Garrison was the manager?

MR. JONES: Yes.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT M

September 12th, 1919.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Attenti(ui Mr. \^an Cleave:

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

We received your wire yesterday in answer to ours in

which you say you will not be able to get us locks until

October 1st, or thereafter. This puts us in a very em-

barrassing position. All arrangements were made for

Mr. Cosbey to leave for Texas next Saturday, provided

you could have shipped them some locks. Our supply on

hand is less than half dozen and our competitors are

working tooth and toe-nail. We have every reason to

believe that they are now operating in Texas and will no

doubt cut some figure there. We have lost three splendid

locations in the city of Los Angeles because we did not

have locks to equip toilets with. Your inability to supply

us with locks will cut into our income.

The locations lost are excellent locations—as good as

any we have, outside of possibly the Pacific Electric. You

will have to arrange some way to take care of these orders

we send you, if you expect us to compete. It is disheart-

ening to go out and convince a man that our proposition

is the best offered, promise to put locks on within a cer-

tain time which he demands and then have you wire us

and tell us you can't furnish us with the locks.
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Why don't you increase your output? You can't ex-

pect to supply the demands of all the locks in the entire

country with two men or three men. If 1 had charge of

the construction of the locks I dare say I would turn

everything under the sun to supply the best agency, when

they were fighting tooth and toe-nail. We cannot be put

off until October 1st on the locks. We have to have them

immediately. We could use 60 if we had them on hand

and this does not include the contract with the City of

Los Angeles which will require 24 locks, which is to be

dated October 1st, You have had that order on file as

well as others that have been sent you from time to time.

We have a man in Seattle, Washington, who is stirring

up things there. Have just received a letter from him this

morning ordering more locks. 1 mention these points to

show you that we have to have service and you will have

to arrange some way to supply us. That is all there is

to it. I want you, upon receipt of this letter to ship us

C. C. L. Co. -2-

15 locks, 8 C and 7 A by express and don't forget the

equipment that goes with them. The last shipments made

have neither included springs nor pass-keys. We cannot

buy a spring in Los Angeles that is nickel plated and the

job does not look finished with a black or bronz spring

on it, therefore use a little more care in making up your

packages.

This letter is not intended in any spirit other than try-

ing to get you to see our point of view. We must have
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(Testimony of Clinton E. Miller.)

the material to meet this competition. It is serious and

it is going to spread all over the United States if you

don't help us block it at its source and that source is

right here. Here is the answer. A man who has had

our locks on and had been taking in from $150 to $200

per month is approached by these fellt^ws to rent locks

at $2.50 a piece per month. This is a great deal better

than receiving 33-1/3% to 50% of the receipts and it is

a hard game to hold the business, as money talks.

Please give this your immediate attention, as we must

have it.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

CCG/GC Manager.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. M Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross. Deputy Clerk

CLINTON E. MILLER,

resumed the stand and the following proceedings were

had:

MR. NEWBY: I understand the signature of Mr Van

Cleave is admitted?

MR. JONES: Yes.

MR. NEWBY: We desire to offer letter of September

20, 1919, addressed to the Pacific Coin Lock Company,

Delta Building, Los Angeles, California, attention of Mr.

Garrison, and signed by C. N. Van Cleave,

—

THE COURT : It may be received and filed.
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DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT N

Home of the Coin Lock

Coin Controlling Lock Co.

Traction Building, Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A.

Chicago Detroit Milwaukee San Francisco Los Angeles

Atlanta New York Boston Portland Seattle Syracuse

Sioux City

Sept. 20—1919
The Pacific Coin Lock Co.,

Delta Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Garrison:

—

Atten Mr. Garrison

I am in receipt of your letter of the 12th this morning

when 1 arrived at the office after being away for a week.

I have carefully noted the entire contents and you don't

hate it any worse than I do and the day is not far away

when our troubles of this nature are going to be at an

end. Our interests are mutual in this matter and we are

putting forth every effort possible.

We are going to commence the first of the week turning

out a new lock much less complicated and I know that

you will be well pleased when you see it and we will be

able to get out about three where we have been able to

get out one heretofore. I am going to Grand Rapids the

first of the week where 1 expect to make arrangements

with a lock factory to make up five hundred or one thou-

sand and have them on the shelf.

We will send you one of the new locks the first of the

week by parcel post—may be yet today and on receipt of

same we want your opinion and any suggestions you

may have to offer. I will write you again on Monday.

Very truly yours

CNVC/MEW C. N. Van Cleave
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[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft. Exhibit No. N Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk, By Francis E Cross Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY : We offer copy of letter dated Septem-

ber 19, 1919, addressed to Coin Controlling- Lock Com-

pany, and signed Pacific Coin Lock Company, by blank,

with the letters in the left-hand lower margin, ''DLC,"

which we understand stood for the name of D. L. Cosby.

MR. JONES: Yes.

THE COURT : It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBLf O

September 19th, 1919.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

"Gentlemen:

—

We are in receipt of locks shipped us by parcels post

September 12th, and will advise that same reached us in

good condition. We note that two of the locks had open-

ings over the registers without slides and kindly wish that

you would not send us these, as it is very easy for our

competitors to read the registers. These two particular

locks were not polished and cash doors were fitted very

badly in both. Most of the locks sent us recently are

equipped with a coil spring, which is entirely too strong

for the cutter spindle. Since we have eliminated the regis-

ter readings to a certain extent, will advise that it is not

necessary to have slides over the registers. Kindly wish

you would not send us locks with a small hole in the case

where register openings should be, as it is very easy for
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anyone to cut the hole larger for the purpose of keeping

tab on the registers. Either do away with the opening

in the case altogether or cover same with slide. Is it

possible to send us a heavier door spring, as present one

is not strong enough for closing a heavy door.

Kindly ship us the locks ordered by telegram August

12th by Mr. Miller for City comfort stations as soon as

possible and be sure that extraordinary attention is given

to same.

Wish to call your attention to your letter of Sept. 10th,

in which you have accepted our settlement for locks rental.

This should be payment in full up to January 1st, 1920

instead of July 1st, 1919, as same is paid in advance.

With best wishes, we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By "

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-R Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. O Filed 10/20 1927 R, S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E Cross Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: We offer letter of September 30, 1919,

addressed to Coin Controlling Lock Company.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT P

September 30th, 1919.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

''The new lock of which you wrote us was received this

morning and we have found it to be superior to the old

lock in many ways, particularly coin control, it eliminating
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the possibility of becoming locked in, which under the

old style lock is due to the register arm becoming jammed

against the inside knob spindle. We also found this

new lock holds the nickel better than the old style, but

Delbert Cosbey found the weakness of the new lock, which

is a very important feature.

We have had more trouble in overcoming the picking

of the locks than any other one feature. However we

have overcome it by close installations and by brazing a

piece on the top of the keeper. This last idea applying

more to inside locks than outside, and as this is so im-

portant it was one of the first things Delbert looked for

on the new lock, and it did not take him long to discover

it. All that is necessary to do is to take your knife blade,

insert it straight through the coin slot into the lock allow-

ing the point of the blade to come in contact with the slot

provided for the pass key lug and you can successfully

open it every time. Also by placing the knife blade in

the slot at an angle of about 45 degrees catching the lug

that holds the nickel and pry against it and that will open

it. Unless you can eliminate this feature you will have

an unlimited amount of trouble in picking. We have lost

hundreds of dollars at the Pacific Electric Station in this

city until we were able to overcome this picking and we

do not care to go through this grief again. It is therefore

necessary to furnish us with the old locks until this can

be overcome. This is the only objection we have been able

to discover and we sincerely trust that it can be overcome,

because we believe the new lock is stronger and better

and simpler in every way than the old lock. Do not

ship us any of the new style locks, along the lines of the
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construction of this new lock, as we will be compelled to

ship them back to you and it means double expense.

We are sorely in need of locks and must have them.

The city contract will be entered into most any day re-

quiring twenty-four locks and we have not a single lock

that we can use. There never was a time since this com-

pany was organized that we needed locks as we do just

now. Our competitors are giving us a run unheard of

and we are doing our best to stop them and have fairly

succeeded and could completely put them out of business

if we had the locks to do it with.

The old lock is satisfactory with the exception that the

register arm could be changed a little to prevent the lock-

ing in of the patron. This could be overcome by filling

in a little more on the arm preventing the lock of the

inside knob spindle. Also if you would be careful with

the coin lug on the case and not cut too much away, and

if you would set the register so the register arm would

be tripped before the bolt of the lock was drawn all the

way in. This could be overcome by shortening the lever

on the register arm by building in behind the register and

setting it forward.

Trusting you will be able to overcome this great diffi-

culty on the new lock, we beg to remain

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

CCG/GC Manager

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. P. Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E Cross Deputy Clerk
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MR. NEWRY: Is this sii^^ned by C. C. Garrison,

Manager ?

MR. JONES: Yes.

MR. NEWRY: We offer telegram dated November

7, 1919.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIRIT Q
[Western Union Telegram Form]

Los Angeles, Cal., November 7th, 1919

To Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

Street and No. 617 Traction Bldg.,

Place Indianapolis, Indiana.

If fault of new lock mentioned in wire of October

twenty second has been overcome send immediately twelve

As and twelve Cs Have orders to be filled immediately

and want to install the new locks If same has not been

overcome send twelve Cs of the old style.

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

Chge. C. E. Miller,

910 Van Nuys Rldg., City.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-R Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Exhibit No. Q Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk Ry Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWRY: This letter of November 18, 1919, is

addressed to Coin Controlling Lock Company, Indian-

apolis, Indiana.

MR. NEWRY: "C C G." is Mr. Garrison; is that

stipulated ?

MR. JONES : Yes.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT R

November 18th, 1919.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

The shipment of locks sent us was received yesterday,

and after careful examination of same we have concluded

not to use them, as we would only be jumping from the

frying pan into the fire. The locks are not perfected and

you will certainly have a lot of grief if you replace your

old locks with these new^ ones. There are several things

wrong with them.

First—your pass key idea is all wrong, as any lOc^*

clock key will operate it. Second—if the knob is turned

before the coin is inserted it catches between the control

casting and the latch preventing the lock's operation and

causes it to jamb, thereby putting the lock out of business

until it can be taken apart and the coin taken out of it.

Third—the average thickness of the doors upon which

these locks are installed is an inch and an eighth. The

screw holding the inside knob in place is so set that it is

neither covered up by the rosette and the rosette is so small

that it cannot be slipped back over the screw while the

installation is being made.

So far as we can ascertain by examination of these

locks you are not making them from dies and gigs and we

believe that unless you do so, making all parts interchange-

able you are going to waste a lot of money. We realize

that it would cost considerable to make forms and gigs

at this time, but it would save money in the long run and

would make each lock interchangeable and if something
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went wrong it would not necessitate the taking ofif of

the lock and shipping it back. And, in as much as you

are now making a complete change of style of lock you

would be saving yourselves a lot of money and saving

ourselves and all other branch offices a great deal of worry

and annoyance, say nothing of the money expended in

making the changes and you would have a more perfect

working lock.

Unless you do overcome these features enumerated we

would prefer to use the old style lock, as we have been

able to solve the difficulties and are getting fair service,

but we are afraid to attempt it with this new lock as it

is, therefore kindly shij) us a new order replacing the one

that you have sent us and we will return this shipment of

new locks. It seems to us it would be a very sim])le

matter to rectify these mistakes and overcome the difficul-

C. C. L. Co. - 2 -

ties that you are bound to have and trusting that you

will endeavor to do this for yourself as well as ourselves,

we beg to remain

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

CCG/GC Manager.

P. S. While this letter was being written yesterday

the Cosbey boys were making installations and decided to

try out two of the new locks and found that the latch

is so long and on such peculiar angle that it would not

close without binding. They say it was due to the pecu-

liar shape of the latch and were able to overcome it by

cutting off some of it and rounding the nose.
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After the installation was made they found they had

no pass keys and went out and bought some clock keys.

Now you know^ this will never do. The idea of being able

to get clock keys from every lock smith that will operate

this lock. You will simply have to change it.

They also found that pennies work the lock, which was

easily remedied by widening the coin control, but this is

one of the things that should be done at the factory.

C. C. G.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. R Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: We offer letter your Honor, dated

December 10, 1919.

MR. NEWBY: Who is that signed by, Mr. Jones?

MR. JONES : D. L. Cosby.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT S

December 10th, 1919.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

In reply to your letter of December 2nd, wish to advise

you of the experience we have had with one of the new

locks that we have recently installed for the purpose of

experimenting with same. This lock has been used on an

average of about 20 times a day since its installation and

is continually out of order, due to the nickels not falling

directly in the coin control and wedging between it and the
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latch preventing its operation. This same thing very often

happens with a penny. Its weight is not heavy enough to

carry it directly into and through the coin control, caus-

ing it to become wedged in the lock which prevents its

operating. This, we believe, can be overcome by having

some kind of a shoot or guide that will direct the coin

straight m through and into the coin control. Another

thing which jambs the lock and which is \ery often done is

caused by turning the outside knob before the coin is in-

serted, which wedges belween control casting and the latch.

In regard to the present pass key will suggest that if

it is impossible to use a yale key some other shaped stem

should be used instead of the square one, as same will be

more difficult to duplicate. Also believe that pass key and

slot into which it fits could be a trifle smaller so that key

would not be so clums(?y and inconvenient to operate.

In regard to the latch will advise that same should be

a trifle shorter and rounded instead of angled. This we

had to do with the lock we installed, as same wedged

against keeper preventing door from closing.

We are badly in need of C locks and kindly ask that

to

as soon as new lock is perfected yevt send us some. We
are anticipating trip to Texas the first of the year and

also have quite a number of locks to be changed that are

now operating badly. Kindly advise us immediately as

to how soon you will be able to supply us with these.

Awaiting your immediate reply and with best wishes,

we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By
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[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. S Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E Cross, Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY : I will ask you, Mr. Jones, if you will

stipulate that is the signature of Mr. Van Cleave?

MR. JONES : All right.

MR. NEWBY: I offer this letter of January 14, 1920,

addressed to Pacific Coin Lock Company, and signed C.

N. Van Cleave, and the signature is admitted. This letter

reads as follows

:

DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT T

Home of the Coin Lock

Coin Controlling Lock Co.

Traction Building, Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A.

Chicago Detroit Milwaukee San Francisco Los Angeles

Atlanta New York Boston Portland Seattle Syracuse

Sioux City

January 14, 1920

The Pacific Coin Lock Co.,

#910 Van Nuys Building,

Los Angeles, California.

Attention Mr. C. E. Miller

Mr. C. C. Garrison

My Dear Fellows :

—

I am going to start a surprise on the road to you about

the day after tomorrow in the form of a new lock and

''believe me it is going to be some lock this time, and take
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it from me'' within thirty clays from now and 1 believe

that it will be less time than that we are goin^^: to be able

to give you locks to your hearts' content. 1 know that

this will be a pleasant surprise and God knows a great

relief to us.

If we haven't ^ot a lock now that is absolutely fool-

proof which will work as ])erfectly as the hcmr hand on

your clock, I am going to quit trying to think one out,

so make your plans to get ready to take care of the busi-

ness. I am going to endeavor to get one on the road to

you by the day after tomorrow. Then 1 want you to

pick it to pieces; tell me all the faults you can hnd be-

cause it is out of these criticisms or suggestions on the

part of gentlemen like yourselves who have had the actual

experience that helps us to overcome the defects. I have

never seen one yet up to the present time but that has

plenty of them when it comes to being knocked around

by the public but I tell you I believe we have it.

Trusting that everything is going well with both of you

and with many good wishes for the new year, I am

Very truly yours

CNV/MEW C. N. Van Cleave

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. T Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E Cross. Deputy Clerk

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

MR. NEWBY: We offer letter of February 21, 1920,

addressed to Coin Controlling Lock Company, which reads

as follows

:
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT U

February 21st, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

''Gentlemen:

—

We are shipping you today by freight a number of

broken locks and different parts, which we are unable to

use. We are also returning the new style locks sent us

some time ago, which proved to be a failure.

In a recent letter from Mr. Van Cleave he stated that

you were figuring and have been trying to work out some

kind of a combination device that works with a dial and

has no pass key whatever. We believe that a larger and

stronger lock operated with one yale key would be more

satisfactory. For instance a small yale key similar to the

ones used for locking the ignition switch on automobiles.

The fault with a combination lock, is that some one is

always around when collecting and may get next to the

combination; also would take longer to get the cash,

especially in ladies department where it is necessary to get

in and out as quickly as possible.

In regard to keeper will suggest that same could be

smaller so as to be more uniform with lock. The Peer-

less Lock Company of this city is using a keeper that is

made so that it is impossible to pick the lock. It is so

made that the latch of the lock is completely hidden. If

possible to get a hold of one of them will do so and send

same to you. We are very anxious to get a shipment of

the new locks, as we have several new installations to be

made, which we are holding up until same are received.

We also are very anxious to get into Texas and get
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things put into good shape there. We have gotten several

letters from two of our best hotels in Texas stating that

the locks are working very badly and continually giving

them trouble, and have asked us to make them a new in-

stallation. We have been putting them off for some time,

stating that we will do so just as soon as we are able to

receive the new locks.

C. C. L. Co. - 2 -

I

In my last letter w^ advised them that we would be in a

position to make them a new installation about the first

Will

week in March. \\^)uld kindly ask that you ship us the

new locks just as soon as possible in order that we may

be able to get into Texas and get things in shape. The

Peerless Lock Company are at present working in Texas

and with our locks operating as they are might give them

a good opportunity to get started in that state.

Trusting that everything is going along in good shape

and with best wishes, we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By "

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. U Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E Cross. Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: Is it stipulated that is signed by D.

L. Cosby?

MR. JONES: Yes.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.
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MR. NEWBY: We offer letter dated February 24,

1920, addressed to Mr. Van Cleave, 617 Traction Build-

ing, Indianapolis, Indiana, reading as follows:

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT V

February 24th, 1920.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

I hand you herewith our check for $750.00, payment on

account of rental due March 1st, 1920. Our customary

statement will show about $1500 due as rental. Mr.

Cosbey has been very busy for the past thirty days on

account of the arrest and trial of robbers; preparation of

our income tax statement and other details, which have

delayed preparation of the statement, which will go for-

ward to you in a few days.

The matter of going over our Texas territory is get-

ting serious. Our competitors are getting a foothold

there, which they never would have done had we been

able to go in there last fall as we had planned. We un-

derstand that the Peerless Coin Lock Company have se-

cured the Adolphus Hotel in Dallas, which is one of the

best in Texas. We had them lined up when the personal

representative of some other concern slipped in and took

the business away from us. There are similar instances in

Texas that can be cited. We feel that it is absolutely

necessary to send Mr. Cosbey over the Texas territory

right away in order to hold the business that we have.

We are also going into Oregon and Washington next

month and we must have locks for both of these trips.
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This delay has cost us lots of money and enabled our com-

petitors to get in where they never should have landed.

Please let us know by return mail just how things stand

in regard to our supply of locks.

Mr. Cosbey has just stepped into my office to say that

the Pacific Electric have been complaining to us for some

time and have just this morning vigorously renewed their

complaint because there are certain locks there which let

the nickels drop through. The b(^ys say there are a num-

ber of other local places where we need new equipment,

which has been ordered. We would like to get the new

locks if possible, but we will take anything that works

properly.

C. N. V. -2-

There is another matter, Mr. Van Cleave, that I desire

to discuss with you. Mr. Garrison and T have talked

over a number of times the serious impairment to our

business on account of not having our orders for locks

filled promptly. It is safe to say we would have been

several thousands ahead of where we are now if you had

furnished locks as ordered. This is figuring on new busi-

ness alone that was seized by our competitors and does

not take into consideration losses suffered in business

already on the books. We both feel that it is only right

that Coin Controlling Lock Company should meet us half

way at least and give us a credit of $730.00. What do

you say?

You were going to write us concerning making an in-

stallation in Salt Lake City, but we did not hear from

you. Why not add Utah to our territory. There are only

two cities—Ogden and Salt Lake City in both of which

places we are well connected. They are only 24 hours
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ride from here. Your competitors are in the Rocky Moun-
tain region and we can run them out if you give us all

that territory.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By
CEM/GC President.

P. S.— 1 hope this letter finds Mr. Malsbury well again

and your organization in good working order.

C E. M.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. V Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E Cross Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY : This is signed by C. E. Miller, Presi-

dent.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

MR. NEWBY : We have the reply to Mr. Van Cleave,

dated March 3, 1920. It reads as follows:

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT W
Home of the Coin Lock

Coin Controlling Lock Co.

Traction Building, Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A.

Chicago Detroit Milwaukee San Francisco Los Angeles

Atlanta New York Boston Portland Seattle Syracuse

Sioux City

March 3, 1920.

Mr. C. E. Miller,

Pacific Coin Lock Co.,

#910 Van Nuys Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Mr. Miller:

—

We are in receipt of yours of the 24th and have noted

carefully its contents. I want to thank you for the check

of $750.00 which has been placed to your credit.
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My Dear Sir, at this point I want to take up with you

the paragraph of your letter in wliich you ask us to ,give

you a credit for business tliat you are supposed to have

lost. I think you will ha\'e to admit that we have always

shown the spirit of meeting you half way on almost any-

thing and have already made a number of concessions and

you will always find us ready to deal with you in the

same manner on future (|uestions that may come u]), but

this is one that we cannot see our way clear to grant.

If you gentlemen think for a minute we have not had our

troubles at this end of the line endeavoring to get locks

to you, you have another guess coming. We have both

had our pleasant and unpleasant experiences which are

only characteristic of any line of business and particularly

so at this time and under conditions that have existed for

the last four years.

The most fortunate thing that has recently happened in

connection with this business is the discovery of the new

method of making the lock. It is going to be very simple

and easily constructed, thereby enabling us to turn out

three to the one turned out before and we are calling in

outside help.

We realize the importance of getting a stock of locks

ahead. "Take it from me" we are going to get them to

you at an early date and plenty of them and with your

representing the Independent Lock Company, it is going

to be your own fault if you don't put your competitors

out of business. In this connection we have employed the

Mr. C. E. Miller #2

best firm of Patent Lawyers in Indianapolis and they are

now getting ready and we hope to within the very near

future file suits against our various competitors, for as 1
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have told you before, we are going to control this busi-

ness for we feel confident that our patents will protect

us and w^e are going to defend them, but patent litigation

is a very expensive undertaking, naturally we wanted to

shirk it as long as it is policy to do so but we have now

reached the point where we are going to take action.

If you possibly can we would like very much indeed

to have you secure one of the locks of your new com-

petitor and get it to us at the earliest date possible.

With reference to Utah, we will give you permission

to install our locks in Ogden and Salt Lake City but don't

construe this to be exclusive for all time to come. We
want to be absolutely fair and generous with you but we

don't want any misunderstanding or unpleasant argu-

ments like that which came up over Texas.

I will write you again the last of this week or the first

of next week sure and give you something more definite

as to the date of generous shipments.

Yours very truly

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK CO,

CNV/MEW By C. N. Van Cleave

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. W Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

MR. NEWBY: We offer telegram dated March 4,

1920, addressed to Coin Controlling Lock Company, 617

Traction Building, Indianapolis, Indiana, reading as fol-

lows:

''Have lost City of Dallas comfort stations Metropoli-

tan Hotel Ft Worth About to lose Rice Hotel on account
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bad locks Peerless secured Adolphus Hotel Dallas Was
our business but could not furnish locks Wire us when

you can send new locks in order that we may ^et into

Texas.

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO."

THE COURT: ll may be received and filed. (De-

fendant's Exhibit X)

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT X

[Western Union Telej^ram Form]

Los Angeles, Cal., March 4th, 1920.

To Coin Controlling- Lock Co.,

Street and No. 617 Traction Bldg.,

Place Indianapolis, Indiana.

Have lost City of Dallas comfort stations Metropolitan

Hotel Forth Worth About to lose Rice Hotel on account

bad locks Peerless secured Adolphus Hotel Dallas was

our business but could not furnish locks Wire us when

you can send the new locks in order that we may gel

into Texas.

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

Chge. C. E. Miller,

910 Van Nuys Bldg., City.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock.

Exhibit No. X Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmerman,

clerk By Francis E. Cross. Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: We offer letter dated March 11, 1920,

addressed to Mr. C. N. Van Cleave at Indianapolis.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.
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March 11th, 1920.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT Y

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

716 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

''Further answering your letter of March 3rd, wherein

you decline to discount our yearly rental that we requested

to offset money losses due to your failure to furnish us

with locks as needed for the conduct of our business, I

desire to state as follows

:

( 1 ) We pay you a very high rental on your lock—in

excess of one hundred per cent a year on its cost. The

principal consideration running to us for this money is

the fulfillment of your agreement to furnish the locks as

needed and to have them mechanically perfect.

(2) The high rental of $10.00 per lock per year was

agreed to by this corporation on the theory that it was

getting a patented article that had no competitor. Since

that is not the fact the value of your lock must be figured

just the same as any other piece of hardware, namely, on

its cost of manufacture. We can purchase locks outright

at less than you charge per year per lock.

(3) The Peerless Lock Company with a factory here

have a very large supply of locks on hand and they have

never stopped their manufacture. If it can be done here,

why can it not be done in Indianapolis, the source of the

raw material?

(4) The development of our business has clearly

demonstrated the fact that the coin lock of itself as a

mechanical device has not been responsible for our success.

We have built up our business in spite of its defects and
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in spite of our inability to get locks as we have needed

them and ordered them. Tt has become necessary for us

to increase our space here to have more room to improve

the mechanics of the lock.

C. N. Van C - 2 -

Now^, Mr. V'an Cleave, the foregoing is a cold blooded

statement of our side of the case and T give it to you be-

cause I think you ought to have it. I can furnish you

with accurate detailed statements of fact that will prove

every assertion I have made in the foregoing.

We have delayed sending Mr. Cosbey over the Texas

territory ever since last summer and that delay has caused

us great losses. Our competitors are working Texas very

hard. We lost The Adolphus, the largest hotel in Texas,

which we had lined up through certain strong connections,

but our failure to get on the ground caused our com-

petitors to get the business. We have just received notice

to take our locks off of the City Comfort Stations of

Dallas. We also have our locks off of the Metropolitan

Hotel, and the Gunter Hotel, our best business in Texas

also gave us notice to discontinue the locks. We managed

to hold the Gunter off on the promise that we would send

our representative to see them. The Rice Hotel is con-

stantly complaining of the failure of the locks to work

properly and we will lose that business unless we get over

there and adjust the matter.

As you have said to us, it is useless to go to the expense

of covering the Texas territory by a representative unless

we have the locks to make new installations and to im-

prove present ones. We are ready to go on a minute's

notice from you that we can have the locks as they are

ordered.
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T am personally leaving March 15th, for a two week's

trip over our northwestern territory where I expect to get

all of the comfort stations of the City of Seattle and pos-

sibly do some other nice business. We are also figuring*

with the City of Los Angeles and expect to land the

comfort stations here. If we do get this business we will

be in a bad fix, if we are unable to make the prompt

installations.

We want you to appreciate that right now is a critical

time wnth us. Coin locks are being sold outright, com-

petitors are manufacturing locks in our home town and

cutting rates all to pieces. We must keep up service to

hold our business. It can't be done by personal pull

forever.

We will be very glad to have you read this letter care-

fully and thoughtfully and point out to us wherein you

think we are wrong in any of our statements. Coopera-

tion is the basis of all modern business success and we
want to arrange to have that with our parent company
if it is possible. We have always been as absolutely

loyal to the Coin Controlling Lock Company as it is pos-

sible for anybody to be and we propose to continue to be

C. N. Van C. - 3 -

so just as long as we are convinced that our present

difficult predicament resulting in extreme difficulty of

keeping our present business and getting new business is

due to the fact that you have not thoroughly appreciated

the situation. For that reason I have very frankly put

square up to you the exact state of affairs at this end.

We are in hopes that this letter will result in an answer

from you stating to us exactly a definite date when we
may have our locks orders promptly filled.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY,
By ''

CEM/GC President.
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[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. Y Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross. Deputy Clerk

(Witness) I don't think I ever received an answer to

that letter.

MR. NEWRY: We offer letter dated March 11, 1920,

addressed to Mr. Van Cleave. Is that signed by Mr. C.

C. Garrison?

MR. JONES: Yes.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT Z

March 11th, 1920.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

716 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Sir:

—

I do not want to appear in the light of a chronic kicker,

but we are up against it pretty hard on this lock situation.

As per our wire a few days ago, we told you that we

had just lost the City Comfort Station at Dallas, also the

Metropolitan Hotel at Ft. Worth and are about to lose

the Rice in Houston. No doubt Mr. Miller mentioned

this in his letter of the 10th inst., but if he did not I

wish to say that the Peerless Lock Company has taken

the business from us, due entirely to our locks not work-

ing properly.

The Peerless have installed locks on all the booths of

the Southern Hotel, Bakersfield, California, six in all

:

also the Adolphus Hotel of Dallas and have received a

straight tip that the Adolphus is doing $275.00 a month
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net to the Peerless. We had this hotel lined up and

would have made the contract if we could have had Cosbey

in Dallas last September. The locations we positively

know about and we are informed that the Peerless is doing

a fine business in Texas and are continually making new

contracts, which could not have been made under any

circumstances if we could have gone in there. We have

the connections through the Texas Hotel News and have

been able to block some of their efforts, but we can do

nothing without equipment and that is up to you.

Regarding the infringement suits you mention in your

letter to Mr. Miller, I am sure you will win, while I

realize it will be expensive, yet it will more than pay to

be able to control this business. We have discussed the

coin lock business from every angle and every phase of

it, and I have come to the conclusion that if every toilet

in the United States available to be locked with coin locks

was locked the maximum would not exceed 3500 locks,

thereby making it a business of monopoly of necessity, and

if it is possible to put a crimp into the competition, the

sooner it is accomplished the better for all concerned.

C. N. VanC. - 2 -

Now regarding a cut in our rental for the latter part

of 1919, I feel it is only right and fair considering our

tremendous losses of the past six months and others we

are facing, that you allow us to use this money to light

competition. We have the Peerless, the other Indian-

apolis lock and the one which is selling the lock outright,

a copy of their ad being sent you by myself. This is stiff

competition and so far we have blocked them here simply

because we were able to see the interested parties and
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make lock repairs to kee]) them satisfied. We have not

been able to do this in Texas, because we had no locks and

we could not have accomplished anything there without

new locks, as Cosbey could not stay there all the time;

however, 1 dare say had we known you were not going

to get us locks we would have sent him in there and kept

him on the job until you would relieve the situation by

shipping locks. T believe we would have been able to have

held the business even though it would have cost a great

deal of money, and unless you do start suits tor infringe-

ments and carry them through to a win, all of us will be

out of luck.

The Peerless people are having no apparent trouble in

getting all the raw material they need to manufacture

their locks, as they now have about 2000 finished and

they are 2500 miles from where raw materials are obtain-

able, while you are there in the very heart of it, and in

addition to all of this your company is old and established

and should have the first call on all this while the Peerless

is just the opposite.

We are certainly in a jam.

Yours truly,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO..

By - - .--

Vice President."

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. Z Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross. Deputy Clerk

MR. NEWBY: We offer, if your Honor please, tele-

gram dated April 24, 1920.
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(Testimony of Clinton E, Miller.)

(Witness continuing) G. W. Bannister was the name

of our agent at San Francisco. It is my impression I did

not receive an answer to that telegram.

MR. NEWBY: We offer that telegram.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed. We had

better begin a new series of exhibits, beginning with A-2.

EXHIBIT NO. A-2

[Western Union Telegram Form]

April 24, 1920

To COIN CONTROLLING LOCK CO.

Street and No. 617 TRACTION BLDG.

Place INDIANAPOLIS IND,.

Telegram received from San Francisco agent as fol-

lows Kindly rush locks and equipment as competitor is

on job Lessors complaining of delay I have more con-

tracts at hand if you will furnish equipment Now is the

time to establish foothold Signed G W BANNISTER
STOP Unless you exert yourselves we will loose out in

San Francisco as in Texas We have been five years get-

ting started there and competition finds it easy now after

the ice is finally broken STOP We have signed five year

contracts now San Francisco awaiting twenty eight locks

Wont you please help us. Answer

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

Chg CEMILLER 910 VAN NUYS BLDG

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock.

Exhibit No. A-2 Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk By Francis E. Cross. Deputy Clerk
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(Testimony of Clinton E. Miller.)

MR. NEWRY : We offer this telegram in evidence,

dated May 19, 1920.

THE COURT : It may be received and filed.

EXHIBIT NO. A-3.

Los Angeles, Cal., May 19th, 1920.

''Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

We installed three of latest locks here in city last w^eek

Found two out of order Monday morning Lost at least

fifteen dollars Stop You are not using enough metal in

latch casting where it surrounds coin A heavy pull on

door when latch in keeper causes latch casting to squeeze

together at coin control thereby preventing another coin

to enter control Stop New^ locks very crude in workman-

ship and you will never get good results unless you polish

all parts same as you did sample locks Stop You are

wasting loads of money by not making locks from jigs

Stop Why dont you round off latch as per sample sent

you We have to work over every lock Stop It is very

discouraging to be unable to make you understand these

things Stop When w^ill you ship ten cent locks ordered

for Pacific Electric

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO."

COLLECT

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Exhibit No. A-3 Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk By Francis E. Cross. Deputy Clerk
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(Testimony of Clinton E. Miller.)

Q BY MR NEWBY: Mr. Miller, with respect to

the polishing of locks received, did the Pacific Coin Lock

Company have any mechanics to do that kind of work

after receipt of locks?

A It did.

Q What difference did you observe in the locks, be-

tween the sample lock and the locks sent to be put on the

doors ?

A The sample lock was well prepared, properly ma-

chined, polished, and worked exceedingly well. The locks

sent to us for use were not polished, not machined and

rough finished.

MR. NEWBY: W^e offer letter dated June 9, 1920,

reading as follows:

EXHIBIT NO. A-4

June 9th, 1920.

''Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

It has always been the purpose of Pacific Coin Lock

Company to treat Coin Controlling Lock Company with

absolute loyalty and frankness. No effort and no money

has been spared by us to promote the interest of the coin

lock business in our territory. We have met with success,

which has been limited only by the great trouble we have

experienced on account of the mechanically imperfect locks

that you have sent us.

Time and again we have called to your attention the

fact that the locks were not being properly delivered to us

and that our efforts to keep them in working order were
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enormously expensive. In spite of that fact the locks are

continuing to deteriorate instead of getting better.

At the same time our orders ha\T not been Filled and we

have lost a great amount of business on that account.

There was an order put in ab(mt two months ago for San

Francisco territory calling for 25 locks, which has never

been filled, although we have asked again and again for

the locks. This has discouraged our San Francisco man

to such an extent that he has threatened to resign. We
sent you a telegram of explanation in this matter on May

26th, to which we have received no reply and no locks.

In the meantime our competitors are here cutting rates

and offering our customers, who have written contracts

with us to make good anything they suffer in damages

by virtue of breaking the contract. The Pacific Electric

gave me this information confidentially and at the same

time told me that the Pawtucket people had a much better

lock than we had. They were inclined to take it up when

our contract with them expires.

This letter is sent you merely for the purpose of saying

without heat nor not in the nature of a threat that we

C. C L. Co. -2-

are going to do whatever seems wisest to protect the busi-

ness that we have built up. We cannot hold our present

business with the locks that you are furnishing nor with

those that you failed to furnish.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By C E Miller

CEM/GC President.
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[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-4 Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

THE COURT: That may be received and filed.

(Deft's. Exhibit A-4)

THE COURT: Ls that about the same story for the

next three years?

MR. NEWBY: Yes, your Honor, except it gets even

more insistent as it comes down to April 23, 1923.

THE COURT: Can't you offer these letters and let

them go into the record, until we get to the last six

months before the break, so that they may be used in

connection with the briefs and arguments, if counsel

desire ?

MR. NEWBY: That will be all right.

THE COURT: They can be put in in bulk; and then

read those of the last few months before the break and

see what the definite cause was.

MR. NEWBY : Do you mean put them all in as one

exhibit ?

THE COURT: That can be done.

MR. NEWBY: Very well, get the originals, Mr.

Jones, and I will offer them,—No. 39, letter dated June

20, 1920, to the Coil Controlling Lock Company, signed

Pacific Coin Lock Company, by D. L. Cosby; No. 43,

which is a telegram; next is 44, a telegram; 45, a tele-

gram.

MR. JONES : We haven't got it. I don't find it.

MR. NEWBY: No. 46, 47, 48, 49, 104, 50—

MR. JONES: I haven't got that. Please let me see

that.
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(Paper submitted to Mr. Jones by Mr. Newby)

MR. JONES: It is all right. We are not question-

ing it.

MR. NEWRY: No. 51, a telegram. We will offer

then, your Honor, the documents consisting of letters and

telegrams identified by the numbers 1 have read, and ask

that they be filed as Defendant's Exhibit A-5.

THE COURT: They may be received and filed.

EXHTIUT NO. A-5

January 20th, 1920.

Mr. C. N. \'an Cleave,

617 Traction Rldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

I am very happy to get your letter of January 14th,

with the information in it about the new lock that you are

sending for our inspection. Be assured that we shall give

it thoughtful attention and will make any criticisms that

occur to us in an effort to help you and ourselves to give

the people better service for their nickels. The longer we

are in this business the more we are convinced that service

is what counts. I could write you a volume upon some of

the things that we have discovered.

I have been intending to write you personally for some

time about the unfavorable condition of our business on

the coast on account of your failure to supply us with the

locks that we have needed. We planned last September

to send Mr. H. J. Cosbey over our Texas territory to

equip all of our installations with the sanitary seat and to

reenamel everything, make new contracts for long periods
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and to increase our business about one hundred per cent.

We were advised by Coin Controlling Lock Company that

we could not depend upon the locks being shipped to him

on telegraphic order and of course it would be useless to

send him under those conditions. We were advised that

you would be in position to supply us with locks soon.

We have been waiting impatiently ever since. In the

meantime our Texas business has gotten into bad shape

as copies of the enclosed letters will indicate. We have

lost three good hotels and our business is producing less

income in Texas than it ever has, due to the fact that we

have not sent ou^ man over the territory, because he could

not get locks as needed.

We have found that the method of installing a coin lock

is a very important thing. You would be surprised to find

out how much tinkering we do with your locks before we

place them on the doors. The plunger is sawed off and

filed and the whole inside workings of the lock are gone

over. We have a regular work shop on hand and build

your lock over very considerably after it gets here. You

promised to come out here to the coast and we were going

to show you some things about the lock that cannot be

described on paper, but you never came. If you don't

look out you will take a trip across the River Jordan

before you do to California.

C. N. V. C. - 2 -

Now, Mr. Van Cleave, it is safe to say that we have

lost thousands of dollars on account of our supply of locks

being uncertain and irregular. We have postponed send-

ing representatives over our entire territory on this ac-

count for a year or more. We did send Mr. Roney up

into the Northwest last spring, but his trip was practically
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useless because we could not get the locks. Is there any

kind of a deal whereby we could undertake the manufac-

ture of the coin locks here in Los Angeles? I believe our

conditions for manufacturing are as good or better than

yours and that wx^ can produce a better lock at no greater

cost than you are doing back there. Labor is cheaper,

climatic conditions ideal and our termnial rates gives us

cheap freight for raw materials. Something must be done

in the matter of our lock supply. Kindly let me hear from

you alcmg this line at once.

Very truly yours,

CEM/GC

June 11th, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.

617 Traction Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Gentlemen :

—

We are sending you today by freight a number of

broken locks and parts which we are unable to use.

In regard to your bill of June 4th., we believe that we

should not be charged for the cost of installation at the

Houston Union Station as this entire installation had to

be gone over by Halley and you also received your por-

tion of the receipts up to May 1st. which undonhtly paid

for the cost of the doors. We are enclosing check for

$14.54 covering parcels post on ship/)ments to Halley on

his Texas trip.

In regard to the 10 cent inside locks received a few

days ago will advise that we are unable to use same as

lock will not pass keeper without skinning your fingers

due to the style of the knob. You can readily see what
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a great advantage it vv(3uld be if each part was interchang-

able so that you could send us proper style knobs inside

of getting out a com])lete new lock. Will have to have

different ten cent locks immediately and ask that you send

us proper working ones at your very earliest convenience.

Cannot understand why you people cannot get out an

inside lock and keeper that would work satisfactory.

Your keeper for inside locks is absolutely no good due to

the fact that same is so big and thick that lock has to be

installed too far away from keeper in order to let door

pass which allows locks to be picked very easily. At the

Pacific Electric we had to have an extra piece of merfal

brazed on top and bottom of keeper in order from picking

the locks, which increased our receipts more than 50%.

The keeper for the 5 cent locks is also N. G. Cannot

understand why you do not get out one that bolts through

marble instead of screwing into edge which causes marble

to break due to the slamming of the door. If you have

any of these on hand which Halley had you to make up,

kindly send them to us as we have several locations where

the marble is badly broken.

How many times must we tell you about making the

\3.tdis as per sample sent you? If you are sending the

new locks out with present latch you are certzanly going

to have some trouble as same wedges against keeper caus-

ing door to remain open.

We recently installed three of the new locks at the

Venice Dance Hall and had to change all of them, due

the fact that nickel slot and control/ were too wide caus-

ing two nickels to pass each other and locking. There

is no question about the principal of your new lock, but
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the worknii^nship is certainly v^ery poor. Kindly rush

locks orden/ for San Francisco and Seattle, also pass

were
keys that w4=e ordered some some ago.

With kindest regards, we are.

Yours very truly,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

DLC Bv

[Western Union Telegram Form]

Los Angeles, Cal., July 12th, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

How about that surprise mentioned your wire June

twenty sixth stop If you do not intend shipping us any

more locks please say so City of Seattle insists city com-

fort stations be equipped immediately stop Do you realize

your delays in not sending some kind of locks has cost

us more money this year than we will make stop If you

would only partially live up to your promises we might

feel different but you give us the same old story from time

to time stop Are you going to keep promising or are you

going to give us real service Wire answer

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO

Chge. P. C. L. Co.,

910 Van Nuys Bldg., City.
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[Western Union Telegram Form]

Los Angeles, Cal., July 2()th, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co,,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

We have just received executed contracts from City of

Seattle calling for fourteen C locks Eleven A locks stop

Installation must be complete and ready for use by August

first If not made by that date city has right to cancel

contract stop It has required all the pull we have to get

this contract and city officials do not look with favor upon

it stop If we lose this contract account no locks you must

assume responsibility Be governed accordingly Wire

answer

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

Chge. Pacific Coin Lock Co.

[Western Union Telegram Form]

Los Angeles, Cal., July 22nd, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Are you going to comply with ours of twentieth wire

answer

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

COLLECT
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[Western Union Telegram Form]

Los Ang-eles, Cal., Aug. 10, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Refer to your telegram of July twenty ninth Advise

the delay

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO

Chge. P. C. L. Co.,

910 Van Nuys Bldg.,

[Western Union Telegram F'orm]

Los Angeles, Cal, August 12th, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

In answer your wire tenth we cannot satisfy our patrons

any longer stop Seattle is about to kick out You were

notified in plenty of time about this contract and you were

urged to take care of it stop Your promises amount to

nothing stop Pacific Electric are phoning nearly every day

locks are out of order stop Do you think they will put

up with this much longer stop Please tell us what your

game is

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

Collect
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[Western Union Telegram Form]

Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 1st, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg".,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Believe last shipment of locks impossible to use with any

degree of satisfaction Believe they will cost more to keep

up than receipts justify and because of much complaint

Hold further shipment until further advised.

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

Chge. P. C. L. Co., By

910 Van Nuys Bldg., City.

September 2nd, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

Twelve of your locks came yesterday and after a hur-

ried examination we sent you a night letter, copy of which

is enclosed herewith. This wire was sent because we

can't use the locks that you sent us and we deemed it

wise not to cause you the trouble and expense of sending

any more of like character. After the writer has a con-

ference with Mr, Garrison today we shall probably ship

back all of the locks that you sent.

Our objections to the locks in part are as follows:

( 1 ) The opening at the bottom of the lock for remov-

ing the coins affords no protection from thieves, who

have taken several hundred dollars from us during the

past month. To enter the latest coin box, they do not need
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any keys. IMr. Cosbey pulled out his key ring and had

two keys on it, one to his garag"e and (^ne to his car, b(jth

of which opened the coin b(^x of y(nir latest l(^ck. The

twelve different combinations of locks confused the thieves

somewhat, but the new method of openin^^- the latest lock

will be a cinch for them. Also the removable plate is a

poor fit and can be easily jammed with a cold chisel.

(2) The metal post tf) which the coin plate is fastened

holds up the nickels when the coin box is full.

(3) The sto]) on the keeper will hit the knuckles of

the occupant when he opens the door to come out.

(4) Practically all of the objections we had to the

jamming of the nickel a])})ly to this lock as they have to

all of the other locks in the past two years.

The installation of the lock which you sent us would

only increase our troubles and the objections of our cus-

tomers—all of whom have had about all they can bear

from poor service of your locks.

C. C. L. CO. - 2 -

The City of Seattle has been waiting installation of 16

locks since the first of July. San Francisco has been wait-

ing the installation of some thirty locks for about a year.

There are other installations of which you have been ad-

vised, which will bring the total number of locks that we

need up close to 100 including those poor ones that need

to be replaced with good ones. We have kept a careful

list of actual damages suffered by us, which can be proved

that will surprise you, all on account of your failure to

provide mechanically perfect locks as ordered.

The fact of the matter is gentlemen, that every time

you put out a new lock you put out a worse one than its

predecessor. The lock that you sent us in 1915 after we
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Z

had spent the necessary work and time with a file, jig saw

and emory wheel, the resuh was the best lock that you

have ever sent us. We have some of those locks at work

yet and they give us practically no trouble, while all of

your latest locks are chuck full of trouble. I want to tell

you that you are on the wrong road and you are not going

to get anywhere unless you change your system. Your

promise of giving us bron^ locks don't encourage us a

bit, it is the inside of the lock that we are worried about

and a method of keeping thieves from stealing the money.

You ought to have a yale lock that can't be jammed.

There are a lot of little defects inside the lock that any-

body who is familiar with its use could get on to in a

minute. We have given you our ideas a number of times,

but they don't seem to appeal to you.

Some time ago we suggested that you give us the right

to manufacture these locks here on a royalty basis. I'll

lay a wager that we could produce in the city of Los

Angeles under our supervision a coin lock that will please

our customers and help us to increase our business instead

of one that makes us hustle to keep what we have already

secured.

There are now and have been for over a year, repre-

sentatives of the American Coin Lock Company, Ameri-

can Sanitary Lock Company in addition to two or three

local locks that are being manufactured here and offered

for sale outright. It has been very hard for us to meet

this competition with the weapons supplied by you.

We had a contract with the City of Portland to use

two locks in their main comfort station over six months

ago and just got advice from our manager there that the
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city had purchased some locks, because we couldn't sup-

ply them.

There are any number of coin locks out now that are

being offered for sale throu.^hout our territory. We can

beat these fellows out on our reputation for service if we

have a decent lock and a ^ood supply of them, otherwise

we will lose out.

C C. L. CO. -3 -

Please understand that we ha\e not tried to cover all the

objections to the locks, as for instance we ne,^*lected to

mention the ])ass keys which can be purchased from any

of the dealers in Los Angeles, but we have indicated to

you that you are not J4"ivin<^- very much in return for the

$10.00 per year per lock that we pay you and there is

trouble ahead for all of us unless you succeed in produc-

ing" a mechanically perfect coin lock.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

CEM/GC By

enc. President.

September 15 th, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana. Attention Mr. Van Cleave.

Gentlemen :

—

This is to acknowledge your favor of September 9th and

to say that I shall see to it that the last shipment of locks

you sent are tried out on the most favorable conditions

possible. My only reason for criticism is to be helpful.

There is no prejudice inspiring my opinions. V\'t w411
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send you back one of the locks and try to go into detail to

point out our objections to it.

Of course I depend largely upon the opinion of the boys

actively engaged in the use of the lock for criticisms of its

mechanical defects. Yet in my letter to you I said noth-

ing except that which had been proven to me to be de-

fective. I wish you were here so that we might look

over your lock together and I know that you would see

the matter just as we do.

Service is our watchword and that causes us to come

in daily contact with the lock in actual operation. This

lock study has enabled us, I think, to know more about

the lock than even you, who make it are able to know.

Our business is suffering terribly for lack of a prop-

erly working coin lock. Three months have gone by now

since we secured the contracts for 16 locks in the com-

fort stations of the City of Seattle. This business was

secured at an expense of about $1000. Attorney's fees

alone amounting to $300. Of course we want to put only

the most perfect locks on at that place. I expect we will

lose the business in a short while, because we have failed

to live up to our contract, namely, to install the locks

within thirty days after the ordinance was passed.

Our San Francisco man has had signed contracts for

over thirty locks for over a year. Portland has bought

coin locks and put them on the public comfort stations

where we had a signed contract to do it six months ago.

I notice the American Coin Lock Company has an almost

C. C. L. Co. - 2 -

perfect lock and they seem to have a supply of them in

unlimited quantity. This is also true of two local locks
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here as well as the American Sanitary lock made in your

city.

I would like for you to discuss with your directors the

matter of allowing- us to manufacture the locks in this city.

T can assure you that the coin lock business is not j^oing"

to live very long' if it has to depend on the supply and

quality of locks that you have been giving us for over

a year.

T shall be very glad to ])ersonally inspect the lock that

you are sending me and 1 i)ray to heaven that it will be

all right and that you will be able to get us a supply of

them as fast as we want them. We have waited on you

a long* time, but have begun to lose hope. We are afraid

your system is wrong and that you are not going to get

results. I don't ([uestion your intention, but 1 am afraid

your system is at fault.

\'ery truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

CEM/GC President.

September 27th, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

At the request of Mr. Miller, I am handing you here-

with some criticisms that we have worked out that apply

to the last lock you sent us. We have already mailed back

two of these locks and from them you will be able to

understand some of the criticisms. These criticisms were

worked out by Mr. Miller, Mr. Garrison, my brother and
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myself, and are based from an intimate experience with

the locks.

We sent you a telegram today, copy of which is en-

closed herewith that calls attention to the fact that eee el

the nickels in the new lock jammed. We think this diffi-

culty can be easily overcome.

Mr. Miller wanted me to say that it is our desire to co-

operate with you in every way to get out the best possible

lock and to tell you that our criticisms are all made with

that end in view.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By

encs.

( 1 ) Outside spindle should have on a light coil spring,

so as to hold same in proper position and allow nickels to

fall through latch without moving spindle back and forth.

(2) Cut out latch and extend left side of slot, or coin

guide down to about 1/16 from the latch in order to guide

nickel directly into the slot, through the latch as per out-

line in lock number C 3242.

(3) Make angle on left side of latch solid in order to

make same stronger, which will prevent coin latch from

squeezing together and spreading apart, and at the same

time avoid nickels from dropping down in front and

wedging when latch is held back by the keeper being filled

with paper. Note how slot in latch is squeezed together

in lock #C 3247. This was received from your shop in

this shape.

(4) Note bushing for pass key in lock #C 3242, which

was received from you in this shape. This bushing should
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be put in firmly, but at the same time be able to take the

bushing out and ])ut in a new one when small teeth in

bushing' becomes worn off. Several of the bushings in the

new locks are squeezed so close together that pass key

cannot be inserted, which shows l(ud<s are not thoroughly

tested before leaving your shop.

(5) In regard to new cash door, you can readily see

that if you have one of the new k^ks installed how' difficult

it is to remove the door and take nickels from the locks.

The flange which case and do(^r screws into takes up s])ace

for about 20 nickels and also nickels fall in behind this

flange which prevents getting the nickels without remov-

ing the outside case. It takes twice the time for unlocking

cash door and taking out the nickels. When lock is full

of nickels upon removing cash door, collector would be

unable to hold all in one hand and many would fall on the

floor. In a location such as the Pacific Electric where

lavatory is always crowded collector is very often watched

taking nickels from locks. One glance at the key for

screwing in the new cash door and same could be dupli-

cated very easily. Cash door in front of case and operated

with yale key would be more satisfactory. Try and lock

door in lock #C3242.

(6) Rosette should cover inside door screw in order

to prevent inside knob from being removed.

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Los Angeles, Cal., September 27th, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Answering your letter of the twenty first Installed

two locks of latest model one being jammed this morning
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by two nickels passing each other and wedging in front

of latch control Returning two locks from last shipment

Letter following explaining defects Send us pass keys

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

Chge. P. C. L. Co.,

910 Van Nuys Bldg., City.

[In pencil] : See letter Sept 27/20.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building, Phone Broadway 3062

Los Angeles

October 19, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Gentlemen :

—

We beg to acknowledge receipt of your telegram dated

Oct. 16th, as follows:

—

"Shipped parcel post eighteen locks today two more

Sunday.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.*'

We will be very glad to get these locks and will use

them, if they are in good working order. As you know,

we are in very serious condition on account of your failure

to supply us with locks, and on account of the imperfect

working of those locks that you have supplied. We hope

these locks will help us out somewhat.

At the same time, we want it distinctly understood that

we do not forget and forgive all of your past failures be-
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cause we accept these twenty locks. We liave been long*

suffering" and very patient with you, and we are still hope-

ful that things will come out all right, but at the same

time, we must always keep ourselves in position to protect

our own business.

\>ry truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY.
GEM :mp

(Western Union Telegram Blank
)

LOS ANGELES CALIF: Oct. 23d 1920

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY
617 TRACTION BLDG.

INDIANAPOILS IND.

WE HAVE DEFINITE OFFER AMPLE SUPPLY
OF LONG ESTABLISHED PERFECTED COIN
LOCK COVERING EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY
WEST OF MISSISSIPPI STOP THIS IS ONLY
OFFER WE HAVE EVER ENTERTAINED FROM
ANY OTHER LOCK COMPANY AND HAVE HESI-

TATED FOR MONTHS TO CONSIDER THIS ONE
HOPING YOU WOULD PERFECT YOUR NEW
STYLE LOCK BUT SHIPMENT RECEIVED YES-

TERDAY SHOWS YOU HAVE NOT OVERCOME
DEFECTS OUTLINED IN OUR LETTERS ESPE-

CIALLY SERIOUS ONE OF COINS JAMMING
STOP WE MUST BE IN POSITION TO HOLD
OUR PRESENT BUSINESS AND TAKE ON NEW
BUSINESS ALL OF WHICH SUFFERS GREATLY
THROUGH YOUR FAULT AS WE HAVE TIME
AFTER TIME WRITTEN YOU STOP YOU HAVE
BEEN ONE YEAR TRYING TO PERFECT THUS
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NEW STYLE LOCK AND MEANTIME HAVE
FAILED TO SEND US ANY OLD STYLE LOCKS
AS REQUESTED STOP RIGHT NOW WE HAVE
NO BASIS FOR EVEN MAKING A GUESS WHEN
TO EXPECT ABOUT ONE HUNDRED WORK-
ABLE LOCKS ACCUMULATED ORDERS SENT
IN DURING PAST YEAR OR MORE BESIDES
MANY OTHERS NEEDED FOR REPLACEMENTS
STOP FOR THESE REASONS WE BELIEVE IT

IS GOOD BUSINESS TO ACCEPT A NEW PROPO-
SITION AND THAT YOUR NEGLECT OF US JUS-

TIFIES THAT ACT BUT WE HAVE NOT DONE
SO BECAUSE WE PREFER TO STAY WITH YOU
IF POSSIBLE STOP WHETHER INTENTION-
ALLY OR NOT YOU HAVE SERIOUSLY IN-

JURED OUR BUSINESS AND CAUSED US TO
ALMOST ABANDON HOPE FOR BETTER CON-
DITIONS STOP
COIN CONTROLLING LOCK CO' #2
WILL YOU WIRE US A PROGRAM OF FULFILL-
MENT OF YOUR OBLIGATIONS TO US INCLUD-
ING A TIME LIMIT WITHIN WPIICH YOU WILL
FILL ALL OUR ORDERS BOTH FOR NEW BUSI-

NESS AND REPLACEMENTS WITH LOCKS FREE
FROM DEFECTS AS OUTLINED BY US IN OUR
LETTERS STOP AND IF SUCH PROGRAM IS AC-

CEPTED BY US WILL YOU AGREE THAT IF

YOU FAIL TO CARRY IT OUT WE WILL BE RE-

LIEVED OF ALL OBLIGATIONS UNDER OUR
AGREEMENT SO THAT WE MAY IF WE CHOOSE
SECURE ANOTHER LOCK STOP TIME IS AN IM-

PORTANT CONSIDERATION WITH US NOW
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AND WE ASK YOUR REPLY BY MOxNDAY THE
TWENTY-FIFTH INSTANT.

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
CHG. Acct. Pacific Coin Lock Company

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

[In pencil] : No answer received.

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

OCTOBER 2i 1920

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY
617 TRACTION BLDG
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA
SHIPMENT OF LOCKS OCTOBER SIXTEENTH
RECEIVED STOP CAN NOT USE ON ACCOUNT
SAME DEFECTS AS IN ALL LOCKS OF THIS
STYLE THAT YOU HAVE SENT US CONCERN-
ING WHICH WE HAVE W^RITTEN YOU

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Charge Pacific Coin Loco Co. acct.

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Los Angeles, Cal. Oct. 25, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co., 617 Traction Bldg., Indian-

apolis, Ind.

KINDLY ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OUR NIGHT
LETTER LAST SATURDAY STOP RUSH AU-

THORIZED ANSWER BY WIRE COLLECT.
Pacific Coin Lock Company.

[In pencil] : No answer

(Chg. Pacific Coin Lock Co., 910 Van Nuys Bldg.)
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(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Received at Branch Office: 306 I. N. Van Nuys Bldg.,

Phone Main 4321, Sta. 23

54 GS EB 9

TX INDIANAPOLIS IND 112P OCT 29 1920

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO
910 VAN NUYS BLDG LOS ANGELES CALIF

YANCELAVE HAS BEEN ABSENT RETURNS
SATURDAY WILL COMMUNICATE PROMPTLY

F M MALSBARY
1145A

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Received at Branch Office: 306 I. N. Van Nuys Bldg.,

Phone Main 4321, Sta. 23

126 GS EB 17 COLLECT
INDIANAPOLIS IND 441 P OCT 29 1920

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO
LOS ANGELES CALIF

YOUR MESSAGE COIN CONTROLLING LOCK CO
DELIVERED 345 PM TWENTY FIFTH ANSWER
THIS PM

WESTERN UNION TEL CO
350P

October 29, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Knd.

Gentlemen :

—

We hand you herewith copies of wires sent you and

your only reply to same. Now we submit this is not
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treating us properly. There has been plenty of time for

a reply to our last wire and none has come.

There is no use of our trying to use any such locks as

you have sent us in last two shii)ments. We've tried two

of them as you suggested. We ha\'e already sent you

marked lock showing our ideas of its defects. We are

returning the rest.

Until you can send us a lock that has defects all re-

moved, don't send any more locks. And when you get

ready to fill our orders with such locks, first, send us a

fair sample of what you propose to send us for our ap-

proval. In the meantime, consider all orders cancelled

and we'll get along the best we can.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY.
CEM:mp
4 incl. President.

[In pencil] : See Answer Nov 6/1920

October 29, 1920.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave :

—

You will read our letter of even date and the wires re-

ferred to therein. I can't understand this business at all.

I'm coming back to Indiana to see you unless you come

out here before Christmas. I want to see just what you

are really doing about locks back there. Were you serious

about coming to California? Let me hear from you imme-

diately, please.

Yours truly,

CEMrmp CLINTON E. MILLER.

[In pencil] : No answer
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November 13th, 1920.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

I have read carefully your letter of November 6th, and

I want to say that I think the Coin Controlling Lock

Company has shown very little consideration of the rights

of the Pacific Coin Lock Company. The boys tell me

that we have already 114 locks under contract, some of

them over a year old, all of which have been ordered re-

peatedly from Coin Controlling Lock Company, and no

workable locks have been received as a result of it. I

hand you herewith copy of three letters that explain some

of our troubles. I could send you copies of a dozen

more, but you already have the information.

Yes, Mr. Van Cleave, 1 will very frankly state that 1

had begun to doubt the honesty of purpose of the Coin

Controlling Lock Company on account of the treatment

we have received. You will remember that they infringed

on our exclusive Texas territory in at least three instances.

Competition is very keen. Big talk and unfulfilled prom-

ises don't get us anywhere with our customers. I do

sincerely hope that I am wrong in my suspicions, because

if there is anything in the world I hate to do, it is to lose

my faith in a man or in a group of men.

I do not yet understand why the Coin Controlling Lock

Company did not answer our telegram, part of which

reads as follows

:

''Will you wire us a program of fulfillment of your

obligations to us including a time limit within which

you will till all our orders both for new business and
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replacements with locks free from defects as outlined

by lis in our letters. And if such ])rogram is ac-

cepted by us, will you a<^ree that if you fail to carry

it out, we will be relieved of all obi i<^ations under

our agreement so that we may if we choose, secure

another lock."

C. N. V. C. -2-

I believe that if they had been honest and sincere they

would have answered that telej^ram without equi vacation.

Certainly no honorable and reasonable ^roup of men will

expect us to be danj^ied at the end of a string" during an-

other year as we have during the ])ast year.

If you will dig u]) your iik-s and look at all of the tele-

gframs and letters you have written, Mr. Garrison and

me, and the Pacific Coin Lock Company during the past

year, you wall find out that we received over a year ago

just as encouraging letters and telegrams as your letter

of November 6th. We have been i)romised locks from

day to day and week to week until we have begun to

doubt the promises of everybody in connection with the

Coin Controlling Lock Company.

We hold both the last shipments of locks that you sent

us here and none of them have been used except two of

the next to the last shipment, which we have been trying-

out down at Venice, because you personally requested that

we do so. They have given us trouble like all of this

style, on account of the coins getting jammed. We are

constantly. afraid of a lawsuit for damages, because people

get locked in and have to crawl over or under the door.

You must remember that we have been trying to make

our people contented by promising them that the reason of

our delay is because we are getting a wonderful new lock
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that is fool proof, etc., etc. We can't put on the same

sort of lock that has given former trouble without losing

their confidence, and we don't propose to do it. If you

want us to ship these locks back, say so and we will do it.

Would you explain to me why you stopped the manu-

facture of your old style lock, which was quite satisfac-

tory whenever you put the necessary work on it, and let

orders go unfulfilled for over a year while you were trying

to perfect a substitute for the old lock? I never heard of

any manufacturing concern adopting such a practice as

that before in my life.

Very truly yours,

CEM/GC CLINTON E. MILLER
encs.

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Los Angeles, Cal., November 23, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Advise how soon we can expect sample lock you promised

to send us November eighth

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

Chge. P. C. L. Co.,

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Los Angeles, Cal., December 1st, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

New lock great improvement stop If you will incorporate

first second and sixth subdivisions our criticisms under
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September twenty seventh believe lock will work almost

perfectly st(^]) l->elieve it works infinitely better than any-

thing sent before but unless changes are made trouble will

be experienced stop In justice to you will say you have

corrected most vital defects stop We assume coin keys will

how soon

be made in series stop/' Wire us immediately fJrHrl: when

you can hll our orders wSend pass keys for old locks

Letter follows.

PAClinC COIN LOCK CO.

Chge. P. C. L. Co.,

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

December 3rd, 1920.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

716 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

Enclosed herewith copy of telegram sent to Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company day before yesterday. Mr. Garri-

son, the Cosbey boys and I have gone very carefully over

the sample lock, which we received day before yesterday.

As stated in our telegram, you have overcome the most

vital defects. We believe this lock will be practical just

as it is, but it might as well be a whole lot better. We
are therefore offering you every suggestion that occurs

to us, because it is our understanding that you propose to

stay with this lock business until you get one that is be-

yond any sort of criticism. I therefore make the follow-

ing suggestions:

(1) The outside spindle should have a light coil

spring around it, so as to throw it back into proper posi-
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tion each time it is touched, in order that in the event

that two nickels should be lodged in the slot at the same

time they cannot be wedged, and even in this latest lock

we succeeded after a number of efforts in getting two

nickels wedged, because the outside spindle was not in

the proper position. Of course this situation would prob-

ably not arise very often, but still it is a defect that can

be remedied.

(2) If both sides of the coin guide from the slot down

to the latch bolt extended the same distance, it would

prevent a possible jamming of two coins such as a penny

and a nickel, or a dime and a nickel or a slick nickel. It

would be necessary to cut out a section from the large

part of the bolt latch.

(3) We advise the top surface of the bolt latch upon

which the edge of the nickel first touches, which comes

through the coin guide to be absolutely smooth and level.

Under certain conditions the roughness of this top sur-

face causes the coin to get caught. This will probably

not happen once in a thousand times, but we were able to

cause it to happen by bringing about conditions that could

have been brought about without our assistance.

(4) We would suggest that the outside case of the lock

be made of bronze and nickel plated. We realize this

would be a little heavier than the present construction,

but it would keep the lock looking much better. The

C. N. V. - 2 -

aluminum tarnishes very quickly, particularly on the coast.

We believe the expense would not be any greater than

at present.

(5) We suggest that the outside knob be screwed onto

the lock and a very small counter sunk set screw put into
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the side to hold it in place, so small that it could not be

worked with an ordinary joen knife or screw driver. The

Monarch lock, which is manufactured here is made in tliat

way, and it seems to work \ery well.

(6) If the cylinder on the inside plate surrounding*

the spindle of the inside knob were made a little loni>er,

so that it would cover the screw holding the knob on, it

would be an advantage.

(7) \\'e suggest a greater difference in the appearance

of the coin key and the ])ass key. tY'rhai)s a diiference in

C(^lor would be all that is necessary. It is difficult to tell

which is which without trying them.

(8) We assume that the coin lock keys are made in

series. This robbery business has become terrible. We
will have lost about $2000 during the last year that we

know about from robberies. There is probably a great

deal more that we don't know anything about. Wt re-

cently paid a detective bill of $81.00 and have another man

in jail from whom we took a number of keys that would

unlock our old locks.

(9) The knobs on the doors we believe would be better

if replaced by short compact cross bar. The knobs have

rather sharp edges. We are not so dead sure about this

criticism, as you may have a practical idea in the style

of knob that we haven't yet discovered.

(10) If the hole for the pass key was placed on the

side or made smaller and less conspicuous, we think it

would be an advantage. Principally in the appearance of

the lock.

As already stated, we believe these suggestions are of

minor importance, because we think that when wt try out

your latest lock, it is going to work satisfactory. We
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congratulate you upon its appearance with the beveled

edge. We are very glad to have so much room for the

coins. The register seems to work better than heretofore.

The parts are stronger than formerly, which is of great

assistance. We still think that there are some parts which

need strengthening, such as the peg used as a stop on the

brass spindle of the outside knob. One of these was
twisted off by a wrench at the outside knob.

The thing that is worrying us now is to get locks to

fill our orders. We have already sent you letters showing

where our business is going to. There is a v^ery good lock

C. N. V. ^3 -

being manufactured here called the Monarch lock. It is

the simplest lock of any that we have seen and it is going

to be a real competitor in my judgment. We have already

brought a law suit against one of our customers who
broke his contract to put these locks on. Every coin lock

company in America has had or now have representatives

here trying to get our business away from us. As long-

as you supplied us with workable locks we held our own.

We are now holding what business we still have through

our personal pull and are sparing no expense in rendering

personal service.

Very truly yours,

CEM/GC CLINTON E. MILLER
enc.

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Los Angeles, Cal, December 20th, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

We are not only losing contracts but our appointed agents

on account of the condition of the old locks in use and

failure to supply locks for new business therefore the
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time has conie when you nnisl name a date when you will

ship the locks ordered and then li\e uj) to it as we cannot

and will not de])en{l any lon<4*er upon ycnu* promises stop

Your failure to immediately answer this by wire will

signify to us that you do not intend to comply with our

wishes and we shall be goxerned accordingly

Chge. P. C. L. Co. PACll^^lC COIN LOCK CO.

December 31st, 1920.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction liuilding,

Indiana]){)lis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

This is to acknowledge receipt of your favor of De-

cember 24th, advising us of shipment by parcels post of

the following numbered locks:

MA3306 MA3318 ]VIA3307

MA3308 MA3316 MA3309

MA3303

MA3311

MC 3325

MC 3.^2.^

MA3321

MC3323
MA3313

MA3317

MA3310

MC3327

MC3322

MA 33 19

MA3320

MA3328

MA3312
MA33LS

We have received the above shipment, but the cash door

v^as missing in one of the locks. Kindly forward. We
are impatiently waiting further shipment of locks, as we

are in terrible need of them, which is indicated by copy

of enclosed letter.

We greatly fear trouble if one key will open all locks,

a clerk or an irresponsible employee will from time to

time go away with one of these keys and in a short while

there will be a dozen or more keys over which we have no

control. This is not a practical proposition.
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We are having a pattern made of the proper sort of a

keeper, which we will send to you shortly. The ones that

you are sending" us have too small an opening and too

easily chocked up with paper.

We strongly recommend that the case be made of bronze

and nickel plated, because it is stronger, looks better and

will not corrode. Our competitors are all doing this.

We again call your attention to the little spring on the

outside spindle, which is a small matter to make, but an

important thing in the working of the lock.

C. C L. Co. -2-

We beg to advise that some fifteen (15) of your locks

were burnt up in a very disastrous lire at Venice, which

caused a loss of a million and a half dollars. Fortunately

the comfort station which cost us $4000 to build was not

destroyed.

Always be advised that in addition to the orders we

have sent for locks to equip new business, we are in need

of many locks to replace those that have been working

poorly for over a year. We have advised you of the

number and kinds of locks needed. We are glad to know

that you will furnish us with the latest locks to replace all

of the old ones. Many of them are in terrible condition.

We have six 10^* locks working at Pacific Electric, being

five D and one B, which we would like to have replaced

with the new style lock, just as soon as possible, because

they are in very bad condition.

With very best wishes for a happy New Year, we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

CEM/GC By CLINTON E. MILLER
President.
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January 4th, 1921.

Coin G^ntrollin^^" Lock Co.,

617 Traction l^)nil(lin(4-,

Indianai:)olis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

Enclosed herewith ])lease hnd copy of letter, which is

self explanatory. This is only one of the many com])laints

we receive in req^ard to tlie li^^htness of the lock and proves

the necessity of making* the case of bronze and streng^th-

ening the other parts of ihe lock.

Yesterday at i-on^" lieach we had seven locks robbed,

all bein^ gotten into by ])ryinL;- ofT the cash door. If case

was made of bronze this would not be so easy to do. You
can very readily see that if this same thing should happen

to the new locks Ikav easily it would be to make key to ht

cash door, which would operate all of the new style locks

installed. Hence the necessity of using keys in series, and

have keys of different numbers for the various locations.

Wish to again call your attention to the necessity of

having a light coil spring on outside si)indle. We cannot

understand why you can not see the necessity of this

spring, which would always hold the spindle back and

allow nickel to fall through latch. On our lOc^ B and D
locks at the Pacific Electric, the outside spindle would

never be in proper position due to the weight of the L
shaped outside knob. Will kindly ask that you rush the

10^ locks ordered for the Pacific Electric, as those now

installed are continually out of order.

We are having a new keeper made, which is a real one,

and as soon as same is completed will forward one to you.

Trusting you will continue shipping us locks, and with

best wishes, we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By
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May 25th, 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Attention Mr. C. N. Van Cleave.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

First thing I wish to say is that the Hotel Albert of

Albert Lee, Minnesota, Chas. Jorgensen, Prop., wants five

locks, and advise that you write him stating that we had

referred this matter to you, getting the style of lock

necessary. The conditions under which he is operating

are as follows : as near as we can ascertain he now uses

American Sanitary Lock Company's locks, which are giv-

ing him a great deal of trouble, and after watching ours

operate at the Alexandria, he decided to put on these locks

instead. The locks are operated on a 50-50 basis and Mr.

Jorgensen is turning over the 50% that he receives to his

janitor or porter who happens to be a white man, there-

fore taking nothing out of the locks himself.

In answer to yours of the 17th inst., the locks that we

are having the trouble with regarding the spreading of the

coin control in the latch are outside locks and not inside.

We are as much at a loss to determine the cause of this

as you are, but believe it is entirely due to the coin not

dropping in the slot when it first goes into the locks. We
have installed the locks sent us with the springs on the

outside spindle. So far they are working fine and it may

be that this will eliminate the spreading of the latch. As

the patron does not have to work the handle back and

forth, but the locks opens instantly on the first turn of

the knob. I am sure by soldering a brace across the back

of the coin control in the latch that this spreading will
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be entirely eliminated, but by all means send ns new locks

with the springs on the outside spindle. With reference

to the signs "Pull" or ''Push'' we believe they are very

essential, and we do not intend to do away with them at

any time.

Please send us springs for the doors, as we cannot buy

them in the city. Vuu failed to include them in tlie last

shipment.

We wish to thank you for copy of letter sent to Mr.

Covington at Wichita Falls, and would suggest that you

send us copies of his reply in order that we may know

when installation is completed, ^'ou had better write him

again reg'arding' his remittances to this office, as you will

remember Mr. Lott was the man in charge at the time

C C L. Co. -2-

the former negotiations w-ere made.

We have not yet received the sample of the new keeper,

which you promised to send some time ago. Kindly let

us have a sample or two by return parcels post.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

CCG/GC Manager.

June 1st, 1921.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapohs, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

We are in receipt of a wire this morning from our at-

torneys in Seattle in which they say that the Council has

agreed to grant us a year's extension of our contract
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which expires this month as soon as the ordinance can

be passed and they suggest that we proceed with the in-

stallation work at once.

There isn't a single day passes here that we are not

called upon from at least two to six times at different

locations, usually where it is necessary to take down the

lock and take out thick coins or slugs or two coins being

in the lock and jamming them. We are therefore afraid

to go to Seattle and make this installation, because we have

no one there that we could depend upon to take care of

the locks after we leave them.

I have been laying awake at nights thinking about this

new lock and it has occurred to me that the only differ-

ence between the coin control of this lock and the old

lock, or the one we were using before you began to manu-

facture this one is the inverted coin control. In other

words it is identically the same control as the old lock

except it is reversed. The nickel rides against the back

part of the case in the new lock and in the old lock it

rode against the front part of the case. We never had

this trouble with the old lock and have come to a definite

conclusion that the only way you are ever going to again

succeed with the coin lock business is to go back to that

old principle and the sooner you do it the better. The

old principle with the refinements on it that you have on

this new lock would be a world beater. I don't care

what lock men say to you or lock experts. None of them

have had the actual experience with coin locks that you

fellows and we have had and you must admit without a

question of doubt that any thick coin, bent coin, burred

or a thick slug will put this new lock out of operation.
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It costs us money when a lock is out of (^]:)eration. It

doesn't collect the money, it i)uts the toilet out of com-

mission and it again costs us money to send and have

that k)ck put in conditi(^n.

C. N. Van C. - 2 -

During- the fair at San P^'rancisco in 1915 using the old

style locks, during the whole time I was there I don't re-

member of taking dow^n ten locks out of that big bunch,

because of thick slugs or bent coins being placed in them.

You certainly must realize that the lock is not right and

you are spending an awful lot of money trying to over-

come these difficulties that could be very easily eliminated

by going back to the original principle. We have thought

for a long time that it would eventually come to this and

have mentioned it before.

Kindly let us have your views on it. Would suggest

you give us an answer by wire in order that we may be

governed regarding the Seattle installation.

\'ery truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

CCG/GC Manager.

(Western Union Telegram F^lank)

Los Angeles Calif. June 7th, 192L

Coin Controlling Lock Co.

617 Traction Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Contract with city of Seattle extended for one year Must

make installation immediately Advise by wire how soon

you can supply us with locks of latest improvements as
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we do not want to install locks which we have on hand

for reasons which we have written you in previous letters

Chg. P. C. L. Co. Pacific Coin Lock Co

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

JUNE 9th 1921.

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY
7617 TRACTION BLDG.,

INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA
WILL NEED TWELVE A LOCKS AND EIGHT C
LOCKS FOR SEATTLE INSTALLATION MUST
MAKE INSTALLATION IMMEDIATELY ADVISE
BY WIRE HOW SOON WE CAN EXPECT SAME
MUST HAVE PERFECT LOCKS WITH LATEST
IMPROVEMENTS

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Charge—Pacific Coin Lock Co.,

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

JUNE 15th 1921.

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK CO.,

617 TRACTION BLDG.,

INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA
SEND IMMEDIATELY SIX DOZEN DOOR
SPRINGS ALSO SOME YALE PORTER LOCKS
FOR MAKING REPLACEMENTS ADVISE HOW
SOON WE CAN EXPECT LOCKS WITH NEW
STYLE LATCHES

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Charge Pacific Coin Lock Co.
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(Western Union Telegram Ijlank)

Los Angeles, Cal., June 23rcl, 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction l>ldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Ship immediately six dozens door springs Advise how

soon we can expect locks with latched lied in the back

New improvements very good Will need C locks to re-

place those at Pacific Electric and other locations as same

are giving continuous trouble with latches squeezing to-

gether and coins wedging.

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

Chge. P. C. L. C:o.

June 28th, 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

We are in receipt of your letter oi June 23rd, and also

shipment of door springs. Will kindly ask that you in-

clude springs in future shipments of locks, as we are

unable to get same here.

The shipment of locks with the coin slot lowered was

received in good shape and have been sent to our Seattle

Representative for installation in city comfort stations.

We believe that this model will eliminate the passing of

coins which wedge in the latch. The only fault we have

been able to find with this model is that it can be opened

with a tooth pick. By putting a tooth pick into the coin

slot and through the control in the latch and in front of

the point on the spindle turned by the outside knob you
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will find that the lock can be operated the same as with

a coin. However, we believe this fault can be overcome

and do not think it will be worked to a great extent. We
also have found that if the inside knob is not turned all

the way when patron is leaving booth, that the slide will

remain in a position which keeps another coin from being-

put into lock.

We feel certain that the spring on the outside knob,

which is very essential, will also help to eliminate previous

trouble, but believe a straight steel spring is neater and

will give better service than a small coil spring.

We note that the last shipment of locks are operated

with a different cash key and presume that these are

being made in series, which is very essential. Yesterday

one of the new locks installed was completely pried off

the door and cash door taken. No doubt the making of

a key to lit the stolen cash door will be attempted and

shows the importance of having the cash keys made in

series.

We have quite a number of locks on hand, but do not

want to install any more of this model than is necessary,

as same have been giving us continuous trouble with

latches squeezing together and coins wedging. Kindly

advise if you wish us to return same and have them made

into models with latest improvements.

C. C. L. Co. - 2 -

We are very anxious to receive locks with latches tied

in back, as we feel certain that the previous difficulties

will then be completely eliminated. We are badly in need

of C locks for replacing those now installed at the Pacific

Electric station, which are out of order daily and do not

want to change them again until we have locks that will
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give us no further trouble. Tlie 10('* locks at the Pacific

Electric are also continually out of order and as the result

the receipts from same have fallen off more than 50%.

Will need 6 D locks and 2 I' locks and will kindly ask

that you send same as soon as y(ui have new improvements

completed. These will operate with a dime.

We have changed locks al the Union Stage l)ei)ot three

times during the ])ast few months and this morning had

to change them again. The Superintendent is very much

disgusted with our locks and are having a hard time from

keeping our competitors from getting the business.

Trusting you will send us the new improved locks at

the very earliest possible moment, we are

\^ery truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Los Angeles, Cal., July 12th, 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

IndianapoHs, Indiana.

Six locations equipped with latest model lock using Baird

cash key unlocked and robbed last night disproving Baird

statement that key cannot be duplicated Unless robbers

caught and keys recovered there will be no end of loss to

all of us W^ill you divide cost of catching thieves with

us We have spent several hundred dollars already Ad-

vise immediate change to yale cash keys Wire answer

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

Charles C. Garrison,

Chge. Pacific Coin Lock Co.
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(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Los Angeles, Cal., July 22nd, 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Locks operating with keys number C A701 and 2025 being

robbed daily Have spent over two hundred dollars in

past month for detective services without any results

Must change cash door immediately operating with yale

locks made in series We suggest that you discard I lairds

keys immediately as there is too much resemblance of

cash and pass keys and both are very difficult to operate

Present cash doors are in such condition from being tam-

pered with that it is almost impossible to operate cash

keys Are badly in need of yale pass keys ordered July

eleventh Will need a good number of A and C locks for

new^ business which we expect to close soon We expect

these to have the very latest improvements and operate

with yale keys Ship these immediately Do not ship any

more door stops Have not received new style keeper

Wire answer

Chge P. C. L. Co. C. E. MILLER
910 Van Nuys Bldg.

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Los Angeles, Cal., August 19th, 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Advise immediately the delay in shipping locks ordered

Badly in need of same to replace locks that have been

giving continuous trouble

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

Chge. P. C. L. Co.
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(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Los Ang-eles, Cal, Sept. 29th, 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction l>ldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

You promised to continue shipments as rapidly as pos-

sible on the order of locks for San i^^rancisco We have

not received any on this order and insist that you ship

immediately as many as you can and all of them if pos-

sible Shi]) twenty C locks additional immediately Wire

when we can expect them

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

Chge. P. C. L. Co., Chas. C. Garrison

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

October 4th, 1921.

Coin Controlling" L(jck Co..

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

Answering your letter of September 27th, signed by

Mr. Malsbary, beg to advise that we sent you in two pay-

ments a total of $1556.36, which according to statement

sent you dated August 26th, 1921 was as follows:

201 locks at full rate or $5.00 per lock $1005.00

133 locks at half rate or $2.50 per lock 332.50

58 locks installed for part time 118.86

You will note in the statement that all of the payments

except $118.86 sent you were for payments in advance

for the six months July 1st, 1921 to January 1st, 1922,

we going upon the assumption that these locks will show

during the six months that is ahead of us the same re-
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ceipts that they have shown during the six months that

has just passed.

The $118.86 is for payment of locks installed for less

than a full six months between the dates January 1st, 1921

and July 1st, 1921. Now on January 1st, 1922 we will

have a similar item to this one for those locks that you

will have sent us between July 1st, 1921 and January 1st,

1922, but which will be installed for less than the full six

months period.

In other words $1337.50 of the remittance sent you is

for payment in advance on account of lock rentals and

$118.86 is for payment of locks already used.

Unless we can have the very best lock obtainable and

receive service far better than we have had in the past, it

will be impossible for us to continue to do business at the

rate we are now paying you for your locks. Competition

has become very keen indeed and we are now paying in the

majority of cases 60% of our receipts as commission. In

addition to that we have to invest a considerable sum of

capital in comfort stations, etc., in order to make any

money. Our net receipts now are running behind those

of this period last year and the year before.

Hoping you will find this explanation satisfactory, we

are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

President.
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(Western Union Telegram I)lank)

Los Angeles, Cal, Xoveniber 4th. 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Rldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

We have your re])eated ])r()niises that you will shi]) ten

locks each day until our needs are hlled Have planned

our work to use ten a day as minimum If you could send

twenty a day it would suit better Please do not neglect us

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

C. C. GARRISON
Chge. P. C. L. Co.,

910 Van Nuys Hldg., City.

(Western Union 1'elegram lUank)

Los Angeles Calif. December 8th 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.

617 Traction Bdlg.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Aluminum lugs which serve as stops for outside sprindle

are too small Allows outside sprindle to pass and turn

around Peg on outside sprindle also too light Installed

seven new locks and find that cash door will not fit prop-

erly w^hen lock is put on door Believe same style cash

door on front of case would be more satisfactory Send

three dozen pass keys for new locks

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO
CHG. P. C L. CO.

910 Van Nuys Bldg.
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(Western Union Telegram Blank)

Los Angeles, Cal., March 29th, 1922.

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK CO.,

617 TRACTION BLDG.,

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
SEND IMMEDIATELY ONE A ONE C FOUR B TO
WICHITA FALLS UNION PASSENGER STATION
FORT WORTH TEXAS LOCKS NOW INSTALLED
OPERATING BADLY ADVISE US DATE OF
SHIPMENT BE SURE SAME ARE THOR-
OUGHLY TESTED
PAID PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

CHGE. PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

(Western Union Telegram Blank)

LOS ANGELES, CAL., APRIL 17, 1922.

MR. C. N. VAN CLEAVE,
617 TRACTION BUILDING,
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
YOU WIRED US TWO WEEKS AGO THAT YOU
WERE SHIPPING LOCKS THAT HAVE NOT
BEEN RECEIVED COMPETITION IN OUR TER-
RITORY IS BECOMING VERY HARD WE MUST
HAVE OUR LOCK ORDERS FILLED WITHOUT
DELAY IF YOU CANT SUPPLY THEM WHY
NOT LET HERVEY OR PAWTUCKET DO IT

WIRE WHEN WE MAY EXPECT ALL ORDERS
FILLED OUR OUT OF TOWN REPRESENTA-
TIVES ARE BECOMING DISCOURAGED.
(PAID) CLINTON E. MILLER.
CHGE. PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

910 Van Nuys Bldg.
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January 5th, 1922.

Coin Controlling T.ock Co.,

616 Traction lUiildini^',

Indianapolis, I ndiana.

(lentlemen :

—

Enclosed herewith please find our check for SI 000.00,

same bein^ lock rental on account from January 1st, 1922

to July 1st, 1922. The balance of this rental together

with statement covering same will be sent you at the

earliest ])ossible date. Kindly acknowledge receipt of

same, and oblige.

Yours very truly,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By

enc.

March 15th, 1922.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

We are sending you today under separate cover several

latches which will show^ the trouble we have had with

many of the new style locks. You will note that the small

strip which ties the back of the latch is filed off too close

to the small screw, which holds the strip in place allowing

same to spread. You are also sending locks out with

register arms loosely fitted on peg which holds it. The

arm
slam of the door causes the door to drop over coin slot

and preventing another nickel from being inserted.
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We have telegraphed you several times ordering cash

doors and pass keys and to date have not received either.

We stated in previous communications that keys have been

duplicated and locks are being robbed. Must have these

cash doors immediately to replace the ones that have been

stolen. Must also have pass keys and will kindly ask

that you send us a good supply of both yale keys #9 and

Baird key #,CA712. We are also badly in need of A and

C locks to replace many of the old style locks which have

been giving us continuous trouble. Many of the old locks

are installed at the beaches and must have same replaced

before the beach season opens. We also have many locks

that can be picked through coin slot, which must be re-

placed. We have many changes to make in San Fran-

cisco, which must be made immediately. Will kindly ask

that you supply our needs at the earliest date possible, as

we must have locks and good operating ones to compete

with the many competitors now on the coast.

The folks received your letter advising that Wilmer

had to be operated on again and hope that the operation

will be a success and that she will soon be on the way to

recovery.

With kindest regards,

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

March 17th, 1922.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

We are sending you under separate cover one of the

cash doors which was broken from the locks. This is

done by hitting same with hammer or similar instrument
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breaking' the ends of the door. Tlie two case screws are

then removed and cash door taken and keys made to ht

them. This has been done at various locations and a

duplicate set of the new vale cash keys have been (lu])li-

cated and locks are being" opened, money taken and cash

doors put back into locks again.

The cash doors should be made of stronger metal as

you will note the one we are returning to you is full of

small holes and very easily broken. Iliis morning when

collecting at Long lleach, we found that every location

had been robbed and cash doors put back into locks. We
are making arrangements to i)Ut detectives on the job,

which will mean a big expense.

Trusting that you will able to overcome the weakness

of these cash do(;rs, we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By

March 23rd, 1922.

Mr. C. N. \^an Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave :

—

Your letter of March 18th has been received, but the

contract referred to in the letter has not been received.

Therefore, I am unable to wire ycni my criticism of it if I

should have any.

I have refrained from attempting to get the Southern

Pacific, Santa Fe and Union Pacific signed up here for

the reason that 1 cannot show the contract that we are

willing to give. As soon as I have the final draft of that

I will go after them. In the meantime 1 would like to get
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a list of all the railroads that are using locks of the dif-

ferent companies in the merger.

This leads me to the suggestion that a booklet be pre-

pared giving the list and number of locks used by all the

customers of all the different companies and copies of any

letters from these customers that will make good selling-

talk. This applies to hotels, public comfort stations and

Department stores as well as to railroads.

In the meantime we are suffering terribly for equip-

ment. If you will refer to your files you will be advised

of our necessities from telegrams and letters sent you.

Mr. Hervey has suggested in two letters to me that he is

prepared to furnish us with up-to-date locks and equip-

ment if we are in need of any of them. Am I to under-

stand that this is the arrangement and shall I have him

send us necessary equipment for new business? What

are we to do about equipment for our old business where

locks have been broken or where no installation has been

made under contracts dated prior to January 1st, 1922.

I am mighty glad that things are shaping themselves

so that they look better to you. I think we will have to

go into this thing probably trusting to the working out of

some matters that perhaps look doubtful to us. I think

things will will work out as we go along, provided every-

C. N. Van C. - 2 -

body wants to do the right thing.

With kindest personal regards and best wishes, be-

lieve me

Sincerely yours,

CEM/GC
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April 20th, 1922.

Coin Controlling^" l.ock Co.,

617 Traction Building-,

Indianai)olis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

In reply to your favor of A])ril 13th, bei^" to advise that

Mr. Delbert C^)sbey has entered the ])ersonal enii)loy of

Mr. C. E. Miller and is now at his mountain resort on

Rig" I)ear Lake, whence he will return here Saturday and

wdll give us further information concerning statement of

rental due you at which time you will hear from us

further.

You will recall having written us a letter, copy of which

1 can send you if you desire, allowing" us the privilege of

keeping on hand 50 locks in reserve for which we should

pay no rent. You will also recall that you wrote us a

letter agreeing that we should pro rate the rental for loca-

tions up(ni which we ^ould not afford to keep the locks and

pay the full rental of $10.00 per year. We have been

doing this for the last four years, giving you in each case

a statement of the gross receipts from the locks upon

which we ask a reduction of rental. Heretofore you have

never questioned our statement.

If you will refer to our statement earlier in the year

you W'ill see from foot notes that we did not have actually

installed 500 locks, but we did have contracts for that

number. This statement was prepared as a basis for the

proposed participation by us in Service Utilities Company.

However, Mr. Cosbey can clear all these matters up for

us when he returns.

In reply to your second favor of April 15th, beg to

advise that we cannot give you any accurate analysis of
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statement of rental until Mr. Cosbey's return. Please be

assured, however, that it is our desire to be absolutely fair

and just in the whole transaction and if we can be shown

to be wrong" we are ready to rectify the error.

C C. L. CO. -2-

On the other hand please understand that we have suf-

fered thousands of dollars of damage on account of loss

of collections due to your delay in sending us locks. We
have even lost very attractive contracts because we were

unable to install them for weeks and even months after

we had signed up to do so on account of not having the

locks with which to do it.

We know you have been through a lot of grief in the

manufacture of locks and we want you to understand that

we have been through a whole lot of it ourselves. If we
had held you to the letter of your agreement your grief

certainly would have increased a whole lot more. We
have always, however, entertained a kindly and generous

attitude toward our parent company and we still have that

attitude and we want you to have it just as well as our-

selves.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

CEM :GC PRESIDENT.

April 26th, 1922.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

In answer to that portion of your letter in which you

ask our opinion as to the improvements to be made in new

locks.
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The greatest trouble we ha\e had here seems to be that

the parts of the lock liaxe not been i^rojXTlv machined and

tested before lea\'ing the factory. This morning we have

been preparing four locks for shipment to Texas and it

has taken our mechanic four hours to adjust them, so that

we can have an inex])erienced man at the hotel in Texas

install them.

The following is an illustration of what we mean. The

axle of the register arm is so loose that when the door

slams shut the arm drops down over the slot where the

nickel enters. Some times it is possible to push it back

with a nickel, hut at times we hnd the slot is completely

covered uj) and we haxe a call that the lock is out of

order. The register arm should fit over the axle tight

enough to prevent this and at the same time not so tight

that it will be pushed back when the door is open.

The brass latch should be at a more accurate angle.

We have a great deal of trouble in the door shutting and

not locking. It is necessary for us to file the latch on

almost every lock installed.

We also have trouble in the closing of the latch over

the nickel slot. When the doors constantly slam shut it

seems to force the slot in the brass latch together until

the space is too narrow to allow the nickel to pass through.

We would suggest that in future when this latch part is

molded that the style be changed so as to close up the back

of the latch opposite the spring shaft. This will give more

strength to the latch and not allow the opening to be

C. N. Van C. - 2 -

forced together at the top of the latch.

We also suggest that when the new company is going

properly that you have all locks inspected and tested be-
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fore leaving the factory, as it is very hard to have this

milling process done on location without lathe's. It is

also more expensive to adjust these out on location than

it would be in the factory.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

HJC:GC By

August 24th, 1922.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave :

—

Mr. Miller has been out of town all this week and I

have been endeavoring to get full information in answer

to your letter of August 15th to him personally.

We received from our Seattle representative a letter as

per copy enclosed, stating that the New Dolington Hotel

had had the locks replaced by the Pawtucket lock, but up

to this writing he was unable to tell us just who had re-

placed them. Mr. Garrison dictated a wire to you as

follows

:

"Just heard from Seattle that Pawtucket locks installed

at New Dolington Hotel with whom we have contract ex-

piring January nineteen twenty seven stop Heald went

Seattle in May withour our knowledge or consent how-

ever Chicago wired us to have our man meet him after

his arrival Seattle stop Result is he recontracted for

Service Utilities on our locations without your cancella-

tion of existing contracts stop It is up to you to have

Pawtucket locks removed or have them operate under our

existing contracts Our man collect and account to us

stop Please see that no other contracts are disturbed or
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other installations made in name of Service Utilities Com-

pany in our territory stop Answering your letter August

fifteenth addressed Miller we have contracts on all loca-

tions solicited by Heald in Washington and Oregon stop

Forty five locks in Seattle and Portland stop Butler,

Rainier, New Dolington, Diller Hotels and Pursleys cigar

store Seattle, Imperial, Perkins, Oregon Hotels Portland

recontracted Wire immediate answer if we will be i)ro-

tected Writing fully."

We will follow this u]) and advise you if we are able to

find out who rei)laced the locks in Seattle and what the

manager of the Xcw Dolington has to say (^n the subject.

C. N. VanC. - 2 -

Answering each one of the questions in your letter of

August 1st:

1. The locations with whom we

were rewritten bv Mr. Heald are as

have contracts that

follows

:

Name

Butler Hotel

Diller Hotel

New Dolington Hotel

Pursley Cigar Store

Rainier Grand Hotel

Imperial Hotel

Oregon Hotel

Perkins Hotel,

Location

Seattle, Wash.
a

k(

a

a

Portland, Ore.

((

((

Expiration

7/1/25

7/1/25

1/1/27

7/30/24

6/24/25

7/1/24

7/1/25

7/1/25

No.

Locks

5

3

2

4

5

8

4

3

2. Our man in Seattle was with Mr. Heald at the time

contracts were signed, but our Portland representative

was with him only when two were signed.
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3. 8 contracts are involved that we know of and there

may be more. We never had a report from the Service

UtiHties Company as to what Mr. Heald was doing in

the Northwest and do not know definitely all of the loca-

tions upon which he called.

4. Answered in No. 1.

5. Answered in No. 1. None of the contracts written

by Mr. Heald were expired that we know of.

We have no contracts in any locations that have ex-

pired that have not been renewed. We make it our busi-

ness to keep up with these things and every few days

follow up a location that is nearing expiration for a re-

newal. We have a few small locations that are not under

contract for certain reasons such as lack of lease on the

part of the parties with whom we have our agreement, but

I will say that at least 98% of our income is fully pro-

tected by contracts. All of our large and important loca-

tions have contracts at least one year ahead or more.

We are doing everything we can to prepare for strong

competition.

As stated in our telegram today I am enclosing all cor-

respondence in our possession pertaining to the visit of

Mr. Heald to the northwest. 1 have again today wired

our Portland and Seattle agents if they know of any other

parties whom Mr. Heald called upon while in that terri-

tory. I will send you their reply when it is received.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

JHCiGC By

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-5 Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E Cross, Deputy Clerk
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MR. NEW BY: Now, gentlemen, we desire to offer,

without reading, a letter dated October 2, 1920, addressed

to Pacific Coin L(Kk Company, and purporting to be

signed by Mr. C. X. \ an Cleave, it is sti])ulated that is

his signature, is it ?

MR. JONES: Yes.

THE COURT: li may be received and filed.

EXHIRIT NO. A-6.

Home of the Coin Eock

Coin Controlling Lock Co.

Traction lUiilding

Chicago Detroit Milwaukee San Francisco Los Angeles

Atlanta New York Boston Portland Seattle

Syracuse Sioux City

lndianap(j»lis, Ind., U. S. A. October 2—1920

The Pacific Coin Lock Co.,

910 \^an Nuys Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Attention Mr. D. L. Cosbey

Gentlemen :

—

Yours of the 27th dictated by Mr. D. L. Cosbey which

contained six suggestions and criticisms is just received

and we have carefully noted same, for which we thank

you.

1
—

"Outside Spindle." Probably you are correct on

this point. We thought a great deal about it but it is

not a serious defect in its present condition, but we will

endeavor to overcome it and experiment with the spring

as you have suggested.

2—''Extension of one side of the coin guide down to

about 1/16'' from the latch in order to guide the nickel
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directly into the slot." We don't agree with you on this

particular point, although we are going to experiment with

it some. The object in that construction is and has been

to allow enough clearance so that if the second nickel for

any cause should be dropped in, it will not interfere with

the first one, by preventing the latch to go back when the

knob is turned, consequently the cut-out space in the latch.

We note that you think the latch should be cut out a little

further toward the point or the front end of the lock.

You may be correct on that and we are going to experi-

ment with it.

3—'*Make angle on the left side of latch solid in order

to make same stronger." We have endeavored to rib the

high place on this latch with a view to overcoming just

what you have suggested and think it is strong enough as

it is now. We are going to do a great deal of experi-

menting with this part of the latch and endeavor to over-

come the criticisms which you have suggested. Note lock

C-3247, the slot in the latch was squeezed together when

you received it. As I advised you in a letter about the

date those locks were shipped to you, we were so extremely

anxious to get some on the road to you that I am free to

admit that bunch of locks got out without being inspected,

but we are getting things whipped into line in good shape

and there will be no more locks go out without inspection.

The Pacific Coin Lock Company—#2

It is a difficult problem as you well know to pick up help

to do this particular kind of work and get results that we

all so earnestly desire and which are to our mutual in-

terests, but we will get there.

A—"Bushing in Pass Key." We are going to do away

with this form of pass key and hope to have it done by
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the time the next shipment is sent you. I was in Chicag"o

last Monday where we are getting two special locks made,

one for the pass key that will be in front of the lock and

that will be opened with a key similar to that used in the

Yale lock, but in my judgment a much better one, as it

will be notched in both sides instead of one. The writer

knows quite well there is more or less of a leakage on

account of this i)ass key an.d to the extent of it none of

us are in position to give it even an intelligent guess, so

I am acting on a suggestion given by some one in your

office recently and am going to do away with a pass key

that it is possible to open unless you have the proper kind

of a key and that key will be of such mechanism that it

can be obtained only in one place.

5—"Cash Door." The location of the cash door in the

bottom of the lock may have its disadvantages, no doubt

it has, and on the other hand it has its advantages, but

we believe that the new one that we now have practically

perfected, of which the door itself will be a part of the

lock that locks the cash drawer and which will have a

notched key similar to a Yale or Corbin lock made by the

Baird Lock Company of Chicago, is one with which we

are quite confident you will be well pleased. The screw

locking device which we adopted was a home-made affair

and as I told you in my former letter it was only a make-

shift due to the delay in getting the kind of locks we

want, but after some experimenting if the door in the bot-

tom of the case proves to be unpopular, we will undoubt-

edly have to put it in the front of the case again, but this

we want to avoid if the other proves to be practical.

What would you think of furnishing a collecting bag?

I have in mind a little device that I think we can work
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out very satisfactory. When collecting the coin the public

could not see or have any idea how many nickels the locks

do contain. This will simply be a little canvas bag with

the name of the Company printed on it and a leather

handle to hang over the knob with a little device made

that will be part of the bag that will slip right back under

the cash door, which would be easily done. Then if you

so desired you could drop cash door and all into the bag.

I believe it is worth trying.

6—''Rosette to cover inside door screw." You are abso-

lutely correct on this and that was the intentions and in

making the jib to drill the knobs, the screw hole is too

near to the end of the handle on the last shipment sent

you. This change will be made and will probably be in-

stalled on the next shipment that goes to you.

We thank you for the six suggestions and appreciate

them. They are before us in such a way that they are of

some value. We would be very glad to have them from

Pacific Coin Lock Company—#3
time to time, together with the return of any locks that

prove defective in mechanism, to assist us in overcoming

the difficulties. Our interests are mutual and believe me,

we are only too glad to have your co-operation and sug-

gestions to help bring about desired results that we both

are so vitally interested in.

We will write you again the first of the week after

trying out some of the experiments which you have sug-

gested.

Very truly yours,

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK CO.,

CNV/MEW By C. N. Van Cleave.
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P. S. The obstruction in the center of the case that

you objected to has been renioved as you will readily see

from the next shipment of locks.

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-15 Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-6 Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk I'y h^rancis K. Ooss, De])uty Clerk.

MR. NEW ^)^'
: Now, if 1 may offer some more in

bulk. Have you No. 53?

MR JONES: No.

MR. NEWBV : Look at this coi)y.

MR. JONES: We don't object to that.

MR. NEWBY: No. 96: No. 94, a telegram.

MR. JONES: We don't find that, but we don't object

to it.

MR. NEWBY: No. 83, a telegram dated January 12,

1923.

MR. JONES: We don't find that.

MR. NEWBY : Look at this copy.

MR. JONES: We have this under No. 55.

MR. NEWBY: 1 think that is correct.

MR. JONES: It may be well to read the Court the

latter part of that telegram.

MR. NEW^BY: I will read it all. (Reading)

(Western Union Telegram Form)

OCTOBER 23, 1920

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY
617 TRACTION BLDG
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA
SHIPMENT OF LOCKS OCTOBER SIXTEENTH
RECEIVED STOP CAN NOT USE ON ACCOUNT
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SAME DEFECTS AS IN ALL LOCKS OF THIS
STYLE THAT YOU HAVE SENT US CONCERN-
ING WHICH WE HAVE WRITTEN YOU

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Charge Pacific Coin Loco Co. acct.

MR. NEWBY: The next is No. 57; 58; 105, dated

November 13, 1920; 59, a telegram; 60, a telegram dated

December 1, 1920; 61, dated December 3, 1920, a letter

to Mr. Van Cleave; 107, telegram dated December 20,

1920; No. 62, letter dated December 31, 1920; 54, letter

dated January 4, 1921 ; 109, telegram dated March 1,

1921.

MR. JONES: We don't seem to have that.

(Paper submitted to Mr Jones by Mr Newby)

MR. JONES: Was this copy received from the

Western Union?

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Showing you telegram dated

March 1, 1921, addressed to Mr, C. N. Van Cleave, signed

Clinton E. Miller, I ask you whether you remember send-

ing that telegram?

A Yes sir, I do.

(Witness continuing) This is a copy of the telegram

I sent. It looks to me like a carbon.

MR. NEWBY: No. 177, letter dated May 5, 1921;

No. 63, letter dated June 1, 1921. That is signed by

Charles C. Garrison, by G. C.

Q BY MR NEWBY: ''G. C." is the stenographer

in your office?

A Yes sir, Gussie Cohen.

MR. NEWBY: Next I have No. 178, telegram dated

June 7, 1921; 179, 180 and 181, telegrams dated June 9,
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1921, June 15, 1921, and June 23. 1921; No. 64, a letter

dated June 2K 1921, signed by D. L. Cosby; No. 182, a

telegram; No. 65, a telej.»Tani dated July 22, 1921; No.

184, a telegram; No. 189, a telegram dated September 29,

1921.

THE COURT; Su|)])ose we take a recess for ten min-

utes to give you gentlemen an o[)j)ortunity to go through

these and collect them for the purpose of filing them.

MR. NEWRY; Now, if your Honor please, we have

gone over a number of exhibits 1 have in my hand, and

ask that they be hied as a i)art of Exhibit A -5, all of

these having been submitted to counsel for the plaintiff.

THE COURT: They will be received.

(Papers referred to by counsel were added to Defend-

ant's Exhibit A-5)

MR. NEWP)\'; I have a series beginning January,

1923. No. H3, in our notice, telegram dated January 12,

1923; No. 85, telegram dated January 29, 1923; No. 86,

telegram dated January 31, 1923; No. 87, letter dated

February 3, 1923. Do you have these?

MR. JONES; Yes.

Q BY MR. NEWBY; That letter of February 3,

1923, I show you, seems to be a letter initialed ''JHC";

who is that?

A J. H. Crews.

(Witness continuing) He was Secretary and Manager

to the Pacific Coin Lock Company in 1923.

MR. NEWBY; We would like to offer also these

telegrams and this letter that have been identified, as last

mentioned.

THE COURT; They may be received and filed.
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EXHIBIT NO. A-7.

(Western Union Telegram Form)

LOS ANGELES, CAL., JANUARY 12th, 1923.

MR. C. N. VAN CLEAVE,
617 TRACTION BLDG.,

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
FOUR HUNDRED LOCKS WILL EQUIP OUR
FIRST CLASS LOCATIONS WE CANT USE ANY
PLACE THE POOR LOCKS YOU ARE SENDING
THEY ARE COSTING US MORE MONEY TO
MAINTAIN THAN WE GET OUT OF THEM
WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO COME HERE WIRE
ANSWER

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

(PAID)

CHGE. P. C. L. CO.,

910 VAN NUYS BLDG.

(Western Union Telegram Form)

LOS ANGELES, CAL., JANUARY 29th, 1923.

COIN CONTROLLING LOCK COMPANY,
617 TRACTION BLDG.,
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.
DID VANCLEAVE LEAVE FOR LOS ANGELES
TWENTY SEVENTH AS PLANNED IF SO WIRE
US WHEN HE WILL ARRIVE HERE WE NEED
BADLY FIFTY MA AND FIFTY MC LOCKS

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

(PAID)

CHGE. P. C. L. CO.

910 VAN NUYS BLDG.

A-7 Exhibit contd
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(Western Union Tele,^-ram Form)

LOS ANGELES, CAL., JANUARY 31st, 1923.

MR. C. N. VAN CLEAVE,
617 TRACTION BLDG.,

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA.

SERIOUS FUNDAMENTAL DEFECT IN NEW
LOCK WRITING DETAILS DO NOT HOLD UP
SHIPMENT OLD STYLE LOCKS

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

(PAID)

CHGE. P. C. L. CO.,

910 VAN NUYS BLDG.

A-7 Exhibit contd

February 3rd, 1923.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

We received your sample lock on last Tuesday and have

given it a thorough test. As a result we wired you on

Wednesday as follows

:

"Serious defect in new lock. Do not hold up shipments

of old lock."

Seventy-five percent of our trouble with your old style

lock has been caused by patrons stuffing paper in the

keepers. When this is done to the old lock it will not

take a nickel until the paper is removed and the latch

allowed to come back to normal. Consequently we have

to have help enough to service our locks constantly to

keep them from being "out of order." We have tried to
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get the owners of locations to watch this and remove the

paper. Some of them do it but the majority pay no at-

tention to it. Therefore we will have to have a lock that

will work if the latch gets any kind of a hold on the

keeper. With us this is the most important single feature

that will have to be remedied.

In your new lock when the latch is pressed back the

nickel goes in all right ( which it will not do in the old

lock), but it drops behind the second arm attached to the

latch and locks it. This not only puts the lock out of

order, but makes it necessary to tear down the case to re-

move it. We are returning the lock "jammed" so you can

see what we are talking about. This will increase our

trouble instead of helping remedy it.

Right away you will say that if this second arm is

widened so that the nickel will not drop behind it the

trouble will be overcome. But this is not so. If you do

this you have the same trouble with this as with the old

one, the slot is closed when paper is put in the keeper and

the lock is out of order.

C N. Van C. - 2 -

Examine the Pawtucket lock and you will see that when

the latch is forced back the lock will continue to take the

nickels and function in every other way.

This lock looks to us as if the one who designed it

knew nothing about the coin lock game. You have got

to get away from the principle of having the nickel form

the fulcrum.

Now there are two or three minor changes we suggest

when you get the right principle worked out.
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With the style of knob you have the s])rin^' is too stron^'.

\\^^men will not be able to turn it. It is too hard to

open. That is one fault with the Pawtucket lock, but they

have a different kind of knob.

You have discarded the best feature of your old lock,

that is, the cash box. We have several locations that

will 111! u]) a lock Saturday niohi and Sunday. When this

lock is full it is a hard, lonii^" job to j^et the money out.

We do not like the idea of ha\'in^ the same style of

pass key and cash key. We are constantly having^ the

pass key broken off in the cash lock. This is a])parently

done by i)orters and janitors trying' to rob the locks. If

you have a yale pass lock and Ikiird cash lock we believe

you will have the correct principle.

With your cash lock extending; out beyond the case you

are giving a perpetual invitati(^n to a coal chisel. We
have enough robberies with the cash box hidden beneath

without an open invitation.

Please send us your check for $1.56 C. O. D. parcels

post paid on this package.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

JHC:GC BY
A-7 contd

[Endorsed]: No. '1319-R. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-7 Filed 10/20 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

(Witness continuing) I remember seeing Mr. Van

Cleave after the contract of February 23, 1915, was exe-

cuted. I met him in Indianapolis in 1916. I was at that
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time President of the Los Angeles Rotary Club and was

going to attend the international convention in Cincinnati,

June, 1916, and on my trip I went to Indianapolis to call

on Mr. Van Cleave. I met him in his office in the Trac-

tion Building, and I saw him at the Columbia Club. I

think I was his guest at the Columbia Club in Indianapolis

at that time. At the time I saw him at his office we had

a conversation with reference to the coin lock business on

the Pacific coast. He congratulated us upon the manner

in which we had built up the business and told us he ex-

pected we would make a very fine business out of it and

it would make us all rich, and he was going to get a better

lock and make us more money, and along the same tenor

as these letters to us. I do not recall seeing Mr. Van
Cleave at his office upon any other occasion except that

one. I did not, upon that occasion or at any other time,

in the office of Mr. Van Cleave, ever ask him to modify

that portion of the contract dated February 23, 1915,

which gave to them the right to take the sub-leases, or

anything to that effect. I never asked at any time of Mr.

Van Cleave a modification of the contract in that respect.

I did not tell him upon that occasion, or any other occa-

sion, that I knew that the locations secured by the Pacific

Coin Lock Company belonged to and were the property

of the Coin Lock Controlling Company. I met Mr. Van
Cleave in Chicago at the office of the Service Utilities

Company, and also at the Sherman Hotel.

Q BY MR. NEWBY : At the Service Utilities Com-

pany, were there any other persons present when you

met him?

A Well, we were together several days and had

luncheon together, and were in rooms together, and there
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were others present upon the same mission that caused me

to go there.

Q At his room in C'hicaijo, at the hotel, did you have

any conversation with him concerning the contract of the

Pacific Coin Lock Company?

A 1 did not.

Q I will ask you if in his room at the hotel you ever

requested Mr. Van Cleave that this contract be modified

in the particular referred to so that the locations would

belong to the Pacific Coin Lock Company?

A I did not.

(Witness continuing) T recall the circumstances under

which that contract was executed. The Pacific Coin Lock

Company was organized at the request of Mr. Charles

C. Garrison. The Pacific Coin Lock Company executed

the contract in escrow at the Commercial National Bank,

and paid a draft of $3,000 on me. The officers of the

Pacific Coin Lock Company, Mr. (larrison, made an as-

signment, which a consent a consent to the assignment

had been signed, and Mr. Garrison signed the consent and

signed the assignment at the Commercial National Bank

in Los Angeles. It had already been executed by the

Coin Lock Controlling Company at that time. There had

been correspondence about the contract prior to its execu-

tion for a period of about two months. ] think the cor-

respondence was done by Mr. Garrison and also by my-

self, and by Mr. L J. Muma, who was expecting at that

time to go into the company with us. He was general

agent of the Aetna Life Insurance Company at that time.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: I will ask you, Mr. Miller,

to state in a general way the difficulties experienced by
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the Pacific Coin Lock Company, that came under your

personal observation in operating the locks that were

shipped to your corporation by the plaintiff corporation.

A The first experience I had was when we put the

locks on at the Panama- Pacific International Exposition,

at San Francisco, I think about July, 1915. I went to

San Francisco and spent two weeks in San Francisco, and

went about with the men collecting, and went into the

shop where they were working over the locks, and made

general observation of the working of the lock at that

time, and the locks would come from the factory in a

rough condition, not properly finished, and our men had

to have the necessary implements and tools to work over

the locks, and put it in proper shape so that it would go

upon the door.

Q And that was the lock referred to as the old lock;

is that what you mean?

A The first lock we received after we signed the con-

tract. We received a consignment of about 500 locks, I

think, between February,—or the date of the signing of

the contract, and about the middle or latter part of July,

when they were all installed in San Francisco.

(Witness continuing) Beginning in 1919, we began to

have a great deal of difficulty with the locks. Reports

would come into the office that locks were working badly,

and our representative did upon a number of occasions

go personally to the locations where we had locks oper-

ating to observe himself if the reports of the men were

correct. And I observed in many instances that the locks

would not operate properly if you dropped a nickel in

them. Sometimes the nickel would drop through and
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sometimes the litttle brass attachment inside which would

close the slot w^hen it was occupied would be over the

slot when it was not occupied. In other words, the open-

ing of the inside knob did not release the cover of the slot.

And I also observed the locks when they arrived at the

office, and they were not finished i)roperly, not htted

properly.

O fust describe how thev were not finished.

A Well, they looked as if they had just been put on

without any hand work whatsoever done ujxjn them.

Sometimes the screw that held the register arm would be

too tight or too loose, and it would cause the locks not

to operate properly ; sometimes it would hold the latch

back ; and the locks were made of soft material, so that the

little coin slot that received the nickel would pinch too

close together and not let the nickel go in sometimes.

Other times it would get too far apart and let two nickels

in. Sometimes they would jam in there and cause the

locks to be so that the door could not be opened, and no

further operation could be had of the locks.

Q Was that an infrequent matter or was it quite

frequent, during the period?

A Of course, my personal observation of the matter

was rather infrequent ; but reports that came concerning

the situation were very frequent.

(Witness continuing) It was very necessary for us

to have a man whose principal duty was to look over the

locks, work over the lock, and yjut it in proper working

order, before we attempted to put it on a location. We
had to have an extra man in Los Angeles on full time.

We had to have a man at each of the beaches who would
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have to be there on trouble calls, because people would

get locked in with the locks, and the doors would some-

times be broken open and broken down ; and we had to

employ a matron at our comfort station in Venice, to be

there in constant attendance in order to report the calls

to our men that we employed at Venice, to come and re-

pair the locks and fix it, so it would work properly.

We had the same situation in San Francisco and Seattle,

that rec|uired us to employ one man and sometimes two

men in each of those places in order to take care of the

locks, due principally to the poor material and workman-

ship of the locks.

Q And the man that did that work in Los Angeles,

do you remember the name?

A We had different men at different times. The first

man we had employed was Mr. D. L. Cosby, who worked

in conjunction with Mr. Garrison and myself in the earlier

days, and we also employed his brother later. And then

we employed Mr. Keith, first on part time, and then found

we had need of his services on full time, on account of

the condition of the locks, the necessity of constantly

watching it and repairing it and putting it in working

order. Then later we had Mr. J. H. Crews.

(Witness continuing) I recall particular locations in

Los Angeles that were lost by virtue of the locks not oper-

ating properly. Some of them were the Hayward Hotel,

Alexandria Hotel, Pioneer Bar, Requena Buffet, the Bud-

weiser, and I think the Waldorf Bar. I can't recall all

of them. The Hayward is located on the southwest corner

of Sixth Street and Spring, and the Alexandria on the

southwest corner of Fifth Street and Spring.
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Q What were the nature of the complaints that came

to you personally with reference to these comfort stations

on which you had locks of the plaintiff corporation?

A The comi)laints that came to me personally from the

user of the lock,—there were very few.

(Witness continuin«^) The Alexandria Hotel told me

the locks worked so badly that if 1 didn't get better locks

he would take them off the d(X)rs. The Pacific Electric

Railway Com])any, the manager of that department, told

me the same thing.

MR. JONES: I would like to have the date of those.

A With reference to the Pacific Electric, I think it

was 1920 they told me the locks would have to come oft*

the doors if they did not get a better working lock. The

Alexandria Hotel, 1 think was the latter part of the year

1921. And the Hayward was in 1919, Mr. Fryman, the

owner of the Hayward Hotel, told me about the same

thing.

(Wtiness continuing) I didn't see the locks taken off

of the Hayward and Alexandria Hotel ; but they were

taken off. 1 was familiar with the books and the income

from these various locations. I know that the income

from these two places did stop at the times shown on our

books. I am also familiar with the correspondence and

the complaints received from other places about the locks,

some of which correspondence has been introduced here

today.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: It is alleged, Mr. Miller, that

the defendant corporation did not develop the territory

with due diligence. Please state what the Pacific Coin

Lock Company did to get business after 1915.
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A In the year 1916, Mr. Garrison, the general man-

ager of the company, went into the State of Texas, which

territory had been added to our exclusive territory, and

equipped all the valuable locations in the State of Texas

with coin locks, including the Rice Hotel, which was the

best location in Texas, the Paso del Norte Hotel, El Paso,

and the Gunter Hotel at San Antonio, and the City of

Dallas comfort station, and put on a business in the State

of Texas that had an income after he had put it on that

was greater than that of our California business, in the

year 1916.

(Witness continuing) We had a man in San Francisco

who was struggling to put on new business ; but it was

a difficult matter to get the people in San Francisco to use

the coin lock. We had one or two men constantly work-

ing that territory, as salesmen. We had a man in Seattle

and one in Portland, working the territory. I personally

went into the Northwest territory, and over the whole

territory, in 1920, and secured among others a contract

for the public comfort stations owned by the City of

Seattle, under an ordinance passed by the Council. I

secured several hotels there, the names of which I have

forgotten for the minute. Mr. Garrison, however, had

previously gone over the same territory and first estab-

lished the business in the earlier year, the exact date of

which T am not certain about without refreshing myself

from the books and correspondence. He secured every

hotel in the City of Portland, and the principal hotels in

the City of Seattle and Bellingham, Washington, and

others that 1 forget about.

In Southern California, we had equipped during 1915

and 1916, we had a manager here who was also working
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up the territory in 1916 and 1917. Mr. Garrison came

back from Texas in 1917 and spent his exclusive time to

the matter of getting business in Southern California, and

we covered the territory pretty well, putting locks on prac-

tically every place where we thought they would pay their

way. That was along in 1916, 1917 and 1918.

The highest number of locks we ever had in our ter-

ritory prior to April, 1923, was in the neighborhood of

500 locks. Since April, 1923, we have i)ul on 1600 new

locks.

Q BY MR. NEWRY: Did you lose any locations in

Texas? If so, when, where and why?

A We lost the Rice Hotel. When their contract ex-

I)ired they ordered the locks taken off, or they would take

them off themselves, because they claimed the locks were

continually out of order and would not work properly.

We lost the Gunter Hotel in Texas for the same reason.

We lost the city comfort stations in the City of Dallas

for the same reason. We lost the Metropolitan Hotel in

Ft. Worth, I think it was, for the same reason. That is

all 1 can recall by reason of improperly working locks.

We lost a lot of them because we didn't have locks to

put on.

(Witness continuing) I could not give the date. The

books will show^ when the contracts were made and when

terminated.

MR. JONES : I will ask that the Secretary or who-

ever has charge of the books bring them in the morning

for that purpose.

MR. NEWBY : We will supply that information, gen-

tlemen.
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Q BY MR. NEWBY: Now, Mr. Miller, you stated

that certain locations were secured in the City of Seattle.

Were there any locations secured from the City? You

mentioned an ordinance was passed.

A I recall that very well, because 1 secured that my-

self. The contract with the Citv of Seattle was an ordi-

nance passed by the City Council and signed on the 14th

day of July, 1920. We were unable to secure locks, al-

though we made repeated requests by wires and letters,

and every week or two for a year, and were finally ad-

vised by our attorneys in Seattle that the City had put

on some locks that they had secured elsewhere. F>ut we

again, through our attorneys in Seattle, were enabled to

get the contract renewed, and finally we got the locks

and put them on the 7th day of July, 1921, more than a

year after we had requested them.

Q I will ask you to state to the Court whether or not

in your opinion you could have secured additional locations

prior to the termination of this contract if you could have

secured locks to put on the locations?

A Yes, indeed; there were several very attractive ave-

nues for new business which I purposely refrained from

trying to get, because we had neither a supply of locks

nor locks that would work.

Q Can you tell the Court any particular locations or

case that came in that category you have just mentioned,

that you had it arranged, but could not get locks of the

kind or quality desired?

A Southern Pacific Railroad.

Q BY MR. NEWBY : I will ask you, do you think

you could have secured, among others, the Southern Pa-

cific Company, if you could have gotten locks?
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A T discussed the matter with the mana.^er and frankly

told him when we ^'ot i^ood locks

—

(Witness continuing*) And the Santa ]'> Railroad, the

same condition and situation.

O BY THE COURT: Were vou offered a contract?

A No, I wasn't offered a contract; btit 1 did discuss

the matter of ([ualit\' of locks on the doors with those two

systems, and understood it would he i^ranted to me when

I had a proper lock that would work.

MR. JONES: We move to exclude that statement, for

the reason it is statinj^' the mere opinion of the witness and

is indirectly ^ettin^* before the Court as evidence conver-

sations he had in the absence of the other party, by which

we could not possibly be bound.

THE COURT: The testimony is received wath this

weakness in mind.

(Witness continuing) After the Pacific Lock Coin

Company changed to another Icjck than that of the plain-

tiff" that business was secured.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Do you recall any other loca-

tions?

A At a considerably earlier period, mentioned in these

letters there, I had an agreement wdth the City of Los

Angeles to lock the public comfort stations of the City of

Los Angeles. I had an agreement with the Park Com-

mission, under whose jurisdiction and management the

pubHc comfort stations of Los Angeles comes— I met with

them and they agreed to allow us to lock certain toilets

in the City of Los Angeles; and we were allowed to try

out two of the locks in Westlake Park, and they worked

so badly that the City tola me, the Park Commission told
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me, they could not tolerate a lock of that character, and

if I should come at a later date with a better lock they

would talk to me again about locking some of the toilets,

but not with that lock.

(Witness continuing) I am not certain of that date.

It was early, perhaps as early as 1919. We lost the U. S.

Grant Hotel in San Diego. They were ordered off the

doors on account of not working properly. The books of

the company would show when they were taken oif.

Q BY MR. NEWBY : Could you give us about the

date of your talk with Mr. Paul Shoup (of the Southern

Pacific Railroad) ?

A I had a number of talks with him; I don't recall

the dates. I met him a number of times and talked with

him on the subject,

(Witness continuing) I think I began talking to him

about putting locks on the Southern Pacific stations as

early, probably, as 1921 or perhaps 1922, perhaps during

both of those years, 1 am not certain, quite a while before

I got the business.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: In your opinion, could the

Pacific Coin Lock Company have developed more business

and secured a large number of additional locations pro-

vided it could have secured from the plaintiff corporation

locks that were not defective and in sufficient quantities

to meet the demand?

A A great deal of new business might have been se-

cured if we had had a supply of locks and a proper work-

ing lock.

Q I will ask you, Mr. Miller, to state any facts within

your knowledge or present recollection, just prior to April
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)

23, 1923, that led the Pacific Coin Lock Company to send

this telegram that has been introduced here to plaintiff, an-

nouncing" that \'ou were g'oinj^ to make a change. W'hat

immediately preceded that? T show you Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit No. 5, which is dated Ai)ril 23, 1923. That is the

telegram from the Pacific Coin Lock Company. I think

it is from Mw Miller to the plaintiff. It reads as follows:

"LOS ANGELES CALIF APR 23> 1923

"C N VAN CLEAVE
617 TRACTION RLDG INDIANAPOLIS LND

YOUR LETTER SEVENTEENTH STOP 1 HAVE
PURCHASED GARRISON INTEREST IN COIN
LOCK COMPANY AND SOLD ONE THIRD IN-

TEREST TO LEE HERVEY SUGGEST YOU POST-

PONE TRIP HERE ABOUT ONE MONTH UNTIL
AFTER OUR ATTORNEY VISITS INDIANAPOLIS
STOP MY PROGRAM WILL COMPEL ME TO BE
AWAY MOST OF MONTH ANYWAY STOP UN-
DER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES HOW^EVER WILL
BE GLAD TO SEE YOU PERSONALLY AND
HELP YOU HAVE A GOOD TIME IN CALI-

FORNIA
CLINTON E MILLER

1233 P"

THE COURT: That didn't cancel it, did it?

MR. NEWBY : No, that didn't cancel it, your Honor.

THE WITNESS: 1 don't know just what you have

in mind, but I will state we had arrived about the first

of the year 1923 to the conclusion that we couldn't hope

for a good lock from the Coin Controlling Lock Com-
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pany, nor for a supply of locks, as needed. We had sent

a series of telegrams and letters, to many of which we

received no answer, in the latter part of 1922. I think in

the latter part of 1922 I sent a telegram in which I told

them we had accumulated orders for locks, in which I

told them we were in need, as I recall, of 200 or more

properly working locks; that we had lost business in all

parts of our territory because we had received no locks

at all, and those we did receive were very poor and would

not work properly; and 1 insisted upon Mr. Van Cleave

coming to California, and offered to pay half his ex-

penses if he would come out to California and discuss the

situation; that I would come back there except for press-

ing matters I could not leave. He stated he was coming,

but didn't come. His locks didn't come, and we were

without properly working locks and were away behind/ in

our orders. In fact, there never was a time after 1919

that we ever were in in any other condition than from 10

to 200 locks in arrears for locations on which we had

contracts. So on the first day of January

—

MR. SCHOONOVER; May we have that identified

as to what exhibit it was? The telegram he is talking

about.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Can you state when that tele-

gram was sent?

A It is in that Exhibit A-5.

(Witness continuing) The letters and telegrams there

will all speak for themselves as to those matters. I can't

recall the contents and dates of all of them; but I know

the situation approached that where I began to try to find

a place where I could get a lock that would work prop-
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erly and a supply of locks. I wired the (jcneral Serxice

Company at Baltimore, whose lock 1 considered to be one

of the best in the United States, and offered to ])ay Mr.

Hervey's expenses, who was President and controlling"

owner of the company,—offered to pay his expenses if he

would come to Los Angeles and discuss the matter of ob-

taining' locks Tor our locations. I)efore that time, Mr.

(larrison and 1 had decided that the lock situation had

arrived where there was not enoitj^h for both of us to give

so much time to it; and I made a give and take jiroposi-

tion and Mr. (Harrison decided t(^ sell his interest to me,

which 1 i)urchase(l. And u])on Mr. Hervey's arrival here,

we negotiated, and 1 made an arrangement with him to

supply us with locks,—made a tentative contract with him

to supply us with |)r()perly working locks. 1 thereupon

sent a telegram. 1 had received a few^ sample locks, about

the 25th sample 1 had received.

Q That is from the plaintiff?

A Yes, and upon receipt of that notice that they were

going to send us some locks, I wired them not to send

locks, that I had made arrangements for other locks and

sold a one-third interest to Mr. Hervey.

(Witness continuing) Since the date of that telegram

we haven't ordered any locks from the plaintiff. We re-

ceived the first locks from the General Service Company,

Mr. Hervey's Company, in April, 1923, about the time

we broke off with the Coin Controlling Lock Company.

They were installed very promptly.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Now, if you will, tell us what

experience you had with these locks that were immediately

installed that you got from the new company.
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A • Well, the locks were in the first place refined and

polished and worked perfectly. As to material and work-

manship, there was no criticism. We have never had an

order into the factory that has not been filled within two

weeks after we ordered it.

Q EY- THE COURT: What was your exporionco

with reference ^ #te operation ef ^tke leek compared with

^hepktm^i^^ lock

?

Q BY MR. NEW BY: At that time did y.m have

difficulty with the lock? How did your experience com-

pare as to its working or jamming or failing to work,

with the locks of the plaintiff?

A So far as 1 have been able to observe, from the

moment we put on the new locks there has never been a

lock jammed, never been a person locked in, and never

been a miss in the operation of the locks. We can let the

locks go for months without anybody looking at them,

and it works perfectly,—the new lock.

(Witness continuing) And did then. The operation

of this new lock from the Hervey Company at that time,

in 1923, was perfectly satisfactory to the defendant. We
now have the same locks at the same locations. There

has been no change made. They are still operating satis-

factorily.

Q Mr. Miller, what equipment did the Pacific Coin

Lock Company furnish to these various locations secured

prior to April, 1923, in addition to the locks furnished by

the plaintiff corporation?

A They furnished a toilet seat.

(Witness continuing) We purchased those toilet seats

in lots of 100, I think, in New Jersey, and they cost us

about $7 apiece.
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O nX MR. NEWRY: Now, was tliat done on each

of the locations represented by contracts in effect /\pril

23>, 1923, or was tliat only on part of them?

A All of them.

O Mr. Miller, please state to the Conrt whether or not

it is the (»rdinary cnstom for those en^ag^ed in the coin

lock bnsiness to fnrnish this kind of e(ini])ment? Did

yonr comi)etitors do it ?

A No, they did not. Mr. Cosby, who was our com-

petitor later,—he resigned and went to work for the

Michigan Coin Lock C^ompany in 1923,—he does the same

thing.

Q BY THE COURT : Why did you do that ^

A Because we had to find some substitute for a good

lock. We furnished toilet seats for the reason that we

could not get them to put these locks on, and had to give

them some other benefit, give them a white seat.

(Witness continuing) It was an inducement to get

business.

Q When you charged for the use of the toilet, with

one next to it free, 1 wondered whether that was a factor

that the customer who paid the nickel expected better

service or a cleaner place.

A That was our theory, yes.

MR. NEWBY : There was one exhibit I wanted to

put in, a statement, No. 2 of the notice. I now offer this

in evidence.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed. Have

you those contracts or leases?
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PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY STATEMENT
Good Locks

(T) Total locks installed Jan. Lst to July Lst, 1917 262

(2) 140 locks averaging- v$5.00 or more per

month oross & $5.00 regular rental Jan.

to July 1/17 $ 700.00

(3) 26 locks (Portland) installed 5 months.... 107.90

13 " (Seattle) " 4 " .... 43.33

4 *' (Medford) " 3K> " -- 12.00

183 locks reo-ular rent $ 863.23

Poor Locks.

16 locks averaging- $10.08 per year net (half

rate) 40.00

32 " " 5.92 " " '' (no rent)

26 "
'' 7.10 (no rent)

Total amount due rental Jan. t(j July 1/17..$ 903.23

Paid 750.00

Balance due $ 153.23

180 paying locks now installed (a/'$5.00 rental

July 1st, 1917 to January 1st, 1918 $ 900.00

Balance (January 1st, to July 1st, 1917) 153.23

Total $1053.23

Addenda

2 locks Pergola Gardens, Pasadena @ $2.50

(half rate) 5.00

$1058.23

Dated July 1st, 1917.
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Q BY MR NEWBY: Mr. Miller, was there ever

any objection to the statements rendered in the form indi-

cated in these statements semi-annually, described in our

No. 2, now Defendant's Exhibit A-8?

A There was no objection to the manner of making

the rej)ort. Sometimes there was a ([uestion raised as to

the amount of money that was due.

O I will ask you whether or not until notice that was

served by the letter that has been introduced here on or

about May 17th in which you were required to make cer-

tain reports to Mr. McNutt at the Alexandria Hotel,

until that time, was there ever any demand by the plain-

tiff corporation for any other reports than those which

you furnished?

A There never was, according t(^ my best recollection.

CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Jones

(Mr. Miller testifying) I became President of the

Pacific Coin Lock Company August 2, 1915. It was

organized in February, 1915. I probably gave half of

my time to the business when I was made President. That

continued all the time, from the beginning of 1915 until

date.

Q I wish you would refer to Plaintiff's Exhibit 10,

and tell the Court if that refreshes your recollection as

to the amount of time you were giving to the business?

A Do you refer to the underlined part of the letter?

Q Yes.

A "Mr Garrison and I have agreed to give an hour

a day each to the matter of getting new business. This

is in addition to our regular letter wTiting and paper ad-
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vertisin^." That recalls to my mind that we agreed to

give a minimum of at least one hour a day to getting

new business, and not to management of the present busi-

ness and to taking on and olY of locks.

(Witness continuing) I can't state from day to day,

but it is a safe statement to make that from the time I

have been connected with the corporation I have given an

average of half my time to the business of the company.

Mr. Ciarrison gave all of his time from 1915 until along

in 1920 or 1921, 1 think.

Q To refresh your recollection, didn't Mr. Garrison

engage in the oil business?

A Not until 1921. Mr. Garrison made a trip in 1917

over the entire Northwest territory, secured every hotel

in Oregon, practically, and all important hotels in Seattle.

He was gone about three months. The next year he made

a trip over all the California territory and secured and

built up a lot of new business. The next year he made

a trip over the Texas territory, and in 1917 he went to

Texas and put on all the important business in Texas.

In 1921 he went again over the Texas territory. Mr.

Garrison gave practically all his time to the coin lock

business from 1915 until I think it was along about 1921

or 1922.

Q Now, isn't it a fact that outside of these special

trips Mr. Garrison gave very little attention to the Coin

Controlling Lock business and was engaged in the real

estate business?

A No,—he secured a salary predicated upon his giving

his entire time to the coin lock business.
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(Witness continuing-) The locks were taken out of the

Alexandria Hotel on the 6th day of February, 1922.

Locks purchased from the Electrical Products Company

were installed in the Alexandria Hotel when these were

taken out. 1 think they have been taken over to the

Ambassador Hotel.

O BY MR. JONES: Do you know those locks are

still there?

A I don't know of my own knowledge ; only hearsay,

about their being at the Ambassador.

(Witness continuing) We didn't get that location after

we took the Hervey locks. The locks were removed from

the Hayward Hotel on the 27th day of February, 1920.

They were reinstalled. I didn't get that data; but I think

it was a matter of tw^o or three years before we reinstalled

them.

Q BY MR. JONES: To refresh your recollection,

wasn't that location where those locks were installed

handled by an attendant who didn't w^ant the locks on

there on account of forcing his customers to pay a nickel

-for the use of the toilets, and the locks were taken out,

and when a new attendant came in the locks wxre rein-

stalled again?

A No, this attendant that w^as on the witness stand,

the colored man that got mixed up, was the attendant all

the time that the locks were on.

Q The Pacific Electric Company—You stated yester-

day that they demanded that you take these locks out,

because they were not working. When was that?

A 1 think in the summer or fall of 1920, 1 am not

sure.
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(Witness continuing) They be<^'an complaining* in

1919 or 1918, and on continuously. Mr. Van Hauten,

who was the superintendent of the building, the manager

of the rest rooms, Mr. P)arnett, and the chief engineer,

Mr. Hawley were making complaints ; and I had com-

plaints of everybody, including the janitors, who came

in contact with these locks.

Q And that complaint lasted, you say, from the time

the locks were put on up until this written demand was

made ?

A No, it continued after that, it continued all the

time.

Q But your mind is pretty clear on the proposition

that they were demanding you take the locks off be-

cause they wouldn't work previous to 1920?

A Yes, we changed locks there, I think, 12 times.

Q Mr. Miller, 1 wish you would examine this docu-

ment 1 place in your hands, and tell the Court if that is

your signature at the bottom in pencil, your initials?

A Yes.

MR. JONES: I offer this as an exhibit.

THE COURT: It may be received and marked.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 13.

COPY
PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY

Los Angeles, Cal., January 8th, 1920.

Pacific Coin Lock Company,

910 \^an Nuys Building,

Los Angeles, California.

Gentlemen :

—

We have used your service since 1912 and we are today

using all together in our depots and on our system thirty

(30) locks. It is with pleasure that we state that your
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service has imi)roved from year to year and at the present

time we have nothing" but words of praise for it.

I am very happy to call attention to the fact that in

addition to the income which we receive and the fact that

your locks serve a class of our discriminating- patrons,

there is another valuable asset to us in this, that your

collectors and inspectors are intelligent men, who make

valuable suggestions from time to time as to how we may

be able to improve the service that we offer the public

through the toilets and wash rooms. Your men not only

inspect your toilet equipment, but they also inspect the

general conduct of our employees and the service that we

render the public. We are always glad to get their

advice.

In conclusion I want to state that one of the most pleas-

ing features of doing business with your company in the

past has been your continuous desire to co-operate for

the betterment of our service, and your willingness to

always consider, and if necessary try out any suggestions

that we have made. I am pleased to state that in the past

few years practically all suggestions of improvements of

service have been offered by your company apparently on

account of your wide experience in the furnishing of such

service. We always take pleasure in expressing our appre-

ciation of your service at every opportunity.

Yours truly,

PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY,
RCS/C By Roy Seeley.

[In pencil] : Hows this for a letter? C. E. M.

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B Coin Lock v. Pacific Lock

Plf Exhibit No. 13 Filed 10/21 1927 R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk By Francis E, Cross, Deputy Clerk
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(Witness continuing) Mr. Roy Seeley was at one time

Manager of the F\aciiic Electric Ruildintr.

MR. JONES: On this letter is this pencil notation:

''Hows this for a letter? C. K. M."

Q Now, Mr. Miller, yon stated to the Court that you

lost locations on account of defects in these locks: I will

ask you if it is not a fact that the locations you lost were

due to comi)etition in the matter of offering the customer

and owner of the location a better commission or per-

centage of the earnings of the locks?

A No, we met all competition.

(Witness continuing) The Texas locations at Houston

and the Rice Hotel and the Worth Hotel and the Gunter

Hotel were lost on account of defects in the locks.

Q BY MR. JONES: I hand you a document con-

sisting of three letters, and ask you if they are not copies

you forwarded to Mr. \^an Cleave?

A 1 don't recall whether 1 did or not.

Q Do you remember getting these letters from these

hotels ?

A I don't recall it. I have a number of original letters

from those people in my hies. I can see if they are

among them.

MR. JONES: I wish you would do so.

Q I hand you a document, a letter and exhibit, which

I will ask you to examine and state to the Court whether

or not they are original letters in your handwriting.

A It is blurred, but I think it is my sig"nature.

MR. JONES: We would like to have this document

made an exhibit.

THE COURT : Let it be received.
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PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 14.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 \^an Nuys Building, Phone, Broadway 3062

Los Angeles December 10th, 1918.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave :

—

Enclosed herewith is copy of contract made with the

Butler Hotel, Seattle, Washington. This is the best hotel

in Seattle. We also have a contract with Frey Hotel,

another busy hotel and eventually we will have them all.

We also have recently taken a contract for five years

with the Metropolitan Hotel of Ft. Worth, Texas, where

we formerly had one lock, which was ordered off by the

management because they were offered 60% commission

by our competitors. We submitted to them the same sort

of commission arrangement that we have with the Butler

and they signed up a new contract for five years locking

the majority of their toilets.

All of the foregoing information is merely stated as

introductory to the point that I desire to make in this

letter, namely, that we are convinced absolutely that it is

good business and to the interest of all of us that we make

the following commission arrangements with everybody

who uses our locks

:

Over $300 collection per month 50%
" 200

" " " 40%
100

" " " 33%
Less than 100

" " " 25%
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Our competitors are offerins^' 60% to 75% on any

amount of business that is done and we can absolutely

crowd them out with this sliding" scale of commission, be-

cause everybody expects to take in more money than he

really does. This arrangement makes each customer your

partner, because the greater his receipts the greater his

commission. I think you will lind that in 90 i)er cent of

the cases you will be paying the same commission, namely

25 per cent, because there is not 10 per cent of your cus-

tomers each of whom receives $100 per month gross. My
own opinion is that we can double our lock business on

this coast under that arrangement and keep every other

lock out of the territory and we can't do it in any other

way.

1 think you .should redraft your form of contract with

customers for two reasons, first because under the laws

of the state of Texas it cannot be enforced in its present

form because it gives one party the right of removal and

C. N. V. -2-

does not give the other party the same right. It is held

to be unconstitutional in the state of Texas. I would

make the contract read according to sample copy enclosed

herewith, which will include every state in the United

States and cannot be broken and will be a good contract

under which to recover damages if it is broken. We
would like permission to operate under this contract and

this new arrangement of commission.

We have figured the deal out under the proposed ar-

rangement and we will lose some money of course, at the

beginning, but we hope to make it up by the increased

business. In view of the fact that this arrangement will
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probably give you twice the business you are now getting

from us we respectfully ask that you decrease your rental

to $8.00 per lock per year, which will satisfy us. Kindly

let us have your opinion in both matters.

It is surprising how many new coin controlled locks

are making their appearance in this part of the country.

Most of them simply have plans with a model lock made
from it. Nobody has started a factory yet. Nevertheless

I am convinced that we receive no protection whatsoever

on account of the use of a patented article and must de-

pend upon our business ability to beat competition and

produce the goods. I think for that reason you should

consider our request for reduction on the price of your

rental on these locks.

We have settled with the Rice Hotel on a 50-50 ar-

rangement. We employed an attorney and were ready to

bring suit against them when they made us this propo-

sition. Their contract is to continue until March 1921

or to the end of the period of their original contract of

five years with us. Our lawyer in Houston told us that

we could not enforce this contract in the courts of Texas

because it was unilateral, although he stated there is one

strong clause that is an exception to the rule. He ad-

vised our settling with them, however. We expect to

have the Texas territory covered early in the spring either

by Mr. Cosbey here or Mr. Garrison.

We beg to advise that there are no other locks in use

in the city of Los Angeles except our own.

With all good wishes, we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

CEM/GC By C. E. Miller,

Pres.

P. S.—We must have more prompt delivery of our

orders or we can't expect to increase our business.
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CONTRACT.

To Pacific Coin Lock Company

910 Van Nuys Building

Los Angeles

You are hereby authorized to install and maintain for

five (5) years, but with right to remove on thirty (30)

days' notice all Coin C^ontrolling Lock Company's locks in

premises as follows

:

As many locks as needed and ordered by undersry/Vwd

Hotel Rutler,

Seattle, Wash.

Locks, signs and enamel work to be kept in repair by you

without expense to the undersigned.

Coin deposited in said locks shall be your property, same

to be collected as you may designate, reading of register

shall be made the first day of each month, at which time

see attached rates

the undersigned shall be paid Twenty -fr're fnif- eeftt f95%^

of money collected during the closed month, same to be

based upon the registrations shown by lock, same to be

in full compensation for right to place and maintain said

locks on said doors and in full to the undersigned for

maintaining the premises in as good condition as they

now are.

Dated , 191

Attest

:

Name
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Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building, Phone, Broadway 3062

Los Angeles

Rates of Commission to Butler Hotel as follows:

Over $300 collection per month 50%
'' 200 ' - 40%
" 100

" - '' 33%
Less than 100 " '' " 25%

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.

By

Manager.

SAMPLE
PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

910 Van Nuys Bldg.,

Los Angeles, California.

For and in consideration of the use by the undersigned

of a patented coin controlled lock owned by Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company and in consideration of the cost on

the part of Pacific Coin Lock Company of installing said

locks on the doors of the public toilets owned and oper-

ated by the undersigned and in consideration of the main-

tenance and proper repair of said locks and the collection

of nickels therefrom the undersigned hereby agrees as

follows

:

( 1 ) That the Pacific Coin Lock Company shall have

the exclusive right to install as many Coin Controlling

Lock Company's locks as Pacific Coin Lock Company and

the undersigned shall agree upon, all to be at the expense
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of the Pacific Cc^n Lock Company with the understand-

ing that Pacific Coin Lock Com])any shall have the right

to discontinue the service if it ascertains that it is losing

money on the installation. Pacific (^)in Lock Company

v^mII be the sole judge of that fact.

(2) This agreement shall remain in full force and

effect for a period of five (3) years and shall be auto-

matically renewed at the exj)irati()n of that period unless

Pacific Coin Lock Company receives notice in writing

thirty days prior to expiration of this contract that the

undersigned does not desire to have the contract renewed.

(3) Collections will be made from the coin boxes and

the following percentages of the gross shall be due the

undersigned on or before the tenth day of each month suc-

ceeding date of installation

:

Where collections exceed $300 per month

50% to undersigned.

200 '' " 40% "

100 " " ZZ% ''

are less than 100 '' 25% "

(4) The money will be collected as the Pacific Coin

Lock Company advises or directs. The party who does

not collect the coin shall have the right to inspect the locks

and read the register at any and all times, and be present

at the time of collecting if he desires.

Witness the hands and seals of the parties hereto this

day of 19

Approved

:

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By

[In pencil] : Sample suggested
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[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Plf Exhibit No. 14 Filed 10/21 1927 R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

(Witness continuing) That does not refresh my recol-

lection as to why those locks were ordered off. I think I

have in my files an original letter from some hotel order-

ing locks off.

Q BY MR JONES: I hand you a paper, which pur-

ports to be a letter; I wish you would examine it and tell

the Court whether or not this is your signature attached

to it.

A It looks like it, yes sir.

MR JONES: We ask that this document be received

as Plaintiff's Exhibit 15.

THE COURT : It may be received.

PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT NO. 15.

CLINTON E. MILLER
910 Van Nuys Building

Los Angeles March 14th, 1921.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

I have your letter of March 2nd and have read its con-

tents carefully. The coin lock business generally speaking

in this country needs prompt attention. There are too

many competitors in the field, three of whom are selling

locks outright and at least one of them sells as cheaply

as $25.00 per lock. That is the Monarch lock being
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manufactured in this city. The Aseptic lock in Boston

has been greatly improved and the ])rice reduced to $40.00.

There is still another lock bein^- advertised for sale that

1 have never seen. In addition to that the Cieneral Service

Company of P>altiniore has come int(^ the held and have

begun to cut commissions worse than anybody. They

and the American Sanitary Company of your city are

offering as much as 90% of the receipts of the locks as

commission to the customers. They are sending circular

letters to every hotel, depot and jmblic i)lace in the United

States, advertising how much is made out of the coin \ocV

business and offering any amount ot the receipts to get

the business.

All of this has caused the public to stand back and re-

fuse to have locks installed unless they get all the money

that is in them. In (jther words these competitors of ours

are educating the users of coin locks in a very harmful

way. If it is kept up there won't be anything to this busi-

ness but failure.

All of the people in the coin lock game with two excep-

tions are non-ethical business men and will do anything in

the world to beat out competition. One company offered

to guarantee all damages suffered by one of our customers

as a result of cancellation of contract with us.

The only two concerns in the business that know the

most about it and are run by capable and successful busi-

ness men are your own company and that of the American

Coin Lock Company of Pawtucket, R. 1. 1 have been in

correspondence with these people and have also met one

of their officers this year in this territory and had a long

talk with him. They certainly are high class, ethical
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people, who have respect for their competitors and some

consideration of their rights. I now have in my posses-

sion one of their sample locks and have had for some

time.

Unless your company and the American Coin Lock

Company get together on a harmonious plan of action,

which will result in absorbing or running out of business

the rest of the companies, then this game is going to

weaken. If you do get together on a well conceived

plan of action, both of you will make a lot more money

than you ever expected. I have talked this over with the

American Coin Lock people and they are inclined to lend

an attentive ear, not because they are afraid of competi-

tion, but because they believe the salvation of future busi-

ness is in cooperation with the right people and in fight-

ing the wrong ones.

I believe you should get together with them and between

the two of you pick out a lock and have it manufactured

at one place. And now I have come to the most important

part of the whole thing—^the Pawtucket lock. They have

the only literally fool proof lock on the market and no-

body else uses their oscillating mechanism and can't do so

because it is almost impossible to understand it, and it is

fully patented. We have had abundant proof that it is

fool proof and takes in more money than any of its com-

petitors by 50%.

I can't go into all the detailed reasons to prove to you

I am right, but you take it from me that this is true:

Everybody who is still in the coin lock game ten years

from now will be using the Pawtucket lock or another

one that uses their oscillating mechanism. This isn't a
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sudden judgment, but (^ne arrived at after over a year's

careful observation and study. You'll atj;-ree with nie when

you see the lock.

If that's true eventually why not now? This is what

I want to talk over with you. 1 think I have them ready

to listen. How about you?

Eventually all the good locations are goin«" to buy their

locks outright unless somebody stops it. The Rice Hotel

that took in $4600 last year has done so. The Gunter

did it a year ago. All the rest will get wise pretty

({uickly. Think this over and write me.

Yours truly,

C E Miller

CEM/GC CLINTON E. MILLER

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-1) Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Plf Exhibit No. 15 Filed 10/21 1923 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

MR JONES: 1 want to read a part of that, the last

clause of the exhibit

:

*' Eventually all the good locations are going to buy

their locks outright unless somebody stops it. The Rice

Hotel that took in $4600 last year has done so. The

Gunter did it a year ago. All the rest will get wise pretty

quickly. Think this over and write me."

Q BY MR JONES : Does that refresh your recollec-

tion as to why you lost those locations?

A That is not the leason why we lost them. I also

have letters from the Gunter and Rice stating why we

lost them.
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Q Well, did you aim to write to the plaintiff company

the correct facts with respect to that matter?

A I think they did buy locks; but that ain't the rea-

son we lost ours.

Q I will ask you if you didn't say in that letter, and

if you didn't mean all those big hotels would buy their

locks ?

A I did mean exactly that. That was one of the

things we had to tight continuously, and we had to have

a good lock to fight it with.

Q Now, Mr. Miller, you testified with respect to the

quality of locks that were furnished you by this com-

pany. 1 believe you testified the first locks were in pretty

good shape, pretty good locks?

A I think I said they were the best locks we had.

Q And you didn't think the locks furnished in later

years were as good as those?

A No.

Q I will ask you if it is not a fact that you did not

from time to time order locks and specify the newer equip-

ment repeatedly?

A Yes, we would order equipment according to the

finished model that was sent.

Q Didn't you repeatedly specify new equipment, and

say they were working better?

A No, it was because the old equipment was working

so bad we wanted to try the new ones, and we had models

sent us that worked perfectly, because it was machined

and hard metal, and when we would get the locks they

wouldn't work at all, they were cast and rough and coarse,

and impossible.
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Q I hand you herewith a document, purporting- to be

an original letter written by yourself, and a carbon copy

of a reply, and I will ask you to kindly examine it and

tell the Court if the original letter there was executed by

you, signed in your handwriting.

A It is my signature. I call your attention to the

fact that it is not a copy of a reply ; it is a copy of the

letter itself.

Q I will ask you if the yellow sheet attached to it,

dated February 11, 1920, is the reply to that letter, of

which you have the original copy?

A I can't state that. It has no signature on it.

MR. JONES : Mr. Newby, we gave you notice to pro-

duce that letter of February 11, 1920.

MR. NEWBY : You may use the copy, subject to cor-

rection.

MR. JONES: We offer this document.

THE COURT : Let it be received.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 16.

CC TO MR. C. C. GARRISON
February 11—1920

Mr. C. E. Miller,

#910 Van Nuys Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Mr. Miller:

—

I am in receipt of your personal letter under date of

February 7 and I have very carefully noted its contents.

I thank you for the spirit shown therein.

You have dwelt at length on two very important points

and I fully appreciate the importance of the cash dial
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keys and I am going to see what I can get worked out in

this connection. You will hear from me before very long

on this point in a more definite form.

I will say to you frankly that I have been considering

some form of a combination lock to be worked out with-

out a key and the man possessing the knowledge of the

combination is the only one who could unlock it. As I

have repeatedly told you, we are in this business to stay

and I am going to leave nothing un/one from this time

6n to control this business and in the best and most busi-

ness-like manner regardless of our outlay.

Within a week or ten days from this writing we are

going to be in a position to furnish you locks reasonably

prompt and what we want to do is to accumulate a stock

of locks on your shelves, for, from your frank business

dealings with us, we are fully convinced that you will not

take any advantage of this kind of an arrangement.

As to the pass key, T will say to you frankly that I am

not at all satisfied with it and it is a serious question in

my mind if the pass key should not be done away with

altogether. Take it in the City Comfort Station here in

Indianapolis, we have experimented a great deal, and in

this building also, we find since we have removed the pass

key our receipts have increased very materially. You

just cannot work any kind of a system that will keep the

various porters from taking advantage of an opportunity

to steal a nickel when making change. This is one of the

hazards of the game but there is one consolation about

it, he has not stolen any merchandise that we have paid

out good money to vend but nevertheless that does not
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Mr. C. E. Miller #2

relieve our anxiety to even overcome this.

Your generous compliments tor this new lock are very

encourag"ing especially for fellows who have worked at the

improvement and so tirelessly for the last hve or six years.

It looks simple and easy and esi)ecially so after we have

dropped on to this little chan<>"e which is g'oing to be so

important to all of us both in manufacture and operation

in the held.

As to the register, i think you are correct about it.

The moral effect that it has is undoubtedly worth the price

but where you do your own collecting, etc., let us to away

with its use. We know that we have to pay an unreason-

able price for them and in the construction of the old

lock it did take an endless amount of work to get them

connected u]). 1 am fully aware that they never were

accurate but they will be in the new lock, "take it from

me/' because they are going to be so arranged that they

will be absolutely correct.

Now, Mr. Miller, one more word as to competition.

When we get, (and that will be in the very near future),

ourselves in a position to furnish these locks as fast as we

need them both for your use and everybody's else in

whom we are mutually interested, I will probably use the

same mechanism but a different appearing case and this

lock will be put on the market by the Independent Lock

Company. Then if you let any competition get in on

your territory, it is going to be your own fault and not

ours, but always stand firm on your price in the name of

the Parent Company for the day will come when this

question of competition, the way I have made up my mind
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to go after it, is not going to be an important factor.

Allow me to suggest that you don't start Mr. Cosbey

into Texas until we advise you that we are completely

ready and we are not going to delay you very long.

Very truly yours

CNV/MEW

End

CLINTON E. MILLER
910 Van Nuys Building

Los Angeles, February 7th, 1920.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

Mr. Garrison has written you a letter making all of

the suggestions concerning improvements on the new lock.

All I have to say is that it is a wonderful improvement

over anything that has ever been put out in the shape of

a coin lock. I am almost ready to say it is perfect, but I

know better than that. Nothing ever stands still. Next

year you will have a lock that will be an improvement

over this very good one that you have assembled now.

We want you to know that we appreciate what you

have accomplished in this lock. It will be a great help

to us in meeting competition and rendering a better service

to our patrons. Now please tell us that you will be able

to supply us with all of these new locks that we want

because we are having a lot of competition in Texas and

we must send Mr. Cosbey over that territory to put in

the new lock every place and reenamel and shine up all
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of our installations. 1 think wc will send him to Texas

right away to visit each customer on his t>oinj^ tri]) and

pick up what new business he can, then to make his in-

stallations on his return tri]). in the meantime having

ordered locks from you. This will <^ive you about a

week's notice for the lillinj^ o) each order.

I want to em])hasize the importance of chanj2;"in^ the

lock and key that opens the cash dial, because there are

undoubtedly a lot of keys made that open these dials. We
can tell that from the tallinj^ otY of receipts on certain

days in a manner that can't be accounted for in any other

way except that they are robbed. \'ou will remember

that a number of years ago an employee of ours got

drunk and robbed the locks for three weeks. We think

he had a confederate who made a duplicate set of keys,

because soon after that we caught a fellow and took

away a duplicate set of keys. These robbers have pried

dozens of cash dials off by force and made keys to fit

them. You would be surprised to know how much money

we have spent in hiring detectives. It runs into hundreds

of dollars. We have two men in jail now and expect to

have more when we finish. We know that these robbers

have been operating in Texas with coin keys. So far we

have not the evidence that coin locks have been robbed in

the northwest. For these reasons I think you ought to

change the lock to the cash dial.

That's an awful price to pay for registers and 1 wish

we could say to you that we can get along without them.

We can in a great many instances, but I am afraid that

in the majority of cases we will have to have the regis-

ters, because we have built up our business by a selling
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arg-ument, one of the principal parts of which was that

the customer could check up on us any time from the

coin register; also our representatives at different places

are kept in the straight and narrow path, because we can

go and read the registers on them any time; also it makes

the customer who collects for himself rather careful to

account for all of his nickels. I am convinced that if this

register were done away with entirely, you and ourselves

would lose a lot more money than it will cost to put them

on. I realize the register hardly ever works correctly,

but at the same time it serves its purpose by simply being

in existence. A hotel in Texas refused to pay us for two

years, claiming the two locks they had installed had been

out of fix and they had received no money. The regis-

ters showed that they had received $150.00. We put the

matter in a lawyer's hands and got $50.00 out of the hotel,

which we could not have done without the registers.

Can't you use the old registers that you have on hand?

We are shipping back to you in a few days 40 or 50 old

useless locks, each of which has a register, that works all

right. We will promise you to get along without regis-

ters wherever we can, but most places we will almost be

compelled to have them.

With kindest personal regards and with the hope that

we will see you in California before very long, I am

Very truly yours,

CEM/GC C E Miller

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Lock Ptf Exhibit No. 16 Filed 10/21 1927 R.

S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy

Clerk.
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O BY MR JOXKS: Examine this docmnent I place

in your hands, purporting- lo he a teleiiram, and state to

the Court if that is a telej^ram sent hy the Pacific Coin

L(x:k Company?

A We sent many tele<i["rams similar to that. I can't

say.

(Witness continuin^^ ) I don't deny that is a telei^ram

sent by the Pacific Coin Lock Comi)any, I think prob-

ably it was, because we sent many telej^rams just like it.

Q What do you say as to whether or not, after hav-

ing read it. that you were ordering newer locks of the

latest imj)rovements. to replace older ones?

A I will state this, we sent many telegrams similar

to that, calling for new locks and the latest improve-

ments.

Q Did you think the latest improvements were better

than the old ones?

A We hoped they might be.

Q I will ask you to examine this document I place in

your hands, purporting to be a letter, and state to the

Court if that is your signature on that letter?

A It is.

MR. JONES : We offer that letter in evidence, and

will read the latter portion of it, as follows

:

''I am advised that the last IcKks that you sent us seem

to be working very well mechanically.''

(Witness continuing) That was probably my report

at the time I wrote the letter. That was not true.

Q You don't mean to say you wrote something that

w^as not true?

A I often did, from reports.
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MR. JONES : I offer that letter in evidence.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

PLAINTIFF^S EXHIBIT NO. 17.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building, Phone, Broadway 3062

Los Angeles July 26th, 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen :

—

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your prompt and kind

favor of the 23rd inst., and to acknowledge receipt of

your telegram of the 22nd. I thank you for your assur-

ances of compliance with our needs.

I am advised that the last locks that you sent us seem

to be working very well mechanically.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By C. E. Miller,

CEM/GC President.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Plf Exhibit No. 17 Filed 10/21 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

Q BY MR. JONES : Interrogating you further with

respect to the proposition as to the locks not working, and

losing locations, I call your attention to the exhibit intro-

duced in evidence yesterday by your counsel, in which it
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is said, ''75% of our trouble with your old style lock has

been caused by patrons stuffing pai)er in the keepers."

Do you remember that ?

A I think that was written by Mr J. H. Crews. He

was a man that had just come on the job and wrote that

letter without my knowledge. That is not true. That is

common to the best locks there is.

(Witness continuing) I don't approve of all that letter

says. If 75% of the trouble was sticking paper in the

keepers, all locks have that trouble, l^hat letter is signed

by Mr. Garrison, but dictated by J. H. Crews.

Q Isn't it a fact that a large percentage of your

troubles with this lock was due to tinkering with the locks,

and robberies, and putting toothpicks in them, and stuffing

paper in the locks, and ])eople trying to get into them, or

into the coin box? Isn't that true?

A That is true of every coin lock built. You can't

keep people from sticking gum, nails, hies and everything

into that little slot. Rut that wasn't the trouble with

that lock. The trouble was it wasn't built right out of

the proper materials, it wasn't assembled right and it

wasn't polished.

Q You told the Court yesterday that the Southern

Pacific Company was ready to give you business here, but

you didn't ask them for it because you knew^ they couldn't

fill the orders, or something of that sort.

A I think that is not exactly true. I stated I had

good cause to believe I could get the business of the

Southern Pacific, as soon as I was able to promise them

a good lock.
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Q Did you ever have any of the Southern Pacific's

business before April 23, 1923?

A Yes.

Q When was that?

A No, I guess it was when Mr. Garrison personally

owned the business; which was before 1915.

Q You never had any locks on after you were in busi-

ness, that you can recall?

A I am not sure about it, but if we did have, it didn't

last long.

Q Do you know whether they were using any locks in

the meantime, from the time they had taken off these coin

locks that Garrison had put on?

A Yes, they bought eleven locks from the Clow Lock

Company of Chicago.

(Witness continuing) They had lots of trouble with

them.

Q BY MR JONES : And on account of being unsat-

isfactory, you thought you could get the locks you were

using put back on, didn't you?

A Yes, I told them,—when they said if they couldn't

get a lock better than the one they had, not to try to get

the business,— I told them the locks we had were prob-

ably not any better.

(Witness continuing) We never tried to get any of

the Southern Pacific's business until we got another lock.

Q In 1916 you were making an eflfort to get the

Southern Pacific's business back, were you not?

A Our men were at it all the time.

Q Well, if you didn't have a lock at that time that

was good, why were they doing that?
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A Our men would ^o after all business that was avail-

able, and were talkin<;- u]) the general policy of coin locks.

The thing we had to overcome in the West all the time

was to overcome the objection to the locks, the five cent

toilet,—they thought it was small business, and the boys

were constantly spreading propaganda, and I will say they

solicited the Southern Pacific's business.

(Witness continuing) I knew of it, and made no ob-

jection to it.

Q And you wrote the (^)in Controlling Lock Com-

])any in 1916 with reference to it, that you thought you

would get the business back ?

A Yes, that was probably the report of the men; but

I personally didn't do anything about it.

Q Now, Mr. Miller, you didn't install these locks that

were sent you as they were sent, did you?

A Sometimes. 1 demanded they be installed on two

or three occasions exactly as they were sent; but as a

general rule, we didn't ; we had to work over them sev-

eral hours before we could put one on the door.

(Witness continuing) I knew they were being worked

on by our men before they were installed. They had to

be worked one. 1 knew they were not using the keepers

that were sent with these locks. We made a keeper of

our own, because the one they had was not proper. I

was informed of that at the time they began using that

other keeper. I don't know as I consented to using a

different keeper from that sent by the Company. I left

the matter of the conduct of the business largely up to

the boys that were installing the locks and doing the col-

lecting and looking after trouble.
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Q BY MR JONES: But you knew this was being

done ?

A I think Mr Van Cleave called my attention to it,

and I told the men, hereafter I want them installed exactly

as they sent them, because he said all our trouble out

here was that we were trying to fix these locks and mak-

ing them worse instead of better. And I called all the

men in and demanded that they put them on exactly as

they sent them. They all said I was wrong, and it was

proved I was wrong.

(Witness continuing) 1 wrote Mr Van Cleave we

were going to do that. I wrote him that I had been trust-

ing to others to look after the mechanical end of the

business. I said, ''And your letter convinces me it hasn^t

been done as it should be." I meant that at the time,

—

in 1922.

Q And you told him you were greatly surprised to

learn they were using those keepers, didn't you?

A Yes, and I made them install them exactly as they

came then, and they were all out of order and in trouble

the next day.

Q You told him you were greatly surprised to learn

they were using those keepers, notwithstanding the fact

that you knew they were using it?

A I knew they were using the keepers. I probably

wrote, when I wrote Mr Van Cleave that letter that was

a fact, whatever I said in that letter at the time.

MR JONES : That date of that letter is July 8, 1922.

Q BY MR JONES: I will ask you if on August

10th you did not write Mr. Van Cleave again about the

matter ?
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A 1 don't recall.

y in which you told him you thought he was correct,

or that in substance. Please look at this letter.

A (After examininf^' letter) 1 wrote that letter, 1

recall that.

Q ^'ou admitted Mr \ an C lea\e did know more about

it than your men, from hi.s lon^- ex])erience, didn't you?

MR NEWBV: Objected to as calling- for the con-

tents of the letter, which is not in exidence.

THE COURT: lie may answer.

APPELLAXT'S EXCEPTION NO. 10

A Yes, I cooperated very closely with Mr. Van Cleave

in an endeavor to make these locks work, if possible.

Q \\\ MR JONES: Please examine this letter.

A (Reading) *A\'e are also havini; a lot of trouble

with malicious interference with the locks, such as taking

off knobs and puttinj^ in sticks, etc."

Q That was true?

A Yes, that was always true.

Q And a lot of complaints came to you that were due

to this?

A Not at all ; the complaints that I testified to were

due to poor material and workmanship of the locks.

Q I wish you would tell the Court some persons that

made complaints to you.

A A man named White at the comfort station at the

Rosslyn Hotel, and the Alexandria Hotel, a colored man,

and we had the owner and manager of the Hayward

Hotel; we had the superintendent of the Pacific Electric

Building, Mr Van Hauten.

(Witness continuing) They continuously made com-

plaint of those locks before and after February, 1920.
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Q And who else (made complaint)?

A Well, a list of our locations would probably be the

quickest way to answer you.

Q These locks didn't give you so much trouble, did

they, that you didn't make money on them?

A We made money, certainly.

Q Isn't a fairly good test of how locks work deter-

mined by the amount of money it takes in?

A Not at all. The amount of money you make is

the amount of money you take in, less the cost of taking

it in.

Q As I understand, you say then a poor lock that

doesn't work at all, or gives poor satisfaction, will take

in just as much money as one that is a good one working

perfectly ?

A Not at all.

(Witness continuing) The records will show how

much money these locks we had in 1922 were taking in

per lock per month. I can't tell you offhand.

Q BY MR JONES: How much were the Hervey

locks taking in immediately after you established them?

A They were taking in about 40 per cent more on the

average than the Van Cleave locks.

Q Was the 40 per cent more taken in on the same

locations? Were the locations the same?

A They were, and all other conditions were the same.

(Witness continuing) They took in 40 per cent more

per lock. In some of the larger stations we keep porters

or maids. That has always been the custom, in some

places.

Q That is one of the services you sell?
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A No.

Q To kee]) these toilets clean, keep iheni serviced and

keep paper in the rooms?

A The point I make is we didn't keep these ]xirters

and maids; the j^oint was that we i)aid them and tipped

them to kee]^ us informed, instead of kickinj^" ahout the

locks not working.

(Witness continuing) I think the only place wt per-

sonally employed any one was in the public service station

we built and owned at Venice. There we had to keep a

maid all the time; otherwise we wouldn't have gotten any-

thing out of them, \^^e kei)t about 19 locks all together.

Part of her duty was to keep the place clean and make

change for people that came in and wanted to use the

locks, but we would not have kei)t her there except for

the fact that her duty was to let women in and out that

got locked in. We had a bootblack in front to clean up

and make change. He would clean up early and later

after the place was closed.

Q You spoke about the City comfort station, with

reference to a contract for that ?

A Yes.

Q When, what was the date of it?

A I think I explained we didn't have a written agree-

ment, but the Park Commission passed a motion for us

to have a contract prepared.

Q But the man in charge refused to put it on, didn't

he, on the theory that he would not put any coin locks on?

A The man in charge was the Park Commission of

the City of Los Angeles, under whose jurisdiction the
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matter came, and they passed a motion to give us a con-

tract.

Q But the person in charge said he wouldn't put

them on?

A No.

(Witness continuing) They weren't installed simply

because we couldn't get the locks, and 1 didn't pursue the

matter any further. I think that was along about 1919

or 1920.

Q BY MR JONES : Well, Mr. Miller, one of your

complaints, why you told the Court you thought you ought

to abandon this contract, was due to the fact that you

were not getting locks?

A Yes.

(Witness continuing) That was one of the reasons I

wrote the telegram of April 23, 1923. I don't know how

many locks we had on hand at that time that were not

on doors.

Q Now, how long after Mr Hervey bought an interest

in this business was it before this telegram was sent in

which you said that you would not use the Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company's locks?

MR NEWBY: I object to that on the ground that it

is assuming a priority of one or the other. It has not

been shown which was before the other.

THE COURT: He may answer.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 11.

A It was very close together. I know our agreement

was signed after we sent the notice; but I think a verbal

agreement was made with Mr. Hervey before I sent the

notice.
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r Witness continuing) T don't think we had his locks

here ready to install when I sent that teleia^rani : we had

ordered some, thoug'h. T can't recall when they arrived,

but it was very close to the time we sent the telegram,

maybe before or after. At the time 1 sent the wire T

began immediately to take off the Coin C(Mitrollin<^" Lock-

Company's locks and install the Herxey locks.

Q BY MR JONES: Well, if at the time you sent

the wire you began immediately, ycni must have had them

here at that time?

A I don't know: they began to arrive at that time, I

believe.

Q To refresh your memory, didn't you commence

before to install the Hervey locks, before you sent the

telegram ?

A T can't recall that, I don't know.

Q Did you have any other locks installed before you

sent that telegram, of any other persons or companies?

A Yes, I think we had two Universal locks installed

for experimental purposes.

(Witness continuing) We used many locks in experi-

ments,—the Monroe lock. It wasn't a success. We didn't

try the American Sanitary Lock of Indianapolis. I do

not recall that we had one of Mr. Kahn's locks at one

time.

Q Do you recall writing Mr. Kahn about it one time

and sending Mr. Van Cleave a copy of the letter as to

whether or not you did have one of his locks on your

locations and took it off?

A We did not.
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Q You know nothing about the American Sanitary

Lock?

A Yes.

Q And this Coin Controlling Lock Company's lock

you thought was better than the American Sanitary

Lock?

A I said so.

Q I will ask you if you didn't think at that time, on

October 4, 1922, that your service, and Van Cleave's

baby banks were better than the American Sanitary lock

by 100 per cent?

MR NEWBY: Objected to as immaterial and irrele-

vant.

THE COURT: Objection overruled.

A No sir. That was a joke. This man Kahn, whom
we met in Chicago, said Van Cleave's was the poorest

lock in America, and he called V^an Cleave's locks baby

banks, and there was a great deal of joking going on

about it. And Mr. Kahn had a location he had secured

in one of the hotels here, and asked me to send one of

my men around to look after them. I found they were

in very bad shape, hanging on the door. We polished

them up and gave him all the money from them, and

maintained the service for him, and I wrote that letter

to him.

Q You didn't mean that at all; it was just a joke?

A It was really true. His locks were mangled and

out of shape and hanging on the doors.

Q Isn't this true, covering the period you were using

this Coin Controlling Lock Company's locks, that all lock

companies had more or less trouble with their locks?
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A I think most all of them had, with the exception

of two comi)anies.

(Witness continuing-) They were not in an experi-

mental stage, u]) to 1923, with people who understand

how to rig a lock. There were two coin lock companies

in the United Stales that made a lock,—the Pawtucket

and General Service locks were the only two.

Q B^' MR JONES: When you communicated with

Mr Van Cleave you named only the Pawtucket and Coin

Controlling Eock Company?

A That was my helief at that time.

Q At that time, from the knowledge you had of the

industry as President of this company?

A Yes.

Q Esn't it true, Mr Miller, that the trouble you were

having in getting^ locks the latter part of 1922, and the

early part of 1923, just before you severed your relations

with this company, was due to the fact that the lock com-

pany, the Coin Controlling Eock Company, through Mr

Van Cleave, had gone into a merger by the terms of

which all of these companies had quit manufacturing locks

except one, and that you were a party to that, wanted

them to go into it ?

MR NEWBY: Objected to as not proper cross exam-

ination.

THE COURT: He may answer.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 13.

A There are two or three subjects covered there, but

I will state I can't explain why Mr. Van Cleave didn't file

this agreement with us. I demanded it by letter time and

again. I referred to this merger, so-called, and told them,
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irrespective of whether they went into the merger or not,

I wanted locks according to our agreement.

Now, with reference to this merger, you asked me if

I was not a party to it, 1 refused to go into it myself, and

didn't want them to, except if they went into this merger

they might get a decent lock; because they were using the

General Service Company's lock at that time,—Mr Kahn

and all the rest of them were taking the lock I thought

we ought to get, and 1 thought if they went into this

merger I might get that lock.

(Witness continuing) 1 went to Indianapolis to see

Mr Van Cleave with a view of arranging for our com-

pany to go into this merger? I went twice, January,

1922, and May, 1922. I wrote many letters, in which I

said it was highly important to get rid of this bad com-

petition. I was heartily in favor of the plan and idea.

Q BY MR JONES : You knew if they went on Mr.

Van Cleave would quit manufacturing locks and would

take the Pawtucket lock?

A I hoped they would, either the Pawtucket or Gen-

eral Service lock.

Q And you wanted that lock?

A Yes, very much.

Q And isn't it a fact they went into a merger and it

lasted from some time in April, 1922, until the latter part

of August, 1922?

MR. NEWBY: I object to that on the ground that

it is not the best evidence, and is not proper cross-exam-

ination.

THE COURT: Objection overruled.
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APPELLANTS EXCEPTION NO. 14.

A It was hearsay, but I understand they did; but I

refused to ^o into it in May, 1922.

Q BY MR JONES: So there was a period, from

the time they be^an neg(^tiations up to the time the merger

ceased, when they ceased to manufacture k^cks?

A There wasn't anything of the kind.

MR NEWBY : Objected to as irrelevant and immate-

rial.

THE COURT: He has answered. He has stated

already that he wanted them to ^o into the merger and

get a different lock : that he nevertheless expected them

to fulfill their contract.

THE WITNESS: I demanded in letters that they

fulfill their contract. 1 suggested they borrow some from

these people if they could not make them themselves.

Q BY MR JONES: You wanted them to go into the

merger and quit manufacturing their lock, and you in-

sisted they furnish you locks they were not manufac-

turing ?

A They were furnishing themselves with locks, but

were not furnishing me any. Mr Van Cleave was using

about 100 locks of theirs, and sending me his bum ones.

(Witness continuing) I know because I have records

of it.

Q I will ask you if on May 19, 1922, you didn't ad-

vise Mr Van Cleave that the 500 locks that you were

using of his, of the Coin Controlling Lock Company, were

paying more than any 500 locks in the country?

MR NEWBY : Objected to as immaterial, incom-

petent and irrelevant and not cross examination.
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THE COURT: There might be a good many factors

involved, but he may answer.

APPELLANTS EXCEPTION NO. 15.

A If I did tell him that, it was the case of making a

claim I could not substantiate, because I didn't know any-

thing about what all the other locks in the country were

doing. I may have made that claim.

MR NEWBY : I would like to add also,—the witness

answered before I got through,—that it does not excuse

a breach in furnishing defective locks because other people

by superior ability and service were able to make a poor

lock work.

THE COURT: We all understand that. There are a

great many factors involved in it. But he may answer

whether he did or not.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 16.

Q BY MR JONES: Did you make that statement?

A That is my signature, and Mr. Garrison's, together.

Q Both of you said that, didn't you, over your signa-

ture?

A I haven't read it.

MR JONES: We offer it in evidence.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 18.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building, Phone, FJroadway 3062

Los Angeles May 19th, 1922.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

The agreement of March 11th, 1922, its amendment of

April 21st, 1922 and the Voting Trust Agreement—the
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documents creating Service Utilities Company have been

carefully studied. We heartily endorse the whole plan,

congratulate you gentlemen on the results of a lot of hard

work, and will say that we desire to become one of you at

the earliest possible moment and get to work.

It is understood that Pacific Coin Lock Comi)any is to

participate in the income and stock of Service Utilities

Company already allotted to you on exactly the same

basis as you received it. That is entirely satisfactory

to us.

Since the basis upon which you participate in the oper-

ating com])any is now finally determined it is a mere mat-

ter of figures to ascertain what is coming to Pacific Coin

Lock Company. You have in your possession a complete

certified statement taken from our books for the months

of September, October and November, 192L showing all

contracts, their dates, number of locks, commissions paid,

gross and net collections, with full explanatory notes.

You also have your copy of the agreement between Coin

Controlling Lock Company and Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany, giving us exclusive use of your locks in our terri-

tory at ten dollars per lock yearly rental.

With all this data it can readily be determined the

number of shares of Service Utilities Company stock that

is due us, which I understand is based on net collections.

We are not advised of the total amount of your net col-

lections, but assuming it to be $40,000 per year and ours

to be $32,000 (which is approximately correct) then we

should have 32/72 or 4/9 of 800 shares, which equals

355-4/9 shares. The exact figures can be accurately de-

termined.
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Since we have approximately 500 locks under contract

prior to January 1st, 1922, then we should have 500

times $4.00 or $2000 annual income for five years.

Therefore the only matter of argument left open be-

C. N. VanC. - 2 -

tween us is your claim for special consideration on account

of your ownership of the locks now used by us. This we

grant is a matter that should be equitably considered.

It seems to us, however, that the thing of value that

is being turned over to Service Utilities Company for

which it pays $4.00 per lock yearly for five years is not

the lock itself, but the contract that makes it get nickels.

There is, of course, some value in the lock itself that I

will discuss later.

There is, however, another element in your favor, en-

tering into this argument, that you have never men-

tioned, but which in fairness I think should be discussed.

You are turning into Service Utilities your patents to

coin locks and we have no patents to turn in. It occurs

to us however, that a patent to a coin lock is like any

other patent is merely ''an introduction to the Federal

courts." The protection to the coin lock business must

be by rendering service and alert business efficiency rather

than relying on patent rights. That has been the system

of Pacific Coin Lock Company, and we will stack up the

dividend paying power of its 500 locks against any other

500 locks in the country. Nevertheless I am willing to

grant that your patent rights should have some special

consideration.

As an offset to the two special considerations in your

favor, I think Pacific Coin Lock Company is entitled to
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special consideration on this account; Had you in the past

furnished us with ^ood locks as ordered in conformity

with your agreement, we would today have had 1000 locks

working instead of 500, which now turned in at $4.00

per lock yearly for five years would amount to an addi-

tional sum of $10,000.00 to us. ^'()u will recall that we

had to wait a whole year to get locks to install the com-

fort stations of the City of Seattle after we had secured

the contract at big expense. There are many similar

instances as you know. Until recently you have always

been months behind in lilling our orders to the extent of

100 locks or more, causing us to lose many locations to

our competitors.

As further offset 1 think Pacific Coin Lock Company

should be rewarded for its ability to show $32,000 net col-

lections by use of only 500 locks. To maintain a lock on

a door is an expense. Its net collections must exceed

that expense or it becomes a liability. We have spent

money to accomplish this such as attorneys fees, building

a comfort station and installing white seats and doing

practically all our own collections. With the installation

of Service Utilities lock and consequent increased collec-

tions and saving of expense Pacific Coin Lock Company

with present contracts alone can show $20,000 yearly

dividends.

However, we are willing that you should keep all the

$5000 per year paid you as compensation to keep out of

coin lock business for 'awt years, which equals $25,000.

We'll keep out without any payment. This should offset

whatever of value you give to the operating company

for the 500 of your locks we will use for a little while.
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We are further willing that in consideration of your

turning over your patent rights to the operating company

you should have an advantage over us in partition of the

200 shares of Service Utilities Company stock to the ex-

tent of 10% of what would come to us on the basis of net

collections. That is to say if our proportion of the total

net collections turned in by you entitled us to 355-4/9

shares we will accept 320 shares.

We must have the contract between us cancelled and

we go in as an independent party to the merger in the

status as the rest. This is only fair to our associates.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY,
By Chas. C. Garrison

C E Miller.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Plf Exhibit No. 18 Filed 10/21 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

[In pencil] : 500 locks see page 2 of this letter

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr Newby

Q Now, Mr Miller, there is a letter of August 10,

1922, which was introduced in evidence, in which you

told him that you had demanded of all your employes

that the locks be put on just as they came, and you thought

at the time that was correct. What did you afterwards

discover ?

A Every lock that was ordered put on just as it came

was out of order the following day or the same day.
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You said, as T recall, in connection with Plaintiff's

Exhibit 17, that you wrote thing's not true. What did

you mean by that?

THE WITNESS: I do want to explain that statement

in here,
—

"I am advised that the last locks that vou sent

us seem to be workin^^" very well mechanically." Often-

times that was true. The boys would come into the office,

and I would say, "How are the new locks working," and

they said, "Eine," perhaps, and I would write a letter at

the time. It might be the same afternoon we would get

a call that this little slot had jammed and somebody was

locked in. In (jther weirds, I didn't want to be unreason-

able; I wanted to co-operate and encourage the Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company, and did believe their intention was

serious and honest to make a lock that was right, and

encouraged them whenever possible. I would wTite a

letter like this, and whenever I could 1 would praise them,

and then I would have to take it all back. You will find

a lot of letters like that.

(Witness continuing) I remember that letter of Mr

Seeley's. I remember the circumstances under which that

was written. That was during the time we were having

a great deal of trouble, and I dictated that letter and re-

quested Mr. Seeley to sign it, and the same pull that got

the locks on caused him to sign the letter. At that par-

ticular time there were complaints with reference to the

locks at the Pacific Electric. Mr. Seeley was a very

close friend of mine. I had known him for a number of

years.
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JOHN G. VAN HAUTEN,

called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, being first

duly sworn, testified as follows

:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
by Mr. Newby

My name is John G. Van Hauten. I am assistant

manager of the Pacific Electric Building located at Sixth

and Main in the city of Los Angeles. I have been assist-

ant manager for the last four years. I was superintendent

of the Pacific Electric Building prior to that time. I was

superintendent from 1907 to four years ago, or five.

Then I became assistant manager. There were coin locks

installed by the Pacific Coin Lock Company in the men's

toilet in the main waiting room, and the ladies' toilet in

the waiting room, of the Pacific Electric Building. The

locks that were installed prior to 1923 gave us continuous

trouble. The lock would not operate properly. People

used it and we had to use a stepladder in order to get

over the door to unlock it from the inside, in some man-

ner or other to let the people out; the continual jamming

of nickels in the slot. And, in fact, there were so many

troubles about it that I had to be always calling up the

office of the Pacific Coin Lock Company, stating my

troubles. And it got so bad some times on various com-

plaints that one day I made a special trip over to the

office of the Pacific Coin Lock Company to talk to them

about it, because my Company was under consideration

to throw them all out. I went to the office in the Van

Nuys Building. I could not tell the Court approximately

how many complaints came under my personal observation

about those locks because it ran over a series of months
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and years. T wc^nlcl say tlicy were frequent, six and seven

a day. The new locks that were installed in 192v3 have

given very little trouble. The first installation of them

in 1923 gave a little trouble, but at {^resent there is abso-

lutely no trouble at all. We have no complaints to make.

CROSS-EXAMI NATION
By Mr Jones

I know Mr Sceley. Me was manager of the building

during the time I have been testifying as to these diffi-

culties with the locks. The Company was thinking about

throwing the locks out during the interim of the installa-

tion of the lock, up to the time they put a different lock

on. 1 cannot be any more definite than that becatise that

really came from another (lei)artment again.

JAMES WHITE,

called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, being first

duly sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr Newby

My name is James White. 1 live at 1578 East 23rd

Street, Los Angeles. I have charge of the wash room

concessions at the Alexandria Hotel and a number of

other places. I have worked for the Pacific Coin Lock

Company in San Fraiicisco. I had charge of the wash

rooms on the concessions at the World's Fair. I was the

head man there. I was at the Alexandria Hotel in 1919

and I am still there. I recall that sometime in the summer

of 1919, there were coin locks installed by the Pacific

Coin Lock Company at the Alexandria Hotel. We were

constantly having trouble with the locks installed by the
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Pacific Coin Lock Company at the Alexandria Hotel.

People would come in and put nickels in and they would

get jammed and they could not get in them lots of times;

they could not get in the toilet because the nickel did not

work; and lots of times when they did get in they could

not get out easily. There were lots of times we had to

help them get out, after they would get in there they

could not unlock it from the inside so they could get out.

And we would hand them a chair over inside of the toilet,

so they could stand up on it, and set a chair on the out-

side so they could crawl over the door and get out that

way. We had lots of trouble that way. It was quite a

common thing for that to happen. I wouldn't say it

happened every day, but sometimes it would happen two

or three times in a day. We had difficulties about the

nickels jamming, so they couldn't get in. That was very

frequent, where the nickels would jam; that would happen

sometimes 20 times a day. I reported to the Pacific Coin

Lock Company about the condition of those locks. I used

to keep a telephone where I could always go and call them

up and tell them about the trouble we were having. They

would send men down, and sometimes I would have to

telephone them to come and get people out. I think we

would always have them out, though, before they could

get there, by using the chair system.

Q BY MR NEWBY : Now, do you know about the

removal of those locks in February, 1922, from the Alex-

andria Hotel?

A Yes, the management got so disgusted that they

took the locks out, had them taken off. They took those

locks out, and later on put some more locks on, a different

kind of lock.
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(Witness continuing) Mr. Hammond, the manager of

the hotel, ordered them out. That was because of the

trouble we had had with the locks and numerous com-

plaints that would go up to the office about the locks.

Customers would come in and get so angry they would g'o

upstairs and report it, antl they were continually reporting

those things, and Mr Mammond got disgusted and had

the locks taken out.

CROSS-EXAMINATION
Ry Mr Schoonover

I went to San Francisco in 1915. I was at the Alex-

andria at that time. The Pacific Coin Lock Company

employed me to go to San Francisco. I had charge of

the Alexandria quite a while before 1 went up there. I

knew Mr Miller there at the Alexandria. That is where

I got acquainted with him. He employed me to go to San

Francisco and take charge of the same kind of locks

there.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr Newby:

I was in San Francisco in 1915. These locks were in-

stalled in the Alexandria Hotel in 1919, but I was work-

ing at the Alexandria long before the locks were installed

there. These locks in the Alexandria Hotel were installed

in 1919 after I came back from San Francisco. The

first locks with which I had any acquaintance, as far as

the defendant corporation is concerned, were in San

Francisco.

RECROSS-EXAMINATION
By Mr Schoonover

Q How much of your time did you put in at the Alex-

andria Hotel?
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A Oh, T put in five or six hours a day, more than that

some days. Some days I stayed there almost all day.

(Witness continuing-) I had the wash room concession

there. We had wash stands and towels for people to use,

and brush them off and shine their shoes.

R. F. SHINN,

called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, being first

duly sworn, testified as follows

:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby

My name is R. F. Shinn. I live at Burlingame, Cali-

fornia. I am manager at San Francisco for the Pacific

Coin Lock Company. I have been with the Pacific Coin

Lock Company since February, 1922. I was first located

in Seattle. I arrived in San FVancisco Thanksgiving Day

of 1922, and took over the business on the first of Decem-

ber. In Seattle I was everything in connection with the

business, collector, and installed the locks and removed

them. I am familiar with the locks installed by the Pa-

cific Coin Lock Company at Seattle.

Q In a general way, what particular places were locks

installed?

A We had about hve hotels ; we had the business of

the City ; we had two stage line depots ; we had one lock

in the railroad depot ; and a few^ scattering locations.

(Witness continuing) There were no other employes

of the defendant in Seattle besides myself. We had

difficulties with the operation of the locks installed by the

defendant corporation in Seattle. The lock was mechan-

ically defective, the old "A" lock, and later the "C" lock.
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The bolt, to be specific, was about half cut in two, and on

a heavy door, where the door was slammed, it would very

often crimp that bolt a little, and the nickel would jam

and lock men in the toilet. That happened very fre-

quently. That was the worst trouble, that bolt locking

persons in the toilet ; but the parts were not interchange-

able. 1 would go out to take a lock and find a bolt that

did not fit, and have to go back and maybe have to take

a half a dozen over there. The latches were n(^t inter-

changeable. The same latch bolt wouldn't interchange

with the one that was in the lock.

Q BY MR NEWP>^^: What other difficulties did

you have besides this locking in?

A Well, one trouble was they didn't have any protec-

tion to the keeper, and they would take and open it up with

knives and nails, etc., and very often jam that bolt with a

rough nail or file, and then she would stick.

(Witness continuing) All locks, 1 think, nowadays

have them, all protected from such depredations as that.

The keeper has protection, top and bottom, thoroughly

encases the bolt, so it is difficult to get to the bolt, al-

though some of them can still be operated with handker-

chiefs and things of that kind.

Q These difficulties that you had with the locks in

Seattle, did any complaints come to you from users of the

locks ?

A Constantly. The Butler Hotel being the worst.

(Witness continuing) The trouble got so persistent

that they threatened to take them off. The trouble was

with these mechanical defects in the locks; particularly

with this bolt jamming and locking people in. I went
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over there very often—in fact, one time I remember going

over there and helping people out of the toilets. That is

the hotel (the Butler) that Cohen used to run.

Q BY MR NEWBY: Did you have to help them

over the top?

A Yes, in this case, he wouldn't crawl under. The

boys generally tried to get them to crawl under, and

sometimes they wouldn't on a very dirty tile floor.

(Witness continuing) When I went down to San

Francisco my duties there were the same as at Seattle.

We had some business in Santa Cruz, and some in Sac-

ramento. I supervised those. They had the same locks of

the defendant. They used both "A" and "C" locks. We
had the same experience generally in the locations in San

Francisco as we did in Seattle, although 1 had gained some

experience in the lock business and sometimes was able

to devise methods to overcome that, where I had not in

Seattle. The Fearless Bar on Market Street, the Ensign

Cafe, and the Waldorf on Market Street, across from

the Palace, were three of the very hard locations where

we had constant trouble. At the Fearless Bar, it was

this same latch bolt jamming, and either locking them in,

or a man would get his nickel half way in and could not

get in and would put another one in on top of it, and then

in one or two cases we had to break the case to get it

off to fix it.

Q BY MR NEWBY: Do you know of that being

done ?

A I have broken it.

Q Did you have the same experience at other points

in your territory, or did you have men there personally to

look after that?
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A No, I had to make these trips where we had

trouble.

Q I now show you a l(Kk and ask you if that is one

of the locks, and if you sent it to the defendant ?

A I did.

(Witness continuing) That lock was at one time in-

stalled in a beach resort at Santa C ruz, California. We
removed it from that location in 1922.

MR NEWBY: We would like to offer this as an

exhibit.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

[Exhibit A-9 is a lock.]

(Witness continuing) Looking after these defects and

being called to these various places took up all my time,

and very often the evenings and Sundays. I presume not

over fifteen per cent of my time was occupied with merely

collecting. The balance of my time had to be occupied

with looking after these defects, and some soliciting, and

the general conduct of the business.

CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Schoonover

1 was in charge in Seattle. I had no assistants. I

had no assistants in San Francisco during the time that

WT had the Coin Controlling Lock Company's lock. T

represented the Pacific Coin Lock Company at both of

these places alone.

Q What period of time is covered by your testimony

as applied to Seattle?

A Well, from the early part of 1922 to November.

Q And in San Francisco?
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A From November until we discontinued the use of

the locks.

Q Do you know what the effect on this kind of lock

is when the lock g-ets filled with nickels, upon its oper-

ation ?

A Well, it doesn't always operate the same.

(Witness continuing) Sometimes it operates; it is all

according to the way the nickel will drop through, and

sometimes it will drop through and operate and sometimes

it will jam the lock and sometimes it won't. Sometimes

the next man can put a nickel in there and it will go in

far enough and then he can pick it out.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr Newby

Since we installed the new lock in 1923 our troubles

commenced to cease, and while they never will entirely

cease, we have overcome that, we never have a man locked

in a toilet any more, we have forgotten about those things,

and don't have any mechanical difficulties any more.

RECROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr Schoonover

I can't say exactly now how many locks we had installed

in Seattle. I could not approximate it.

Q Was there between 50 and 60?

A I am not sure; maybe more or less.

(Witness continuing) That was when I left Seattle.

Q Did you ever have more than that installed in

Seattle while you were there? Did you have as many

when you left as you had during any of the time?

A No, we had removed some of them.
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(Witness continuing) 1 think four or five, something

Hke that. No, more than that. We removed, as 1 recall

it, about 14 locks in the King Street station. I had, I

think, approximately 120 locks in San P'rancisco, when the

old locks were there.

Q Huw many did you have working on April 23,

1923?

A That, I think, is correct, about 120.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr Newby

The King Street station was in Seattle. 1 didn't remove

them personally. That was just prior to my leaving. I

don't know whether they were removed, personally.

RECROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr Schoonover

Q Your statement that they were removed is entirely

hearsay ?

A Yes, sir.

LEE HERVEY,

called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, being first

duly sworn, testified as follows

:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr Newby

My name is Lee Hervey. I reside in Baltimore, Mary-

land. I am connected with the General Service Com-

pany. The business of that company is manufacturing

coin locks. We also distribute them. The place of busi-

ness of that corporation is Baltimore, Maryland. The

territory occupied by the company is national and inter-

national. Our factory is in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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I have been in the coin lock business since 1910. My
first connection with the coin lock business was an op-

erative contract with the American Sanitary Lock Cor-

poration, Indianapolis, in 1910,—in which they furnished

coin locks, I obtained the locations, installed them, op-

erated them, and they received 50 per cent of the income.

In 1912 I operated some locks made by the Itaska Com-

pany of Chicag"o, which I purchased outright. They were

not successful, and I organized and took over in 1917

or 1918 the General Service Company, and started build-

ing our own equipment, installing it and operating it,

which we are doing today. During that time, I have

familiarized myself with practically every lock manufac-

tured in this country, including all the records of patents

on them, going back to 1874. I have made studies of the

coin lock business. The first two locks installed were

installed around 1903. They were manufactured in

England. They were brought here and installed in Bos-

ton. The first locks of American manufacture were

installed around 1905 or 1906, by the Pawtucket people,

I believe. 1 am familiar with the Pawtucket lock. I

have made a study of the construction of coin locks,

Q BY MR NEWBY: I show you Plaintiflf's Ex-

hibit A-9, and ask you if you have made an examination

at our request of that lock?

A Yes, and previous to your request.

Q You have examined the locks of the Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company, or the Michigan Coin Lock Com-

pany?

A A great many of them over a period of years.
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(Witness continuing) T have familiarized myself with

the locks they distribute.

Q And can you tell from an examination whether

that is one of them?

A That has no name on it, but it looks very much

like one; I would say, yes.

Q BY ATR NEWRY: 1 will ask you to examine it

and see if it is any indication of having all the parts that

are usual in locks put out by the Coin Controlling Lock

Company and the Michigan Coin Lock Company.

A At that time, yes.—along around 1917, 1918 and

1919, 1920 and 1921.

(Witness C(~)ntinuing ) They have i)Ut out about ten

different locks that I know of, and possibly more.

Q If you will, just describe to the Court the construc-

tion and wdierein there are any defects?

A The defect begins with the material used.

(Witness continuing) It is a soft aluminum, and a rule

of mechanics is that soft aluminum working against hard

brass, which is a harder metal will wear until it becomes

loose, and as it becomes loose it allows play between the

parts. This particular lock is a fairly w^ell fabricated

lock of its particular type. Fundamentally, from the

standpoint of the manufacturer, it can never be satisfac-

tory, because it is a combination of one hard metal with

a soft metal without any bushing.

THE COURT: Let me interrupt. The warranty of

the contract is workmanship and material, is it not?

MR. NEWBY: Yes.

(Witness continuing) The grades of brass in this lock

are different, some are about 30% copper, and I should
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judge the others are about 22%, which is a question of

difference in hardness and softness.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Will you please indicate the

portions that are of different metals that you describe?

A This templet of the handle arm, and ward, which is

the sliding bolt of this arm, a very important factor,

—

this is very soft. Do you want me to demonstrate how

soft it is?

Q You say this, What are you referring to?

A The sliding ward. Would you like for me to

demonstrate how soft this is?

(Witness continuing) Any piece of metal to stay in

shape, ought to be of hard construction, so it won't flex

in the slamming of doors or putting in the coin. That

little tiny piece has to carry the pressure of the coin be-

tween the two slots that allows the handle to turn, to

move the coin over and move this ward back and forth,

—

the combination of the two slides.

Q BY MR NEWBY: Now you heard some wit-

nesses describe an operation that is quite frequent, that

it would jamb and lock the party in the toilet. Will you

explain to the Court how that result would follow from

the use of that lock?

A This flexible ward that I explained to you here, will

bend and one coin can get in here, and if there is a little

softness another coin can get on top and jamb and the

mechanism cannot be moved, because that is the movable

part of the top, and this is the immovable, and if you

can't move them together, that ward is locked.

Q And that is the effect of the lock part inside?
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A Yes. In other words, in this construction of a

coin lock, the coin acts as a wedge between the two, and

in the general construction of locks today, it does not act

as a wedge, merely as a pall, it slides in and the pressure

does not come on the coin.

Q In this ])articular k)ck, the pressure does come on

the coin ?

A Yes, there is the lower half of the nickel, and that

is the upper half of the nickel. That is the position the

nickel goes in. In turning this handle, this comes in con-

tact with the nickel, this arm coming u]), and if that bends

and doesn't come in contact, you don't move. That goes

over and comes in connection with the ward and that

takes this ward along,—watch it go in. ( Demonstrating)

That is all the action.

Q BY THE COURT: 1 take it what you desire to

say is if there is a defect and if the brass is too soft that

is what will happen?

A That is one of the defects.

Q BY THE COURT: Is brass essential to that

construction ?

A No, any hard metal would have sufficed. Brass is

usually used of a proper consistency, because of its easy

milling.

(Witness continuing) Brass is non-rustable, non-cor-

rodible. Aluminum is the reverse. This piece is alum-

inum, cast, and could be polished up just as nice as any

one would want to see it, but it won't stay so, and very

few lock manufacturers of the better grades of locks use

aluminum. They use brass, or steel; preferably brass.

Steel is much cheaper than aluminum.
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BY MR NEWBY : What would be the advantage

of using" akiminum over steel?

A Because you couldn't polish steel like aluminum
;
you

would have to nickel plate it and would have to copper

plate it and that would cost more than aluminum.

(Witness continuing) That would cost more than

aluminum and it would be much harder to work. Alum-

inum and brass are the two simplest castings to make.

They don't require the same extreme heat to melt. They

are harder to work. These are easy to work. Aluminum

and brass work four times as easily as the harder metals.

Q BY MR NEWBY: Will you also continue in your

detailed examination of this lock with reference to the

machining?

A There is practically no machining in this lock.

(Witness continuing) Machining means fitting. That

is universal, so one can be taken out and another put in

in the same place. The Ford car idea, everything inter-

changeable. In a business of this kind it is quite essential

to have standard parts, because to talk about having a

coin lock, like we have, fifteen hundred in Siam and they

order parts and when they get there they are not usable,

they might as well not order them.

Q BY MR NEWBY: As a practical matter the parts

not being interchangeable, what does the operator have

to do?

A He has to mill them and file them and scrape them

and do everything else until it does operate.

(Witness continuing) Some times they never operate.

Q Is that proper workmanship?
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A No sir, it is not proper workmanship. It is very

crude, pitifully crude.

Q With reference to that latch, you said pitifully

crude, and you looked at something else,

—

A I am not trying to pick it to pieces, just looking at

the general construction of it; the whole thing is crude.

Q With reference to that latch there, the part that

goes into the door, do you notice any defects there? I

don't know whether I have the correct name. That there

(indicating)

A That is termed by different names some people call

it the latch and some call it the ward. This is hand-filed,

1 can see that. It is not a fabricated piece of metal. It

is like the barn door latch, they will kee]) on working if

you keep on working on them.

Q As to the weight of that metal upon which the

inside is attached, does that have anything to do with the

operation of the lock ?

A No, the weight of it wouldn't have much to do

with it ; the tensile strain would.

Q In what respect?

A That it couldn't flex. The second this is put up

and screwed up on the door, if this back flexes out of

line, everything in it binds.

Q BY THE COURT: In other words rigidity would

be the converse?

A Yes, it binds.

Q BY MR NEWBY: Now, with reference to that

particular lock, what would you say as to the probability

of it becoming flexed?
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A You tell me not to do anything to the lock that

will affect it, and I am liable with the slightest demonstra-

tion to prove it flexes, and then it is of no value.

(Witness continuing) T don't know the strength of

the metal, but I can bend it right in my hand.

I have seen many of these locks in which that case has

been bent. I would say that is one of the defects in the

workmanship of that lock. It is a combination of both

workmanship and material. The material was wrong to

start with, and then there was no workmanship put on

it. It is a common, crude casting.

Q BY MR NEWBY: I will ask you again whether

or not you ever saw any of the castings of the Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company or the Michigan Coin Lock Com-

pany upon any occasions, and if so where?

A In the office of the Pacific Coin Lock Company.

Q And what did you observe with reference to those

parts ?

A Those castings were sent out here, that I saw here,

were common, crude castings without any machining

whatever. For instance, that is a casting. It has been

machined in two or three places. Those I saw here had

not been machined in any way, and they had to be worked

on. I should say by hand work two hours to each one to

first go into the lock. In other words, they were castings

from a foundry, sent just as cast, not finished up.

Q Would you say that was good workmanship?

A Absolutely improper.

Q You have heard some testimony here, Mr. Hervey,

with reference to the difficulty in opening,—that they are
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easy to open. Does that ai)ply to this lock or some other

lock ?

A Do yon mean to open the door?

Q To open that without puttin,^" in a nickel?

A Yes, it is very easy, very simple. You can take

a knife.

Q In >Ahat resi)ect ?

A You can ^o behind it. 1^he chances are you can

open them through the slot. I can do it with my knife.

I can flex it with my knife.

Q Now what preventive measures are used on othen

coin locks to avoid that, if any?

A Guards are mounted around here and cast in, top

guards on top for swing-in locks, and face guards on the

face of swing-out locks, that protects against any pos-

sibility of rifling. An entirely different principal in the

modern lock is that it makes no difference what you put

in the top there it shifts the palls.

Q BY THE COURT: By modern, what do you

mean, the period of that lock?

A Yes.

Q BY MR. NEW BY: Were these kind of locks you

describe as modern put out as early as this lock?

A Oh yes, the Pawtucket Lock was put out in 191

L

That is a very good lock. Mr. Van Cleave knows that,

because he used a great many of them in leased locations.

(Witness continuing) Our company furnished Mr.

Van Cleave some of our locks. In 1922 and 1923 I should

say that the Pawtucket people and ourselves furnished

him around 600 on lease at $1.00 per lock per month,

—

the Pawtucket much the larger number, because at the
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same time we were furnishing the other company in the

Service Utihty Company, the American Sanitary Lock

Company, which also had a lock of this inferior manu-

facture, 2200. In other words, they were taken off and

this other lock put on.

Q BY MR NEWBY: Would you say, Mr. Hervey,

that it would be profitable as a business proposition to

successfully operate locks of the type of this one that you

have just examined, except at very great cost and ex-

pense ?

A It could not be done; it could not be done profitably

I think.

CROSS EXAMINATION OF MR. HERVEY
By Mr Jones

I think Van Cleave told me about 500 locks of the

Pawtucket Company were in use. I imagine Mr. Van

Cleave ordered them. I was not the engineer in charge

of installation of this merger company. I was the Man-

ager. I didn't cause these locks to be put on. I ordered

them on after being instructed by Mr. Van Cleave to do

so, I did not determine what locks were to be put on;

It was specifically in the agreement what locks were to

be put on. It was not agreed that no locks were to be

manufactured during this merger except the Pawtucket

lock. It was tentatively talked over between Mr. Van

Cleave and Mr. Rouse and I, but never agreed to. I was

part of that company, and I continued to manufacture

locks and install them. We put our locks on locations

while I was Manager of the merger company. During

the time the merger was in existence Mr. Van Cleave

had information about what locks went on different loca-
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tions that were within the terms of the agreement. T

(lid not have that authority. I think xMr. Van Cleave was

Treasurer, U) be,i^in with, hut he held several positions in

the merj^er. 1 was general manager. When orders came

in for lock.s on locations 1 was the parly to whom they

were referred. I saw to it. the locks were installed.

Q And now you talk about makinj^ these locks and

machinery in standardized parts, a.s a machinist and ex-

])ert, don't you know it is not proper and customary to

standardize parts of a machine that is in an experimental

stag^e of develoi)ment?

A Vou are always in an exi)eriniental staj^e of devel-

opment. There is never any time when you are not in an

experimental sta^e of development. NOu never arrive at

perfection in machinery, sir.

Q In making a machine to put out on the market,

before you have it up to the place where you think it will

work effectively at all times, is it customary to standardize

the parts?

A We have always done so in our manufacture.

(Witness continuing) And every factory that I know

of does. That is not nearly as expensive as hand-work.

The first work of jigging a die is more expensive,—from

that time on it is nil. When you turn out articles in lots

of 500 or 1000 at a time, as Mr. Van Cleave was doing,

the question of having that done by hand is erroneous.

Q BY MR JONES : Suppose you are only making-

fifty or seventy ^wq locks in a small way in a small fac-

tory, and experimenting on the machine and building it

up and changing it every two or three days, getting the
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bugs out of it, as you call it,—it isn't customary to stand-

ardize there?

A That is the custom.

Q You entered into an agreement with Van Cleave

and others not to interfere with the business of these men

did vou not, as the result of information obtained.

A No, sir, I did not.

Q Now you speak about the back of that case being

easily bent,—that would be the result would it not, Mr.

Hervey, where a lock was put on a door that was warped,

if you screwed the back plate down tight on a warped

door it would bend the back of the lock, would it not?

A If the metal of the lock was soft enough.

Q And then it wont work?

A. No.

Q And yours wont either.

A We don't use soft metal.

Q You say yours will work whether it is warped or

not?

A No, it wont warp.

Q What kind of metal is it?

A A combination of a hard and white metal.

(Witness continuing) It isn't brass at all. It is

proper in the installation of any lock to put the back

plate on the door perfectly flat. They work better when

they are put on flat than when they are warped.

1 have been a competitor of Mr. Van Cleave's since

1912.

Q And the things you said about his lock are the re-

sult of that long period of competition. You think yours

is better than his, don't you?
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A I know it is.

Q And he thinks his kxk is better than yours,

doesn't he?

A The trouble is he has not got it.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr Newby

This so-called merger ended about the close of 1922 or

the beginning of 1923. I know the signature of Mr. Van

Cleave.

Q Is that his signature? (Showing witness a paper)

A Yes.

MR NEWBY: May we have this identified and

marked for identification as an exhibit, letter dated Janu-

ary 9, 1923, from the Michigan Coin Lock Company to

the General Service Company, and attached papers.

THE COURT: You may have it marked for identi-

fication.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT A-10.

MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

Pay Toilet Service

[Emblem]: M C L Co Service Revenue

Home Offices Traction Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind. January 9—1923.

The General Service Co.,

221 N. Calvert St.,

Bahimore, Md.

Attention Mr. Lee Hervey.

Gentlemen :

—

Enclosed herewith please find our check #3202 for

$40.00, in full payment of your invoice of January 5th,

as follows

:
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Colonial Hotel, Cleveland, O. —8 Locks $ 8.00

Jos. Hayden's, Chicago, 111. —2 " 2.00

Lomax Bros. Chicago, 111. —2 " 2.00

Oppenheim-Davis " '' ..—2 " 2.00

Savannah Union Station,

Savannah, Georgia 4 ''—4 Mos 16.00

18 $30.00

Cost of Savannah Installation 10.00

TOTAL ************ J4Q QQ

Trusting that you will find same in order, we are,

Yours very truly,

FRM:MEW MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

End By Frank R. Malsbary

[In pencil] : 4007. Covering Leases of G. S. Locks

[In pencil after totals] : Leases Labor

MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

Pay Toilet Service

[Emblem] : M C L Co Service Revenue

Home Offices Traction Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind. October 27— 1922

The General Service Company,

221 N. Calvert St.,

Baltimore, Md.

Attention Mr. Lee Hervey.

Gentlemen :

—

Enclosed herewith please find our check #3053 for

$14.00, in full payment of this Company's lock rental for

the month of October, 1922, as per statement below:
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LOCATION LOCKS OPERATING AMOUNT
Colonial Hotel, Cleveland. O. 8 $8.00

Jos. Hayden's, Chicago, Ills. 2 2.00

Lomax Bros. Chicago, Ills. 2 2.00

Oppenheini-Davis, **
"

2 2.00

TOTAL DUE—$14.00

Should there be any discrepancy, i)lease advise u.«

promptly.

\'()urs very truly,

FRM:MEW MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

Encl l»y Frank R. Malsbary

[In pencil] : 4007

MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

Pay Toilet Service

I

Emblem] : M C L Co Service Revenue

Home Offices Traction Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind. January 3— 1923.

The General Service Co.,

221 N. Calvert St.,

Baltimore, Md.

Attention Mr. Lee Hervey.

Gentlemen :

—

Will you please have your book-keeper make us up an

invoice for our lock rental each month and submit same

to us and in this manner we will know at all times that

our records check with yours and it will enable us to keep

the account checked. We will know from month to month

that our accounts correspond, thus eliminating any chance

of misunderstanding and should any differences arise, we
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will catch same promptly and get the item straightened

out while fresh in our memory.

On receipt of your invoice for this month, we will

promptly mail you a check. Please include in that invoice,

the lock rental that is now accrued on locks installed at

the Savannah Union Station and you may include the

four (4) additional locks, for which we are enclosing an

order, together with confirmation of our telegram. These

three additional locks are referred to in your letter of the

26th ultimo.

I am attaching hereto the invoice submitted under date

of December 27, which please include in this month's

statement.

Yours very truly,

CNV/MEW. MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

End By C. N. Van Cleave

P. S. Invoice referred to under date of December

27th, is your letter of the 27th ultimo, which is not en-

closed but to which copy you can refer.

[In pencil]: 4007

REQUISITION Form 12

from

Michigan Coin Controlling Lock Co.

6th Floor Traction Bldg. Indianapalis, Ind. U. S. A.

Order Number 260

Date January 3—1923.

Ordered From GENERAL SERVICE COMPANY
Address 221 N. Calvert St. Baltimore, Md.

Gentlemen

:

Please ship by Express or Parcel post—Soon as possible

the following goods as specified below. Kindly acknowl-

edge advising date goods will come forward.
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FOUR (4) COIN LOCKS, AS PER SPECIFICA-

TIONS OF YOUR MR. EARLY FOR THE SAVAN-
NAH UNION STATION, SAVANNAH, GEORGIA.
SHIPMENT TO BE MADE TO MR. J. D. MOORE,

STATION xMASTER, SAVANNAH UNION STA-

TION COMPANY, SAV^ANNAH, GEORGIA.

SHIPMENT TO BE MADE AT VERY EARLIEST
DATE.
PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF ORDER

AND AD\MSE US OF SHIPPING DATE.
MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

By C N Van Cleave

Sec'y-Treas.

[
In pencil] : Note

MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

Pay Toilet Service

[Emblem]: M C L Co Service Revenue

Home Offices Traction Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind., December 9— 1922

The General Service Co.,

221 N. Calvert St.,

Baltimore, Md,
Attention Mr. Lee Hervey.

Gentlemen :

—

Enclosed herewith please find our check #3144 in the

amount of $14.00, covering this Company's lock rental for

the month of November, 1922.

Trusting that you will find same in order, we are,

Yours very truly,

FRM:MEW MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

End By Frank R. Malsbary

[In pencil] : 4007 Van Cleve
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MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

Pay Toilet Service

i
Emblem] : M C L Co Service Revenue

Home Offices Traction Bldg.

Indianapolis, Ind. November 7—1922

Mr. Lee Hervey,

General Service Co.,

221 N. Calvert St.,

Baltimore, Md.

Dear Mr. Hervey:

—

Enclosed herewith please find our check #3075 for

$14.00, in payment in full of lock rental for the month

of November, 1922, for the following locations

:

Colonial Hotel, Cleveland, Ohio $ 8.00

Joe Hayden's, Chicago, 111 2.00

Lomax Bros.
'' '' 2.00

Oppenheim & Davis, Chicago 2.00

Total $14.00

Trusting that you will find this in order, we are.

Yours very truly,

FRM:MEW MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

End By Frank R. Malsbary

[In pencil] : 4007
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MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

Pay Toilet Service

[
Emblem] : M C L Co Service Revenue

Home Offices Traction lilclg.

Indianapolis, Ind. October 19— 1922

The General Service Co.,

221 N. Calvert St.,

Baltimore, Md.

Attention Mr. Lee Hervey.

Gentlemen :

—

Enclosed herewith please find our check number 3040

for $60.00, in full payment of this Comjxmy's lock rental

account to October 1— 1922, as shown by the statement

of the Service Utilities Company, which we list below

:

MONTH LOCKS OPERATING AMOUNT.
May 8 $8.00

June 10 10.00

July 14 14.00

August 14 14.00

September 14 14.00

TOTAL DUE $60.00

Should there be any discrepancy, please advise us

promptly.

Yours very truly,

FRM:MEW MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.

End By Frank R. Malsbary

[In pencil] : 4007

[Endorsed]: 1319-B- No. A-10 for ident Deft Ex-

hibit No. Marked 10/21 1927 R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk.

By Cross, Deputy Clerk.
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J. H. CREWS,

called as a witness for the defendant, having been duly

sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby

My name is J. H. Crews. At the present time I am
Assistant Secretary of a Finance Company. I am an

accountant by profession. I have worked for the Pacific

Coin Lock Company from approximately April 1, 1922,

until September 1, 1924. During that time I had charge

of the office, keeping the books, counting the money and

depositing it, and accepting orders for installation of locks

and routine business of collecting, installing and such

as that. I kept an account of the money collected from

each of the locks of the Pacific Coin Lock Company

Q BY MR NEWBY: I show you a document and

ask you if that was made by you from the books of the

Pacific Coin Lock Company?

A It was.

(Witness continuing) It correctly shows the amounU

of money, with reference to each location indicated there,

and the time of the contract and when the contract was

discontinued. It is during the periods indicated by the

dates on this sheet.

MR JONES : Does this purport to show all the busi-

ness done at the different periods?

• MR NEWBY : No, not all, just with reference to the

locations shown here.

MR NEWBY : We offer this as an exhibit, simply for

the purpose of illustrating of course the testimony of this

witness with respect to the particular locations.

THE COURT: Let it be received and filed.
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Q BY MR NEWBY : Mr. Crews, with reference to

the Hayward Hotel, you state here that the yearly re-

ceipts were $411.50, and the Alexandria Hotel $1,208.12,

they were the actual receipts for the year preceding the

removal ?

A That was the average yearly production for the

time they were installed.

(Witness continuing) The same is true of the others.

That is the portion the Pacific Coin Lock Company re-

ceived. The percentage that went to the location is not

included.

Q Now, Mr. Crews, I show you also three sheets pur-

porting to indicate the amount expended by various em-

ployees of the Pacific Coin Lock Company beginning the

first of January 1918, down to June 1923. Does that cor-

rectly show what the books of the Pacific Coin Lock

Company indicate with reference to the items shown on

these sheets?

A It does.

MR. JONES: We object to that as wholly irrelevant

and not directed to any issue involved in here.

THE COURT : Addressing itself to what issue in the

case?

MR NEWBY : The issue that because of defective

workmanship and materials of the locks, that we were

compelled to hire additional men for the purpose of keep-

ing those locks in order, when if they had been in proper

condition it would not have been required. That is one

of the issues in our answer and counter-claim.

( Argument

)
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Q \]\ MR X^EWIIY: Now, will you explain, Mr.

Crews, just what these sheets do show, so that the Court

may see how you made them out and what items were

included ?

A Included in this statement are items of men in

outside territories. At hiouston, Texas, for instance, that

was a town of a considerable amount of business, we

were compelled to keep a man there just for the ])urpose

of trouble shootini^- and also to work over the locks that

were installed on the doors. I have put down the monthly

])ayments to that ])articular man, each month in that

period. We had locks also in Dallas, and other similar

places

—

Q Without p:"oing" through all of them, in other terri-

tories you did the same?

A Did the same.

( Witness continuing ) I have not included in that the

general overhead and managerial expense nor the ordinary

expenses for collecting. 1 put into those accounts solely

the amount that we had to pay for this trouble shooting

and working over these locks outside of Los Angeles. I

have not included any of the expenses in the City of Los

Angeles.

Why did you leave that out?

A That might be considered, probably correctly, that

it would be a normal expense of the Lock company.

Q In other words, in Los Angeles, they would have

to have an office anyhow where they have the general

management of the whole business?

A The men in Los Angeles did a great deal of that;

they would not send locks to locations until we thought
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they would fit when placed against the door. We always

found there was some additional work to be done. Most

of the Lock Companies,—well the only one I have any

knowledge of is The General Service,—they will give locks

to a hotel at a distant location and leave it to the hotel

to apply. We have to keep men to do that installing and

also attend to trouble afterwards, and those men are ex-

pensive. Salaries is the only thing included in this state-

ment.

Q What does that aggregate show?

A $11,027.50.

MR. NEWBY : We ask that that be filed. As I un-

derstand, no objection is made to the fact that this is a

copy from the book rather than the books themselves.

THE COURT : It may be received and filed.

EXHIBIT A-12.

Pacific Coin Lock Co. (H J Cosbey, Jan 1919)

Cost of Keeping Trouble Shooters in Territories Outside

of Los Angeles

Date Name Amount

1918

1/26/18 R E Lee Houston 3 50

2/2/18 J R Sanford Dallas Tex 10 00

2/2 P B Shellhamer Portland 20 00

2/2 C S Coplinger Seattle 10 00

2/2 A J Cloud S F 44 30

3/4 J R Sanford 10 00

3/4 Frank J Langon 12 00

3/4 A J Cloud S F 43 10

3/4 P B Shellhamer Portland 20 00
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3/4 C S Coplinger 10 00

4/9 A J Cloud 43 90

C S C(i])lino;er 10 00

J R Sanford 10 00

P H Shellhanier 20 00

4/30 J l\ Sanlurtl 10 00

P 1^ Slu'llhamer 20 00

A J Cloud 40 00

C S Copliiif^er 10 00

5/7 A J Cloud Traveling . 12 60

5/31 A J Cloud 40 00

J R Sanford 10 00

P 15 Shellhanier 20 00

C S Coplinger 10 00

6/30 A J Cloud 43 30

J R Sanford 10 00

P B Shellhanier 20 00

C S Coplinger 10 00

7/31 A J Cloud 40 00

J R Sanford 10 00

P B Shellhanier 20 00

C S Coplinger 10 00

8/8 P B Shellhanier raise for July 5 00

8/31 R G Sheldon 10 00

J R Sanford 10 00

P B Shellhanier 25 00

9/10 A J Cloud 40 00

9/30 A J Cloud 40 00

P B Shellhanier 25 00

J R Sanford 10 00
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10/8 R G Sheldon 10 00

A J Cloud 3 months @ 40 00 120 00

R G Sheldon 3 " @ 20 -— 60 00

P B Shellhanier 3 " @ 25 75 00

J R Sanford 3 " @ 10 -— 30 00

R E Lee 2 " @ 10 -— 20 00

1 082 70

Date

1919

R. G Sheldon 1-1 @ 20 00 Mo 40 00

R E Lee 1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1

@ 10 00 Mo 120 00

Dallas G. E. Elam 1-1-1-1-1 1 1-1-1-1-1-1

@ 10 00 Mo 120 00

A J Cloud 1 1 @ 40 00
(i

40 00

P B Shelhamer 111111 1-1-1-1-]l-l

@ 25 00 300 00

Feb. A J Cloud 1-1-1-1-1 1-1-1-

@ 50 00 400 00

Feb. W. M. Smith 1 Seattle

@ 12 50 12 50
n R G Sheldon 1-1 @ 25 00 50 00

Mch Wm Smith 50 40

Mch Wm Smith 1-1-1 @ 20 00 60 00

July-5- Wm Smith 10% com 47 88

Aug7 i i

58 73

Sept 8 Vreeland Everts & Co San Diego 4 58

Sept 5 Wm Smith 53 02

Oct 7 V E & Co. 3 97

Oct? Wm Smith 63 40

Nov 7 V-E & Co. 4 44

Nov. 7 G W Bannister 10% com S F 42 70
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it Wni Smith 55 40

Dec 2 \' E & Co. 4 16

" 4 G VV l)annister 42 90
- 4 Wm Smith 53 17

" 4 (i. E Elam 10% com Dallas Tex 24 63

" 31 R E Lee 15 00

" 31 \' E & Co.

G W Bannister

5 40

43 63

1 715 91

Date

1920

P B Shellhamer Seattl(_j

Amount

1_1.1_1-1_1-1_1_1_1.1_1_ (a 25 00 300 00

G W Bannister S F

1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1 (CL 40 00 440 00

G E Elam 1-1- 1-to 4/15-

7 50 @ 15 00 52 50

Apr. G W Bannister 1- (& 50 00 50 00

Apr. Wm Moore Dallas

1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1- & 7 50 67 50

Jan R E Lee 11 20

Jan Vreeland Everts & Co. m,3 10 96
a Wm Smith 10% 21 57

Feb V-E & Co. 14 87
a R E Lee 10 55
a Wm Smith 20 97

Mch V E & Co. 12 93
a R E Lee 14 17

{( Wm Smith 19 30

Apr V. E. Co.

Wm Smith

8 12

19 62
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R E Lee 16 20

May V E & Co
,

8 53

R E Lee 30 73

Wm Smith 18 67

June V E & Co. ... 6 48

Wm Smith 22 01

R E Lee. 22 50

July V. E. & Co. 9 09

Wm Smith 31 29

R E Lee . . 19 80

Aug. V E & Co. • . 8 04

Wm Smith 26 99

R E Lee 19 82

Sept V. E. & Co. 5 45

Wm Smith 24 88

R E Lee 20 14

Oct V E & Co 6 45

Wm Smith 21 36

R E Lee 25 41

Nov. V. E & Co. 4 27

Wm Smith 20 10

R E Lee 30 08

Dec V E & Co. 7 25

Wm Smith 20 39

R E Lee . 30 27

1 530 46

Date

1921

P B Shellhamer

1.1_1_1_1.1_1_1_1_1_1_ @ 25 00 275 00

Vreeland Everts & Co.

1_1_1_1_1_1_1.1.1. @ 10 00 90 00
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(j W Bannister

1.1_1-1.1_M-1_1_ (a: 40 00

VVm Smith 1-1- @ 25 00

W. T. Moore

1-1-1-1-1- (a. 7 30

Jan Wm Smith

R E Lee

Feb Wm Smith

V E & Co.

R E Lee.

Mch. V E & Co.

Wm Smith

R E Lee.

Apr. \^ E & Co.

Wm Smith

R E Lee

May R E Lee

June R E Lee

S G Follansbee

-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-

July Wm Smith

R E Lee

Aug Wm Smith

R E Lee

Sept Wm Smith

R ELee
Oct G W Bannister 10%

R E Lee

Wm Smith

Nov G W Bannister

Wm Smith

@ 5 00

360 00

50 00

i7 50

25 53

25 18

25 00

14 40

27 09

10 83

25 00

74 98

12 21

25 00

33 80

30 14

25 97

35 00

85 09

33 32

70 35

22 49

37 56

30 61

43 78

27 28

35 20

49 63

29 65
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R E Lee

Dec G W Bannister

P B Shellhamer

Wm Smith

R E Lee

Date

1922

43 92

73 75

37 50

31 93

34 68

1 889 37

Amount

Vreeland Everts & Co
-1-1-1- @ 10 00 30 00

S G Follansbee

1_1_1.1-1_1_1.1_1_1_1_1 5 00 60 00

P B Shellhamer

1_1_1_1.1_1_1_1_1_1_ @ 25 00 250 00

Wm Smith 1- @ 25 00 25 00

Jan G W Bannister 64 18

R E Lee 34 43

Wm Smith 26 80

Feb V. E. & Co. 13 17

G W Bannister 59 67

R E Lee 31 07

Mch V E & Co. 13 68

G W Bannister 68 29

Wm Smith 25 42

R E Lee 31 67

Apr V E & Co. 12 14

G W Bannister 68 29

R F Shean Seattle 26 10

R E Lee 28 84
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May (1 W Ijcinnister

R I^ Lee

R I^^ Sliean

Weeland E & Co.

June (i W IJannister

R E Lee

R F Shean

July (j \\ l^)annister

R F Shean

R E Lee

Aug R E Lee

G W Bannister

R F Shean

Sept G W Bannister

R F Shean

R E Lee

Oct \' E & Co

G W Bannister

R F Shean

R E Lee

Nov P B Shellhamer

V E & Co. Nov & Dec 13 20 14 10

R F Shean

G B Bannister

Dec R F Shean

G W Bannister

R E Lee Nov & Dec 40 17 29 74

E G Allen

82 49

30 15

27 96

10 00

117 ,S4

40 63

28 99

144 65

43 02

29 52

27 80

126 72

i7 ii

140 51

34 12

33 97

12 35

113 22

31 48

32 00

20 55

27 30

15 76

139 7i

188 23

3,7 43

69 91

214 45

2 726 86
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Date

1923

Jan

Feb

Mch.

Apr

May

June

R F Shean 6 x 150 00 900 00

\>eeland Everts & Co. 15 92

E G Allen 118 33

R E Lee 25 38

A. S. Hittpold

1-1-1- 1-1-1- @ 5 00 30 00

V E & Co. 16 12

B K Seydel Jan. 46 82 Feb 32 39 79 21

A Hertel Feb 17 15 17 15

R E Lee 23 82

E G Allen 100 03

A Hertel 26 76

B K Seydel 38 61

V E & Co. 18 77

R E Lee 26 64

E G Allen
t 4

108 08

117 34

R E Lee 30 50

A Hertel 25 16

V E & Co. 12 94

B K Seydel 46 54

C A Johanson 45 56

E G Allen 127 00

R E Lee 25 38

B K Seydel 55 90

V E & Co. 10 00

C A Johanson 20 36

B K Seydel 56 68

V E & Co. 10 00
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R K Lee 25 00

E G Allen 128 94

2 282 20

Recapitulation

1918 1 082 70

1919 1 715 91

1920 1 530 46

1921 1 889 37

1922 2 726 86

1923—6 Mos. 2 282 20

$11 227 50

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-1). Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Exhibit No. A-12 Filed 10/21 1927 R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk By Francis E Cross Deputy Clerk

MR NEWBY: Your Honor, yesterday we were re-

quested to produce a statement of all of the locations and

contracts in existence April 23, 1923. Now we have that

statement here. We haven't the copy of the contracts

because that is a pretty big job, but it gives all the in-

formation, the location and date of the contract and the

expiration of the contract.

MR JONES : We would like to have the time to check

it over, with the information we have.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Was it under your super-

vision or did somebody else get that up?
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A The present bookkeeper is Mr. Debardie. This was

copied from information I made up, and it is rearranged,

but I didn't make that out.

(Witness continuing) 1 did not check that up myself

personally.

MR. NEWRY: We deliver this to counsel, and when

they want to offer it, at the next session of the Court, we

can take that up.

THE COURT: You can mark it for identification.

CROSS EXAMINATION
by Mr Jones

I went to work for this company in April 1922.

Q I hand you a document purporting to be a letter

from the Pacific Coin Lock Company signed by yourself.

1 wish you would examine it and tell the Court if that

is your signature?

A It is.

(Witness continuing) I was simply a clerk at that

time.

Q Kindly examine the three letters and state to the

Court if those are the letters referred to in the original

letter as being transmitted to Mr. Van Cleave?

A No, they are not the letters. These are dated 1920,

and this letter is 1922.

(Witness continuing) I wrote this letter dated July

19, 1922.

MR JONES : I would like to have this letter marked

for identification.

THE COURT: It may be marked for identification.
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PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 19.

July 28—1922

Pacific Coin Lock Co.,

910 Van Nuys Rld^.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Attention Mr. J. H. Crews.

Gentlemen :

—

In reply to yours of the 19th, regarding- the Wichita

Falls situation, 1 do not know what to tell you with refer-

ence to it.

I am thoroughly convinced it is not the fault of the

locks. It is bad installation. Of this I am thc^roughly

convinced. I do not care what kind of a lock you have,

if it is not put on correctly, there is nothing to it but

trouble.

The probabilities are that this is a very good location.

Six locks in a location of that kind should take in a good

deal of money and if I were you getting the revenue out

of here, I would make it my business to see that they

were properly installed.

Now Mr. Crews, the writer is extremely anxious to get

your report and to get a reply to the two letters I have

addressed to you recently. I am extremely anxious to re-

ceive the kind of a keeper you are using, together with

answer to my various recent letters on this particular

point.

Yours very truly,

CNV/MEW
Plf Ex 19 for ident
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Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
[In pencil]: 7-28-A

Copies of letters in file of Ft. Worth & Denver City

Ry Co)

Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building Phone, Broadway 3062

Los Angeles July 19th, 1922.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

Your telegram of the 17th addressed to Mr. Miller has

been opened by the writer. Mr. Miller is out of town and

will be away until the first of August.

We already knew of the Hotel St. Francis being in

the market for locks. When Mr. Miller was in San

Francisco two weeks ago he called on the St. Francis

Hotel with reference to using our locks. He was unable

to sign up contract with them because they are of the

opinion that there is a good deal more money to them if

they buy the locks outright. Mr. Garrison also called on

the St. Francis a week ago with the same result. It

seems they have written to all the lock companies in the

country asking for prices, terms, etc. I wired Mr. Ban-

nister last night at Mr. Garrison's suggestion to again

interview the St. Francis people and see what the lowest

rate on a flat basis they would accept. However they

seem to be not only familiar with the possibilities of the

lock, but demanding more than any one can pay. Will

keep you advised about this location.
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I also have yonr letter of July 3rd before me in regard

to the trouble we are having" with the locks. Mr. Miller

has put it up to me to make a thorough investigation of

the trouble we have been having and the suggestions you

have been ofifering regarding overcoming that trouble. 1

have looked back in the hies and taken out all the letters

in which you offer suggestions and my investigation is

not yet completed.

In this connection I want to call your attention to a

letter we received this morning from the Ft. Worth and

Denver City Railway Company, Wichita Falls, Texas,

which was forwarded to us by Mr. Malsbary. I am en-

Plf Ex 19 for ident

C. N. Van C. - 2 -

closing a copy of their letter together with a copy of oui

reply. We have replaced the locks at Wichita Falls, Texas

three times in the last twelve months. Each time the new-

locks have been shipped direct from Indianapolis to them

and there is evidently something wrong with the locks or

with the method of installation. If you have any sug-

gestions to offer as to how to handle this account we will

appreciate them.

When I have completed making the investigation re-

ferred to above I will write you in great detail as to what

we have found.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

JHC:GC By J. H. Crews

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Plf Exhibit No. 19 for ident Filed 10/21 1927 R. S.

Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross Deputy Clerk
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Q BY MR JONES : T show you, and wish you would

examine this document and tell the Court if that is a

letter written by yourself?

A It is.

MR JONES: 1 would like to have this document

marked for identification.

THE COURT: It may be marked for identification.

PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT NO. 20.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building, Phone, Broadway 3062

Los Angeles August 23rd, 1922.

[In pencil] : Locks on hand uninstalled

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

We have a letter this morning from Mr. Malsbary ad-

vising us of the shipment of ten A locks and six D locks.

We are badly in need of the D locks to go to San Diego.

The A locks we do not need immediately. The A locks

are the only style which we have on hand in new locks,

but the B and C style we are very much in need of. Of

course we will use these A locks eventually, but we are

calling this to your attention so that you will not kick on

our having so many locks on hand uninstalled.

We note that they are using cash key #CA 701 in these

shipments. Perhaps you will recall that we were com-

pelled less than a year ago to replace all this style cash
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box, as someone had duplicated a key and was pilfering

all the locks with CA 701 key.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

JHC:GC By J H Crews

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-1>. Coin Lock vs. Paciiic Lock

Plf Exhibit No. 20 for ident Filed 10/21 1927 R. S.

Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E Cross Deputy Clerk

Q BY MR JONES: Now, this exhibit here with re-

spect to these earnings you just estimated that?

A No sir.

Q Did you figure out how much was expended?

A I took the actual book's figures and averaged them

for the 12 months.

Q And you charged for trouble and repairs all of the

salary of those men at Dallas and Houston, and these

other men there, did you?

A I was referring to the first statement, that was

averaged. The second statement is taken from the books

themselves.

Q And that was charged, all the salaries, to repairs

and trouble shooting?

A They were not all charged to that, no.

Q How much of it?

A On that statement is, those particular men, all the

money paid to them, including their expenses and remun-

eration, was charged to this item.

(Witness continuing) It is not customary for these

companies to keep a representative in each locality for the

purpose of representing the company there and to see that
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these locks are in repair. The experience I have had with

the companies has been the opposite. They don't all send

men to install the locks. There are locks in three loca-

tions that 1 have seen on the Pacific Coast from lock

Companies in Indianapolis, and the locks were sent to the

hotel and they did the installation and collection and re-

pairing and sent back the lock companies' proportions to

them, without any one ever visiting the hotel.

Q BY MR JONES: This income statement that

you have presented here; is that about the same number

of locks?

A That is based on certain contracts that were can-

celled by the expiration of the contract. The locks were

on certain periods. We took the income for the periods

that they were on the doors and divided it by twelve to

get an average twelve months period. Then we computed

the income on that basis that would have accrued if they

had stayed on to the end of the contract period.

Q You haven't undertaken to make a comparison them,

between what certain locations brought in at one time with

what they did at another?

A No sir.

Q Have you taken all the contracts that have been

cancelled and dealt with them this way and brought them

here?

A We took all the contracts that were cancelled for

poor service. We have not taken all the contracts?

Q Were there some that zve not cancelled for poor

service?

A There were some.

Q But you took the Dallas Hotel and Gunter Hotel

and Fort Worth Hotel?
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A The Giinter Hotel was in there. There was no

hotel at Dallas.

Q Do you know why that was cancelled?

A It was cancelled before my period.

Q Then you just took someone else's word for it, did

you ?

A Yes.

Q You are sure the Gunter Hotel was there?

A I am testifying to the amount included in that state-

ment.

Q You made the statement that you only took those

cancelled for poor service. Who did you get that informa-

tion from?

A Those they claimed were cancelled for poor service.

Q Whose claim?

A 1 think Mr. JMiller defined that.

Q You mean that you made that up from Mr. Miller's

statement. He told you the ones to use?

A Yes sir.

Q BY MR JONES: Can you tell the Court how

many locations were excluded in your computation bring-

ing this out?

MR NEWBY: You say that were excluded?

Q MR JONES: Yes, that were cancelled and not

connected in here?

A I don't know.

Q Were there any?

A T don't know that.

MR. NEW^BY : I desire to offer copy of a letter dated

April 22, 1923. 1 have submitted it to counsel, and they
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have the original of the letter. I ask that it be filed as

an exhibit.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. A-13.

COPY
PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY?

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

April 27, 1923.

Coin Controlling Lock Company,

617 Traction Bldg.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Gentlemen

:

We hereby make demand on you in the following

amounts for losses sustained by this company by reason

of your failure to fill your contract with us and deliver

locks to us as needed:

( 1 ) Extra labor on account of poor workman-

ship in locks $13,469.20

(2) Loss on account of no locks to install locks

on signed contracts 23,331 .00

(3) Loss on business installed by American

Sanitary Lock Company in Northwest by

reason of an agreement between you and

Service Utilities Company of Chicago,

which we never entered 100.00

(4) Loss on account of locks removed on ac-

count of poor material and workmanship.. .. 17,025.00

(5) Loss on contracts cancelled on account of

poor lock and signed up with one H. J.

Cosbey 3,840.00

$57,765.20
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EXTRA LABOR ON ACCOUNT OF REPAIRS

It has been necessary for us to keep an extra man on

the pay roll in Los Ang"eles territory for the last five years

simply to visit our locks constantly and keep them in re-

])air. It has also been necessary for us to collect all of

our locations at least once a week and some of them every

day because the locks get out of order on account of poor

workmanship. We have never been able to do as the lock

companies in the East do, that is, allow the locations to

make the collections and remit the net amount to us. We
have had to keep men on a salary in Seattle, Portland,

San Francisco, San Diego and Houston, Texas, where the

bulk of our business is located, to collect and service these

locks constantly, because we could not keep the business

if we allowed the locations to do the collecting. We have

lost business in small towns where we could not afford to

keep a man on a salary, because our locks were thrown

out on account of workmanship. This item has been

taken up with you from time to time without any results.

Our competitors have been able to install and service locks

at a very much cheaper upkeep than we have ever been

able to do, thereby causing us constant abnormal expense.

LOSS ON ACCOUNT OF FAILURE TO INSTALL
LOCKS ON SIGNED CONTRACTS

We have signed contracts in the house from the fol-

lowing locations, which we were unable to install because

we did not have the locks on hand

:

Montgomery Hotel, San Jose; Kings Hotel, Hanford,

Calif; Jefferson Hotel, Dallas, Texas; Amilda Hotel,

Amarilla, Texas; Sanitary Public Market, Los Angeles;
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Manhattan Beach, Manhattan, Calif; The Mug Bar, Oak-

land, Calif; Pooles Cafe, San Francisco, Calif; Slatto

Pool Parlor, San Francisco, Calif; Corpus Christi Hotel,

Corpus Christi, Texas; Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, Texas;

Van Nuys Hotel, Los Anoeles; Westbrook Hotel, Ft.

Worth, Texas; Adams Hotel, Phoenix, Ariz; Huckins

chain of hotels; Terminal Hotel, Ft. Worth, Texas;

Metropolitan Hotel, Ft. Worth, Texas; Seabolt Hotel, Ft.

Worth, Texas.

LOSS ON CONTRACTS IN NORTHWEST
As per our correspondence with you in November, 1922,

a representative of American Sanitary Lock Company re-

moved four locks on the Oregon Hotel at Portland and

put on the Service Utilities lock. This location was never

returned to us. They also removed locks at the New
Dolington Hotel in Seattle, Washington, but we succeeded

in taking these locks off and putting ours back on. The

Oregon Hotel still have the American Sanitary Lock

installed and the loss to us by reason of this location

amounts to $10.00 per month from October 1st to July

1st, 1925.

LOSS ON ACCOUNT OF LOCKS REMOVED ON
ACCOUNT OF POOR SERVICE.

At different times we have had contracts cancelled with

us and our locks ordered removed because of the poor ma-

terial and workmanship. We could elaborate on this fea-

ture indefinitely because our troubles have been many and

frequent. However, the amount under this heading is for

items we can actually prove. We have letters in the

house from locations stating that the business of the loca-
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tion was being* injured by reason of our locks on the doors.

Fortunately we have not so far suffered a law suit, al-

though we have numerous complaints from people who

were locked in the toilet and had to batter the door down

to get out. The contracts lost under this heading cover

such fine locations as the City Comfort Station at Dallas,

Texas— 12 locks. The Rice Hotel at Houston, Texas

—

7 locks ; The Gunter Hotel at San Antonio Texas—

9

locks and many others. We have just lost the Lankershim

Hotel in this city right under our nose. Although the

locks have not yet been removed, they have purchased

locks elsewhere and will remove them in a very short time.

This on account of poor material and workmanship.

LOST TO H. J. COSBEY
Mr. Cosbey was with us for three years and begged us

to secure a lock that would relieve him of so much trouble

and worry. We tried all the time that he was in our

employ to get you to improve your lock without success.

Finally Mr. Cosbey left us and developed an improved

lock of his own. He made the statement at the time he

left and has reiterated it several times since that he would

not have left this company had we been able to furnish

him with a good piece of mechanism. He has used this

argument in causing four of our locations to break the

contract with us and take his lock. Locations that have

removed our locks and put his on are

:

Requena Bar, Pioneer l^ar, Waldorf Bar and The Bud-

weiser Bar. These were all wonderful small locations,

paying us an average of $50.00 per month each net for

two and three locks. In addition to this Mr. Cosbey has

signed up with locations where we did not have our lock.
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All of these locations had been solicited when he was in

our employ, but they would not allow him to put our locks

on the doors because of the bad reputation sustained by

our lock.

It is not necessary for us to comment further about

the poor workmanship of your lock except to say that we

have within the last thirty days received a lock from you

showing first class workmanship. If the locks delivered to

us in the past had been as well made as the sample that

you have recently sent us we would not have had half the

trouble we did have.

As to the non-delivery of locks when our business was

suffering for locks we quote you a few paragraphs from

our letters to you and your answers. Such quotations

could be elaborated on a dozen times in any one year.

These are the most recent and therefore we use them. On

July 26th, 1922 we wired you as follows:

"IN URGENT NEED FIFTY C LOCKS SIX B

LOCKS SIX D LOCKS TEN A LOCKS SHIP TO-

DAY WHAT C LOCKS YOU CAN LET OTHERS
FOLLOW IMMEDIATELY WIRE US HOW MANY
C LOCKS YOU SHIPPED TODAY"

In answer to this wire we received a letter from you

dated August 19th, 1922 as follows:

''Pacific Coin Lock Co.,

910 Van Nuys Building,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Gentlemen :

—

This is to advise you that under date of August 19th,

we shipped to you via parcel post insured, Ten (10) ''A''
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and Six (6) ''D" locks and equipment. Pass key #CA712

short barrel was included in this shipment and we are

herewith enclosing you four cash keys #CA701. This is

part shipment of our order #1570, copy of which will be

mailed you when the shipment is completed.

Yours very truly,

MICHIGAN COIN LOCK CO.''

The shipments made under your order #1570 which

vou referred to in this letter are as follows

:

2 C Rec'd 12/15/22 6 D Rec'd 8/24/22

2 B '• 12/22/22 10 A 8/24/22

2 P. " 12/27/22 10 C 10/1/22

1 C " 1/10/23 7 C 1/15/23

This order was not completed until six (6) months

after the date of the order.

On November 29th, 1922 we wired you to ship imme-

diately 50 latches each A and C styles explaining in a

letter which followed that we were going to repair a

bunch of old locks here instead of sending them to Indian-

apolis, where we would have lost 30 to 40 days waiting

for them to be returned. We did not receive these repair

parts and on December 9th, 1922 we wired you again

saying that we had been compelled to take locks off of

doors because they were out of order. We received no

answer to this wire. We then wired Mr. Van Cleave

under date of December 11th as follows:

"CANNOT GET ANSWER FROM COIN CON-
TROLLED LOCK COMPANY ON REPAIR PARTS
ORDERED STOP HAVE TAKEN LOCKS OFF
DOORS FOR LACK OF PARTS STOP LOCKS OR-
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DERED SENT SEATTLE SHIP HERE INSTEAD
TEMPORARILY STOP SHIP IMMEDIATELY
TWENTY FIVE YALE CASH BOXES FOR RE-

PLACEMENTS."

These repair parts were received by us on January 25th

and January 30th, 1923, 60 days later.

Under date of December 20th we ordered 10 MB locks,

which have not yet been shipped. Under date of Decem-

ber 29th we asked you to send us all of the MA and MC
locks which you possibly could. These have not yet been

shipped.

We quote you following a telegram dated January 25th,

1923;

"HAVE NOT RECEIVED C LATCHES OR-

DERED NOVEMBER TWENTY FIFTH STOP
YOUR FACTORY ADVISED SHIPMENTS ON
TWO DIFFERENT OCCASIONS STOP IF YOU
ARE NOT GOING TO SHIP THEM WIRE US SO
THAT WE CAN HAVE THEM MADE HERE
STOP SEE MR. HODGE ASSISTANT MANAGER
RIVERVIEW PARK CHICAGO STOP THE MAN-
AGER IS LIERE AND WANTS US TO PUT ON
LOCKS IN CHICAGO."

On January 29th, we ordered 100 locks. These have

not yet been received. These are samples of the service

we have been receiving from you which has cost us money.

In addition to all that you have stopped making the best

lock you ever sent us, the one our contract with Coin

Controlling Lock Company calls for—namely, the one

owned by Coin Controlled Lock Company and made under
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its patent. You have substituted for that an inferior lock

made under patent of Michigan Coin Lock Company.

\^ery truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

Signed Ry C. E. Miller

President.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Coin Lock deft Exhibit No. A- 13 Filed 10/22

1927 R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross,

Deputy Clerk

CLINTON E. MILLER,

recalled

EXAMINATION IN CHIEF
by Mr Newby

Q Mr. Miller, I show you Plaintiff's Exhibit A-13,

and a list of locations that you say were lost on account

of failure to install locks on signed contracts, and then fol-

lows a list of places beginning Montgomery Hotel, San

Jose, and ending with Seabolt Hotel, Fort Worth, Texas,

and ask you if at the time of the writing of this letter,

the Pacific Coin Lock Company had actual signed con-

tracts for these locations which you were unable to fill on

account of lack of locks?

A It did.

THE COURT: What is the date of that?

MR NEWBY: April 27th, 1923.

(Witness continuing) The same condition existed

April 23, 1923. There had been no change in those four

days.
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THE COURT: Does the schedule indicate the dates

when the contracts were secured?

MR NEWBY: The exhibit does not, your Honor.

Q BY MR NEWBY: Of course you have the con-

tracts in your office?

A Yes.

MR NEWBY: In view of the fact that we do not

expect to attempt to prove what we lost by reason of

these cancellations

—

THE COURT: The witness has testified that he had

contracts on April 23, 1923 for these locations.

Q BY THE COURT: Is that your contention?

A Yes sir.

Q BY THE COURT: How came you to write that

letter on April 27th?

A It was in the nature of a demand.

CROSS EXAMINATION
by Mr Jones

Q You say you had all these locations under contract

on April 23, 1923?

A Contract was signed and enforced on April 23,

1923.

Q Did you list them in the list of locations which we

demanded of you to furnish us, the list of your contracts

you had on file April 23, 1923?

A I did not. It was not our custom to list contracts

until the locks had been installed.

Q BY MR NEWBY: In other words, the list you

are talking about that you furnished this morning, you

had no locks to install?

A No.
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Q BY MR JONES : When did you get contract for

the Montgomery Hotel at San Jose?

A I can't tell ycni. 1 have the contract there and the

letters. The contract is dated July 6, 1920, for five years.

Q At what commission, 25%?

A Fifty per cent of the gross collections that are less

than $250 monthly and 40% of gross that exceeded $250

monthly goes to the Pacific Coin Lock Company.

Q Who got that location?

A D. L. Cosby signed the contract.

(Witness continuing) The locks were not installed

there by some other company at this time. We did not

put Pacific Locks on there at that time; we did later after

we dealt with Hervey. I can't remember how soon after

that.

Q BY MR JONES: When did you get the Kings

Hotel contract?

A The date is May 22, 1919.

Q How did you lose it?

A Never had the locks to put on.

Q The Jefferson Hotel, Dallas, Texas, what was the

date of that contract?

A July 6, 1920, to run five years.

Q Did you ever install any locks under that ?

A We did not.

Q The Amilda Hotel, Amarilla, Texas.

A That is the same ownership, and in the same con-

tract I have just mentioned.

Q Sanitary Public Market, Los Angeles. What is the

date of that ?

A Dated June 10, 1919, to run ^wt years.
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(Witness continuing) That contract was executed on

behalf of the owner by E. T. Stimson.

The Manhattan Beach contract is dated July 21, 1921,

to run five years. The Mug Bar, Oakland, California, is

dated October 14, 1921, to run five years. Polles Cafe,

San Francisco, California, contract is dated March 20,

1921, to run five years. The Slatto Pool Parlor, San

Francisco, California, contract is dated October 21, 1921,

to run five years.

Q Corpus Christi Hotel, Corpus Christi, Texas ; what

is the date of that?

THE WITNESS : Here is a letter from the Corpus

Christi Hotel, which identifies the contract. I think I have

the contract here, however.

Q Well, do you see the Adolphus Hotel?

A No, I think we never signed a contract with the

Adolphus.

Q The Adams Hotel, Phoenix, Arizona?

A I am not sure we had that hotel; I think not. We
later got it.

Q The Huckins Chain of Hotels.

A No, we had a prospect to get the business, but never

had a contract.

Q Had you a contract with the Terminal Hotel, Fort

Worth, Texas?

A We didn't have that.

Q And Metropolitan Hotel, Fort Worth?

A Yes.

Q What is the date of that?

A I now have the contract on the Oasis, Corpus

Christi, September 27, 1920, to run for ^vt years. And

you asked for the Metropolitan?
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Q Yes.

A i don't seem t(^ have that eontract. There is a

letter there from the Metropolitan that identifies the con-

tract.

Q The Seabold Hotel?*

A Some of these contracts 1 was unable to locate.

That may ha\'e been one of them. I>ut we had cor-

respondence to identify them.

Q Some of them you never had?

A 1 had all 1 hgured I had.

Q \im state in this letter, "We have signed contracts

in the house from the following locations, which we were

unable to install because we did not have the locks on

hand;" giving those names?

A So we did at the time.

Q What became of them ?

A Since the suit— 1 had them all together one time.

We have been ready for this lawsuit about four times,

and transferring back and forth from my attorney's office,

and some I couldn't find.

Q Didn't you leave them all together?

A They were at one time all together, yes.

Q Now, the fact is you have installed several new

locations since the date of these several contracts, haven't

you?

A In Texas, or where?

Q In different places. You put locks on in San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles on new locations since those con-

tracts were taken, haven't you?

A Yes.

Q And at the time you gave notice you wouldn't go

further with this contract, you had 179 locations which
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you were paying- the plaintiff company a half rate on, did

you not?

A I don't recall.

Q Why didn't you take off those half-rate locations,

those locks, and put them on these new locations that

would pay full rates?

A Because the locks were no good.

(Witness continuing) None of them were any ac-

count. Just a bunch of junk.

Q Well, they made you $32,000 a year?

A Yes, but we had to stand there by them all day.

HALLEY J. COSBY,

called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, being first

duly sworn, testified as follows

:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
by Mr Newby

My name is Halley J. Cosby. I am in the Coin lock

business. I have been in the coin lock business about 14

or 15 years. At the present time we are using Michigan

Coin Lock Company's lock of which Mr. C. N. Van

Cleave is an officer. I have dealt with him and Mr.

McNutt. I was formerly with the Pacific Coin Lock

Company. I went to work for them about January, 1919.

I severed my connection with the Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany January 1, 1923. I did not commence to use the

Michigan Coin Lock Company's lock immediately after

January 1, 1923. I first used Ed Young's lock that I

bought outright. I made connection in a business way

with the Michigan Coin Lock Company on May 1, 1923,

mostly through negotiations with Mr McNutt. Mr Mc-
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Nutt was out here at the time. He came at the time this

suit was commenced. It was while he was here that I

made m.y business connection with the Michigan Coin Lock

Company. I have been working for myself since then,

using their lock.

Q BY MR NEWRY: N(nv, at the time you severed

your connection with the Pacific Coin Lock Company, you

were, of course, familiar with all the locations in Southern

California of the Pacific Coin Lock Company?

A Around l>os Angeles I was more familiar; but in

the northern territory I didn't know the full particulars.

(Witness continuing) But in Southern California I

did. I recall that the Pacific Coin Lock Company had a

k)cation at the Requina Bar in this city. It is now called

the new U. S. Hotel, on South Main, near the post office

here. After my connection was severed with the Pacific

Coin Lock Company I put my lock on that. The Pacific

Coin Lock Company's lock was taken of? the Pioneer Bar

that was located on Seventh Street in Los Angeles. At

the time I w^as with the defendant corporation, their locks

were also at that location. After I left them my locks

were put on—Ed Young's locks. And then afterwards

the Michigan Coin locks. The Waldorf Bar was located

on Main Street, between Fifth arid Sixth; I don't recall

the number. The Pacific Lock Company had their lock

there prior to my severing my relations. I put the Michi-

gan Coin lock there. They were put on along about in

1923, the early part. It may have been in the middle of

May or 10th of May. That was the latest model of the

Michigan Coin lock.
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O The Pacific Coin Lock Company never installed any

of the latest models on their locations before you severed

your relations with the Company?

A Not the same model I had.

(Witness continuing) I had the latest model at that

time.

The Budweiser Bar was located on Main Street, be-

tween Fifth and Sixth. The Pacific Coin Lock Company

had that location before I severed my relations. I think

I first put the Ed Young locks on, but they didn't work

very satisfactorily, and I put the latest model of the

Michigan lock on. I still have those locations with the

exception of the Budweiser Bar. They went out of busi-

ness at least three years ago. I couldn't say as to the

average net production from those four locations while I

was with the Pacific Coin Lock Company. I had nothing

to do with the books ; my brother kept the books. I can

tell you what they have produced since. My books will

show it.

Q Do you recall approximately how much on four loca-

tions, the Requina, Pioneer, Waldorf and Budweiser?

A There has been a big change made at the Requina.

At that time they had a foreigner renting it and it didn't

amount to over $10 a month, and I have since that time

taken in as high as $168.00 a month.

Q By having a different management?

A And better locks.

Q And would you say that there was an average of

about $50 a month for those places ?

A Speaking of now or then?
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Q F'rom 1923 on.

A [ would say since I have had the business it

would be.

Q And you think it is really more than that ?

A No, 1 couldn't say that.

CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr Schoonover

Q These locations that have been specified by Mr
Newby, were they locations that Miller and Garrison had

through the Pacific Company, before April, 1923?

A While 1 was with them, yes.

Q How many other locations have you, if you can

approximate it, taken that they had previous to 1923, of

your present locations?

A I have at least six or seven of their locations.

Q You referred to the latest model ; I will ask you if

you know about the model lock that was sent to Mr Miller

of the Pacific Coin Lock Company immediately before

the breach.

A Yes.

Q You say that in one particular place you got better

returns because you had put on a better lock. In that

case what locks were taken off?

A I had Mr Young's locks on and took them off at

one time, the first time, and then later put the Michigan

Coin Lock Company's lock on.

Q That is the substitution referred to when you say

you put on better locks?

A Yes, 1 had a lot of repairs with Mr Young's locks.
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr Newby

I don't remember seeing this latest model in the office

of the Pacific Coin Lock Company while 1 was there. I

don't know that it did not arrive until in April, 1923.

Q Do you know that you had not seen it at the Pacific

Coin Lock Company's office in January, 1923, when you

severed your relations?

A Mr Miller told me he had one.

(Witness continuing) I was over at his office between

January,—during the year 1923, and he mentioned he had

the lock and said I had a wonderful lock now. He didn't

tell me when he received it. The last time I was in his

office was about a week ago. He mentioned the other day

he had seen the latest model and I asked if he didn't have

one at the time, and he said he had sent it back by your

advice.

Q BY MR NEWBY: Now, these other six or seven

locations you say you have taken from the Pacific Coin

Lock Company, were they where they had signed con-

tracts, or just where the contracts had expired?

A When the contracts had expired I got the business.

Q These others, the Requina, Pioneer, Waldorf and

Budweiser

—

A We had no contracts.

Q Don't you know they had a contract on each one?

A No, we never had a signed contract on the U. S.

Hotel, as I recall the location. I haven't a contract to-

day, only verbal.

Q Do you say you simply don't know that they had

a contract or that they did not have a contract for the
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Requina, Pioneer, Waldorf and Budweiser Bars, when

you put your locks on?

A The Pioneer Ikir, tliey had a contract, but the

Pioneer moved from the corner down to the alley, and

later gave me the business.

(Witness continuing) Their contract with the Waldorf

ran out, and then T had the business.

Q Before you ])ut your locks on it ran out with the

Pacific?

A I wouldn't have got my contract if they had a con-

tract with the Pacific, they wouldn't have let me put my

locks on.

MR JONES : We have here a statement of locations

and time of expirations, which we would like to have

made an exhibit.

MR NEWBY: We furnished it, but object to the ma-

teriality and relevancy of it, on the ground that it is not

within any issues, and the only purpose would be to show

damages up to the end of the sub-lease, and we object on

the ground that it is not competent or material.

THE COURT: Does this show the contracts in ex-

istence at the time of the breach ?

MR NEWBY: On April 23d. That is an accurate

list, as I understand, of the contracts in force at that

time.

THE COURT: Furnished by you?

MR NEWBY : Furnished at the request of counsel,

but without admitting that they had a right to introduce

it in evidence.

THE COURT : It may be received and filed.
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(Testimony of Halley J. Cosby.)

HALLEY J. COSBY,

called as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, in rebuttal,

being first duly sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr Schoonover

I have been acquainted with Mr Van Cleave about 15

years. I was associated at that time in connection with

the coin control lock business in Indianapolis. I was con-

nected with him there four or hv(t years. I was down

at Boston for five years as manager of the Keystone

branch there. I came here with the Pacific Coin Lock

Company

Q Do you know from conversations you had with Mr
Miller when you came, whether or not from what he said

to you that he knew of your connection with Mr Van

Cleave and your work in Boston before you came?

A He did.

MR NEWBY: We object to that and move that the

answer be stricken out as a conclusion. It is obviously

improper for him to ask him for his construction on what

Mr Miller knew.

THE COURT: The question is, did you tell Mr.

Miller.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER: Did you tell Mr Miller

yourself at any time?

MR NEWBY: Objected to on the same grounds.

THE COURT: Objection overruled.

APPELLANTS EXCEPTION NO. 17

A I told him I was in Boston, and he wanted me to

come here and work for him.
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Q BY THE COURT: The question is, did you tell

him of your connection with Mr Van Cleave?

A Yes sir.

(Witness continuing) T told him who I was working

for in Boston. In my work in Boston and my subsequent

work here for the Pacific Coin Lock Company I became

familiar with locks other than those that I was selling

or working with. I was at practically all times during

the time I have mentioned familiar with all of the coin

control locks being used. While I was with the Pacific

Company I solicited new business, did most of the col-

lecting, did some of the installing, and some of the repair

work, and helped out in general. I was with them about

four years. 1 may have worked a few weeks of that time

in the latter part of 1918; but I started on a salary in

1919, and up to January 1, 1923. During that time, I

visited the locations upon which the locks were installed in

this Los Angeles territory. My brother, Delbert, also

visited them during that time. Mr Keith helped us out

when we got real busy, with installations and things of

that kind. The latter part, Mr. Crews was there, and a

man named Swisher. I never saw Mr. Miller at any of

these locations.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER : What other locks, dur-

ing the time you worked for the Pacific Company, were

being used in the Los Angeles territory?

A Peerless Coin Lock Company's lock, and a lock we

called the Randle lock.

Q Were those all the locks?

A Some of the American Sanitary locks at the An-

gelus Hotel during my time.
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Q Were there any others, any Universal locks here?

A I saw two of them after I left the Pacific Coin

Lock Company at El Rustic, 106 North Main Street.

Q How long after you left the Pacific Company?

A Perhaps a week or two.

Q I will ask you if you in the first place are familiar

with the mechanism, and have been during your experi-

ence in the control lock business, of the various locks that

from time to time have been on the market?

A Not all the locks; the locks that were manufac-

tured by the Coin Controlling Lock Company and the

Michigan Coin Lock Company.

Q Can you estimate the number of locks installed by

all competitors of your Pacific Coin Lock Company dur-

ing the period that you were employed by the Pacific

Company ?

MR NEWBY: Objected to as irrelevant and imma-

terial.

( Argument

)

Q Can you state in a general way what proportion of

the total business being done here by coin control lock

companies was done by your company during the time you

were connected with it?

MR NEWBY: We renew our objection on the ground

it is irrelevant, immaterial, and also we would like for

the witness to be warned that calls for his personal

knowledge.

THE COURT: He may answer the question yes or

no, whether he knows what proportion of the total coin

lock business of the city was done by the Pacific Com-

pany.
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APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 18.

A I do.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER: I will ask you if in

making that answer you are measuring it by your own

personal knowledge of the comparative number of locks

in the city?

A 1 am.

Q I will ask you then to state what that proportion

was?

MR NEWBY : Objected to as irrelevant and imma-

terial.

THE COURT: Objection overruled.

APPELLANTS EXCEPTION NO. 19

A We practically had all the business here, only two

or three locations that I know of that were installed by

other lock companies.

Q To whom, in the conduct of your business, in the

natural course of the business, if you know, did any com-

plaints of inefficient workings of your locks come to the

Company? What person were they reported to, if you

know?

A Well, most of them would have been reported to

Miss Cohen, and she would further tell either my brother

or myself about them.

(Witness continuing) While I was there no one else

undertook to take care of trouble complaints except myself

and my brother.

I might say that at least 95 per cent of the complaints

were minor complaints, such as paper being put in the

keeper, or a match in the slot, or a crooked slug, and at
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least five minutes after we got on the location this trouble

was overcome.

Q Well, what then were the other five per cent?

A Well, we had a lot of robberies, and in cases there

were cash doors taken off. In one location, the Jack

Rabbit Coaster at Long Beach, we had our worst trouble

in 1920. We blamed it to the sailors. They ripped off

many locks, and we could not even find any of the parts

of them. In one period of about two weeks we lost at

least a dozen locks. We had trouble at Venice, a similar

case, and one P. E. station lock down at the beach, an-

other P. E. station at Long Beach, besides other repairs

around town, at the Hayward Hotel, Lankershim Hotel,

the Rosslyn, and numbers of other places.

Q Was there any instance, or any number of instances,

in which any of these locks were put out of commission

for any considerable length of time on account of trouble?

MR NEWBY: Objected to as incompetent and imma-

terial.

THE COURT: Objection overruled.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 20.

A Never.

(Witness continuing) I do not know of any location

that was lost in the Los Angeles territory due to the

failure of these locks to work to the satisfaction of the

sub-leases.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER: How about the supply

of locks for the contracts entered into for locations; what

was the fact with reference to that being sufficient for

needs ?
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A There was times we had plenty of locks, more than

we needed, and may have been times we were a little short

;

as I recall, a week or so.

Q Now% who, exclusive of everybody else, located the

locks during the times you were there; actually put them

on the doors? What persons connected with the Com-

pany put them all on?

A Myself, my brother Delbert and Mr Earl D. Keith.

That Vvas all.

(Witness continuing) In the Los Angeles territory I

made personal observation of all the locations that were

supplied as contracts were made for them. I do not know

of any instance where fulfillment of a contract was de-

layed by the failure of the manufacturer to send us locks

in time. I do not know of any new^ contracts being lost

in Los Angeles territory because of the failure of the

Manufacturer to send us locks.

Q T think there was some examination on the counter-

claim as to the City comfort stations being lost. What,

if anything, do you know about that?

A We never had the City comfort stations. There

are no locks in there today.

Q Well, maybe it was claimed there was an oppor-

tunity to make a contract. Do you know anything about

such circumstances as that?

A Mr Garrison and I went around with one of their

men one time, I think from the public service department,

and we looked over the location at Pershing Square,

Ninth Street and the Plaza, to decide how many toilets

they could spare in case we received the contract. Later
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on we never received the contract, and there was never

any locks put on at all.

(Witness continuing) To my knowledge there has

never been any locks put on there by any coin lock com-

pany. I guess I have seen those comfort stations in the

last year. To my knowledge there have been no locks

of any kind put on them within the last year.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER: Now, there is testi-

mony about extra men being employed to do the work

that you say the particular persons that you have enum-

erated did entirely; do you know of the employment of

extra men to take care of the trouble in the working of

these locks.

A My brother and I did all the work with the excep-

tion of the help of Mr Keith at odd times. If we got a

location where we needed help, we got him to help install

the locks.

(Witness continuing) Mr Keith is a carpenter. My
brother and I were not. He did the work we couldn't do

and also helped install the locks that we could do also.

Q There is some testimony about it being necessary

to have extra attendants at an expense to the defendant

at some of these stations. What do you say about that

being the fact or not?

A There is only one location I know of, and that is

the comfort station at Venice built by Mr. Miller of the

Pacific Coin Lock Company and Charles C. Garrison, and

Mr Miller of the Sanitary Plumbing Company of Venice,

and Mr Flynn.

(Witness continuing) They kept a matron there all

the time. She kept it clean, made change, and watched to
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see that more than one person would not enter a toilet on

one nickel. If she wasn't there they would grab the doors.

It was not any part of her business to repair or attempt

to repair locks, or to keep them in working order. I have

been installing this lock in the Los Angeles territory since

the first of May, 1923, in competition with the defend-

ant's lock.

Q How many have you installed in toto?

A 347.

MR NEWBY : Objected to as immaterial.

THE COURT: Objection overruled.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 2L

(Witness continuing) In probably 40 or 50 locations.

1 have been present in court and heard the testimony of

the witnesses as to a trip 1 made to Texas. I went down

and covered all locations in Texas, changed some of the

locks that were necessary, reinstalled some of them, and

left every location in good shape. I went to the Rice Hotel

first, and locks had been ordered, and I changed these

locks and sent the old ones back to the Company. I

changed some locks at the Bender. I installed new locks

at the Milby. And there were several other small loca-

tions I either reinstalled the old locks or put new ones on,

on behalf of the Pacific Coin Lock Company.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER: Well, what, if any,

complaints did you receive from the persons where you

found the locks located, as to the past performance of

these locks, if any?

A When I arrived at the locations I didn't receive

any complaints. At two locations particularly they com-

plained they had better offers from other companies to

pay them a higher rate of commission.
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(Witness continuing) Those locations were the Gunter

Hotel at San Antone, and the Rice Hotel at Houston.

Q Have you examined the records so you can tell me

what if any complaints were made by any of the Texas

users of these locks as to past performance of them, to

you, while you were on that trip?

A I didn't hear any on that trip.

(Witness continuing) I installed new locations.

Q How many replacements did you make on that trip

in Texas?

A I changed, as I recall, seven locks at the Rice.

(Witness continuing) I think I next made replace-

ments at the Bender Hotel. T may have changed a

couple there. I changed two at the Oriental at Dallas,

and put about three more on, added three new locks. I

also put on four new locks at the Milby Hotel. The locks

I replaced had been on the doors over four years.

Q What new contracts did you secure on that trip?

A The Milby Hotel and the Cotton, both in Houston,

as I recall.

(Witness continuing) We had several customers at

Houston. I put on three new locks at the Oriental. We
already had that contract. I simply put on three new

locks. At the Majestic at Ft. Worth, T put on two new

locks at an existing location. As I recall, we had two loca-

tions in Ft. Worth at that time. The new ones that I put

on were at the Majestic Hotel. I replaced 15 or 20 locks

on the Texas trip. Part of them had been ordered before

we left the Los Angeles office. I found them at the hotels

when I arrived there—the Rice, Gunter Hotel, at the Paso

del Norte at El Paso. There were in the neighborhood of
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18 or 20 in these three orders. I ordered some by wire

after I reached Texas. I received locks in response to the

wire within about four days. I should judge T ordered 10

in that way, perhaps more. I installed them personally

before I left Texas. Mr Lee at the time may have helped

me some. They were installed before I returned from

there. I should judge I was gone on the trip four or ^vt

weeks.

I am acquainted with the signature of Mr Garrison of

the Pacific Company.

I visited the Bender Hotel while I was in Houston. As

I recall, about three locks of the Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany were installed there. I visited the Worth Hotel at

Ft. Worth and the Gunter Hotel in San Antonio. The

locks of the Pacific Coin Lock Company remained in

these three locations until some time after their contracts

had run out.

MR SCHOONOVER: Here is a letter, your Honor,

dated Houston, Texas, January 13, 1920, addressed to

Pacific Coin Lock Company, signed by Bender Hotel

Operating Company, by Assistant Manager, saying:

'T am writing you in regard to our contract on coin

locks.

—

THE COURT: Is that in evidence?

MR NEWBY : No, your Honor. We received no

notice to produce it. We are looking for the original.

We don't want to be technical, so far as objecting on the

ground that the foundation has not been laid. We do

object on the ground that it is immaterial and irrelevant

and subject to motion to strike if after looking through

our files we don't find the original. This purports to be
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a copy. It is headed, ''Copy for Mr Van Cleave's infor-

mation."

THE COURT: What is the nature of it?

MR SCHOONOVER : The three are to the effect that

they have been offered better percentages and upon expira-

tion of their contracts, unless these people make them
better terms, they will contract for other locks.

MR JONES: We are offering this to show that was
part of their subterfuge.

MR NEWBY : As T say, I am objecting, not because

it is not the best evidence; but because it is irrelevant and

immaterial. It may be received subject to our motion,

after looking through our files, to strike it out, if we don't

find the originals. I think we have the originals.

THE COURT: Well, unless you object to the use of

the copies of the letters which you have not been asked

to produce, and of which you haven't the original now,

they may be received and filed.

MR NEWBY: I will not urge that objection.

THE COURT: It will be received, subject to the right

of correction, if you find it is not correct.

MR SCHOONOVER: We offer this letter; there are

three letters attached together.

THE COURT: They may be received.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 22.

COPY for Mr. Van Cleave's information.

Houston, Texas. Jan. 13, 1920.

Pacific Coin Lock Company,

Los Angeles, California.

Dear Sirs :

—

I am writing you in regard to our contract on coin

locks.

We have an offer from another company to pay a much
larger commission than your company. I would like to
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hear from you in regard to this. Can you pay a better

rate than your contract reads? If so, how much. If not,

I wish to cancel our contract with you 60 days from date

January 15th.

Yours very truly,

BENDER HOTEL OPERATING CO.,

(Signed) N. Hostetter, Asst. Mgr.

COPY for Mr. Van Cleavers information.

Fort Worth, Texas., Jan. 10, 1920.

Pacific Coin Lock Co.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Gentlemen :

—

Regarding toilet locks that are installed with us and

upon which you allow us 40%.

We have had two different propositions upon which we

wnll be allowed 60% as our commission.

Kindly let us know if you can meet these terms.

Yours very truly,

W^ORTH HOTEL CO.

S. D. T.

COPY for Mr. Van Cleavers information.

San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 5, 1920.

Pacific Coin Lock Co.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Gentlemen :

—

Referring to the locks we have in the Gunter Hotel,

would say that we have a 60-40 proposition put up to us

by other Companies. Would like to hear from you as to
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what your idea is as to whether you can extend the same

proposition.

Yours very truly,

GUNTER HOTEL,
(Signed) Percy Tyrrell,

Manager.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Lock Plf Exhibit No. 22 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S.

Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER: I will ask you if you

have very recently had knowledge of any defective work-

ings of the locks installed here in the city by the defendant

company ?

A I have.

Q When?

A This morning, about eight o'clock.

(Witness continuing) On this Texas trip I visited all

the locations of the Pacific Company.

Q There was some particular testimony here about

trouble at the Hayward Hotel in this City. What, if

anything, do you know about that?

A I don't recollect any trouble outside of a lot of

robberies we had.

Q Do you know that there was no trouble at the

Hayward Hotel that did not come to your knowledge?

A I do not.

(Witness continuing) While I was working for the

Company I was in the office about one-third of the time.

I was in and out several times every day. Some times
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I would remain in the office a couple of hours to help

count the nickels up. I always helped my brother count

the money and get it ready for the bank. I would see

Mr. Miller at the office of the Company some times every

day and some times I wouldn't. He wasn't always there.

Mr Garrison wasn't there very much of the time. He

was over in the Chapman Building*. I received orders

for the conduct of the business from Mr Garrison. I

don't recall any from Mr Miller. From directions from

either Mr Miller or Mr Garrison I looked after the busi-

ness and affairs of the Company and the working of its

locks. I did that most of the time without direction.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER: You said that no

persons were employed at any of these locations for the

purpose of taking care of the locks. Were persons em-

ployed as porters by your Company?

A We may have given some of the porters some what

we called tips, or tip money. As I recall, there was one

colored fellow by the name of Mr White that had a shoe

shine concession, or toilet concession, you might call it,

around the different washrooms, such as the Rosslyn.

(Witness continuing) As I recall, none of them were

on a salary.

Q In your trip to Texas, did you meet anybody who

was undertaking to perform that service for the Pacific

Company ?

A I met Mr Lee at Houston, and the other party at

Dallas, I don't recall his name,—we discharged him at

the time I was at Dallas.
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CROSS EXAMINATION
by Mr Newby.

Q Is it not a fact that on that Texas trip in 1920, you

changed practically every lock put on by the Pacific Com-

pany?

A I don't recall changing them all.

(Witness continuing) I don't think I changed the ones

at the Brazos Hotel.

Q What others didn't you change?

A I don't recall all the small hotels.

Q Why did you make the change?

A I simply reinstalled them, some of them.

Q Wasn't it because of the complaints about the work-

ing of the locks?

A I didn't get any complaints while I was there.

(Witness continuing) I made reports to the Pacific

Coin Lock Company. I may have sent some telegrams.

Q I show you a letter dated March 23, 1920, and ask

you if that is your signature.

A It is.

(Witness continuing) J wrote that letter. I may have

intended there to make an accurate report of the business

for the Pacific Company on these locks.

Q I call your attention to this language: ''The parts

are not standard. Tried to change some cases and knobs,

but was out of luck." Was that one of the troubles you

found with the locks?

A Those locks I could not change without putting on

new locks.

(Witness continuing) The parts were not standard,—
that is, you couldn't always interchange one latch with

another one. I didn't find that to be true of all of them.
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Q I will call your attention to this language, and will

ask you to look at the bottom of the page, beginning at

the words,
—

"Several little defects and believe me I men-

tioned them in writing Malsbary,
—

'' He was the Secre-

tary of the Coin Controlling Lock Company?

A He was.

Q (Continuing reading) "No use putting on these

new locks until they are right, but I begin to think they

never will get them right, and about the only lock on the

market that is right is the Pawtucket lock, and it's too

bad we are not using it." What did you mean by that?

A I always had great praise for the Pawtucket lock.

Q What did you mean by the phrase: "I think they

will never get them right"?

A I was very much in favor of the Pawtucket lock,

and thought they were making somewhat of a perfect

lock.

(Witness continuing) 1 never said the Coin Con-

trolling Lock Company's lock would not be right. I never

said it either verbally or in writing that I recall.

Q Now, I will call your attention to this language:

"The locks did not get here until about noon today, and

I had to go over all of them, and when I got through

packing, etc., the day was gone." What did you mean by

having to go over them?

A Well, at the Rice Hotel was that?

Q Yes, that is at Houston, the Rice Hotel.

A H 1 recall this shipment, the Rice Hotel was a

very good location and I remember taking the locks up

and looking them all over to be sure they were in good

condition to install.
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Q Did you mean by that you had to work them over?

A I didn't have any tools to work them over.

(Witness continuing) I may have done a Httle filing

to make them a little better, which I thought to my judg-

ment. I didn't do anything on some locks. Some times

I thought my judgment was better than the Indianapolis

office, and may have done some filing.

Q BY MR NEWBY: I call your attention to this

language, at the top of page 4: ''I certainly was hot

under the collar. Came very near wiring Indianapolis

office to pay my expense there and I would come in and

show them the many defects and how to overcome same."

What did you mean by that, if there was nothing the

matter with the locks?

A Well, I may have meant that I could improve some

little thing.

(Witness continuing) The worst thing that made me

hot under the collar was I wanted to get away from

Texas, I preferred to come to California.

Q Why did you think you ought to go to Indianapolis

if there was nothing the matter with the locks?

A I thought perhaps I could tell them better than I

could write them. (Witness continuing) That is my

only explanation.

Q You don't now recall, after having your attention

called to them, that you found any defects in the locks

themselves ?

A I don't recall now. I may have at that time.

Q I call your attention to this language : 'T will go

over the best locks that I took off the Rice, and fix the

ones at the Bristol and other locations. Will make them
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answer until the new lock is fixed right." What did you

have in mind about the new lock being fixed right? What
was to be done on it?

A I remember we received two locks that the back of

the case had been taken off, and the screw may have

fallen through. That has come to my mind that 1 now
recall.

Q 1 call your attention to this language: "I wrote

to Malsbary
—

" He is the Secretary?

A Yes.

Q (Continuing reading) "We must have these locks

right as soon as possible as it costs a bunch of money

around hotels nowadays, and besides at the rate they

started out I would be all summer making this trip.'*

Now, if the locks were all right, what was keeping you

there ?

A Well, I recall I stayed there quite a while to see

that they were all right. I made a trip up the State from

Houston. That was my first stop. I had several other

towns to make, Ft. Worth, San Antone, Dallas and Gal-

veston.

MR NEWBY: We ask that this letter dated Houston,

Texas, 3/23/20 be filed as one of our exhibits.

THE COURT: It may be received.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. A-14.

[Letterhead Rice Hotel] 1

Houston, Texas, 3/23/1920

Pacific Coin Lock Co

Los Angeles Cal.

Gentlemen

No doubt you received my wire regarding condition of

new locks received from Indianapolis I just finished
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writing Malsbary a nine page letter also sent them night

letter.

Eleven locks arrived today but sent eight of them back

The registers would not check at all. Some in using pass

key the latch would not go back far enough to pass keeper

especially if set up close. They had the register screwed

on with one screw could very easily move same out of

place.

The holes for screws in lock case were to small some

[Letterhead Rice Hotel] 2

not drilled out at all and hole so near the register unable

to put screw in. Some of the locks worked free & easy

while others stiff and would bind. Some worked very

hard in opening with pass key. The parts are not stand-

ard tried to change some cases and knobs but was out of

luck.

One of the lugs on the inside spindle was cut dout so

much it broke off. This was used in opening door with

pass key The bushing for pass key was put in with one

screw. No rossetts at all. Several little defects and be-

lieve me I mentioned them in writing Malsbary. No use

[Letterhead Rice Hotel] 3

putting on these new locks until they are right, but I begin

to think they never will get them right and about the only

lock on the market that is right is the Pawtucket lock

and its to bad we are not using it. They cut the opening

where the cash door fits which made it much easier to

get the nickels out, but some of the doors did not fit up

tight as they should.

The locks did not get here until about noon today and

I had to go over all of them and when I got through

packing etc the day was gone.
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[Letterhead Rice Hotel] 4

I certainly was hot under the collar. Came very near

wiring Indianapolis office to pay my expense there and I

would come in and show them the many defects and how
to overcome same. T will go over the best locks that I

took off the Rice and fix the ones at the Bristol and other

locations. Will make them answer until the new lock is

tixed right. They seem pretty well satisfied here at the

Rice so they will be O. K. for a week or so or until we
are able to get other lock.

I wrote Malsbary that we must have these locks right

as soon as possible as it cost a bunch of money around

hotels nowadays and besides at rate they started out I

[Letterhead Rice Hotel] 5

would be all summer making this trip Had to have the

painting done here at the Rice at night Have a man
working tonight have to pay him double time but at that

cheaper than contract. One man wanted $60 to paint

and enamel the seven doors. I am going to install two

of the latest locks at the Bender tomorrow and see how
they work out. Will also go over the other locations get

the painting finished and if the other locks have not ar-

rived will go on to Dallas and finish up here on my way

[Letterhead Rice Hotel] 6

back. I have hustled around so much today my heads in

a whirl and I want to go down stairs to keep the painter

going as he is apt to fall asleep too the tune of $L75 per

hour.

Guess I have explained particulars and if anything spe-

cial tomorrow will write you again.

With best wishes

I am yours truly

H. J. Cosbey
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[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-14 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

Q BY MR NEWBY: Now, Mr Cosby, I show you

what purports to be a telegram sent to Pacific Coin Lock

Company, dated March 24, 1920, and ask you if you recall

sending that telegram to the Pacific Company?

A I don't recall it; but I guess I sent it.

MR NEWBY : I would like to offer this telegram, and

examine the witness about it. (Reading) ''Eleven new

locks arrived today. Am returning eight registers don't

work at all through little defects." Now, do you know

why you returned eight registers you mentioned there?

A The registers may not have checked up right.

(Witness continuing) The register numbers the

nickels.

Q Mr Cosby, before you went to Texas, I will ask you

if the telegram which I now show you signed by the Rice

Hotel wasn't brought to your attention, and if that was

not the reason for your going to Texas?

A I don't recall now ever seeing that. I may have.

I don't recall it.

Q Did you take that matter up with the Rice Hotel

when you arrived, saying you had received the telegram?

A No, I don't know as I mentioned anything about it.

I just got busy and put on new locks.

MR NEWBY: We desire to offer this telegram in

connection with this cross examination.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT No. A-15.

(Western Union Telegram Form)

RECEIVED AT Branch Office: 306 I. N. \^an Niiys

Bldg., Phone: Main 4321, Sta. 23

38 GS EB 80 NL COLLECT
C5 HOUSTON TEX MARCH 13 1Q20

PACIFIC COIN LOCK AND CO
910 VANNUYS BLDG LOS ANGELES CALIF

YOU COIN LOCKS IN THE HOTEL IN AWFUL
CONDITION CAUSING US TO HAVE ATTEND-
ANT CONSTANTLY ON DUTY TO TAKE CARE
OF THEM STOP GUESTS COMPLAINING BIT-

TERLY BECAUSE OF POOR SERVICE STOP
YOUR REPRESENTATIVE LEE IN HOSPITAL
DUE TO ACCIDENT HOWEVER HE WOULD DO
THE LOCKS NO GOOD AS THEY ARE COM-
PLETELY WORN OUT STOP WE CANNOT
LONGER PERMIT DELAY IN HAVING NEW
LOCKS INSTALLED AND ASK THAT YOU WIRE
US WHAT IMMEDIATE ACTION YOU CAN
TAKE TO REMEDY SITUATION

RICE HOTEL
1212P

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-15 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

(Witness continuing) Upon arrival 1 did not find that

all of the locks were worn out. If the lock was full of

nickels the trouble was in the jamming of the nickels and

people getting locked in.
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Q And isn't it true that your experience with that

lock before the newest model was that that was a constant

complaint, that the two nickels got in there and got

jammed and very frequently people were locked in these

places ?

A I never saw anybody locked in. It has been told

to me.

Q Were not frequent complaints transmitted to you

through Miss Gussie Cohen to the effect they had re-

ceived word people had been locked in at the Pacific

Electric and other locations?

A I don't recall that Miss Cohen ever said people

were locked in. I recall some of the complaints.

(Witness continuing) Miss Cohen told me, or I got

most of the time complaints through my brother Delbert.

I don't recall he ever told me people were complaining that

were being locked in these places. I recall complaints: I

can't say any particular time or any particular place. I

have had people tell me of such things happening.

Q BY MR NEWBY: I will ask you if you didn't

send Mr. Keith down to the Pacific Electric upon one

occasion ?

A I sent him down there to fix a door on one occa-

sion.

Q And didn't he inform you the man had split the

door because he was locked in?

A I knew the door was broke,

Q Don't you know he was locked in, and that was

the reason?

A Why we didn't see the man locked in; he didn't

see him; nobody saw him; they found the door broken.
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Q Didn't he tell you that was the report?

A That was the report, yes. He said that the porter

told him that.

Q I show you a letter dated March 25, at the Wright

Hotel, at Houston, Texas, and ask you if you wrote that

letter ?

A I did.

Q And you intended to correctly report what you

found there?

A T guess I did.

MR. NEWBY: I would like to file this, your Honor,

please.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. A-16.

[Rice Hotel Letterhead]

Houston, Texas, Friday eve 3/25 1920

Pacific Coin Lock Co

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

Los Angeles Cal.

Gentlemen

:

I am enclosing letter from Crosbey House of Beaumont

Texas I was informed they inquired about our locks

here at the Rice I wrote them and their letter explains

for itself. No doubt the Pawtucket people or the Ameri-

can Sanitary Lock Co are working all through the south.

Mr Lee was with me all day seems to be getting along in

good shape. Finished up the Bender, Brazos, and

Macatee. Went over all the locks and had to make a lot

of changes and repairs.
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Received the balance of the locks from Indianapolis

yesterday but have sent them all back excepting^ three

Installed two additional one at the Bender and have one

(Rice Hotel letterhead] 2

for sample But will have to return them later on as the

registers dont check I was anxious to get the Bender

locks on while I was having the other ones painted so

could do them all at once. Mr Lee can change them

later on if necessary He claims he has learned a lot

about the locks since being with me of course this is to

be found out later on as things were in pretty bad shape

and had a lot of work getting them in good shape.

It has been quite warm here ever since I arrived here

a week ago tonight. When 1 got to the hotel I had to

wait about one hour before they could fix me up with a

room. In the mean time Bell Boy checked my two grips

and overcoat all on two checks. Later on when he took

me up to my room dont remember for certain whether he

[Rice Hotel letterhead] 3

brought my overcoat or not but am quite sure he did.

They did not have a key for my room for over an hour

and I complained about not having my room locked to the

clerk and they advised me everything would be O. K.

and later on got me a key. Well to make a long story

short have not used my coat at all since I arrived but

happened to think about it last night and the coat is miss-

ing can not find it anywhere am quite sure some one stole

it out of my hoom. The hotel people seem to think they

will find it but I dont think there is a chance so I am out

my overcoat and my leather gloves. I am certainly hav-

ing a L— of a lot of trouble between the locks, painter
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and my overcoat, have kept me busy. By the way the

painter will finish up the Rice toilets tonight. Under

[Hotel Rice letterhead] 4

conditions he is doing good work and as reasonable as

can be expected at this time.

One of the men in the washroom put a coat of paint

on the doors several months ago and you should of seen

the job he did looks as though he threw it on with a

shovel and it ran in all directions. Had to sand this all

down and it was some job. Thursday I worked all day

and then helped the painter sand the doors until 11:30

pm I also stayed with him last night until 11:30 and

expect to again tonight as they dont hurt themselfs if you

are not on the job with them especially at $1.75 per hour.

Want to call on the Union station again tomorrow and

a few other places wont be able to see Mr. Milby of

[Rice Hotel letterhead] 5

the Milby hotel until next week Am anxious to hear

from Malsbary to see what excuse they have to offer

They had better put Bill on a pension and get a real lock-

smith.

Up to the present time have not heard from Mr Bauer

of Lubbock, Texas regarding locks

I may be able to tell tomorrow whether I will stay here

a few days longer or go on to Dallas and finish on my

way back.

Send Mr Lee the three seats I ordered as soon as

possible. Two for Bender and one for Fields Hotel.

Will write you a few lines again tomorrow

Yours truly

H. J. Cosbey
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[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-16 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

(Witness continuing) I wrote this letter of April 21,

1920. T was not required to go over them and service

them before I could install any of these locks in Texas.

I may have looked over them as I installed them. If I

thought they needed attention I gave it to them.

Q BY MR NEWBY: What kind of attention did

you give them?

A I recall, I may have given one lock there at the

Bender Hotel some attention, due to one of the latches

was thin, and after I had it installed it rather squeezed

together. I remember that one case.

Q I call your attention to this language: "It was

necessary to go over all of them before they were O. K.,

so many little defects that are overlooked in shipping

from the factory." What were those defects that were

overlooked ?

A That may have been one of them. As I say I

thought that needed a little patching up or filing. I may

have thought my judgment was better than theirs.

Q In other words, you thought before you installed

them, in order to give better service, you would have to

file them some?

A I did, or I wouldn^t have done it.

Q In this letter you say,
—

'T would like to install new

locks at this location, but am not sure how soon can get

them. I ordered new locks for all these locations but it

don't look as though we will be able to get them installed
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so long as the strike is on. Malsbury wrote me they

would do their best in furnishing me locks but were unable

to get enough castings. If they keep on exchanging these

locks and different parts there will be quite a mix-up."

What did you mean by that?

A As I recall, they had the cases, one was a smaller

case and one was a larger case, and T preferred the larger

case, because it held more money.

O Now I call your attention to this language: *'I

think I can ^y. the old locks up in pretty good shape as

they have only been on about ^yq or six months." What

is the usual life of a coin lock, Mr. Cosby?

A You can't tell. It depends on the treatment of the

lock.

Q Five or six months is considered a very short time?

A They don't last that long some times if they are

ripped off of the doors and broken.

(Witness continuing) If they get proper service, I

should say they ought to last several years.

Q W^hy was it necessary to replace these locks after

five or six months service?

A To give better service is the reason 1 changed them.

MR NEWBY: We ask that this letter 1 have just

read from be filed as Defendant's Exhibit A- 17.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. A-17.

[Hotel Bender Letterhead]

Pacific Coin Lock Co
Los Angeles Calif.

Gentlemen Houston, Texas, 4/21/20

Yesterday I installed the locks at Milby Hotel. Mr Lee

helped me. The marble was broken in several places and
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partitions loose had to repair same before we could install

the locks. Fix up everything in good shape and the locks

ought to take in quite few nickels

The new locks that the Coin Controlling Lock Co. are

sending now are larger and it was necessary for me to

change the first locks I installed here at the Bender as

there was three of the old locks on and in changing them

[Hotel Bender Letterhead]

the new lock was larger so took the first two new locks

and installed them at the Bristol Hotel Have all five

locks here at the Bender the same size and everything

in fine shape. Locks work fine but was necessary to go

over all of them before they were O. K. So many little

defects that are overlooked when shipping from the fac-

tory.

I wrote the Indianapolis office yesterday and explained

several little things that they seem to overlook or else is

carelessness on the mens part in shop. Tomorrow I will

go over the locks at Grand Central Depot as they were

installed by their carpenters and the result a bum installa-

[Hotel Bender Letterhead]

tion. I would like to install new locks at this location but

am not sure how soon can get same. I ordered new locks

for all these locations but it dont look as though will be

able to get them all as long as the strike is on.

Malsbary wrote me they would do their best in fur-

nishing me locks but were unable to get enough castings.

If they keep on changing their lock and different parts'

there will be quite a mixup. We ought to have the larger

size locks on at the Rice as they seem to let the others
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[Hotel Bender Letterhead]

fill up pretty often. I wired Indianapolis office to have

locks at Gunter Hotel also Paso Del Norte at El Paso

and to advise nie if they could furnish me twelve new

locks for Galves Hotel they answered saying Foundry

conditions critical closed two days arrange accordingly. I

think I can ^y. the old locks up in pretty good shape as

they have only been on about five or six months. I ex-

pect a letter from Indianapolis tomorrow with particulars.

I will try and finish here tomorrow and go to Galveston

Friday and if I need more locks will wire in and they can

be on the way while I am finishing Galveston. Plan on

being at San Antone about the middle of next week. You

[Hotel Bender Letterhead]

can reach me at Gunter Hotel.

Its hard to explain particulars in a letter but will have

lots to go over when I get back to the office. I may be

able to get the Peerless lock out of the Cotton Hotel.

Mr Daley of the Bender is interested and told me this

morning he would see Mr Mofifet and try to get him let

us put our lock in.

Mr Daley has done us a lot of good and I think we

ought to allow him 50% in future as the other competi-

tors has offered him 60% in fact the Cotton Hotel is

getting 60%. Will take this matter up when I return.

Yours truly

H. J. Cosbey

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-17 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk
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Q BY MR NEWBY: I call your attention to a

letter dated El Paso, Texas, May 5, 1920, and ask you if

you wrote that letter?

A I did.

Q It is addressed to the Pacific Coin Lock Company,

Los Angeles, California.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. A-18.

[Hotel Paso del Norte Letterhead.]

El Paso, Texas, 5/5/1920

Pacific Coin Lock Co

Los Angeles Cal.

Gentlemen

I arrived here this afternoon at 4:30. Had a talk

with Mr. Pinto. The locks need changing and they are

being used a great deal by not depositing a nickel. All

the pass key bushings are worn or in other word the

little teeth are all cut out so you can very easily open with

a knife or most anything. Up to the present time there

is only one A lock here. Suppose I will have to wait for

the balance. I wired the number of locks to be sent here

about three weeks ago but as usual the Indianapolis office

dont seem to be able to get locks out as they should.

[Hotel Paso del Norte Letterhead.]

If they are not here in the morning will wire to get par-

ticulars. Have not up to present time seen Mr OrndorlY

of the Sheldon Hotel, but he has some other locks installed

look like they might be some he had made up. Will try

and see him tomorrow and get particulars. I have three

extra locks with me for the Depot will put them in shape

tomorrow.
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If the locks arrive tomorrow will be able to finish here

Friday, but no doubt will be hung up as usual, as they

generally ship two at a time and they come day after day

never send the whole bunch at once. The weather is

much cooler here. Will advise you later if locks dont

arrive.

Yours truly

(over) H J Cosbey

P. S. If you have not sent my last week's expense

check hold same as I wont need it, until I get back.

I
Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock.

Deft Exhibit No. A-18 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

Does that refresh your memory as to any delays?

A I remember there was about two days, maybe three.

Q Though you had wired three weeks before the

locks ?

A Well, they were wired as I recall either from this

office or from Houston. I had a record of the number and

kind of locks. I wanted to play safe so I would have

them there.

(Witness continuing) There was not a great delay

quite frequently in getting locks from the Indianapolis

office. I may have been delayed there a couple of days.

1 don't recall any other delays.

MR NEWBY : We ask that this letter be filed.

THE COURT: Let it be filed. (Defendant's Exhibit

A-18)

(Witness continuing) I went to the Oriental Hotel at

Dallas on that trip.
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Q And while there you wrote a letter dated April 17,

1920, to the Pacific Coin Lock Company?

A Yes.

Q You say,
—

''I got this letter from Mr. Moore, the

General Cashier here at the Oriental, the party I arranged

to look after our locks here at the hotel. Wish you would

forward this letter from the American Lock Company to

Indianapolis office as you can see they are getting some

fine business over the Country and something must be

done to stir up the Indianapolis office. They try to make

themselves believe they are the leading coin lock company.

But I am willing to bet they are about third or fourth in

the Coin Lock game. It was 1 1 o'clock when I got

through at Fort Worth last night and 1 o'clock A. M.

when I got back to Dallas. I packed all the old locks and

sent them to Indianapolis. Am also inclosing copy of locks

sent. Am leaving tonight for Houston. It is very warm

here today. Will write you from Houston if anything

special turns up. You can send my expense check to

Gunter Hotel, San Antonio unless I advise you differently

later on."

Now you say there you have discovered they are about

third or fourth in the coin lock game?

A That was my opinion at the time.

Q Was that because you came to the conclusion their

lock was quite defective?

A It may have been at that time.

Q I call your attention to this language,
—

'T packed

all the old locks and sent them to Indianapolis.'' Why
was that?

A That was the old ones I removed from the hotel.
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(Witness continuing) I did it because we lost the Com-

fort Station at Dallas.

Q I will ask you to look at that and see if it refreshes

your memory?

A Well, I meant all I had there I suppose of the old

locks.

(Witness continuing) I took them off and sent them

back.

MR NEWBY : We ask that that be filed as an exhibit.

THE COURT : It may be filed.

DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT NO. A-19.

[ New Oriental Hotel LetterheadI

Dallas, Texas, 4/17/1920

Pacific Coin Lock Co

Los Angeles Cal.

Gentlemen.

Am enclosing expense book for past week also letter

with booklets from American Sanitary Lock Co. I got

this letter from Mr Moore the General Cashier here at the

Oriental the party I arranged to look after our locks here

at the hotel. Wish you would forward this letter from

the American Lock Co to Indianapolis office as you can

see they are getting some fine business over the country

and something must be done to stir up the Indianapolis

I
New Oriental Hotel Letterhead]

office. They try to make themselves believe they are the

leading Coin Lock Company. But I am willing to bet

they are about third or fourth in the Coin Lock game.

It was eleven oclock when I got through at Ft Worth

last night and one oclock A. M. when I got back to Dallas.
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I packed all the old locks and sent them to Indianapolis

Am also enclosing copy of locks sent. Am leaving to-

night for Houston It is very warm here today. Will

write you from Houston if anything special turns up.

You can send my expense check to Gunter Hotel San

Antonio unless I advise you differently later on.

Yours truly

H. J. Cosbey.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-19 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

THE COURT: Have you a whole lot more of these?

MR NEWBY: Yes, your Honor, we have quite a

number. If they are all along the same lines they are

stipulative. I take it there is no objection to putting them

all in the record if you wish and let counsel on both sides

use them in going over the case.

MR NEWBY: We can, in other words, put them all

in as one exhibit?

THE COURT: Let him identify his signature.

MR NEWBY: There is one phrase I would like to

ask him about in this letter dated March 31, 1920, from

the Rice Hotel. You wrote that letter to the Pacific Coin

Lock Company, did you not?

A I did.

Q And I call your attention to this sentence on the

first page: ''I noticed this morning all four of the slides

were over the slot. People could not deposit nickel. I

opened all but suppose will have some trouble until the

springs are put on and locks gone over." Do you remem-

ber what that refers to?
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A In case you don't close your door when you deposit

nickel, that is, if it don't have proper springs to close the

door, the door does not close and fails to work the releas-

ing inside lock, the inside lock releases that slide.

Q You say,
—

*'T had a long talk with Mr. Orr, the

auditor of the Rice today. Tried to get him to remove

the Pawtucket locks upstairs and let us install our new

ones. He claims the Pawtucket people have been fine to

them, locks have never given any trouble and besides they

are getting 65% of the receipts. It is a cinch we will

have to do better if we expect to hold this business after

our contract runs out." Did you have that conversation

with the auditor?

A I did.

(Witness continuing) He didn't tell me he preferred

the Pawtucket lock to our locks. He told me how the lock

was working, that it was working fine and they were get-

ting 65%. He said he had no trouble with the lock.

MR NEWBY : We ask that that be filed as an exhibit.

THE COURT: It may be filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. A-20.

[Rice Hotel Letterhead] 1

Houston, Texas, 3/31/1920

Pacific Coin Lock Co

Los Angeles Calif

Gentlemen

The new bowls are installed at the Grand Central

Depot They have four of the locks installed but as usual

not properly installed. No springs on the doors, keepers

so far from lock can easily pick them and locks seem to
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bind. I noticed this morning all four of the slides were

over the slot. People could not deposit nickel. I open

all but suppose will have some trouble until the springs

are put on and locks gone over. I have just written

[Rice Hotel Letterhead] 2

the Coin Controlling Lock Co this trouble and told them

if they would advise Mr O'Donnell of the Depot that this

business had been turned over to our office I would see

that everything was put in first class shape and arrange

with our man here at Houston to take care of the locks

No use talking the locks and everything must be put in

first class shape if we expect to hold the business There

is too much competition to neglect this work. I had a

long talk with Mr Orr the Auditor of the Rice todav.

[Rice Hotel Letterhead] 3

Tried to get him to remove the Pawtucket locks upstairs

and let us install our new ones. He claims the Pawtucket

people have been fine to them, locks have never given any

trouble and besides they are getting 65% of the receipts

Its a cinch we will have to do better if we expect to hold

this business after our contract runs out. Will go over

all this when I return. I am going to install the new

locks tonight as toilet so busy during the day its hard to

work. I hope we can arrange to take over the Grand

Central Depot also Galves Hotel as if things are put in

[Rice Hotel Letterhead] 4

proper shape they will pay pretty well.

Mr Moore of the Brazos Hotel was quite peeved at us

for only allowing him 33^^%.

The Peerless Lock Co of Dallas offered him 60% and

he told them they could install their locks after our con-
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tract run out but after about an hours talk with him g-ot

him to put in two more locks and gave him 40%. Am en-

closing contract for same. Will also fix up his toilets.

While they dont pay a great deal we want too keep as

much competition out as possible. Mr Milby of Milby

Hotel very busy today will see him tomorrow As far as

I know will leave for Dallas tomorrow night. Will look

[Rice Hotel Letterhead] 5

for letter there regarding Grand Central Depot and Calves

as it will be necessary for the Indianapolis office to advise

each location that they had turned the business over to

our office. Will finish up all these locations on my way

back. I went over the new locks for Rice Hotel and have

them in good shape if they will only continue.

Yours very truly

H. J. Cosbey

Address me Orential Hotel Dallas Texas

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-20 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

MR NEWBY: If I may call attention to one other

paragraph, we will put all the others in as one exhibit.

Q BY MR NEWBY: Did you write this letter dated

March 21, 1920, from the Rice Hotel?

A I did.

Q I call your attention to this language on the next

to the last page, or rather beginning at the page before:

''You can figure yourself by having a larger lock it saves

a lot of work—Will you read that?

A Yes, I will read it. (Reading) "You can figure

yourself by having a larger lock it saves a lot of work.
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Now there is no use talking, its up to some one to get busy

and save our business and if Van Cleave continues to sit

tight I wouldn't waste any more time but would try and

make some arrangement to use the Pawtucket locks. I

know that 1 am not in this lock game for my health and

I figure there isn't much of a future for me as long as

we continue using junk locks. You know I had a chance

to connect with the Pawtucket people as well as the Peer-

less, and no doubt would of been a good future, but for

reasons no other than on account of being connected with

the Coin Controlling Lock Company for several years

and besides being friends of all connected with this com-

pany I decided to continue with their lock."

Q Now, I call your attention to the ''junk locks" you

referred to, were they locks furnished by the Michigan

Coin Lock Company?

A That was my opinion at that time.

(Witness continuing) I don't recall whether or not the

Michigan Coin Lock Company furnished locks to the Pa-

cific Company. I would say it was the locks received from

the company controlled by Mr. Van Cleave.

MR NEWBY : Our information is that after the first

locks that all that were furnished to the defendant was

by the Michigan Company.

THE COURT: Let's keep the Michigan out. They

were furnished by the plaintiff, as I understand.

(Witness continuing) They were furnished by the

plaintiff corporation. At the time it was my opinion that

the locks referred to in this letter as ''junk locks" were

locks furnished to the defendant company by this cor-

poration. 1 wrote it at that time as my opinion. I in-
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tended to make a faithful report to my employer, the de-

fendant.

MR NEWBY: I would like to hie that as a separate

exhibit.

THE COURT : That may be filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT A-21

[Rice Hotel Letterhead]

Houston, Texas, 3/21/20

Sunday 3:30 Pm
Pacific Coin Lock Co

910 Van Nuys Bldg.

Los Angeles Cal.

Gentlemen

:

This morning" I received a letter from Malsbary saymg

they were sending me c/o Rice Hotel some new locks via

Parcel Post. Just as soon as they arrive will change the

locks here at the Rice again as I was down in the toilet

room for over an hour this morning and two or three of

the locks just installed would let a smooth nickel get

through if the "Rube" pushed & turned the knob the

wrong way. Some of these farmers in this city grab

ahold of the locks as if they were grabbing a bull by the

[Rice Hotel Letterhead] 2

tail or some other rough spot. Too my surprise I find

the Rice have Pawtucket locks installed on the second

floor. The gents have two toilets both locked and there is

one or two on the ladies side. No use talking if we hold

the business downstairs after our contract runs out we

will certainly be lucky as I have always said this Paw-

tucket lock has anything beat on the market. Has our
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lock beat in so many ways. First its much larger and

holds about twice as many nickels, then they are very

easy to get the nickels out. No chance of nickels falling

[Rice Hotel Letterhead] 3

through. A much stronger lock, one that will stand rough

use. I tried one out this morning put in a rather smooth

nickel I pushed, pulled, and turn the handle several times

but still you could open the door. I also find the Hotel

Cotton here has one of the Peerless locks installed. Will

get the dope on it tomorrow.

I v/rote Malsbary this morning telling him about the

Pawtucket locks here and suggested again that Van Cleave

get busy and try to buy them out. I also have a sugges-

tion to make to you If Van Cleave wont try to buy them

out or unable to put out a lock as good I would get busy

and try to make arrangements with the Pawtucket Co to

[Rice Hotel Letterhead] 4

use their locks on the Pacific Coast and Texas. Would

be better for some one to go there and talk matters over.

Would do this before they get much of a start here in

Texas and no doubt it wont be long before they will be

in California and other western states. The new lock that

the Coin Lock people are putting out is even smaller or

at least dont think it holds as many nickels. The auditor

mentioned about the lock being small and in busy days

necessary for them to collect twice a day. You can figure

[Rice Hotel Letterhead] 5

yourself by having a larger lock it saves a lot of work.

Now there is no use talking its up to some one to get

busy and save our business and if Van Cleave continues

to sit tight I wouldn't waste any more time but would try
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and make some arrangements to use the Pawtucket lock.

I know that I am not in this k)ck game for my health

and I figure there isn't much of a future for me as long

as we continue using junk k)cks. You know I had a

chance to connect with the Pawtucket people as well as the

Peerless and no doubt woukl of been a good future but for

reasons, practically no other than on account of being con-

[Rice Hotel Letterhead] 6

nected with the Coin Controlling Lock Co for several

years and besides being friends of all connected with this

company I decided to continue with their lock. Now we

are going to have a pretty rough road to travel to over-

come all of this competition and unless we all get busy

at once we will find ourselves going backward, instead

of forward. I was wondering if Delbert placed an order

for larger signs we will be apt to need a good many be-

fore I finish this trip.

You can continue writing me c/o the Rice as no doubt

will be here for some time as I intend having all the loca-

tions painted and put in good shape before I leave.

Yours truly

H J Cosbey

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs Pacific Lock.

Deft Exhibit No. A-21 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

MR NEWBY : I offer this telegram read from as that

of March 24, 1920 as another exhibit.

THE COURT : It may be filed.
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT A-22

(Western Union Telegram Form)

1920 MAR 24 AM 5 06

A 105S 51 COLLECT NL
CP HOUSTON TEX 23

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO
C 37 fin pencil]: 90 10

910 VAN NUYS BLDG LOS ANGELES CALIF
ELEVEN NEW LOCKS ARRIVED TODAY AM

RETURNING EIGHT REGISTERS DONT WORK
AT ALL OTHER LITLE DEFECTS AM WRITING
YOU FULL PARTICULARS ALSO INDIANAPO-
LIS OFFICE WILL PUT OTHER LOCATIONS IN
SHAPE WHILE WAITING FOR PERFECT LOCKS
MAY GO TO DALLAS IN COUPLE DAYS STOP
HERE ON WAY BACK ADVISE YOU LATER

H J COSBY.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-22 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross Deputy Clerk

(Witness continuing) When I went to Texas I found

that the plaintiff Company had installed some locks at

the Galvez Hotel in Galveston, as I recall. It was my
understanding that was the defendant's territory. In that

connection, I sent a telegram to the Pacific Coin Lock

Company, making a report of that. I remember sending

that telegram.

MR NEWBY: We would like to file that as an ex-

hibit.

THE COURT: It may be filed.
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT A-23.

(Western Union Telegram Form)

RECEIVED AT 608-610 S. SPRING STREET, LOS
ANGELES, CAL. ALWAYS OPEN

1920 MAR 31 AM 10 03

A159S 91 COLLECT NL 1/71

RH HOUSTON TEX MAR 30

C141

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO
910 VAN NUYS BLDG LOS ANGELES CALIF
COIN CONTROLLING LOCK CO HAVE TEN

LOCKS INSTALLED AT GALVEZ HOTEL GAL-

VESTON LOCKS BADLY INSTALLED SEVERAL
OUT ORDER IF W^E ARRANGE TAKE BUSINESS
FURNISH WHITE SEATS MR SANDERS MAN-
AGER WILL ALLOW US LOCK ALL TEN GENTS
TOILETS TW^O LADIES GOOD LOCKS PROP-
ERLY INSTALLED OUGHT AVERAGE A HUN-
DRED PER MONTH AT LEAST ARRANGE WITH
INDIANAPOLIS OFFICE ADVISE ME AM WRIT-
ING THEM CONDITION LOCKS ETC PRACTI-

CALLY CLOSED GALVESTON UNION STATION
FOR SEVEN

[In pencil] : G

(Western Union Telegram Form)

RECEIVED AT 608-610 S. SPRING STREET, LOS
ANGELES, CAL. ALWAYS OPEN

1920 MAR 31 AM 10 03

A159S SHEET 2/20

LOCKS OTHER GOOD PROSPECTS LEAVING
THURSDAY NIGHT FOR DALLAS FINISH ON
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WAY BACK INSTALLING NEW RICE LOCKS
TOMORROW WRITING PARTICULARS

H J COSBEY.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Controlling Lock vs.

Pacific Lock Deft Exhibit No. A-23 Filed 10/22 1927

R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy

Clerk

Q BY MR NEWBY: Did the Pacific Coin Lock

Company have any installation at the Shelton Hotel in

El Paso?

A As I recall it, when I got there the engineer of the

Shelton Hotel had made their own locks, and had them

installed.

(Witness continuing) I don't recall that he notified me

they had received the Pacific Coin Lock Company's locks

and had removed them because they did not work prop-

erly; but I remember him saying he made his own locks.

I don't recall at this time that it was because the locks

of the defendant did not work properly.

Q I show you this telegram and ask you if you sent

that to the Pacific Coin Lock Company?

A I think I sent the telegram.

MR NEWBY: We offer this as an exhibit.

THE COURT: It may be received.
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DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT A-24.

(Western Union Telegram Form)

RECEIVED AT MAIN OFFICE 608-610 SOUTH
SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A554 S 49 NL 1920 MAY 6 PM 8 17

ELPASO TEX 6

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO 2436

910 VAN NUYS BLDG LOS ANGELES CALIF
FINISHED INSTALLING NEW LOCKS UNION

STATION TODAY SHELDON HOTEL HAVE
OWN LOCKS INSTALLED CLAIM WERE MADE
BY THEIR ENGINEER GOT OUR LOCKS CLAIM
REMOVED THEM OVER YEAR ACCOUNT NOT
WORKING PROPERLY WAITING LOCKS FOR
PASO DEL NORTE SHOULD BE HERE OR-

DERED SEVERAL WEEKS WIRED INDIAN-

APOLIS OFFICE LAST NIGHT NO ANSWER
H J COSBEY

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-24 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

(Witness continuing) My brother may have kept for

a while a record of complaints made of the defective

working of these locks shipped by the plaintiff to the de-

fendant. I don't recall that I ever did. Chances are I

reported to my brother any complaints that came to me

personally.

Q Was that his special duty to keep an account of

those things?

A He did most of the writing of the letters.
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O You said upon direct examination that you knew

of no loss on account of lack of locks; now Mr. Cosby,

don't you recall a number of orders given by the defend-

ant to the plaintiff for locks on contracts you had and you

couldn't get locks to fill it?

A T don't recall it. I have heard of it.

Q Don't you recall that the defendant corporation

wanted to send you to Texas in September of 1919, and

you didn't go until March 1920 because you couldn't get

any assurance of locks?

A I recall going in 1920, but I don't recall the reason.

(Witness continuing) I may have conducted some of

the correspondence; very little of it. I don't recollect it

was first discussed that I should go to Texas in the Fall

of 1919.

Q And you don't know why you waited until the

Spring of 1920?

A I know I personally was not very anxious to make

the trip. I don't recall just the cause of the delay.

Q I will ask you if you did not just prior to your

resignation from the employment of the defendant, tell

Mr. Clinton E. Miller that you saw no future in attempt-

ing to build up a lock business with locks furnished by the

plaintiff, and that that was the reason you were going to

quit; that he would have to get other locks before he

would ever do anything; and you were quitting for that

reason ?

A I don't recall that.

MR SCHOONOVER: Will you fix the 'time and

place ?

MR NEW^BY: I said just before he was quitting in

1923.
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THE WITNESS: I don't recall it. I had other rea-

sons for leaving.

Q BY MR NEWBY : Do you recall at any time tell-

ing Mr. Miller that you would not stay with a company

that kept the locks and that were proposing to use the

locks of the Coin Controlling Lock Company in its busi-

ness?

A I don't recall it.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Schoonover

Q I will ask you to read part of this defendant's

exhibit A- 19, which was read by counsel for defendant:

as follows: ''They try to make themselves they are the

leading coin lock company, but I am willing to bet they are

about third or fourth in the coin lock orame," and state

whether or not you were referring then to the company

mentioned in this same letter or the plaintiff lock com-

pany in this case?

A I meant American Sanitary Coin Lock Company.

MR SCHOONOVER: I now desire to submit this as

part of this redirect examination to the Court, and call

the Court's attention to two pencil marks on the second

page of that letter embracing what appears to be only the

language as follows: ''I packed all the old locks and sent

them to Indianapolis."

THE COURT: What is the purpose of calling atten-

tion to that?

MR SCHOONOVER: For the Court to determine

what is the proper construction of that particular phrase

counsel called attention to, whether or not it applied to

The American Company or this company, and whether or
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not as first prepared to be used in this case, counsel

intended to use any more of that letter than that embraced

in the pencil marks on the second page.

MR NEWBY : We wanted it all. We submitted it all.

That is what we filed it for.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER : Now, Mr. Cosby, you

said something about the locks jamming in the Rice Hotel

there in Texas on account of being jammed with nickels.

Was that a trouble there with these particular locks, or

any of them?

A Mr Lee told me in most cases it was on account

of the locks being full of money and failing to collect

from them.

(Witness continuing) Mr. Lee was the employee of

the Pacific Company whose charge of so much a month

is included for looking after these Rice Hotel locks.

MR SCHOONOVER: I ask that he be permitted to

state what Mr. Lee said

:

THE WITNESS : I had this matter up with Mr. Lee

and he said every time he was called down there almost

was on account of the bookkeeper, I don't recall his name,

had failed to make collections and was due to the locks

being filled with money.

(Witness continuing) I didn't find the locks were

filled up myself. I never found any jammed conditions.

D. L. COSBY,

called as a witness in rebuttal on behalf of the plaintiff,

having being duly sworn, testified as follows:
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DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr Schoonover

I am a brother of the witness who has just left the

stand, whom he referred to in his testimony. My duties

with the Defendant Corporation were to collect the

monies, keep records of the locks, make repairs if neces-

sary, and take care of the correspondence, and take care

of the banking. I performed those services for the De-

fendant Corporation approximately five years. Mr. Miller

took care of some of the more important correspondence.

1 kept the books of the corporation. I would see Mr.

Miller about the offices of the corporation every day. His

office was separate from my office. Mr. Miller was a

realtor. The offices were separated by a partition.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER: Mr. Garrison,—how

much time was he there (in the office of the corporation) ?

MR NEWBY : Same objection (irrelevant and imma-

terial).

THE COURT: Objection overruled. He may answer

if he knows.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 22.

A Practically no time at the latter part of the time

I was employed with the corporation.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER : By the latter part you

mean what length of time?

A I will say for example the last two years.

(Witness continuing) J left the corporation the early

part of 1922, I believe.

Q I call your attention to this letter and ask you if

you signed that?

A That is my signature.
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(Witness continuing) Mr. Crews, I believe at that

time was a public accountant. I believe I am familiar

enough with his signature that I can identify it.

Q I ask you to examine the next letter I hand you and

ask you if that is Mr. Crews' signature?

A To the best of my knowledge that is Mr. Crews'

signature.

MR. SCHOONOVER: The first is dated November

22, 1921, which is signed by the witness himself, which

we offer in evidence as a plaintiff exhibit.

TKE COURT: It may be received and filed.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 23.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building Phone, Broadway 3062

Los Angeles November 22nd, 1921.

Coin Controlling Lock Co.,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Attention Mr. C. N. Van Cleave.

Gentlemen :

—

In answer to your letter of recent date regarding infor-

mation as to the different locks now being used here, will

advise that a Mr. H. Stern of 416 Copp Building, Los

Angeles, is representing the Sanitary Coin Lock Company

of Monroe, Wisconsin, and is installing locks for $25.00

per year. I am under the impression that he is connected

with the American Sanitary Lock Company of Indian-

apolis and is using a different lock and installing same on
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a rental basis for purpose of getting established. Mr.

Stern has had several talks with Holly and me and has

suggested that if opportunity presents itself he would like

to connect with the Pacific Coin Lock as he did not like

the lock he is using and was not able to get enough of

them from the factory. We have been unable to get very

much information from Mr. Stern, but have asked him

to see us at the office. If lie calls at the office will try

to get all information possible.

The x\merican Coin Lock Company of Indianapolis have

their locks installed at the Angelus Hotel here. I believe

these are installed on the 60% basis.

The Peerless and Monarch lock companies are still put-

ting out their locks under any basis they can install them,

but are not giving us as much trouble as they did some

time ago.

In your previous letter you stated that you were going

to send us a lock which would have a different finish of

case, and which has not been received as yet. If present

lock is put out with a nickel plated case we believe that

same would be the neatest lock in appearance on the

market. This could be used only at the very best loca-

tions. You were also going to send us a new style keeper,

which has not been received.

Will suggest that coin slot in case be made separate and

of very hard metal, and the exact size of a nickel, which

would prevent slot from wearing and allowing bent coins

and slugs larger than a nickel from being inserted. This

could be very easily done and with no large expense.

Will also suggest that knob screws be longer, as same work

C. C L. Co. - 2 -

loose and allow knobs to be taken off.

The new locks are giving very satisfactory results and

trust you will continue to take care of our needs, as we

still have many changes to be made and must make new
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installations immediately. Will kindly ask that you send

equal number of A and C locks. Also send us a good

supply of yale pass keys.

We are enclosing bill of lading covering shipment of

old locks sent you.

We will be very glad to furnish you with any further

information we can regarding the other locks being used

here.

With kindest regards, we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By D. L. Cosbey.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Plf Exhibit No. 23 Filed 10/22 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

MR SCHOONOVER: And also the letter from Mr.

Crews will be the next succeeding number.

THE COURT: That may be filed.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 24.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building Phone, Broadway 3062

Los Angeles November 4th, 1922.

Mr. Frank R. Malsbary,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Sir :

—

Your letter and telegram of the 30th is received for

which please accept our thanks. We have not yet heard
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from Mr. Liddon, but when we do we believe he will find

that it is not so easy to sell locks in our territory, as he

expects. For the last three months we have been can-

vassing onr customers very thoroughly and the majority

of them are with us to stay. He might sell a few small

locations. However, we will keep you advised and if we

need any assistance will call on you.

We are not surprised that Mr. Heald was feeling

peevish when he returned, as we succeeded in spiking his

guns in the northwest. We lost only one location to him

and that location took in $8.00 per month on four locks.

We expect to get that one back within six months, as

we have been already advised that their locks were out

of order within two weeks after being installed.

We received the repair parts this morning, ordered from

you some time ago for which please accept our thanks.

We are going to put all of the locks on the doors that we

have and could use 100 additional within the near future.

Again thanking you for your letter, we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

JHC:GC By J H Crews

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Plf Exhibit No. 24 Filed 10/22 1923 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

Q BY MR. SCHOONOVER: May I ask you what

you mean by that reference to locks being installed on the

60% basis.

A 60% of the gross proceeds would go to the hotel.
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Q Your brother testified that you also worked to some

extent in instaUing these locks in connection with him. Is

that true?

A I did.

Q What is the greatest delay you recall that ever

occurred in the shipment of locks, when was it, and how

many locks were delayed, when you had locations upon

which to put them?

A I don't remember.

Q What, if you know, was the practice of your office

as to ordering more locks than you required for then ex-

isting locations that you had contracts for?

MR. NEWBY: Objected to as irrelevant and imma-

terial. The question is whether or not you ordered extra

locks, more than you then needed.

THE COURT: Would this witness know what was

needed ?

Q BY MR. SCHOONOVER: I mean that were

contracted for and upon which installations were then due.

THE COURT: He may answer.

A Well, we ordered some locks, more locks than we

needed some times.

(Witness continuing) Our purpose in doing that was

to have extra locks on hand; anticipating new business

that we might be able to fill the contracts for any new

business.

O BY MR SCHOONOVER: What was the rule, if

you know, generally as to the insistence of new partrons

from whom you would secure business as to having imme-

diate installation made thereon?

A I don't remember that.
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Q Did they have extra locks on hand at all times.

MR NEWBY: Objected to as too general.

THE COURT: He may answer if he knows.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 23.

A We had extra locks, yes.

Q I submit to you, Mr. Cosby, the defendant's ex-

hibit A- 12, which purports to be a transcript from the

original entries in the books of the defendant, up to what

date did you make all of the original entries made in the

books of the defendant company?

A Up to the month of April of the year 1922.

Well, upon the original books of the company, was

there any separate account kept of repairs and money

expended for the purpose of repairs?

(to)

A Not be my knowledge, no.

(Witness continuing) I kept all the books of the de-

fendant up to April 22, the time I left.

CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby

1 do not remember keeping a separate account of the

amount that was paid to these outside locations.

Q Didn't you keep an account of the amount, for in-

stance, paid to the man in Seattle and in the man in San

Francisco and Sacramento?

A That came under the general head of salaries I

believe.

Q And whatever they did, you put it under the head

of salaries, did you?

A Salaries, and all duties they were performing at

that time.
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Q And what you mean to say is that you did not segre-

gate the amount that you charged to salaries and the

amount of time that they used in repairing these locks?

Is that what you mean?

A I don't remember ever segregating the accounts.

Q I show you what purports to be a statement of the

Pacific Coin Lock Company and ask you if you made

that out?

A T don't remember ever making it out.

(Witness continuing) T was there during the period

it purports to cover. I don't recall making out that state-

ment or any one like it.

MR. NEWBY: We ask that that be marked for

identification, so we can subsequently connect it up.

THE COURT: It may be marked.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. A-25

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
EARNINGS

1920 1921 1922

Gross Collections $56195.36 $57570.34 $66850.17

Commissions 23150.20 27566.91 33583.59

Gross Income

Expenses

:

Management Salaries

Lock Rental

Salaries

General Expenses

Traveling Expenses

Installing and Repa

Interest

33045.16 30003.43 33266.58

s 9600.00 9600.00 9600.00

2827.11 3010.56 4327.04

5822.79 6460.64 7144.88

1574.55 1236.11 1893.73

1185.34 844.39 1195.73

rs 2015.73 3345.50 4513.86

165.73 151.10 73.52
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Taxes

Advertising

Insurance

Bonus

Depreciation

:

Furniture

White Seats

Venice Comfort

Station 204.98 204.98 204.98

199.34 202.55 192.27

604.50 410.00 90.00

110.54 1 16.90

918.46 126.33

12.58 12.58 14.14

1 79.24 431.02

Total Expenses 24323.19 26693.01 29807.50

Net Profits $ 8721.97 $ 3310.42 $ 3459.08

[Endorsed] : 1319-B Coin Lock v. Pacific Lock No.

A-25 For identification Deft Exhibit No MarkedlO/24

1927 R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk. By Cross, Deputy Clerk

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Now, as 1 understand you,

Mr. Cosby, you testified in chief that you didn't know of

any delay that had been occasioned by the failure of the

plaintiff to furnish locks when ordered? Did you?

A If my memory serves me rightly, I testified to the

unreasonable amount of delays.

(Witness continuing) By unreasonable amount of de-

lays I mean unreasonable length of time.

Q And you do not now recall that there was ever

while you were with the defendant corporation any unrea-

sonable length of time in filling orders for the defendant.

Is that what you mean?

A I do not remember.

Q I call your attention to a letter dated December 10,

1919, purporting to have been addressed to Mr. G. W.

Bannister, and ask you if you recall writing that letter to

Mr. Bannister? Do you?
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A Yes sir.

O I call your attention to this language in the letter

just referred to: ''In regard to your proposed trip

through Sacramento, Stockton and Santa Cruz, will advise

that at this time we will be unable to supply you with

locks and equipment for making installations, as we are

unable to get same from factory. However, we may ar-

range for you to take this trip some time in the near

future, but are in doubt whether it would justify us in

having you make same."

Now does that refresh your memory at all as to any

delay ?

A Some, yes.

(Witness continuing) I recall that there were times

when we were unable to get locks from the factory.

Q Don't you know there were times when that in-

ability covered a period of as much as eight months from

the time an order was put in before it was filled?

A I don't believe it ever did cover that length of

time.

MR. NEWBY: We ask that this be filed as defend-

ant's exhibit.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. A-26

December 10th, 1919.

Mr. G. W. Bannister,

2129 Larkin St.,

San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Sir :

—

In answer to your letter of December 8th, in regard to

commissions due Mr. Sutro, will advise that his commis-
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sion for October was sent to him on November 10th

amomiting to $36.32 as per your report sent us. His

commission for November, which amounted to $30.63 was

mailed to him yesterday. However, the check sent him

for October might have been lost in the mail or misplaced

by him. We have taken up same with him and have ad-

vised him if he was unable to locate check for October

would send him another. If Mr. Sutro insists upon set-

tlement after each collection will advise that same is agree-

able to us, but wish that you would assure him that he has

been getting all that is coming to him and by dnrmg our

own collecting and remitting to him was to only relieve

him of that trouble.

In regard to your proposed trip through Sacramento,

Stockton and Santa Cruz, will advise that at this time we
will be unable to supply you with locks and equipment

for making installations, as we are unable to get same

from factory. However, we may arrange for you to take

this trip some time in the near future, but are in doubt

whether it would justify us in having you make same.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft. Exhibit No. A-26 Filed 10/24 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

Q BY MR. NEWBY: I show you a letter dated

May 4th, 1920 purporting to have been written to you by

Mr. Bannister, and ask you if you recall receiving that

letter?

A I don't recall receiving it, no.

(Witness continuing) At that time I was with the

Pacific Coin Lock Company. I don't remember receiving
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that letter and leaving it in the files of the Pacific Coin

Lock Company.

MR. NEWBY : I call your attention to this lan.o-uag-e

:

''It is very discouraging to learn of the condition of

affairs as they now exist, and I regret that we must labor

under these unfavorable circumstances. I note, however,

that you are doing your utmost to secure locks and unless

your untiring efforts are continued we will lose out.''

Don't you remember receiving a letter to that effect

from Mr. Bannister?

A I do not.

(Witness continuing) Mr. Bannister was our repre-

sentative in San Francisco. 1 don't remember that I re-

ceived a number of communications from Mr. Bannister

deploring the fact that they could not get locks for the

San Francisco business. I don't have a recollection of a

single experience of that kind.

MR. NEWBY: I ask that that be filed for identifica-

tion.

THE COURT: It may be marked for identification.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT NO. A-27

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building

Phones: Home F-v3810 Broadway 3062

Los Angeles

San Francisco, May 4th, 1290.

Mr. D. L. Cosby,

910 Van Nuys Bld'g.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Mr. Cosby :

—

It is very discouraging to learn of the condition of

affairs as they now exist, and I regret that we must labor
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under these unfavorable circumstances. T note however,

that you are doing your utmost to secure locks and unless

your untiring efforts are continued we will lose out.

Do not stop at the number of locks already ordered, as

I will get contracts for as many more, if present requisi-

tions are filled within a reasonable time. I am devoting

a great deal of my time to this work and if we continue

to follow the policy of service as I have heretofore sug-

gested my efforts will be well spent and our success as-

sured.

It is evident that one of the most striking features of

our combination of locks and seats is appearance, and it

has a psychological value of sanitation and exclusiveness,

which on the whole, means care and attention. This

service is a sure basis of advertising and if developed to

a high standard of efficiency, will undoubtedly spell suc-

cess in this city. Perhaps a little expense at this time is a

good investment that will show big returns in the future.

Therefore I would suggest that you furnish seats to be in-

stalled on the Key System Boats, as it is my opinion, that

the addition of these seats will eventually attain for us the

Southern Pacific and North Western Pacific Boats, which

are stations we can not aft'ord to overlook.

Please note that the receipts from Shell Mound Park

for two months are far below what the collections should

be. This is due to the fact that a matron is no longer

retained; therefore,' I have suggested to the management

of the Park, that he employ one or pay a rental for the

locks. This is not good business, when you consider the

cost of maintenance, the trip to Park, opening of locks^

service, etc., all take time, so we will either remove locks
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or charg-e rental for same if original contract will allow

this procedure. Kindly advise as I can place these locks

where they will pay.

#2:
The Sacramento Northern Railroad have decided to

have installed at their Marysville station, two locks for

which I will receive contract and prospects for more when

I again call at their Sacramento office.

I have succeeded in interesting the managers of the

Travelers and Land Hotels in Sacramento and have been

asked to furnish for their enlightenment, some informa-

tion concerning receipts, practicability and success of our

locks that are installed at one of your City hotels. A
testimonial from one of these hotel managers and also the

newspaper that published such a commendable account of

the service that our Company is now giving, would be of

inestimable value to me in convincing prospective cus-

tomers.

Kindly include with next shipment, the following locks

and seats for new contracts inclosed.

The Inn Cafe; two locks #A or left.

A. C. Hirschfeld Co. ;
" " " " "

Roth's Pool Parlor ; one " #C " right.

If you can obtain seats kindly send them, as I have a

few locks on hand that can be installed immediately.

Knowing that you will give this your sincere consider-

ation and expecting an'earky reply, I am,

Very truly yours,

G. W. Bannister

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. For Identification Deft

Exhibit No. A-27 Marked 10/24 1927 R, S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk. By Cross Deputy Clerk
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Q BY MR. NEWBY: I show you a letter purport-

ing to have been written by you to Mr. Bannister, dated

April 26, 1920, and ask you to state whether or not vou

wrote that letter?

A Yes sir.

Q I call your attention then to this language from

that letter

:

''We are badly in need of locks at this office at present

time. We have not a C lock on hand. We note you have

been getting some very good business for which we wish

to congratulate you, and are very sorry we cannot supply

you with the locks. The factory has been unable to get

the locks made due to the labor conditions, strikes, etc., but

soon hope to supply our needs. The pass keys were sent

to you Saturday."

Does that refresh your memory with reference to delay

at that time?

A Some, yes,

MR. NEWBY : We ask that that be filed as an exhibit.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT NO. A-28

April 26th, 1920.

Mr. G. W. Bannister,

2129 Larkin St.,

San Francisco, CaHf.

Dear Sir:

—

Enclosed herewith please find copy of telegram sent to

Coin Controlling Lock Company. We are in receipt of

telegram today advising us that locks will be sent as soon

as factory can get them out, and upon receipt of them
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will try and fill your orders. We are badly in need of

locks at this office at present time. We have not a C lock

on hand. We note you have been getting some very good

business for which we wish to congratulate you and are

very sorry we cannot supply you with the locks. The fac-

tory has been unable to get the locks made due to the labor

conditions, strikes, etc, but soon hope to supply our needs.

The pass keys were sent you Saturday.

Trusting you will be able to hold the recent contracts

you have gotten until we are in a position to take care of

you, we are

Yours very truly,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By

[Endorsed] : No 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific

Lock. Deft Exhibit No. A-28 Filed 10/24 1927 R. S.

Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

Q BY MR. NEWBY : I call your attention to a letter

purporting to have been addressed to Mr. Bannister, dated

June 9, 1920, and ask if you wrote that letter?

A I did.

Q I call your attention to this language from that

letter

:

''We are very sorry we have been unable to furnish you

with locks that you have contracted for, and we feel that

you have finally broken the ice in your City and from now

on will be getting some more very profitable business. We
have many orders to be filled at this office, but will assure

you that we will try to take care of yours first."

Now can you tell the Court why you were unable to fill

the other orders for locks?
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A I don't remember.

Q Wasn't it because you could not get them?

A I don't remember.

MR. NEWRY: We ask that that be filed as an ex-

hibit.

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIIUT NO. A-29.

June 9th, 1920.

Mr. G. W. Bannister,

2129 Larkin St.,

San Francisco, Cal.

Dear Mr. Bannister :

—

Enclosed herewith please find our check for $41.90

salary and expenses due you for month of May.

In a letter received this morning from the factory we
are advised that conditions are gradually resuming their

normal phase, and hope to be able to supply us with all

the locks we may need in a couple of weeks. We are

very sorry we have been unable to furnish you with locks

that you have contracted for, as we feel that you have

finally broken the ice in your city and from now on will

be getting some very profitable business. We have many
orders to be filled at this ofiice, but will assure you that

we will try and take care of yours first.

In regard to the seats will advise that we received notice

this morning that 25 of our order of 50, which was or-

dered last January has been shipped and immediately upon

receipt of same will forward you enough to take care of

your most important installations.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

DLC/GC By
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[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft Exhibit No. A-29 Filed 10/24 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk

O BY MR. NEWBY: Now, Mr. Cosby, you were

informed, both verbally and by letter, by your brother that

he was unable to fill contracts because the Pacific Coin

Lock Company was unable to get locks, weren't you?

A I don't recall, no.

(Witness continuing) I don't recall him ever telling

me it was a shame they could not get locks to fill the

orders. I don't remember ever receiving a letter to that

effect from my brother.

Q I show you a letter purporting to have been written

at Dallas, Texas, Saturday April 4, 1920, and ask you if

that is your brother's handwriting and if that letter is

addressed to you?

A It is.

(Witness continuing) I presume I received that letter

from him and left it in the files of the Pacific Coin Lock

Company. To my knowledge all correspondence I had

with any person with reference to business of the defend-

ant corporation I left in the files of that corporation when

I left.

Q 1 call your attention to this language:

''We certainly made a big mistake by not making this

territory several months ago."

'T had a long talk with Mr. McCurdy regarding the

City business. He is a fine man and said he was very

sorry I did not get here a month sooner, as he would

of been only to glad to continue doing business with us if

we could of furnished better locks and service. He said
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they waited since last October for us to get things straig"ht-

enecl up and had decided we were some liars and when

the other lock Co. came along closed hvG year contract

and then the Peerless was hot after the business also."

Now does that refresh your memory with reference to

the delays in the Texas business?

A No, it does not refresh my memory.

O Now, don't you recall Mr. Cosby, that you com-

menced trying to get locks from the plaintiff corporation

for the Texas business in the Fall of 1919, and that you

could get no assurances of locks until your brother went

to Texas in April 1920?

A I don't remember that.

(Witness continuing) If that should prove to be the

fact, I would not necessarily count that an unreasonable

delay. J have never had any personal experience with

any other Lock Company except the plaintiff and defend-

ant. T have not been in the lock business with the excep-

tion of the time I was with the defendant corporation.

MR. NEWBY: We ask that this letter be filed as

an exhibit.

TtlE COURT: It may be received and filed.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT No. A-30.

[New Oriental Hotel Letterhead.]

Dallas, Texas, Saturday 4/4/20

Dear Brother

Your letter with expense check arrived this afternoon,

and it sure was a life saver had about fifty cents left.

Am enclosing expense book for past week. No doubt

you will be surprised to know I met Elmer Keitz of
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Silverton here at the hotel and am in his room at pres-

ent time as have not been able to get a room for my-

self. Hotels are certainly doing a big business always

have a waiting list.

Will explain particulars regarding the lock business.

We certainly made a big mistake by not working

[New Oriental Hotel Letterhead.] 2

this territory several months ago.

The Peerless and Sanitary lock Co. of Indianapolis

have practically every thing closed up.

The Peerless people have locks in the following lo-

cations.

Adolphus hotel 9—locks Gents toilet

Southland hotel —7— "

Union Depot —7— "

New Terminal Station 4— "

They may have more this is all I have located at

present.

The Sanitary lock Co. of Indianapolis have just closed

5 year contract with City of Dallas our locks must be

removed by April 6th

They also have seven locks in the St George hotel.

All these locations are fine paying and I believe all the

business here together would be better th^'n our Los

I
New Oriental Hotel Letterhead.] 3

iVngeles business.

You can see our competitors have a fine start in

Texas

I had a long talk with Mr McCurdy regarding the

City business. He is a fine man and said he was very

sorry I did not get here a month sooner as he would of
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been only too glad to continue doing business with us

if we could of furnished better locks and service. He

said they waited since last Oct. for us to get things

straightened up and had decided we were some liars

and when the other lock Co came along closed five

year contract and then the Peerless was hot after the

I
New Oriental Hotel Letterhead.] 4

business also.

Mr Herold is out of the city will be back Monday.

Had a talk with Mr. Compton and I think I will get

more locks in here and I will fix everything up in fine

shape will need more white seats and will let you know

later the amount

The condition of our locks are fierce and its a wonder

to me we kept the business this long. Will explain

particulars when 1 get back.

If I can get more business from the Oriental think

] will arrange for them to do the collecting and allow

them 50% Looks as though this will be about the only

place we will have in Dallas. So no use having Elam

on the job as there isn't much push to him besides

[New Oriental Hotel Letterhead.] 5

tied down with another position. I will go over to Ft.

Worth tomorrow and looks things over Will be a good

way to pass Sunday From what I can see the Peerless

as well as the Sanitary locks work in good shape.

Watched several of them and tried out the Peerless and

it certainly holds the nickel and they have a much

better keeper than we have.

Received a letter from Malsbary also this afternoon

ar'd as usual Van Cleave is just about ready to make
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our competitors sit up and take notice. Their attorneys

are just about ready. This is a joke to me as about all

[New Oriental Hotel Letterhead.] 6

their attorneys can and will do is to separate them

from some of their money.

They had better turn things around I think our

competitors will make the Coin Controlling Lock Co.

sit up and take notice if they don't get busy and get

out good locks and go after the business.

You can send my expense check to me care Bender

Hotel Houston as 1 expect to be back there in a week

or ten days. Depends on how long I have to wait for

locks

Also send me by parcel post to Bender hotel four or

five suits of B. V. Ds You will find them in my room.

It's pretty hot down here. Will write again Monday.

You can read this letter to Mr Nestler and Garrison.

Your Brother Halley

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific

Lock Deft Exhibit No. A-30 Filed 10/24 1927 R.

S. Zimmerman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy

Clerk.

(Witness continuing) To the best of my knowl-

edge I commenced working for the Pacific Coin Lock

Company in the year 1916, and remained there until

the early part of 1922. During that time I did not

have charge of all the correspondence of the defendant

corporation. I did not see all the letters that came. I

saw some of them.
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MR NEWBY: Will you gentlemen admit that is

the signature of Mr. Van Cleave? (Handing paper

to counsel for the plaintiff.)

MR. JONES: Yes sir.

O BY MR NEWBY: I show you a letter ad-

dressed to Mr. C. E. Miller, dated January 30, 1919,

and it is stipulated that is the signature of Mr. Van

Cleave, and ask you to glance over that and state whether

or not that came to your attention?

A I don't remember ever having read it.

MR. NEWBY: We ask that that be filed as an ex-

hibit. It is admitted to be the signature of Mr. Van

Cleave.

THE COURT: It may be received. That is you

can read that portion. We don't need the rest of the

letter do we?

MR. NEWBY: I think not, except to show the

context.

THE COURT: The date of the letter, from whom
to whom, and that part.

MR. NEWBY: (Reading) "January 30, 1919", and

addressed to C. E. Miller, 912 Van Nuys Building,"

and signed "C. N. Van Cleave", and the particular para-

graph in the letter,
—

''We have been greatly handi-

capped for the last two years, and no doubt you and

your friend Garrison have at times become very im-

patient with the way we have been able to supply you

with locks ; but in the absence of an explanation you

know this has been very embarrassing to you, but we

feel very confident we are now in a position to take

care of this in the future. First it has been very difficult
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to get castings and locks and counters are costing us

almost $3.50 where they cost us $1.00 before, and cast-

ings per pound have multiplied by two and one half/'

Q BY MR. NEWBY : Now, does that refresh your

memory as to any delays at all?

A It does not.

(Witness continuing) I do not recall that there was

a delay in the equipment of the St. Francis Hotel in San

Francisco from August to November in 1921. That

delay might have occurred without my knowing about it.

That was not within my special territory.

O Now with reference to the territory here, it was

your duty to keep an account of the defective locks and

the times users w^ere locked up by reason of wedged

nickels and otherwise?

A It wasn't exactly my duty, no.

(Witness continuing) I did keep such an account. It

was brought to my attention a number of times that users

of locks at the Alexandria Hotel and Pacific Electric

and other places got locked up, but it wasn't my per-

sonal experience. T made records of such at times.

Q And was it your duty to send employees of the

defendant company to get the users out of those places?

A To my knowledge, we never had to get a user out.

Q You never had to get any?

A Personally I did not.

(Witness continuing) Reports were reported to us to

the effect that users were locked in. I don't recall a

report from the Alexandria Hotel among others.

Q I show you a document purporting to be a report,

"May 26, 1920 Report on Locks" and ask you if that

is in your handwriting?
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A It is.

Q And I call your attention to this item here, Janu-

ary 18, 1920, will you read that?

A (Reading) ''lock at Alexandria Hotel, Nickel

wedged locking user in. Had to take door off to get user

out."

(Witness continuing) I don*t remembfl?r where I got

the information upon which 1 based that statement.

Q Now I call your attention to this entry, May 28,

1920, will you read that?

A (Reading) ''May 28, 1920, changed two locks at

Dennis Dance Hall, which were installed May 5, 1920.

Continually out of order. Nickel control too wide, caus-

ing two nickels to pass each other and wedge.''

Q. Where did you get that information?

A I don't know.

O I will ask you to read the one of February 7, 1921,

with reference to the Alexandria Hotel?

A (Reading) "New locks at the Alexandria out of

order. Nickel wedged. Fixed same before leaving place.

One of same locks was put out of order for second

(time) in one day." I don't know whether it is second

time or just what it is meant for.

Q I will ask you to read the item of February 15,

1921, with reference to the Alexandria?

A (Reading) "New locks at Alexandria changed.

Continually out of order. Replaced by 3306."

Q I will ask you to read the one at the bottom of

the page?
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A (Reading-) "March 1, 1921. Man locked in at

Alexandria. New lock. Had to stay in booth until I

went in (D. L. C.) over and let him out.

O Well, that was a personal exerience, wasn't it?

A Perhaps it was.

O You used the personal pronoun **!''?

A I did.

(Witness continuing) It don't refresh my memory. I

do not have any doubt about the truth of this entry.

1 imagine that was a condition or I wouldn't have wrote

it if it wasn't the truth. In both of these pages they are

ill mv handwriting. To the best of my knowledge it

represents the facts as stated.

MR. NEWBY: We ask that that be filed as an ex-

hibit.

DEFENDANT'S EXHIBIT No. A-31.

Report on Locks.

May 26 1920.

May 26/20. Worked entire morning getting locks in

shape for Barbara W^orth Hotel at El Centro, which

were supposed to be machinically perfect, when received

l)y us from the Coin Controlling Lock Co.

May 28/20. Changed two locks at Venice dance Hall

which were installed May 5/20. Continually out of or-

der. Nickel control too wide causing two nickels to pass

each other and wedge.

Sept. 11/20. Lock #C3133 inst. 9/17/20 cash door

in bottom out of order, nickels passed each other and

wedged.

Lock #3129 inst. 9/7/20 one of the latest models, out

nf order, nickels pass each other & wedged.
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Sept. 29/20. A3 135 one of the latest style continually

out of order. Had to replace same with old style lock

#A2157.

Jan 18/20 New lock at Alexander Hotel nickel

wedged locking user in Had to take door off to get user

out.

Jan 20/20 New lock at Union Stage user got locked

in.

Jan 26 2 new locks at Alexander out of order nickels

wedged.

Feb. 2/21. New lock at Alexander out of order

nickels wedged.

Feb. 7/21. 2 new locks at Alexander out of order

nickels wedged, fixed same before leaving place—one of

same locks was put out of order for second in one day.

Feb. 9/21. New lock at Alexander out of order 2

nickels wedged.

Feb. 14/21 New lock at Alexander out of order.

15/21. New lock at Alexander changed con-

tinually out of order replaced by 3306.

" 18/21. New lock #3419 inst. at P. E. L. B.

robbed either Sat or Sun.

New lock at L. B. Aud out of order,

nickel would not go in control.

Mar 1/21 Man locked in at Alexander New lock.

Had to stay in booth until I went (D L C) over and let

him out.

Mar 1/21. New lock at V. C. Sta. Installed 2/2/21.

Out of order. Buffalo nickel caught in coin control.

[Endorsed]: No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock.

Deft. Exhibit No. A-3L Filed 10/24 1927. R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk.
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DEFENDANTS EXHIBIT No. A-31 (Con't).

10/23 C 3131—Ladies Dance Hall Venice two nickels

passed each other & wedged, coin latch squeezed to-

gether.

On or about Oct. 3/20 woman locked in booth, had to

crawl under door at Venice comfort station.

On or about Aug. 10/20 marble broken at Rosslyn

Hotel on account patron being locked in booth & had to

crawl over top of booth.

10/29/20 New locks at Jack Rabbit Coaster out of

order nickel pass each other wedged.

11/1/20 Union wire nickels wedged.

11/1/20 Coin latch broken into (very thin) Ladies c

3131—Venice dance Hall

11/30/20 Out of order Union stage (nickels wedged)

[On reverse side, blank lease Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany.]

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Deft. Exhibit No. A-31 Filed 10/24 1927 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk.

EARL D. KEITH,

called as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff in rebuttal,

having been duly sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Schoonover.

My name is Earl D. Keith. I w^as employed by the

Pacific Coin Lock Company in this City, during the time

that Mr. Cosby was there in charge. I don't remember

the date. The last work I did for them I think was on

the 15th day of September,— I think it was in 1925.
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I will not be positive about that, either two or three

years ago, last September. I do not remember when I

first began work for them. I worked for them prior to

April 23, 1923. I have been with them off and on in

the neighborhood of seven years, up to the time two or

three years ago. I did carpenter work. That is my
trade.

Q BY MR SCHOONOVER: And what carpenter

work did you do with reference to the installation or

repair of their coin locks?

A Well the keepers had to be fitted to the framework.

I also bored the doors and fitted the locks while Mr.

Cosby adjusted them.

O What did you find as to the difficulty in the work-

ing of locks that were already installed that you were

called upon to repair the door jambs with reference to?

What seemed to be generally the trouble with the work-

ing of the locks.

MR. NEWBY: I object to that as too general.

THE COURT: He may answer.

Appellant's Exception No. 24.

A Carpenter work only.

(Witness continuing) I was often sent to ^y. locks

that were out of order. That is true. I would find the

latches were too blunt, and the coin wouldn't enter the

keeper. I would have to file them off and make a longer

bevel on them. At other times I had to take the latch

out, as they were bent and wouldn't let the nickel

through. I either had to spread it, file it out, or put a

new latch in.

Q Did they get out of order because of the failure

of the alignment of doors and casings?
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MR. NEWBY : Objected to as leading and suggestive.

O BY MR. SCHOONOVER: I want to get down

to your carpenter work; but you had that work in con-

nection with that?

THE COURT: He may answer. While it is lead-

ing it is not particularly suggestive.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 25.

A No.

(Witness continuing) Ordinarily it is a carpenter's

job to attach locks to doors in a house.

O BY MR SCHOONOVER: Did you ever find any

instances when the keepers in the locks wouldn't meet

because of the failure of the alignment of the doors upon

which the lock was attached and the frame upon which

the keeper was attached?

A Not in any that I hung.

O Well, with others where you went and found

locks there, was that the trouble?

A Well, when 1 find a piece of marble knocked oflf or

half knocked off, the door wouldn't shut of course, and

that marble had to be re-set.

(Witness continuing) I found that frequently.

Q Now where you installed locks, how did they work?

A When I left them they were working perfectly.

(Witness continuing) I was required to return to

repair them.

Q And when you would what was that occasioned

by?

A Well there has to be a spring placed on the door

to shut it. The striking of that door, to overcome the

friction of the latch, the spring has to be pretty tight.
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And sometimes it would bend the latch so that the nickel

wouldn't enter the latch.

(Witness continuing) That is the spring attached for

the shutting of the door, independently of the lock.

After April 23rd and up to the time I quit in 1925,

] had similar experiences in the repair of locks.

O How much of your work after April 23, 1925 did

you devote to that, as compared to what you had de-

voted immediately before April 23, 1923?

A Well, I never worked for them after 1923 that I

remember.

Q T thought you said you worked some time in 1925?

A Oh yes, I think I had up to 1925. No, not over

1924,— I wouldn't remember the dates of that. It was

about three years ago, on the 15th day of September.

(Witness continuing) I am quite sure I worked

through the entire year of 1923. I remember when they

switched from the Coin Controlling Lock Company's lock

to another. I was working before and after the switch.

Q BY MR. SCHOONOVER: Well, how much time

did you put in after April 23, 1923, in the performance

(jf the duties that you have told us about?

A Well 1 couldn't remember dates to give you,—

I

paid no attention to dates whatever. Whenever I was

told to do anything, I done it regardless of the time. I

wasn't supposed to keep the time or record.

Q Do you recall there was any difference in the

amount of time you were required in doing that work

after April 23, 1923, than there was before?

A Well, they didn't need me, or wouldn't have laid

me off.
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(Witness continuing) They laid me off on the 15th

of September. I think it was 1923. I don't know

whether it was 1923 or 1924.

CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby.

I remember an occasion of going over to the Pacific

Electric for the purpose of repairing a door that had

been broken. Mr. H. G. Cosby sent me. When I ar-

rived at the Pacific Electric the latch was doubled up

so you couldn't get a knife blade in.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Schoonover.

Q If you know, when you went to repair them at

any time, did you discover by your own observation that

the reason they were not working was because there

were too many nickels in the lock?

A Yes, I have.

Q How often did that occur, if you can state?

A I couldn't state.

(Witness continuing) I never found anybody locked

in in any of these places. I was sent there after they

got out. I never saw persons locked in; I found the

doors where they had been locked in.

RE-CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby.

Q Now, Mr. Keith, tell us when and where you ever

saw the lock operated by the defendant corporation after

April, 1923, where it was reported a person was locked

in?

A I found one at the Venice Comfort Station.
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(Witness continuing-) The lady janitor reported it to

ine. I couldn't state the date. T observed what caused

it. That was soon after the new cash drawer was made

for the lock, and the new cash drawer was made in a

cone shape to fit in to keep it from being pushed into

the lock, and it had some big lugs on the inside to guide

the locking device, which stuck out so far that when the

latch went back it went back over the round spot, but

couldn't get forward on account of catching on the point

of the lock. Two hours after that we had to file that

one oft. That was Mr. Hervey's lock. That was after

April 23, 1923.

Q Was there any other occasion except that one?

A Yes, there was one down at Jack Doyles.

Q When did that happen?

A That was after we |)ut on the Hervey locks.

(Witness continuing) Doyle's place is down on Santa

Fe Avenue and I think along about 29th Street.

DONALD C. MORGAN,

called as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, having been

duly sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Schoonover.

My name is Donald C. Morgan. I have had about ten

or twelve or fifteen years' experience in adjusting, ex-

amination and manufacture of coin control locks. My
experience during that time has been experimental, de-

signing and manufacture. I worked for the American

Sanitary Lock Company in Indianapolis, and the Michi-

gan Coin Lock Co., at Indianapolis. I worked for the
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American Sanitary Lock Company at Indianapolis from

about 1914 to about 1922. T was superintendent of

manufacturing during that time. I was superintendent of

the manufacture of the coin lock that they were then

putting on the market. I was the inventor of that lock.

During that period, as inventor of that lock, and super-

intendent of that plant, I examined all makes of coin

locks then on the market in the United States. I ex-

amined them in comparison with my lock. I was then

acquainted with the locks being manufactured by the

plaintiff corporation in this case. I made an examina-

tion of that lock during that period.

O BY MR. SHOONOVER: What were your duties

as manufacturer and superintendent of manufacture dur-

ing the period you have testified about?

A Building locks and improving them.

(Witness continuing) I superintended the doing of

the mechanical work in the shop. I superintended the

selection of material to be used. I did the testing of it.

1 employed the workmen and selected them for the pur-

pose of making locks. I am a machinist myself.

Q Now, how did the plaintiff company's lock during

the period we have asked about, compare as to material

and workmanship with all other locks during that period

on the market in the United States?

MR. NEWBY: Objected to as incompetent, irrelevant

and immaterial, and also the time is uncertain.

The COURT: He fixed the time, didn't he?

MR. SCHOONOVER: He fixed the time positively.

I think you lost sight of it. He said he was superin-

tendent and had been in the business for 10 or 15 years.
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He testified just how long he had been with the Sanitary

Lock Company, and that is what T am confining it to

now, just that first period.

THE COURT: Objection overruled. He may answer.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 26.

A As well as I remember, it was about as good as the

rest of them with res])ect to material and workmanship.

(Witness continuing) After T left the Sanitary Lock

Company 1 was associated with the Michigan Coin Lock

Company, of which Mr. Van Cleave was the President

and about which it has been testified in this case that

locks were furnished to this defendant company. I think

] began with them about 1924. I continued with them

about two years.

Q BY MR. SCHOONOVER: And what were your

duties when you were connected with them.

A Consulting engineer and improving its latest model.

(Witness continuing) I did the work in his shop at

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Q Were you familiar with this lock make by the

Michigan Coin Lock Company before 1924?

A Yes sir, I have examined them all.

Q How much of an examination, previous to April

23, 1923, had you made of the Michigan Lock?

A Well, I have looked them all over, as far as work-

manship and material and design.

(Witness continuing) I had made shop tests as to

material and workmanship of all parts of these Michi-

gan Locks prior to April 23, 1923. I don't recall how

long prior to April 23, 1923, T made such tests and ex-

amination. It was probably six months.
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Q Then I will ask you from that test made and ex-

aminations made by you how did the lock compare with

all other locks then at that time on the market in the

United States, as to material and workmanship?

MR. NEWBY: We object on the ground that it is

not shown this witness is familiar with any one of the

locks that were ever shipped to the defendant corpora-

tion; and that therefore his evidence in answer to this

question would be purely speculative as to the quality or

vv^orkmanship of the locks actually shipped by the plain-

tiff or the Michigan Coin Lock Company to the de-

fendant.

THE COURT : Objection overruled. He may answer.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 27.

A Well, the lock I examined was as good as the rest

of them.

MR. NEWBY : We move that the answer be stricken

cut.

THE COURT: Motion overruled.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 28.

O BY MR. SCHOONOVER: I will ask you if

you know whether or not at that time it was a thin

stock lock ?

MR. NEWBY: Objected to as incompetent and im-

material.

THE COURT: Objection overruled.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 29,

A I would say it was.

Q BY MR. SCHOONOVER: I will ask you to

examine defendant's exhibit A-9, and I will ask vou
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in that connection if you have examined it thoroughly

since it was made an exhibit in this case?

A May I have a screw-driver?

Q You have examined it, have you?

A Yes. I want to see if it is the same lock.

THE COURT: There is no question about the

identity of this lock, is there?

MR. SCHOONOVER: No. I wanted to fix the

time, from the examination he has made during these

years, about when that lock was manufactured in its

present form there.

TPIE COURT: Can't you tell him when this lock

was made approximately, from testimony we have re-

ceived ?

MR. JONES: I think Mr. Miller testified when that

lock was received.

MR. NEWBY: Mr. Shinn testified it was removed

from a Santa Cruz location, but the date we don't know.

THE COURT: We don't need the date so ac-

curately as that. It was prior to 1923, wasn't it?

MR. NEWBY: Oh yes.

MR. SCHOONOVER: When did he testify it was

removed ?

MR. NEWBY: In 1922, as I recall.

THE COURT: Now ask him as of the year 1922,

what was your opinion as to the quality of workman-

ship of that lock?

Q BY MR. SCHOONOVER: What is your answer

to that?

A It was just as good as the rest of them, because

they all used aluminum in those days.
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MR. NEWBY : We move that the answer be stricken

out.

THE COURT: The motion is denied.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 30.

Was that as good material for the purposes as

any material used in a lock at that time?

A We thought it was, because it was aluminum.

Q And was the workmanship upon it as good as

the workmanship upon any other lock at that time?

A The ones that I saw was.

Q BY THE COURT: The one you examined

Saturday?

A Yes.

CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby.

1 commenced to invent a lock because I thought I

could improve. I didn't attempt to buy the lock from

Mr. Van Cleave or any other corporation. The lock

that I invented was called the American Sanitary Lock.

I invented four locks. I invented the first one about

1917 I think. I used an aluminum case entirely then.

I invented the next one about 1919 T think. I used

an aluminum case on all but the last one. The last

one was brass. On that the patent is still pending. I

have just completed it. I made my appHcation within

the last year and a half. I know the Pawtucket Lock.

That was invented about 1915 I should say. They
used a brass case; aluminum at first and brass later

on. I couldn't say whether or not they had brass as

early as 1918. I can't say when they first had brass.

I tested that out. The Pawtucket Lock was con-
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sidered the best lock on the market. One reason for

the use of brass was that it was cheaper. As to quality,

aluminum would be just as good in a case like this.

Brass is harder. *

Q BY MR. NEWBY: And it is quite material, is

it not, to have hard material so the slamming of the

door will not cause nickels to jamb?

A It wasn't only that. We had to have aluminum

we thought in those days, to keep from breaking the

marble.

(Witness continuing) We found that was not good

practice. Practically all lock companies have now re-

jected aluminum. I have examined the latch to this

lock I have in my hand. I didn't notice any defects

inside. I didn't notice that was pretty thin and liable

to bend. I did not observe that the ward was pretty

thin and that unless the nickel would be supported

by that it would likely jam by having another one go

by.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Now you heard a witness

testify about certain nickels getting jammed. Did you

observe anything in that lock that would indicate to

you that was quite likely to occur?

A No sir, I didn't notice that Saturday. I didn't

inspect it that close.

(Witness continuing) I gave it only a superficial

examination. My examination was as to workmanship

and the material. I did not observe the inside there

whether it was machined or not on this particular one.

1 would think in order to make a good lock that would

be required. I would not necessarily say that to have
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tlie parts interchangeable so that one latch might be

used in any lock would be good workmanship. I don't

think that good workmanship requires that. It is a

fact that very often when a latch gets out of order

it is necessary to install new latches. If the latches

are not interchangeable when we install it we have

to make it fit. That would require more work. I

wouldn't think it would be better workmanship to have

the latches standardized so one would fit any lock. I

invented the lock made by the American Sanitary Lock

Company known as the ''A" Lock.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Mr. Morgan, have you

found in your experience as an inventor of locks that

there is a great variation in the locks made by the same

company, some locks may be good and some bad?

A Yes, I find that in every kind of machine.

C. N. VAN CLEAVE,

recalled as a witness for the plaintiff, having- been

previously sworn, testified as follows:

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Schoonover.

Q Have you the original letter specified in our de-

mand as No. 66, letter dated August 3, 1922?

MR. NEWBY: Yes.

Q I will ask you if this is a copy of a letter you
wrote on the date it bears to Mr. Garrison?

A Yes, it is.

MR. SCHOONOVER: I would like to read part of
this letter. (Reading)

''Now Garrison, you gentlemen are absolutely wrong
about this keeper situation and you cannot make 3ne
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believe that it isn't 75% of all your trouble. I made

the statement without any qualification whatever, that

your business is positively the only place that we have

any complaints and I do wish we could get you to co-

operate with us, for T tell you this has cost us and is

costing* us a lot of money."

THE COURT: It may be filed.

PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT NO. 25.

August 3-1922

Mr. Chas. C. Garrison,

616 Chapman Bldg.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Mr. Garrison:

—

For your information I am enclosing a copy of a letter

which I am addressing and calling to the attention of Mr.

Crews.

Now Garrison, you gentlemen are absolutely wrong

about this keeper situation and you cannot make me be-

lieve that it isn't 75% of all your trouble. I make

the statement without any qualification whatever, that

your business is positively the only place that we have

any complaints and I do wish we could get you to co-

operate with us, for I tell you this has cost us and is

costing us a lot of money.

1 will write you again may be tomorrow on another

subject but in the meantime, I would like to have an

expression from you on this subject.

Yours very truly,

CNV/MEW
End [In pencil] : 66
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[Endorsed] ; No. 1319-B Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Plf. Exhibit No. 25 Filed 10/24 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk.

O BY MR. SCHOONOVER: I will ask you if

this is a letter you received from Mr. Miller, under

date of October 20, 1922?

A It is.

MR. SCHOONOVER: Refering to business in Seat-

tle and Portland territory, the letter reads

:

''We believe that we have stopped the inroads on our

business in the Northwest, but it has necessitated our

replacing every one of the old style locks in this terri-

tory. We are today shipping practically the last lock

which we have on hand."

THE COURT: It may be received and filed.

PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT No. 26.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building Phone Broadway 3062

Los Angeles October 20th, 1922.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave :

—

We sent you a telegram on the 17th quoting a copy of

telegram of ours to American Sanitary Lock Company.

We also mailed you yesterday a copy of their reply and

a copy of our reply to. their telegram.
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These telegrams were sent as a result of a report

from our Seattle and Portland representatives. We are

enclosing a copy of part of a letter from Mr. Shean of

Seattle. We are also enclosing a copy of part of a

letter from Mr. Schellhammer in Portland. We believe

that we have stopped the inroads on our business in the

northwest, but it has necessitated our replacing every

one of the old style locks in this territory. We are

today shipping practically the last lock which we have

on hand.

[Marginal note in pencil] : Locks on hand not in-

stalled.

We are now^ soliciting, as we have written you be-

fore, the Owl Drug Company, which will require from

100 to 150 locks according to whether we lock all of

their toilets or a part of them. Mr. Crews is going to

San Francisco in the very near future to take the mat-

ter up with the President of the Owl Drug Company.

We have gone as far as we can with the manager of

this territory and he has referred the matter to the San

Francisco office. Installing locks necessitates a change

in their policy and it is not easy to get them to change

immediately, but when we do succeed in securing their

business we want to be able to install the locks

immediately. We should have within the next 60 days

at least 40 MA locks, 40 MC locks, 10 MB and 10 MD
locks.

We have just secured as general manager of our

business in the states of Washington and Oregon a

Mr. E. G. Allen, who comes to us well recommended as

to business ability and integrity.* Mr. Allen has been
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manager in the northwest for a coin scale company and

is familiar with the coin lock business. He is going to

give us all of his time and very soon we should be

receiving new contracts in this territory. This is a

policy we have long contemplated and have just been

able to secure the right man. When these new contracts

C. N. Van C. -2-

begin to come in we must have locks to install im-

mediately or else we will not be able to retain Mr. Allen's

services. We have lost only two old contracts to Kahn

that we know of.

1 would appreciate it very much if you would give the

matter of getting new locks your personal attention and

let me know if we can count on them and how soon.

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

BY C E Miller

CEM:GC President.

Ends.

[Endorsed] : No. 1319-B. Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Plf Exhibit No. 26 Filed 10/24 1927 R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk.

Q BY MR. SCHOONOVER: I will ask you if this

is a copy of letter you received from Mr. Miller of date

January 11, 1922?

A Yes, it is.

MR SCHOONOVER: I will read from it as fol-

lows:

'Tn addition to that, a new lock has hit town manu-

factured in Cleveland, Ohio. They have sold locks out-
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rig-ht to three hotels here, one of them being the Alex-

andria from whom we received notice to remove our

locks as their contract expired January 1st/'

THE COURT: It may be received.

PLAINTIFFS EXHIBIT NO. 27.

Seattle Portland San Francisco Los Angeles Dallas

PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
Incorporated

910 Van Nuys Building Phone Broadway 3062

Los Angeles January 11th, 1922.

Mr. C. N. Van Cleave,

617 Traction Building,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Mr. Van Cleave:

—

We w4red you last night as per enclosed copy of tele-

gram.

Mr. Garrison and I had a long conference concerning

the trip back to Indianapolis. It is almost impossibe for

either of us to leave here before the middle of February,

both on account of coin lock business and my personal

affairs. I am afraid we will have to replace our Seattle

man for reasons that I can't explain in a letter. I have

sent a man up there to make some quiet investigations,

which may result in the necessity for one of us going

there. In addition to that a new lock has hit town manu-

factured in Cleveland, Ohio. They have sold locks out-

light to three hotels here, one of them being the Alex-

andria from whom we received notice to remove our

locks, as their contract expired January 1st. We haven't

spotted the other two hotels yet, but we know that they
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have purchased locks, as the information came to me

through a friend. The man who is selling these locks is

Kenton A. Pope of Cleveland, Ohio. The Monroe lock

of Monroe, Wisconsin is also giving us some trouble.

This, in addition to the Peerless and Monarch locks,

which are manufactured here.

I have a big law suit set for trial March 1st, that will

require every moment of my time to prepare for it, unless

1 can settle it. Confidentially, I am now in conference

with the opposing parties and believe it will be settled,

but 1 can't leave because we are in the middle of ne-

gotiations. In addition to that I have paid out money

on an option that I must turn before February 22nd, and

] can't hope to get that attended to inside of a month.

T mention these things in detail, so that you will under-

stand that we are in a real predicament, otherwise we

would at once comply with your wishes in the matter

and come back to Indianapolis if for no other reason than

to give you the benefit of our opinion and advice.

C. N. Van C. -2-

As the matter stands I would suggest that you go

ahead with your plan of consolidation and submit the

papers to us when they are ready. If at that time we

(J3Ject to anything or do not understand anything, one

or both of us will come back to Indianapolis. My ex-

perience in such matters leads me to believe that you will

not be able to get your papers all prepared inside of

thirty days anyway.

In the meantime of course we would be very glad to

have you give us an outline of just what you propose to

do, the names of the companies coming in and just what
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you hope the plan will accomplish. I think a part of

your plan should involve the matter of getting rid of

these locks that are being sold outright.

We are having Mr. Cosbey get together all the in-

formation that you will need concerning our business.

We will forward the data today or tomorrow.

With kindest personal regards, we are

Very truly yours,

PACIFIC COIN LOCK CO.,

By C. E. Miller

CEM/GC President,

enc.

P. S.—We would like to have some advertising litera-

ture to send out to prospective customers for coin locks.

C. E. M.

[Endorsed]: No. 1319 Coin Lock vs. Pacific Lock

Plf. Exhibit No. 27 Filed 10/24 1927. R. S. Zimmer-

man, Clerk By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk.

QUESTIONS BY MR. JONES:

(Witness continuing) I was at the factory of the

Coin Controlling Lock Company during the time that the

defendant company was returning locks. In many cases

I examined the locks.

Q I wish you would tell the Court in what condi-

tion they were?

MR. NEWBY: We object to that on the ground that

no foundation has been laid, and also it is too general.

THE COURT: Is this addressed to some of the tes-

timony of the defendant?
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MR. JONES: Yes, showing the condition of these

locks. I want to show they were broken to pieces and

other things than being defective in material,

THE COURT: He may answer.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 3L

THE WITNESS: Mr. Jones, I want to ask you what

period you have reference to; at the time of the 588 be-

ing returned?

Q BY MR. JONES : No, other locks.

A Ordinaril/y, they came in in bad order.

(Witness continuing) The screws were left out; they

would be thrown into a box and they would fall apart

in many cases. Then some times again they bore the

earmarks of having been packed by somebody that done

it with some care and the screws were in their places

and the locks were intact and in good shape. In many

cases I observed that the locks were broken, the cases

broken and battered.

Q What percent of them, would you say?

A Oh, there were quite a good many that bore the

earmarks of vandalism, having been hit with hammers

and pried open and such as that.

MR, NEWBY: We move the answer be stricken as a

conclusion.

THE COURT: Motion denied.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. Z2.

BY MR. JONES: Mr. Van Cleave, when locks came

in from the defendant company that were broken, as

you have described, what if anything did your company
do with respect to replacing those locks without charge?

A We did, invariably. We gave them all the repair

parts, and made no charge. We have got quite a pile of
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shipping orders there from year to year and month to

month where we furnished them all those parts.

(Witness continuing) No charge was made for them

whatever. The Coin Controlhng Lock Company never

used a single one of Mr. Hervey's locks. The Michigan

Coin Lock at one time I know had a maximum number

of 18 of Hervey's locks. We didn't use them any

longer than we could replace them with our own. I

would say that covered a period in there in which we

paid Mr. Hervey lock rental for ten or twelve months

possibly after the dissolution of the attempted merger.

That is approximately correct.

Q BY MR. JONES : Is that due to the fact that you

quit manufacturing locks, that you had his locks?

A No.

(Witness continuing) I did not observe the working

of these Hervey locks while we were using them on our

locations by the Michigan Company. I received reports

from our customers as to how they were.

Q I wish you would tell the Court what those reports

were, in a general way?

MR. NEWBY: Objected to as irrelevant and imma-

terial.

THE COURT: Well, whether they were good or bad.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 33.

A The ones we had on at the Savannah Union Sta-

tion, that Mr. Hervey was the cause of placing there,

during the merger period, we had a good many com-

plaints about.

Q BY MR. JONES: What was the nature of those

complaints?
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MR. NEWBY : We renew our objection to it as hear-

say, irrelevant and immaterial.

THE COURT: Objection overruled.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 34.

A I couldn't tell you, your Honor; they were just

complaints, that is all; locks out of order or this that

and the other.

(Witness continuing) 1 received a telegram from Mr.

Hervey, that I have in my possession.

Q Is this paper I hand you the telegram to which

you make a reference?

A It is.

Q From Mr. Hervey?

A Yes.

MR. NEWBY: We object to that as incompetent, ir-

relevant and immaterial. It is some personal matters be-

tween Mr. Hervey and the witness.

MR. JONES: For the purpose of showing the atti-

tude and feeling of Mr. Hervey.

THE COURT: Read it and we will see.

MR. JONES: (Reading)

"Baltimore, Md. June 26, 1925.

C. N. Van Cleave,

Michigan Coin Lock Co.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Glacome and stump, attorneys, request me by wire
come Indianapolis conference in application for receiver

Coin Controlling and Michigan Companies. My sole in-

terest protection interest Pacific Coin. Advise imme-
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(Hate settlement Pacific Suit or order I will not have to

appear adversely to your interests. Wire answer.

Lee Hervey"

THE COURT: Tt may be received. (Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 28)

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 35.

Q BY MR. JONES: Mr. Van Cleave, during the

time, say a period of two years previous to April 23,

1923, did you have in service in different parts of the

Country locks of the same character that you were ship-

ping to the defendant company?

A We did.

Q I wish you would tell the Court what complaints if

any, you had from customers using those locks covering

that period?

MR. NEWBY: Objected to as incompetent, irrele-

vant and immaterial.

THE COURT: Let it be very general.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 36.

Q BY MR. JONES : What complaint now in a gen-

eral way did you receive from other users of your locks

outside of the defendant?

A Very seldom we would have a report of a com-

plaint at all, especially where they were put on the door

properly.

MR. NEWBY:. We move that the answer be stricken

as a conclusion of the witness, "especially when they were

put on doors properly."

THE COURT: Objection overruled; motion over-

ruled.
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APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 37.

(Witness continuing) Previous to the 20th of April

1923 we turned over some locations to the defendant

company that were taken in the name of the plaintiff

company. There were either two or three. If my
memory serves me correctly there were two in Texas

that we had and were operating at the time they got

our consent to take on that territory; and we continued

to operate them because we didn't consider and had no

thought at all of surrendering those locations until they

made a complaint, and then we turned them over to them

to satisfy them and make them happy.

O BY MR. JONES: With respect to any inquiries

that were made in this district afterwards, what did you

do with them?

A They were always referred right back to the Pa-

cific Coin Lock Company. That will apply to all of them.

CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby.

Q Now, Mr. Van Cleave, didn't you know those lo-

cations were secured after the circumstance of the appli-

cation of the contract to the Texas territory?

A Not these, they were not.

(Witness continuing) I don't know who secured it.

We didn't have any agent down there after we turned

over the territory to the Pacific Coin Lock Company.

Q Is it not a fact that after the contract with the

defendant company was extended to Texas, that a num-
ber of locations were secured for your company?
A No sir, not to my knowledge.
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O Wasn't Mr. Nichols down there as your agent get-

ting you locations?

A No sir, there was a Mr. Nichols that hved I think

in Dallas that was in the scale business that was not our

agent.

Q He didn't put any locations in at your request?

A I don't recall any; but T do know that we turned

over everything to the Pacific Company when the ques-

tion came up. And I am not sure, but I think Mr. Gar-

rison raised it. We turned them over to them without

any argument.

O When did the dissolution take effect?

MR. JONES: It was October, 1922.

Q BY MR. NEWBY: Now, I show you this de-

fendant's exhibit A-10, for identification, and call your

attention to one of the documents dated January 3, 1923,

and ask you if you recall that order being made for

locks ?

A This is on our order sheet. This is my signature

down here.

Q And you did order locks from the General Service

Company at that time, didn't you?

A For the Savannah Union Station, which I said be-

fore, Mr. Newby.

And what others did you order?

A Mr. Newby, if you will please recall, I told you we

had a maximum number for the Michigan Company of

18, not to exceed that. And my memory is there were

two or four added to the Savannah Union Station. And
in order to have them all uniform,—this was after the

dissolution agreement, Mr. Hervey was responsible for
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putting on the original number of locks, approximately

six,—we possibly ordered two more, or maybe four, be-

cause they ordered that many additional, and in order

to have them uniform we asked Mr. Hervey to give us

the two or four; and that is what that order refers to.

(Witness continuing) We had not to exceed one hun-

dred and fifty locks from the Pawtucket Company.

Q Do you recall writing to Mr. Miller, or wiring to

him just about January 1923, how many Pawtucket Com-

l)any locks the Pacific Coin Lock Company would re-

quire for their needs?

A No.

RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Jones

We were not using the Pawtucket locks on account

of our factory quitting manufacturing during the period

of the merger. We were using them because under Mr.

Hervey's administration as Installation Manager under

the merger, they were put on our locations in many
cases: and in fact I will say 75% of them were put on

under his administration arbitrarily. That is the same

Mr. Hervey that bought an interest in the Pacific Coin

Lock Company just before the contract was breached.

CHARLES C. GARRISON,

called as a witness on behalf of the plaintifif in rebuttal,

having been duly sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Jones.

My name is Charles C. Garrison. I live in Alhambra.
I have lived there since 1912. Prior to 1912 I lived in
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Indianapolis. I am now in the oil business. I am the

same Charles C. Garrison that entered into a contract

with the Coin Controlling Lock Company of Arizona in

February 1915. When I signed the contract of February

1915 I was in Los Angeles. We had a previous con-

tract with this same company for this same territory.

We have been installing locks in this territory since

August or September 1912. At the time that this con-

tract of February 23, 1915, was signed, Mr. Miller was

present. I had a conversation with him about it. I had

a conversation with him about that provision of the con-

tract that provided that if there was a breach, that the

locations should go to the plaintiff company.

Q Later on did you have a conversation with Mr.

Miller about modification of this contract?

MR. NEWBY: Objected to as incompetent, irrele-

vant and immaterial; the time and place not fixed also;

and the circumstances and the parties present.

THE COURT: You may answer whether you did or

not.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 38.

A Yes sir.

(Witness continuing) The conversation was had in

Indianapolis prior to his trip to the Rotary Convention

of 1916.

Q I wish you would tell the Court what Mr. Miller

said upon that occasion?

MR. NEWBY: Objected to as incompetent, irrele-

vant and immaterial.

THE COURT: Objection overruled. Make it brief.
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APPELLANTS EXCEPTION NO. 39.

A He said he was going to see Mr. Van Cleave on

the trip and see if he could get it modified as to all the

contract in general.

(Witness continuing) After the making of this con-

tract I gave this business my personal attention until

March or April 1917, I think. Erom that time until the

time I got out of it I gave to the business the time that

was necessary to be given it; the trips I made and the

conferences that were necessary. Some times it would

be maybe a day or two or two days before I would see

Mr. Miller. I sold out my interest, I think, in March

1923.

O BY MR. JONES : Did you sell out on account of

the condition of the locks that were being furnished you

or on account of the differences you had with Mr.

Miller?

MR. NEWBY: Objected to as immaterial and ir-

relevant.

THE COURT: He may answer.

APPELLANT'S EXCEPTION NO. 40.

Q BY THE COURT: The question is did you sell

out because of difficulty with Mr. Miller or because of

difficulty with the lock?

A Well it is neither no nor yes.

EARL D. KEITH,

recalled for further examination.

By Mr. Jones:

Q Mr. Keith, after the Cosby boys left the employ-
ment of the defendant company, you may state whether
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or not the Pacific Coin Lock Company then established

a workshop or machine shop?

A Some time afterwards.

Q Was there one before?

A Well, a little office that was used.

H. J. COSBY,

recalled.

FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION
By Mr. Newby.

O Mr. Cosby, at the request of the plaintiff corpora-

tion, you have made special preparation in interviewing

witnesses and requesting witnesses to come here to testify

on behalf of plaintiff?

A I did it on my own personal initiative.

(Witness continuing) not at the request of Mr. Van

Cleave. I am interested in the result of this lawsuit.

Q In what respect?

A Well, I am supposed to leave the Pacific Coin Lock

Company's locations alone until this lawsuit is settled,

and they claim they belong the Coin Controlling Lock

Company.

Q And your interest is in seeing the plaintiff win.

Is that it?

A Not necessarily ; for my own personal interest.

Q In other words, you are expecting to get the Ich

cations of the defendant corporation. Is that it?

A Not necessarily.

O It is a fact, is it not, that you have interviewed

a number of witnesses and requested them to come here

and testify?
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A We have talked things over, yes.

(Witness continuing) Mr. Morgan works for me.

My brother and I have talked the case over, and Mr.

Keith. I never talked to Mr. Crews. I never sent any-

body to talk to Mr. Crews. Somebody wanted to know,

somebody around the office, where Mr. Crews worked,

and I called up his home and his wife gave us the loca-

tion where he worked.

Q BY MR. JONES: That was the defendant,

wasn't it?

A I don't know, a man came there from the de-

fendant's office.

MR. JONES : That is all for the plaintiff,

MR. NEWBY: Nothing further for the defendant.

Be it remembered that the foregoing contains sub-

stantially all of the evidence introduced upon the trial of

said action.

Whereupon after argument of counsel for the re-

spective parties said cause was submitted to the Court

for decision and thereafter on the 3rd day of March,

1928, said Court ordered that the decision be rendered

in said matter part in favor of said plaintiff and part

in favor of said defendant, and thereafter, to-wit: on

the 10th day of May, 1928, the amended findings of fact

and conclusions of law and on the 20th day of June the

judgment appearing in the judgment roll herein was duly

signed, filed and entered.

Be it further remembered that the said defendant

hereby specifies the following particulars wherein the
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evidence is insufficient to justify the decision of the

Court.

1. The evidence is insufficient to sustain the finding

that on April 23, 1923, the defendant had in its pos-

session 604 locks chargeable to it at $3.00 each for the

last six months of 1923.

2. That the evidence is insufficient to sustain or

justify the finding that the plaintiff acted promptly and

immediately brought suit against defendant for damages

for breach of contract.

3. That the evidence is insufficient to sustain or jus-

tify the finding or conclusion of law that as the de-

fendant did not take advantage of the failure of the

plaintiff to furnish to it locks as needed as these situa-

tions arose, defendant by its conduct condoned them and

the plaintiff acted promptly when the defendant termin-

ated the contract which in its judgment gave it cause for

complaint, while on the other hand the defendant by its

course of conduct in the face of complaints substantially

condoned the faults of plaintiff.

4. The evidence is insufiicient to sustain the finding

or conclusion of law that the defendant did, when it gave

notice of termination on April 23rd, 1923, terminate the

contract as of December 31st, 1923, instead of June 30th,

1923, as it sought to do.

5. That the evidence is insufficient to sustain the

finding or conclusion of law that plaintiff is entitled to

recover damages on the basis of rentals on the locks for

the second half of the year 1923 for 604 locks chargeable

to the defendant on April 23, 1923, at $5.00 each,

amounting to $3020.00.
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The defendant hereby specifies the following particu-

lars wherein the said judgment and decision is against

the law:

1. The conclusions of law are not supported by the

findings of fact.

2. The judgment is not supported by the evidence.

3. The conclusions of law do not support the judg-

ment.

The defendant hereby specifies the following errors of

law occurring at the trial and excepted to by it:

1. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ex-

ception to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Van Cleave: ''At the time his contract of Feb-

ruary 15, 1923, was entered into, and before, with Mr.

Charles C. Garrison, did you have any conversation with

Mr. Garrison with respect to the terms of the contract?'*

2. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Van Cleave:

"You may state to the court as to whether or not you

and Mr. Miller were in agreement as to what the terms

of the contract meant with respect to that."

3. That the court erred in overruling the defendant's

objection to the following question propounded to the

witness Van Cleave:

"You may state to the court what was stated between

you and Mr. Miller on that subject."

4. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Van Cleave:

"And at that time was any agreement reached between

you and Mr. Miller as to the construction to be placed
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upon that provision of the contract about the locations

in the event of a termination or breach?"

5. The court erred in denying the defendant's motion

f( r a non-suit at the conclusion of the plaintiff's testi-

mony.

6. The court erred in overruling the defendant's

objection to the following question propounded to the

vvitness Miller:

''You admitted Mr. Van Cleave did know more about

it than your men from his long experience, didn't you?*'

7. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Cosby:

''Did you tell Mr. Miller yourself at any time?"

8. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Cosby:

"I will ask you then to state what that proportion

was?"

9. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Cosby:

"Mr. Garrison, how^ much time was he there?"

10. The court erred in overruHng the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Cosby

:

"Did they have extra locks on hand at all times?"

11. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Keith:

"What did you find as to the difficulty in the working

oi locks that were already installed that you were called
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upon to repair the door jambs with reference to? What

seemed to be g-enerally the trouble with the working of

the locks?"

12. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Morgan

:

''Now, how did the plaintiff company's lock, during the

period we have asked about, compare as to material and

workmanship w^ith all other locks during that period on

the market in the United States?"

13. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Morgan

:

'T will ask you, if you know, whether or not at that

time it was a thin stock lock?"

14. The court erred in denying the defendant's mo-

tion to strike the following answer of the witness Mor-

gan:

'Tt was just as good as the rest of them because they

all used aluminum in those days."

15. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness V^an Cleave:

"What was the nature of those complaints?"

16. The court erred in admitting into evidence over

the defendant's objection Plaintiff's Exhibit 28.

17. The court erred in denying the defendant's mo-

tion to strike the following answer given by the wit-

ness Van Cleave:

*'Very seldom we would have a report of a complaint

at all, especially where they were put on the door

properly."
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18. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Garrison

:

"Did vou have later on a conversation with Mr. Miller

about modification of this contract?''

19. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Garrison:

**I wish vou would tell the court what Mr. Miller said

upon that occasion."

20. The court erred in overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the following question propounded to the wit-

ness Garrison:

*'Did you sell out on account of the condition of the

locks that were being furnished you, or on account of

the differences you had with Mr. Miller?"

Now comes the defendant herein and proposes the

foregoing Bill of Exceptions and asks that the same be

settled and allowed in a manner required by law.

Dated this 4 day of September, 1928.

NEWBY & NEWBY
By Nathan Newby

Attorneys for Defendant.

The foregoing Bill of Exceptions, served and filed

within the time required by law under stipulation of the

parties and the order of the court made thereon, is

hereby settled and allowed and certified to be correct.

Dated this 26th day of September, 1928.

Edward J Henning

Judge of said Court.

O. K.

Clyde H. Jones

J. Robert O'Conner

Attorneys for Plaintiff.
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[Endorsed] : Lodged Sep. 4, 1928 R. S. Zimmerman

Clerk, By L. J. Cordes, Deputy Clerk. Filed Sep. 26,

1928 R. S. Zimmerman, Bv R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

MEMORANDUM of DECISION.

This matter came on for trial before the court, a jury

having been waived in writing.

The greatest difiiculty I find in dealing with this mat-

ter is in constructing the contract between the parties.

So far as the facts are concerned, I am impressed with

the conviction that for the period covered from the date

of the contract until its termination, both parties made

every honest endeavor to faithfully carry out the agree-

ment and in their dealings with each other exemplified

the spirit of co-operation. Throughout the period, the

Defendant in its conduct, it seems to me, was above

criticism. The same cannot be said as to the Plaintiff.

I am, however, convinced that the PlaintifT, in the mat-

ters in which it was derelicted, was not so willfully or

intentionally. It had many dif^culties to contend with

and to some extent perhaps was encouraged by the kindly

conduct of the Defendant.

The Plaintiff not only guaranteed its lock as to ma-
terial and workmanship, as well as repair, but agreed

specifically to lease Defendant additional locks as needed.

It failed from time to time in Hving up to its agreement.

The Defendant, however, did not take advantage of these

situations as they arose from time to time and by its

conduct condoned them.
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The situation in April 1923, when Defendant notified

Plaintiff of the termination of the contract, so far as

Defendant was concerned, was less of a justification than

prior situations would have been. However, Defendant's

explanation of that matter is, that after long suffering

and being patient it concluded that patience ceased to be

a virtue and inclined to the philosophy of the Good Book

where it says, "Hope long deferred, maketh the heart

sick."

On the whole, I am impressed with the thought that

Plaintiff had less cause for complaint than had the De-

fendant. Plaintiff, however, acted promptly when the

situation arose, which in its judgment, gave it cause for

complaint, while on the other hand the Defendant, by its

course of conduct in the face of complaints, substantially

condoned the faults of the Plaintiff.

The contract between these parties is a strange one.

The only language therein referring to what is to happen

in case of breach is found in Paragraph 8 thereof, and

that language would give the impression that the De-

fendant only could be guilty of a breach. The language

'Violation of any of the terms hereof" is all-embracing,

so far as the parties thereto are concerned. Yet the pen-

alties to flow from a violation, by express language, are

all on the Defendant and seem to contemplate special

rewards for the Plaintiff.

After a full consideration of the true nature of this

contract and giving the subject much study throughout

the trial and since, convinces me that the impression the

Court had at the time of the trial is the only logical one.

The contract runs from year to year, terminating auto-
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inatically on the 31st of December of each year and au-

tomatically renewable on part of the Defendant by paying

six months rental and on part of the Plaintiff by ac-

cepting the rental when tendered. Failure to pay the

rental on January 1st of any year by the Defendant

would have terminated the contract. It is not so clear

in what manner the Plaintiff could have terminated the

contract lawfully. In several respects this contract seems

to be uni-lateral.

1 am of the opinion that because Paragraph No. 1 of

the contract, provides for payments on January 1st and

July 1st, that the Defendant took the position that it had

the right to terminate the contract by failure to pay the

next installment of rent, either on January 1st or July

1st. That position is not without support for several

reasons. However, I am of the opinion that the pay-

ment of rent January 1st worked an automatic renewal

of the contract for one year.

It follows that I am of the opinion that the Defendant

could terminate the contract as of December 31st of any

year and doing so did not constitute a violation by it of

the contract. It is my conclusion that what the De-

fendant did as a matter of law when it gave notice of

termination on April 23, 1923, was to give notice of

termination as of December 31st, instead of June 30th,

as it sought to do.

Having given notice of termination, the Defendant

should have paid the Plaintiff on July 1, 1923, rentals

for the second half of the year on the basis of the locks

chargeable to it on April 23, 1923.
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For the reasons indicated, I find that the Defendant

may not recover on its counter claim and the Plaintiff is

entitled to recover rentals on the locks for the second

half of the year, 1923, for the number of locks charge-

able to the Defendant on April 23, 1923, but without

costs.

Let counsel for the Plaintiff prepare findings in ac-

cordance herewith.

Dated this 3rd day of March, 1928.

Edward J. Henning

Edward J. Henning

Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Mar. 3-1928. R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk, By Francis E. Cross, Deputy Clerk.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

PETITION FOR APPEAL AND ORDER ALLOW-
ING SAME

To the Honorable Edward J. Henning, Judge of the Dis-

trict Court of the United States, in and for the Southern

District of California:

The above named defendant, Pacific Coin Lock Com-

pany, a corporation, feeling itself aggrieved by the judg-

ment entered in this action on the 20th day of June, 1928,

does hereby appeal from said judgment to the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit

for the reasons specified in the Assignment of Errors

which is filed herewith, and it prays that such appeal be

allowed and that citation issue as provided by law, and
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that a transcript of the record, proceedings and papers in

said matter duly authenticated may be sent to the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit

sitting at San Francisco, California, and your petitioner

further prays that the proper order touching the security

to be required of it to perfect its appeal be made.

NEWBY & NEWBY
By Nathan Newby

Attorneys for said Defendant and Appellant.

Good cause appearing therefor

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above petition

be granted and the defendant's appeal be allowed upon

giving bond conditioned as required by law in the sum of

$5000.00.

Dated this 17th day of September, 1928.

Edward J. Henning

Judge.

[Title of Court and Cause.]

ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS.

Comes now the Pacific Coin Lock Company, a corpora-

tion, and in conjunction with and as a part of its appeal

herein to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit from the judgment of the court entered

on the 20th day of June, 1928, tenders and files this its

assignment of errors, to-wit

:

1. That the District Court erred in determining that

the evidence is sufficient to sustain or justify the finding

"that the plaintiff acted promptly and immediately brought

suit against defendant for damages for breach of con-
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tract'' when the evidence is insufficient to sustain or justify

said decision.

2. The District Court erred in determining that the

evidence was sufficient to sustain or justify the finding

or conclusion of law ''that as the defendant did not take

advantage of the favor of the plaintiff to furnish it locks

as needed, as the situations arose, defendant, by its con-

duct, condoned them and the plaintiff acted promptly when

the defendant terminated the contract, which in its judg-

ment gave it cause for complaint, while on the other hand

the defendant by its course of conduct in the face of com-

plaint substantially condoned the faults of plaintiff," when

the evidence is insufficient to sustain or justify said

finding.

3. The District Court erred in determining that the

complaint permitted or the evidence is sufficient to sustain

or justify the finding "that on April 3, 1923, the defend-

ant had in its possession 604 locks chargeable to it at

$5.00 each for the last six months of 1923," when the

complaint and the evidence is insufficient to sustain or

justify the said finding.

4. The District Court erred in determining that the

evidence is sufficient to sustain or justify the finding or

conclusion of law ''that the defendant did, when it gave

notice of termination on April 23, 1923, terminate the

contract as of December 31, 1923, instead of June 30,

1923, as it sought to do," when the evidence is insufficient

to sustain or justify the said finding.

5. That the District Court erred in determining that

the complaint and the evidence is sufficient to sustain or

justify the finding or conclusion of law "that plaintiff is

entitled to recover damages on the basis of rentals on the
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locks for the second half of the year 1923 for 604 locks

chargeable to the defendant on April 23, 1923, at $5.00

each, amounting to $3020.00," when the complaint and the

evidence is insufficient to sustain or justify the said finding.

6. That the District Court erred in making the judg-

ment entered herein on the 20th day of June, 1928, in that

the said judgment is not supported by the evidence; nor

by the complaint.

7. That the District Court erred in entering the said

judgment entered herein on the 20th day of June, 1928,

in that the said judgment is not supported by the conclu-

sions of law, nor authorized by the complaint.

8. The District Court erred in denying the defend-

ant's action upon its counterclaim.

9. The District Court erred in denying the defendant's

motion for a non-suit at the conclusion of the plaintiff's

evidence.

10. The District Court erred in signing and filing

amended findings of fact and conclusions of law on the

10th day of May, 1928, when heretofore, to-wit: on the

6th day of April, 1928, it had already signed and filed

findings of fact and conclusions of law herein.

11. The District Court erred in making Findings No. 9

and 10.

12. The District Court erred in making conclusions

of law No's. 1, 3, 4 and 5.

13. The District Court erred in admitting into evi-

dence over the defendant's objection Plaintiif's Exhibit

21. Exhibit 21 purports to be a statement of locations

under contract to Pacific Coin Lock Company for pay-

toilet service as of April 23, 1923. It purports to show

the date of contracts with various lock users, the expira-
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tion of those contracts, the number of locks used under

each particular contract and the number of unexpired

years under each particular contract.

14. The District Court erred in overruling the defend-

ant's objection to the following question propounded to

the witness Van Cleave, ''At the time this contract of

February 15, 1923, was entered into, and before, with

Mr. Charles C. Garrison, did you have any conversation

with Mr. Garrison with respect to the terms of the con-

tract?" A. "I did."

15. The District Court erred in overruling the defend-

ant's objection to the following question propounded to

the witness Van Cleave, "You may state to the court as

to whether or not you and Mr. Miller were in agreement

as to what the terms of the contract meant with respect

to that?" A. "Yes, we were."

16. The District Court erred in overruling the de-

fendant's objection to the following question propounded

to the witness Van Cleave, ''You may state to the court

what was stated between you and Mr. Miller upon that

subject." A. "Mr. Miller asked me if I wouldn't modify

the contract, wouldn't consent to a provision of the con^

tract whereby they would not forfeit the business in the

event they discontinued the use of our locks; I told

him no."

17. The District Court erred in overruling the de-

fendant's objection to the following question propounded

to the witness Van Cleave, "And at that time was any

agreement reached between you and Mr. Miller as to the

construction to be placed upon that provision of the con-

tract about the location in the event of a termination or

breach?" A. "There was."
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18. The District Court erred in overruling the de-

fendant's objection to the following question propounded

to the witness Cosby, "I will ask you then to state what

that proportion was." A. "We practically had all the

business here, only two or three locations that T know of

that were installed by other lock companies."

19. The District Court erred in overruling the defend-

ant's objection to the following question propounded to

the witness Keith: Q. ''What did you find as to the

difficulty in the working of locks that were already in-

stalled that you were called upon to repair, the door jamb

with reference to? What seemed to be the trouble gen-

erally with the working of the locks? A. "The carpenter

work only."

20. The District Court erred in overruling the de-

fendant's objection to the following question propounded

to the witness Morgan, "Now how did the plaintiff com-

pany's lock during the period we have asked about com-

pare as to material and workmanship with all other locks

during that period on the market in the United States?"

A. "Well, the lock I examined was as good as the rest

of them."

21. The District Court erred in overruling the defend-

ant's objection to the following question propounded to

the witness Morgan, "I will ask if you know whether or

not at that time it was a thin lock." A. "I would say it

was."

22. The District Court erred in admitting in evidence

as part of the plaintiff's case, over the objection of the

defendant, Plaintiff's Exhibit 28, in words and figures as

follows, to-wit:
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"Baltimore, Md. June 26, 1925.

"C. N. Van Cleave,

Michigan Coin Lock Co.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

'^Glacome and stump, attorneys, request me by wire

come Indianapolis conference in application for receiver

Coin Controlling- and Michigan Companies. My sole in-

terest protection interest Pacific Coin. Advise immediate

settlement Pacific Suit or order I will not have to appear

adversely to your interests. Wire answer.

Lee Hervey"

23. The District Court erred in denying" the defend-

ant's motion to strike the following answer given by the

witness Van Cleave : O. By Mr. Jones : ''What com-

plaint now, in a general way, did you receive from other

users of your locks outside of the defendant?" A. ''V^ery

seldom we would have a report of a complaint at all,

especially where they were put on the door properly."

Dated this 15th day of September, 1928.

NEWBY & NEWBY
By Nathan Newby

Attorneys for Defendant.

[Endorsed] : Received copy of the within Petition for

Appeal and Assignment of Errors this 17th day of Sep-

tember, 1928. Clyde H. Jones, Clyde H. Jones. Albert

Schoonover, Albert Schoonover. E. D. Martindale, E. D.

Martindale, J. Robert O'Connor, J. Robert O'Connor, At-

torneys for complainant. Filed Sep. 17, 1928 R. S. Zim-

merman, Clerk, by L. J. Cordes, Deputy Clerk
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

' UNDERTAKING ON APPEAL

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

That we, the Pacific Coin Lock Company, a corpora-

tion, as principal, and Clinton E. Miller and C. F.

Balaam, as sureties, are held and firmly bound unto the

Coin Controlling Lock Company, a corporation, the plain-

tifif in the above entitled action, in the sum of $5000.00,

to be paid to said plaintiff or its successors, to which pay-

ment well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves and

each of us jointly and severally and our and each of our

successors, representatives and assigns, firmly by these

presents.

Sealed with our seals and dated this 17th day of Sep-

tember, 1928.

WHEREAS, the above named defendant. Pacific Coin

Lock Company, a corporation, has taken an appeal to

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit to reverse the judgment rendered in the above

entitled cause by the United States District Court for the

Southern District of California, Southern Division.

NOW, THEREFORE, the condition of this obliga-

tion is such that if the above named defendant Pacific

Coin Lock Company, a corporation, shall prosecute said

appeal to effect and answer all damages and costs, if it

shall fail to make good its appeal, then this obligation

shall be void, otherwise to remain in full force and effect.

[Seal] PACIFIC COIN LOCK COMPANY
By Clinton E. Miller

President.

By C. F. Balaam

Secretary.

Clinton E. Miller (SeaH
C. F. Balaam (Seal)
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA )

( ss.

County of Los Angeles )

Clinton E. Miller and C. F. Balaam, the sureties whose

names are subscribed to the foregoing undertaking being

severally duly sworn, each for himself says: that he is

a resident and householder within the state of California

and is worth the sum for which he has become surety

on said undertaking over and above all of his just debts

and liabilities exclusive of property exempt from exe-

cution.

Clinton E. Miller

C. F. Balaam

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 17th day of September, 1928.

[Seal] Gussie Cohen

Notary Public in and for the County

of Los Angeles, State of California

Examined and recommended for approval as pro-

vided in Rule 28.

NEWBY & NEWBY
By Nathan Newby

Attorneys for Defendant and Appellant

Bond approved this 17th day of September, 1928.

Edward J. Henning

Judge of said Court.

[Endorsed] : Filed Sep. 18, 1928, R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk, by L. J. Cordes, Deputy Clerk.
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[TiTf^E OF Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION AND ORDER FOR CLERK TO
OMIT CERTAIN PORTIONS OF RECORD ON

PRINTED TRANSCRIPT.

It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and between the

parties to the above entitled action through their re-

spective counsel that the Clerk of the above entitled court

may, in making up the printed transcript on appeal

herein, leave off of said printed transcript the follow-

ing portions of the record

:

L The headings of all papers filed except the first

one, substituting in the place and stead thereof the

])hrase: ''Title of Court and Cause."

2. All backs of papers, except the filing endorse-

ment.

3. All covers and indices to the testimony.

Dated this 4th day of October, 1928.

CLYDE H. TONES
ALBERT SCHOONOVER
J. ROBERT O'CONNOR
E. D. MARTINDALE
By J. Robert O'Connor

Attorneys for Complainant

NEWBY & NEWBY
By Nathan Newby

Attorneys for Defendant

SO ORDERED THIS 4th day

of October, 1928.

Edward J. Henning

Judge.

f
Endorsed 1 : Filed Oct. 4, 1928. R. S. Zimmerman

Clerk, by L. J. Cordes, Deputy Clerk.
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

Amended Praeci])e for Transcript of record

The appellant. Pacific Coin Lock Company, hereby

indicates the portions of the record to be incorporated

in the transcript on appeal in the above entitled cause:

1. First amended complaint and exhibits attached

thereto.

2. Second amended complaint and exhibits attached

thereto, including Exhibit "A" attached to the original

bill in this case under G-101 -Equity.

3. Demurrer to Second Amended Complaint

4. Order on demurrer to second amended complaint

5. Defendant's answer to second amended complaint

6. Plaintiff's answer to counter-claim

7. Stipulation waiving jury

8. Findings of fact and conclusions of law

9. Amended findings of fact and conclusions of law

10. Judgment
11. Petition for appeal and order allowing same

12. Defendant's assignment of errors

13. Citation on appeal

14. Undertaking on appeal

15. Amended Praecipe of record

16. Engrossed bill of exceptions

DATED: NOVEMBER 9, 1928.

NEWBY & NEWBY
By Dee Holder

Nathan Newby
Attorneys for Defendant

[Endorsed] : Received copy of the within Paper this

14 day of Nov. 1928 J. Robert O'Connor Attornev for

Plaintiff. Filed Nov 14 1928 R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk,

By L. J. Cordes, Deputy Clerk.
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[Title of Court and Cause.]

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE.

I, R. S. ZIMMERMAN, Clerk of the United States

District Court for the Southern District of CaHfornia,

do hereby certify the foregoing volume containing 670

pages, numbered from 1 to 670 inclusive, to be the

Transcript of Record on Appeal in the above entitled

cause, as printed by the appellant, and presented to me

for comparison and certification, and that the same has

been compared and corrected by me and contains a full,

true and correct copy of the citation, amended complaint,

second amended complaint, demurrer to second amended

complaint, order overruling demurrer, answer to second

amended complaint, answer to counterclaim, stipulation,

findings of fact and conclusions of law, amended findings

of fact and conclusions of law, judgment, bill of excep-

tions, memorandum of decision, petition for appeal and

order allowing same, assignment of errors, undertaking

on appeal, stipulation and order for clerk to omit certain

portion of printed transcript and amended praecipe of

record.

I DO FURTHER CERTIFY that the amount paid for

printing the foregoing record on appeal is $ and

that said amount has been paid the printer by the appel-

lant herein and a receipted bill is herewith enclosed, also

that the fees of the Clerk for comparing, correcting and

certifying the foregoing Record on Appeal amount to

and that said amount has been paid me by the

appellant herein.
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my

hand and affixed the Seal of the District Court of

the United States of America, in and for the Southern

District of CaHfornia, Southern Division, this

day of December, in the year of Our Lord One

Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-eight, and of

our Independence the One Hundred and Fifty-third.

R. S. ZIMMERMAN,
Clerk of the District Court of the

United States of America, in and

for the Southern District of

California.

By

Deputy.^.










